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Doughty's popular fame depends still on one pros-book, but his poetry 
Is still neglected by the majority and i Snored by a Large ecotion or those who 
know. To redress the balance and put the iohols in perspective, this thesis 
begins by dtscuaaing minutely his roots in East A lia, his family background 
and his school and university days. Here for the first time a list of his Pather1. 
library books and a rare early poem written by the young Doughty in Cambridge are 
used to prove that contemporary literature was in Doughty's mind, when he reacted 
again3t: the facile ways of literary czpreeaion and the immorality in literary 
circles. That reaction is shown to have decided his future career. His studies 
after that in earlier literature are traced minutely, and their certain fruits 
shown in the t irna of his thou, )ht and the new ideals in lire in general and in 
literature in particular. When he left to the Continent in 1870, he is shown 
to have reached the mature stable basis or everything that one finds in all his 
prose and poetry. In general his attitude was one of reaction against the 
Uinotecnth Century and an attempt to bring back the vigour of patriotism and the 
1iVelinaos of the literature of Renaiaasnoe and Elizabethan England. With the 
Nineteenth Century as a basis, and the Renaissance as an ideal, a pattern is 
t' 
laid for a detailed study of different problems based on the various Doughty 
works. Each book is looked at mainly from one angle, although the Other 
differeut sides os' the work are, not neglected. Doughty's attitude towards 
Islam, Arabia and the Arabs is shown to be a rosult arid, a continuation of tho 
orthodox Christian European attitude through the ages. Co follows a historical 
study of that background in European thought and English Literature from the 
earliest times to the Nineteenth Century. An objective unemotional &ttOmPt to 
api. %* 
A 
/to da ox4 28lam and the Arabs f*22. O rs. Then the linguistic side of the 
problem, the influence of Arabia on the style of 'Arabia Doserta' is studied, 
and Doughty'st knowledge of Arabia is assessed. 'The Darn in Britain' givas us 
the chance to study Doughty's knowlsdgo or and ideas on the epic form. 'A&& 
Cast For $ provides an opportunity for studying all the sources or the beautiful 
legend, arm Of Joughty'a usage Of these sources. 'The C13Pfel provides an 
opportunity for a study of Doughty's ideas on the contemporary scone and his 
solutions for the problems of todLle 'The Clouds' is used to stuäy the- 
discursive ra+. bliag'all inclusive 'form' of Doughty's works. 'The Titans' 
is Doughty's nearest poem to his Eeological studies, so Doughty's scientific ideas 
and their imaginative expression are dealt with. 'lanaoul' is his last message. 
Consequently his belief in the doctrine of the 'Inspired Poet', his belief in San, 
his hope in the future o? humanity, and his philosophy of virtue and love, his 
Religion and his hwoaaisn are "studied. ' The ' Conclusion' follows, with an apology 
for the treat length necessary to deal` with the mind, ways and works of this 
volu®itºous post. ,-- 
In an appendix the lint of books at Thsberton Hall Library 
in, giveaf and in another that rare pose at his young" days "Me Lay of the Lone 
One". - ..,.. . ;. - 
All - through the thesis, Doughty' a manuscript Word=Notes, Book-Z otea, and 
letters and all the books written the various"solare end critics on his works 
&rs used to get a better runndtratanding'0t *his thought and bis books In this 
paaoremic surrey, of his lit. an& works. ` 
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Dougtºt9'n first work ars written rbout 1965 -nd his lrnt work 
as publiohod in 14)23. If one srp, ß e conetunt render of Dou 
htyp one 
would have gradually ccquired the teste by which Doughty's works could 
be enjoyed. But only a very smell minority of the English reading public 
over tried to read his works$ so much so thst hie pootry bee remained until 
now the cherished private possession of a few enthuoicstio Pdmirors. 
These might hnvet Ft first, been ettrnctea by the strangeness of his 
diction or by the sheer bulk of his output, or by the wonderful flights 
of his strong i©eginstion, or by the bright spots of gold, no frequently 
embedded in the course of his poetry. Though often bofflod by the 
difficulties of his goys of expression, though sometimes Pt r. lose at 
the confounding liberty that he takes with the English Lt urge es they 
know its though often irritated by the 'Victorirnicros' of his content end 
manner, most of then have yet persevored in their admiration of his works. 
Doughty is certainly fortunate in hin few selected adnirern. 
The hot im not very lonC, but it includes tho nrnee of poets 
liko tilliprn Uorria, Robert brideoc , 1zrs Pound and Hugh UrcDiprc id, end 
critics like John Preemcn, G. B. Shows Cdward Garnett rnd John Viddleton 
Murry, end ocholers like Profeanor Barleer Feir1ey, Anne Trenne r. The 
1 
eorlieat roadors of Douzhty, the first g noretion of those 'selected end 
chosen few', rood his early works 'hon they were firnt publinhod, got 
into contact with him, wrote to him end erpres ed their ndmirttion of 
his work, Qithor in various lottert to their friends or in roviorls and 
©sneya in v? rious 1itsrtry pariodioPls. Some of thsra were his elders 
end eons wOro his contemporaries but most of them v ere more f¬mous et 
V 
the time then he eea. Their work crnnot be taken es P serious ossesa ent 
or a full epprocintion of his ruslitier, mrsd their lord could not be the 
last word on Doughty and bis aorko. Yet thnlr role c, ºrn vpry itporttnt; 
first of 6119 as en effective factor in Ieunchirg the voe" of this cvor. 
ambitiouo flew writer who wao himself hrrdly ewsre of his need of launching, 
and secondly to proptgpndists for this hermit-goat, who never cared for 
proptgandai and thirdly as his epologints and defenders against the n. ttnc''a 
of the Common run of literary roviovers of the timep the 'ruardians of 
the faith', to whoa DouChty tuet have seemed an eeßy tauget. for were 
bin detractors at the time four nor unimportant, for oven G. M. Hopkins 
misunderstood the work of thin kindred spirit, who was ectuolly his only 
brother rrvolutionery in the world of English Poetry at that time. 
But that was probably not their foult elono, for Douchty himself 
'Y8 much more blind then they Toro to the literary output find the ruthora 
of his period, end he chose to fight ehrt ho coaoidera4d the greatest end 
Dost inportent battle in hie life end the life of Britain, clone Fnd oine10_ 
IQmdod. Ho chose sometimes to write far awe from Britain, in Italy or 
in tha Levant. If he steed in Englond, he would try in perfect eeclueion, 
My from the htu of everydvy life, away from what he coneiderod the 
Corrupting influences of the 1cn w'g * end litersturý. ý of hin dey. He mat 
no poets; he reed no poetry of the later 19th or early 20th Centuries, 
and he joined no litorai club or clique or circle. Tho fers first ediirers 
of hie work Would write to him oftcn# but meet him only acc, cioaallr. 
The moot importent of those early admirers woo cortsinly Edward 
Grrn©tt. For Doughty alone wes himself responsible frr 1F. unchtrr his 
vi 
groat prose work on "Arebia Decerta", cxeotly vs it wro written$ without 
bowing a chit to the ezrcttt limitations and the instructions of hin 
publishers in their bid to produce what would only suit the contemporary 
literary scene. It is not improbable to thin?. that the book would never 
have been publiebed if Professor Robertson $z ithp the Cvmbridee Oriontell. st, 
had not been quick to recognise the great worth of the book In the field 
of Orientel terming and not in the field of English Literature. But 
it-Wm Garnett, end Garnett clone, who van instrumental in launchint 
Doughty's greet literary echicvemont of The Dawn in Dritain", into the 
world of publiehedl literary works. Yrom then till the ende he remained 
Doughty'o eteunch r. & irer e-nd the upholder of his cause. It to no idle 
epeculetion to thick that Douihty1s works would have remained in ne. nuscript, 
like those of his greet conteaporpry C. I , iiopkinz, bed it, not been for 
Edaerd. Garnett. Would it-have been better for the ultineto reputation 
of Douahtr to remain unpublished until the suitable mo®ent was chosen by 
c Brideos? Would Doughty then be os fortunate co Hopkins area to find 
onother Dridgee? All thet in fortunately unnoceesary speculrtion beceuoe 
Edward Gorcott was the literary critic and 'reader' of Duckworth Pa Co. 
Garnett became DouEhty'e trusted friend rind edvis©r and remained so to 
the and of Doughty'o lifo* why was it that afro. Doughty chose another - 
of DouChty'o friends en her husband's official biogrephor at his death? 
AS soon an Doughtytn first major litercir r work w written, 
there started a tremendous qusrrel between him endI8yndics' of the Crnbridee 
Univoreity Preen, about his revolutionary wcy a of . erpreoeion:. and the work -- 
VII 
would certainly have remained unpublished if It wore not for its grost 
contribution to the Orientel fnd Semitic studies of the day. When the 
work was published, the reception given to it showed egPin the two sides 
referred to above. It Wan et onco greeted re the greetnot contribution 
until then to the understending of Arebia and the Arabs. Its contributions 
to geography, geology, ereheeology end sociology were instantly ecola&red, 
end Doughty bectme at once a great traveller and o groat Artbict" The 
dividends which thet intent recognition brought forward were to follow 
greduolly until his deaths the recognition by the British Association, 
the Golden McMel from the Royal Geegrophioal Society#. and the honorary 
degree n fr= the Universities of oxford and Car*ridCo. 
thus stood hiChq even emont the Orientalist$ of Cermenvp Frerce end Italy. 
Doughty'a whole present and future reputation seemed thus to depend. on hie 
contribution to Oriental Studies*. 
} Now Uro. Doujhty, in har gentle dispooition end noble natural 
would hove been the firnt to admit she wns not a literary connoioceur, 
end thus it wpe natural for her, of hin donth, to choose the narrest end 
certeinly the boat Arabiat emorag his friends to be hie biocrepher. llotjarth 
died ýbäfore he finished his book, end the other mat `Argliist rz orC Doughty-'o 
friends was epprorched, and when he. T. E. Lawrence, decli'red, the job wes 
coMplete4 by , Hognrth'a ' ö'David. 
Tet it was eortninly not about his nrientnl i: noc'ledgo thrt Doughty 
qurxrolled sith the publishers of his book. Neither wnn" 1t the main retson 
º, hyý he studied 00 
x 
loco und toiled no Auch" LL 
Th^ nub ject-m-pttnr won )rientr i, 
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but it was to a contribution to English Literature 
that Doughty wrote his 
"Travels in Arabia Deserta". He certainly wanted to be remembered not 
es an Arabist, but res a great English men of 
letter-. And as soon to 
his great prose eiork was published, there started verv slowly 
but nevortheless 
surely a current of critical opinion that recognized 
in it the major work 
of art that it was. For many connoisseurs of literature, Doughty suddenly 
became a great prose-writer. "Arabia Deserta" was put in A niche by itself, 
end every day added to the number of its admirers. Even todev 
it is the 
most fimoue of Doughty's literary works. 
Then when Doughty went on to dedicate his literary energies not 
to prose, but to poetry, and write and publish his colossal epic, his 
admirers were divided into two cempe. For some, and these were certainly 
the mejcrity of his readers, Dotvhty wee man who hed ono great living 
adventure, which hei in a tour de forces expressed in one great book of 
prose, after which he spent the long years of his long life is a recluse, 
cut away from life, writing what was to most of them a huge body of 
unintelligible and unimportant poetry. To them Doughty was a great prose- 
writer and a second-rate poet. Thus most of their effort aas directed 
towards the elucidation of the wonders of "Arabia Deserts". A cursory 
look at the critical writings on Doughty's works would show how great the 
critical output on "Arabia Deserts. " ieg end how very much more it is than 
all the critical works on all Doughty'n other books combined. 
Yet Doughty himself, though certainly proud of his achievement 
in "Arabia Deserta", and apparently happy at the olmoot universal recognition 
of his qualities as It traveller, as an explorer, as an archaeologist, 
Ix 
geologist, a geogrepher end es a prose-writer, considered himself first 
end foremost os s 'Poet', fie chosen idol aas e1weys the 'Muse of 
Poetry'. Prose, like geogrophv, geology end erploratio4 wen Cecond ry 
to the F11-oons=ine fire of 'Patriotic Verse'. 
Thus it also to to the 'chosen few' Who know his life end work. 
Those would egree to the greatness of Doughty's prose-work but they would 
drew attention to the fact that its greatness lies particulcrlp in the 
'poetic' conception and qualities of tho book. These poetic aualitiee, 
for then, point toverdr, end become mature in, bis great epid. Doughty 
is mainly a poet and the great achievement of his life to "The Dawn in 
Britain. Ute reputetion should rest mainly on his echievement es c. 
poet. Thet is why those who know ell hin work, expire hard to reconcile 
a wider public to the excellences of Doughty's poetry. 
The first serious works and certainly e locus clessicus in 
Doughty'a criticieo, was the book written by Professor Barker Fairley. 
Professor Feirley boa made his position ebundently clear in countless 
writings, c. nd he to certainly the loading Doughty epologist of the dry. 
Sometimes, the ovor-Fmbitiouoneee of bis attempts will be criticised 
in this thesis, but no one can deny the debt of all Doughty's recdore 
to Fairley'e work. Next comes Miss &no Treneer, whose book follow 
the lines drawn by Professor Fairloy end eddy to them her own full study 
of the 'vocabulary': the 'words' in all Doughty's works. Third comes 
Mrs. Ruth Robbins, whose introduction to the centenary edition of "The 
Dawn in Britain%, shows her unmetchod familiarity with Doughty's turns 
of mind, end poetic technique, end whose expected work on the 'Notes' 
x 
end on the Epicp should rda greatly to our knowledge end eppreoirtion of 
DouChty's Poetry. 
To these one must add the two very important contributions of 
W. Teylor and A. 1icCorc ick. The first wrote a full study of the otyle 
of the "Arabia" with e stress on the Arrbio influences on it. The 
second irrote a thesis on the dovolrpment of the style of the name book 
with a stress on the English side of its and on whet she considers the 
Hebraic Influences on its sentence-structure. But rlthouah I have 
used all these eource3s and taore, this present thesis follows the lord 
of FPirley, Treneer and Robbins in stressing the over-all unity of 
Doughty's literary output. 
At ths tcCinnin, ý# with r b3Ch62ouxzd. in Arabic I=Cuagea end 
1itorature, I thought i should concentrate on "Arabia Desert* and tbe Arabic 
influences on its ctylo. But then Taylor did that ant UcCor^. µick wrote a 
Z ipain on its e ty1o. Thun Z thou , -, ht -i should concentrate on Douity' is to 
rods »j his epic "the ttwn in 33ritt in' which indeed Is worthy of the efrort, 
and bun not been etu. 3ied fully yet, but I discovered that Lira. Eobbinot ein 
abler rou ty critic tlza gycolt, was wotUx% on that, and had to ealaaca3su 
to the " 'arc -ZIotes on the epic, vithaut Which a Oltu3& Carnet be but tentative 
Una iuoomp1ete. 
The Only Jor tscurce1 till noz# of our kro31ed ro of Dou , htyIa 
life was the ottLaic2 biom2a zy written by Ro rth" BOt P: o trth, boin; an 
Jrabist an3 n Orientalist ON tü&n n can at 1ottur w Cara interiutet 
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naturally in the author of "Arabia Deserts". Thus he puts on the two 
Arabian years and the travels for esamplo, an emphasis incomparably greater 
than that on Dou hty1o long years of study at Cambridge and Oxford. But 
these early years in my opinion were tauch more important in making Dou; hty 
and-hin works than all the later years of travel or writin . äo in Fart 
I we have a neu look at Douhtyte bac&Zround and early development. 
Chapter i gives a full study of the goo rsphical, historical and natural 
aspects of East Anglin, where Doughty's roots were; and then follows the 
ertiatocratic origins of his family, and the c anoo in its fortunes before and 
after his birth; and studios the effect of all that on the early years and 
development of our poet. Fortunately, the discovery of a list of all the 
property of the Doughty family kept in Theborton Hail, and sold by auction 
at the death of Doughtyta father' and used hero for the first time, enabled 
us to have a fuller un1erstanding of the kind of life Doughty has known in 
his childhood. Thus Doughty'a life story unfolds itself in front of us 
from childhood at home to school and univorcity, and each period is minutely 
studied, and the various forces, ialuencin his life en& thought are 
enumeratod. The Irend of his life itself 16 shown till th3 time hO decides 
to go on his travels in Europe. The part of the auotioneor'D book hieb 
contains the list of books at Thobo ton Hall iss to important ma to ju3tify 
its inclusion horn as an appendix to this thesis. 
-ý 
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In Chapter III that lint provides the earliest foundation for a 
new diucussion of Douahty'a interest in literature and language. It t kee 
it possible to maintain that 1 ou; htj' u literary studies started at tho 
earliest period of his life. In corroboration, a poo© written by Iou, ht, 
then he was still an undergraduate at Downing College is used hexes again 
for the first time in cony study on rou: "hty. That is why the poem is also 
given in full at the end of this thesis. This unknown relic of Doughty's 
Young days coupled with the prose article he wrote on the Norwegian glaciers, 
helps us to discuss the early trends of Dou, Puby's thous t ani style in 
prose and poetry, and to follow the chancoa in his literary conceptions. 
Ilia attitude towards Victorian language and literature and his aversion to 
it are explained, and the possible reaaonn for it dealt With. Then a full 
study of his deliberate studies in literature and language in CcrsbridCe and 
Oxford, and later in t'urope, concludes our, aecond chapter* every period 
and every author end book referred to or hinted at by Doughty in rcntioned, 
and here his 'Word-Notes' are eorutiniaedi for all the possible information on 
the subject. An a result, the field of studies in Doughty's sources widens 
considerably. If one definite contribution of this thesis to Doughty's 
studies stands outs it In certainly the study of his sources. Thug the 
influences Trorkin3 in his mini and moulding hin vorlese become clearer and more 
definite. And the over-all image enables us to pass judgment an the way the 
various writers on Doughty treatod his works. The partiality of fo arth's 
treatment, where "Arabia Deserts" looms so large as to dawn everythinS also 
xrxz 
beco as apparent. The great effortn of V. Taylor and A. LcCotitck in 
elucidatinj the style of "Arabia Deeorta" are shown to riss the wood for 
the treou. The study of Doughty's gen3ral sources proves that Doughty 
himocif was right in conniderin.; the 'Arabia' secondary for his plan and 
purposes, to"The Dawn in Britain" and his other poetical works, This 
panoramic view, agreein,; in tonoral with the over-all opinions of Fairley 
and TroneaV, earn clearly at the end of the second chapter. 
*P hen follow the application of the emergin pattern on each of 
his works by itcolt. The aim Is not a full study of each work from every 
point of vice, atthouSh that is trio& whenever it is possible, but each 
work is takan as a chance to deal fully with on ap rticulpr side of Doujit7ts 
work. Each occupies its place in a pattern end a plan, and in each case 
the efforts of the earlier critics is both acknowledged an& sifted. 
Professor Barker Fairl®yt ß work and ): iss Anne R'renoer' a book are 
givan their due consideration so worthy eie--opcnewa to the beauties of a 
worthy author, Annette i: oCormic` 's elucidation of the language ant otylo 
of "Arabia Desert&", and the excollent oscay of Z. Taylor on the style of 
rou; ht7'a prose work, are both incorporated and commented upoz1, and neA 
Material We& to the attar of the great claeoit in Part Ix of this thesis. 
"Arabia reserta" is by far the most Pamous, a Ml consequently the best studied 
of Dou. htYIa works. Ono could not hope to add much to the elucidation of its 
prose ctylo, done to well by both W. Taylor and A. lcCormick. But DouLhty'o 
point at via"I via.. a-via Arabia and I01=sa, and tha background of his 
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knowledge of Islam and the ioelece, unsre not touched& upon by both iritero, 
nor treated fully by other ccc entatoro. wo this thesis tries to fill in 
Chapter IV the gap felt there, and provides a study of "Arabia Deserts", as 
a product of European and Christian thought from the earliest times to the 
19th century. The 'Travels' and Its author are treated as one part in a 
long chain of European vrritin s on Islam and Arabia. This part in Doughty 
is the coat personal, anI conooqucntly the most uninhibited and vigorous of 
all his work. The writer of this theme who stands an the other side of 
the fence! 1 248 of course felt a repumance of you hty"a writink-s an this 
score, but has tried, an far as ht my possible, to Give an objective 
unemotional study of this sitte of Douahty'a work. To what degree he has 
succeeded it is not for him to judge. 
Another vary important contribution again in Chapter IV is n full 
stutz at Bou htyla 1tno rledg of Arabic 2nn, a, a and literature. au, M ty's 
contributions to Arabic otugicn or No jI dialects are +-c, -nowledged, but his 
knov1e te of Arabic in general is questicno$. Listakas in Arabic words, 
Phrases and clauses in tho "Arabia l)eserta" are ahoxn as proofs of Doýa? hty. *a 
liaitcd'ren e in Arabic. What the writer of this thosis hopes to be the 
last jutgoz ent is given here can the iufluenca of Arabic on Tough ty's 
Enzlish style. 
Part III deals with tou-7htylo great epio and his beautiful idyll. 
The chapter on "The Dawn in DritairO - Ch*, ptor Five "- should have been the 
1onnest chapter. The thesis makes it clear that the epic tauet be txcatea as 
xv 
the clim= of Doughty** literarg eftortu, but one handicap made a full 
stu&i of the epio impossible here. The study of any literary work written 
by Doushtj must do; end in the lost rocort on the *Word-Notes', the jottings 
of words, phrases and clauses by the author in the process of preparation. 
In the caso of the other works, I was able to consult than. But the I'Zord- 
notea' of "The Dawn in Britain" are reserved for the usage of iiro. Robbing 
who is working on therm now. Thus az attempt to eluoidate the poem must 
be a tontative attempt# to be superccded later by her promised works 
evar^theleee Inu, hty'o ideas on the Epic are discussed, his aims and ways 
explained, tnd new light shed On The Dawn in i3ritain". 
Chapter Six deals with "Adam Cast Forth" v and It was the Intention 
at the beginning to use the pastoral ß+nä lyrical qualities of this beautiful 
Idyll to discuca the pastoral and lyrical sides of Dou; ty. Taut the 
temptation became ; -raator an& irrisistible to trace the sources of the 
Semitic 
legend. The relative importance of the Arabic and Hebraic sourccs, and the 
way Dou;; ht! 's mind works in mixin,; them to make tha story we have, are 
discussed. Our findinZe in this extonsiva study of the sources are rant 
e, e an example, and indeed tend, in the cane of the Araüio 5ourceo, to corroborate 
the judeat Aassod on Dau hty*ß Arabia know1ed o in the Chapter on "Arabia 
Besarta' (Chaptar Four). 
III 
Part IV deale with the *Prophetic Books'. Chapter 7 deals with 
"The Cliffs", There the poet trios for the first time to tackle the problems 
of his own &r and age. Thus a study of Doughty' e relationship with anti 
knowleä&o of the affairs of his age is made first. Secondly the fact 
that two parts out of the five parts which cake "The Cliffs" are lelvichr 
poetry, gives us the opportunity of doalin, briefly with Dou ty'e wonderful 
poetry on fairies and elves, and its links with Zizteenth and Seventeenth 
Ccnit&r ' Fairy Pastry. `t'hen follows Chapter 8, where Doughty's attempts in 
"The Clouds" to meet the general criticism of the 'form' of his works gives 
ue the chance of a general &ticcussion of the neanini of tform& in Dou hty'a 
works. 
Fort V deals with the last years of Douahty'a life. Chapter 9 
is on "The Titans" 0 snd hors the sources of the story era discussed first. 
N The Titans" is Douihty'n noarert poem to the world of hin ga©1oZical stuzlies. 
Thus the oppoi~tuaity iA used to study the Meaning of coienoe in the World of 
Doughty, and the wgyo in which his scientific knowle to it, uael to benefit nan. 
Then tollowa Chapter Ten, the subject of which is Dou hty'o last published 
poa 11Lanaoult. The firnt part of this decals in particular with 3)ouShty'8 
belief in the sacredness of poetry and the doctrine of the inspired poet. 
That leads to the discussion of the 'mesea e' which Aou3hty felt compellod 
to convey to his a; , and the way in which he triad to convey it. Then the 
thesis Is concluded by a word of explanation and apoloMr for the great length 
of the theeic. 
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In +a long thesis like this, some points necessarily tend to 
repeat themselves and to pop up in different parts of it. But the 
use made of them in each case is different, and the light shed on 
th*; m is new. Lou6btg's Religion is an oxample. In Chapter I# the 
discussion includes his early actions and reactions at home, and in 
college, and the influence of the ideas of the age and the impaot of 
hie sztenoivo readings on his religious ideas. Again his religion 
is dealt with in Chapter Three, where his attitudes in Arabia as 
a champion of Christianity and his attacks on Islam are discussed. 
At last his religion is doalt with as on indatachable part on his 
over-all aosgage in 'Nancoul' (Chapter Ten). Another point is the 
texture of his prose style, and the diction of his poetry. This 
thesis doca not concern itself mainly with Doughty'B style and 
poetic diction, but it cannot avoid dipping here and thore into the 
rich world or his works and elucidatini a pantage here and a stanza 
there. It is impossible in an extensive genoral study to stick to 
one limited side. Yet we hope that a nei light, partioularly on 
Doughty's eourceep is added here to the efforts of previous critics 
of Doughty's work. 
To all those critics who wrote before me ft my indQbtedness 
it clear. . 'von whore I have objected to their idoao here and there, 
my debt carrot be denieds they at least provide a stimulus. I have 
k nova most or them only through their writings, but one I have had 
the pleasure to meet, lira. Luth I obbins iss among DouCht, y's 
admirers, the one who knows most about his life and art# an3 I 
gla4117 aaknOwlod1 Q here her kindness and help. It one not always 
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eaor. r tailing O en I was struggling to find ny way through the 
hugh body o£ Doughty 'o mnusaripte in Cambridge, but the 
kindness of mart' people there mile it lasi©r. 21r. Grierson, 
of Caine and Gonville College, rust be thanked for the poimicsion 
to look into the amnuscripts, and for the arrangcmrnto he kindly 
n%de for me there. Mr. Cbristopher Drooko, torwerly of Caine College, 
kindlylent ne 'pie rooms at the Co11o o. At Downing College, 
14r. W. Cuttle, the Librarian, was the spirit of courtsey and 
kindness. At the Fitzwilliam r; hiseuo Library, tho Note-books of 
tre Arabian Journey vors put at my disposal. Lt the British 11useum 
Library in London, the earliest nauusaript of Doughty's epic vas 
lent to me. In London again, the Eecrotary of the Eoyal Geographical 
Society vas so kind as to search t2iro*s i the files for Doughty's 
correspondence for me. To the authorities of these various 
institutions, rud to all those ubo helped sie kindly, i have nothing 
here but words to show my gratitude. 
In G1aogow try thanks cro duo to Professor Peter Alexander for his 
constant cnccurcZcaent; to 24r. E. F. F. ßisb-op, formerly lecturer in 
the University for his kindnesa and holp aI his rcadineas to 
Understand and forgive one's hu= weaknesaesf to Dr. J. S. Trimmingham 
for his readiness always to giyo a helping hand. i3ut last but not 
least, I must thank 11r. Edwin Morgan, lecturer in the TJniversity, 
without whose help and criticism g, nd guidanceihio work vould have 
never been completed. 
Ih ß" (AI)DE L. 
I 
The writer of this thesis believes neither in the truth nor 
in the accuracy of the praottoef in which many writers and entice ir$ul e, 
of au aing up th6 life of a certain author, or the characteristics of a 
given pariod# in one all-inclusive epithet or label, with which ever, 7 
detail or particle concerned with that author or period is thence 
inescapably mat/; ads That perhaps migbt help in 4 abort review or a 
bird's eye-view, but it vouicI certainly be duma; ing in an extensive study 
like this. Profoacor Ray 
(1) 
, -in writin{ about 
the history of the Forties 
and the Fifties of the %ineteenth Century calls it the ", Age of Wiadoz". 
A nevi wer criticizing hire call$ the same period the "Age of Prösperity", 
which in his opinion lacked "Wicdon' . You can easily and justifiably 
draw attention to the plight of the labour vorwora in the ntv to uatriwe 
of the perioi and thus in turn, refute the label of "ý-roaperity". Thus 
It could co on. - The beat thin; to do is to state bore and now that 
because tbtu study to of one iný; le uuthor# it in ri,; ht and wise to single 
out, diecusa and apply, only the particular aspects of that complex and 
tumultuous a., of the aspects which had their effect in directin. 
Doughty's life and moulding hic character. It is not our intention to 
give u complete interpretation of the Atop or to auaeaa its values and 
ideal,, or to pace , uidement on 
its achiinvemonts. Doughty, though 
undoubtedly the product of his Stet Was hardly in the centre of the 
whirlpool. Vor was be n typical representative of its qualities ant 
Ito problems. Ho did not choose ae his maim occupation its politics, 
or its economics. toither did he occupy hineelf with the overwbelmin,,; 
Social uph; eavala of the period# nor with the ahilcoophical doubts that 
rent a ; art the best minds of that ate. Ha is of it no doubtg and this 
thesis hopes to diocuac bit nineteenth Century beginni o, ar4 for the 
first time : ris; hin bac'from the label of "archaici" stuck on hic by 
most critics of his works, to relate him to the % lend of his tine. 
(1ý C-48 his boot on "Thäckerayl". 
t 
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But it is meet that we should know the limitations of his work9 and 
follow the chirtad course of his life. For oughty was born in 1843, 
the s=e year when Henry James was born, three years after Hardy, an l one 
year hem TM. lo. pkina and Robert Bridges* 'dot any one of these, even 
Iopkinao is looked upon now as being nearer the contra of Victorian life 
and literature than Doughty in. In each of these, critics seem to find 
typical Victorian problems and solutions# but Doughty seems to them far 
away from the general run of his contemporaries, end their problems. 
Dou, hty seems to escape tb'' fundamental changes that altered the face of 
Englands and the pattern of Mglish life in the Nineteenth Century. Now 
it in true that in reading Doughty one is bound to feel that he was on the 
other side of the tide, The world which he exposes seems to be of an 
LnGlend which does not exist there nos except as a back ; roun l on England 
of the earlier aree$ not the England of the Industrial Revolution and 
after. But Doughty is nevertheless not far away from hin gland, the 
England he knew in his childhoodjýnd youth. For Doughty*& ancestry in 
immersed in the county of Suffolk. There he was born and there he spent 
most of his childhood. London, Paris, Rome, Berlin and Vienna occur and 
recur as temporary places of residence or simply as atop$ in the course of 
his studies and travels, but never had any of those been the centre of bin 
life. Be was no inhabitant of the great metropolis of the modern 
scientific and industrial ego. Thus his life and consequently bis: 
literary works aide-stepped the complexities of modern Industrialism an 
much as the new great Iorthern Road, leaven aside the rivers and sand dunes 
of his native tuftollc. Suffolk, with the sister county, of Norfolk, wan 
always a world in itself. In most respects they always had the 
characteristics of outokirts0 geographically, historically and culturallyl 
as if the old kingdom of East Anglin, he od in by the estuary of the fen 
rivers from the North# by the Stour from the South, by the fens in the 
Neste uni by the German Ocean from the , 411t0 was still in realityt if not 
3r 
in outrzard f' ct, loading + lifer in many Praia, indepondent of the reut 
of the country. ' ile the root of Laglandt for inutauce, was cau', in 
the turoojl of civil waraq Vast Anglia remained in coz;,, rativo peace. In 
the lireteenth Century this cha., tbctorietio "oatakirtneno" beta e more and 
Cora rapparent. For Euftolk hardly shared in the tremendous industrial 
and economic expansion Of ' Englund in the reign of Queen Victoria* only 
at the vary beeinninw of the reignl round about 10379 during the brief 
8po11 of prosperity called aomotires the "dulden &go of IL-itish rarmirg", 
wutfo1I farmers Doom to have had it Good. The Riov. Colt# 'ought7, D u; hty'© 
Tather, was, for ` instance able to add to his property 'ord3o yV nor, on 
the 4eatb of ito o rnerp a Ur. John to, 3dß of Darhat in 1833(1). But that 
was a temporary ripellt and not at all in the new lino of injuatria1 
ý3evelogrsat. ^x"he bl. ach nev world of cool d $team# th- di sal life of 
women and ebildren In, the dark nines, tho social uph aveln of the now 
t duatrial traohroon eitiees were all unknocnn to the hardy- posounte and 
the benevolent squires of high tmd low tuftolk. If they felt the chance, 
they did. so boaauoe it it 'vote 1 their life in on adverse vayq in two 
different but related epheree« Politically Surrolk had loot, und not 
Caineci, 'a number of its representatives in Parliaments' Economically the 
wealth fron the traditional trade of Cuffolk, was passine away* The 
cloth trade vrhicb nmde it rich noroso the centurieo, from the tim* it w1a 
introiuced bfr the Lowland iz itento In the reigns of Ilenry III and F4 rd It 
was at lest givin iay to the modern industrial centr-o of the tidlanio and 
the"LTorth. People started to emierat©{2) to other wore fruitful ports of 
the country. Instead of gaiain4 more ind wtries in the new industrial Ago, 
Gutfolk wja faut Toeing its traditional inlustrioe, to beco ao a ronorry for 
the rest of kn lea . Whatever ras býP ' iz in tuffolk. when pouZhty trio 
born therot' wao not in any sense new or modern* 
(1) äuctling' o wUlictory Antiquities of 1-tuffolk", volume III F ote 315- 
(2) "The Victoria History of the Counties of England: Suffolk. " London: 
1911. See the chart in not, es i. 4rt foot of following page. 
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'bus it lei to ti, e )er=. n*nt te,, turps , if 1fe in Suffolk that are 
. utt irrt rmf nr nrl not 
to . he changes in the Nineteenth Conturro 
For 
this in *k c.. JuntV atß+ ! in biatc, ry* f. verywh+ : "o 2rQun, i the ., of wh+*.. -a» 
Pou; 4btq v ., G born, iecee of vrohmroiogics l in'ereet in their euccs.. siv- 
chronology rotlinj orio of the long =; w1 varied sa, r ots of the history of Vºfs 
º: krt of This vom the erst- rn! m st ti - of the fng= ish Couat, fý4eini 
th- counts of Pianiers t. anl Hol1Nn1. This ways; the ; oint of 1iserbirA4tion 
f, r v*rious invath rs of ; land. C. Itf,, Nomans, knglo-: axons, afinoo «n3 
lsorntns <a. 11 h=. vo ber hero errs d1 have I, ft some of their trmci-r In the soil 
of 2utfa. k. Thto was the district in! iabiteil by the Iceni, the f! ritiuh 
tribe, which -ftor first submittit; to the Roman ro: ceo of Aulus i tttue, 
erupted in one of the bloodiest revolutions ageinat the to" eiam invs ler 
unrlor th a fa mom ýueon oadieva 
0. Her- -416o come the Teutonic invaders 
who later on c+otabiishc'l t :ek inx; ao : of 7g at Anglis,. 11-M eld Ch ietianity 
find tome of Its surliest and most important centres 0 Thin W&e also an 
important , art of the rawly conquers' realm of William the Couqueror. 
Theberton ehere , ouy; bty we born ersass culls-. l 'rh, evarnetuna' in the ýio: o n: la 
hoox, ere were ontblisbs9 colonies of F-Atzish Immigrants in the reigns 
of Henry III cn. i Fdw&rt 19 an clothiers and woollen wanufockurere. Tare 
81s; ß sere felt thA burnin, & effects of is En Dish reformation, for the 
fr&rous Puritan iconoclzo- fillium '-owsin, , whose terrible . $rt in the 
lestruction in 1'A3 of th, various oqatabllshmintu of Cathof is rndlcni is 
weil known, pus biruelf a &uffoi« can, In thO C tbolio roacti, cn urder 'cry, 
tuffcºi , egzin uuffered or u! contributed no 
lose than 36 ranrtyre, ani in the 
(1) "Contr. fron : raviouu ýr a. The go ulattcn of ant, ertcn eclino J tbuos 
1 3i - 591 
1661 -I 
1871 - 526 before rictnsr again.. 
() V" "T 'F--; ewn in Britain". 
(3) e. ;. }it ry-wt. V Imun-3, sorwich uxv) -, unwich. 
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V 
etabili; tnn efforts of Cuton ý"li etri' o reign 'Fart An lia h ii ita shores 
for 'or'lterl the future Archbishop of Cci terbur7, w3o born in Eorvich. 
V; e for of the Spanish Invasion revs. -berated ecroon Kent and T"aoe: as well 
olk, and the now national teal burned in the hearts of as nut oft uni No--f 
the 'eople here no much to in Lon lon. Similar eztotiono led Suffolk and 
liorfolk, to b,, r, vzoo1atei with the forces of 1°arliammnt againat Chirlen It 
ftthus gn comp . 1**tive peace 
during the civil vor. But later in the 
rain of Charles it, theme eastern counties were the p rtc of ; lend cost 
eapoued to t'°e attacks of the "utcb ßavy, and duly defended by the tritioh 
Uav3v under the to of Tor". tan they enjoyed a loo; spell of tranquil 
isolation till the menacing days of fapoloon"o preparations to invade 
Britain,, Stories of s ;1 'o ireadinooa for that effort of life or detth 
were still vary much live in the minis of men in Gutfolk 'hmn Doughty vaa 
born in 1843" And when be, was yet a young man, those tears and 
sp rehoneiouot and that readiness to die in the cause of the Patbarlando 
gare again kindled in the hearts of people, when the petty essrot 'that bore 
the name of the great lhuonaporte, tried to emulate bim, 
rut history in not only the record of events fron age to agA. It 
is ales the historical eights whicb remain a living memory of ebut had 
happened in the paot#, ans Suffolk is one of the richest counties of Ii 
in its antiquities ex d historical remains. In the gravel-pits At UUoxne 
and various other places in the valley of the 'Wavenyt there are found truly 
prirovdl remains% rods flint tupono of the usauol typen of vb1ch Doughty 
mMde a study in his young days. In different parts of uffolk there are 
nu eroua barrows and tunuli, which mu: t have boon the sources of their 
equi alento in r1outjhty'n . 'piso on t around the lofty nogn at which are 
X parry natural and sozettn, o artificial, there exist remains of ctror: holde 
belonCin& to the earliest tines. The foundations are possibly 1 ritiohj 
and then the ao-_ans built on them, then later the rzz(.,, JJQh and the Nornwn 
used thon(l 
). 
Roman rennirre still exist at Walton, I unwich and the 
(1) see Uarratlu "Castles and Convents". 
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famous 13urgh Castle. The :, axone left slight re=ins of their Castles at 
Dunvich and Framlinahan and various other plan o. And when Christianity 
arrived in tho Seventh Century, it gave Fast Anglia its first martyrct $t. 
Felix, whose remains are said to have been removed because of the pagan 
incursions of the Danes, and St. `dnund, who was martyred fighting against 
the mniah Invasion. And when the l ormana became the lords of . xglan1, 
Suffolk was for a long tine the leading county in bland= it had a church 
for every fifty inbsabitanta(1) . Three hundred and ninety eight churches 
in Suffolk are mentioned in the Domesday took. Even in the Uineteenth 
Century Suffolk churches still showed the magnificence of their past. IÄ 
the round towersf in the richly decorated fonts, in the elaborate and 
magnificent woodwork in the roofs and the wood-screens and the bench ends, 
Suffolk churches were living, cemoriee of a Glorious pasta Peculiar to then 
waa: the combination of flint and etonet forming what is called their "flush- 
vork"(2). St* Peter's Church, in Thebortonf where nou, hty'a father was 
rectors was itself a living example, for some of the windows were 
unmistakably Dorman* Vorman vor1 could also be seen on the Iforthern and 
the Southern aides of the chancels The priest's door on the Southern aide 
was Fourteenth Century. The Southern aisle was rebuilt by boughty's 
father in 1448, but the porch dated from o. 1470. The pulpit was also late 
Fifteenth Century ani the registers of the Church were kept from 1549 
W. 
dough then to show that history was very much alivo In and about the 
childhood of Doughty, and that the place it occupies in hic life and cork is 
thus easily understandable. 
But Cuffolk provides more than a historical and archaeological 
background; for it was a great field of geological research alcor and 
Doughty in the ramblings of his young days added to his interests in history 
and archaeology a keen interest in geology. This meant a wider field of 
interest than man, hin history and. his society. It meant an additional 
interest in the earth on which flan lives, and instead of going backwards to 
(1) T. U" 1rruntt "County Churchens Cuff o11". Volume lp pace . 2 LSurray1c "Handbook for rzaar Suffolk s and Cambr d5 Ptto xxxvii r a". 
2ncý e31tion 
(3) Eryant'o "County Churchecs Suffolk"t Vole; e lit pages 81-82. 
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the beginnings of hu; nan history only it r ant traoin it back beyond 
hu, an life, into remote age: of existence 9a spun of tisa. i where the whole 
history of Man become* n tiny part, an4 the lit, of the in.;. ivi° ual humcn 
being becomes only a pee ; ing r omont. Barth with its various 
manifestations of son nu rock and nand be=es alive and loons larger thin 
life. üeographi and geology in tour°hty then are not scicntific sub:. )ects 
studied only in school or college, but living interest*. wrapped up into 
his boginnin, s in his native soil of Suffolk 
"'. 
uffolk was iº1 o the source of many a K>ieo-c of natural c cesnwery 
in "ýoujhty's %ork. In LrabilL he would rimemf: er the flint of his n2tive 
Suffolk(2)s, and the nand--dunes of its eastern co&Bt. Sufto1. c is not all 
of it green or woodland. The coast is sandy, and some of the hills are 
barren. some of its scones are . eci, ledly not beautiful(3)0 And come 
of its yr 1leya are of a eoftar and morn pastoral character, "a sweet 
and civil -ountr -" says Bishop Hall. The chars and the character of the 
softer features of the landscape are fsithful4y and beautifully reproduced 
in canny of the famous paintings of Constable who was himself a Suffolk Haan. 
The wooded ban's of the Orwell* come of the most beautiful scenery in 
'ngleLnd 4.1reproduce; in the works of Gainsborough, and Turner.. Not only 
artists, but an lors also find in Suffolk what they need, for all its 
rivero abound in fi¬sh(4). 
(1) ? oughty's sense of history shows c inly in "The lawn in 1ritiirr and 
in ", The frophetio Eoo'ra". His C®oLogy shown mainly in"? ho Titans°. 
ý2) e. g. A. P., I9 p. 28, ß_ 
(3) Fitzgerald deeoribc+s 't'ooibridge in a letter to Frederick fenny&on 
in 1844 "ono of the ugliest cni dullest p1 ceo in iglsn: i: Doughty 
spent much of his youth of Ma.. rtls shasa near Tooftrif " 
(4) V. Angling in "Tho. Cloula" pp. 53-8. 
.. 
i.. 
History, archaeology, g aý; raph, ý and geoloZy an1 natural cconery 
in Suffolk fwuet then all be in the mini whin one comes to ýjer1 with these 
ncv; acta in the v arks Qf , )ou 11ty. Rog us a poet and r. writer, could hardly 
h ve mAca ed the effects of all these important factors in bis own home 
county. Yet ;n rh ps the most effective sae ct in .. uffolh was the *rrvy 
of famous men in the worl1 of thought vni letters -ahaso beginnings were 
here in the east Anglian soil. V ear by wes Lydgate which gave its name 
to the famous F'ii7oenth Century K, oet, 
the monk of 1=-ury anti one of the 
important influences on Doughty. 'ramling contains the tomb of the post 
"Surrey-, tale wau an ; "''st Anglian. &rchbieho Parr er and Sir Robert 
Walpole we eons of the city of Lor4 oh and Sir Thomas Browne was linked 
with it. nearer to Doughty's time un: 3 birthplace was the ,, ioet Crabbe, 
who imuortalizel %ldeburgh in hie'Borouk; h, ' vnd "Parish Register". fearer 
still was award Fite srald who agent + great part of his life at 
Woodbridge, erben Doughty as a young bo was a frequent visitor to the 
netahbou rin ; village of uartleehAza. Thus it to clear that there wat 
enough for the eye in the ocenic beauty of the Suffolk landacapog enough 
for the oar in the natural music of the atanoophtre, enough for the thought 
in the history, archaeology an-1 goot. ogM, and enough for the throbbing heart 
of an e otiona1 ly un. erfed but sensitive anlintellirent orphan, in the 
Suffolk nurrounlinga of his errly years. That the young 3oughty wis more 
than intelligent and sensitive we nood not doubt. It is indeed Possible 
tbtt even hie later reserve &n1 reticence were due to a delicate 
sensibility, of which the Suffolk background provided the wider frzzne. 
The inner tramp in that of hic familj background and childhood circle. 
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ilogarth much stresses the aristocratic origins of Doughty's 
family. "On both sides", he says, "he came of gentry, who for 
generations had owned wide lands. "(') Writing about his father's side, 
Iiogarth tells us of "traditions of a typical home keeping squirearchy, 
proud of race and class, equating loyalty and patriotism with acceptant" 
of the existing order, and taking piety and morality for granted*" 
(2) 
On Doughty's mother's side, the Hothams had "a tradition of adventuring 
and in particular, of adventuring by sea; and no influence acted more 
powerfully on the childhood of both her sons than the enthusiasm of the 
Hothame for naval service. "(3) fogarth thus, certainly under the 
'influence of Doughty's own words, rsldý 
(4), 
explains the early decision of preparing Doughty for the Navy by his 
mother's family traditions. But his mother died when her weakling 
baby was only a few months old, and it is impossible that he could have 
stoked the traditions of her family so early. Hogarth seems to have 
realized the difficulty, for he refers to the influence of her sister, 
who aas certainly a great favourite of Doughty, later on. 
Doughty's mother's sudden death must have brought the prospects 
of a stable conventional 'honely! life so soon to an end. The squire- 
father was left with a tremendous problem. That were his reactions? 
Y(hat did he do to solve his problems? What kind of character was he 
anyway? The official biography of Hogarth does not give any answer 
and we were not able to discover anything new. There in no mention of 
him in any of the recorded reminiscences of Doughty in later life, and 
Lira. Doughty seems to have conveyed nothing about him to Hogarth. She 
met her husband only a few years after he came out of Arabia, and all 
---aa--a.. !Mr as w . wºý - Ir r-ssr--s_-5----ss 
(1) Ilogarths Page I. 
(2) liogarth s Page 'I. 
(3) flogartha Page 1- 
(4) Hogarth= Page 
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her knowledge of big early life was derived fror bits of information 
dropper: by the poet himself in various unrecor! ed occauiono. l Aft 
only real source until now Is ! ýoughty himself# and the poet seems to 
have been always cost reticent to speak about hioselfº. Althougb 
$ there tu nq ate'reason to doubt the truth of facto thus brought to 
light, one suspects a kind of oonzpir cy of discretion not to probo 
into the complexities of these least known yearn of Doughty'& life. 
There are certuin23r gape hach need to, be filled, and facto not 
mentioned by Hog. rthp which must be related, to have a fuller picture 
of the surliest period of 'oughty'e life. ? or Doughty wes a life- 
long enemy to pathos, and the small degree of pathetic feeling which 
is in everyone of use was, exhausted and dissipated in Dou&bty'e cane 
? (on the half-creations baff-self-drez3tiastion of the character of 
'Khalil' in 'Arabia Teaerta'« It is thus understandable that Doughty 
would not easy a word about his family's difficulties and problems when 
""his wotbor died? Of the bits of information we haves we know that the 
father raust have been a man of wide knowledGe and culture, for UoS3rth 
tells us that in his time, be made the (rand Tour* and that he added 
an Italian ging to Theberton Halls aal coziaaioned "Italian workmen to 
pr, pare the `iheberton drawing-room against bis bride's ha oonInS19 6 
(l ) 
R picture alto of the splendour of this priestly qu ire-'u life could be 
drawn by looking into the list of his Po5se110icna at t'he' rton Hail, 
which on sore unfortunate occasion was recorded, and fortunately for 
us is still preserved in the Zrttiah iuaeum Libraryº(2) In the same 
source we have a long list of all the boots which were in the library 
at heberton Hall when he diede The diversity of oubjeota and the 
variety of the books prove him a can of We cultural interests. An 
rrrr .ý.. ý r .. rwý. .ý. .r ýr .ý .ý .ýr wý .ýwrrw .w.. .ýar. rr ýº 
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Aut'Mentic copy of tho list of boO'kU in this treBßurog noar the can^tio 
Pull of aehioh the youzs =otShty spent his early years, is inalu1el tia 
an Appendix to this thesis. For they finit timet the field of DDou °hty'e 
souroos is victenel beyond thai list of ')ou, "hty'a realings in Oxford 
provided by togarth, and the internal evidence in the author's works. 
To Cannot be sur*, but we can aacuma thxt at such an early age ý)ous hty 
as conscious of the value of, or even able to benefit from, all or 
cost of the boars in the list. till, one cannot belittle the 
im; ortarice of this new discovery. That is why the books ere dtccueaed 
later on, when bis early literirr interoeto are discussed. It it 
sufficient here to establish that Doughty was born and cent his 
earliest Tonre, in m houue, not only of arietoaratta traditions, but 
also of culture* re car, thus Suet discern the outlines of the character 
of to htyta Latherp as a pros irouß country gentleman with a 
backgrouw. t of cultural Wdt%lth and high social ataniinS. About the 
Particular qualitieo which would cake of him e ouoceeef'ul or un 
unsuccessful father and which would certtinly have a trezuoutoua 
? (g eyoholo, icral iapmot on his two orphan eons in their most tornative 3reara, 
we know practically nothing. ! either do to know of the part ho rust 
have played in influencing his greet son in3 moulding his character. 
He died in 1650, 'hen his ycun; er eon was barely coven tears old. 
Father and mother were now dead, ani the, prospects or a stable $ho: ely' 
life were farther nway than ever. From T'heberton Hall the children 
were removed to the care of their new gw. r4ien, their uncle rre. lerick 
Goo3vin Doughty of LArtleshaz, Suffolk. The b07 who had lost his fathar 
and Bother so youn,; 7, comsu now und"r the care of this uncle and his 
m. %terual cunt, tino H-oth ! whom we have zentlonei before. Flow Iliac 
Bothan'u brother, 1)ou hiy'o nother'e brother, Sir Charlo8 Ilotha , the 
*colonial governor$ mentioned by : ioCarth(l)ý was earlier on a oa t to 
. we _ ds ----wý. w---wr-w--ý as -+ý------rw.. s 
(I) BBa arth s 'ago 1. 
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of the fHav . ; iis uncle and euarrdtan himself was usrried to a 
dsu, abter of Rear-Admiral Sir Charles Cunnin, ham# of Zye in Suf'f'olk. 
With all these naval connections artrundq it gras only natural that the 
navy would be chosen as his future vocation. Thus it was decided 
to send him to a school to prepare him for the bavy. In 1850-l, he 
was at his first school at Laleha t on Thames eider from where he was 
soon removed on to 'lctree School# ans then finally be was placedl 
co time before 1856, at reach Houser Southway for the last touches 
in his preparation before proceeding to the examination. But in that 
years 1856, he failed in the examination, and his wiy to the Ea. vy was 
finally blocked. Bare there is a curious tangle for the reason of his 
failure is not clearly defined. It is said that he failed in the 
'medical test'* that generally would be understood from that, is that 
he vms not thought strong enough to bear hI azar: is of life in the navy. 
Doughty himself refers to hie beire 'notIrobust wA*w '; and the earlier 
story of Pougbty being ba;, Ftized at birthq because he ws thought too 
weak to litre, fits in. But again the failure in that examination is 
reter,, ed to as being the result of an *impediment in speech'*(') flow# 
it is always tempting for a critic or a research student to exploit 
such a precious opportunity to provide a psychological explanation for 
the subsequent intorest and the later excellence of the poet in the 
world of larger and lit rature. It in easy to maintain then that 
you hty with his usual scrupulousness and singleness of sind had started 
so, early to rid himself of that defect in opeccb, and u, cceeded so 
completely that there were no traces left of that defect in him later 
In life. It is even possible to speculate that big long said varied 
word-notes might have been started as a part. of this process. Yet in 
the absence of any other corroborating evidence, I tend to explain his 
---wsM-r-s----rSw-S il. 5ww .wS MM +M aw n ýa w rw w AIM IM. as 
(1) fIOgarth i Page 3. 
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failure on mare physical reasonsp which-had nothing to do with epeech. 
Per even before the examination we have the testimony of his teacher at 
Reach '=ousts, who wrote to his aunt that he was the "ve+ry beat boy"(1) 
they had. Doughty'o later ten4en cy to stand and stay aloof, abouldi be 
attributed more to his shyness than to an impediment of epeech, 
for the 
last could have made difficult, if not impossible, his prospects of 
travelling into other lams and eixiuu with other peoples, conversing 
with them in their various tongues. 
After the failure to be admitted to the tiavy, Doughty was not 
withdrawn instantly, probably becauoe the guardians were not yet able to 
decide upon the future of the orphan child. Flut in 1853, he was 
withdrawn from i%ach House, and in the company of a private tutor be 
teems to have travelled abroad, most probably in rrance. 
(2) 
These 
were very important years in the development of the young poet, yet we 
have no definite knowledge of them. They seem to be as impenetrable as 
his early childhood. Hogarth refer* to the rambles of the young man 
among the valleys and dunes of Suffolk in hie holidays# and refers the 
birth of his interact in geology to these rambles and these years. Tat 
we do not know who his tutor or tutors were, or whore in bland or in 
the Continent he went, or what aibjecta or books or authors or periods 
he was etudyind. Yet we know that at the and of the period,, he was 
at Kin 'c College, London, 
(3)from 
which he was to migrate to Cambridge 
in 1661. And. it is almost cert&in that between his failure in hie 
Navy examinAtion in his thirteenth year and his arrival at Cambridge in 
his eighteenthp the young orphan ward has somehow grown into an independent 
young man, It in certain that the choice of the Davy was somebody else's 
choice, but it is also certain that the choice of his subjects of study 
ww rs -- ww wr wr ww Aw wº wr do y am a ON w 
(1) Letter quoted by Gogarth * Page 3- 
(2) lo artbi Pace 3. 
'! } (3) Vennt III 355 end Addenda. 
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was hier own, and in that he was certainly an innovator, if not exactly 
a rebel. But before we go to Doughty'e Cambrid. go dayat let us atop 
for a while to take stock of the situation, and discuss the implications 
of thess early factors in the life of our future poet. 
For here w have the iocon1 eon or a prooporous oountry 
gentleman, who, as in the old traditional ways, wes 'oquire and priest'. 
Here is a member of P. family of landet gentry born when the landed gentry 
as a class were fact losing their traditional grip on the destinies of 
England* The now world was no world for a small privilogo&i class. The 
now radicalism in thought and politics# and the now lenthamite theories 
on 'the greatest happiness of the greatest number' coupled with 
laissez-fairs and the now industries ware driving even the, Conservative 
Party itself to tos the line if it were to survive. The landed gentry 
as a class and as a power were doormed, and to this fading glary Doughty 
was born. Here he was to touch but never to taste, the glories of a 
wealthy aristocratic life he was not destined to live. For wmehov the 
turn of the tide in the case of hie ovu family seems to have occurred 
exactly at bis birth. He was alvajs to feel it in himself, in his 
heart and his blood, but he was not destined to live as an aristocrat. 
Pivo years before be was born his father was able to buy Tordley Tenor 
and add it to his estates('). !o rth tells us of the new Italian 
suite added to : 'hmborton Fta11s, when the roughtyo were married. There, 
life ceoms to have been the luxurious, ray life of wealthy aristocracy. 
Therm was the 'Niue Room'. the 'Green Roosts the 'Chintz Room* snd the 
IMoraine Room'. There was the flail, th, 3 Library, the, Stu+iy and the 
%uroery. The £1 ogle in the w Kan, le Room's was made by Lyon, wer McF 
- 
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to the Royal Family. They had 'en excellent town-built chariot' 
and a 'light single-horse cab phaeton, with hood and german shutter'. 
There wore engravingop, paintings, alabaster busts and vases and books 
everywhere. They were living a comfortable life. And then the 
mother died when young, toughty was only seven months old. That was 
the beginning of the avalrancbe; for less than seven years later, 
Doughty's father 'also died, and the young children were left to the 
hazards of an orphan' childhood. Yet even before his death# 
sometime after his wife's death, the prosperous comfortable life seems 
to have come to an ends and his wealth dwindled if not disappeared. 
ßogarth mentions financial difilcuities but he puts them later than 
Doughty Is Cambridge period. That is certainly not true. There 
is sure proof of financial difficulties at his father's death, for by 
the 'Order of the Executors of the late Rev, Charles Montague Doughty, 
Deceased# all the wealth accumulated within the walls of Theberton Halls 
was sold by auction on Zedneäda. y, 26th Augusts 1850 and the three 
following days»(2) Theberton Eiall itself was to stay, but even there, 
Doughty was only the second son°# and although he was never forced to 
earn his living,, yot4 he was never as wealthy or as comfortable as he was 
entitled to be by birth and background. Like Tennyson he always 
warried about the unsatisfied hopes of his class and family, but unlit 
Tennyson he had nobody, not a grandfather or an uncle to blame. Unlike 
Tennyson he had no home to recline emotionally one and no particular 
relations to be tied to. If he had gone into the Navy, he might have 
found an outlet and a realization, a practical channel fog his feelings, 
but he was not destined to settle down so early. The early gears left 
in him the feeling of pride in race and class and country, but they 
left hits to realize his dreams of serving his country almost anywhere, 
drifting freely to become the great rover and the perfect traveller 
later on. Because he had no homey no profession and no ties, because 
.r-. rý. ýe .ý.. .. w r ýr r .. rwr.. , ý. s wº r .r .r . wt rw Mr wr +ý w*+ ýw wr one* 
(1) Hogarthi Page 6 
(2) Proceedings and list are in the British Museum Libr o 
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the ciaAs to which he belonged was dying, it vaes poccibie for Doughty 
to hover above 1ea1 emotions and tie his whole natural intellectually, 
spiritually and emotionally! to an idealized, idolized imago of Britain 
and the A 8lo-Saxon race. 
Row thin refusal to be tied downs this notion of his freedom 
to roam an4 travel, and at the sarge time keep the traditions of races 
class and Easily are the constant characteristics of Doughty all through 
his life# bijt they show themselves for the first time in his choice of 
College and Otudiec. For there has always been a link between his 
family and tin University of Cambridge. Some nine members of the 
Doughty family are listed in the 'Alumni Cantabrigiensael, 
(1)being 
all 
descendants of the Rev. George Clarke Doughty of Hartleeham, in Suffolk# 
who was born ýn 17699 and who went up to Sydney Sussex in 1786, but 
migrated fzo mhere to Caius in 1788. His mn Charles Montague also 
vent to Caius 
fýn 1816. Thus the Doughty connection with Caine College 
was maintained or three generations. Thus Charles &ontague Doughty, 
the poetýwae ca yin,,; on his f=lltr traditions when he was admitted as 
a pensioner at C-iuc ColleCoq Cambridgeq on the 30th Ceptember, 1861, 
when he was eighýecn years old. Yet in that firnt act of conscious 
toeing of the fat. ly line, he at the came tine asserted his individuality 
and independonco df mind in choosing the now lins of Natural Science.. 
re do not know if 
ýia 
uncle and guardian, with whose permission he had 
gone to Cambridge, 
ýftered 
any opposition to his choice, which was in 
those circumstances\rather revolutionary. If his father hid been alive, 
Doughty might hove e open Divinity, or might have studied law, but now 
being free, as the f rot not of em. ncipationg he chose Geology. 
The Dou. hty\ot these early days in Cambridge seems to have been 
serious-minded, indop dent and studious. Because be was shy, and 
(1) Vann# flutuni fl ay t, hbrigieneee, tart Zip vol. iii la; e 323. Cambridge, 1941 " ,. (2) Information kindly: provided by Lr. '. Ls Guttlet Librarian of Downing 
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and bec uoe he would not mix, we do not know of Nny notivitieD of hi3 in 
the Univereity. 
Thor* is nothing to shoe that Doughty joined in any of the social 
or political or religious activities of the University. tie ceOms to 
; *iavo been only su9mber of the Univerciity Geological Club"), Attempts 
wore i wade to rag hire into the fiele of atb s tics, but he was too 
absorbed in pursuing hie own studies of , geology and geogrkphy, ana in 
reading his chosen vuth{ire to bother about euch trifled. 
(2) 
The poet, 
who «+ later to live in complete and perfect isolation, vhiob to us must 
seem unnatural and artificial, had that in h1v from his earliost days, lie 
would not affiliate himself with any group or movement or team or 
subordinate his jußgament to any higher human authority. 
Free fron family bonde, free from parental tutelage, free from 
any disci plins of, any, a public school or institution, Doughty develoced 
in inde; enwience of character arid eingleneso of mind, which Fereiets all 
through his life and vvrke. Be was too : auch of a self-centred rebel to 
fit into any team or society, not because he could not abide by rules, but 
because he would never bend to anybody else's rules and behests. Khalil 
in "Arbbia Deserts' could not fit into the life of Nejd, not only because 
of his feolin4; of superiority, but also because he was by nature an 
individualist and a rebel. In Cambridge Doughty could not beer the mild 
rigours of life at Caius and 9onville College. If the choice of 
geology no his main subject of study, instead of the more traditional 
branches of theology and the hu-ia. nitieu, vas the first expression of 
(1 } The club is +re ntione4 in the CGmbridge Univor* tty Calendar 
186-3-4-b . 
{ý . "sae The Lay of the Long- )ne: 
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his rabef ; iouS nwturm 
/Wau 
the dortt ton tO le=ge Cv. iuu ColleF^e' With its 
trcoitlons l l. in' with the 'ouw"hty f* oily, znd enirate to 'toarnit College. 
T him ! lniverhitj of Cvmbttdge, Sie its aleter University of 
Orfor<i, was tS@n the scone of much collision and struggle of o: -Anions in 
the fields of religion end science. To begin with, e spirit of inten3a 
,: reoccup2tian with cr ttors of Faith and belief kiný1let by the ý. va n slic l 
i'ovement, was very much alive. The 3i, aeonitee were still s power in 
the older Colleges of CQius, Trinity and tit. John(1) 6 These Colleges 
insisted not only on the r 'ui r attendance of lectures, but eloo on the 
regular presence of the atulents in Chapel. Thin was not only an 
insistence on the traditions of these College., but also a fortification 
against the battering r2 as of the new Zineteenth Century doubts and 
hesitations. In studies, the stress was likewise on the clssrd cal and 
theological branches. The modern latural Science studies were not* to 
say the least, encouraged. There wore no ecienc¬/tutors coons the done 
at Casus. Loaning College in contrast, ras On most modern of they 
Cambridge Colleges, established as late 48 1800. It had no link with, 
and could not insist on the traditions of c Ltodaieval or a ücnatecanco 
past, it was thus the most liberal of the Colleges. Because it was 
itself a Nineteenth. Century product# it reflected many aides of the spirit 
of tie my ago. With the freedom it gave to its students, it added 
its interest in the modern scientific attitude of the age. Itrn 
ordinances provided for tva profeaa rca, one of rh on van for the chair of 
Naturaal ScienoeE Science seems to have been an respectable at 
Pornin as Theology was in Caiuo and Qonville College. 
(_} The beet illustration io is Huth r4* "'Pity of All F1c h". 
ýj The Cambridge University, Cu1vniur, 1363, ie uaod. 
r 
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Doughty had chosen geology, an age-old br2nah of science, but 
scientific raub ject Pll the uaz e. In the vast geology want hrnd in h. nl 
t th rel i ; ion and there wec nothing in it that religion could , ýosslbly 
frown at. It ? Doughty h errived at Cniue and Cambridge a little evirlier, 
he might have been a little happier even with the choice of geology as 
his subject. Baut at that particular poriod, Geology and Religion ee. ßed 
no If they were going to prrt can`onf at lest. Geology gras the first 
and earliest branch of science to attacK and challenge the traditional 
views of the Church, The now geological diecoveriek proved beyocc3 doubt 
that the calculations of the Church about th. ago of creation in general, 
and, life and can on earth in particu2nrt were totally wrong. The Globe, 
and life on the globes were millions of years older than the traditionAlisto 
beijeveW The challenge was obviously directed against their unieratsnding 
of tho early chapters of. Genesis. Other branches of science followed 
suit . At last came Darwin's "Origin of Species" in 1659, and the conflict 
between science r, nd religion suddenly blazed up. They seemed then 
iaposciblo to reconcile* it Teemed to uome that the very foundations of 
religion were boing daetroye: t. The field w vs full aP attacke, accusations 
and counter accusations of the extromists on both oidesp of whom the most 
eminent were Bishop 8a©uel Wilberforce aal t}roteosor Thomas UIuxl y, and 
it seems to me that sn rt at least of Llb. alil' e veahem nos in attacking 
the religion of his guests in Arabia could ja rhape be traced buck to the 
vehemence of these Nineteenth Century Eaglish controvorcian. Nowhere 
except in a brief reference of ; roo a. Robbine# is Joughty0e link with 
that co , notion ever mentioned, and never fully realized or explored. 
have here the oruolel youra of Dou. hty'c Univorsity curoor, 
central in Doughty's devA1opmant, and dominating completely Dow hty'c 
(1) : ®c Lyall' s ". 'riuoiples of Geology (1330)"s In +oughty'o rar n 
the best exaupie is of course "The T'itona". 
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whole life-plan rind his vorks. Hero one cannot hide one'e regret, that 
Hog- rth, ', ou hty' a off. cial biographer, found it more important to put 
more stress on loughty°'e two 4rabian years, hick -o in epite of their 
im, 11ort-. =nce, ¢ incidentwl in Doughty's story, when compared to these 
e rr3(ür Cambridge years. Lt Via two Arabian years give us the contents 
and satin of the style of "Arabia i)eoerte", plus a small number of eoiaodea 
in the later pomý, these early C;. -zbridgo yeera Eroivo us the whole of 
Doughty, his Arabian try+vels and book included. ! oughty'e whole 
attitude, motional, intellectual, religious or literary, io based 
squ3rsly on the e"t r Sencea of those yearn,, and the Science Wir. rsus- 
religion controversy/central in those experiences. 
It it were o conflict on only academic lines, a conflict sh ioh 
raged in his mine. and did not touch his whole being, it would have been 
posuible to iec: oIýe it. lut Doughty's f*. b)r tiffs 6 nz'it, . nd hic 
ohi13 hood must have been stooped in religion. Doughty's family and 
class, though waning an ww cair4, were still orgz nicely fused with the 
beliefs of the Anglican Church. Doughty's vision of his fatherland and 
the ingpIish race w'e inueparably linked with Christianity. How could be 
st2nd aloof, at a time when the #ýroblcme of science and religion were 
discussed by a11? 
For the danger to the Church via not en external Unger only. 
core torcaidahlo vas the danger fror within. Instead of the controverLtes 
of an e »rlior generation betwe the Oxford movement and the l vou; elical nom Movement, the difference of which was w on the fundamentals of 
rieligion iteself, we had now, up above that, on attack on more important 
founlationz, the foundations of Christianity, eoley's followers 
attacked, the complacency of the clorg , &n 1 the ways of the Church, and 
inaiuted on a fence of perconil consciousness of in and atonement, but 
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they relied in their attack on the Biblo, as the one im. ortsnt authority. 
Th'he foi owerb of the ^sr . citericuts attacked 
the Anglican Church for 1t3 
neglect of its Catholic fouwationor and Catholic ritual anI comauniön. 
4batovor th%ir differences, they never questioned the authority of tho 
hiblo. 
But now there blew a now wind frata Germ=y, which in turn began 
to question the Holy Eoo.; itsolf, not the Old Tcstar ont part only, but 
the now restument &lao. A group of Cernin divines, later known as the 
Tiibingon School" (1835-47) Prominent among whom was Eaur, set to 
rewrite the early history of the Christian Church. Their new revoluntienary 
opinion was the theory of a conflict between $t. Peter and St, Fault the 
result of wbichýn their belief wan that moot of the Vow Vesta= nt, believed 
to be written in t2 Second Century, was tatstad and chsn ; ed3 to oonceel 
the facts of the conflict. Therefore, they would have none of the Acts 
and little of the rest of the Vow Testament. The historical value of 
the Vor Testament, and consequently the Christian Revelation it&elf was 
at str le, oomethinz; completely different and much more Grievous than the 
historical value of the early chapters of Genesis. The Church was 
fiZbtin; for its eristeno*, and the he4rt of its resistance in England acs 
Cambridge. The champions of Christianity and the vindicators of its 
truth were the Cambridge , rofessors Lightfoot, 'eatcott and Hort. The 
first two later become kieshops of rurhsm, but Cambridge, ;, oughty', - 
Universityt coons to have been the centre of the whirlpool. 
Igor aaa the c sc, 0otion far swag from the heut of tha Inslicin 
Church ttcelft for withlýtbe Ger=n ninth, therc blew also a Southern 
', indl which brow ht the Aush into the middle of the Lnalic .n fold. 
""OP Co1ensao, or Fatal in South Africa, himaelt a Cambridge student and 
fallow of 3t. Jahn, began his fgmoi e . itinj st th; licbrov Ecripturao in 
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the early eighteen sixties, und the result wee a fierce attack on him 
by the trAitionulistc, und a deci* t on to escom. unicate ani de, 'oso hi ,ý 
token on : )oce! aber 11863 by his ecclesi isticil chief! Bishop Gray of 
Cape Town. The Church in Fngland was suddenly divided into to aarrin, 
fa. ctiona, for and against Bishop Coienoo. Some of then, with no less 
dignitary than the Archbisho; y of 'G'orki refused to attend the firat 
La: nboth Confsrcnce of 1 : 67, bec.: uee they thous ht that trchbiehop Char1. o 
Thor;; e Longley of Canterbury-had summoned it to uphold ichop Cray's 
decitt on. Thus the Church from top to bottom was torn by factions, and 
leaders of public opinion gare looked to for guidance, and the beat 
solution aec3! d to be to find a +AdAle way, to re: "oncile and bring together 
inotowd of following, the extreme sides of this tremendous conflict, 
tIobddi living at that ago could have escaped the conflict. 
Some wer® frankly on the tide of the now sciences, believing that 
religion was nothing but superstition, which the mina of c&n through Io io 
cni the poWar of science is bound to eweep aside. Uo e thought that 
science was the work of the devil, and doubt would end in blanphery and 
dietolief. Some groped their way togards a compromise in which the 
moderate ideas of both cidea could be brought together. In the intellectual' 
world of the day both gill end '3inncer seemed to work for a comproaioe. 
We ore in-teed fortunate in having rofea or Unkesterle remark about 
Doughty reading, Spencer to shoat us that- our poet was as auch occupied with 
the it oblom as anybody else. Herbert 3, e ncer' e synthetic ' philo3orhy' 
ras a 'scientific' attempt towards the reconciliation of science und 
religion. In the literary world of the day ltatthew Arnold was the best 
example. He , uni the like--minded liberale. of tLf 
dcyi thought, under the 
influencer of German inspiration, that they could follow Josual only so nn 
ethical teacher, casting; aside all the hazy childish clouds of legend, 
which the Medieval Church bad woven around him, eni which no intelligent 
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and edue ted roan in the nineteenth century, in their o, inion$ was 
expected to ')O11evo. Tae e'up rnatural . nßä the met--Aphytcsc1 theories ;, 
P 
Christianity were "n exj. edlent .y taken by the Church only 
to tnipreee 
P-nd 1eud cruder wen in erirlier ageet nut they were now unsuitable for an 
age of educ ted intelligent Rnd , xrogreesive +n who could understand and 
foL ow the Christian et ndar .e of morality without 
believing in the 
childiah legends of C ºrietianitt. 
Doughty was cert. inly tnflu .d by the commotion. Prom his 
earliest work the 'Arabia', to ht'; latest worn. 9 nr oul' , the problem wns 
, ar mount in his mini. That it Vaa problem we can hardly doubt. 
Both sides of the controvOroy were there in his. nie religious 
upbringix could n,. t be easily die oti3ed with, and his ccientifio etudiee 
. jnd knowlejge could not be easily euppreeaodi ant. the only possible ^rtay. 
out was a cormpromisee. In the 'Arabia' both sides of the controversy find 
their clearest erprennion 'n., the direct discussion of religious issues 
with the Arabs$ and in 'M ncoul`, they fin-1 the reconcilinj compromise. 
The extremes in °t e' itbtz' need no regitition. On. one tides, there is 
'}tho indestructible tý , -le -building of science, wherein Is truth', 
(Arabia Deserts, UTA On tbt other aide there is Khalil's 
tenacious insistence on hic Christianity, on one uidet there is contempt 
for irrational reliCiooity "Lations hold to their rolidtons - that is 
true (in their countries) which everyman naith" and on the other side 
the completion of that sentence is "howbeit the verity of the thine 
alleged cannot be Cade va. nifoot on this aide the (; at* of death" (Arabia 
ie ert , Tip p. 361). {'n one side you have the dental of truth in Islam, 
°. . In such religious dotage, we prrceive no !! lact of the truth, ' 
(il, p. 377-8 )0 On the other he belittles the religious aspect of life 
in Europo, "In the naturally Corpulent and. idolatrous L-urope N man hi anelf 
is divine'' (Arabia Deserts1 ii, p. 379). on one aide there in an emphasis 
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on doubt that questions rel iý; ion, so that he exala i lie jubilantly, when 
an Arab quoutione 1eianic assumptions, the brotherly viii aoourre rant the 
intgerrity of 'amps 3" (I1= 0.331) -ind "who ºay certify us in these 
thin, -, s 
(r*li ion)? that are of faith, hope, authority, built on cs'rtain 
r roun-i ." (I I, p. 381) .. 
It is clear that Dou, 513ty's mind in Cambridge has 3. unchsd 
into fort»4dablo p2, °culation. Geoloi9lsts, engrossed in uttter, are bound 
to be ccerptical of more evecula. tiof and Fond? rin;, s in abstraction. 
Thus a compromise which we to reconcile the religious faith of his 
childhood to his , resent 
belief in the power of science and reason to 
lead can and to clarify the various-iccuea, became necessary. That 
compromise, in spite of 11ouZhty'e vehement attic. -, s on Islam was nearer 
the spirit of Islam than to the Christianity of his childhood. -Doughty 
kn w that Islam was more 'logical', more 'reasonable' than formal 
Christianity, at least in that i: had no unexplainible 'myntories' to 
be taken for granted ; and accepted on faith. How auch more vehement his 
attacks on Christianity would have been, formal Christianity having these 
'mysteries' ant 'superstitions' not aoceptable to the nineteenth century 
thinker, ia;. shown not in t1a 'Arabia' boxt in the '2Iotss'. The 'Arabia' 
was vritton for a Christian audience and Doughty was careful not to shock 
then. All the vehc once there goes against Islam and the Arabs. But in 
the Notes# that vobo nt side of his nature, apparent in his fierce attacks 
on Islam and the Arabs} shown itself nakedly against the accepted forma of 
Christianity in Iurope. . here parts of the 'Yffotes' were never used 
before, but the truth will out, and our picture of the Post must be 
complete. It is enough to quote briefly and pas-- gently, but the point 
must be made clearly. On religion in Fmaland ho wrote in the Word-lotes 
(1) D0114Myts attacks an Islam are treatod fully 1uter in this thesis. 
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"Tho Vn lish is rr GermwN in his )repry r 1igiosity hardly extinguish 
his fers sine love of the debauch". And if that in mild stuff, then 
t :o this which iG robably harder to swallow than all the vilifications 
of Islam in :. rabia Docerta". "'. .. I am to take e young man's 
plettoure to confuse thn minds about the Veasia. h (a24 hie own person) 
any to the 'haria., how 'loth ... the Spirit call ... him lord ird his 
con". The lasst reference to the 'nature' of Christ, has no doubt been 
part of his problem, and Doughty seems to have moved along the way 
from 
the Anglican (low Church) ways of his youth and family towards a more 
radical non-conformist way, which ended later in his denunciations 
(never made public in clear words, but always at the basis of his works) 
of all the formal denominations of Accepted 
Chriatisnity, to become at the 
and a. Unitarian, who believes in God, and believes in 'Josue, only as the 
, Torfoot man. God-the-Wattier is everywhere worshipped 
in his poems, but 
God-the-Son in hardly mentioned, and the Incarnation simply ignored. 
In "Arabia Deserta" for example, he writes, "... whenever we adoro a 
Sovereign Unity, Father eternal of all Power and Life, Lord of the Visible 
and the Invisible, or (with shorter spiritual ken) bow the knc. 'a to the 
nifold Mivino Ma je sty in the earth ani heavens" (Arabia rmaerta, II, 
p"331). that is deplorable is not the expression of his anti-trinitarienis®, 
or his readiness to argue, but his readineeo 'to take plonouro to confuse 
the minds'. 
That side of touvhty appears only in tho +, »rjlbia' vis-a-vis the 
, Arabs Yet oujhty's acmpticism 
is clex. rly not deutructiVa tut only 
d. basolvent. It is different from &G theism and difforent on the other lido 
even fron the Tsnaysonian anotional doubt. As a result of it, tb, main 
stream of 'Christianity iQ discarded but lra1i ion' ss manifested in tho 
wide cloak of 'Unitarianism' is kept. So also was cienao. For 
ýý i 
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extreme science in also rejected. "ýoughty hsºd no flare or love for pure 
science or abatr ct tbinkin ;. a't`e v: zs not intore 8ted in -any branch of 
science which interests itue1f in °o "cts of the material world, to 
isolate and dissect and analyse. His science was not that which otnrtod 
with Galileo and Kepler znd &-ýcon and Hobbes, not the science which gave 
rise to the mocbnnistic view if mature or the Gttheiom to which it led. 
In t1 *Arabia' he refers to tbe "atheistical opinions of certain of 
last, century hilosophastnre without leaven of k chnnc °,. (Arabia. 'ascrta 
II, p. 372) " his science had alwayo a human side to it and a ox: ýX 
side. Reason, in hiss, fiiccoptod the oxiotence of a large umzplored and 
unknown part which vtAu tho domain of religion and faith. 
Within the wide clo2k of Unitarianicta where hod abdave its God 
of all, and all men down below were under His wing, and could, each tu 
his way strive towards Him, Doaghty could refute the 'Ap +arcntly' 
2egondary, non-hivtorical ja rta of the old Testament, arw attack Moceo for 
his unbelievable atory, attack David for his 'treacheri' ana fightin.., 
attao% Islam and Mohammad for starting a 'faction', attaoS Cotholioinnt 
and the rope, attack kuritaniota in E land. In the 'Arabia' he calla a 
man a 'found-l'aid', and in the 'Notes' be epoaks about the "the unenglich 
blasphemies of John ilton". Lud it becoce o logical for him to say that 
Aristotle, 2obof Confucius ors all acceptable to bite, and inoiuie then in 
s&. nt oul'. 'ithih that wide Cloak of Unit: &rianiur Bain various branches 
of science are acceptable. Indeed, only the sciences which lead to die- 
belief, or wither in useless c, rgumentation, have no place, Motaphyeico 
have no place but no al phild0opby has. Fur's phyroicu hýAa no place but 
Motho; 3olo ,y seers to 
be included* thiloeoph7,6cioAc8 and Matter, are 
all ' cubiued to the service of Van's "&n indee°i g, ins in stature; for 
Unitarit. nicn, in making lawful all the human efforts of all creoda and all 
agesy end in atresaing the hu. AGLI1 element via-c-vie h eaven# harp inieod gone 
- 
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a long way, the longoet possible way in roconciling :: eli ion -+nd Hu mani r. 
Thus Doughty in the Dotes writes about "tbe c'tholical eternal rotligion 
of huaanity", Pni adds, "with vn attitude of reverence tovir4 the 
unknown". All theso elements find th, ir fullest ex rossion in oüty'bty'; 
last 'mao a. ea' in ' 1Rnsoul' . Thos two ýxe1igion and hu.: v, niuta - gare 
the tvo inp-ortant pillars on which iaoughty's world is built. Iuý 
' Bu a. ni; m' in Doughty's world needs . study by itself, ani its origin 
an! to part it played in his devolopmsnt traced carnZally. 
it its in Cambridge thvt ixouht7 became, aiare of the wider iesuos 
of his country, rndthe world of man around hira, r,. nd began to realize the 
roblem3 of life, and uaarch for definite goplep erd ways of reaching them* 
rut of hic readings at Cambridg¬, other than the ccicntific ctu? lieu of the 
Univez aaity, VS knows as ne e aid# next to nothir . His science and his 
rea+ding; s in Herbert 13poncer led us to discover the aide issue of science-- 
versue-relition, which was : Cain problem of the day, and led u5 to 
discover Doughty'a way of reconciling, both sides. Z'h; t leads us now to 
discover the rest of his preoccupations, lies in the direction his studies 
took afta r his Cambridge days. In Lon; icn and Oxford, we find him busy 
reeding, And we know at least a part of that be was reading in oxford. 
Eiere for the first time, shackled by no authorities cf collega or tutor 
nor requireninte of eyllebua or ex$mination: he wes free to choose his 
period, his books and his authors, by his own fi'ee will. His Oxford 
, studies tell clearly of WM leanin.. ae in his mind vhieh started indeed in 
Cambridge. In 1865 he left Cambridge,, and in the summer of 1870, he 
left Dagl=Xfor Holland. That Doughty gives as his reason for going to 
? ollrnd, sad ces clear what l *me his stufige in that period were about. 
HoGarth' u lint of his re din;; s in Oxford show that ho concentrated on 
the ]. an=; u ;a ut4 literature of the into Ue aievai and the Renaiin ance 
reriods in rglLnd - t1! `eriol vhGn both the rittion and ito langu3go 
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e rged stop by stop frota the early beginnings to the golden ; uric,? of 
pAtriotiem, of power, of literary r uta r$ ., nd m4sterpieccse in the rAt n 
of Elizabeth and J3tae . But lanE; ýua. 6"e and literature will be dealt with 
later. Language and literature were not the . n1y ends. It was Clearly 
not the literary or linsuiotic sides that led him to e; o to IIollnnd. He 
went there "in reverence to the memory of rasmus «nd Josiah 3caliger. " 
This is intend mother lucky ray, lfko th. t of . rofeaaor 
Ian' uster'ts rsraecbrao. ce of Douahty's roadinjs in Herbert Spencer. it 
shows us that Doughty wan &tudyin the different phasas of thq 
'fu anises' 
of the 15th and 16th centuries in Furopq. While Uou; hty! the roan of 
letters, was 1ewrning the methods of his art in that period, Doughty's 
thought vab : finding its ideal in tht sane early ove « That was the 
period when the, -patriotism of his countryman treed England from the Yoke 
of Catholic o<ai, and the cour«ge tar Englishmen defended England egainat 
the covetous greed of Continental powsrat and raised it to the statum of 
a great power. That was the period then Man started to uos his mental 
powaru to dispel the clouds of Ignorance end Tyranny and began to assert 
his human personality. Eracius wau a key figure, and although he remained,  
in the Catholic fold to the end, he it was iho started to critioite, to 
iscrutiniao sn1. use his sind. 9"hLagh reading the anciente, he lecrned to 
etreon the dignity andtho nobility of "an and his reason. Through the 
study of 1 uoga and literut",: so he prepared hinaalf for his high vocation. ` 
And using his erudition, be atartod to translate and edit the : criptures, 
and spread knowledge and civilization. . Erasmus was one of the earliest 
and greatest of huranints, and his influence on and with they ; lieh .. 
' ; 
humanists in the period which Dou,; hty was studying, in Oxfordwas Groat. 
Scalieer was probably the creatast thinlk-or Sn. tha years that 
followed 
, raerrus' days. And he wont one atep further than Eraeanue. 
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Possibly in ev©rything, except in this one stepp he van the ideal 
successor to Erasmus. Like him his knowledge was encyclopaedic. Like 
him he stressed the necessity of the knowledge of language and literature, 
and/added to the Latin and Greek of hip master, the study of Hebrew and 
Arabic. The one important step where he differed was thät he left 
Catholicism and became a rroto tant - the same direction in which English 
Humanism was later to move. Doughty's coupling of 'rasmus and Scaliger 
points the way to his own development on the same lines., For the 
unitarians of England in the Nineteenth Century were indeed following 
the road, the first sign of which was the value given and the nobility 
bestowed upon Man and his Reason by those 15th and. 16th century humanists 
of Europe and England, 'E'hen Erasmus challenged Luther on the lattar's 
ideas on predestinationg and the depravity of man and when Milton, two 
*O, centuries or more later gradually broke even with the Calvinistic way of 
religion, they did what Doughty was later to do in always upholding a 
passionate belief in Man. This was Doughty's most important message of 
confidence and hope in 'tianeoul'. Doughty the young, vigorous and 
serious-minded product of Nineteenth Century England has found in the 
humanism of the Renaissance, the(vigorous early youth of his own 
humanism. 
In the thinkers of that period he found his masters, and among 
their disciples he found his peeral and his ideals were thus fixed. 
Like them he was one of a group destined always to be small. Like them 
he has complete confidence in Man, his nobility and the ability of his 
reason to progress in the upward path of virtue. Like them he could not 
bear the imperfections in the world around. Like them, Irasmus and 
Scaliger in particular, he could never brook ignorance or half-learning 
(1) Nineteenth Century Unitarians, as a matter of fact, always cited the 
omission by Erasmus in his critical publications of the Oreek text of tho 
Now VAatament (1516) of the famous Trinitarian verse It Jn. 56p as one of 
their points of argument. 
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or dishonesty in arg'a ont or quotations. bike thoa he rut emphRSie on 
the importance of certain cddemio eto4ios like the study of languegeu. 
Even his political diatribes were like those of rraamuc, tar too academic 
and too general to have any effect. S+ W. O 
Everytbing 
-- language, 
liter4ture an-i even science wire looked st in e didactic and roligious 
bal of 
the study of virtue. Like Core and light. 1l ware pax and br 
the English 9lrtonists, j. -hiloao by cannot be ani is never opposed to 
vonuine Chvlstianity. There via no op, ýoaiticn between filth and knowledge. 
The clash is not disguised, beczuse it can be reconciled. Zoroaster, 
Cacrutea exld Christ ;; re port of t'. e golden line of divine inspiration in 
human life. And like :,, enger he was deetinod to serve his country and 
race throe 'i the aediua of 1oetry. Thus in his 
late twenties, the main 
outlines of hic opinions, attitudes and tastes become clearer, und what 
follows in his crs tour of Europe and the East is but a slow accrAtion 
of ex crience and knowled o, where no sudden chn1Zea or illuminations 
seem to occur. The future bri zsa Gradual strengthening of the trend, 
and slight, if any, modifications in his thou, ht. ; ouzhty's world was 
clearly dofinod when ho loft gland in 1870. 
But what was th* actusl imagm of that rorld, fron which iouhtylo 
roots s`rin, t and in which he had to live and broathet ani to which he jut 
up the Ideal mirror of the early I; enaiccnnce? Fr irznd after 11apoleon'e 
Ware in come, ways was rs inieccnt of its foraor glorious days in the reign 
of the Virgin Queeng r cotions of patriotiea an: i coura were azounod 
at the beginning of the Iinotoenth Century as they were fiver before aroused 
except in the days of Elizabeth. FeSýjt in thiir dlffa+c1t clc$eoc Wore 
banded together in their roadinasa to ct orifice for the life and freedom 
of their f; athorland. Vor did thin intense feeling of Patriotism die 
i th the and of the duel with ilapolecnio Franca in 1816, For this is 
always the norm, that a groat national deliverance from a foreign foo is 
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usually followed by a remarkable outburst of the national spirit. Here 
Britain began an era of greatness unprecedented in history d nce the days 
of Ancient Rome. Britain for the first time becam, a World Power. On 
the seven seas, her command was unchallenged. The already discovered 
parts of the globe were open to her trade, and the undiscovered parts of 
the earth were open to the exploits of her adventurous ens. North 
America, Australiat South Africa and New Zealand were parts of her empire. 
Raw materials from every corner of the globe were at the disposal of her 
now (angled industries, and her busy factories made her the first, and for 
many generations, the only mass-producing centre of industry in the whole 
world. 
Intellectual advance went hand in hand with economic expansion. 
Science opened new vistafl and Man's r ire of ; ý-ledge ani ability to 
control Nature was unprecedented. Sight', 'Heat', 'Electricity', 
'Metallurgy' ani Medicine' progressed to quickly that in a few years Man 
gained what he could not gain, in centuries before, and thus his belief in his 
abilitioa and in his powers ryas beyonü comparison with anything he felt 
before, and All that progress showed itself first in Britain and in the 
British race. The prosperity of England reached its peak in the 
unprecedented booon of the middle of the century, and the splendour of 
the Great Exhibition (1851). The self-confidence of the English reached ?. 
its highest in men like Palmerston and Disraeli. The-calf-righteousness 
1-, 
of thoEnglish reached its highest in men like Gladstone. The blind 
belief in the abilities of the English, and their capability of realising 
all their dreams of grandeur showed in men like Edward Gibbon Wakefield 
and. Cecil Ithodea. 
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Doughty eire born in an age in which everybody could breathe the 
fir of patriotism, blindconfidence in the Britis'i race and nitionf mn1 
in their abilities to reach the higheoi in every ophere of hu =n activity. 
This row c irit of confidence, hope and greatr es, výýu not found in the 
complacent air of the rightoenth Century, nor in the faction--torn days 
of civil war andconflict in the Seventeenth. he best example in the 
past hi: Aory of the 'f nglish race vrz s only the ogo of Elizab^th. The 
nearsct par-'1lels in the field of adventure to WokßfiCld an.. Rhocde ana 
the like crero t o3a of Raleigh, Drake and Sidney. The reign of Victoria 
and the r®igrn of Tliziboth were nearer to spirit than ill the centuries 
that came in between. '7oughty's fceliný; a of pmt iatis® and pride in 
country and race had iany think to Guatain than than, and the greatest 
of thsoo ras iniee1 the F Aire, and the dominion which extended far sind 
wide into distant torritorico in the four corners of the earth, including 
under tbo flnirt a complo: ity of races, colours and cultures eure varied 
than that of ancient tone. 
tut there was another aide to the coing and nearer to the 
centre itoolf everything wao not as it Fh ould have been. The tranctor ation 
of Enlnl from a thinly ;ä sulated aCri"ultural country to a denzoly 
populated induotrial one gras naturally accompanied by. difficult panZa of 
labour. The population str. rted to increuee by leaps and bounie. In 
1811, the population of England and 1'a1o s was a litt1 over 10 million. 
In 1871 it wa m arly 23 millions. That of courco agent a variety of 
social illa enl difficult problems, Croat among they gras the over- 
crowding of the now industrial mushroom cities. Ledo and Shoftiold> 
for example, increased cevonfold till the end of tixo century, 
4v©rcro wdinf meant agiial. or and poverty. Sanitary conditions were in the 
worst poosiblo state. But to these terribb hovels people flocked from 
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the country, so that the countryside was drained to feed the new iniuatries. 
These narr towneon hid no natu A cohotion or cotton eympathy 
(yet), and 
were divorced from all the trn, ditiont which formed and bound together 
the lives of their forefathers. Neither did they have the leisure or 
the interest or the ability to hover above their present misery and terrible 
mishaps, to think. in torzD of national feelings or patriotic endeavour. 
Uor aas the countryside in a better state for their migration to the new 
towns. The countryside suffered economically aas well as politically. 
The old balance between town and country was gone not to returng and a 
new-balance was not yet found. To feed the millions in the new cities, 
corn and meat were irnpce ted from abroad, and that brought to the verge of 
ruin, England's agriculture. The farmer and the labourer in the field 
were in no better state than t. e workers in the mines or in the new cotton 
industries in the Lidlande and the Month. Life was difficult everywaero. 
Man came the occaeiou when these inherent we orn eo in the 
State of Englcnd wore exposed. While Dougý, ty vaE Still young, 1 nk,; land 
and Franco went into the war a. gainet Russia. For a while at least, the 
Crimean war (1854-1856) showed how creak and unprepared bland wen at the 
tics . This was the first chock 
England had since the glorious victory at 
Vaterlos. Then when Doughty was still at C; aabridgep in his most 
irnpreccionable ages and his moot decisive years, there wams news of the 
k erioan Civil Tar (18G1-1e65) which had dioasternuu reprrcusalons in 
Ennlcnd itself - the famous cotton famine which cloned all the cotton 
factories, and. rendered idle thousands of workers. Later nearer the end, 
of the century, Doughty, grown up now and matured, was again to share the 
dicap aintment and the feelin 0 of shame when the early set-backs of the 
Boer War were to prove once more that everything in the State of nglsnd 
was not as it should be. 
- <. re.. ,, rr; -. ' . --^ 
N 
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That is the wider fra . o. hithin that fraM®, ne : rer to 
; 1oß hty'e private life, there ware other 
factors. we have elreP, dy 
referred to the decline of a ricuiture and the decline of Su: 
folk, and 
atreezed the decline of the clROLI 
from which Doughty himself sprang up. 
'e have referred w41co to the jnreonai 
; obaer e of this Joie d' mother, 
father and how, j ; tad to his Fifa of ar. orphan wQ. rd`. ", nother 
ic,;, ortant 
ciieap ointnont was they Univereit7 ito 
lf. 
his Indeed was a time when both C unbrit1 e and Oxford were 
changing weeds; and the old 7, nd the nti - cl . shed 
I. n every aeppct. We 
have already cotrn opted upon Pou; htY's rain: r 
tion frort Caine to Downing. 
But this was a simple act coupj: red to the words ozo finds in Doughty's 
'Notes'. de cells the University ther©t 'a nest of illiberal Gtudiee"(1). 
The College Hall i8 ol led "Pedant's Lhll". The time the student spends 
in the Univeroity is said to be ". .. ýA barb.. roue cor-rutotth of mRu'e 
time". the learning he Lets there is ". . counterfeit 
learning ." 
and rgatn "a false nightmare of learning", 
Students living; or graduating 
are Laid to "live like beasts and 
leave like beasts". In the University 
curriculun be sees many useless studied pursued; while other gain branchxs m 
were neglected completely or given less eax/ than they deserved. In the 
'Rotes' he writos, ". .. the slender minded men do not cease to enton,, le 
their br irB in the sterile Wnitiea of lcgie and mathematics as kho 
would cpond all his ago in the little sufficient und more is too much 
curiosity of grammarian's art: He dopierrs the ca. -3 given to the study 
of Creek and Latin, while English itself is not given the same care. 
On thef'widor topic of Education ho has a lot to 02y(2)11 The 
(1) In '&rabia IQvcrta' he writes "the Univorcities - those 8humblea of 
good wits", (Arabia Deserts III p"362) 
(2) Loch of this 1o copied froa, Etot, Cheke, Lydg to and the other 
Remigeance writers on Eiucation, 
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and of all education to him is, ". .. to obtain a certain erect attitude 
of mind in study, ... ". On the tothode of tee- chit; languVes he on-fog 
"The virgin ground of the mind should at firet be pleaa2ntl' irrigated 
and tightly broken over under the modern tongues tnd then follow with 
the desired (reRaonin. 7? ) of letters, sn habitude acquired of liberal 
none-servile studios - with Crgak : in] Lttin at the be inning and 1 eter the 
coil etrcrn, Mthenod anä . dorned , xocaede with notions of calculation"', 
Te chere mu -t thaw olveo be , ood exAmplec for their students, because 
"children cannot be saved .. . (but by wr. tohing masters) not as the most 
all covetous brutish cautere .. ." At the beck of this is the belief 
thit v1l man are born with abilities to learn tnd do good, if the, were 
tpught how and tqugbt well & "The child of the best of us" he writes, 
"bred with boasts Wust grow himzelf to . "barst he could not choose. 3o 
the child of the lover tribes of sava ae bred among us voul4 becouo ... 
a capable man". Thus children should nover be treated harshly: for 
"the in of unkindnoss it is a u;. rder of manly fair young blossoms". And 
the only method is indeed that of "s .. Vr ieo and encouragement", 
And then he copies a proverbial sayit , ":. a the tree is bent it will }rocs". 
For thi e. dvonoe of Man, learning to all-important. And he 
eyc.. ko in the iotoe of the '. . OW tilled with x: %tared with loarning". 
The gun worthy of the nor tust iwleetl be ". . well entered in learnin&'. 
That 1ooi ins; 4round hie to hic own country and his people ho is e1i e . ointad 
for they do not care much for lo rninw. They do not care such for their 
inngut) o which is their only key to learning,,, "! az", he writes in the 
! tote8, "without speech In Itke a brute", tat not to read at all is a 
better evil than to read evil thln,; e, "It in bt:: er not to read at 
all than to read ill", he writeu. .i 
looking around him at the 
literature written at that tiMot he writes Pgain, in the roten, "Than in 
these timae it were as well not to rod". ]lut hit* disappointment 
with contemporary literaturo will be dealt with later. 'y main concern 
.. _ ... -ý.., v,.. 
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now is Doughty's dicap. ointment Pt the discovery that the English of 
his time did not care for their language and literature. At its 
severest that disappointment is shown when he writes in t bi) Iäotes, 
"the I lish are idiotic in letters in this materia every vile flattering 
charlat2n knave pleases their . -erfectly clumsy 
ta. st* and tickles their 
(ill taste) they hive no stomstch and no tra. ste in the proper nourishment 
of thL spirit. " The effect of that carelessness he 
felt would be 
digastorou: 5 oven in Us international sphere. "rshen they have lost 
India'", he Writes, "and are rejected by the Colonies then 
(they) ti1i 
fall to learnin". for want of other occupations like the Germans". 
I. nd again, "Now all is dead ... the cloth. is nailed upon the arose. 
The language is +ien2turilized, wfs have forgotten the speech . ." 
Ind to live s ainj the English people crust be led to what he calls in 
the boten, the New :; ngliciesn. 
Ind Dought, ' u2e an idealist, and would never accept a halt- 
measure in an attempt to cure the ills of the age. The cure muet 
always be thorough and must start at the rootai. Ani he was never 
deoperate; for the blackness and the hortible depths of despair were 
unknown to him. So in all hopp and optimism, he started to act - and 
sat first on himself. If he has a message, then he must be worthy of 
the m, ssago, and capable of wlvifl the problem 
himself. That leads 
us to the many-sided channels of education, and the* variety of fields 
tried by Doughty. Scienco - geography, goology, archaeology - was 
not enough. Other branches wero. as importantf if not more important 
than science p and at the heart of it all lay the stu: 1. y of language, which 
otther made or unmade the man. Of his scientific studies little can be . `; 
said in c literary thesis by a literary mane but neither "Arabia Doserta" 
nor "The Titans" could be what they are it Doughty was not the geolo; 3ist 
anfl the geographer that he is. "The Darn in Britain" awl the "Prophetic 
ý. ý. _ 
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Looko" could not be the way they R re if Doughty h .d no 
interest in 
historical studies* end all ire Weed# an they were in toga, hty's inly 
linked together with , Ws only way of 
discourse and expr es,, ion, the word 
or the l gunge. It ic: to hits first geological search outciý? e BritRint 
bis journey to the borvegian Glactera, teat tou6'hty bimcelf traces back 
his interest in thm study of comparative langusgec. That intarest 
led bin vt the time and later on to the study of D nirhq ? kuteh, Gcrma. n, 
Italian, Cpanistih end , rabic beaidee the Latin and Greek he know, and 
besides the vari. 7us stages of his native torguo - Anglo-Saxon, Middle and 
Modern E sich. qL114 study of ltnauage led to the study of contents, of 
the M riods of birth, growth am maturity of tt: # lan&pua fe and. its 
literature, and the gradual enereence of a civilization. And upon this 
study iss based oll the world of bis v orkes. : hic, explains why "The 
"ýFwn in Britain" for example, end not "Arabia Desertz" is contri l in 
hie lichen of things. 
4 
Doughty data not cxaeaeively rich, but he had enough for his 
r . ntß not 
to be forced to work fora living. There was no noud for him 
to adopt a ; rofoeoion and no one to prr'ea him or induce him to do 60. 
He wi,, c free from family responoibilitiee or emotional shackles. All 
the f-elinJa he had were directed towards, nit a homo or a family, but 
to the service of a country eni a race. And he was renlute enough *nß 
cle u --Et ghted enough to embrace e discipline, which created a graft body 
of litcarary worke from this unlimited liberty. He had an almost 
inotinctivc, almost intuitive, belief in him&elf, in his sacred, duty to 
serve rr; hand, and in his ability to do no. Vowbero do we even sense 
hesitation or wavering or fear of failure. `Norything wtu meticulously 
and scrupulously reads: his ramblin4; a in ,; 
land to learn about its 
thistory, bis re idenca in Oxford to rer-d into the litoruture of itu 
past a oo, and 
his travels abroa(t, to put the finishing touches to the 
education of hinaelt - in the old traditional way - roaming like a 
-- 
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scholar-91p$7, through the Continent to dolland, l ium, 1'ra. nco, 11pain, 
Italy, Greece, Algeria, Tuficie, i yria, 
ealeatine, ý tpt =d at 1. %st to 
Arabia$ ant via India, b; oKK h, )!. e laut mor: rt inportaut by far than 
his trpvelo in : hear lands are his travels up the ladder of tit to the 
p. tat ages of the lanrTuagt, liter*ture ., xj o vilization of Europo in 
generv1 antd Yhgl n1 in part ocular. toading, learning and travel became 
the one oecu., ation :: f his ; reasentg 2n_11 >Jl his energies Were lireoted 
towar. h more travels anci morn learning. The geoä: apher in hie 
lingered on. 'a'che Archaeologist In him it ored on. The -hilolo ist 
in him lingered on; and all these were as3imilatad by the man of lettera, 
and all went to help matte his vDrka what they are. ,, Then rouZhty left 
v'. ngland in 1870, he w me not only the product of the idinoteanth Century, 
as indeed he w; o bound to be, but :e iad also discovered through his 
etudiie the ra nlineaa r'nd the vigour of the ; tenaissanoa. Ute studies 
in r"ligion sind philo4ophy led him back to it. Ilia stu' i®a in the 
history ani civilization of his county: und race led hin back to it. 
His studies in patriotism led him to it. His atudioc in lan,, ruago and 
literature led hire back to it. On the diinetee nth Century as a basic 
fact and point of doInrture, on the : rynzic8 nce .c his constant ideal &tnd 
source or ins-"trWation, the whob world of Poughty'u vorkc is constructPci. 
But before we discuss his eorks, wo Should haue 4 1001 At his early 
studies in 1un ua o Ana literature. 
(1) I ogirth : follows Doughty'3 travels in L'urops and , arpbia in letails, 
and we need not to it a ain. 
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1)c bty t not the first or the ; fit min of letters to aroma 
a ; aixzt the literature of 'hin "o 8c** 3 bafmv hi is a cmat r poet 
who was still 1iß Ds hty's yv=M diWas atarGed the test cori» 
fLgration in the ß; 1t h lte uro of that v Zoo Wordsw rLh, # Ulu so imeW 
peo before arAafter, could not accept the daminut IrmCufte of poetry 
at that t'i, avd in bin revolLttiom searched `Qr raw iigorat tC ate 
in the cpo n 1*uar o4 the simple sen be lived r. Le task, than,, 
a task of 5'ir tt ,,, ein jitt+zspt to giio tit blood to an atltgp but 
sti). 13ivi o body of ütcrature. in adioc*tl a return to the jib 
:e of rustic ren* i' worth zed the door vide for Qr sosz herg 
into ether cour os. The m . enth Century" In full of poets cc ciacsly 
a&ptix ; the dimes various mots of rreUW for their use as pate. 
Parer Doghty's ti: *# wa ha,. a host of poets usirg the dialects of t her 
%; rti" cva so. Te aon's'poetry t t, full of ü&toºlmhtrs w+n M%* LVan 
G. c. Bop bei to Ism the dialectal weih of ca o mº Fýaglieb. 
, MA the trend 
is More autspobMA in the cases of the *VOW] dialect ßaS 
31ke T. E. BMWs illien 'nse ad Hardy. 
Dub to Dc* bty the situation was wb*I y diffsmr*t, for the Ut. 
tvrs of ? aie SZ O Irgs tatty 1S, _ß and 
thi Dpolarn 3A M" of hie r 
van no 3cee cod. Lath the dia'ects of thO MAIAa 1e » bs calls it * ,. öde" 
d 2abelm it 0ccete t ry' - ead the dim of his zative uftol1c, 
of no to hi, n, for they had 1cwt vhat bO calls the 'up & SAW of hm m 
Wife, ßnä be*= xopotitt'e babbUr of a gerw ttion of hdrit ran. 
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W. Tcy]m' in hin Clae=7 of words fr "Aram üacc a enlists sow as 
'Miry diOcctal vorcb, f 't Io 11a Lek has ahmn nit of than as beiz 
to n from tho recce litcratwre of an earlier tact Suffolk had also 
2t othcr rocth 11th tubbe, auf iatln ccd thers like Fitz9cr , 
but those are to Drr, ; ht rya fror another p2trato, Douhty'ri iarcuas* ca 
we ho ot co p-M in 1nt r p'ta of this t2 o j, dace not spring fry the 
spot n3 uoe of his day. Nor dove it cam from the t xittt. n 3ego 
of !s dc" fc, it we : t1, y the trend of the litaraturs of hie aý 
to which he ; i. ß viecrously objoatiz. Ulis rofererx20s to Chaucer and pen, - 
sar as bis sacred s er9 ate vel]. known, wxi Imme bocn made urch af, , 
aU the ýo zýtarer; on Dcuht le'wark. ? ounly both Qmucer and Spon. 
sar, w &=c to to so rch that'vas vritten in I oMhty' a dap. Sponger 
izdee3 art the sources of ImajAr1tion and the rodet for now of the lest 
Po sy' i iitton tu the 1t teenth Century. If DoUChty'a 1atiOr*dd p to 
sparrar, 1 in' mtme &ltlm to t* ' rolatio Ip between the latter ard,, 
the other Victorian pots, it to21a that' there is ecmothiz ir, xpllcab3o 
in DoughtySa utter and r rär zw CORWs to their York. f'pommor was One 
of the idol biped bj the Nineteenth Oea ur lieh pis aM DOUL ty 
was no exvcjkicým tr. . but It In O=CtV VhM : perner tatbore their 
pcotxj trat E ci or bocar to Do hty, hiameu aßä 'ffailutedO. l} 
(1) Post Il u to 0r t in Britain'. 
- di. 
Tice strains of Spensericn poetry which influenced Ilt tcen l Century English 
poetry, were zwt the streun vhich made Do ty roc him as high as he did. 
We viii have to da with the relationship of Doughty and Sporscr hater on, 
but it is cnou; h Eoro to note that in Douwhty'c opinion# the Dish ^ , - 
starts to decay "in Spotctrla life-time". 
(l) 
it in to vtrnt hwd happened in English Utcraturo befcm Spenser, 
and reached its zattnitg end cu]minxtiou. in and cbcut Sperscrra timo,, that 
Doughty traisfers his a11ceirncc. Thus the devolo cex is of the Ex 1igh 
largusgo cm d 3itcraturo in the later vcuteoath,, the Eighteenth and 'the 
Utz teenth Centuries, am dciiberately silo-stoppod. Doughty thus con. 
uciously tries to avoid the ebb cnt flour 3 the V=10 W fluctuation 
aryl influences or Erlich tbrou'hout these ccntmies. Thus even the 
Sponierian in2uor ce, which of course cwt hz e filtered throuh these 
ce wri+e outer the toueringý colossal shado of hI specs and }'dlton, 
sue' aaddsgärauEl3t' ", avoided by Dt iYty. Me ap oachos Ch icer end Spec 3r 
an it wer©o 'bam He begins as n pupil of 1ex es literally rrtm from 
the bog3 
, Mg and 
Eiaa ocratch, and proceeds -" 3 Lrg , coUoctir 
said gatheritg upend until, he walke beside his r tcra. It oz* Vera to 
fOllCw his indopoUdarX lino, onm would Find not the 'sickly' 1cuc e and 
literature a£ Victorian Er4glwd, but "so®ethirC else". In wr'itirg n , rabia 
Deserta"s Doughty aid that he vished to shaj t'that there vas saawthizr 
(1ý Post Lila to who Din in Britain" 
(2) fettet vrittGr in 1913; qu©tad by A. Tror cr on Ags 26 
- _", ýtý , ý, __. 
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hoti h we c remain assured that 1)ou i ter know what he was 
abcutt it is 3Zt wcrth& to try to decic1o' , far as possible, the 
extern of him co krcwlc2,,,, of contempom%ry literature* It is possible to 
asap with a fair cult of certs y+ that D. -u;; hty did not read any- 
thins written in Err, 73sh 1i terature after 3ß70. It is certain also 
that his contact with the livir laiua; ^ýe of his coumtz7# aW the written 
word at its fite tuna stopped ZracticaU wann he vs only in his early 
twenties,, v. " d 'sot thara ozwrd he espen d ca toy on an aztificiaUy 
aeCMatod 3itcrw mdaterx e, s allmiM contact with *hat he called the 
English "of tho be t time", the Errlish at thaucgr cal Sparer cal thoir 
P ems The 2 wt +r tbo great litorazy mmew lmmtiorad in his "llctes"(1) 
is that of Ecn Jci cam., sind he is cheraat®rß cUUca11y c acid as "DwC- 
hill Ben JorEcn? ', W of all the ?a teenth Century vuthors, the only 
mom aantlMnod -b º Dc ty aW hßre in his writirrs is that of sir Nclter 
cott&(2) othiM eater is said about try of his own cor rtes 
evpftre. In the gap betan Jox on and Scott$ only a handful of authma(3) 
ari boolm not in t ho r atn lins of Ez lish poetry, are m driozzid here arA 
there in Doughty'3 vorlog except possibly, the zmme of 1r. Jcu on, who i9 
owe referred to as "funereal Johxmoaw, 
(4) 
(i) The o am dapcaited at the library of gorl a axd CkLus Colts e, 
(2) in a lcttor quoted bfr Hagarth 
{3} Each or them will be z ntivned, when the di fem vor1rs aua 'discurreed.. Examples era: Cotton and Walton in The Clo g. 
(! i) ""the LEY o the for-Onen * gee the Arpenft Notice that the poem tos fitten wbon D ht7 was still an t erCmducte at Daorxd'. eg College. 
- ý, -1 - 
But such a ccr plcto turn about, and such an adaant ro joction 
of conteuo'ax litoratu, which Doughty Showed in every occasion, betrays 
has deep knowledge of the contemporary scam. if ho had not kn orn it taells 
h could not have c x>ltad against it so Utterly. The fact that he ecr " 
ialo sly LvpL his ceriot s written work clean of contemporary allusions and 
influences should not, I think,, obscure the i vo. That he nowhere dis- 
cusses his prejudices, nor gives a clear critical apologia of his ideas cr4 
his ideals, is perhaps unfortw ate It makes the teak of the scholar of 
Doughty more difficult, ? et it is not i aib2. e to discover what in con. 
tFaparary literature lad to this unprecedented aversion to it. The last 
irord aid the full proof raust certainly be a co sts survey of his works, 
end the litios in wich they differ from the works of iris conteinpoTaries. 
That V ould ` irferemc show what Doughty lust have disliked, and that task 
viil ct°adu .y be tackled in the later parts of this study. here Sat us 
give the general outlirse, and, try to capture the background of it au, exxt 
year the detai]sd discussion of iah tack to its piece in the general 
scheme. 
To what e crt then does Doughty shot his knoxladge of conteolp. 
literature? V hat e, ctl}' was the Oxtent Of his kww3adge? The sj p34 
f&ct that auch questions could arise in the study of the work of a major 
man of fett We Do ght y, is enough to Shaw our uncertainty, and the 
lack of solid proofs with wich the scholar is faced in any discussion 
of his woks. 
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tea. P. xab ins who arrived in Kent dust after Da ; htp's death to study 
bis works tens me() that she began to sound llrs. Dcughty(2) to discover 
if he had ever read the works of various particular poets liI Ben Joion. 
Hogarth znerely brings in the name of 'Scott" which is found in one of 
Doughty'9-lettcrs(3). Hiss A. Treneer says that Doughty did not read any 
Milton after the ago of sixteen. A. McCormick suggests that-Doughty 
must have 1 nawn tho works of Bunyan(s). That is all, and nothing nore- 
Is suggested by the critics of Doughty's Kork, of his knowledge of n 3g_ 
]. ish literature after the Jacobean Age. Add to that the typleal]y 
Doughtyesquo stories which show his complete -ignorar e of great con- 
temporary worlm in English literature and his complete isolation from the 
literary life of his age. Once when somebody Aez}tioned Hardy's "Dycrosts", ` 
Doughty is said to have enquired, "And who, Fayp is iisrdyß(6) Osbert 
Sitwell also records an , improbable story abort Dgighty asking E. Gosse, 
, 
if he could obtain for him the O. M. I 
(1) In an oral convorsation at "Rulmry Farm", her hospitable abode in Hants, 
1 
(2) 1a. Doughty river pretended to any knowledge of literature herself. 
(3) 1Ogarth: '? ri :L. 0 
(Ii) A. Treneer: "Charles H. Douýhty, A Study of leis', Prose and Verse", Page ISS. 
(5) A Ph. D. Thesis, deposited at the "London Jniverpity library's, ftp, - 
,, artht- 
Pate 172-- 
(7) 0.. sitwells "Noble Fssencee" Pages 59-601 
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Inter on sting T. L. Lanren+ce in one of his lettcrs tries to introduce 
to Dou htý7 tho n of John l efio2d, ass not tin impcrtamt poet but an 
Influential critic. 
Cl} 
IIcw two z ozo sources of information havo cones to my knowledge, 
wbich,. * used here for the first time, shed &cc light on , bis darknet pro- 
blaß of the Cadent of Doughty's knowledge Cr cont , orrry 1tteratme. Both 
gust have ted vhcn a rumbcs of critical woks on Douatty were Irritten;, 
but it W83 Ofl a stroke of luck which "b c ht them out to be used here. 
1ýr 
Although both arc cozy to reach,. yet I find it uscrul to put each of them 
a9 On appendix at the Cnd of this study. Dry is the important list c 
book in the lib= at Thebcrton I' 31t uhcm Dowhty vas born, nad Where 
he aped the early years of his childhood* The other 3s the Eirat pct 
which e estop u ritten by Doughty in his tixbridge d rs, probably in 1861 , 
Then he was only tucnty-one years or D, G. 
(2) 
4000 49 00*0*00*96*600 
U ; hty vas air. years o3ä irhen he la: rt Tbebcrton ilaU,, to live 
itth his uele and guardian at. flartlesham, folk. It is of co n so pos.. 
Bible to argue that six years old was a vary early see, too early for' him 
to hat been able to re his fatherts library. But there area various 
np2s is the M1 of literature of children Lthoso literary abilities 
at an early a ep wem, to car the least, a ºtontahtx , The most famou 
example is A1erwrUr Pope, who-was about six whorl ho becam eta lover of 
books". 
(1) The Letters of T. E. Lance z Edited by D. Csriaett: Page 3 2. `. 
(2) A. Trsneer who does not sear, to Tani of its eid. vtenc®s, says Doughty had "no jWrazdlia". 
r 
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But thers are oth sr cr. nple . The poet Crabbe is said to have been dc. 
fendod in a bratrl by a younG man because "he had Cob loarrdnGu., Eliza.. 
both Barrett Bramir. `rte ablo, tihon she was only eight years of age to 
road Iloor in the original, and before she um eleven she is said to have 
finished wrßtirr an epic pock of four books. D. G. Rossetti is said to 
have caapasod three dr=atic ccencss car ct at least in spellint and 
notre; before the ago of five or six. And we should not forget that 
in the %sidcr void of the Piro toonth Century, more u. ortunate children 
than Be, B. Drownt g or D. 0, Rossetti or C. Tai. Doughty, started to work 
for their living, down in the darkness of the coal ixtta before they were 
six Cr seven. Surely it sit be possible to asirtain that something of 
the treasures of lcsrnirg at Thoberten Hall library maust have found their 
way to ingress that sensitive intelligent child, arri we should at least 
be certain that Dow hty was an irteflieent child. In the "Chintz pooh" 
at Theberton fall, for example, there xss a pester bust of John r7ilton; 
end in tho "Study f thcre were two small busts,, one slam of ! 1ilton and 
the otIIOI of ßoetha. Is it then inpertineut to aasum that ? °ii3. ten0 for 
iaetewot fr. m on of tbo hau hold idols at 7hobcrtcn Ball? 
First o£ ail there were, in the library at Tbeberton Hall the 
specifically religious s boolsw, 6tdch were zzturclly for tho use of the 
Sather-rector, and which maust have bad a dreg and Imtirr intluonce on 
the ocnaitive chill. There was the Holy Book in Fx lioh, French, Greek 
and Latin. Thew were books on theoloy by udolt and modern writers. 
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There were books on moral philosophy, and books on morality and moral bo.. 
haviuvr, books li}s thczUtrtield's "Politxt &1 and Taylor's "Holy Ltviz ; 
end Holy Dying". There were books of ccclesiestical 3a rj and books of 
'Prophecies' arld tApoloj; ies'. Above all there were boot of Sermon ,, 
Sermons by Clarlai by P'ý¬ rriott: by Summr, by Uebers, by Barrows and by 
Paley. on the irXiu nco of Sermone on Doughty wo vill have to dwell 
later on. The issuo now is his father's library at Theberton 1la21. There 
were also boot on "sciencen. It seem that azong the Syr-sided bobbies 
of the lector-Squire, which later on had its 3nflueme on his ferrous eon, 
there was a deep interest in other branches of hin knoviodge., than theo. 
1ooy or litcratura. The library contalmd ccicnti. fic books, 'Astronomy', 
00 '1 x ralogy's 'Botany' and'Goc iy', and naturally books on the ceocrapt y 
of the Bible. 1. zd when hic children fell ill, the Squire father, would 
havo read a book in his library "On the disease of children" by t'aun$e11 
arxi Evanson(l) or Sooiec up in the "tieciical Dictionary". 
(2) 
T1 fatter aast have also been the modal of bis son as the eager 
zw7er-tiring tourist Of his tiim, 
t3ý 
for the library contained a great 
variety of books cn practically every part of Great Dritain and on Europe. 
Tbera ¶ro1e nermattta #Antiquities of Rom*" ziz Potter's "Grecian Antiquities". 
amI s book on the "Cities of Etrusias". There were books on and . ps of 
Great Britain and the Contininn1 books on tours of U a3. ca end Bcotjand, 
books on ancient and modern Dublin, boot cn Tcrdon, Brighton, k. ürro g0 
aid 4carbarou h, books on the Up Valley cte Wxs! and books on 
(1ý See xogarbh on Doughty's weak health. 
(2) Doughty hl If used a simiUr book in Arabic. 
(3ý ßogafth SAP he maft the Grand Tour in his d*y. 
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Europaaa copita1o ltia Irusaoie. Is it poeeible thct hero in tho dro 
of a child rw 3ix about ton , war have the bcginrztIZs of a crreor of tra. 
voliing for orn dectir. d to become one of tb greatest of Erjlith travoLtora? 
On 'Hiatcry' there were also no marq booke. Tharp were books on 
the history of tho Anticut Worlds Egypt, Qrcece, Isrecl und R. Ttxro 
were books on the history of Britain in cemra2 and Li land in particular, 
books by "Rapiep IsIu & and "SnoUett". Thoro ware books on the history* of 
Religion, like Burmtt'$ "history or the Rcfcr--ration" and bis book On the 
39 Articles". There were boobs on their native county of Suffolk! like 
Suckliri'o "History arA Antiquities of Suffolk". Thoro wore booke on 
contemporary history, lins the "We of Nelson", and the 'Court and Cap 
of Buona, ". 
To r3ligion, science, history aixi trnvelliz , the library added 
also a comber or r$$Col lamous revim and r. azi no . "The Ldinburgh 1 ovi 
"The Spectator" and Me 13ritimh Critic" were there to betray the father's 
clear . merest in corte rary literature. There V03 also the RA A Journala 
end so mgt imtrumonta of dravixr(1) to betray t do i rest in art. (2) 
And now let w have a Leak at the treasures of literat=e at Theberton Hall, 
where 'l tave no doubt, your43 Dva hty wed ilia sct. hoolirg. 
There yore to begin with the Usual stock of claceiccl authors, 
Homer, Senophon and Euripides. There were Tacitus and Plutarch; Ovid, Virgil, 
Juvenel, Caesar, C: fcero, Tasoo and EOccaccio, There were also the greet 
(1) Lama critics have shown astonishment at BouL; htytc ability to draw and sketch. This could be where he first learnt the art. 
(2) fee Hogarth: Do hty'a father added an Italian Suite to Theberton Hall. 
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mt rn classics of i onto vx4 Cerv tcs, Vclt ixc,, r rzion o1 and : o31ero. 
There warty caso varto nc and Isurric 'y the czct t3t1c3 of dich 
it is impossiblo to asccrtdn. Tho lists f or c. plc, cx ti cna a "Quan- 
tity of School too%&". doubtloss for the u. -, o of the Arturo poot and 14m older 
Mbar.. flc mich uo have lost throw h V«auon ss of tho ltstt 
tlm sie cow to the Eli ,h poets and o c-.. tern. We do not 
knows and ttzcrc Is no way to dircoverp %Ath which of then Doughty rtartod 
tic rccdit a of ', Itch litcraturo, ah which of thcm influor d hiri ost,, 
nor can tja be certain if he ct rtcd to read thcri at all, Tot it is zaoct 
probably that he otcrted here end contir=d rcadire contemporary authors., 
until the tim, probably befor lcavira Cruzbridgos itcn ho decided he bad 
had enou ; h, rrxi thus turucd his back on it a13. Hard in the list of boos 
at Thebcrton ßa11, era find aU tho xcmcu that are not in the Ecrdlcian list(l) 
of Mo readir s fi cxd aro chown -bp internal cvidcnco in bis boolm, to be 
won the authors` ho h, _d kno n(2) Here i-o have the dramatic works of 
Shakespoare* Beaumont and Pletcher, Ctway arxi Lc =` and Cougmye; Eliza. " 
bcthan Ara chcmm beide the dramaiiste of trio Restoration Period. 'tea a 
are th$ Lssagj ct Bacon beside the Essay c%' Locht the tdadoii of the no, 
sawc beside tho UT ZciafcG of 1E, ter -D. Iicra we have the is aya o: r 
AddiscA and Prico. HM we x180 have the I , IizhnowUats o all agct: 
Richardson, Stcrrr &Lr i SraoilcttJ Swift, Johnson mrd GQidsmith mid Scott, 
Hers 'we have the v=k ct the great English pcets,, whose r=es are usuall7 
(1) SUoztrth, Az iz V&* je '2-o6-7. 
(2) ) cCorl ck provide Boman V, 3 a CXmple. 
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set 2side in my wank on Douuhty* S'Sha. ko arc and I 1ton, Dryden and Duller 
trod Poo Johnson rind Goldsmiths c abbo and Ccuper, Churchill and 
Thomson, 
turns and Scott., Co1ciid e und Southey and cif` ßyrcn and how. 
H=a wo have 
Gibbon's great "Doclim end FLU". Here wo Nava the "Arabien Nichts°. 
Who 
ccm resent the temptation to ass that the cbi1 zit have 
ta11e for 
a tihils undo the x is epoll of there wonderful oriental stories? 
Thu3 t}io Isst is almost conplete und a bac au x1 of studies in 
rodcrn literature is rzdo pcssiblo to the yOuI I would-bo poet. Thus a great 
gap, wt ich oxtstc in all tho studies og üou htyt o works, is to the utmost 
possible eatenp filled, cxvi we can assume that I)ouChty did not suddenly in 
his Grtcridee later yea=s peroeim .d proceed on 
the spot to put into ae. " 
tion, an ambitio jo y into the remote past of a literature the rXoeo 
of which he lrnmr noth i about. Thus it to fair to assur that when Fa left 
The'berton 11., to . Art h m, to Elstree, t. nd 
to tcleham Ora= r Echool', 
he atarted to build upon a foundation that vas tiready there. 
(1) 
On ono port of what xe have just ditcusced, coupled with his awn 
childhood r mblir in various hie oe parts of £uf olk, Dot hty rest have 
based his choico of "coolo em soon an tho i ,, which fies 
first chosen 
for hips, ra jcctcd him. On the other riorv irporttrit part of this childhood 
bcc1roixd, 13 ccrttinlg b. ^_sod his Choice of the field cf litcrcture,, cs 
the *no great chance for dedicated service for his country cu race. The 
bccinr of his literary intcrcst t a!; t ha' then Started there at the bc- 
gi nn rg of his life, trod we shall ore z for oll ctop coz , idezirZ Do hty 
ca an e tear who hay ruuddonly decided to cohere c career for the Ikvy 
(1) Hieß teacher writs g to his aunt uzt he was 'the best boy". 
Set Eogcrbh$ Pagen 3. 
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with a carver fö; riUr $ rr beccuts ho did not 
film ccxb a. Crar7 1itcrn"" 
t darted then end only then, to wccrch fcr GOctlzix ; nc . Doughty cn 
t 
have stt±tca l tcratura at Thebcrton Bail, then et Elrtx c and at 
Laleht 
Grý, r. =r f7chooi, tnd then undcr privato tatcr 3s, vth tincora 
ho cpcut Coro tires 
in Fr,, 
tl) Althoch t: ^c gnaw that lie studied iiteraturcA '*-'a do not ct77 
wrh ha had tudß ed end vhi. ch authoro and Saran 
ho liked hest. In hic knm 
C bride d it aec ý, to at4rted to write. I: Q hi a]. 
I' cites 3s IdozicSicn 
jour y'$, in his CCX ridgo dM, rc a crucial puthb in his linguistic con. 
scicu mss, end refers be ck to tho Ictcr Cce-iridCa ddays, his d iro to vrrite 
an Epic on the early history of Dritain. That desire was not simply wi: hi 
fß, 1 thin in;, for it must have boon based on a real. ixiorest in litcraturos 
grid a real Im=2ad o of poetry r to the tii in Wich the decision wan 
talon. Yot it in true to coy that the is =6 ccn to have becow c1car in 
his mini only in has later Can. ridgo da3t. At t ho begin &rig of his Cumbrfd o 
dsyat he van a of nt of conto orary literat ep ci at the erd of it he 
had irrxvcoirablj. takcn, a ctand a aunt its and otarted to char the world 
tend hirsalf that there va Osoaathir. g allot'. Yet in botwoen,, and halfaiay 
through hin Canbridge daj wo hau two products of hin pon, which are the 
oarlicct of his czthtii vritir s. These pro propoco to discuss nc'. i. 
First cores the only rAccc of prosnop uthich Dau. 3htT Inas anitten 
In h1 youths ca "Tho JL tcdal Brae In Foruz y with EOM gcrtral rerarks 
ci a plztcll p printod pri . tcly in 1066 in London. 
(2) This ws a Shoff 
essay of abtut olcvtn paten, xd becauze it to scicrtific, there cre hardly 
(1) liogartlU s f'. 3 . 
(2) The Copy in t) British Husem Libriry is used here. 
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't paculirxities ot style or exz chances cZ otr=twco. In only cri 
oSc a's is tyre n rxticipation of what in to cc , AlthouZh the puatua. 
t5. on is rc ; ulzr' it is yet cxcea vo" Soztc cro cut into their com- 
ponent arte by co =vas cam. -coiond and colorz; 1 the am all units thus 
gain a zc rlnb1e forco of projected ossortion. Tho all is within the 
limits of the notes, cal the ad tesible,, yet the later e rn ; nnco is 
only a heiahteni aia develnlzt of chat is h me The scuds er if you 
lifer, the , dorms Oxo to=# 
The saco l in the other source of infer Uon, wind for the 
'first 
time in this study, a hazrºoro S posy which Doo t7 irrote in his Dam- 
: jrg dap in ICE ,t 
Ixpt ebd later pr'`ntcd pivctcly in Londons on a date 
#ch is rat $pocifiodº A cop9's gtn by Dotgphty to I 'ef. E. r -ay L&Wmeter'O 
a tall= cttdoub cda roighbour of hie at DMIrg, is mar in the London 
VulwrsitT Library. The poem is a Pindaric odes; com fete with a motto 
trau i'i s 924 11 called The lay of the LOT OrOw43) It in c: Lear that 
at tho back of bis r3ti' äe has the lays of Sir Vzcltor Scotto and his el- 
vish horns, = the sores of Rabin hood arxt ras pocre. But t is a 
mock heroic poem on a IMAM C011e3e Pensio rp who disr, d became Domr, 
it College .. i bcc? w rd in the field of spots in C mbr&dge,, so upon 
'That board of b=iz d clee" to do eoz thiut to rescue the good nie of 
hie col sge. D ty did not care for ape aß(2) trd the =k heroic ae. 
Gestic win that har disp1ey In a So sorer of the rjarcizg criticte 
(1) The whole pOO=1a swan c ga a; rQrx Ot t j-. 0 Cn3 of this ttczis« 
(2) uoearth: P' 
4: t'. « 1. r... ý ., a .. " ý ... rt .. 
ýtHR 
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cz "Lrabia crta"y czx3 in dircct conLrest vLh t ho re riou zacsu of the 
'ret of bio ucr13. T ho pow Exaz trathirg pcculirr or cccon ric about it, 
and could bo tim cork or c,. I litercr 4n ed wa cjTX du tc of C bridgo 
ct the time But it is udcu. e, v as bcirg the only poem writtcn by Doughty 
before the 
, pct cpIc of 
u ho Dawn in Eritain". It In unique aloe bcc zsa 
in bcix; am=2, it lire the eccentric poet of Later times with the 
co=n Und of poetry Y»'ritton in his a , a. It al$o chc*io bo imea under the 
influence *, only of the 1. tccnth Century but in p rticui that. or Cir 
Walter fc ott. The pc= that wntiones "tho t how Cf after-gait ctrclsy" 
s1 o abounds in I IM Cc ury ®pit1et3 like "DW fc Castled 1 eepP , the 
"Cr.. a Wcrdcn` ' Dcuy 51uM: can ýý 1v+ý^r TOx ", 'Q rb1o troow' and the "Patch. 
lass r. en". it v. 3.. -, o t ntiona Johzrcn, twico, and this is the only time in 
the who3a or Daht7 ulx, ra the t Ia: d cO rarcr'a zz occur. Yet 
t are varl=, iztcatior also CC the MUM qty. Tbera are t 
compound words 3. tb "ctifi-strickcn" errs %Crd"%e dd3 edt " Then am cls© 
superb lins lila: 
"With a word-bccr. &2dled brt3n; U and 
vtA vordy wthir nes5; " and 
*1o dci k fur roc1 Johnson". 
But tho moat imawrtmrt thite about this pct in opinion, is 
tin choice of ; the force. 
For tkm "Carat ()d r. "* for which 'iril r was tho el 
v, -la conz iderod to c hor with for-10 txrd 'tr ody', &c em of them 3o r 
various goy Ot Ptry 3n Mc ls F ralsr, =e end 'ibex-aLusicai ltf .º 
tom. The contents CC thin pool me not of cctiroo cerio*a, but the to= 
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cid tho choice of the form chuff an attit da f; zz ý rt 1 in Doi, ; htyIc 1<^tnr 
Uorkn. Although I)o jity is a razarstic pct,, ho ;, 1w p crcfcrs to transy 
foxi his personal e ioti. ons of la G, hate cr grief, and hin i ntenco ceze 
of c dication to the poet's cal lin , into an ob jcctivr cctSfo1d5rC of 
iv gory and action. D'vcn in 'firavOz in Arabia fl sortz', which is nec» 
ossarily the most pcrson 1, zit into of hic worim, Douahty soOTeo 
his problem in on vy by creating; the cl tctcr O 12=U1, Lud thron, -J'a 
him 203z em the burden of l, yrical se] fe 'ccSien. 1cl 1 is auch noro 
of a self-drer atitatian than aaE pOG: tion 40r a cclf-rr 1y i: ,a pro. 
jccticn and not an tixtLnt; I. on of Dovaghty'P character. Oay in 'Ncnsctt1' 
does tic allow E ©lf to express onotioua on the r-z osry of his mother. 
But even there the e; aot3_ans m in a way plated, for Oot ; hty's aotbcr 
died irhen he u as st . l]. a baby. týi+ 
1x sýý S if 'ý, ýLsl v 
R. ýaa, i aýý ýý 
Thu. th© an who was co coauciouo of hiz ow abilities and 
hits on "mecca , e, 
" and -nho waa aimox3e eccentric in hie 8tre. sc on race 
and country, gras at tli : a. ne tiMe 4tjuai, ly careful to cftaee ? timaesf 
from the paZoz of his Worka, ans ttrecc tn: ir obýecttVity. Writing 
about "Arabia Decerta, " ho draws attention, almost apologetically, 
to the fact that it had a personal note, being the story of hie own 
wanderings in the desert. During the transactions between Doughty 
and Sir Sydney C. Cockarell for the purchase of the "Arabia Decerta 
i 
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Note-boars" for the Fitz William Library, Cambrid , 'you. ;? qty 
wrote, " ..... ao: etinos there may 
be mizei1 sith them more 
private thoughts and a lonely 'Randorer*a ia: *ost r, fl ection: not 
euitab1' for other ny°es ... " 
(1) 
In tie -Iotc-b "ý-, : °-ou-. hty , peaks out, 
but is 4 . cß book 
iti elf , ýýa1i1 ýa: a not Dou-shtjs is t "O Ito +¬hgiýc , an; ev^: i 
inrints zori than one* in hie lntro, iicttoas 
his lottern an. 1 in the biok iteelf, "at o< äeotivit$ iý5 
maintained all throu ; h. 'hen qu$vtione4 ibO 4t tI story of 
&ey<l and Urfa, he denial vehemently . tit aUy'. `tin,, -in he book 
aas the creation of hic o" i aa; Lnsttioas and gain ar. +trt¬ 44 : sxnt 
he was ao inc but an ob j ctive recorder of *Yeats and rt2porter 
ei I apponin, a. gone of his other workv; in peroonal. in vain 
do we search for a p#reso4a1 note in Ur gooma. 
Now this insistence on objectivity is one important key 
to Doughty'o revolution in literature. objectivity is the 'ay of 
ccienco, And. cou9-hty wlLe e, man or ocitnce, but in °. be literature 
of the day it was certainly not the nor z. Tho ace war, iu rge of 
individualien anI pub jcctivity. The poet'a ideas, hia iaaor 
fcolin, ýn and tho i; tn, and hir, percona2 a; hinn ware ti : 3r-lcr of 
the day. Zvon in texte or 1.. 1tCnco8, each itad nis n3. o rd 
.6.. ! ... i ... 
(1) Friends of n Lifetree : Letters to tir i. i. tney %, arlyle eoclaerolä, 
f'd1to ty viola fcyucll. J. Cape% ä9r4. 
J 
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fancies. here was an over-insistence on -hcc -ia, 4Ividu i. tp of the 
poet, ini overinsistence on nya frer,, ... o" to ox-pre -- 
: iAt 
indivi. aunl: ty. Parlier on ', sere a. e: ned `-a be, in : W. or. itvorth 
and later on in Tannyron, for example, a sense of reaponzibility, 
ahic1 depended upon something more enduri: ig than the poet's 
changeable whirria, but under the contemporary groups of artiz.. ts 
and poets, lit-mrature seemed on its way to the doldruris. 
For Doughty the crucial yearse as we have shovat were his 
Cambridge yearn and the years that fo" I , wed iii ; ediately, ::; ay 
1862-1868. The first date marks his emigration fro.. "ins 
College to Downing College, Ca brid,, e, and the second date marks 
the begi anin;; of his extensive readings in early Ln&linh 
literature at the Bodleian, Oxford. Earlier in this per od 
Doughty was reading contemporary au täorc, and at the end of 
he had turned his back and started to concentrate on Lhe earliest 
English authors. When ho left Caribridge and went on to spend 
sometime in London, he arrived there at a time, when every boor 
shop in the great city had, displayed in its window, the nasse and 
works of the now revolutionary "bonbshel. 0' in the world of poetry 
at that time - A. Swinburno. 
Now Swinburno Was the latest expreAcion, perhaps in him 
pushed furthest, of a trend that proceeded from Keats to Tennyson, 
to Rossetti and the Pre-Raphaelite School. Swinburne, in my 
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opinion, represents everything that Douxhty sat his face a . aiaot 
in the poetry of the Victorian Age. Zenrch no we may, we were 
not able to find, nor did we expect to find, in the writingo of 
Doughty any mention of Tennyson or 'Rossetti or Fwin+rne. But 
that is no proof that Doughty know them not. It was impos:. ible 
for any person intereateti is poetry, then, not to know their nates. 
Tennyson' e fa t. o was well-established. Rorsetti wall the lion 
rampant of the literary circles, but Bwinb#urne was the bomb that 
exploded exactly in those years, most crucial in Doughty'a 
literary career, and Swirab urno must have been the great representative 
of What Doughty calla "the deca. 3snce of the Fngliah lau , uage, 's and 
which ho says he will racist "to my power. " 
for the pre-Raphelites in general, anI Zwinb/irre in pax"ticular, 
the process was, generally speaking, a work of fueiou. The poet 
like. the coicerer throws a spell and both poetry and lanaulge, 
both object and manner, both cords and pb ses and content are fused 
together and their identities/ in a hazy twilight world. Poetry 
becomes a dream in which the poet is freed from his responsibilities, 
and the reader is drugged into the half-conscious world of the 
Lotus-caters, a vorla in which nothing is precise, nothing in 
definite. The poets had no precise image or meaninL to convoy. 
The visual inagination is deliberately blurred. `fiic intellectual 
meaning is consciously lost in the proccso of diffusion - No images 
or Ideas or music, but a suggestion of a fusion of all three, 
which is neither the one nor the other. Words are not used for 
their meanings but the word and the meaning fused' to suggest an 
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atmosphere for both. The words are the most general words, 
evoking tcuoral feelings, bf-cause the emotion is never part.: cular, 
never in d. Lrect line of vision, never focused, and because the 
words are general and the object iss never de. iuita, :. he thrill 
is created only through the woven aagic of the mucic of the words$ 
with ; La : ; ins; whatever beyond. "In twinburne, " says T. S. E. 1; iot, 
"..... the object has ceased to exist. * the meaning it merely Uºie 
hallucination of meaning. The languagetiuprooted, has adap4ed 
itself to an independent life of atmosphere noucish. nent. (1) 
"Poems and Ballads" was the collection of poetry that 
Sw. nburne produeed/1 6Cý, tho bomb that exploded in the world of 
English poetry about the time of Doughty'u graduation in Cambridge. 
It was sgonta-eounly acclaimed as great poetry, or attacked an 
'morbid, "erotic, ' and 'destructive, ' and its author bacr e the 
first of those notorious lions of literary fashion, %hich succeeded 
one another until the disgrace of Wilde at the end of the century. 
Doughty's objoction waa the objection of a mind reared in 
the objectivity of science against a widespread glibneo' which 
coloured everyttia, with a hazy mistiness and dispensed completely 
with precision and conscious deliberations, Against the toodency 
of the poets to drug and stupefy the senses of the readers, toughty 
raised again and ntreiaod the importance of ap t2ogicaj training 
060000**06 
(1) See T. S. ELiiot'e assay on Swinburne. 
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for both the author and the reader. The ocience of philology 
would acid to the objectivity oa" the , arork, bring the conscious 
critical faculties of the author and the reader into display, 
and reveal to both of, them the realities of the meanings beyond 
the words. : orris then taxe their true -Places as symbols for 
cQ: io tfiiri real iii nx n .c life aid experience, ot ýi_ Ry e -Ltiter 
visual or oral or dropping xitt tae sap of mans a°i. adoa tirou, h 
the axes. -fiords bs coma taus a v&ºticle t-r the coaciauou = tin-; linc; or 
huzian intellectual, emotional and physical passions. Because they 
are living units In a language, spoken through the ages, they 
become a living bond between the past of man and the present and 
the future of the race. The whole achievement of man or nation 
becomes alive and is shown to be living still in the words of the 
language. 
The minty twilight ataosphsre of Mid-Victorian English poetry 
in its blurred vacueneas becomes equated with a death urgo, a state 
of e ervation# of iünd and spirits leading to the extinction of 
everything noble in the English Raco. Thus tho prohlea was wider 
ey for 1)ou; htye than a simple reuntration of poetical matter 
or manner, The problem went, far beyond the limits of aestheticism, 
it had for him its scientific aide, an we have explained.. It also 
had itß politici1 Bide, for Doughty would not and could not 
separate the decadence of English poetry from what he concidored 
the decadence of the English people of hia t-, mc. 
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Thug the jouraey in soarch for an age in which the 
language was at its best, was at the same time a search for 
an age in which the Vnglish people were at the greatest period 
of their history. In the re-juvonation of the lauguaffe then 
Doughty found an outlet for all his peroonal and general 
dicconteut. It to no# distortion of facts to say i tat .; o, i ihty's 
attempt at the rejuvenation of the language was all inc! uiive. 
The .. ="istocrat who has axrs-ived when his class was dying, the 
patriot whose desire to serve his country in the Navy was early 
rejected, and the orphan whose roots at home were so under- 
1eouriehed, found at last the cause, which includes a1: causes. 
The r4an who was never forced to work eu4 earn a living, found 
the most ardour and most important job for an Englishman of his 
time to do. He would not rejuvenate the language in the way 
tordeworth or Browning or Ropcins tried to do. He Would "find the 
seek 
new An&liciom. " (1) "1 ray desire to lead the anglicism into a rood 
Channel, it 
But an a )-inclusive Cause, which takos upon itself to preach 
and to act, could not escape being in its crusading nature a 
moral revolution. Dougbty'a objection to the nglich poetry of 
.......... 
(1) rroz the '. 'oord Notes. MSra. Ro`bbin, taken 'Anglicism' to mean 
the language. To ice it is very much wider in ßeaain,. See her 
intvoductioa to "The Dawn in Britain. " 
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his time was a' so a morali3t' n objection. It is true that the 
moral corruption in the private liven of poets and their circles 
was a )yword of Lhe time, and ho-e again Ron otti and winhurne 
provide the best examples, But every Victorian pedagogue would 
raise the cry aäaiast that to the sass. Dou; htj's objection 
was d-t-per, more faadattental and more sweeping. I, v n if they 
lived a blameless life, his Woral "'bjection would not have changed. 
Even if Ewinburne had lived like an angel, and preached Christianity, 
the .; ulf between the word and the object in his poetry, wo id 
have been, in Doughty's opinion, not only a fault in applicat_. cn, 
but also a symptom of a hypocritical situation. That the word 
should directl, i represent an object beyond, vs-! o for Doaghty, 
a moral noes,. "t-y as -. such as it was an aesthetic or 
liagui$tio 
neceEalty. Thin in the explanation of so many sayings of Doughty, 
Which might seem, if we do not try to understand., coupLetely 
baffling. "ThAs people have lost faith; they think their language 
(1) 
is o, xtworn, " he wrote in the Word-Notes, and by faith, he did not 
mean only faith in language. "Language and more language, as 
without words we cannot think. " 
This, in r opinion, is of the utmost importance in any study 
of Doughty - to realise the depth and the tremendousneso of his 
(1) quoted by E, Robbins in her introduction to the epic $ PPtge 8, 
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revolution. Then various widespread aide isecues repeated by many 
critics ani thr, a ;h their repetition accopted as fact are &iown 
ar ainst this central truth of Doughty' s art, to to what ttey 
really are - misunderstandings of his aims and means. she scoot 
inportaat of these plaucibilitiess is the one concerning the 
influences of various foreign lanSuagee on the st , '1' of Mio x<; hty. 
German, Latin. Hebrew and Arabic, all are met with in any otu. iy 
of DOuc bty'n work, but in some of tbei'e studies, each of heue 
pro. :: ty's languages in tarn is chosen as the dominant influence on 
language. I: uo; A ;h to say that the Etrecu on the iafluences of the 
Arabic on the style of 'Arabia Decerta, ' mare the othernicc accurate 
and wonderful sti dy' of t'. Taylor. 
Another is the scorch for the dominant : uglish c. athor or book 
vhoc8 £nflueuce it. greater or Greatest on the lang -age of -o. ;;. ty. 
Chaucer an pencscr. Nyadalc aac i. ovordalo, tiaýcýujt and : aadys, 
Elyot and the translators of the Bible -ere each in turn cited by 
different critics. With the realization that the res and ways of 
Doughty were on the vastest possible scale, our evaluations of 
each trickle of an influence is readjusted and put in its right 
place. The Lnglish language as a whole becomes the issue when we 
come to discuss Doughty' ai ork, and the Eng li, a$ language =cant the 
output in prose and poetry of all the English Race from the 
earliest periods through the golden an3 silver ages, on to the 
Modern times, Not poetry by itself, nor prose by itsel«, but 
ow'i., 
_ ,. 
-r - . _. ý ý. ý-_ , __ 
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language uhich is the basis of all. or trio poet or that 
prose-writer, but the whole output of ; 11 of t-jeo ponied into 
the vast living body of literature. Thus ling Al. f^ed writing 
in the earliest times, and Chaucer, writing in the fouete nth 
Century, and Spencer writing in the Sixteenth Century, and 
Sir ieury 'otton in the Seventeenth Century, all t'i: td . heir 
places in the pages of "Arabia Descrta. " Let us try to fol ; ow 
Dou.; hty's steps through the various periods of the 1--'-ngliah 
language and literature from the earliest stages to , he tiro 
when he himself . _tarteA to write his great b. )oics, 
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The ]$: t of book, r vvon by log rth In an eppond3. x(1) to his 
official bioZr phy of Doughty, has for a long tin, been the only authentic 
Om err-tinn of sow ces known to have boon certainly used by Doughty in 
his o terzivo studics before ho began to write his works. Until not all 
the scholarc -who urrote an Doti hty had to derend only on that list bcatdos 
tho au-tho rxntioncd by Doughty in his wcrk3. Professor Dosko r Fairley 
being the first to write a conploto study of his workn, oven before Fog- 
arth'a book and list were published, had to deporzl only on the internal 
0 tderice rat it is to hin credit that his book is curer and more wasterly 
than roost of the uritern who followad hire. Lrzr Trencer was luckier in 
that she had at hand a lot mors of evidence in bog; hty'e naüas and library. 
Yet she u od sone and n glectcd som and did not Cive n ccplýete refsronco 
to the sources. Innotto McCormick took Eo arthts list for Created as her 
only source guido, and then proceeded to pick and choose and discuss vainly 
three travel book - Coriden$ Naunda'vi11© and Hakluyt - as being the ones$ 
beside the Bibles which had a nark od influorro cn T)cu ; hty' a prose style, 
Yct it was coor all the way that logarth'c list falls short of covering 
.P in Daoghty*n readirgss, oven in 
Oxford; and thus ledre: a trenezdous Cc 
ouzo knowledge of his seances. Hcgazrh himself quotes Prof. E. Ray Lan'oeoter, 
Doughhtyta friend nrd noighbots in his Dowrztrg College days, as ; csyina that 
Doughty was ton busy reading Ilerbert spenc3r, 
(2) V: a ham already discussed 
(1) ßosrth t Ph s 206.. 7 
(2) xogarth: P6 
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t1w z "r1,, r-d3awaýwxcd tice1 juvcxx1 
lE or nr-)u , 
hty at that rcxlodo itaa +rth 
aCain 1: tor ca gaot= Dcu htytý 17o that the ßa3 ni an : ýhv ho 
loft 
Egal for KC ld ý. Z: his respact z. nd 1 crvo for i: raý u and ýca i $r. 
rct wit rS1C:, rcr Lr ." :a nor c 
3Ancr is vexitior c" mtarg Pou thtytte 
5c" Oz, tho h it ic of cc rsc rwsonaälo to c ct thou: ras to pop 
up g tt c in the v vt body of literature$ of which th i lint gives only 
the titics on t ho comr3 of t1x bcalm. Pw hty was never a ran to pursue 
-Oz thing -hcurtcd1, y. If ho spea1 about 
his rctirerenco for Ers.: raus 
and oSca3i `s .t -dzpli =a= that ho had devoured all 
ho could find In 
thr-ir worjw3, tilt uuttcd his te:, peraý. nent and r -greed with 
Mr; t tyr. It " ill 
xwvcx da to pc c: cluwiva1y on that very Urdtcd list. That 1i t thouid 
way in which ýuwhtý'c 0; 4 tu: u aä on3 ý; u1d , cc., ýth1 n to poir the 
rc t1c; c cnd hung mind novd in those early ciay . The list or books in 
hic fathcr's library, which ve have taten am ap le source of Douwhty'3 
k W1CdCo a£ Cor ar cr=7 litcratura, points mit the qualities Urldch =do 
him turn hits back on the literature or his slay, and this list in Hcz h, 
poiri a at the litcraturo and than period which he studied to find a urß 
basis for his future work -writer and poet. 
Lýczidcs the o tuo 1i is v cud the internal , widere thou ire 
two sourcea t, lect d until riots but of the ut=5t import e in any r, tLu t 
of bnttaý 7113 worlj. Thcs "rat' and r'orO i To ant ßr10 the notes and manu- 
ßcxipt , of ord , phriQ3 and quotations left by Doughty and do posited 
t at WKS 14brary, CCbridgo. The 8ecord couxce 1. icci in the Mmbc? of 
1: 0010 aped by DOw htp at hin deaths and do posited I-, te, r at Ca-*W!; Ca11aca 
O fo1arth $ Thm 8 Oxid 9 
- 
Libraxy. On these okra. Ruth Robbiz is vorlirg crid her work when it is 
finlchod cast bra the 2z . -, t word on Dot ty's sources. But here all we can 
do is to try to Civu os full a trc tu ent as wo can. In his werd-note3, 
under the word I Utters ', after various quotatiora from Latin authors, 
from Data and flan '"poser, Doughty urrote,. "rerun ; tho * feu be; t authors, 
I have road an books". Ono cannot tell. if thorn 'ere hic cw"n words 
or wow of a quotation copied fron oc author - this is the Cain dif- 
ficulty in dcalir; with his a anuzcripts - but ct331 these words chc i the 
war in which vo ohould treat his list of xcrd . sa, 
"oa indication only 
of what ho considered the best books by the best authors of the golden 
Sao". let us then with the help of all the available ncterial try to trace 
his 
, steps 
in this most important period of paratiorc, when Doughty bzd 
chosen his fold, and chosen what to cousidcrcd the most fruitful part of 
the hiold, and started syster, 4tical3y ar4 methodically to acquire, read 
and dissect all the uorls in that limited field: This period Which- started 
as wo have sham in his Ct. ridge days and cox tinned throu; hc his London 
and Oxford dcs, r ar4 irtýcrrdttcntly through his trarals0 1c the aast ice. 
pcrt, -nt part of his 13fa. 
Ox would h: vo hoped that ßoig,;; rth., Dc2Zh" y' oiiicial biocpher, 
would have co: ýcnntrntcd noro cn these dap thn cn the app rently morn 
utrerzeou dm of cction in Arabia* Then Aahtxiy uould tzve looked at ß; ut 
as a mars wha liNmd fU71y for a couple of yec=j, znd then sat doxrn to urltc 
of it j r-nd on o11 t; hrou & his lazýiifo to chew the scud, It Is hero 
ind not in %opo 'Or Arabia that Dcu,; htT laboured herd to tchiov hit cm at 
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ac , nd of the lm tcae and work out the ccpomi ti of vhat was truly 
called It ho of . taltc t pros of ow gomration' " Many critics have tried 
to trace it lack to tho influezo of u cortiin Gwen author or book! ezzl 
to ctress Doughty's debt to this or that suitor or poet. Professor Mon 
stresses his lobt to tho "Authorised Version"-(11 ß'3r Sydnoy Cockoroll 
stresscs his debt to Itakluyt " "the work that he studied root a;. oiduousl r 
vto tiakl tos 'ýPogrgcs". III the entiqu ctylo.... T I=t ray I ft(2) 
di$lko that word +I ',, which botrays tho narr= cttitudo of a critic 
who pirs it dorm to the 3. neluei e of ono siDDLQ books J. Z . ddlaton ihr 
tracca Dot ; hty's atgla to an o van parlier age than that or i: akluyt and the 
Authorized Torsion, whore not only Shahaspesr and 23ltony but also tho 
Er ; llsh Mblo itsclt were of no tnriunco. 
0) Thnv, periodo and authc 
and books cro triad, i bila LouChty's studicl Ucro oo uida and so deep as 
to oa r pr ticall, ovary side of the ncntal aryl liter ry activities of 
aU thoseauthors and all those books beforo the t iddla of the , vavarteonth 
Cc xtury, It is ncc c: lcsr that this was no , plo study of a zmro handful 
of authors or books, or a casual admiration of cue Cr two poets or proaa. 
vriter. This v es Gozz thin on a stupendous scalo. The only case to be 
compared with is perhaps that of the studios of the youg,; John 1111ton be. 
fore ,, 
his travtls to Italy', . complete aU-. 1 rlus3v© stud of tLO la ce 
fror ito, oaxly beg1mth s, from its early tricklin drog3 of pastry and 
(1) 0. X1tan: ti"I'b0 ý: n 7i hk s+ý" Pp. 3f-{3 
(2) "140 Ls. viM A ", j ccc ý, 590 
t3} "The Jaherimum" I, 15o 
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Vad prose, that eathcred izo the firnt atrer oxrt the various strews 
which gathrred to r1 the rd hty rivor and the . hty river itsolt until 
tie co to thio ý; reMiczb strength in Sponsor zmd the Golden ave. 
Douz; xty ma not a proms . cna1 U-xicozrapher or 2ixgu1 t. 
If he were, he would have studied the 1arcuzge ucicntificaUyl, objectivolys 
coldly. but he had motion and was too Huch involved. his study vas too 
utilitarian for him to stand aside and Only notice and recorrd. Re studied 
1a Co as a connoisseur would taste of the wiro.. *=rinirg every drop 
Of its comrsring and c1cussifyin and grading aril dccidire which to dis. 
card and which to rescue from oblivion. 13e Ali tells us that his in. 
torest was first Undlcd when to tueenb to N wagj, and started to learn 
Dan sh. Eut Danish was not the end in itself3 it was a means tcgzarde a 
aper undcrstaziiing of hie native tonte. It rat have cc= handy when 
he ctz rted to study tho earliest stse3 of 1hlish itself. later in the 
cow se cf his studies and travels he would Ieara cthor lingua; eis some 
hearer how L ko 'HioUarxiish' and some farther atic1d lila ! rabic, but the 
*in is cn the =,, c -a better and simper ie vtanrlir9 of tnglivh it. 
S9lfs 
But nor' in the late Sacwias cm l in Lmland be was to start, 
from scratch. Fze tha different aourca we have come to u. nderstar the 
way, in which lie irorlad. To study Arg1o . Soxon, for i: istancc, a language he 
had not studied at school or college or under and teacher Of profeasor+ 
he would acquire certain dictionaries and 1oz ccm and by, the help u theoe 
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copyir in extensive natea the derivations and the Ccmealooies, and the 
uza.,; c or sores tnd ccrspprirg thcir uwaCes with otrcr wards in other 
lang uuza es. To study t ho Amg1o-Eauon Words he had Bosworth's Anglo-Sa=n 
Dictionary(1') and to core it with another language or losrn it through 
the other language which he might have knoarn better, he used the 'salteriun 
Davidia, Latin-Saxon (Seelmann) 16h0. Doughty would copy words and trace 
their ancestry and their derivations in long lists as if the aim was to 
memorise them and use them later. Then comas the second step,, when be 
studies the .a gguage 
in ccmparison with more than one other Ian s,, 
and here he bed the ' spters lirguar= Dictionari. u& (15ls0), which aeons 
to hams been a coast t companion of Doughty's for many a day. Last cases 
the third step, where Doughty studios the available literature of the 
lalk-. Uge which be Is tackling. Fiogarth provides us here in his list with 
"Orosius, Anglo. -Saxon, 1773" wh h was borrowed by Doughty from the Dud.. 
bian between Novenber, 2869 and January, 1870. There was a copy of King 
Alfred's version of Orosica edited by T. Bosworth and published in London, 
1859, among Doughty's own books at his death, and was found to be very 
tauch marlmd and annotated in pencil by Doughty. If we were to depend, only 
on liogarth, this would be the end of our certain knowledge of the eaterd 
of Doughtyºe. An; 1o--axon studies. 
'crtumta1y. we have other fuller sOuXCes. Most important and 
thorcuzh, for examples teere Daughtyta preparations for the vritirlg of 
$: he Dctn in 1ritatn'1, aNI one book which he has read arcs xhi. ch yes kept 
in his librar After his death is Brant A13. en'a "An 1o"Saxon Britain" 
(1) VadAcz*d in Hogarth'e list (Page 206) 
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(FArly Eritain Scrles, 3)3814) s 'which has r=C than czo chapter ca the ArClo» 
Saxon lamme and literature aal has quotation from ito poetry and its 
prose and comparicor. s with modern to lich la ucgo. Amore the books which 
Doughty spec a long tizo studying cxtonsivo3y and copying notes still 
preserved at Caine is "The 1 1o-äaxon Chroulcl& , which was probably 
begun in Kim Alfred's reign and carries Ush history from the Inva. 
Sion of J. Caesar throughout the iä. ddle Ages, and proves one of Doughty's 
fundamental ideas " the continuity of English prose from the taglo-S n 
period to modern tires. Another, the notes from itch are also preserved 
at CIdUss is the work of the first English translator of the Bible (who 
translated only the first seven books Cf the Old Testa=nt), the 10th 
Century scholar Aalfricj, the abbott of Eyzshani. From his work Doughty 
has left thirteen full pages of copied word. -* The third important book 
studied fully by Doughty is Dede's famous "Ecclesiastical History of the 
English People"jj stritten originally in Ietin and translated into Angle» 
Saxon in the reign of Xing Alfred the Great* ana Alfred hiiself is as 
central in Doughtyle lir etic and literary studies as he is in his his. 
torical theory and his patriotic eliwtior*1 strlict rc. There is little 
doubt that Doughty had fully studied ail the Anglä-S&con works With which 
the name of Alfred is usu211f attached. Of these we have &3ready mentjo d 
the tram2atioa at the "Historial hdversum Pagenost'. by Paulus Orosius, a 
fifth century Latin writer, greatly influenced by the writings of Ste & ui;. 
ustine, and we havo mantioied Bede* Suit Kir; LlZred' e Iam are studied., 
and his is given as an essimple to the contemporary generatiom of the 
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British people in ßoughty's 'Propizertic Bool&t. Besides the L : cno xrit 
i rtion two other works of utmost importaue, q the tr, =2ation of pope 
Cregory'a 'Curac Postoralio' into the "Herd's Dank" and the tro. zmlatiom 
of thataast faous of books in'x Medieval oni Early Renaissance Etrppe, 
the 'Do Conmolatione Piiiloeophise" of Doethins, the Roman philaoopher 
and statesman of the fifth rund sixth centuries, whose influence on Ege., lish 
thought and literature from Alfred to Chageor to Queen Elizabeth Sr. indeed 
ix st1esble. Wolfetan's eery om are not as imptant, but ctiU they 
axe l rxLioned in Douchty's excerpts. Thus it is pretty certain that 
Doughty had thoroughly studied almost all the existing Arlo-Saxon arose. 
Of Ar41o-: mean poetry we knCv for certain that he has read and 
studies'! all the poem attributed by Bede to Caedn n, whose alraculovs 
bursting into sorg ®am as near as Doughty could wish to his own idea of 
the poet. prophet. Caedman is meentioi d by name in Doughty's later poems 
and a, ]jDr episode in "Harm oul" is indeed reserved for his exparienccs. 
Caedman and for that matter, Cyr*wulf1 represent in Axlo"Saxon poetry the 
Ctristian religious side in contradietimtions to the older heroic side, 
perhaps of an i lent pagan origin. We have proof that Doughty itzat very 
tn*11 the seligioua and meditative Art1o-Sa= poetry* such as that of 
Cosdmtn or Cyr vu1t or that of "The Dres* of the hood"$ the oldest aux tº 
iag Emelish pftv- in the form of a drawl or vision, but Z was not able to 
this any clear reference to the heroic. side of M 1o-Saxon poetry, not* to 
tBearu7. l or 'The Scaf'amro or to 'The Battle of NaMon'. %t there could 
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be no proof more solid than the Arglo. "Saxan quality of sow of Doughty1s 
poetry. Nobody who reads parts of eTho Dawn in Britain and "The Titans" 
would doubt that Doughty had studied and been influsr ed greatly by the 
heroic side of Arelo. Saxon poetry. It is perhaps pertinent to mention 
here that when Caedron recites his part in '13ansoul' Dcurhty takes him 
c wll as much on his heroic adventures in the war against the pa a from 
the North as on God's grace in helping him and aiding the defenders of 
Q1 risUaxdtp. tndIlrit&tn. 
Zr it 13 truo than that A. n lo-Sc=n pantry and prase had their 
i33fluence on Drný; hty, then it would not seem trroz' to find hero the real 
source of g qualitiss of Doughty's prose and poetry attributed Bcmtj es 
to influexces ajie tpo tL n iPirit Of the Di ,; 
fish 1anau2gc. %` on U. Taylbr 
discusses the brick... tko quality of Dougfcty's wo d in the 'Arabia's and 
his almost libertine freedom of word-structuro, the first source he thin z 
of iss quite naturally, Arabic. Tot here we have in Arlo-&axon the samQ 
pradnewe Sven to the word-unit in the sentence, the saw crystalized 
solidity of the chowon words, the ease projection of the hard consonants 
and the same variety of stressed novels which comm. ne to give his sen. 
t+wnces a marled ru cdxess of surfacc. fiere we have also the sane freedom 
a" word-structure holpeä nc doubtV the dictirCuishin : in 'lectiazm which 
still existed in the Inglo-Saxon language as they exist In the larla :, age of 
the Arabs" Ldd to this another qualit7 vh ich is thcre in Douk hty's poetry 
as it is in ! VCla. »Smn poetry, axI that is the me pr i. tczationo 
and "30mrICQ arxi clf the immtcaZ $tres1103 in the 2ir instead of usit ; 
Thy=*, Axglo-SIcon inMences seem then to be besia in the ma f kitg of 
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Dcughty's wrcriz. Although the ltrruistic and literary tnfluerres are in'. 
portant, p rh po ro subtle and co ccqucztly z oro itrxirtant is the in» 
fl, ==* of hic ßxglo-Sc. zon studies on tho world of his treat epic 'a'ha 
Dz . 'n in Erttain', This in a point s viii 
deal tith 33ter on but let us 
nov rotor cui7 to Daiht7's study of all Anwlo. Son poetry and prose f 
its Gorraaic pc an beGind gs in the adventures of half. -historical, baff. 
1sgeadar7 hero s, t ho were not tribal or reýiona1 but were common to nfi 
the Gernanic Rica , and the development of that world gradually into a 
fusion of heathenism ft to Christianity and of the Ger auto barbarian way 
of life with the Rcmn civi3lzud world into the now world ofAZglo-Saxon 
patriotism and lo cxon Christian iritein.. Transfer all that into an . 
earlier age, om step back as it were in the history of the British Is2. eso 
and You will find e actl7 the world of "The Bairn in 1ritain". Even the 
apparent structural reaka ocses of a. Dou hty' poem and the mater epiffiades 
and the various dicrossiona find their exact equivalent in the loner 
Anglo"Saxcn poena. 
Next ccow the period we call mddl© Ergltsh, and here toushty'c e 
we not hoes iaportant. Hogarth's fiat is no crcat use to us here, for all 
the rest of the books he dives are products of the 15th eM 16th Centuries. 
Yet oz does not mod an persuasion to include =OM Dou; hty's historical 
sources books lit John +f sa'a trarniation (about X385) frcs the Latin 
of Ra"2ph IL3gdgn's "Po%Whrontconn (2350) or WiMam of Nalaiabury's hie.. 
torical writirks about hereös like Offa, thaw mm Doughty britts into 
"The Clouds"# or the writir of Znathewr Paris. More i tant than those 
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perhapa in thus fcactt, "IU tcria Flog Britrmüvon of Geoffroy of Ho truth 
(abtrat 1230). C--oofixoy, a Vo Lcbman uzi ,: c1 h so , =es Xtku Gi1dm and 
Pbnn3. u$ and ch , or x the Celtic Rico t rmk cs one the c, nccutor3 
of "The D= in I3ritzinn. Do "7hty deviates fr= Geed" c/ texture of his- 
tort' in Concra1 cnd Icela c y, r atur, v in 'Tho l wmt bocsu: o its p., riod 
cm es before, crd Io is l'1 in all the rest of hin worin bccaw o ho was 
not Vcry rasch char=d by the world of romai c. 1 scan the ctorica women 
crowd Kite krthhur surd his !. ound Table. The loco x1ary Arthur f ou ; ht 
against the ZSoors in Ppan for the Ciory of CbristianLty, but the hiztor» 
ical Lrthur fought in Britain cCaixat the halo-;, a. osu for the presorva.. 
tion cf his Celtic id=ritaxxß. Douhty Icrh pc could nod basso his vork 
ooaplctel3r on : Lot-. ozd3 and be would not chow a T= OT Colts vZaixct 
Asý1c-S onor, a kind of Civil Jar in Britciri -hon his 'zr go' vras that 
of National uzd. tt c Ikationcil pride. Whatovor his ro=cra wore1 it is 
certain that the ! rthurian legoznds had no treat ix 1 or ca on his cork. 
But that does not, man ho has not read Geoffrey's cork for be certainly 
has, own in its varioU texts. It in probablc that he road W=o's 
Trench tp but cortatn that he studied thorou; h1y the a133tcrativo Vcrs 
Of Zaya=n. But bofcro wa nova. On to vier; e, VU should refer to the other 
prom worlw or the pcriod rbivn. Dau ht- has certain yr kricwn. Zn his 
copybsQiQ at Cep £or o plop there are rotas ta1ron . rem tha nth Cczýury 
zvstical =I devotional V1iter Richard Rollo of 1122,0022,6 11 wt could s: e cffiy' 
then that ho hw not =ed the Witizns o: 8o11ß nf oo1lm cr nr4 contcmporcry 
tlalUr Iiilton? pore irflucntial than both ci 1 rho fcruous 1.9 John wyc1it'f' 
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the earliest lieh religious controversialist crä r©formr, the attacker 
of the vices of the cb'ah, and the trumlktor of the Bible, whoso work 
waa reviewed and si; udied in tho cctive contrmners1c of the Reformation, 
in which as vv will shay Dou hty ww vcr' much interested. Pro3a as wall 
is poetry was studied methodically and zeticulou ly P-s usual. layman's 
'Brut' wLs once poem. Another impertent body of poetry is the Croat out- 
put of the t ,, as in the ronaroea faro` Arthur, the Rouxxl Table and the Holy 
Grail. In certain points Dought7 shows he is not far from the field, 
though as wo have said, ho does not give his attention to the Arthurian 
3egends themselves. Jc. aph oS tris thee, the holy ran of the Dawn in 
Britain" is the subject cf one of than ErlllBh Romances of the are. An.. 
other poet va cutitled "Arthur end Kerlin"l land Ncrlin the prophet is 
a favourite tnouthpioao cf Dougity's. Another important body of the po.. 
*try of this period vt certainl, 7 produced here but recorded In a later 
age is' the oral collection of ballads gathered in Joseph Ritsont3 famous 
boobs. 'Doughty copied a great number f soriecr4 baUad$ from Rttsones 
sAmient Sous and Eo11ztdo from the Reign of King Henry the Second to 
the ßevolutioa" (Undcn,, 3ß2», i on the cover of which he copied the lyric 
usummer Ic icurrn in%% trhich found itc place 1 the pages of 'The Clouds, 
(Paz* To Rtt: on'z book,, Hcgsrth's: list adds "Pieces of arxicnt 
Popular Poet orb again 'Robin Hood. ' (collection of ancient poer, 3,, etc. ) 
cw- 12 vole - l7'2, and indeed Robin Hood's Sherwood Forest Foems'. xeforred to 
14; 1 The Clouds' tlý But pros, oral poetry ok rcmamos, all are crowned 
(1) he Cloud (Paaa 59) 
-I 4#+ -fl -' -- 
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in the great worl1, at the end of the poriQd, of Lug- lands, Of Gor'Mr. 
and of C er.. 'ThGt Doa hty gras an nrdoi * cd: dxcr o4' FicrSý''l o : ryan 
nobody don1css but the depth of his gratitv3o can he gaged not only by 
thou apparent achooa of it in 't soul', but n13o in the nimte atu y of 
vocabulary, to be tact with in pa and s of h word-notcr, which 
proms that wer Plot=n'c im2wnco is troun into the toxt=e of DoPu hty'oo 
Korks.. Cower is clan an important nay. Domair from his works are 
ever7whovo in Doughty's word--not s. Xn one patch of his copyin a, Dauahty 
'has left +s fc rtg ewn paces of quotation copied from Gc'cr, Dut the 
whole past of the EtlBh lar : ago and 3 to taro till the Yomrtoanth 
Contury s crystnlli ed not in Ca , -er or lnrad but in the works of 
Geoffrey Cbat or. Jo do not have to char Attention to the thorou , 
hly 
abs orbf tg ctvrlf es of Chat r in -Dou ; hty's vor1 ;, because Dcuphty him-. 
aalt' had rar let Lo r chanec where ho could pralso 'Dan Cba cr' cs 
his grast master. ZSo one is praised s oro in Do ; hty'c worlm than Chakeer 
except), perhaps Ed rund Spenser., B d, Spenser cams Sater and because he 
cads later, he ImUr3en Chaffer and moves for rdj, a 1sr iaay further. 
Cha laer, stands vbSra he is at the end Of the rcrtcenth Century as a 
colas$ue . embod; irr . the bcst 
that was in ErZUsh from the beginnt., end 
2eadin on to otter tr uriphs. that follow. When 1cuC; hty praises hin,, his 
praise.. is naGr directed only tC Cards Chaucer the orx and only poet, but 
also to Chaw r as the highest peak in a ratioe east of these early 
ataitpa were p obabl p mde in Cambridge,, London =1 ward and on the 
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conUnx t. ton Dc hi7 uoat into £rLttz aa, 9 be f1 with hin cow of Ch+ s &&a 
vorl e(l) . wbs n 
AVOd jt ßßt' Grp b4 yr Sr a Lrctäc be asked to be 
gtftn the reat cf iº xle var'f to a U" ''m'om In bid Ic3crt ',, 
the Czr3. i d of LloLtCht, tc arrCt ; 7crkm t tho OT) in W C$ 
QraAcer L iala- 
crxo is = It* hi i« Mt cm'iy in tbo tczture cnd the cty3o, not crav 
in the zbU f, or in the irorV, 2 vsvc= d vit u . ch his 
2. -ter 
vor tc 2m-17 :, b't -a in th . 4=AM of blo cirrctc=. the tnf1u. 
eire of Q Wcrf e gr t lerlvrf-a t 'The Cnntcrbm7 Talast to rzrc- 
mount an h, of r :: hty'S prom Cpl-C. It is tsxpt cst to record it 
here,,, teca o the inflmr o of tbº r on 'The i in Xrit ln' V. r4 t) c 
other po= to not ra rint or i tzxt ¬s that of S er,. .. 
cept porhq '. n the :: aº of aura c'Iotr3, rizn trc . l) ty'z var4- 
Wtft C 'o Sta. +l` M., a ricn vi rescuod from CbUvIonl wA hic copy or 
CbA*r's ITC ,, bcq ti hod t ct r hin death to tho 31br¬ 7 at Cjks Go gID, 
a two ro . edition 
in r micaanoa ccri,, is M of t otz ttorru anl ru. 
lurks in pe .' on 
the mr to of the rte pc . 
(2) teter ct ttccr 0], 1 
(3) ,Rb cik-1rtter g olio odittom of aza is 'Crntc rb T' (the 1607 
?V2 . nt ce Thi= - IVubt'IS cor4 Oditicn 
(1602) ). On the r*r4n 
'*ezI tb em crmso3 j, O Ach Thaw thtt to tzt had atudl d the ta3c 
ve 1. X'n f ; htyla 'Ixer$J from Gurt ), trthor31 there an qwttttiom 
end oxxks crom the Ta2wp and in aºrticula; s fron 'Tba r `Chttg Ta3, ': 
(2) 'iottcat ttt jw timt tim MY pWrs 3Itor gsc r 4md tci be t ho work, of 
c4ber btu iqc ettributed to Chakor. The pzrts pcrticulaaciy : - stied by V ;; ht7, $ arxaz ec1 Coardi to hio AT atja 3 on the narb, 
Ea to have tc n: 1) The Tc$t nt oa (nc 1 beloved nod, to be bfr 
CheVice j part{ ctxUr:, the Iotr en,:, A the third book. 2) The Ifouft of Tom* r rtict ºr1r t! n third bock. 3) The Eocthit . h) The Ramount of 
. the }tom. 5) The C pte rTiß of Mrs snd Ve . 7) Thm 'Uowdp of I ms 0) The Le, ur of 1xiadn* (from 'The Le czxd of Qwad I; Q n'). - >) The Etw` of bs (na loz thO t to bo iýrritton bay, fir). L0) Jock UpUnd (t 1n not ättsd by the critico z ). 
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the studies in the works of ChaIorls successors and in particular the Thx 
ous -poets of Scotland. Darbour's 
$Bruce'# BUt 1 Harzy's 'Wa1Thca'i 'The 
$irCts Qua's', Hem^yson's 'Fables' and his 'Testament of Cresseidt, were 
all studied. Eint above nII his careful studies Co to the great poetry 
of Dunbar on or side, and to the earliest renderix of Virgil in hi: gglish 
in Gavle Dou glas' tram1ation of the 'Aenoid'. 
In the Fifetcarrth C'entuzq, gland was passing, through tho dif i 
cult period of Civil Wer. A bird's eye-vicif of the literature of the 15th 
axx e rly 16th centuries would show it as an unimpressive ridge between tho 
groat heights of the Thth century and the later Sixteenth Century. But 
Rough' yI sn not choosing periods or authors but studying the corntinue-is 
develop ant of 3angugc and literature. Consequartly his ilterect ¬ nd care 
given to the authors of this period was not less than those Ci. ven to the 
parlier hnI later periods* This was the period when the old world of the 
i3. ddl, e Ages begins to give way and the now world or the future beg. n3 to 
lento Tudor peace reigrxd after the Civil 4Tars, and the triumph of 'jjýuh 
as the national larZuage was complete* After Nationalism comes the surge 
towards wi&r spires and the r v: Winds of humanism began to bloat from 
Europe', and ton, r art of pristitt holZCd totrards the diffusion of inter. 
eat in, =a and Ioor7 edge paving the way to the Ref orration. Ergland was 
stirred to its foundatiori, and a feeling of patriotism wts kLrziled in 
the hearts, and a realization of the destiny of this land., and, the role 
wbich the inclich wero called 0a tO play in the world, was born which was 
latýrrr to., flmrizh into the groat Elizabethan Age. M this co; tpa ex ram- 
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ccth uss di cnt3,7 ml ceZu12 studied by Dou ty in thoaa car: izat 
an i1OQt iz; reszic=JL ;r :T1 his life. Of his Mt 1. tß3 .. n 2m , urige 
lot u3 g3 , the c=n; 
ao of his studio in Lyclgato. For borixC as Lyddatm 
ib to the ern rc: dcr, Dou ghty 
found in his warb an untapped wcalts 
of laz joºß. s irorG1- notca are full of quctatic from Iy dZ- atc' o viri 0u3 
lS 
wor21. For whatcvr cur cpinion Wa on the clue of Wgato' o literary 
nobody ma day that ha has en iched the EM ish lir gu goo with -. ¬uly 
n=, t borrcmd either : rom Latin Or French. Dcuti hty's word-nctcs tre 
ice. or borrr iz 3 i'rs tha v ocabulzry Cr . 
1g dgatc' o wors=# and in parti. 
cu. Ur hic hucc frort.;, "Tho Fall of Primes", In Doughty*c copy bockt, tim 
aart Mt, bad of quototiorr coma fron cto'c works, first about 270 
ee Cr Hic 'Guy of Wzrwic 6", f ollowod by bic "Life Cr St. L'drruxd", d 
ended by two or his shorter poc . . nothcr 
importut Fiftccnth contury 
x mei we mcet in Douzhty'n studic3 i. -, that of Carton; and the ditirorsity 
Of -D tVlo irtcresta 
in Ca%bonts Work is another proof that he was at» 
temptirj to abcarb aU tho different sides of the ycuthful. dry of fish 
Jµr © and UWro tutu. Caxton's tramlaticm wcrc an important past of 
the Dais izltcre3t in hu anicn 4nd cducution, and 1-cr10 thus a pert of A 7- er 
taoyor ut. But hic rzin corrtributica i. 'es the introdz&ction of r-rintix into, 
LMI=d,. In 11477 is printed the first boot or printed in trj1and 
"1)ictes rnd Cr the Thilosophcrs". Do", a hty's inter st in the art 
of p . rain; cc= no 
lc-. SO inpvrt than t1z interest in t, &40nt$ lit- 
erary co triba+xtio .£i it anyozn týýcre to study Douy, Iaty'c änr arritir, , 
lids triel Cr tho hand, and hic doviccc pof cojraction of letters isýt the 
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cxx31 arm t uld find tho infiuarca of f'iftr nih and Vixicout1 Certury 
Lareamitin pra. rcpt. U or is it poz: iblo to discuss Eou ,t 
ty's pocultar 
punctuation 'wit ho. t tracin it back to tbccc cr 2y days of ErClIsh print. - 
ire. Another important "back" of the Fifteenth Century which Doughty had 
attdtcd fully the f= G= 'Urar 1s of r Thomas Maua eville', -, rhich is 
indeed cno of the bco1 in : Ic , arth'a 
list3 r.. nd cct cqucrtly gras f'rogucntly 
r^ntiozod a an irflucncc on tat;; hty'a 'Arabia Pcscrta' by various unters 
in gon ral and by Arnette IicCormick in p rticu2zi?. Yot nobody rxentiona the 
fo; ir sheets of quotations m ado by Doughty in his copy boo13 from ' taundc.. 
villa'. Wt another, book more subtly similar to the 'Arabia' in . Am, try 
anä -v-,, r refcrre to by any Du hty critic is Rei; xrs. ld Peacock's Mhe 
Ea ressor Owr, rjuch darn. r .; of 
the terry". The author weis, a Catholic so 
mild in bis dafcsco of Catholic uays ag in^t the attcclk of the Lo11zirc , 
that ha was hiI sO1f convicted as a herotic. The book itself was indeed 
It lii d tic to ur- de-3 orce,, a ow-iran trial to enlarge the potentialities 
of the E; Ciish language by irtvantina war y by r-erarlczbla sentex e-con- 
strwctiorn and odd inversions no h4 so that it somtdr, s became punz.. 
21re and ^o:: xat3. r'. cs ezrb; trd" Althou&h the 'Lrabia' is infinitely more 
tsaturn and , tcr, x ow cannot caiiy brcth sale the belief that Dc hay 
mwt ba-vo c dnircd, studied ;md ba cfitod from the strange dig ty of the 
ety2 cf. Tttcockfs book. This w= a gý i. od of c: rä. rcrtufi . cr#, in , -hich 
tho vritar waQ frcc to r c1rrzt n. r Urn to solv0 his can ptoblz= 
and crcato A3o osra styla uzrcootruincd by any co oa ctylo or vimel-,, cd by; 
817 tradition., c, nd it =m t hzvo been fa inati ng to the Cro at z4-ud of 
so 
Doughty in those early yc; rs. Yet the grstost prozo work of tb tee does 
not seer to haw hdn 14stirz affect on i 13 vor!, . thouz; h it i tty 
ccrtcin that he had studied it fully -I Hunan Ur Thos t. clo y'a Arthurian 
Compendium. : Ja h: vo already naticoci that its contMnt ,, the Arthurian let;. 
anisf Macro side-steed by Doughty in his wor? z3. ? 'o cwt not forgot that 
the Jsthurlcn I1cCcrxln had their toaai. c cffoct on ltcr Ccrcraticm of L`, rr- 
ltsh tL t, crs, gerier . tic= co cious], y turned dam by Doughty in t studie3s 
of i ich i c: =n Hercration had un in: -. lira in Tw=. -son'c fc~ous 'ldyi1s, of 
lös z '. fore important to Doughty were the cßacs O Slxlton'e ucr"-, 
where irpito of wove that wt's loudmes and T . ttcr a rcc^ýa, Doughty 
vesms to rate found ar to of the IZ Uch 3anCua Mc. Ck lton'a uork3 
cane into Hoocxth'e litt, vftor© it v. p cars that Dcu hty had ctuacd naL 
only Skelton, but also CI lton'a irAtato. 
.. ^ot2: r ire ,ý 
inpartant product of the c o, uprzrant1 studiod 
fully by Dou, htyx 3 the body of x tort' 1 Iit7 collaetcd in 
the f aacx sf of r cycles. Just V poehr r ITOCC d r1z r, thcz years, fron 
early orl-s: to the 3. atcr =arc co pli. catcd pxocuctw, dr a alco had ita 
lang dcve1o tc 1ri dr p1O Pro-Chrirticn z t1v ctrrira Ulm t. hc 
Maypole dazce.:; $ id Sire lcr talk zctir1tic; tid ci . DG tcj 
dor later on 
vith cultural an i roUglcus influcMC3 tho cart ix zt to v up rho 
Over-=4x-Arc tide that flared into the dr:.. tic =tiara of the 1 th 
and 16th and 17th ccnttirics. f!, -% I)ouý-, hty had turlicd the ways o life in 
the Celtic pariad in propaart tion rar t Thcz r=, in LritaiA' äzß s 
shad t! 1c - wo : ýt of )-Urcd ,. zrA tho Robin IIood 
-ý. ýy ý. :: ýý 
rý , ý, .ýý-ý : ý: 
ýýý ýa.. ý, 
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1tterituxc, by oo strdicd the eo1 iicot d latest =Uestations of the 
drat tic spirt in Ertl ni. F. o £tudt , for c=nplej the An; 1 'orran 
v racla p lLys dated fron the Twalvth(1) vr3 the Thrtcex ht nturics. no 
sort on following; their da't ot into the fu er cycled of irtcle 
amd rystexy ploys of the Fifteenth end Burentb Corturies. The later di 
visions of drar z in iorelty plays end intorIndes care also studied fu2iyy 
srxt still the l for he9. chta of diet in the EU bethzn and Jacobean p 
jade. tics ct iio in the dr tilts frost early as John Heywood to ag 
late as Dzvcz t trill be shotm clcarLv amen fron a gory leak at iar"" 
girth's Litt. Dull, 1n a grestcr proof will be shQIm by the jaitemo 
Of ixtconth lr cvonteonth Cent-try drwna on DQ y'c vorlm - pari,.. 
cularly his later p-c= . "ho had no actual czqxrienco of the liviz thaa« 
tre of his day., and he ccrti iri mvcr intended his later work for the 
5t8Ce... Iot the fornol side of Sixteenth and Ecvcntceuth Century dr ma had 
such a grc :t effect on his imaerrtion that ho chose its form as the vehicles 
for his on thouchts. 'Adam fit Forth' VM be soon, In that light as 
sch kin t. Of passion 13! g. 'The Cliffs' (A i}r of the Times),, will. be 
teen juxtaposition of two ctz'aim in Seiztcenth e wcventcenth Century 
Drat . in its hin tart 
(PaAe T, IS., V) it is aldn to the early r tivo 
f ; lish comdy, j ed in its elvish pmts 
(Ports 7j va l 1V) it ezulctcs that 
, 
ttr si lyrical strim of ixtecrr h Century r (ae its best in 
spwrs'S'I-. dsu Id. [; ht'c Drarm& and in the ys of Beaumont and Fletcher), 
nwe-rvuk UI flu UEhIL 
- 4-fl 
} One Of thice p1 y is refcrrcd to 1. ^tcr in tho Chapter on +ldaz, east Forth'. 
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and the pastoral plays and the M sques or the wovc oath Cent, tat their 
best in Ban Jcn on) " 'The Cloud, t &Gain to indebted ttº the o%Iy drri f 
in that it foliowe the famous cycler of mirclo plays. Zn f= it is 
Ulm a terica of tpCcautst, each ehowl zz diffrcrent scam of the cvclo 
and each cccno foiloair the other in the cl=ono1c ical order of Carpa. " 
ter' sj ournoy. ' Mnsoul t is mare old n to the word of nora ity p Ya, to 
IRmrymant i t: the play called I: Smnldzºd The itcrssy inf lt:. a oS 
the xysteriesp nirnlces and nzralitiea and of the later sixteenth and 
eeverteonth dra: on Doughty's work cannot be dcrdedp although it its 
clear that Doughty was m dram ti3t. 
That brirra uz to the erect carplax co otioat of the #Cap first 
in tho ilu=ntem and 2xter in the Reform, ticn. The earliest waves of Human- 
isnj called at that tine the tr k; in t xrer. nt a revival of the studies 
and the learrl. T O the t mw i Latin, =1 then later the intrnduc tion of 
Creek; and later $ti31 Hebrrew. First coma the Croup in tho first part 
of the reign of iir Ho=7 the 8ths of Croceyn and Lynacre,, of ra. ^ni. erd 
Colet, and the Group around Sir Thaw 1 orc. It iv &ifficult to aeporete 
the grcblerm of culture in gerrral, and ltor tturo and lcr u ;e in perti.. 
cular, or discus by itself the my ctirrirrs in the field of r+e3! Cicn4. Ct.. 
tacbeed to the vzri'ous ns bcrs of those die. iraaithed authors of the e*; a 
but we reed not unduly bother about that hero. toughty's studies included 
mryttLtxk , and the width and the depth of his nxticulo u eudies aka it 
pcesib1 for us to gcrd the difficulty. We have elready r. u is cti 
Skeltorn'2 poctrys find Skelton =a cm cortru of the ýrhiriz c , rat 1o zt 
(1) f nldrýdº tu om Of thy, P1473 found together in the fw*OU$ 2cro w. 
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in theL`%ld Of pcotrj'. Sir Thy IL-rc is ccrtniniy xoo contrnl, yet 
his mu: a 1 Saat me c=d in I: c; arth's lists But tt cxo inütcatIO 
that tow 'ty h .^ rc'd =tc=i'M ' most of 
tho worin of the Lranrmw crcAIp, 
turd tb i cixclo of ! cro, (c, [:. 11Q; 'Food's boo! t. 1. n ' Eogarth's Ust), crd 
the xvligiouz cc n' : ovor it s in uh-Ich More im-, c. jrotircent contexdo , 
(z it 3' 1o, for cx r ; 1) . SO it :. 0 1c,,, icr 1 to ex ct 
him to have 
rcvd tho or of :: moo. Conucri., u tho Fror? of rzasr 3, Hoücrth had, ma e 
fznaus bg y'o urorda that train 1d to E01 1=1 re rezlco to 1111 
ß. i1 to : caxi , cr, 
but tc ara ar wo3id pro. in the q totatiotm Do ; lxty 
has : left. In an copy"bßojm ere icier quotctirnz from . qua, anal eadn 
be quotco a Im t 1a . tOry pw sz, o on 
Lsas Amltton by Aschz z. tack to 
lwy.,, gni we hove in fogrrth': i it all iii workm of John Icywooä,, the 
lxmt--dr&=Alzt trx: goGC-writer cf Sir %`,. == ifc're'3 circlo. Ina book.. 
34t of nt. ztccn paces, DorZhty h,. s copied 1o cuoctia3 fror He. ywrooca+s 
vcrki in gcnwral, end in p=ticul= fr= tho t Spider and the Fly',, an3 
Iahe 
,: cur P Vy fxOM 
IThU plzq of the S3itcho 's from the 'Fgi nm on Pro- 
wrbs 2, mt frorx the ' Dialc. -uc i. 
Caict, I, 3ro wid Erazru lead uz directly from ronral 
culture to tLa hc: art, of the rclicioiz claah - tho greatest conflt ration 
Of tho Go1et, 1"cre r-rid E=mus on the Crtholic side u*ro ratchod If 
not tcrc 
, 
by Ty t o, lctimar Crrnz r and I1Icrtcn cm the Protestent 
side. lind M tho vc of both aide p er ßt ßicd full b Doughty, + arth 
liýtý a 'coUl ction of fah and, 17th C utt yr thco1o ica1 trr-ct3 i rrd 'A 
R di fcr sadzttto (1536)o and }. 'van's TRC= ^h InIquitie' (3.646) rrd 
ý1 
-_ ýý+,. . 
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the 1 C1a Trabeies (3.661)' en. °! ft r Edhdn Cazr y' a 'Europa® Specul= (1632)1, 
vbich ara attacks of various intensity on Rara. n Catholic ways. tut Dou hty'a 
coW. books irAicata an even fuller study of these religions clashes. A 
great deal is copied fron TyndaU, in particular from his 'An=; er' to Sir 
Thomas More. In one retch we have lorig lists of words copied fror let. 
tens, one written by Parker, and another written to Queen Ffary, a third 
letter fron Crawior to Cromfoll, and quotations from Crcnnor'a works, are 
the writings of John Foxes, the author of the famous 'Ecclesiastical History', 
fruit. John Fata the author of 'scriptorum I lustriuia 1a oris 3ryta=rEc o. t. 
An important number of quotation gathered in one ether collection come 
fray T, itimer, Atchan, 3 . th rnd Thaws Watson. Thus the study of these 
religious pc. -, #aots, and religious sernans and theological discussions 
becauN a pest of his inportant studies in the 1nu tgc and 3itcrature of 
tt* t(i) Neither Latimer nor tr Inr rindta way to the list of flo,. 
h. let 4heirº names pop up every now and then in his ward"notcs, which 
aht that' Doughty was studying not on]y, tha conto c, p but also the ltz u- 
"Ps aM althouSh it is clear that his atudiGs included the Catholic. 
Amte nt crab the lztor high Church - vs ra - luritan controversies 
vs do not. kno r for sure if his readings ex cd to the morn popular cort. 
troversies pit the l'3artiri l 'e3ato pamphl . 
t3. Ho arth's list gives us 
ldly's 'Pappe Frith a hatchet' which gras in anti-V'artthist 1 zph1ct. I. rr» 
other kind of cortrovozoy which T)auzhty van poosibi; r" t tr t crested in 
was the controvorsy trounl the tXansl tiom into ErCliEh of tho Holy Halt. 
(1ý A. MfCOrmisk's C, pter IV diccusscs Dou? . 
tztyls reLdirgs in the te1ä- giooe olaehes of the ace " their effect on the style of the 'ArU. t. 
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Because of ao thportanCo cf this side of hic studies u-o shall deal sep. 
Erately frith t ho v.. riouz tram- latiom of tta Bible later on, but what Frc 
vaut to pow out here i not tkm religicw side cc the political tide or 
this prcblc, -a of ts" litticns but tba linguistic lido of it. Ths main 
point bcc ttaa ability or inability of tbo vcrrac' ar to beccc e an 
adequato vobiclo, and tho ,. count of Latin or each or othor alien *rords 
to be borrowed and im=porated. T3 s and Mo zrd Parier all had 
their h . r4 
in the contro rsy, but the on no never mentioned before, 
is that of it John Cl LE, whose rs. o comes a onj, the authors quoted in 
Doughty's copy-boots,, and who tried to ua Drclish in :. to native purity, 
urAorrugtod by borrc wir s Ire rlicn scurccs in hic rcio of St., "a I. -tt 
and part of St. hark. Lid that Uads us to tho very in orl ant nszs of 
Sir The a3 tlyot aid itogor Aschaz. Tor 11ob-arth's list alone : ivcs us six 
different worlm of Sir Tht= 3 yot. In his copy. -books Doty has pn.,, cs 
and ages or words cuxd pirrescs copied fron 1lyctis tIctin-trZ3. izh Diction.. 
ari', s which was used by Dou aty all through his life. The other book of 
Xlyat =ad e tOnGJWly is the 'Eook of the Covcrnor' %tich net only art,. 
isfie3 DouZhtyf a interest in lance&a but also bis interest in education. 
Roger Lxscham'a 3s not munticned in #ic urthtz lit. lot in the trard- 
$l chr: ýýs xm is frequo : Iy zrct IWith, i2X1 +n bis copy bOQ1c quota. 
tic= from Asch='a on a variety of subjcct$cbound, It Jr, mar that 
Asahaz<s work were laoot ii to stirg to Dou hlty. I: ic qcn: op- ltts M is 
cut in 04 Soxrl of a dfl 1oZuo about crchcrr in the cris vay in which 
vgatcn lator on wrote about Airglt :l and vhict, Drwu Z; r c=let+cxi 
9' - ---- - -- -- -- -- . 1--ý__. --ý 
., ý.. 
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Iecauso of tho iuport into of this ddo of biz studies %e shall deal esp. 
erately with tho vz riou trulatiozo of tba Bible latex, on, but what wo 
want to pct out hcrc is not thh Tali tct side Cr the political dide of 
this prcblcn of tramlaticn, but the lingtdztic si&3 of it, 'ho main 
pol t bec1; s tho ability or irabiiity of tho vccrraca1 to becccte an 
adequate vohic1o, and tcx3 azount of Latin or Fr-=ch ar other alien words 
to be borrowed and im:; rporatcd. TT' da3. o and 1t r zrd Parier all had 
their hid in the controversys but the ors name zier mentioned before,,, 
is that of Sir John Chokes, whose rc G co =s ai n& the authors quoted in 
Doughty' is copy-boots, and wbo tried to to irr1ish in its native p=jty, 
urcazrruptcd by bcrmixzo frcu rdicn scurccs in his version of St. Platt ew 
ar4 , of St. Harke L thit ads us to tho very iripcrLant z iz of 
Sir Th<ra$a mat azxi rwoer Asch=. For Ilogarth'u lit alo a gives vs six 
different works of Sir The nas My-ot. In his Cops, --hooks Do jity has pst; cs 
and Pis . ci wards 
" rx rac3 copied grCXL I: lyct's 'I tin-trnglizh Diction.. 
ar7's which was used by Dc lty all throuzh his Itfo. The other book of 
Ely'Ot Uaed extensively is the lEook rf tho Govcrnor' utich net only s 
isf1e3 Doughtytn interest in 1an ^to but also his irtcreüt in cducrtion. 
Roger tscha 's n is not mantioned in UIcurth+; list. get in tho , rurd- 
)tes JJchrm'a nan is frequoi t1p mot with m4 **&. n bis cvj7-booLz quota, 
tiaras from Aschazara on a variety of subjcctsabound. It is clrcer that. 
Asch$a 3 woi, k, wire , lost it terdstixg to Dou; hty. His 'Tc=philus' is 
cast in the for of a dialo;; uo shout a1-chary in the c way in Vaich 
Walton lator on Wrote about Ailing; and which Dou&hty 1-. elr crauütod 
'., 4r, i 
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in The Clouds' (In Tho V . 13 of TO Dove). L ch 'a rorerer=e to 
Chat es in 'To ophi ai: ' as four Bng27zho Ho=r' is ttisr to Doughtyts 
raforc cs, a rd the ardant, patriotism cf the work niizt have appealed to him 
very rra ^ii. Lgrin Asch =- Is other boot 'Tho School tor' like Edyot'n 
'Book of tho tinvornor' is a c: ontribiion to ed aticn, and as such another 
important addition to D ; hty' e studies on that subject. But the main 
Intcrest a" usual is that of lad' ao rid wcrd3 copied from the book 
are . 
butte in Dou, htyt; word-rates. Inked in the vord"notes of 3)ouC: ht7. f; 
t'lyot, Lyd ato and Asch= are the mast frequersbL ropeatod ns of the 
Tudor Ace. 
Ancthor part of the lii i tic haritcgo of the a; © studied care.. 
ful2y by Doughty j., cre the tr=lztio= into EZglJ h rroa ether 31flU O 3, 
TI-A c licct is Thrnza I! arth's 'Lt c. of the floblo Orcciaxz cr Doses 
(3579) fr= P unch by'ucy of Fronch. I cxt coxrc Cwtig . i. cn's '! 4b ro 
dal Coztcgiano' translated by Thor-ts tUoby in 3561, from which Doughty 
copies, -. Oro parts in his copy-books, Last ¬nd perhaps rat import l 
cme the trt=lation of Chapn n to ifiich wo gill re for lztcr. Thoso 
travzlaticaa '. *Oro =ant to enrich the lau =go and widen the scope or 
I, no i1sctce but they also std .t edoati the ru. Urg classes. Theso 
ore it cd the ciß: bebir most of the '"ritiras or the gge tnd parti. 
cuä. arly in tho -. phcre of hiatexr. Pitstory was malt to ter-ch. An ardonb 
1tricdtimt ua, behiSr1 the revirml of irtercct in historical arse &nt .- 
gtariarx studies. Doizhty Studied it all and lid tho 1esron. In iThe 
in Eritdnt$ iiumphrcy Lloyd i crstiomd. Loyland is copied fror in 
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the coV1. bc'ol3s t there fs little doubt that ho had read ll rrisan9 $nith, 
Bale £rxi 1c ^n. r.. tphacl Itol =hcd'I 'Chrcutclcz' provide for ctuotatic 
In tho copy.. bookz, and C ºdcn's rat Karls, the 'I . ta=10 
in its Latin 
version (1536) i in its En iith vc-rsian (1610), in ßibcon's editions 
is' ed in the copy-boo " 
And that loads us to tho r; rcat Ell abothan-Jccobean period: tho 
output of irhich Doughty hzz so c carly rnd thorou&ly studied and absorbed 
that every reader of hie works would vcai y rcco rizo ttxz debt. That is 
by all we urant to do here is to aura it u,., and rotor to the various au.. 
thorn and varic' works, to wich there are rcfcrencom in Dougbty's writ.. 
i. Of the dra=tists, for iraataocc, I1oozrth'o list gives the ruxs of 
1113, y, Lodge, Crceno, Chr n,, 'haus Foywood! 'Zassirger, Tian tcn and 
Daromnt. DmZhtyi copy-boot include long quatatiozn in n booklet of 
six t ctc fron Lilly's 'Euphu4s', and two sheets of quotctioos from Fis.. 
men's Err of the East',, one Dace frog, Den Jonson's 'Eutertagtomnt' a 
n co lete cops of Chcian'o translation:, all Frith the other translations 
of Hesiod and Viril...., cd vsaricus notes from 'The Robin Hood TLaps', 
aryl play by Run dry and Chettlo and brief quctation3 fror Thema re wood'u 
ttrrlish Travcllcr' cud his 'life of Arbrcuius S ritn' and Nzrston's 'Dutch 
Couriexau', and cI: o quotations from the worts of Ir Janes. Freu the poetry 
of 'aha eco 1"o ttrth's List Huttons 'The )D. rrcr for I ., 
tstrates' by Baldwin, 
eId Ec vccd'; 'llcrlin' and the ran of Surroy'c translations firma 'GirCfl aiad 
aisä Gt: 3n D Usl trtssUtior: Of the sArio" Ho, arth also mentions the 
Tonle . of 
raloigh. on Ibrcyss £olfqi*s (3 ro1a. ) and Spore er. In the coffin. 
books to these the rya of k: fichsal Drayton is addod. Eut t bare is no doubt 
t 
f 
sýavsý.. n .. i_ 
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vhatcvcr that tx whoia output of poetry £rc Shy vxA Sponsor 
it Dray. - 
ton, £ ic1, 'zarr r4 Cr ion end the F1etc2 Yes 1 Janson anä Douro 
V&z stuitcd fully. Ttº tticso wer : st add the v rlo culloctiQ1 o. 1. yricz 
and sorCs for iih! ch tLa aua wa fsamou3. Dou htyts 'The Clouxis1 
(1) has 
an Episoda uhici t" a direct boarixg un viiii^t ever to mO to tavo len 
tto £rx IX. -Zlczxi'3 Iiclicon' (ILOO) Qv of the fixest antholO . es in 
which poam by Sid my, üyczz-cr: t1rayton, Loos Pc-cle arA Shalaaspearo 
eure guthervd and zhich nz4 in It 1Tarlcw &s famous ga3tcrul poem 'C=o 
lino with rim' to which Doughty again has ap rticu]zz' rcfcrc=e(-I). And 
SS tl ; or boin On the hUhe&t crest of the Java uAl ich Startod so 1oz 
,; cp Uw chcson 
by Ixo ; iity as thu repx untabtvo of all the fcrccu that 
Ur-at into tho r ry; cf his zrt,, so vzz 5pcmcrs the groatcet r axoxZ 
a2i. the poets (no . drsr tic authors) of the ace. And as &ýuch a3 the ac 
is su ricr to that of Qiaucr? s . DouZhty'. o rcvcrence 
for Spe cr , gad his 
1S16G of his crt and the art of his ae is greater than bis rriso for 
thtuacr and his aI, e. 
But hin reticulou: studies scant further than the sea o rN=cr 
rig:; t it to tha Jacacan a; e. In his app'-boote thcre axe rasSoGca copied 
from the work of bar Jaya bims elf., ani tlio wort of the post5rar Irian 
poota, 1310 Drayton and Daniel.. Campion cri Ch,, prwºn uerQ careruU7 studied, 
Nor can we torget the rod geoCrcphicLl discoverics of the egal reflected 
in t1ß Croat, wvr% or P 1el h of ifakluyt, cf horch, -,, s and Edwcrd HA2e. 




Nor car ;m foot the cooBumnaation of the pl i3. oso lAcal knowledge of tbo 
in tI p; cs or L. cou's tro rlm or the Do*, ; hty-Ilka perso ity of the 
rct Sir Tho+as Lp in whop o works, cs In the pages of '11n ou1',, the 
ccniltc: t tctuccn sciotca and r oUGion is overs-htctvwcd in the Creator rcu]S- 
: oticn of the rolation between them, and in the fusion of both in a spirit 
of geevIo humanity, tolcratix, all asxi recomci1th cU, trd a brind of 
ChristUnity which, liio Doughtyta, is a' to e .zc radua11y until it 
i . lt: 3c xU faiths of all good mm in a cherttlbl, e human gcntlen , is r_ra 
ukere F . tu 31 on are not opposed but untted,, Riad pr; an go fds 
find a place in tho ro giauS pantheon, itnd ©verythir in reconciled th. 
in t ho GYri&ti in Zr , Thera is nothing to shw that Doi ht7i aý far 
ax I cza seov h.. z rca. d iaurtonts $Anatcf+y Of Mie nchO2y' or Hobbes ' Iov- 
iaL 
,. ztIio h it in inpznbab1ro that he irould have 1nr`t the: . tide. 
or rc1ic, ous vritirz3 ve have not x ntiored H l)ol is greet 'Ecclo ,i-. 
dotal Poiityl which brccthc: cs as far as thc cZc could goy a upirit c 
cra, ctL. r); irnt, in a bolfcr in roe. Qn1 &i1thou; h his 'Rc , on', iiko that 
in *Z a cult, co e= rrctm Good anc1 provides a rye throu{ h zhich vcn rat 
MUM forth, p end. 
Dvu hty 1, he cvvrs arrived at tho ze Miere tho Crad-=l bui. ld- 
ß. iß rf tbo Er ; lash 1kti. on n gcrarnl cnd En ; Lich 1zn e und 3itnraturo 
3n particular havO virtually bccn canp]Atod. Fri nz: on 111.3 stur .. c3 
. ra ulsivvj aal we ix cd not trace, and cannot vith the sm-4 degroo of 
ccrt , ltI, fcl1W his readings. For +c , npla va iuavo his authority in 
'It* I'xapt tia gooks' to ohcw timt he has road the t crt3 of Dar vv but we 
cannot toll if he 13a3 laacWn the works cf the Ittapt ica . ate, tie 
.. r 
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followers of Donne,, or the worke of the Cavaliers. We also have his trsota- 
tiors in his copy-booze fron the works of Ism e Cespubon, m -A is have the 
copy of Walbonts work which Doughty omed at his death, but era do not kno 
if ho had st w iud fully$ for instance, the works of Jereny Taylor. We kn&t 
for sure that to tos studied Izaaic WTalton's 'Corp atftr4tt, Y4 and his 'Li. vos', ti 
but we do nob Ira: If he had studied Tho=s Fuller's 'History of the Worthies 
c LrCLmd'. bat ha has started to study thorouLhly has con to nn end, 
the lo est and moot arduous of all studies in the field of likluutic 
and literary prepsaration, startirg frcm the birth of a LmnguaZo until the 
Laturity and full biovoorirg of the large, the litcoraturo the culture 
arci the civilization of the Rnca. Doughty had started it voile he vas 
still an undergraduate and was still at it when he left En 1a d for flollard 
and Europa in 1370. in that not unduly Ion period of preparations eiern 
without a tutor or helper, be ap<an* od the Lircui stic and literary cont=les 
fromm 113eocrulf' to the ; ventoenth C zttury'j and fron Kir, Alfred's ro3gn 
to thht of G=las I. And the izttenaity of it all shams at its fullest 
and moot Clarir example In the case of om book, which takes the pride of 
ice in a4y wtu3ies of Dou htyta works - the Bible. For the 'mble' in 
LrAgl . sh 
Is old .sw 'e if in the 1Lth Century, and Its of Authorized 
Version (lall) the noblest prose of the 17th Ccntury. Doiu hty =3 tn 
¬rd3nt stoßet of the v 1rims to. °ts in betuen. He has carefully studied 
the Jble in his earliest days, and has kr=n it h-; 21 in his father-rcctor's 
house. But it is not as the foundation of Qu*iotian belief that he or wo 
are CQncarmd with it now, but as his golden zorriz of travellir, up and down 
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the etmmiz of the. tz ,; 
l h lcr. usce in its differ cut ; tv ea. Fi=t cones 
tho 'Výrl tfflto vcr;; I on of the 24th ntury, aid althou h that era an carp 
attez: ti a cr or trarmtat" n Zran the Latin oZ the Vulgate and not frcct 
tho Gron, c courcoc, D'ouChty g vo it the usual core and ccrutix". Tiu: also 
he trcvtcd the oucceccion of vcrc one in tL: a Sliteonth Century fron that of 
T3 u ai a (2$3G-3! S) tja the t or Caverdale (1535), ani the aeries of ' official' 
trF, o1 tion: fron that coi oaite version called glatthcw's iiblo' (1537) 
to Crawof?. 'c '^reat Bible' (1539. ). * the vor ion revs ed z ain by Covo, das. 
Ttzn cotes the rein of lb a7. $ when the Calvir. et Tcrsicn translated abrocd 
azd published in Gen3va and 2onoGm s. s 'The Cemvr Bitte' cane into ciictcnce. 
Later in the rci n of Elizabeth c=, Aot . cr revizim of the 'Great Bible' 
which - issued in Le63 nn ww called 'Tiro Mcho l ßiblo'. Then at leb . 
ca c3 the 'Autho: rizr.. d Vmslon of MrU J rx o' reign in 1911.. All these 
vorsioný -ccrx to have boon fully 8tudiod er eo tit c coz ciously coip1oited 
by I)o: i; hty. Tiro vcsti on about which had the mater inf lrnncc La net 
opfir.; an x ko: tcr t as the rotýli tiara that each vors . on uIIý fully 
ztndied unzd had rm irfltaenco on ßo whty'a worim. ro coo the infiue: nce 
of the 'Authorieed Version' for ß=nß on the cty1A of the 'At biat* 
'Wtdch ter atoll Ar rette fcCornick ," . tirC; her i. Torl on the 'Arabia' only, 
to r., ii taro that ho preferred the 'Authorized Vcr . on'. tut or can detect 
the int uozoo of Tyr4e1e'a rich fluery an. accurate simplicity end vigour 
ßz1 ij. jaM Cwt Fa: thý 
3-,. 
1,11 in an nr ; hty has known tt all and 'ass 
f 1ý The beauty, "Arx.. is not Ad= thin the dezth? " (P. 22) Zcr c« rplo reCU11s T., ub3In Odic tht dc th". 
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iznluetr. ed fired y by it all.. We can be qty r=e that ho has krnown even 
the sills-Ismus of t blo tr, . n3lation, 
like the c cccrtric puritan rouiorirga 
of Sir Jam Chc1m1 but we ore not so curd that he tzar used the Catholic 
transiatior 11! m that c the Rhein No Teeter cnt cY the Douay. Ro might 
have kx ozrn tbez , ft4r ho know the Bible even in larguagms other than ; 
A-gush, 
Indeed he hzu used the Bible in le ru1z other lsn es by co ring; 
the version at the 'Book' inAhoselc gu zmes with 
the Er fish version. In 
the Bible he fouu1 thus his golden ]a: y to the study of his choac . foreign 
1cnguo, ges, -.: d his concentration on its study boc ae mors irr, ense. But 
of all this 110, " arth's list uentions only the C hops' Bible' (1563), 
lmorC Doughtyts boots preserved' at Csius College there is a copy of the 
? fir Tests cz t, printed in Arsterdan in 1. ß1a0, in Outch, which ho mu ,t have 
used in 3r irr the Dutch laxcu go, cr4 Lw. hcr copy of the Now Testmet 
in Welsh, "Te3tam4cnt 1 WyLld ein Harglwjdd On 1; i, cchawwdwr1t, which shows 
that ho gras try3 to learn IJelsh. t lo- fln o have already referred 
toy and there train the religious wr3. ti s and the religious poetry in 
At la»Saron xnit hagre been his wcy to the lcarnitj of the 3. tmguane. Of 
Greek he ="t have at least had a taste in hin hitvorsity dayn, but his 
readirCs in that laxtuu: "a seen to have videred considerably arxt deepened. 
ThOm am paGos full of hak quota'io written in Greek in touwhty'a 
OWn barm -ritin;, erd He er's epics und I; cciodts worlm very certainly known 
to him. but :. ricer m ma. - Ulm thoec of Snr oj, Tyrtaios and othera occur 
in his pr ra3. Intiu ua: i u , 3o xar ; ux-; o t4o uut have otarted to knar in 
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Cambridý, o, but 3 to studies sho: a cox idornblo c rzuion. It Is not only 
that his r=p=aticm for 'The Din in Eritcinl), whore the world of flo o 
l largo, mccssitatcd em eztersive course of reading in the Latin au- 
thors, but Douchty secma to have otudied Latin poets and Latin irosc. - 
writors also. Virj il -as rood in the ori, nol os '%Mn as in the t1'ui la- 
tior3 cf Gavin t)cu ; ton and the fl rl of üurrcy. AL the vorm of Cicero 
om by one wcre arraz cd on the sholvcs of his library and arc still 
preserved at Caim College librery. St. Augu, tine's 'Do Civitato Doi' in 
two volu=s was also there, c rid. there was also the vorls of Tercze and 
Ovid. There wore also other weys of uiu Latin. One va. ` was the study 
of other lanGaa ; os and other works of Iitcratnre by =ors of the co=cri- 
son of the cnsiou: torts. 'The Fables of Aesop' were studied in the Latin 
text of 1'haodsu3, Grad, and Latin tra Urký: d tooothor with the IOrp_cuia 
aibyllina& ý ßf tha x odcrn 3arjvaie3 of iurvga , 3a has* 'ro ; hýty's wore thct 
he rD IIi 1I in his early traw-13 to I+o r; , and he see= to have ctudied 
Dutch,, ail to have acquired a little 1 alcdZo of Oc a. n, but Ian unable 
to estimate haw- ucll ho ka r these UrCu^es or if ho over i ea"3 +c en; 3, vely 
in the literature uritten in them. Of the I. cez xr o] aicuacccho seem to 
have acgxired a little lciarlcd e Of ", 'ýparzich in h travels in gain, ud ho 
certainly rcz4 the groat authors of S ,h Literature . and in particular 
the yarlm of Cei"rartcs** Yet Vith the S nterd , on board the Shipp, ho tbd 
in Frenchp which sha= that his $parish mast have bcon fir. tcd. French v= 
a Ureuago he rat have 121 1", faith VOIL I1OCsrth provides us with the 
iniorimtion that be had sent a short ti tdth hin tutor in France In 1ri3 
sa 
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qo tea. Bid, noch also prom =cd in hic 'ter pore Wcusiv atuaic. 
Xu ht o' coj y-book thorn trÖ cxtensi e quottticia 'i or the rxc, c i poma 
glým Du Vo . lay azxl Ron rd. Amor; Ids biooki prey d at Cain. Coles 
library, there is in Tah' Co iiciu ; Caz udi= et 1r iuc, 1c3 queres 
liVres do pb loGophie za Xe ct politiquo do In th . rm&o, uilleh t= trrný--.. - 
2. t4d into march bz, If. G. 1 uthicr and publishod in Feria in 2862, ' arg 
which Doughty-has' used lc r the Cor. ýfloius Bpi ocden it tMar oul'. Its i cn 
con `nsxb,, ' ¬zxd it in probably aafo to, sag that Doughty I it i cU*, for 
IWy gras 'os resch h hama for htu' as Evdlgnd wns in the IOM tears or bi 
zakried tie. "'Tim PaCc of his natc-bool3 fu11. oS' lorZ - pctchos t 
It cn Mords cd phrascs. 'lloarth (p. ' . 
ßt2-3) Givcs a eoNt Or t trim' Of 
a macaronic poom La vroto to trio dater in tblitn. Among tho, bco1 by 
awd th©ro va ca copy ct, Terence 's`wcrk in It rn. traml; tcd'by`>T ; ý: 
stock' Gr&U und pub ahod in -i vorno, '3ß7&. tvon Crock Iitcratuto zas, ° 
rid through t .i n '& Among-, Ii bookal 
thorn -VerC two voluöa c a'uorl: 
c&11 d tIatorä. a della 'lttoratura Crocst `' ; r', "Carla Otto do' =Icr,, °' a.. 
lishýd'3xi" roz oi. `9.35-9: Illor rte -lQJZmn r' was- read In the ItOlim 
trasl$tA-on o Poole 't; zperO, ' 1OdS. 8sea dil, O ro T. ro o Icor%i ro di M=eol, 
which `t 'pub hcd (3rd e iticrz}'ißt Flcr i c# °1 71; x` end rro i ~hich °DÖüyht 
Cep F ow or-, th trhott ceo for: 'l : isou3' %-., t criz s the, Oriental larC;. 
-ý 
j' &° born obrcv'"is ý a`. la i ca ha' rmzt havo :, tuu icd c , fully p IIcb. 
rw wan'-t &oourcc ý'tha rol5. Gion' of, hip rý. c0. and c zuck at tho back 
of 'rmat,. ` of thc° boom: aW uthoraý" he 1,. . van.: iebro: viz z, frith äß. r- 
wot o ti clf rids ct1j other timC3 in hie Studi. oo of the v rice 
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versions of the tz Uch Bible, But Douzlity did r stop there. One of 
Do rhty's boo1m irservod at Co 5 Robert Yo 's 'Ara1yUcul Coricord- 
v=e of the Bible' , rdinbuvh,, 1879, in t; bich v%-=7 word is riven under ita 
original Greek of I cbrcir. t grin in the scrag library we t vo his cony of 
the Old Teste. -cut in E obrer. * with Do hty's otrn rimes on the nargin of the 
carly marts of Gonoois. In front of 'Hariouth' for o iplo ho uroto, 
'u te,, cry, darks, deep" (see the =e of the word in "Aden Cast 
Forth") . And too have ow still c.: i. stira testino of Doughty' a cam for 
Ihebrev contin i in his later period in a copy he otn d of 8. P. Tro:: eUcs' 
"Itob i readin4; 't oot s with Grcrr44r.. 6. " the ]. rth edition published in 
'London, 1906, Tit that lest book cM the fairly 'lie period in vhich it 
ilea usc, d betray one othor fact besides Dou hty's i itcrect in tebrex, 
that, is has red up to his later yo= of either continually reach -k: or. 
at least refreshing his, rlnd on the e2emnts ofHebtrf 1' . For hio 
studies in, all, these 2arCvaes were on tho nar in, cc it i oro, ccco 
to Ms corncontxcted GtudieG of the Etglish lar ge. But this prob] of 
the imcrrtenco of theso foreign lees In rionvhty's ctuditos ßr3 , in bong ty+a 
corks does not, arico cc Huch as it does in the case of Arabic cri the 
*Arabia aertat . This is a prob t tau gill deal. with later, but Arabic 
meat be dealt with here, in cor r oon with the other 1cnntrgea atudicd by 
Dfthty It. is imperative to notice o ao or two very, ftiportant points 
here. For Do 2ty tcforo he went to Arabia, hed t cveUed for a one p 
iod acroc Vcrioue countries of Europe ; ncero hic interest trc rMuMed for 
riore studio ani mo 3 iovt dot e,, Dub Boch of th b European cc r3 yea 
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ra3 in a gonort-2 t, included in his p1n before his doptrturo fron Zr -- 
2and. Dutch, £ . niz hj Cc-. n,,. n,, french and It¬. 1i n vcro very nuch rolovaut 
to his studi. e3 in Wir, ,i and for the ecut3_on of his future plans. Hob. 
reu jrob^bly ai: o fiert of the pSan,, but krsMc dcciecdly was not. 
When he driftod in his trvcls in Ar abic-cp k3. r lands in Nth Africa 
he could not sxaa cxI'rabio vord. When he Utter arrived in Palostirn and 
travo led in Egypt ark ircnt across Sir i# the bogft t3irgs of Christianity,, 
the religion cf hin country and race , in these lands graz horn in his aindj 
but Arabic uaz not a pas. of it. In 1toc arth sm are told that he was un. 
a' to ca=. v on a sinple ccnvcrsat5. on u th ai douin in Sinai, Then he 
heard of Zkdain S lch d dccidcd to go into Arabia, and Arabic boczno 
CSsenti81 for his V, rpa cs. For about two yew hfl concentrated in bin all.. 
oy 
core r ltp on ucgtdrIzZ a rß(1 kriow1ed C of the tai ugc. Then he 
Ctartcd on' his historic jouri ' where he lived osiys vrith they Arabs end 
v by z ccc ; ityr forced to gpoak Arabic all the time. Although that pcrjcd 
V so Importrat in ravhtg'c Ufa vmd cxpcrienccs that it left him, a' 
lacti inrlucrre,, , "c should nct cx g rato its effect to a point Vhare 
it overt adw the noro isa, . axtant, Myra fund z cl issues of his lifa. 
'Äz is Dc crta' is undo-abtcday a a3terpdccoý, and the influence or the 
Arabic larguzz o on it in tro=ndous, trat we thinl; it snrorr and lopsided 
to canaicicr the i. raiic colour with ith. ch ita style is painted more im-, xret". 
ant than the dce; 2y, laid feu I tions which were laid in earlier years and 
are thvro in thr mat structt Of the tori:. The field of Ezlish 24r C. 
tage and ltcratuz is wich arx c4cz=jvu, hau htq ua born to its breathed 
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its air, rnd spent long ycaro in an czhau; tiv+c, ca naive, al3mincluaivo 
study of it. Tho field of 1scbic arg o and is . auch wider and 
n ore exbonaive thaYt the field of tzlich lanauago and litcraturo. It i; 
carturics older. Its vocabulary is so vide that no Arab can today uwo it 
all or learn it all. Enou; h to say that there r about fifty words for 
the 'lion' in Arabic, end the lion does net czt ,t on the coil of the J ra.. 
biian, pcnimulat But there is in Arabic another it rtant fact which ra1xs 
the sturdy cif it infinitely harder than Znglizh, Far Old E lish and xt. d- 
die English cre earlier otagee of English livizr still on V IC gages of the 
Mat authors who wrote in them, but as if i inn. si=ch or as written Lan. 
tZe they axe used no m=* Nodarn English, apoißn or written, Lao lost 
the inflections and become for all its di ursity a new unified 1anguzZa 
Not so 3s3 Arabic. For the ianruage of the ZAren recorded fourtcon ices Curies 
ago is still vary rneh alt vo In writirU ao troll a in speech, while the 
cpo' lax? -mze cr rz, with the ccrturics 
has coca to loso its ix ioxio 3 
sed Wdif. 7 its structurre , and live at 
the crumn t1me with Classical Arabic 
ixiflu nci ; it and beirra inrluoz od by it in turn. And Doughty cum to tija 
Arab ; larAs ja gram-up racns dovolopod already and moulded in the ways o: his 
own LuL'7ua o . e. i litoraturo. 
In the Lebanon he wa3 taught !. rabic by n 
tutor, and Om uoulcl c. -cpcct ilia to learn the usual mixturo c. 10 Classical 
Arabic and 'colloqui, al Arabic (in the Lc1zno o dialect) Which would help 2-di 
to acquirü 41arki' to Of the laxk . Then he went to Damascus, 
and one would ;. an im know sor atU ; bout the Syrian, c ivject which 
was cimi1cr to the Lebam, Q dialect cf hin tc: char, n1 then he wo t to 
_-. ý., rT, ý, ý-.,. n. -,. ý,.,. ý. r-ýý, ý. -- , ý. -ý,. ý--. ý,,,. -. -- -ýý, 
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!3 at iz. But in l=Ua ho did not etivn visit at coo t be lance ho hr- 
visited. Wcary of body vix soul, Ws c: ricr co ar4 Iris field were 
=ccsczrily limited. I an not tryirr to belittle the worth of what too 
ho dem, for it i: it 1ecd az iroelo that he . mac able to bri. zv out all 
this ,, malth aril depth of 1 otr2cd o, but facts am facto and the fact is 
that he has kited only a corfCr of a cormr of the Lrabien Peninsula. 
'lie his visited tho north of the Hijazjin Had in Maloh3 U. -Aläy, Khaybrr end 
T ey=e and the i arth cri" ito j d&: (in IIV1, II. -Mr. s zin, D oreyüc and Areyta) . 
It is passible to nto3. n that thcwe wore o:.. " Ploo oi. nS. ]E. r in over, 1thitt 
to the rest of the laii,, and that in tcotizi zc of vorious tribes 
frost other parts of Ambit., he u able to i' c rej=sentativo Jnooo of 
thy' rholo. jn ar not co cstir tont, but it hardy refut(estho 1izita. 
tiorAS of his i ; Lt t; c xocrý. EXýCE3ý1ý. pct STa1t Tcy err in his wonderful 
$2I iclQ on t ho, etyl o of the 'Arabia' neintaino that t bio is i meted the 
5O U'CQ VC Vigmir and virility of the st la of Dou. ty thorn. That is in 
1 epinton an Mgoration. For Dow hty could n't hw: ve Ln nth or than 
the spot in sprach of Northern I'ojd. This raut rave filled him with the 
admiration ho ohm". ea t ho } cc of the 'rabic'. , Ho admired the trabicen 
= of zr, the u1 tion of tO voice/s, the ; tress naturcfl' given 
to every 'word, tho pe inence given to the corronantn, the full quality 
of the Vcrelo. Ha admired the outzpo'hunL-oc of the Drab, ar the fact that 
the ton ue is the crest scion of the heat. Thou, hts, cnoti , 
Aw MMMWM~+. rM+. ýýýe. ºrwwF« 
(1) '. cad Doi ht, t^ am c crj abrnzr th4 . ted vocal' ul ry of his. £cdcn h in A. A. z= 35!. 
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fc 3 rx l scrsatf ors all poured ir:! o vrrrd& as dircctly and as 
gaick y cz the !rb can. Ard; u hat ceqo- rel occrt3 the whole sm or 
his pcrsozrmitr, ht qua. itic3 and his C C2icncc:. If ho is vital the 
z : tural . tai; 
dOI of hic race uzkß ratio yj cocas quickly in the full vigour 
or his r nU :. The vordc then carry the 'cap or hu ,n visdo&. Lxd 
the l'-race the v*crc n. ^tvro not irtcrestcd in nbntractiozn o$ tho z ht 
and sleto Tics -v. o rct too, nor Emo r. har to uzo if they wcntcd to, 
at orc 1t' tc itini wordae They I zed solid brtc's-'Iilm uvrds reüzted 
to cad c; cci ro of co . id objectives rnd real erotic=. 
Arzt DoiiZhty 
uac ail =L-t-T tion for all that because that trt what he hi=elt' ire 
vimlIC at. L 1t Tcylor say-, that whon Dovahty hoard the Irab3 speak: 
'fit Arabic, "it took euch hold on his i inati on that ho w ed 
to trite 'Pura' F lioh in the z ixmor of 'pure' laat$c. For this pur. - 
pose ho had to create an Erlich n ucco for hi self in which the cord 
should bo the unit or speech vrritir. .... For this roi on ho , do his 
con . tats of irord: good to mo... "' But this dopenda upon an e: aw ticn, 
Uhich is difficult to Provo xind un2ilmly to have boon the case that 
,D uthty's 
]. iss of vvordz Seere , do after his Aretian journey. The lcr " 
first of bcolm va have discussed, rnd authors tja hcv crated ord the 
rn bet of 1 ß; c3 D zn tJ 
had studicd btfore t over thought of ci 
to Arahia proms the spite of I'hat t1alt T: ylor nt it s. The , ruche 
pad. nt of ro ht? 's devalop=z eta reached tz lorry tins before bo 1cit 
Er i. Hues t. ";; ns still = undcrCradzzt. ho had t==d his 'tick 
on Centenpcra y tXtliýh Litcrrtux'e r meet, enrlicr to the he ; ihr s 
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of the literature of his country and follc rad its ] wife to what ýn~, s 
to hL-a its gQIc3cn mac. In Arabia ho fand ; cr-t'^irZ like that 'kith 
ho had road and i el d,, but in another different 3anl; u. ýr,:, -4 czethcr 
different r ilicu, ut work; so his cdiztration vas the result and not 
the rcoon for his chhcice. The i rflLence of the c onp1e of 1ratic is 
not to be zx glectcd but it is urarg to ivo it as t' o main reason. 
In Ar. lo-Caxcn 1arj, ua<; a and literature, he found traces of the we.. 
Christian crz1 heroic tc of Gcrcanta, uh=, c the frczhrx of their lifo 
and the nlir zo of tho vcrricr3 1+ creswed In dircot solid & tressed 
ýrords, iborc ahwtracticr and tiotaptfyBic Wcro alien to the thought cf 
the pecp2o and to the COI .; s of the 
bards, and Thora the -sup of bum= 
wiedom and the gist of human oxpcricrco voro clcazlr thoro. there werd 
no c2isicns rad no ccntractitr5 % -, rd no ccc xcs z-amblir., s. Co=onants 
were clo r1y rrorotr cd and Vmim2s -ca g. vn thoir duo. 
"It & the : trcnCoceon rit co . rat1Cri at which"i wroto Gavin 
Bono about ArClo-S:: on ]CatrT, "= ha c no spocir1cz3 in torfern Errlirh 
which s err to = catimr., a and nnccuth". "vTo h=70 lo at a nkr of the 
tidelr cr c , ~hr cc=c 
. 1tzuj, 
Im cM t&"jmatn' t1 4 1. -0 tava t rxr-brät of 
littls word3 rnr, 4dß trat patter alcx co: ztcntcdl., y, aro cet in they 
or da their ;t to of urci that re ty to raturalmss Shan z cvcr: ýin 
i't ure Jain to, 7cthcr In pcctzy". Dou , %ty t zum that tnszjosty und zk; - 
tur saf cotid in join to cthcr in Lidich, end ctcrted to paw th, -. 
way tow~- tticzz bcraro tc acn+- to Tn crZt©r Fcetry he fcur4 
c strop; ' 1Corou3 zpirit. 'c ds Vero 1, tram and bd azracters. iozd3 
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UUere units to bo roeo; rd. ec1 and grcupad tute a whale ar, o pattern, not 
ns 'Cotility fcuaM1 tto., jD nodarn r: r linh cp cclh f,,, -cd tw,. ether into a 
13 ley of south and : t= of Lett err . Wozdw lib, those u ? id rzke 
2 vigorous 23wä, r ugh and ttii1tuar. 3 ^tyl,,,  and in the vordo he trac- 
ed thr uahh old li. ch ani i . 
ddlc E: riioh -. rd Modern ! lah be found 
words llmir4C crd continuously l'1j until they tend their doep roots 
into tho pest o. £ ti: c vaco, cud the crpcricrccc of =nj eid ctn. o wert ty 
at and ao a testiuenq to the continuity of lifo and the Genius of the 
1anuuago and the fort bactory of the race. po vaa not in n ed of ' puz o' 
Arabic to teach hin to cho p 'eire' Ea 1ioh,, for an long ago an Sir 
John Chc1 end Tyn4., a1e., ho found ^ ccctors it iotir, on the purity of 
their -rZlish tonic. : 4er pro he in zed of a fec ire for ghat welt 
Taylor calls 'the scr..; rtic' quality of Arabs bocauze he alracdy had 
used tho lexicon. of Llgct' Aecbem and Yore. On the choice and elcction 
of words all Dxropean : ritcrs on style fron Lrietotle to Julius Caesar to 
1en Jorcon and 2 -tthcta trnold had ccrthir; to cam. On the freadoi of 
sword structure', !. rabic on the face of it r ; ht have had the Create-, -t 
infl rce on Dou"htyw cork. For the 'iarcbiai toirt the first Work % 
have., w-A being it: cif Irritten rüder the r*. ader of the Arabian c airple, 
it could he said that it is an Irabian Vro-z: nt. fl at right kc it ne 
plnu nible awa .n 
is the fact that Arabic has chest unchecked freedan of 
wore-ctrtcturc in Its ccntcrcca bccau:; c it is n highly inflect .o1 
lan. 
wZo, wh31c nodarn Er.; lath! teir ;s inly tip vzinficctioz a1 la vzgc, 
1mpa to a Gi pz ttorn cr vord . 'tLt cvon t1m 'o 110 forCet that liotGhtg 
had alrctdy decided to se ct the atrcit jacket of fi=d vard-arrax ci t 
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which made tho ErClish of his day to mo rotct r3 vrd so Ufelacs in his 
eng and to go tack to an earlier period when the we of the irrlith 
ImL e worn not t finally fixed, crd whcn the author uts free to ¬i 
rye the gray ho Ii Id the bric-a-brac of words in the sentcri c, end when 
tho writer wns free to chop; so his words, errs to choose the wap of cr- 
rasg. g his word., -, - not the wave that built the great Shakoopearc, n Miracle, 
but the two ramniting constructive wac'+ s, the first which flc od to its 
highest poirw in Grower, and the soconi which culminated in the poetry of 
Speiser. But then co mono night point at the purely Arabic uyuüss of the 
'Arabia', and the ct ror to that tzou_ d suru1y be to shag that noosing in 
the 'Arabia' to, linguistically spoakira purely Arabic, to shccr that 
what is 'Ar-oje' co ti io shots the Li tatio of Dou; htyl, kna; lod, 
of Arabic., and to chocr that the 1Arabic' olorxrnt c in the booty rise noulded 
into the essentially ing1ish tont, until they bcccno naturalized En" 
lieh. To uso. Arabic clowrts it; no proof because Doughty has . wen hin, 
self tho right to uze cy word which carved his purpose, -fthotjx-r that 
word were current or ob3olete, or a dialect word or a colloquinlicn; cnä 
whore existing words fcilod. ho made WW ozxs fron English roots., or Latin, 
or Prormh or Arabic; or tja gave a nor nmcnirr, whore that wa co cnia, nt 
to an cr sting English word'. (Walt Taylors Doughty'c English, P. U). 
Doughty had regained the f ecdon which vu s the birthright of thq poor or 
the prose it©r before the £ix rU of the rules of lish co,. poýftion in 
t ho Ma' both an Agc. l% hzd used his frccdo in t be ee entiz2 nctiox 1 
wefL'a 
wo2Il of IThe X cwn in Britain' a He used it to borrw fron the tcritic 
: t&Mu 5 in 'M= 0-""t Forth 8. Fia u; ed it to bitt fro; the Gcrarm in 
. r,. - 
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'Thu C13ifu' and from conterapor^y En . tsh d 2ccts in 
Mx Cliffs' and 
'The Clouds' and ho tocd it ,o borra: fron i,. ; 1o- u On in el-Lsodco in 'P' 
sorry. o Irabic c2i r its in tho 'ltrcoic' chow b tMatud ca trash 
1rjectiona to irr gorato the Ligli h body of his works rid not a. the 
'whole pattern of the work itself. In all his ct iica -ougbty's =win oc- 
cupation wa3 the .; z ; 
21ah lang- a it , olf. Dutch, German, Arabic and hebt» 
riw were all used to streDgthun i. ho trenciz of a causa already chosen 
aid de£irk d within t ho field of Jnglzh lznuaýo and literature itself. 
That is the only solid explana cn which would nal a harraonioua whole rah' 
Douzhiby's works., and would malm the process fron the Lrabien coiouri ; a: 
the 'Arabia i to the And can 'purity' of the. 'Darn In Isritain', to the 
'Olezenk1' üireetr z of the tl4aa Gat, Forth', to the dt3Cursive Y ioty 
ci the 'Prophetic Looks',, to the rocs-: lila eolicUty of 'The Titax=' erd 
to the all-Irc1u , iva virtuosity of ' Y: wns cal' a . 
ate 
. pr , ressiq© 
but 
cor«stantly coz istent movsmnt. Othcr4co the 'Arabian rati ro' of tim 
stylo of 'Arabia Desorta' will be impossiblo to =c,; oi1Fi zrith tlin lac1 
of-it in the purely English style at 'The Lan in txitaint 'biete iz=.,.. 
diatcly foL1o d It. It sacke or the opinion that Doujht *'s only WQrt ;. F 
Vhila werk iss the ; Arabia i)cserta', on opinion which we cor. ic1cr utterly 
'Froh: " It in abundantly clear 
that the whole course of Douuhty'a dcvj 
ß nt waS CUarly chartccl hctove he boon to write Isis boat ;. test ho 
odd not swa13. o in the 1itc; raturo at Er land in the middle 0: C the tirdg- 
t nth Century could be sa d up or ily in tho divorce of Utcrat e from 
2ife, s wUQ1, iio felt nos or rvatiz hcth,, in tho divorce of litoraturo £rC 
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action which nado it 3. if0lc3s and rionotonotzs, and the tez ray of the poets 
to create a fal o world of their otin, in a lea of abstractions, or theories, 
or a dreamy twilight at iosphera, which sho zod its most prominent maai. festa- 
tions in S thbtn . Doughty's eure was a movement, in the opposite 
direction. 
To get rid of tho personal problem of the poet he tried to separate hi=elf 
from his work and give alwayu an objective worldd. To Iwep away from the ab.. 
etract world of metaphysics and theories his work always deals with action 
and cantirnuous Move. nt. To kip away fron the hazy twilight atmospture, 
Ida poetry breathes always of the clearness of a Gunny days or the solid 
touchable world of' ni. ght,, but rover of the half-, I akanad unstable fringe be.. 
twoen the two. Evan his dream are really 1fvit vision. Literature to hin 
was not a drin; doping both writor and reader z to'virg thon into a non-axis- 
text world of hallucination but a hard solid tool with which the solf. 4zillad 
poet tries to influcnco, to guide and to teach the conscious reader into 
a better life. Thus irrtead of luring the reader into sleep he n Gds to 
keep hin always =rake, al aye conscious, always on guard. Thus it wcs M- 
tural for DouZhty to repudiate the nonotori7 of the English aentomeý and 
try!. to sot hirzelf free fron even the syntactical rules of the la ,, e 
taken for granted by the poet and the reader. To shock the reader into con-. 
scicusncss became the ncrnerstozg of Loughty's work. jnstead of cnwethiy 
welding the word into Uri egnterce, &I'd the ecatenco into the paragraph. or 
the stanza, and both these into a harmonious lo ivus whole, it beca in- 
p©rative for hin to break the nonotonq at every step. The words stand out 
as it ware in defiance, as units to be racegnizod and felt by the=- elves. 
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The word: are co tbnor=13y zrrarid in tec ntc co that the rordor crust 
c] a r3 keep on di if ha is to ura3czatand crid czijay. Ko Croup of ccntc=o 
its similar in cGI3trL t3. an or in shapo or i in lore th to the fo 1o rlrj Croupy 
V ulyoo if fO3, - 
t 
and thus uo strict cta= c ^a is all wed in pOotry, ýý'ý 
1c d regularly, Kork for a regular cSfAct. SO it=Ir is acm-M127 
dispe- od with. Other =am am treated in ra -, T1notcanth Century opaflixc. 
T. ou htg so=-ti sc^ jer it so slightly Forhaps to ror or tho sound of tho 
word tore faithfully, but cert2inlg to shock his reader into rakcful» 
zcas. Puxntuation is anther, and it is Cencrr11Y di fcreat fron the oro the 
eye of the reader is accuztored toi but it alums chockm the reader into 
ccOtionirkg cnd qucryir . In the later pooz, the syUab3.: s are unauay 
ntraysed, com^Ur 3 tho arxs the rcadr is not acci to d to stress$ and 
COi3 times even the or the reader is occustemod to stress l Whatever the 
state of nalwf lnesa al the reader ist the poet in DcuZhty iz icts en a 
Greater ccgro of walmtu: L su end ccro. l r, ", uZZa end literature for him 
var© no L ~' ' o". paittr c, but fuxularxntal factar in 11 hcalthy We of 
r. . ty. 
But to bo = .,, ter of 
his uzt, he had to study tbo 7ngu 
,; e cu 
d 
Iiteratum of BxCland tix$ cxp3. it it tu13. Atd it L'- back1 that h, rho 
vas akin at co ip etc rrecdm cn the pant of the pöat., and who turxncd hiss 
back on tho nri. rules or syntax goTcrntr a .: ir tcQnth Century writer, 
--f- A-M-ý1NºrlligF-M. 
(1} T'htc CZ, lziDJ why Dc tyj Vhc Jrofc cc3 to ta tho ; rcithM L-cip1e of 
por, cr, end vho tried to o tc all f'r crt3 : rar, never tries to foliat: ono of tho most irportart la:, rcic of tho :; ter -- tho nth)-lt a Sporzciian Y ='"ao 
'Yý m` .T r-T.. r 
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would not chooyo the ansontially rogulmr poetry of the Restoration cr%3 the 
Eighteenth Century as his model. It was natural for him to travel further 
back. And ho diocoverod that the change cane, even though bus ly, in 
the teventoonth Century. Before it the 3an; Tuago was in the procoas of 
fora, ation, cmd the writer or poet was free to choose hie own line. 51o 
language and literatui were passing through a aeries of trrneiti-ornl rer. 
iodi, before they aettlod darn to the regularity of a wolf tablisbed in- 
atituti on. The con. -ion style on which every individual writer would Pity 
his slightly different variation was not decided upon yet. Every'itcr 
had to solve his wn problem first and create his corn idio yncratic style. 
And that 
SpaMM 
') suited Doughty best. That is why his choice of the enrly 
periods of £r fish was logical arx3 in ar iric' nblo, and the study of 
Arabic cr xebecs or Groek only cc nplercutaxy. 
Yet the chcri3hed froedca of tho Writer hzd r4cro sides to it then 
the simply problem of syntax or etyma. Ono vary important aido of it uca 
the 'form' of his work. The clzsiccl mould of a cork of art wa, for 
e=nple, undoubtedly out of the quc tion. 110 fimüoo and no polish, 
no organically finished fare, but a ra lirn discur3ivo faro auitud bin 
best. The loZica1 organic atructur which inposcs a pattorn on both t tz 
writer and the reader was out of tho question alien to hit; nature, co . 
trary to his aiczis und ulicn, us hQ diacovorod later in hin atudics, to 
the natura of the ijli^1I * tar ; uago ar3d the geritzt Of the :. dish rccc. 
Thus the form of lih work is narr the loccoixsri of form in pro-5ha}ae- 
cpoarlun plays, or the suporficial forn]ossnass of tho worl3 of L, 2, MUrýd 
and Lydgate1 or the Lcaraeqne novels of Cuarr2as Dickens. Appar. ntlY 
-- --- ý 
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the work is =do up of short ccenoe, and disconnected episodes 
end a consecutive number of digressions tied together through 
a barely dicoarnib1e thread of a character or a journot or a 
vision. Yet all in all they work out a unified effect, and a 
repeated stress laid always upon, though always in a slightly 
different manner, on the same theme or the work. Thus the 
effect is more of quantity than quality, of repetitions rather 
than or io Growth, and no is given to sudden chase of toed 
and atcosphoro and ccmetine to cudd n unexpected Birne. The 
stops, for example, in al. aost all his works, com1 unexpectedly. 
To the last ninute the poet reccr es for himself complete 
unchecked f«cedom, the freedcm to shock and always koep awake 
Ilia reader. Thum he came to write his works. Lot us follow him 
to ich of his w*crkn. 
--ý 
-- ý:.,. - -. -- -- -- 
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Doughty's divorsity of interests, which we have referred to 
in Chepters I and II4 shows itself at its fullest in his first major 
enterprise, the travels end the book on the travels, in Arabia Deserts. 
When he crossed the Chcnnel into Europe, he had in hin the benefits of 
his studies in geology, archaeology end sociology, his readings in 
philosophy, his studies in language and literature, end his interest in 
the factors which went into the making of the personality and the 
civilization of his country and race* When he travelled everywhere in 
Europe end crossed the Mediterranes to North Africa, end went to Egypt, 
Sinai, Syria and Pelestine, he was at the some time a scientist -a 
geologist, an archaeologist end a sociologist - and a man of letters, and 
a seeker for more knowledge and human wisdom. 
He was absolutely confident, end sure of his own abilitiest 
absolutely bent on doing some service for the glory of his own country 
and race. Although he had In rind the undefined idea of an epic on the 
early history of his England, he was for the time being completely free 
to embark on Lay now adventure or novel endecvoure which eppealed to him. 
This young aristocrat was moreover e man of action, of courage and of 
enbition - the product of the happiest years of Victoria's reign, when 
England ruled the wavest and he van imbued, through his extensive studies, 
in the daring spirit of the great Elizabethan Age. 
Then in Mien, he heard of 'Madain Saleh'. And like 'Bangkok' 
in Conrad', '? outh', the word opened now vistas to the imagination of 
our pool. For one thing - possibly the main conscious fgator nt the time - 
lag 
it was linked with his search for more knowledge in his chosen 
fields. 
It was linked, for examples with his attempts at a better understanding 
of the 'Holy Book' of the religion of his country end race. 'Uadain' 
(cities in Arabic) was mistakenly confused with the '111dian' of Jethro 
and Uoses, and promised a fuller understanding of the background of the 
Old Testament Books. Por another, the monuments, the remains, still 
extant, of a by-gone age, in temples, sepulchres or inscriptions promised 
now food for an archaeologist, and new knowledge to be imparted to 
European thought. "Interested as I aas"1 says Doughtys ein all that 
pertains to Biblical research, I resolved to accept the hazard of visiting 
them". A third possible gain in Doughty's mind wee, besides the barren 
study of silent temples, the no less important study of the eternal wisdom 
of humanity in these early ages - to read, co he puts it, "the names, the 
save# the salutations of ancient wayfarers". For indeed would have 
pursued archaeology in an ardent belief that it would teach thou more 
wisdom for use in their present life. ' Thus archaeology we. interwoven 
with the special search for more knowleäge of the Bihle# end ruith the 
wider Search for more knowledge of h=am wisdom. 
Againp far in the distant horizons there were, in the tops of 
hills and mountains, indications to the eologist in Doughty of the existence 
"of some latent or extinct volcanoes" -a factor which was in his own words 
"to me of hardly less interest". But deed geology, like dead nrchseolO T, 
was of use, providing a living lesson in the lone Story of the Earth in 
Ceolosioel Time, an infinitely wide frrme, within which and in c=psrison 
with which, the historj of meng his knowledge und his philosophy could be 
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considered. To these must be added the fascinating study of living 
nature, of flora and faunae in an unknown country - as Doughty explains 
in e footnote. And all this could be crowned ecademicr. Ily by the important 
map to be drawn of one of the least known countries, at that time, in 
Europe. 
But all this concern with Uadain Seleh, its montmantas or the 
inscriptions on them,, and their link with European Biblical etudieag or 
with the geology and the Geography of the place' has clearly nothing to 
do directly with the living Arabs themselves. But that does not mean 
they were far from Doughty-'s consideration. The importance of Arabia 
to Biblical studies was roferr©d to in Doughty's Preface to the Second 
Edition of the "Arabia", In his Preface to the Third Edition the point 
in more fully expanded and made aleeror. In it Doughty refers to the 
Nineteenth Century Orientalists vho look at Arabia to the "Pre-historic 
Bcct" of all the Somites, "who have left their impression on the three 
main Continents of the Old World", and particularly on the religious creeds 
of its peoples. that could have been limited to a Study of the Bible as 
a written book, has become a fuller study of the Biblej as a record of 
the life of the Semitic people. The Arabs of today were thus looked at 
as the living example of how 'their ancestors in the Biblical tents of 
Kedar' had lived', and to know about them would make the European, "the 
better able to recd the bulk of the Old Testament Books". The aim is 
shown to be wider and dseper than a simple visit to the archaeological 
remains of Medain 3alebt to include the human element of the living Arebe 





of the journey. It makes it a vivid experience for the traveller 
himself. 
For the traveller himself had his ovn personal feelings and 
his on thoughts. There gyres indeed a personal side to the new promising 
adventure. The element of danger in the journey had possibly no effect 
but to whet his eppetite for adventure. One should not minimize the 
'romtntio' element of his nature, or the inner yearninj towards the 
unknown, to which was added a solid practical love of action. He whose 
lack of interest is everywhere shown in pure metaphysical thought or 
abntrpotiona, or useless unsubstantial endeavours, could find no better 
outlet for his longings than a hazardous tdventuro into an unknown land 
from where he could bring about treasuros of knowled, a and experiences 
to the aase and eyes of Europe. 
Last but not least comes the cause of literature end languege; 
for Doughty took the chino* provided by his journey, and decided to peke 
it his first great experiment - the fruition of all his previous literary 
endeavours, - in literary composition. lie decided to put to the teat hie 
notions of the possibility of writing in this later ego of corrupt language 
and literature, something worthy of the great authors of the golden age 
of Elizabeth. But this was to come later when the book vrtg to be written. 
It is indeed the first note struck in the first lines of his preface to 
the First Edition of the book. Vritteu in 188$, it referred more probably 
to the cruse predomintnt in his mind at that date than to the cruses 
dominant in his mind when he was thore on tho thrt ohold of Arabia in 1876. 
_______ - 
. x19.. 
Thus the diversity of the interests of the author Cruses end 
later finds expression in the diversity of his motives for going into 
Arabia. The various critics who have dealt with the problem of motives 
have all liven one or two or all of the motives we have already nu aberodq 
but they certainly have not given the luvst word. They depended wholly, 
to the report given above depends, on Doughty's own word3 in the three 
, prefaces 
to the "Arabia, " Editions. But once must ttko DouChty's words 
there with a grain of stilt. Doughty wes not, and could not if he wanted 
to be, static all along the passing decades. Even if his opinions were 
to remain the sane, there is no guareztee that the reuses and problems 
dominant in his mind would have remained the soze" There must hove been 
a difference between 1876 when the motives in his mind and heart prompted 
him to dare the hazards and go into Arabia, and 1898, when the motives in 
his : heart and mind resolved him to challenge the testes of the ego in the 
field of 1s, nguege and literaturo, and 1920 when the second preface was 
written in rxnaver to the promptings of T. E. Lawrence and under his 
guidenee. (1) Thus the main emphasis in 1883 was clearly on the langu 
and the style of the book which he soya van not 'milk for babes'. In 
1920, the language wen no longer the issue, but at the time he had just 
published "The' Tite. nn", and his mind was full of geology end what he Celle 
the 'Story of the Earth'. That note is apparent in the 1920 preface to 
the "Arabia" Edition. Ho wes Egeln busy with the first edition of 
"Mansoul", and that poem's stress on 'Philosophical kno lodge and 
instruction' is echoed in the proface of 1920 and that of 1921. Thus 




speculation on the motivoa of the journey itself should not be confused 
with speculation on the notiveo of the written record of the jourru y, 
or with the chtrgir subjsctc raised in the vcrious prefaces to the 
variou, 3 edttiono of the book. 
The critic vho clwnya seems to claim overgthitsg for DouChty, 
and who tries in heroic defiance of all oppess caa to claim aiwvya c 
unity for the works of his f tourite iuthor, has himself comeho r avoided 
it in the case of "Arabia Deuertc. ". Professor Barger Pairloy maintains 
that Doughty'e initial motive in going into Arabia was mainly erchr-eologica1. 
The archsoolo, ical motive is* of course, the attempt to recch cnd record 
and docipher the inscriptions at Uadnin Saleh. And thent later one in 
Arabia itself, other motives began to assert themselves, 'From now on no 
Archaeoloall (1) but an ancient race end-en ancient coil. 'Here, it may 
be, is the birth of the mat writer in Doughty'. (1) $o=show Professor 
'airley does not recognise the unity of motive and the oneness of the 
drive in DouWhty. To him, Doughty left D me. scua as en archaeologist, 
struck out into the open desert as'a searcher of life, and vhon he was 
back. in England, he was to edd a contribution to Rosearch and to English 
Literature, and the diversity of motives showed in tho work itself, for 
there is no unity but, the underlying atnocp bore. 
And the diversity of motives in n problem rclsted to and sometimes 
Confused vrith, the problem of the unity of form in "Arabia 1asortan. %' That 
Parker F$irloy book on 'Doughty rpoi'lod itself, by trying to do too much. 
il) see Ftth ey* Pogo it. 
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He maintained that the form of "Arabia Deserts" and of "Dpwn in Britpin" 
was subtle, and dosigned, and balencod, and cumulative. I think it was 
accidents and a bad accident....... "Arabia Deserts" in hamperer' by its 
lack of form, logo only than Dom, because there was a basic of fest to 
follow, and. life isn't as ehepoleei to unassisted and undisciplined art. (1) 
Thus the controversy about the motives entangled with the controversy about 
the form of "Arabia D Berta" continuer. Uogarth tin the arms stand. 
He puts archaeology firsts cnd bringe in a wealth of detailed information 
to corroborate its like Doughty's application for help to the Royal 
Geographical Society (2) and the British Association. Anne 'sneer in 
also of the sane opinion, "ifis immediate object", she says, "in going into 
Az'abie was archaeological""(3) 
All of the= are of the evzo opinion, that Doughty 'chanced' to 
heir of the Medain Salih inecriptione! c, nd decided on the spot to riet 
the hp2eräous journey "to secure at least a eight of the Cliff tnonurnente". (4) 
And the e= e old problems which we tried to solve in doe-ling with Doujhty'a 
oerlier'dey c, this seemingly frc sonnt? Y occupation with the Uavy once, 
with bolo 1 later# and with litorature as the third and last resort, seems 
to Show itself again. There ins his younger doye# from the time he started 
to decide his course for himself, we msintcined that there was a unique 
(1) Letters of T. F. I awr-ence: rAitac by 1). ({urnett. Letter 315. 
Pis 5 '6-7. 
(2) ý iia ¬rrtht Latter on Pvgen 30-32. 
(3) See 1'renoor: Pe 31, 
(4) A.. Treriear: pwje 32. The nce 1n B. F' 
. 
irIO7, Pe 50. 
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oneness of purpose in Doughty, and that nothing but the application end 
the eaperienc3 of his ideea was left to chance. Doughty could not hevo 
started as en archaeologist, travelled ea a geographer, fared an an 
orientalist and Irritten en a poet, bece. use there rasa unity of vim in 
all his various travels from Leyden to Jidda. Archaeology and geogrephy 
were only ephemeral sich-irraues. Ueciain 8aieh was not the real reeaon 
that lured Doughty into Arabic. 
The stand taken by Rogcrth, Fsirley and Treneer is not enough 
to explain the issue. For HoCarth himself describes in detail the 
P"P ration3 that Doughty had taken for the journey. He relates how 
Doughty stied an extensive study of Arabic, the lenguege which he would 
be using in Arabia. It seeps absurd to begin to learn Arabic just to 
Bo with the Uaj from Deacscus to E1-Hejr and back. Hogarth also orYe 
that Doughty told his Lebanese teacher, one Abdu 441i1, that he will stay 
for three years' in Arabia, and then will proceed to India end finally settle 
down in Italy$ (1) which is curiously enough vhnl exactly happened to the 
lest detail, in Doughty's future drycº; and yet Hogarth does not seem to 
realize the significcncc, of what he has related. Hogerth also teile us 
that 1ou, ghty spent a time trying to accustom himself to the hunger and. 
scarcity of food in Arabian which seems to ne too elaborate a preparation 
For a, journey to Mee . 
i, n S, -llh only. Hog rth sgain mentions that Doughty 
ctu®ad tho nerve Kh? a1f1 to be engmed on a ceci to be ugad by him in ArrbiE, (? ) 
(1) See Hegarth = page 34, 
(2) Ibid. PPg3 1 35, 
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P-na yet he does not awaken to the clear implication 
that Arabia and not 
ffiadäin 8a3. ih gras the and in Dou hty's Lind. Yet with all these indication3, 
Uogcrth maintains that Vad7in Salih wrie 'the solo object of hin Arabian 
venture'p and shows his complete inability to understand the citu'. tion 
when he Gives as the sole reason for Doughty's 
longer stay in EI-Ho jr, 
DoU hty'o lack of funds: (1) 
Now it gras naturel for the refit- of Doughty's critico to make 
the aeme mistake as iiogarth dids and consider the' Cliff inscriptions the 
pain roa on for Doughty's adventure into Arabia. Thus do Uogerth, Ptirley 
end Troneer, seen astonished' when the copying of the inscriptions comes to 
tin end$ and yet Doughty without any apparent reason, and in spite of the 
excellent advice of all who knows of the Kelleji9 of Uehaan, of his friends 
in the ctravan, and in the Tower, decides to stay and wander with the Beduw. 
Than later on when hi's -long story with 
the Deduw is about to end, and he 
does not go to ie jh, the Urentern wry out of Arabia# they also seem astonished. 
"It was a momentous decision"t scys Rogarth about Doughty's d. ecieion not to 
proceed to 'We jh, "for, tts events proved, it bound him to Arabia for another 
year". (2) If you accept that, then it in natural to look at the Mediiin 
Calih section as en end in itcelfs after which there is bound to be hesitation 
end speculations end then to look at the stay Frith the Fltk ra and the itoehib 
an another independent parts after which its the need for another decicion, 
send another independent venturo, The book becomes thus V. series of 
(1) Ibid. Pte 33" 
(2) see üogarth: Psee 55. 
, oti. ý ý. ,. ý.. 
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disconnected vonturoa, each occurring by chance, end each to be considered 
an an end in itself. 
But Doughty'n way is different, a na hie 'decisions' were ttken 
long beföre he c=e to ilndsin St 1ih. Thrt is ashy he went throe h all 
that thorou, h propcrati'n. That in why he learnt ArF<bto, rand inured 
himself to hunea r end thirst grid a frugal diet. That is why he made 
for himself the aoa. 1 in Kha1! 1'a no. That is why he ordered his friends 
in Dpmrtcus bofore ho left with the ilej Oar""' to send him money end e 
book of medicine, and lymph for vaccination; elaborate preparations 
worthy of Doughty end his usual thorough efficiency, uric suitable f or 
the journey not toUedoin äulih only but to Arabia's heart in H yI1 end 
to Ibn Rash! d. 
It wan Heyl1 tend Iba &a$h! d and not 'the inscriptions which were 
his stain targets in Arabia. HIyI1 comes exactly in the riddle of the 
book, acroos the division into tho two volumes, end the house of Ibn 
Rash-id's story of suicidas, intrigues, revenge and blood, emits a strtn + 
Elizabethan atmosphere of trogia Grandeur in the riddle of the elaborate 
story of Kha i1's travels and adventures, The Medain Salih coction 
becomes what it actually is, a prolude to , something eater, and the ton 
stay with the Fukare. and the Uoshtb becomes what it is, the lor. C properotion 
of Kha1I1 for ficyll, and the preparation of the reader for the tre, ic 
hintoiy of the douse of Ibn Rshtd, But we are probably anticipating 
the issue, for new facts must be brought forwtrd, it ell these worthy 
critics are to be proved wrong, rnd a new theory on the motives of "Arabia 
Deserttt" be made possible. 
lie 
In the collection of notes and frPgiints, preserved tefthfu1ly 
by M? s. Doughty# rund kept now in the library of gonville & Casus College! 
Crnbridget I acne across a, printed rough copy of the lecture given by 
Doughty to the 'Royal Coogr phical Society' about his 'i'ravols in I orth- 
Western Arabia -nd Nejd' and sent for revision to the Puthor. In Doughty'e 
hand: rritir4j, a note states that this was revised on 21/11/i33t and as uwua1 
in the aria of Doughty, the copy beers a great nunbar of changes. Nov 
in it Doughty gives a complete resume of his travels, and summarises what 
would later on be cxpendad into the rapgnificent two volumom of Arabia 
Dooerta". th concerns me here I shall quote fully, end I epologise for 
the length of the quotations because I feel it in in this contest, a new 
revelation. Doughty writes, for instance; 
"Resting there (at Staan) e. nd at Petra for sometime I learned two 
thingo which moved ne, till then ignorint of the nature of the 
great Arabian country inlo. nd to the south-east, that all the 
neighbouring lead of wilderness was ruled by one Ibn Baashid, 
eighty prince of Dodouin blood, who lorded it over the tribes 
and villages dispersed through that vast extent. i thought I 
should prefer to visit his Bedouin court, and nee nArchrnco paare 
rlew Druid or Robin Hoods rather than tread for months the horrid 
Mountain pesoos of Sinai. But being at Petra I chanced to hoer 
of those iiedjin 'cities' in the mountains, some few dryo dintnnt 
lying by the Hcj road in Arabia ..... I fancied at the time that 
it might be sons wonder of 7 ones' nation MidiSn, .... inscriptions 
which might yield fruit to our Biblical students . "....., " 
Even if we ignore Doughty's foult in confusing Uca7aain with 
Uidivn, (1) a molt which ho c=o to correct in "Ar"ia Der3arta", we 
Ccnnot ignore the fact that the 'cecrch fora David cnd a &ohin Hood cones 
before the aßarch for the inscriptions at ii . dain yaltb. The eharccter 
(1) Nobody who known Arabic will confuse them. One is ninCulers the other is the plural of a differently constructed s3nrý*uliar. 
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of the Arab hiamsolf# in its various manifestations fron the Eo11eji to 
ibdulla-L'I-Siruan, end from Hrmüd to Uohtmmed Ibn Rash! d end Zcmil wes 
then much more important to Doughty than geography and geology and 
erchaaeology. It is clear that the courr eous pertly rustic partly noble 
life of the Robin Hood legends which, as we have made clear before, were 
nearer the centre of bis travel s©archs than it seemed before. Thus 
theca early legends of an English childhood, realized in the adolescent 
readings of later years, were actually the main reaoon for his extensive 
travels inside Arabia. If in these words quoted from his lecture Doughty 
were to stop at the mention of Davide it would have been possible to maintein 
that it was part of his attempts to add something new to European knowledge 
of Semitic life, an attempt at a fuller .u 3rsten&ing of 
the Hebraic 
origins of his own country's creed. 
But tho moat 'casual, and for us extremely lucky addition of 
the n=e of that ftmous British Outlaw and Hero, certainly puts tho "Arabia 
Doserta" into its natural place as past of Doughty's litorery development. 
Until now 'it was possible to conoider the travel book as the prom.. 
forerunner to his later poatia works, only in terms of lsnguego and. style 
end diction. Now it is possible to see the link in cubjeot-matter also. 
Doughty who starten to read about Robin food and the other legendary or 
historical heroes of his own lend in preparation for the heroic world of 
*The Dawn in Britain" has come across a living character, 'Ibn Ro h! d', 
and en ancient but still living heroic world in Arabic. Spa he decided 
to go into Arabia, and began hits extensive preparations, not for the 
journey# but ror the period in which he Would stty there. Doctoring we's 
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not motnt to be used on a journeys It wt mannt to allow him to live 
with the subs emd study that was to him one of the few - maining c& ee 
of a primitive, horolc world. 
Mut do we need exranplec for e fact which needed only to be 
said, to prove right? If we dot then lot us refer to the central 
position taken by his various Arabian experiences in his later works. 
These are too important to be simply a result of an accidental Journey. 
The story of the House of Ibn Rashid gains an Elizebethrn grtndeur and 
nobility in the " "rabia"t not only because it rr u singularly suited for 
that, but because it riet a need in Doughty and a necessity in the 
motivation of his artistic development, which led him, even before he 
went to Arabia, to road end chose the grandeur and the nobility which 
was the English Renaissance. The etorr of 'Ae1eyZe' end its wine 
paternal ruler 'Zca. il' booeme the often repeated exanpie of Good 
GOVerniaont in Doughty'o later works# not beccuie Doughty lived at 
A, noyza and then discovered that Zrnil area a good ruler, but boocuso 
the idea of paternal hereditary rule wan fundamental in the thought 
of the poet: even before he went to Arabia. 
There in something of Ibn Rcshld in Cvract cus« 'rho Ua jurai 
is ono stop towards the vvintly Joßoph. The poems of Aboyd are 
ropepted by the va. riaua war minstrels in the Epic, Even 'Boadicea' 
recalls the 'Ateyfn' of the "Arabia Desserta". But perhepe the moat 
striking similarity is , shown between Boar Ibn Total Pnd Brcnnu II. 
In dot, perationf lbo Pirat is said to have found the world "become to 
ý, 
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hira a vast dyir.;, place: " ("Arabia Deserts" Ill P;,,. 17) end the second 
in said to have found "all Greeks' world his dying placa2" ("The Dawn 
in Britain", Book V page 150). To the suicide of Brennuss 11 one 
must compare the suicide of Telolq although the contrast is marked 
between the magnificent tragic nobility of the second and the controlled 
subdued manner of the first. "Arabia Deserts" thus is linked with 
Doughty' early studies, and itself lends to the world of "The Da'n in 
Britain". Except in as tauch as it is prose and not poetry, or that it 
is written about Arabia and not about Britain or '! uropo, it cannot be 
0 digression, an isolated episode in his life and aor'c. It is wrong 
to look at it as an end in itself. 
........ 00 
"Arebia Denerte" then is a part of Doughty's world end it to 
like everything in his work, poised somewhere betwo©n his beginnings in 
Nineteenth century Victorien Lc 1andj and his ideal in Sixteenth Century 
Elizrhethr. n it lrnd. ' A study of the similarities and the contreste 
between these igea, or in other words, between thews two importent winger 
of Doughtyy's imoginative world Will certainly be rewarding. It Will, 
help understand better the strenge fescinctlon of "Arttbin Deserts. ". 
First cone the facts of travel in both periodr. H®rep as 
everywhere, theca are similarities as well as contrasts. In both periods 
there was indeed e sudden iaarecee in travel#9 following 
, period of 
comp arativo calm and stagnation. In the earlier ege, the long dark 
stagnant night of the 3iiddlo . t. ges was followed by the overflowing 
L- r 
--'. - 
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ezuberence of the Renaissance" The physical impedimenta and the dangers 
of the various wars were disregarded in the new outburst of the daring 
rp irit of edventure. In the later rge, the long forced isolation of 
England during the wars of Napoleon were followed by a period of expanding 
travel everywhere in the world. The spirit of fortitude and determination 
end the yearning to travel to unknown lands and to know more about them wes 
strong in both periods. On one sides the , Elizabethan travellers were 
certainly faced in their travels by more rigours of the road, more 
difficulties and more dangers than Nineteenth Century travellers could 
ever expect to Meet. That puts the E1izebetbtn traveller in a better light. 
But the tables are indeed turned, when we notice that the 
Victoricn traveller was leaving the peace and ease of life in Er land, 
and the comforts of the road in Britain, to which he grew acouet=od, 
to come to journeys abroad, full of hardships and inconveniences, and 
fraught with danCer1, no less serious now than they were in the times 
of Elizaboth. The Elizabothv. n traveller aas in a different position. 
Travelling in Britain. itself wart no easy matter then. The dangers of 
travel in the Least teere no lese then nor greater then the dangers of 
travel at home. As S. C. Chew puts its ".... in Turkey there were 
religious fanaticsp but on the very outskirts of London there were 
highwcynen". Thus the impact of hardships on an Elizabethan trev©ller 
were less inflicting and leas noticeable than in the case of the Victorian 
traveller. Doughty is a marled oases for even in his travels in Europe 
he was always complaining -- although one tust not forget that he w 
unfortunate (or waa he fortunat&? ) in travelling acroaa Prance just after 
ýý 
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the Prussia onslaught of 1870, and in Spain when the country was still 
suffering the horrors of a near civil-war. Turkey was in its decline, 
and the Arabien Desert, nlreys turbulent even in quieter periodo, wes 
more turbulent than ever. Khalil moans and groans more then any other 
travoller. Perhaps this is part of the fascination of the books but 
it is still a fact, that Khal! l stresses his mishaps and revels in his 
self-drematiration and pseudo-martyrdom. If he lived in the hardihood 
of Elizabethan England, he would have thought lose of the difficulties 
of life in Arabia. But the leisure, the ease and the abundance of life 
in Victorian England was no good preparation for the difficulties of 
Arabia - more so for a descendant of a rich aristocratic femily and a 
graduate of Cambridge. 
But there wr. s the other side of the story of travel e. 100; not 
the physical side in which the body suffered or found rest; but the 
mental emotional side end intellectual side of it. There again are 
similarities as well an contrasts between the Sixteenth Century and the 
Nineteenth, er_d these chow clearest in the literature of the two rges. 
But the literary aspects need a fuller more detailed treatment# because 
for us Doughty is greater as a man of letters then as a traveller# and 
"Arabia Denerta" greater as a book of literature than an a record of 
travels. So let us have a deeper look at the literary ancestry of 





In the Romantic literature of the Nineteenth Century, trevol 
came to occupy a special place as part end parcel of the now movement. 
It was not: an it was in earlier periods, a search for more exact 
knowletge or information about a place, or even pact of the wider act 
of the perfection of education for a gentlemann. It became a soaring 
of the spirit, a leaping forward of the heart, in search of freedom to 
exercise itself Hilly, a conjuring indeed of dreamy ideal worlds where 
life itself flown in new visions, reflecting their own inner fancies 
and imaginations. 5o naturall, y, they rent after the mysterious and 
unknown and uninhabited places. The Alps, for example, became the 
haunt of Romantic minds and Romantip poetry. If they went into inhabited 
pleceLl, they disregarded the realities of life in them, and pnintoc a -world 
of their orn. Italy and Greece beyond it were the haunts of romantic 
poets, end a constant inspiration for romantic poetry. 1r gather array 
wore Cairo, Damascus, Bagdad and the world of the "Arabian Nights"". 
Beyond that was the Arabian horseman on his Arab steed and the famous 
aromatic winds of 'Araby the ble 'd'. The Romantic dre&m. -worida the 
world of the Irabien Nightsp mss evorywhere. 
The Drama of the rco 'aaa full of it. The operatic scenic 
preeentatiOn4 of llarete, djiru s end Houria bated on Islrmic themes suited 
well the requirei: ento and the 1OW17 taste of the audience. Fiction 
was very much under the influence of "The Arabian Nights". Sir Walter 
Scott (1) cnd his imitators were not ee, tisfied rith the ronaatic opirit 
(1) Scott was admired ly Doughty. äßc iiogarth (Ptge (2. ) 
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neuer hone, end included the Neer Ecat in the flights of their 
imagination* (1) In Scott's "Talisman" Seledin swears by the 'tomb 
at mecca' end 'Termegaunt and Mrhound' are mentioned. In the 'Surgeon'o 
Dtughter' Fatima, the Prophet's daughter, is referred to on his wife. 
These mistakes were common in the earlier Tudor ago, but road strangely 
in a ifinateenth Century work. Maria Edgeworth's "Zurad the Unlucky" 
and Bulwer Lytton's "Zeile or the Siege of Grenada" are bared on Iolemic 
themes. But perhaps more important in their Islamic background, though 
lees important in the history of the English Novel, were the novels of 
Thomas Hope end James Uorier. A novel by the first called "Anojte. sius; 
or the Memoirs of a Greek" was instrumental in starting a vogue for the 
pier-resqu: Oriental novel. One curious innovation in that novel is 
that the hero at a certain period of hin travels joins the fonatio 
Vahhabin in the deserts of Arabia. Morier in the author of '1t j ji Baba 
Of Ißpthan' which was hiChl7 praised by Sir Walter Scott; and of the 
novels "Uhrab, the HostaCe" and Ayoehe, the Maid of Kara" In which he 
spo1o9icen for the good qualities of, his Uooleis in rpito of their 
religion, because "..... therm is often to excellence in human nature 
which supersedes false religion, and acta cc if it were guided by the 
true one", ("Zohrab", Is viii) which ctrcngely resembles como of Doughty's 
ideas in "Arabia Desertn". Again there is Thomas Hood's "A Talo of 
the 19arem"s to show that the influenco of the "Arabian lights" on fiction 
was all pervasive. 
(1) Soo Zoott'n Introcluotl'on to the "Taxisman"" 
- . 11.1-illý. *-. 77-: r"--,. "ýý-, --#--,,,, - 
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The prooo of the Rctnntic tos wes no less influenced. LFmb 
refers in "Newspspors Thirty-five Tears Ago" to the Medieval forgery 
about Mohamed and the Mountain. Do (uincey chore his 
familiarity with 
the "Arabian Bights" in hie "Coofeesions of an Opium-. eater". Lander 
wrote two of his 'Izne inery Conversations' on IslEmie themes. 
One 
was between "2rhomet and orgius" where both are occupied in working 
out their now religion: The other wes between "3o1imen end the Mufti". 
But perheps the most notable contributor to the literature of the age 
on oriental themes was Southey whose "Chronicle of the Cid« eyes mainly 
traneletcd from Cpenieb sources. In the introduction to the "Chronicle" 
Southoy attacks the roligion of Uohczmed and attacks his personal morals. 
The whole fabric of Islam in his opinion springs from Uoht=od'e ambitions. 
Polygamy iss in his opinion, the wein ruinous error of Islam. And 
polygamy is the cause of all the "royal fratricide that beleegued the 
Turkish Dynasty". For him Mohammed was not even a genius cons vrong, 
but a w©ak saga raised to eminence by circu=tence% The Korrn was for 
hin void of all noble meaning or noble manner. 
Before we go on to Doughty's attitude, let ue follow 5outhey'e 
exploitation of I01rmio themes in pootryp for hic is the most notable 
contribution of the Zee in that field. At an errly period Southey planned 
to write a long poem on 'Hohsmmed' in colleborntion with Coleridge. But 
the plan was stopped after Coloridp wrote a score of lines, and SouthF.. 
wrote more than a hundred lines. Later Southey, alone this tines wrote 
the most famous of the English poems buried on v. n Itt2Fnlo thoBo In that 
ege - "Tha1eºba the Destroyer". It is cieer fron the 'notes' that Southey 
P 
V7 .- 
had studied most of the travellers enaiont end modern into the Ialrsalc 
11 1end3 hhad reeXL$aXo and D'Herbelot. In the 'Notes' he speaks about 
the Koran'+ "trno lrngua . *... 
(end) ..... dull tsutologi . 
(Pegel 
231-32). There he refers to the old liedievel Legend of the prophet's 
suspondod coffin in Medina (Pete 701)9 Southey's "Thslsbn" xss eo 
4110A 
populer thzt it/dreraticed tad episodes from it were presented on 
the 
atege of the period. The some popularity, if not more, wee accorded 
to Thorncri Uoore'n "Laufs Rookh", which in spite of its urmtsttkable 
Irish features, and its apparently Indian and Persien background, eves 
Qore I. the fanciful world of the "Arabian Rights" than any other 
literary work of the period. ! gain there in a reference to the 'Suspended 
Coffin' of the prophet end another to the Medieval European legend of the 
prophet's 'favourite pigeon'. Wordsworth himself tolle, us 
in "The 
Preiuae" that, he was an ardent admirer and reader in his youth of 'A 
alander abstract of Arabian Tales'. Shelley's interest is shown in 
the Miole . ding . 
title of his "flevolt of Iolan"t in his "Molles" where 
the dofoat of the Turk is looked at an the fall of Islam itself, and 
in his posthumously published poem "From the Arabic: a Transittion", 
which is his poottGzl rendering of a short pert of en Arabien rom£nce 
trarminEed as toper, ea Eedoueen Romence" end published in four volumes 
in 1820. Leigh hunt wrote "Mvhmoud" on the life history of the Moslem 
Conquoror of North-West indie, and wroto the frinous "Abou Ban Adhere" which 
is a poetical version of a passe in D'Herbelot. But perheps the most 
famous romantic exploiter of Islemic themes and the ban mono responzible 
than anyone in popularising therm was Byron himself - the 'Romantic Poet' 
per excellence - Whose travels sad doeth put more fuel into the fire of 
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popular romantic imagination. In the first Canto of "Childe Harold" 
Byron refers to fouric (III 23) e. nc3 in the second Canto, about his 
travels in Alb=ics he refers to Ramadan and the lelamic call to prtger. 
In "The Oieour" he refers tr. Uoelein Hospitality. In "The Bride of 
Abydoe" be shows his knowledge of the Koran by referring to the "Throne 
Verse" (S xrth 2: 2556). In "Don Juan" there are many references to 
Ts1F. uio po17g y" 
Uesror to Doughty's ego is Tesnyaon, whose poem "Recollections 
of the Arabien Fights" speaks for itself. The rich sensuous vo rd-imtgery 
of Tonnyson captures the mood exquisitely and the poem becomes, as 
`Smith calls it "the loveliest tribute to the Arabian Nights in English 
Literature". (Smiths Islam In English Literatures Puce 193). 
Thus two important factors were at work in the bulk of romantic 
writings about Islp_m and the Uoelen lands when Doughty was still at home. 
One w,. s they old strain of antipathy to the prophet of Arabia and his 
Religion, a strain that started in the Middle met flourished in the 
Renaissance and was still vary Much alive at the end of the Nineteenth 
Century, except in one or two exceptional cases. There was one pat 
difference, though, between the old times and the new. The Turk was 
still the enemy, still the head of all Isle and its fall still meant 
the fall of Islam. But the Turk who was a noneco and a power to 
Christendom in the old dcys, had become the nick nag of Europe. In the 
old de -ja there was something to respect him for, genuinely or not, but 
now the realities were too sordid to allow but enmityº end deopjcei In 
Llarlowo's "Tamurlatne" thore w&s the fionaish acourro of prgmnisn, but 
ýý 
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there was also the grandeur and the nobility, In Southey's introduction 
to "Thaleba" all that the poet feel,, is contempt e. nd stern moral indignation. 
The other main fv. ctor we new to tho otvge. The Tudor-Stuart 
v, se did not know the "Arabien Nights". The Romantic Movement ass n 
movement was itself now, and the influence of the "Arabian Nights" became 
woven into its texture. The "Arabien Sights" loom large in any study 
of the Nineteenth Century, its poetry or its prose, and no study of 
Oriental or Arabic influences on Nineteenth Century literature can ignore 
it. Whatever the original source of that wonderful chain of tales wan, (i) 
it was rightly or wrongly called the "Arabian Rights"p end gradually 
became the greatest of Arabic influences on modern European literature. 
The title is even today enough to conjure in the mind a world of its owns 
of hourin and djinns and princely thieves, of hareems end belly-dancers, 
of fabulous wealth, of riagie and intrigues, of love end oourege and noble 
hearts, and of fancy end imagination run riot. That uegic world of 
Schcherezede w read by tll children when they were young. Doughty 
himself could not hove escaped reading it when he was young. 
But Doughty the writer was o, conscious rebel egainot the poetry 
of his Pea, to we have shown in our second chopter" He wtn not conoernod 
with the mysterious, the marvellous, the pioturesquet or the grotesque. 
In hic insistence that "Arabia Deoorta" 1was 'no milk for babes' ho vzo 
(1) Indic, Persist Abbsaiae Bvghaad end Fatimiae Cairo wez suggested 
is possible places of origin, but the problem is irrelevc-nt to 
this study of Doughty's works. 
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the conscious deliberate rebeig reecting rZainst the fanciful ronentic 
world of the "Arabian bights". The "Arabia" always deale: with facts, 
he insists; and its long exhaustive and repeated descriptions of the 
sordid reality of life in Arabia is e deliberate attempt to explode 
once for all the mvic end 8poll-binding imaHtnar v world of the "Arabian 
Fights". His aim, he says, was to write only what he sew or heard or 
felt, so that if an Arab were tos read it his reaction would be "the Booth, 
Well h" He was no romantic versifier out to discover and portray the 
secrets of the life of the 'Noble Savoge' to satisfy the appetites of 
ignorant romantic readers 'in England and Europe. In one huge gesture 
he areeps aside all the chain of the semi-. oriental tales from "Vethok", 
"Thzilaba" and "Lockseley Hall" to "Moustrfa" and "Uasoan"« 
Doughty was a seeker after truth, but it is indeed noticeable 
that he could ar'ford to tell the truth and yet provide the ronttntic readers 
of hin age with Onouvgh food for the imagination. What Wan true in Arabia 
could be and certainly was straz ao and unreal to the tn, lich reader. 
Doughty's truth was stranger than fancy. Still it is correct to soy as 
we have said that the tradition of writing colourful fanciful book: could 
not have appealed to Doughty at all. His mind was immercod in the 
objective wrye of science, of Geography, archaeology, biology and sociology, 
And when hieß mind was in need of relaxation, there was brooding over the 
Cruelty of man or natures or the description of the beauty of spring or 
sour, or tr7ir4 to find a solution for the "Riddle of the Universe", 
Another book which oust be mentioned here In Connection with the 
"Arabian iiighta", though it was no produot of Arabia itaa1f, is the Yrmou3 
-__-_a,.. m. .. _., i 
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"Rubatyat of 'O r Ei-8hryam". When the "Arabian Nights" was trenslatod, 
it gr aua21, ' permeated the minds of European readers. Gradually it 
becto on cctivc current working and worked into the fzbric o ranentie 
literature. In core than ono aonse, the "Rubaiyet' trtnslntod by E. 
Fitzaarpld tote the culmination of that process. There is nothing to 
prove that Doughty has read the "£ubaiyatw. But it aas published 
when he was still at Cambridge, and after its second edition it suddenly 
beczu o the most popular end the most famous poem of the period. Doughty 
could not hove missed reading it or at least hearing about it. Thie 
was his period, of assimilation, after which, as we have explained in the 
second chapter, he decided to discard the ways of contemporary literature 
and go back for more wanly ways of literary expression. The "Uubaiyat" 
was another exarple of the decadent romantic life and literature egainst 
which Doughty was in earnest revolt. 
Hero was a book of semi. -mysticism steeped in oxprezoions of 
fatalistic despair, drowniz its sorrows in o, welter of Wonena wino and 
song. To Doughty with his scientific trainingi his interest in fossils, 
rocks and nonuments, to Doughty in his pr8untism and his dislike of fancy 
and haziness, this wen anathene. On literart groundo he was against the 
twilight atmosphere nnä the blurred misty afternoon feeling of bjinburnenn 
poetry. On practical grounds he was egninht the fanciful unrealistic 
world of the "Arabian Nights", and an ttortz, rounds he vas egcinst the 
dissipation of mind and body in the woIld of the "Rubai7ate. This might 
be the chance also to notice and record the fact that the "Arabian Nights" 
and the "Rubniyat" and the like were products of the Isl=jC world is 
-l? 2_ 
more fertile more generous parts, than that of Arabia Deserts". Doughty 
eras writing about the desert and not about the civilized fertile leads 
of the Arabap about the Barra and Khoybar and Hayil, end not about 
Barrah or Baghdad or Cairo or Ispehan. Yet even if he had written 
about those cities, Daughty'c say would have been different fron the 
ways of the "Arabian Nights"# Ulu book would still be the groat monument 
egainat the fallacious unreality of romantic and Victorian literature. 
00*0*00400 
But all thin in only the negative lido of the picture, where 
DouChtyIs attitude reacts against the attitudes of the age. There to 
still ,a positive side to the picture, where Doughty is Willy nilly the 
product of his own age. First cones the point of view, the perspective, 
the anale fron which Doughty looks at Arabia. He could not help what 
he Wear and what he was) dotex lined it. As the son of a squire and the 
deecendant of a long line of distinguished aristocracy# pride in class 
and. race and in himself C =e naturally to him. Vis-r-vin ary person 
he meets in Arabia' be he a prince or a governor or a commoner, Doughty's 
reaction depends on two points not one, an outer criterion and. an inner 
feeling. The criterion was the other person's acceptance or rejection 
of Doughty's cause. The inner feeling was that of superioritys the 
superiority of civilization, of country, of racer and of knowledge and 
personality. If the other person uz friendly, the feeling remained 
donut in DouChty'a heart or ehowad itself in a mild gentle way, if 
the other man Was unfriendly all the pride in Doughty's self orupted to 
tho delight of readers Who prize pride and the disgust of those who 
condemn it. But theco are points we shall discuss lator. 
Lot us record hero that the pride gras the product of the Mid. 
Nineteenth Century, when the might of England end the wealth of England 
were at their highest, when the reign of Victoria ace bringing back to 
English minds the patriotic forvour of Elizabeth's reign. The prido 
was the product of Darvinien progressive ideas,, showing lien as the 
highest point in Natural selection and Nature's creation. The pride 
was the result of confidence in his own worth, to much as in his race 
and country. If Doughty were to go to Arabia after the Wcrld 'rear when 
humanity in Lurope was showing nakedly its deeper darker Cri=er sides 
it is possible that his pride miCht have been lens eurof end his judgement 
of human weaknesses less severe, As he wes he could not help it. And 
he could not help the moral outlook which colours all his work A 
Journey to Arabia or anywhere else, to Doughty, could not only be a simple 
scientific piece of research. Science itself wn part of a moral imie. 
It could not be a mere excursion into the field of aesthetics, for 
aesthetics would only bo -part of a moral outlook, And the moral outlook 
hP. d itself a Uineteenth Century colour. The judgements pasned did not 
depend on on objective evaluation of all the relevant facts. They 
depended on a criterion, outwardly Christian, but inwardly tainted with 
Utilitarian ends. Lyon his Chrioti. nity itself in "Arabia Deserta" in 
unlike the Christi , pity of earlier r., co. Although he goes all tho way 
as a Christian, vis-a-vis 1 oslern tnd shows ca e phasized inilatod pride 
is his Christianity, he at times Choweýtr&ces of the doubts that rent 
apart than hearts and minds of Victorian thinkers. Sontotime one feels 
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that he is on the side of ccienco end not religion. The effects of 
the turmoil we have already disc=zed arcs here at their clearest. 
Althouth Dou, hty'o own brand of Christianity to not clearly defined 
herog the component parts are heret points that were indeed peculiar to 
the Nineteenth Century. 
Another peciiiRrly Nineteenth Century basis is the scientific 
knowler3 s in geography, 1.; *o10 y, sacohLe010cr End sociology, on which 
Douihty'm work in Arabia was based# and to which Doughty added a gre,. t 
deal. We are not dealing with Doughty the coiontiet, and the only effoct 
of it on him which interests us hexe in his prefer&ncio for objoctivity, 
end the effect of it in his book in the solid matter-of-. fectnnur with 
which he confronts us in his scientific peoereo. 
Part of that scientific basis perhaps needs it little expansion 
and explanation! for one aide issue of Yiie journey wen the effect it had 
on the Oriental tnd Sonitic atudiem in Europe. It in possible that 
Doughty know little about that field *hon he decided to go into Arabiat 
but he know a lot core about it when he ct. ýco back. Oriental and Semitic 
studios beet-me ono important side preoccupying his mind. In the book 
thero are indication of the ci ount of knowledge he gained in that field 
in the period between his Journey's end, and the writing of his boo'x. 
That knowles to which is st the back of "Ar, Abin Doe rte" van learnt from 
the, tineteenth Century orientalists and t eir theories. In the rough 
copy (first vorsion revised by Doughty on 21/11/1833) of Doughtyto lecture 
to the Royal G"ographtanl Society about his ' rttvels in North-Western 
Arabia and ire jd', Doughty makes this point clear. Of lrnbia's religious 
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signifieaanco, he eve there, "It is manifest to allthat the, foreign 
Semitic faiths have long since dominated our 'entern World. , 
It is 
then an interesting question who were the primitive indwellers of this 
ancient Semitic soils", Again we read in the ssno veriton, "In one 
aspect - that of the soil "- Arabia of all lands is that which con laczt 
interest us; but in another anpest it shall be seen to intorect us highly, 
and in one point more then all for if wo must believe, with many most 
learned n In this kind of studies, that all Semites are of the Arab 
stock, then is Arabia the field of Cemiticm". 
Doughty knew that the 'learned men in this kind, of Utuaee', 
the Orientalinta of the Nineteenth Century, were not till of one mind. 
They Were at ono on the importance of soiitic Studien for the Understanding 
of rellaio'ns cnd on the neceeeity of the study of the Ser3itee in their own 
lands. As G. A. Barton puts it in his "ßetch of Semitic Originst social 
end Ue1t ious" - "To understand the earliest religiouc conceptions of the 
Semitic peoples, we must stud the social organization in 'which they ' he4 
their birth; and to form a correct theory of their socifal' organization 
it ie necessax7 to etudy ita yhycicel emiro=ent"o 
-[ SAY. 'i .-9 
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but the orientaliste wore not at one an to the location of the 
cradle of the Soi itio dace. Socio like Gutdi and H==01 and Von Kremer, 
, whose book Dou hty 
carried 
with him into Arabia, thought the cradle of 
the Scmites wan Babylonia. Rommel later ýcb ngea his rind end chßco ih 
Rt 
btaaopotmia. Palgr£vo, Garland lizid the great Iüoldoke put forward the 
iypotheois that the Sez itee 'started in Africa. aledemnnn'and Da Morgan 
.1 .";,.., y"p 
and Erman that ht p they bega an n in Arabia and then moved into Africa. 
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But most of the orientaliate, to Doughty seid, considered 
Arabia the Sc=itic cradle. Sprongor, Doughty'e groat friend, b sos 
his opinion on the theory rhich ceya that historical la vs do not mcko 
it feasible that c riculturictc should become nomadic. Nomad Arabia 
comer first, "Nold is the vastness", nays Sprenger, "..... which has 
impressed its character upon the Ceraitee. " Later on he wrote that, 
"All Semites are according to my conviction, successive lnyºera of Arabs". 
Sayce in turn doolarec that "The Semitic traditions all point to Arabia 
an the original home of the race. It is the only part of the world 
which hn remained exclusively SSertite". He arya that the racial 
charcterjatjr5of the Semite - intensity of faith, ferocity, exclusiveness 
end imagination - can beat be explained by a desert origin, 
Schrader 
breed his ohoice of Arabia as the cradle on a comparative discussion of 
the religious, linguistic, historic-Beographieal relati o no of the various 
Semitic peoples and their lands. De Coeje, Dourhty's friend and helper 
vith the glossary of the Arabic %iordc in the "Arabic", said, in an , cadoaio 
address that central Arabia was the first horns of they Semites; and Wright, 
one of the Syndics of CambridCe' TSAiveraitg Press at the time of the printing 
of the "Arabia" accepts the view in his "Comparative Crrar of the 3cmitio 
Languages". 
Now Doughty aaroen with the last theory; but even inside Arabia 
itself he chooses a more liiitod part Cß the earliest cradle. in the 
above-mentioned lecture he ar-ye, Burkhardt and after him others of treat 
authority on the subject of Arabia, hVva looked upon ZIajd as the true 
mother-country, the heart or breast of Arabia; but I know not hoc justly, 
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or whether E1-"YQien were not rather of-patm or 'Womb' of Arabia". 
That is the theory behind the "Arabia" and it is clearly the product 
of Nineteenth Century E ropoan Orientalisn. 
With It end indeed at the back of it it the religious factor; 
for the interest in Arabia and in the Semites in general nprrsnc fron 
the fact that Christicnity, the religion of Europe wag itself 9 Senitia 
export. In trying to understand the Scnttes and Arabia, the attempt 
was mado to unravel the secrets and beginnings of the reli&ion which 
was woven into the texture of European life. The Orientalists and 
Doughty himself in his Orn wey# woro tryint to understand themoolvee 
and their own civilization by studying Arabia. Arabia, as we have, 
said, wan one key towards the understanding of the Holy Book, 
But Arabia was now the land of another faiths the faith of 
Ie1tn. Thus the problem of Christian-IslrAio relationship comes to 
the foreground, important in defining the perspective of the author, 
end important in our undorctending of the bo*. This has a long 
uninterrupted hintory, remaining almost the svne from the piddle Agee 
till the Nineteenth Century, a relationship rarely of city and almost 
always of undiluted e=ity; which even the idealized fanciful csorld 
of the "Arabian IiChts" has done nothing to mitigate or alloy. Doughty 
is indeed one in the lone line of European writers on Islamic themos, 
in a movement which started more then ton centuries ego and included 
Ramon Lull end Pedro A1c&1a in the Middle Ages en it did Scalicor and 
Pocock in the Renaios, nco, and later Sprenger end Do Goeje end Wright and 
1Suir in the Nineteenth Century. Doughty's debt to that movement, to the 
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contemporaries as Ve11 as to the foreruinors, has never been fully 
roelizod or otuäiod. That is why I find it imperative to give core 
apace for the study of the Luropaen xnd then the English attitude towards 
Islam, Lob=ed and Arabia, 
As late ca 1897 Sir Wiliicm Muir wrote in his *'1ohvmraedan 
Controversy ; end other Indian Articles" that, "Mohr=edaniatu is porhrps 
the only undisruised end fo=ldable) antvgonist of Christianity ..... in 
Islra we have an aetivo and powerful enemy .... " rid then he refers to 
the 'long period of twelve centuries, during which Christirnity hers been 
in contact with her mortal foe'. In the socond article in that book, 
n article he had already published in 18529 Muir writes, "'Within the 
i . ot ton or twenty yearst 
the mind of Christian Europe, has been directed, 
With more studious earnestness and dispassionate inquiry, towards the 
rise of lsl=: then in any preceding period". Ile refers to the studies 
of Weilt of Do Percival ead. of Sprenger! DouChty's great friend. 
Now 3prorcr's opinions of the Moslem$ of the oerliost ors as 
free--or and boldor than those of later tines is poxhrpa the stne on 
Doughty'a contention in the "drbbitt', that earlier Aroba tore more 
ingenious and more industrious than the Arabs of his day. Spronser's 
belief that Uohr od was it neon of a week and cunning mind, is not reflected 
on the pm«as of the "Arabia"p but the ©xnity and the hostile attitude, 
towards the Prophet rnd his teachings are certainly there in both authors, 
Moth ncra part of the long historical hostility. And no study of the 
background of "Arabia Deserta" can be complete without a ctailed study 




Doughty has s,, ia tbet before going on his Arabian journey, he 
hp, d not read any of the books of the earlier travellers into Arabia, 
end there is no reason why wo should not believe him# Yet this is 
truth, but not the whole truth. Put that wz'y his words might mislead 
us, for Doughty was not at all ignorant of writings on Arabip end the 
Arabs and Ialem even before he left the shores of bland. I do not 
ßpy thPt Doughty even in those eerly days had the intention of going to 
or writing on Arabia, or that he deliberately cterted there end then to 
read what can written on Islam end the Arabs. All I want to say is that 
in his vast recdiin the authors of Europe and Britain, and in the body 
of English literature which Doughty chose as his ideel and which he studied 
so fully that it went into the coking of his character and his outlook in 
literature es well as in life end thought, there were no many things about 
Islam end the Arabs* In those early authors Doughty was reading, he 
could not help coming across wri-tings on the Moslems and their religion 
and culture, either an influences on wraps n thought or as targets for 
the attacks of most of these early writers. In it right then to neglect 
these older books and Guthors in any study of Doughty'a outlook towards 
the Arabs end Islss in " "abia 1osert¬ t'? If it were Purkherdt, Burton 
or Palgravos it would have been enough to study the ideas current on Ialea 
in the riddle of the Nineteenth Century. Eat in the csno of Doughty wo 
must go back to the earliest of hie English sources to discover the secrets 
of hic complex feelinC6 expressed in "Arabia Dceerte". 
Perhaps it was. not intentional or Conscious on the part of DouGhtyj 
but the lino he took from his early dZ. Ys hVd led hißt in time to what he Irrtor 
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called the Test* - Habit. And vthan he want into Arabia Pnd otmo back, 
and started to write his book, ell the bits and all the patched that he 
hgd coma ccrose in his earlier rerding3, were recalled end used tad had 
c. great bearing on his attitude of mind end on his work. That is why 
we have to begin at the beginning end study what he had read of Islam 
and the Trab© in his earliest possible readings. It is not elw ys 
possible to stete in certainty what Doughty has or has not read, but 
the detailed study of his literary sources in our second chapter must 
help us deal with this particular problem of the background to his 
Arabien work, There is no need for a detailed study of the reletione 
between Islamic and Western Christian Culturosg or between Arabic and 
English literatures. A hint 'vtllp I hopes suffice. What I propose to 
do is to select only the instances in English literature, where there iss 
anything on , slam or about the Arabsp end where there might be the 
possibility that Doughty bra come across them cnd been influenced by them. 
Doughty has chosen his fiold of literary otudioo, when he had 
docidod to tike up literature rn his vocation, in great care t nd deliberation. 
And the great period he chow, an we have already explained was that of the 
foziativo yon of the later Middle PgGa and the early Renciesance1 The 
ein wes decidedly not the study of anything Arabic or Ielanic, but Arabic 
and Islamic thought had. a groat influence on the authors he was ctudyinZ. 
We do not knov if Doughty knew anything about Abrehan b. E. raj the Andalusien 
Jew Who travelled to britain in 1159 and 1159, bringing with him the 
knowledge of realen Spain. But Doughty could not have osor. -ped herixing of 
or reading about Adolerd of Bath, who in tho first quarter of the Twelfth 
ý.... 
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Century travelled extensively in Moslem Sptin and 3yria. Adelerd end 
those who followed him like Robert of Cheater Pnd Daniel Morley! liko 
Doughty himself end like Doughty's "Mansou1" trrvollec to the "1pat, 
to Morley tells use "to seek the wiser philoeoph-rs of the universe". 
in the Thirteenth Century comes the greeter n=o of Uichael Scott, who 
studied Hebrew cnd Arabic and brought to Western Europe for the first 
time, in tenslstions from Arzbio, the works of Aristotle. Michael 
Scott, and. Roger Bacon, were oortFinly influenced by the culture of 
the Arabs in Spain and Sicily. 
One does not expect to find any substantial proof of any 
relation between Doughty and those early scholars, but the more mention 
of those nies in aXr study Of Doughty will become perfectly Juetifieblc 
as $ooa " ws came to the host of English poets and writers throughout 
the I'ourteenth, the Fifteenth end the Sixteenth Centuries, who were all 
in various decrees influenced by these early schol . rs" ddo need not be 
reminded F ein that this wen the period end these were the authors cha$cn 
by DouChty as the foundation of hie literary style and Output, His 
choice to wo said had nothing to do with Arabic studies, but nevertheless 
Doughty in drinking deep of that fountain, has at the name time drunk 
and. assimilated the things about Islem and the Arabs that were there. 
And the effect necesoarily showed itself then he CVmO into direct conttat 
Frith tbO WOrld of ! rabic. Let us then, briefly folicw th() threndr, Of 
writings on Xolcm and the Arabs in Lergland, Coy,, r sind Chvucor, in 
Ly4 to Snd Dunker, in Eratmua end Sonligrer, in Ufundeville and lltUuyt 
cnd Sandyo end tho rest of e12 those ncIa. en that were deer to the hevrt 
of Doughty. 
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Literature is always the mirror of the age and either directly 
or indirectly reflects tho notions And reactions in the life and minds 
of the people, end Zelen at that early p, 4rioi1 was the arch enory of 
Chrictirnity. By the time the Prophet of Ialci eppepred in Arabia to 
transform the livoe of its tribal hordes rnd void then into e novr mighty 
power of faith and belief, Europe vzn, oil of it, under the sign of the 
Cross, end Christianity's first et enemy of pegrnism wns corzplotely 
subdue d. 
Christi . n1ty was the Univ©riul Religion' certainly to e11 its 
ttdheronta, and almost certainly in all the important parts of the world 
of man at thc: t time. There was no other religion worthy of the nt e 
except the Jewish I+'eith, but even that WE. u thought to be a, faction, 
which instand of fulfilling its own true prodierment, allowed itself to 
MQP, nder Pad turn ofd' the main course. 
Then o me Is1m, which in a few years was able to destroy the 
Empiro of Persia and challenco the might of the Eastern Ronan Empire. 
then on the bnn: e of the Tam k, two years after the death of Mohe ads 
! holid dofeated the mies of Emperor Aeracliue and opened the wry to 
tho cpecd ' occupation of Syria end the Holy Lend, the world of Christianity, 
for the first tine, faced defeat at the hands of a younger 'religion'. 
In a few more yearn the follo ers of the Prophet had occupied Jerusalem 
itself, oubmered the couthorn ohorea of the Mediterranean, and invaded 
Europe itcoif, across the str*itn into Spain end Sicily. Thus Islam 
became for all the inhabittnts of Lumpe, the Great derer, ,. n& the arch- 
oneny" 
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In totes of rellgi, on, Md religion then reigned supreme in 
the life of men on both eider, the i oelez were fighting people who in 
their opinion hid devinteä fr the true path of religion, znd who had 
turned Religion itself to serve their own selfish ends. To succeed in 
oonvertinZ e. Chri r ti rn to Iel nn re rot for the Moslem s. n tot of ob arity 
end duty towerds God and Urn, for his, he believed, was the main stroem 
of Religion, flowing from the beginnir e of Creation through Abraham *, nd 
Hosea end Tesus, himself. This vvs the true fulfilment of the signs and 
prophecies in the pure religion of er ly Judaism and early Chrtntirý. ni. ty. 
In tern of xeligicn, F1180, Por the ChriOt&sna in Europo: for 
vrhoa Christianity cris 'the religion', Islt could at best be a 'faction', 
a chip of the huge tree, throe-n rt y and lost by the machinations of a 
'misguided' impostor, end at its warst the way of the devil. Mohrrz¬a. d 
himself was either the cnorq of God, the Devil hinsoll, or the enemy of 
Chriat, the , anti--Christ, and 
in terns of the alder ChristiPn-Pagan clvt, h, 
Was hiu3elf n, p an sod. ! 1ohrnmad, in its corrupted form of 'tinhoun', 
became in the iiiddlc AAesi and in the early dPyn of the Renaissance, and 
Im still ccmeti sea used (1) an equivalent to the devil. 'B1nw. atry' 
beds thus the worship of the devilo or the religion of idols. Chr'istien 
heretic, or pr Zen god or devil or false prophot, i'oht mad occupies a 
pre in3nt place cmong tho bated ob3ecte of Yeäieve2 end Renzineence Christion 
Europa, end is reflected over rwhere in the literature of the period. 
The most importent lftorexy product of the Middlo Aces is pert ps 




the body of rc apnCea coven around the awes of Arthur and Charlex gne, 
notably in Britain and in France. Both those two hereon were paid to 
hevo fought for the Chrietien Faith, Their enemies were eaid to be 
prgP, ne, r=Ong whoa the 'Saracens' were included. Even Stonehenge with 
its early pagan connections was called 'Strsen (Saracen) Stonec'. The 
atme confusion between paganism and Is1em is found in the pages of the 
famous "Chansons de Cesteß". "The Chanson de Rollend" tells horn Ring 
Marsilies went after his detect at the hinds of Chsrlet egne, back to 
SErgosss,, where his followers began to destroy their gods Apollin, 
Tervcgsn and Uahut ot. The last they throw into a ditch, whero he was 
devoured by meine and clogs. When Rolland defeated the p8yni t giant 
'Verncju', the latter cried to 'Uahoun and Jubiter' for help and 
delivery. nco. 
In England in the Z iddle Ages, Uuha zaad is rnferrod to in 
i111eua of it ieabuxy'e "Gaeta Raum Anglorum" (Book II, 189) but 
thin work remained in nrnuscript till the Elizabethan , Age. But there are 
references to Mu! 2. -=ad and his religion in most of the 8fonaetio chronicles 
of the period. The fullest account is that of Vincent of Beauv t1s 
"Speculum lilotoriale" (Books fIi, Cheptors XXIV -. LXVIII), which gathers 
together all the legend=7 material known on the oub joet until the 
Thirteenth Century. In the worke attributed to Luycnon (a favourite of 
Doughty) there are two referencos to Tervcjßnt, once as a God of Rome, 
and again Es a Stt o Cod. 
In the Fourteenth Century Ralph Eigden'Q "Polychronicon" wee 
compiled, and in the reign of Edward IV, this was translated by John of 
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Trevina.. In it there is e reference to L uh ad ae a master of 
witchcraft &ad necromancy. That work was one of the earliest books 
printed in tho Fifteenth Century by Caxton. 00o Cntcn'a first printed 
book, the first book over to be printed in Englands the "Dicta rnd 5 rings 
of the Philosophers" (1477) was irontct11y a work based on an Arabia 
original,, the "Kitab Mukht; r ¬º1-hikan wn-mahsain 01-Tti1t3" compiled in 
"0 
1033 by the FCrptian & !rb ubv: hshir b. Fatik, which consisted of many 
philosophio quotations end proverbo, und wee trtnclatod into mp-ny European 
1FU4, uß. 
Agsiny the Mystery p1cya, which serve in mazy ways as the 
living chronicles of the Ego# and the surviving forms of which were 
mostly written in the Fifteenth Century, provide us with many ex=ilea 
of this early Christian misrepresentation of Isla and its Prophet,, The 
simple man who simply preached that there is no god but God becomes a god (1) 
in a penthQon beoido Apollo, Jupiters Liars tnd Juno. Even his book beco. cn 
o god by the nme of Al Caron. The Uoa1ema in these playa usually swear 
'by M , houn' or 'Sire iahoun'. When 
dofeated in battles which is alwryo, 
they curse their god, and when they win, which was only once (2), they 
burn frankincense in front of their idols, drink the blood of bees ts, and 
feast on rille end honey. 
In acme of theme playoj 'lehoun' is worshipped by othor followarr3 
than Uoeler s. (3) The Queen Of Usrcylie (Msrseille) Cake the King to do 
(1) D. P. Smiths "Islam in tnnlish Literature". 
(2) in "The sowdorl of Babylon". 
(3) In "Mary Ungdaleno" in the Di, by Cyole. 
. z'S .ý rt. y..... 4ä«t.... a tl ý.. sf da9" 




special reverence to 'lahoun', and there starts s complete religious 
service, very much like a vuig r parody of the Christir... n hassj folloored 
by a horrible show of t ohommad'e holy r, ºlice, his neck-bone end eyelid. 
Mohammad the false god is turned into Moh ad the demon in ooze of the 
plays on "The Harrowing of äe11" -; here in the various Cycles. The idea 
of all the false gods shown in hell as demons was very much older than 
"Paradise Lost", end. Uohvmmad w"za no exception. Langland in "Piers 
Flo an" somehow reconciles the various Medieval ideas about iiohv=ad 
into his pvCeo. In (Passus xxI) he is vmong the infernal powers. In 
(Passus XVIII) he is a 'lushburgher'= a counterfeit. He evYof 
"gen ßindeth that Ua1casde was a many christened 
And a Cardinal of Court..... *" 
Uohaa as was a Cardinal of Rome who avid unsuo0esifully to 
become the pope, end because of hie failure fled into '3yrie' e. nd started 
to deceive the ignorant people into believing him to be the messenger of 
God. II. tutet a dove to ert corn off hie eere, en& when it co rmto 
pick the grains, while he wes preaching, he would tall the people it was 
the beeror of e hetvenly 12essrges end tu the people would then kneel in 
reverence. 
"Thus U k&meds in misbelief, rann and c vn brought 
And his lore they liven thum... "... ýý 
John Gower's "Confoscia Auu itis" nl5o go? o into the story off' ahFr äd 
end Ia1Era (i)s end strenEely c ouch the oonfo5scr shQV hi self against 
the killins of the Mollen. 
the Mn of 1ewt line 236). 





(1) Volume III i3ook 111. 
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In the following contury comic's Jobn LvOgptpt ind ho hpe much 
to Fsr, v ºbout the prophot of 1s1=f but adds littler thrt vpo not coc* non 
in the story "off Mechom+ t the f +ls proi he to". (1) HO w vll he, 'º' e wf 
"low kyorhpae", echo urcd hiss knowleAC of witchcreft to mt4rry the rich 
Qu Pn 'C:, rdige. n' (T Corogpn, -nd '. s icing fights Hore. clius 'nit occupinn 
the äppt rs f-r Ps Alex ndrh. i3eo! use he wpn pffllcte d with epilepsy, 
hei 1n r1 the fit:, as vinit" fror the ArchpnCe1 C{=bri"1, bringing, 
hic the v vord of Cid. About his deeth Lydg,, 4tc reizte Phe -ide p"pd 
story of Moh¬rnmmd being; runkg P rid omtwn by v herd of s in p which is 
su; ons. d to e7plcin why HosleLs do not drink, wine or +'et pork. As for 
hin ter. chings: he seems to hevc known that Friday were the Uoe1emn' Srbhlth, 
but he erpleins it by linking it with "Friday" es the "Dios Vererin" in 
the Roman Colend xp end epv$ thº; t Uah mmad msde ºFridry' the dA. y of 
worship beccuso of Venus: (2) Yet the most ervg , orate of these Jod. ievaj 
extrevnjpncee seems certpiniy to be thPt of 13111 n Dunbar, 'ho hes mv. da 
': lehoun' not one of the infernal poworo ca1. yp but the 'wpstpr of ceremoniee' 
in hell in his 'Drunce of the Sevin Doidly S, ynntc', 
Those fantastic and grotosquo lejenda brood 04 the ignorpnce end 
the cuperotitiouw beliefs of the Middle A,; eap were indeed hard to die, 
The Sixteenth Century carried it any rith little chfingee, to the etrjy 
Seventeenth. They nhovr their porii : tenco more in the field -f DrPne thzn 
anywhere also. Skoitcn refers to thet when he wrote in nwh1 corp ye not 
(1) Pzrt III, Book IX. 
(2)' Bao%C V, Peaes 132-34. 
77,77-7,7, 
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to Court? " (. t ;' 275) "Lyl-' , rhr-)und in plf: ". " It is nnougb to give 
Arc p7rm3lcn from the .; soot air i n^nt P1rnc n rf 8lizabethnn dry ' rtiütn. 
Ut'°1(um 'R "1'w urldrlnn pert, !, as vrriou: t . '. d1 vv1 refDrcnors t«+ Moherr. mad 
nd Iý2ýra. OTccn+, s, tCin¬; of setrala (1) for xýc, p1Aý e*, "A r9 pB, "cred 
hacýAt, ', und bri n, n In the tbeurd story of blob rnäd'ýs cOfffn hut- till 
th^t cý.. v, "°)n stet'ly 1. eccn's tc pl"-roof". Rob'rt Gr no'e "Al phonnun 
Kir<, - -f A"q--r, " , -vd. crb"-, rt Drbone'e NA Chrinti¬n turn' d Turke" cr , bz, s©d 
on I¬ 1rmic thr egg and In they letter e. 'heed' of t. ncemi-t plrys e conspicuous 
pert. In Shek; -speir , there is no dire*ot mention of In1rn Pnci ! oh¬=pd. 
There arm tu rgin-. 1 2oe1om chrrvctors 1ikc the Moroccen prince in "The 
Uerchent of Venice, but Ielrm itself is never elludc-I to directly, except 
once or twin' vbFn the word I mummet' in used. (P) But then tho word itself 
had coxae to renn not en idol, but a puppet or tool. Er tr in 'i{irº Leer" 
reefers to the cru+-l fiend "2E. hun" who is clearly "2v-houn"* the corrupted 
cord from Moh nursed. The prophet vptrt, 90h, -MmeArns Oro shorn in 
E1izebnthun Drina to elmaya treacherous, Co much so that sometimes their 
oaths to their God are thczselves treecherous - being Conscious bribos 
not raernt to be fulfilled! 
Besides Diu y Literature in gon'ra1 in full of the enure. 
Spenser himself is not free from it. The peynim in "Tho Fp. irie Queene" 
(III vii, 47) swoe" by "Turm ; aunt end Lh hound". Sir Wa1t., r Rt 1 igh 
likens BF. nk3' fcºouo homo to Uohzm9d' o Hove, bath bi ng traino j by men 
(1) 2 Tembur1i1ne, Ip iii 62-67. 
(2} I I1"azv IVY III iii line 95: pnd I H-nry VI, I, 11,140. 
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to ao thoit tricks fnr thm. m. Thor; a Nesbe refers twice, to the 'dr+ve' 
lbgnnd« And Fulke Croville in "A TrentinG of Uonarcby" (+ttin^a 510, ) 
writo i ": khomet bi ncrlf Pn Idol npkpo 
And draws m nkirld to Meche for his se'-o. " 
Another great source of tbess absurditiP*! o b aides the drna 
and the poetry of that eget is the body of travel literature written 
about the Moslem lande at that period. Some of it was bnscsd on actual 
trawls into the Middle Etn&'= end ewe of it was nothing but the f-, -tile 
imp¬ir., r, ti on of its , uthore. But generrlly epefxki r the lej; Pnda end 
superstitions which eolourot to an unbelievable dkgree the writings, of 
the poets end dr'riatieto were : ele, tively checked by the knowledge gel nod 
about the Modem borne. Of the book avid to be written by sir john 
Mandeville, the first sixteen chapters of pert I err about his travels 
in the LLiddle East* in chapter YID which in about hin travels in i vpt, 
he tolls us how he fouu4; ht as a soldier of the Sultan of F ypt, in his war 
egeinat the todouina, who etrtngoly enough, coakof their meet end fish by 
the r Yn of the sun. Chiptor VIII doecribee the wy to Simi, end 
chapter IX the habits of the bodouins of Sinai. Cheptcre X to XIV arg 
about Jerusalem end the Holy Lpnd, and chapter XV ccnteins en account of 
the Uosleran end that he soya ern their 13 a end cugtc . ýý rr irr lý, t s 
the interesting and as r contrast to Doughty's ývf artinn If. lnlF, 
pertinent convorantion beten hir oolf r: rd thF: Suiten nbý. ut the evil, v,,, ys 
of Chriatir, no in tho{ r lands* fen gville'n trtvc1 s, ; hi ch sr, % q'i d to be 
nothing but a clever roproduction from vrrioue Prrltor trnvrllPrn, (1. ) r. pont 
(1) Spot If. Lottos "Sir John ; op. ndev1lla, the ; '-r, P, n ilia Book". 
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the eTtraveg uit mnd wild pictures that Christiane draw of "Paradise 
in the Koren", which Doughty Significantly 1nbcls es "their fcola' 
peradiae". (1) 
But if Mandeville is suspected of htvi travelled only on 
the ptgee of a book, others htvca indeed gone to the Uetrr E "t in mind., 
soul end body. Of these, there to 'Dynes Uoryuon', sý roan who boing, 
like Doughty, of independent mnens, decided to sf-e thR vaorld, not for 
commercial or political rea3ons, but to , uench 
a desire for knowledge, 
In his second journey (1595-1597) he visited Constantinople, Asia Minor, 
Syria, Palasetino and other parts of the Ottomon Empire. Like Doughty 
tgain he was careful to record his experiences in notes, fron which he 
started, when he was bevok hone, to compose his 'Itinorary', The Latin 
version was not publiehed, but an Entlieh tr. nslation by the author 
himself fron published. Like Doughty he shore a tendency to speak up 
boldly and criticize quickly, yet when a quarrel was at band h® again 
like Doughty, was very patient and slow to pick a quarrel, 
Unlike Uoryaon woo Thonao Coryet, whose second journey god 
him in 1612 to svi1 from Venice to Constantinople, end trovol in Crocco 
end Asia inor, cýnd to steil later from Smyrna to EC, ypt, where he visited 
Cairop and then went to Palentine. From Syria he joinoc s ce. revrn to 
Doeopottmie, end trr,, volled ecros3 Southern Persia to Kendehvr, Lahore 
and ,t ra. Ho net the ; ouu1 Emperor Jehee it in 16169 end d1 d Chile 
journeyiz near Donbey. The records of this long journey by this Jolly 
1) ý'Xn Paradise"! c11cges iIrndevillc, "The Moste bolicrvcvj that each man shall h me eighty wives all taa, iden ": - Part I' SA-15, 
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rnd jovious pedestri*n are included in the collectionq of Stmuol Purchea, 
where Doughty must have read them. The third traveller is Willicra 
Lithgov ºho is sometimes cnnnidsred Cornat'o disciples end rho travelling 
on a pedeatrien mootl r, like him ma. ntor, went to Conntrentinople, Syrie, 
Pt lestine and thin scroan the Sine, i desert like Doughty to -pte end 
then returned home. His "A Delectable end True Discourse of en admired 
and peinefull perogrinetion" was published twice end was used leier by 
Purchas, where again Doughty must have read it. 
Thin comtso Sir Thomas Herbert who 'pit to Persir+ in 1627, and 
wrote hic "Sohn Yearns Travels Into Divers Ptrts of Asia end Afrique" 
(1639). In spite of some knowledgp- of Islgm which his book eho7n, he 
earn thnt the letters of fäohrnmed's nfn1N uAre up the number 666, which 
in "the i r-. rk: e of Antichrist"# and relates come mirreles of 1Zohrmmed which 
he alle en were c. entioned in the Koren. Lest cones George Ban&is, 
whose book Doughty had certainly studied in 'Purcha. n', and was Greatly 
influenced by. Sandra was like Dou. hty n product of the highor classes, 
which to Aristocracy added Religion, for he sºM the son of an Archbichop 
of York. Like him en nies of his journey was to put the finishing touches 
in the traditional education of a gentlemen, and like hin his Europein 
journey was unoxpectedly extended to include the Isltmtc lands. Like 
Doughty his archaeoio; icel interests are shown in his description of the 
ruins of Troy m journey carried him to Const u tinople, wig itinor, 
Egypt end Peloatino end then beck haue to England. His 'Journeys was 
published in 1615 and was so popular that it went into four editions end 
wee used by Purohes. His knoaleege of Is1cn is elmoet perfect, but the 
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enraity to Uohpcnmed'® religion, "hie irreligious religion" (1)# va he 
cello it, nti11 exists and still goal unºitigeted. 
Our last Jacobean traveller is Sir Henry Blount, who Was no 
lass an aristocrat than Sendys or Doughty. His journey Pcroas the 
Balkan led him to Constantinople, nn the wake of the fire which burnt 
the great city in 1633. From there he went to Rhodes end Egypt, where 
he particularly visited the Feyüm. Blount was like Doughty, cfvpetent, 
conscitntious end elweye serious-minded, and he was no leas critical of 
the Moslems. His book called "Voyage into the Levant" (1636) was 
included in Thomas Oeborne's "Collection of Voyages end Traveler (I, 540), 
where Doughty must have read it. Colleotions of travel books like those 
of llckluyt end Purches were used ®ottculouoly by Doughty in his oarii®r do7c, 
Another source of trtvel literature almost certainly known to 
Doughty in his earliest period before he started his travels, is the 
body of work produced by those whose aim was to servo their country in 
the fields of commerce and politics. From the early years in the reign 
of Elizabeth England started to flatter the Ottonen Sultan as One of her 
possible allies . gainet Philip II of Spain. Later when England wan 
saved from invasion and conquest, the reason changed, but the attempts 
to gain commercially and politically were carried on by a long line of 
Ambassadors to the Porte. Later still! English cmbansadoro found their 
way to the court of the Shch of Persia. The Shirleya were the dost fenoun 
and the most important of the Stuart envoys to Persia, Although neither 
(1) 310 3a4dyo' Journey= Pee 53# 
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Turkey nor Persia are perte of the Arab World, these trevollero end their 
fectucl reports had a groat effect in gradually killing; the legends 
invented in the Diddle Alec and bolievod in the Renaissance. Apart 
froe that genoral contribution, they had a spacial effect on Doughty's 
knowledge of Islamic themes before he went into Arabia. He must have 
read at least some of these ambassadors' reports in his meticulous studies 
in Sixteenth and 3eventoenth Century English Literature. One significant 
quotation about English diplomatists in the East used in the "Arabia" 
comes from a famous saying of Sir Henry Wotton about ambassadors in 
foreign countries. 
iiov these travellers have gone to the Islamic countries, met 
Uoslens azd seen their landsl and each in his turn acme beck to tell the 
stor7 of his experiences with theca. Facts were bound to show, and all 
the legends and superstitions cMt the prophet of Isles and his religion 
and his people and their lives were bound to charge, except the emotional 
antipathy. 2äost of the travellora of the early period were obliged to 
praise the virtues of life in the Islamic countries. Those who met Islam 
during the Crusades for example would not believe their eyes, finding that 
the Moslems were leading a better life than theirs. Their experiences 
rere the reasons for ono (1) or two (2) bright spots in the di , al story m 
of ernity between Christian Europe at that time and the world of leltn. 
(1) Gower's Confessor, for eumple, who states that the Gospel 
does not tell to kill the Saracen. 
(2) Mandeville's praise of Moslem Virtueo, 
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Yet even there the idea was that Uosloms were virtuous in "Its, of 
their religion end not beccuse of it. (1) The Moslem Religion was 
evil to them and evil could not beget good. And because there was 
good in them there was the hope that they sometime in the future would 
become Christians. (2) The only difficulty they thought would delay 
that process was the sensuous attractions and the sexual licence in 
this world and the other, which Isles held out to keep its adherents 
and gain proselytes. (3) No one, then, was able to keep his Christian 
belief in abeyance, and try to give the religion of the Moslems a fair 
and objective deel# not even when it gras clear that the world of Isles 
was such more advanced, Lruch more civilized then the dark world of 
Medieval Christianity in Europe. Perhaps that was asking too much, 
for it is almost impossible to cant aside notions end beliefs imbued 
into the mind when the mind is still in its impressionable period. 
A third source of know1edeo of 1Q1Cuic themes in DouChty's 
earliest period is indeed the religious controversies that reged within 
the body Of Christianity in Europe in general and Enalsnä in psrticulerl 
controversies of which Doughty read fully boforo he wont to Arabic, and 
(1) Sir Henry Blount in his "VOyrges into the Levant" o , ya "These fair works ..... seemed to me like dainty fruits growing out 
of a dunghill. " (I9 340)" 
(2) cog. Piers P10=11 L's vision of t} dey when Jews mnd Saracens 
would learn the Christien Creed (Passus f'YlII, PeCe 327), end 
Unndevillo BAYS that Moslem's boliet in Cod £nd Jesus will ceko their conversion easy (I1 87), 
(3) e# C9 no tiigden's translation of John of Trovica (Polychronicon). 
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the effects of which are knit into the fabric end fused into the spirit of 
"Arabia Deserts". As early rs the Uiddle Ages, the nz e of IsIm was used 
an a chip to strike et opponents in Christian controversies, Oppononts of 
Wyclif called hi©g for exempleg a 'MFhoret'. And later in the greatest 
religious conflagration in Europe, the breach between Roma and tho Protestants, 
the atme word can applied by both sides on each other. Catholics accused 
Protestants of beine allies of the ilahxietens in a unified attempt to 
break up the One Church of Christ. Protestants attacked Catholics as 
no less infidsba, end no less idolaters than the Uochcmetans. 
Thus whoever occupied himself ca Doughty did with these earlier 
religious contentions, was bound to read and know about I®lem end the 
Arabian Prophet, Doughty as we hcvo shown was occupied in More then 
that, in studying the growth of the Englich language and literature from 
the beginning till the heights of the golden PCe, and in studying the 
growth of civilization and culture in Britain throughout the early egea. 
Could he possibly clone his eyes to the cention of Iolrn an an ioportent 
fact, when even the children in parka and streets, end the grown-ups in 
inns, in the age of Elizabeth, were used 'to shooting the Turke't an a 
Kaport end a pastime? (1) 
But that, other thnn those general pale hostile foelinje, did 
the people of Doughty's chosen vCo9 the Elizabothans and the Jacobeans, 
know about lahm and Arabia? Dost of tho travellers in the rear East 
went to Turkey and the Leventp to Iraq vzd Persia, and not to Arabia proper. 
(1ý See. Cszadenl$ Preface to the "iiistoxy of Jý1t abßtb (1569) or Dokker'3 "The Shoomokor's Ro1iday« (III9 1), O 
.... tw... ... w...... t... < ..... .A 
+ý ..,.....,.. - 
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The old classical division of Arabia into Arabia Folizr, end Arabia Petraea 
and Arabia Deserta wen of course known to all. When Lyly in his "Euphues 
end his England" refers to the river of Arabia which chcng e gold into 
dross, end chances dust into silver, he echoes en ancient claseierl belief 
in the riches of Arabia. When Marlowe 'a Darabas refers to the rich 
Arabirns who always pey in Cold he echoes the eerie belief, When Spenser 
writes about "the wines of Greece and Araby" (Pairie Queane I! 7s 4) end 
Shakespeare says that Macbeth's foulness could not be wiped avey even by 
"all the perfumes of Arabia"f they refer rg in to that ancient belief in 
the riches of Arabia Felix, the winds of which, says Uerodotus, carry 
balmy odours to the see. To it egnin is the clear reference in Milton 
("Paradise Lost" IVY 159) to the "Sabaoen odours from the spicy chord 
Of Araby the bleat; ..... ". 
The other side, that of Arabia Dosortei must be the part referred 
to by Spencer's "boyling sands of Arabie and Ynde", ("Fairie Queene" I9VI, 35), 
and by Shakeopoaro's "vasty wilds of vide Arabia" ("Merchant of Venice"! III 
vii, 41). But an exact picture rendered by an eye-witness wate still to 
Come. Some Elizabethan travellers who want to the Year Best mr-neead to 
give an accurate picture of Arabian life. (See, for exacpl©, Sendys' 
description which is rntonishinCly similar to some of Doughty's observances. ) 
Some of theme going from Palestine to Egypt or vice-versa, menF,; ed to cross 
the Sinai Deserts which Doughty was later to consider an Arabian Peninsula 
in embryo, No Elizabethan traveller was able to visit Petrel and the road 
into Arabia proper was always closed to them, 
Yet the Elizabethans could read about the Raj to the Holy Citieo 
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of Arabia ¬. s early as 1577. An Italian turned Moslem for a time was 
able to visit tho Holy Places early in the Sixteenth Contury. 
Back in 
Rome, Ludovico di Varthema published his 'Itineraria' in 1510. From a 
Latin version of that book$ Richard filler Bede an English trennlption, 
which was included in the 1577 edition of Eden's "History of 
Traveyle". (1) 
This gavo the Elizabethans their first genuine impression of the Raj end 
the Holy Cities of Ialem. Vartheraa, for instanoeg was the first to 
mention the existence in Arabia of the unicorn, the real nature of which 
Doughty, by the wry, was the first to describe and ascertain. Varthema 
was used extensively by all the subsequent writers on Arabian themes. He 
is used by ßandys, and used for exemple by Purchan 
("Purchas his Pilgrimage 
or Relations of the torld and the Religions..... " 4th edition, Londons 
1626, Pece 226). 
In 1iekluyt's great cocpendiuan (Vt 329f) the Elizabethena read 
also another traveller telling in "A Description of 
the yearly voypge or 
pilgr1znzge of the Uuhc*ºitcaa, Turkeys and Moores unto Mecca in Arobia". 
The traveller's n=e is not mentioned, and thr INS road starts here in 
Cairo with the Egyptian pilgrimage, end not as Varthema and Doujhtyr did 
from Damascus with the Syrian Haj. Dowcverg this woe©s to be a genuine 
journey, though it could hardly avoid the usual exvZeerationo of the rte. 
The third account of a journey to the Holy Cities of Arabia is 
that of the first Englishmen who was doatinod, Pgcin as a Eioslo© for a time, 
to go to Meccs and come back to erito about it - Josaph Pittsg rboso "A True 
(1ý An edition of this w .$ published by the "Hckluyt Society in 1863 
when DoW3hty wail at Cambridge. 
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and Faithful Account of the Religion and Manners of the Uahometcna" 
was published in ETter (1704). As such it comes long oftor 
the chosen 
golden ego of Doughty, and there iss no proof that Doughty 
knew this book. 
About tho Holy Book of Ic1cs, that which the earlier )Liane k eo 
had Made into a God of the Uoalenai the E1izabethuna again knew little. 
Typical of the later Renaissance are the words of Sandya "Besides the 
positive doctrine (to itself contredictory) it is fa. rend with Fables, 
Visions Legends, and Relations" (1) which is not far different from 
Doughty's own estimate. Other than the imperfect Latin translation 
made in the Twelfth Century on the encoure C1ent of Peter the Venerable, 
and the Studies in the Quren mado by Bedwell, there wes nothing like an 
exact translation of the Quran till the trtnelation into the English 
Lannuazo in 1649 of the French version made by Sieur du $per, formerly 
the Consul of France in Aleaandriet Published in that acme year. The 
writer of the introduction to that translation, Alexander Rose, ce11s 
L 
Uuhzznd in tupontgr, end the Quren n "G 1/: aufrcy of Errors", a 
denunciation expressed long before his times and reiterated long after 
on the pis of Doughty's book. 
But the translation which wee to supersede co=pleto1y Du Ryer'o 
version, and which was certainly known and otud3Pd and used by Doughty, 
was that of George Sala 1734). Doughty door not seem to havo used Sale 
in his earlier atudiesq for Sale was an Eighteenth Century author, but he 
certainly used Sale's translation and introduction later on. iiitno s his 
use in the preparation for "Adorn Cast Forth" (Chcpter YI of this thesis), 
(1) See 8andyat Journey, Page 42. 
M. 
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Sale No. 's not the product of the Hudle Ages or the Renrirernca, when 
ignorance led to the invention of incorrect stories ebout Ia1em. He 
Dane later, when better knowledge led to a better understanding of the 
Religion end the Holy Book of Islem. The Auren was reed through 
different eyes end Muhammad eats considered in core favourable light. 
The older stream of abuse which reached its peek in the pages of Priderux 
was not altogether deed and the belief in Muhammad as Prophet and the 
quran es the Word of God wee too auch to expect. But some began to 
give Islam and the Moslem World a bettor treatment, and show whet they 
considered the good sides of the Islamic teachings. Adrian Reland'e 
two Latin treatises were translated into English in 171pß and were the 
first works an Englishman could read in his language, in which there 
was some defence of Islam against the long line of false attacks by 
European authors. Leibniz considered Uuhammad the herald of vaturel 
Religion. To Boulainvilliore Islam was preferable to Christianity 
because it is more rational. These new attempts at revaluation were 
helped by the new line of Great Arabiets from Bedwell and Pocock% in the 
Seventeenth Centurrp through Ockley and Sale in the Eighteenth, end on 
to Burkhardt, Lane and Palmer in the Nineteenth. Its highest mrnifeetmtion 
was perheps Carlyle's fvmouo second lecture on "Hero and Hero worship", 
the one called The Hero as Prophet", which va© one of the most encouregi 
results of the now '0rientslism'. 
But before ve'end this probe into the hues arena. of the beck of 
the otrge in "Arabia Deoerta", we should consider that i'porttnt side of 
the tradition of Orientaliam, that which is considered by come critics 
.. IC) - 
the dost important contribution to the ntkic of "Arabia Deserts" -I 
mean the 2e. ngur-ge side - the study of the lrnia ge of the Arabs in Europe 
in general and bland in prrticular" 
Evidence shorn that the older opinion which treated the Cruecdes 
as the main factor in the Esst-West i; oslen-Christian culturel end linguistic 
contacts aas not altogether correct. The hostile relationship which 
started on the banks of the Yarmuk between the amiss of Omar and Heracliuo 
end led first to the recession of Christian European power to the foothills 
of the Pyrenees# end the barren mountains of Southern Italy did not allow 
a protracted contact in the fields of le. ucZe and culture. But when 
calmer periods followed, two nein fields of that contact were found in 
Spain end Sicily. The contact was not in fact on a wide orpopular level. 
On that level there was only hostility and ignorant bigotry and invented 
legends, But for the more ombitious souls of thinkers and scholars the 
limo of coiunicntion 'wors not cut: w 
In most cases the contact was through translators, through Jews, 
through Oriental Christians or oonverteq. In Spain the last nemod wore 
the well known Uozcsabee (Musta'rib). Actual knowledge of the , Arabt© 
lenguvge was rare emorg the Western Scholars. bong those few were 
Robertoo Retenonsin and Bernanus Dalraata who studied Astrology end 
Mathematics in Spe. {n. These two were encourtod by Petrus Venerabilis, 
Abbot of Cluny, to translate the Quran into Latin in the 1, oifth Century 
for the first time in Europe. On Peter'n oncouregoment e. lco, Petrus 
Toletonuo translated from Arabic into Latin a refutation of Tslem. The 
Twelfth Century in fact trag the first crest period of East-West cultural 
L-- 
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contact. Then the iolemic World wpm far ahead of the Chrietirn Went 
in matters of culture end civilization. 
With the aim of learnity the langu8ge of 1d1mn to underetnnd 
the enemy of Christianity and be better prepared to fight its there was 
also the Secular aim of learning more from a higher culture and a better 
civilization. The influence of Arab Culture showed in the Western 
seats of learning. Averroism was a force in Padua and Paris, end went 
into the making of the European thought at that time. Schools of 
translation sprang up everywhere. Books were translated into the Romance 
Langur e of Castile and then to Latin. Aristotle, with the commentaries 
of Al-K1ndi, Al-fýiräbi, Ibn STna, Al-Ghazäli, and Ibn Rüshd, and tho 
works of Euclid, Ptolemy, Galen, Appocratea and others were translated 
from Arabic. bland was well represented in that effort by Adele. rd of 
Bath, whom Bernard Lewis calls "the pioneer of Arab learninc in the ; out«, 
and who was perhaps the first cultured Englishmen to travel in Syria to 
study Arabic and Arab Science. Robert of Chester studied Mathematics 
in Spain and translated Arabic books into Latin. Daniel of Uorley, 
dissatisfied with the narrow-mindedness and oppression of thought in 
the Christian centres of learning vent to Spain to "seek the wiser 
philosophers of the Universe"p rmonG the more liberals more civilized 
people there. - 
In the other nein centre of Chriaticr.. Uoa1en oonttct - that 
of Sicily -. Urhore the rulers were Chriotien Normen Kizj , the superiority 
of Arab culture end civilization van vaknowledaed and benefited fron. 
Those Xinis patronized, for ezrz ple, the ftiioue Idrissi, the , eateet 
1C2 - 
geographer of the eges whose greatest work was dedicated to Frederick II 
of Sicily. There again Arab poets were patronised, and Arabic poetry 
infiltrates from there to influence in theme to well es in conventions 
of form what later flourished into the famous ProvenVal ¬songs. (1) $oy 
it is not strange to find even Englishmen go to distant Italy to learn. 
The most famous name in the Thirteenth Century is perhaps that of Uicheel 
Scot, who mastered Arabic and Hebrew and translated the commentators of 
Aristotle into Latin. Arabic was indeed a language to be learnt for 
the treasures of knowledge it was to bring to the learner. Because 
of its importance for knowledge and cultures and because of the still 
lingering hope of converting the Araber there appeared in the Twelfth 
Century the first lexicography - the anonymous "Glosseriu m Latino-Arabicum". 
The hope of converting the Moslem infidels and of regaining the 
Holy Land for the Cross aas always alive in the heart of Christian Europe. 
Some roalized that brute force alone could not defeat the power of Ielcpra. 
So they tried to use the power of the words and the first step wen to 
encourage the learning of Arabic in the Christian European centres of 
study. St. Thomas Aquinas made a fine distinction between the hemme, 
who was to be always fought, end the infidel, who should be tcught, because 
the former knew the right path and left it# while the latter would surely 
follow the right path if he was taught It, Roger Bacon considered the 
Crusades cruel beopuso the infidel should be oonvertodp not fought, 
litte the aim of converting the Hoslemo in mind# the Order of 
(1) See Professor Gibbso artt 1o on that in "The Legacy of Iaicm". 
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Proschore founded in the Thirteenth Century in Toledo the first school of 
Oriental Studies in Europe, where Arabic and Hebrew were trugfit to the 
missionaries to be tent to the Moslems and Jews. Raymondue Uertini was 
one of its products. Ramon Lull bed a short ape11 trying to teach 
Arabic in a similar college in lire jorcc. Pope Innocent IV wroto to the 
University of Paris about the need for men skilled in Oriental l urges. 
Pope lionorius IV strove to establish in Paris a school for Arabic and 
other oriental languages to convert the Sarece ns. The Council of Venice 
decreed in the early years of the Fourteenth Century th¬t Hebrew, Arabic 
and. Chaldacan should be taught in Univerniti'a like Parier O rfordq 
Salearnca and Bolognag but the decree appears to have remained uninplemented 
till Francis I9 King of France, later put it into execution. Among the 
monkish ordere, the Dominicans and the Frcnciscpns were chosen to convert 
the Lioolcros by preaching and persuasion. 
The third centre of contact was the field that wes ecrlter thought 
to be the main f otor - the mere Of the Cruaedes in the Holy Land itself. 
This ioportent chapter in the long history of hostility and va, r between 
the two sides had not unnaturally its cultural and 1ir uiatic aide. For 
a long period the Crusaders poured into Syria end Palestine end there 
established positional estates and a Kingdom, which was later swept &-Ray 
by the revived power of Islam. But the contact there, while it lasted 
and it lasted for centuries - hod a tramendous impact on Vos1ec-Christien 
relations: ran impcct co great that hiatorivme until reo^nt times considored 
the Cruandea more important in the stox' of these rolotione than either 




the contest itself*coy perhPpe be the fact that they proved that brute 
force wpo not enough for Christian Europe to bring to an end the away of 
Ielcm in the Lovent and the Holy Land. The Crusades were thcriselvee the 
highest and the last of a chain of military events in the story of hostility 
between the two aides. 
Their failure comparatively heightened the importp_aco of the 
peaceful means of combat- the gray of persutsion, of evFngeliam" But 
during and in the wake of the Crusades the steeo wan full of soldiers, 
pilgrims, travellers, and not infrequently, trader:, who filled the Eastern 
world with the stories, true or feigned, of their experiences in the Moslem 
East. Before the Crusades very little was known on the popular level in 
the West about Ial , and it was logical in their hostility and ignora. nee, 
for the people to believe the legends about U oh ad a4'Cod or Christian 
heretic or Anti-Christ, and about the Koran as P nother Uoslera God, and about 
the idolatry of Moslems, and they were ready to believe the exaggerated 
stories of atrocities against the Christian Pilgrims in Palestine, exploited 
by Popo Urban II, and these deep-rooted hostile notions could not be changed 
overnight. Many wrong notions were added. ßuilbert of Ao ent (#*mwj#A' 
ýg ý ' v' ) like Doughty in later dij 
attacked the method of fighting used by the Moslems which he calla "a 
flying mode of warfare" and which he attributed to their weakness and 
their inability to fight. 
Tot for the first time voices othor then thooq of 1Cnortnce and 
invention me heard.. Even on that point of fighting we find the euthor 
of "Geeta Frzncoruni0 cosanding their bravory, And on the steC Jolt, = 
1(5 
had a chmpion far nobler and neanenimous than any leader of the Christian 
fold. The brutality of the Christian Crusader at the fall of Acre, repeated 
tgatn at the occupation of Jerusalemg was there to compare with the kindness 
and mercy shown to them by S, ladin on all occasions* Then Frederick 
Barbarossa cent a messenger to Saladin, he came back full of praise for 
the Moslem leader end full of understanding of the tenets of Isles. Munro 
again quotes Ricarduc, in the late Thirteenth Century 
in these aordss 
ý.... who in not amazed by their zeal, devotion in pryer, mercy to the 
poor, reverence for the name of God, the prophets and 
holy places, their 
courtesy in manners, their affability to atranCerst their concord and 
love of one another? " But these as we have rightly Gold could not 
have ate=od the old ingrained hostility towcrda 
Ie1aa. Az Doughty was 
later to dog Ricardua explains awry the noble aspects in the life of 
Moslem by nuking clerr that what 18 Qood in them is naturals and shows 
itself in spite of Islams "we have been amazed that among; the followers 
of so perfidious a laws works of so Crest perfection are found"* 
The fourth period of intense contnot, after Spain, Sicily end 
the Crusades# comes about very much later in years. The sway in the 
Uoslen World he pcsaod from Arab hands to Ottoman Turkish Soultens, a 
change which had for reaching consequences internally and externally. 
The Ottoman Turks were a roving tribe of warriors, whose main distinction 
mss their military powac and whose main interest was the ezpenoion of 
their aspire. Culture and civilizotion e Religion were important 
factorc, but importent only in es much 0.4 they helped to buttress their 
temporal eacendr-nay. They were Of a sterner more military stuff than 
ýý-.. 
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their predecessors in the leadership of Moslem Armies, Wherever they 
vent their military power showed itself. Spread of culture or civilization 
as, s no urgent matter, and the propagation of Islam was not an aim they 
diligently pursued. At once they beceme the terror of Europe, is roll 
em the brutal despots of the Ue r East. Constentinople fell, end their 
armies occupied the whole of the Balkan, and advanced as far rn Vienna 
and Budapest. As far as Christian Europeans were concerned fear of the 
'! xke' beozma the dominant emotion. As far as the Arab Near East vag 
concerned it become a gradual movement towards the elough of ignoranoo 
and. stagnation. The Uoelens gradually lost the qualities for which the 
crusaders were all praise for them. And the hatred of Christian Europeq 
amplified by the fear of the Turkey beoE2e much more intense than it ever 
was, That hatred is well reflected as wo have shown in the Mystery plg713 
and the poetry and drehe of the Renaissance. But by the time the 
Renaissance reached the shores of England in the Fifteenth Century, the 
power of the Turke began to dwindles and the power of Europe began to soar, 
year was to remain at the back for a long tine to cone, but it Was bound 
to come to an end. Not co was the hatred of the Tur'ke or the hostility 
towards Islam. The Turks by their thrust into Europe had confirmed and 
perpetuated this old European feeling towards Ulm and the Uosleme. The 
possibility of having an objective unbiased perspective towards the religion 
of the Prophet became practically nil, and re-mains so porhepo until today. 
And uropot in the Renrtissancei partly helped by the revival of 







the Turks emerged as a now trara tremenacus power. Thero was everywhere 
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a quickening of the pulses, and a huge dyn¬nism, and a spirit of adventure 
and discovery, which showed itself in almost all the fields of human 
endeavour. The Turk was repulsed and his danger stopped. Italian 
sailors and Spanish and Portuguese ships discovered a new world in the 
Teat. Englishmen went discovering to the North West. But that side 
does not concern us here. that concerns us more is perhaps the 
penetration o4 the Portuguese and the Dutch, followed by the French and 
the English around Africa to the southern tips of Arabia and India, a 
movement which was to reach its highest pitch in the days after Napoleon, 
the days of queen Victoria, and the days into which our young poet was 
born. England in particular was busy with its European wrangles in 
the Sixteenth Centuryl with expansion westwards in the Sixteenth and 
Seventeenth Centuries and was to arrive late on the Eastern Stege. 
Englishmen in the 1{ineteenth Century carried on the Renaissance spirit 
of adventure and conquest, in Africa and Asia. In the field of litorature 
Doughty's study had led him to the l naissanoe, but the affinity between 
the Renaissance Spirit and that of Doughty is very much wider and-deeper 
than it appears at first eight. The battles of Christianity and Islam 
in the Europe of the Fifteenth Century were reflected in the literature 
of the egeg as auch aä the hostility between, Christianity end Islam in 
Africa and Asia in the Nineteenth Century is reflected, consciously or 
unconsciously, on the pru os of the' "Arabia". Doughty cannot be covered 
from the long history of Christian-Moslem relationship* The study of 
that history is important for the unaorstundin« of his emotional, 





works It is not only that ho hvd studied end assiiniiated the 
of Gowor, Lammlands Lydjate, Dunbar, S . elton, or that he had studied 
the t ystorj and niraclo plays and the drema of the Middle Ages and the 
Renaiosanaa or that he had been influenced by the stories of Elizabethan 
and Jacobean travollera in FUekluyt and Purchase or known the writis a of 
Era=us and Sccligorg by choice and conviction, but that he was also born 
to the tradition and sucked it, oven unconsciously. His early studies 
were naturally not meant to be of Arabian or Islcmic themes, but he 
could not escape being influenced by the spirit fused into what he read. 
The effect was bound to show itself when he cane into direct contact 
with the world of Arabia, it in in my opinion, unlikely that Doughty 
would have taken n different friendly stand on Islam even if he found 
the Uoslcns living; happily in an earthly paradiso and he wan treated 
impeccably all through. How more unfriendly would he be when the Arab 
world was at that time in the Nadir of its long history, and when he wi±s 
not himself happy in his stay with the Arabs? The parsons]. Crudgo adds 
fuel to the old fire of hatrod in European Chrictia, nity, end both olements 
axe shown nekedly almost anywhere in th3 "Arabia". 
Now whero does Doughty ateenid in this whirlpool of religious 
controversy? Is he like Larclsnd ßna Lydeate an enemy of Islt , innorcnt 
of its ter-chin Cep and full of knowledge based only on the superstitious 
legends of Europa about uohemmadva cherecter and ideas, yet oecu o in 
the assurance of his Christian Faith? Or is he like 3andya a professed 
enemy of superstitions un. Twheret in Arabia or in Rane$ but sure only of 




r.. the one and only Religious way? Or is he a modern European 
Linoteenth Centur7 Qoiontisto who would not accept belief in the super- 
naturalp and would thus be the enemy of religion at large? Or would 
he bei not a acientiot banir: g his belief only on 'matter' end on human 
'reason', but a free thinker, free fr= edhoronce to any fired religion, 
yet reacy to rcccpt whatever is sound, cocording to the light of his 
own rocson, in any religion or creed? (1) 
it iss I think, possible at the start to disregard T. E. Lawrence's 
assertion that M.... in "Arabia Deserta" there is nothing very bod cbout 
Islam". (2) Any casual reading of arty chapter in the two volumed of 
the boot is enough to show that the enmity of Doughty to the religion 
of MohtmAzt, d was deep and profound. Almost any pero would produce 
enough evidence to chow that he was no less inimical towards Isltm then 
of the Medieval or Renaissance derogators of that creed. Although 
Doughty could not have adhered to their ignorant mixturo of legend end 
superstition about Uoh ad end Islem, for he know better, end he studied 
factep and hog unlike those early authors, ote-into direct contt. ct with 
Arabia and the , Arabs, yet 
hie Fstcndp hic point of view, his Intellectual 
outlook and his emotional dictust was like theirs, if not more profound 
and more outspoken. Like then he sparks of the *ignominy of the Ueccay'e 
religion' (3) Like them he attccka the 'Mohr nmodan liberty of wivirr's 
(i) The problem is treated in Chapter x as part of Doughty+s Growth 
Ord in Chrpter (4X as part of his mosge{ o. 
ý2, ) La nc®'$ Ia ttcra edit* by D. Gnrnatt, Pie 324. 
ý3) II4 0h3p07 Is Pry 4. 
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and attacks their belief in the "blind dada of their religion", 
in their country or Crabbed religion". The Jon they believe in is 
only the reeult 'Gf their unquiet consciences". Like the cerliect of 
the Medieval and Roneiseanee writers, who believed in Christianity as 
the Religion and Ielem es a deviation, he always calla it the "factious 
religion of Moh¬mmad". Like the Crusaders, who believed in force to a 
means of defeating Islip he believes that the Christian States which 
occupy tdoelen countries should complete the job by oecupyieg the "Isitnic 
heart of Uecca". (1) Like the travellers who trevellei to the Uoslera 
lends in Islam's hour of civaized life and prosperity, be believed that 
what was good in the Uoslens wan theirs in rip, of and not as a result 
of their religion. And unlike those early travellers, because he came 
to Arabia in Arabia's dark period of anurcby exd dieoolutions he considered 
Laien the main factor in the evil which he saw evezjwhero in the desert; 
for the "i°acleX1 religion ever nrioe numbness and death in come part of 
the huren understanding". (2) If there in errthing good in the Arabs 
it is called *"he godly humenity of the wildern. -, 600 
(3) but all the evil 
Coos back to the fanaticism of the roligtcn of "tirhound, cpont]M of Allrh". (4) 
Even their l uoCo in v70ndeD ul! but when it comoo to tho Zoro. nl Doughty 
could never find but a headache in the for e of the ! Dran", (5) 
(1) "Arabia Desorta II"p Chvpter 1-119 Pe. ge 53. 
(2) "Arabia Dccerta III, Chiptor Ip Pete 74 
(3) )d (4) "Artabis D3corta Il"t Chapter III, Pigo 5I 
(5a "Arabia Dasarta II"= Chapter DIP Pego 51. 
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Nov if this is nothing 'very' bad about IalL, as T. E. Lawrence 
sE, yo ono aondors what more could Lawrence have the : oslerao consider 
as 'bad' or 'very bade. By itself It in enough, but it is just one 
link in the chain of abuse which he continued wince it started in the 
uidd. le jeo, right down to the modern ego. Ftcta are not weighecl 
objectively but are coloured by the vonum instilled into Doughty'c 
mind in hin ree, dingo of tho Uedievnl and ßoxutisnanco writoro ba P_ 
he left the shores of Britain on to the Continent. : heir ace wes most 
of the time in dire combat eZainz t the forces of Ielrm, and his Pge wee 
not altogether different from thairs. Europoan 3tutcel mixing Yolitica 
and Religion, were then tif; htin wainat lolrsa on the shores of the 
Maditorranoant and they wore now in Douihty'm tinie righting e ain3t 
ZB1Em in Atriot and in Min. In their to them was a covement towards 
the conversion of Ucalers to the Christian Cracdy 8nd in his there was a 
et? oz j ov&ngelictnL Qovoment. Doughty ; van certainly aware of this movement. 
In addition to tho call he sends to the Christien Povero'oolonising 
36oo1(m peoplon to occupy Mecca# he refers to the missionaries in Syria, 
where #European Evangelista btvo been the salt of the earth in these fifty 
Yoare1 (1) and wham ho admits 'they have not zeds : rive prosolytea' (2) 
among the Moslems. One would think that Doughty was heart and soul for 
the conversion of the Uoeleme to a creed in which he believed. If one 
were Chriatian, and boliovod that Christianity would lead to the salvation 
(1) "Arabia Do c@rte. " II, Pecs 373« 




of Man, it would be natural, ney9 logical and 'right', to try to Convert 
everybody. It becomes not only 'a duty', but more than that, it becomes 
a 'kind', 'generouz' and 'human' act# to lead the blind gently to the 
right way, to beatitudo and happiness in this world, and the world to 
come That is the logical sequence of believing in the 'right wry'. 
",., he who believed ahoaid be saved, and .. * he who believed not, 
should be damned"1 says at. Paul. That is 'right' end 'generous' end 
'human' for a Christian who believes in his religion as the 'only religion', 
cannot be less genorous and 'right' for the 3Sosle© who believes in his 
creed to the only way. This, if we were 'just', should be the spirit 
in which we should considor the 'nrive' attempts of temptation put forward 
by theme: norant Bedouins to convert Doughty to lelcm. 
But Doughty was haughty and proud, e roan with c confident 
conviction in himself, his race and. his beliefe as being superior to those 
among whom, he came to live, but 'Pride' to the a"cteet erd moat dv ýr 
Of the seven deadly sins. And 'pride' In thin cane seems not to have 
been based on a belief in Christianity, as the only way. Althou. h he 
obstinately Droop imod himself an Ichalb the Christie, n, there to rove then 
4' 
oro proof that Dou hty'a Christianity in Arabia wes 4W* en outer Gaxsannt 
to cover an individual body, of beliefs within, different from that of the 
majority of his fellow Christians. "Thera to no evidnncet, aryl A. Trenoor, 
'that he conoidered the Christian revelation any mosre O pablo of withattnding 
-hat he called the salt of science' then rhA *iohr odnn". (1) "He etýi d"ý 
41) Tre+neers Chapter ZIA Pago 46. 
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she says, "that it would have cost him little to have confessed himself 
a follower of Confucius or Socrates. Thus Doughty does not seem to 
represent an ardent belief in Christianity as the Churches practice it. 
The controversies in the world of thorwht about the middle of the 
Nineteenth Century hc, d succeeded in erodirj; the around of religious 
beliefs in the mind of thin second son of an Anglican priest, (1) 
Nowhere does Doughty not himself up to a clear discuscion of this thorny 
problems and most of th3 writers on his works have somehow menvijed to 
leave it unsettled. Yet thero are straws in Douahty'a life and works 
that show which any the mind was blowing. In bin seientifio studies 
he was constantly in contact with the 'substential' as opposed to the 
'theoretical' and 'unsubstantial'. 'fie have already coiented upon bis 
refusal to side with the established ways of authority and tradition 
in his decision to ezai rato fron Caiuo Collego, where the aimeonite 
influonees were great: to the radical froedon of a new Collcea at DoTnina, 
where he could pursuo his own studios uninterrupted by religious and 
coadeinie strictures. wo hcvo also discussed his choice of authoro 
Csong the contemporary thinkers. Herbert Spencer's vºritings at that 
tine tore stirring end poking much trouble for the religious euthori, ties 
and the religious-einöcd people of Britain. Herbert Spencer was the 
friend of i. Y:. Huxley and J. Stuart Hill, and the propPgntor of Dazwiniam 
before Darwin was known to the general reading public. He was the 
chempion of the individual tgainst society, and ocience against religion* 
(1) Read the discussion is Chapter 10 
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He was the prophet of evolution and progress, and the mat exponent 
of Victoriez optimism, and the inventor of that cost frsnouoq end by 
now most hackneyed phrase, "tho survival of the fittest". To his 
works Doughty was drawn in his undergraduate drys, and hie belief in 
him was so great that he introduced his works to his fellow-. etudents. (1) 
There is no doubt than that Doughty himself was not for formal Christianity. 
That definite atend shows itself in certain limited parts of "Arabia 
Deserts", which would be hard to explain or even impossible to account 
for if the fact is not known and established beforehand - that Doughty 
was no Christian in the normal and formal use of the word. 
But the feet is corroborated in mother untapped store of 
info= etion on Douchty. By that I moan his '1 otem'. (2) In this 
there are two main difficulties. One is that the "Notes" cover such 
a long span of Doughty's life that it is difficult to pin down arq pmt 
of it as belonging to a definite period of his life. The other difficulty 
is that, the rye of his sources is to wide that it becomes difficult to 
decide Vhich of the notes are his own and thicb of them cx simple 
quotations frcm other authors. Still they show the wry. It is enouCh, 
if they wero quotations, that ho has quoted theso and no others. Lot us 
choose some ex=p1or. Under the word 'Rsligton'q he writeos 
"a Belief is in othor natter a vain third a self-conceit, 
(1) See Boll* LLnkaster'ß letter quoted by HaCorth (P" } T1Wt lottor and othorj were kindly shown to me by Mr T. Cuttlet Librarian of Downing college, 
(2) Caiu4 Colleco Library. 
j 
1'g , 
"... we embrace the cloudy idol of our imcging, born of men's 
minds. (1) twilight births and masque of human faiths, supported 
by (decided) argument which fails upon better knowler'ge" ".. e fear, 
awe, dread of the unknown. " 
Under the word 'Priest', a word he later bringe in the Prophetic Books 
is useds "myste, oXery" and there again he writes, "God gives us so 
little and we serve him so richly: " 
Under the word 'Proverb', he enumerates some aayingst one of which goes: 
"An ounce of mother wit is worth a pound of Clergy". 
About $asceticism* he says under 'Stultus', that it ist 
"the wino folly natural to mankind" 
And then come the various denominations of Christianity, of 
which Doughty'a knowledge must have been enormous, for the period chosen 
as the golden age of the English language and literature, the authors of 
which Doughty has read fully and studied minutely, is itself a period 
rich in Christian controversies. There is no author I know other than 
Doughty who has mastored to the greatest extent all the stings of 
the authors of the Renaissance and the Reformation. More, Erasmus, 
Scaliger, Llyot, Latimer were all familiar to him (2). Like some of 
them he attacks Catholicism and writes in the "totes" under 'Pope': 
"Peter was at Rome never but it is true because they would have it so. " 
"There cannot be imcgined a machine more terrible enslaving the human 
mind an hydra of horrible weight and wide presence and cruelty (and 
all rulers) Monsters. " 
.... and the pig of a pope is sitting on his stool like a paaaock on a mushroom" "..., he has been so long there that all Europe (stinks of him)...., " "".. « popery the most monstrous fraud.... n 
(1) Compare: "Arabia Deaerta" III 381. 




AUsinst tho other side, of extreme puritaniem, be hats written in tho 
"dotes" under 'Puriten', the iordn, ".... aroop-eared", and inter In 
"Arabia Dea®rta" he wta to liken a foolish sheikh to a 'Raundbeed". 
Thus ono ohould not be astonished Ft all at the wey in which 
Douhty's "Arabia Doaerta" deals with the various reliciona. To attack 
Islam is to be expected, yet the attao'c on the 'Old Teets nnt' teems to 
have been an inexplicable phenctaunon to most of the critics of "Arabia, 
Desorts", co none of then oven refers to it. For DouSbty, who rrts 
supposedly a formal Christian los v in the admittedly alien world of 
Ialnog does not only attack. Mohcmede go puts Uohc ed in a list of 
nsnocf not unfsnilier to itoalemts, but c9rtainly strange to any Christien 
reader, r hen he writes! "Noses, DE: vid, Moha=od all are one in this; as 
loaders of Semitic factions they are Pthnictaes". (1) To tail L'oh¬ mad 
that is not now$ but for a Christian to cry that about I) 'vid in certainly 
nova and certainly the result of the INtnnteenth Century dia. t mber! ent of 
Religion, to which we have referred in Chrpter I" That Doughty would 
refer to David's 'treachery' in his doalinan with the IIoabitea,, for 
oxcnpleq would have been sacrilege to any of the priests in his frmlly 
circle in Suffolkv but natural to the now freee. on of the men of science. 
? et na scientist would have gone eo far as to sey about these prophets, 
"With the sword of the dectroyinG Ar 1, they hew God's wary before them 
in the good of God's world". " uouz21 Doughty 'was too mucb a f1chter, 
too 'arrog nt$ to restrain himself to tho facts of scienoo sna love 
it there, The attack rust proasipd and tau t co far. For if the Arabs 
(1) "Arabia Damartaw Is 23e 
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are Semiteei thus alas were the Sows, cad in his racial attacks on the 
'caites' he would not spare the 'Beni Israel' and their 'Greediness'. 
It is clear then that Doughty, in the thorny problem of 
Roligion 'nd Soionc: P, ba1ievod in science and took the atrr d egainst 
fo=nl roligion. He felt freu to attack, and to nttack in an unnecessarily 
brutish vvy, Rome n Catholicism, Puritoniong Judaism and Inlay. If that 
sore the end of the ato y it would have carrie: i some consolation to 
the Uooloms of Arahiat to bo paired with the followers of the sister- 
cre-cd3. But the Ar*. ba mot end knew and lived with 'TalTi', v Mja1j2 
acted and spoke alveys like a Christian* To them he was not a modern 
agaosttcp even if they could understend chat that meenty but a Christian. 
The attt. ck on Ie1c in "Arabia Deaerta" then should be considered in the 
larger context of Doughty'o ideas on reliCion, for formal religion itself, 
cnd not only Iultdn seems to be the butt of DouChty's harsh treatment. It 
is true that the cttcck on Iatrm is the fierceat, and thst Judni. am, os 
a faith, in here ly nontiez2od, though Jerich prophets liko Moses end David 
are not aparoci, end that Jews use a branch of the Semitic Race bear a 
groat part of the onslcuCht. Christianity in also a raligionf and as 
auch should have been included in Doughty's etteok, and sometimes the 
attack eonmn to be very near under the surface, unablo pencops because 
of personal social considerations, to flourish and appeer on the surface. 
To atteck IBlcr was a 1ori tradition in which Doughty onjoyea 
the fellowship of men ve ant European writer. To attack the history 
of the Jews, and deal critically with the vote of their prophets a na Kir a, 
as rocorded in the Old Testient, was a now-fengled Uineteenth Century 
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innovction, and in neither was tharo any darner of an open break with 
his readers and his countzjien. But Doughty'c background of an 
Anglican f ily tradition, aM the, feet thvt ho was writing for a 
Christianf end not an tgnostie, publics ra book which could not bA 
publiahee except with the help of Christton bodies, and religious mono 
might h,. ve hrid a great effect in suppressing or nt leftet in screening 
hit reel leanins in "satin Denerta". Phan we later coma to Dcu¬hty's 
last mezavqge in "Uanaoul" we ar3 bound to da P1 with hin basic idaFn on 
"Religion" and show that "Religion" as ouch was very rauch uoceptnble 
to hin, (1) sand that his attack ware ega . nst fo 
1 roligtcn. In 
"Umseine thorn is a calm deliboration and e quiet search, but in the 
"Arabic" Doushty wto not in aý Conerous mooä All the vigour of his 
youth, all the untsmed voheti ce of his natura, all the unevprocsed 
`ruetrations snd disappointments of him early orphan life are cheancAle i 
awards thin d=ninß attpok,. on the A. rebs and their prophet. Thus shoýUld 
oArabin Deeerte" be considered gn Doughty himself arye, porinibly without 
ýPOLIWAG hoer true his words went "I ; ray that nothing be looked for in 
. Chia book but the seeing of an hurr ry can and the telling of a most 
-e a27 M an"" 
That WoarinOss of body and ooul# shor3d itcolf in the emotions 
ý +aBSO3 a. rauch r. e in tho jucýde +ntß p.. iiOd. ..... Z hire set down, 
hat which I saw with qy eyOß, and hoard with ty earo and thouGht in qy 
"When some of the young courwioro had askod me 'Pon rubbsik', i1; horo In thy Lord Cod? ' I cnewored thm very gravely, Ft kull 
makxn', 'The Lord'is in every place'" writea Dou, hty. ("Arabia Deserts" III Chapter XII, Paso 48. ) 
! ýi¢ 
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innovation, and in neither wee there any darer of an open break with 
his readers and his countrymen. But Doughty's background of an 
Alican family tradition, and the feet that ho was writing for a, 
Christian: and not an rgnostict public, n book which could not bq 
publisho8 except with the help of Christien bodies, and religious men, 
might have had a great effect in suppressing or r't least in screening 
his real leanings in "Arabia Dosertat'. When we hater, coma to Doughty's 
lagt neesege in "Mansoul" we are bound to doe1 with his basic id&an on 
"Religion" and show that "Religion" as such was very much soceptoble 
to hin, (1) and that his ettacke wore egai. nst f o7nPl roligicn. In 
" nsoul" thorn in a calm deliberation and a quiet search, but in the 
"Arabia" Doughty wen not in a generous mood, All the vigour of his 
youth, all the untsmod vehematce of his naturet all the unexpressed 
frustrations and disappointments of hie early orphan life are cbenn4Iled 
towards thin damning atteck. on the Arabs and their prophet. Thus should 
"Arabia Deserts" be considered as Doughty himself aoye, possibly without 
roclizir how true his words wer', "I pray that nothing be looked for in 
this book but the seeing of an hungry can rind the tallin, of a mast 
we ar7 nano. 
That roarinaes of body and oou1l showed itself in the emotions 
oxpftssad as much 13 in tho jud emanta gýaaQd. a..... 1 have set dcrýu, 
that which I stLa with try eycol and heard with try owm. and thought in my 
(1ý "When some of the young courtiers hid nnkod me 'f'an rubbuk', 'Where iß thy Lord God? ' I crewored then very ßrevely, Ft kull naktn 'The Lord is in every pleceil# writ©a Doughty. ("Arabia Desert, " III Cbopter III, Pogo 48-) 
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honst". Erse Do =times aro blurred, care sometimes mishear, and the 
heart 3o clciorjt alw r0 the wrong erbttor. When Euroopern critics of 
Doughty urke of him almost a Christian martyr or saint, whites pure 
and relic, thrown into the den of fanatic Uosloms and fiendish Arobsp 
we must remember that solf-dreaetization is different from martyrdor t 
and that Khalti gras no less blameworthy then his Arab rttpckers. As 
he says in "Arabia Deserts" III Cheptor III9 Page 53 "It is a passion 
to be a pointtn . eteck for every finCer". 
Doughty is et leerst honest in that an what had pezeed in his 
inner soul is given to uo as it CjO to Peas* Sol - oiatization is 
r: cot atically an adventa-gep and eeotheticaily speaking we are glad 
to 
have it ao it appears on the pz&ges of tho 
"Arabia". But it is a grave 
saiot&ke to apply moral rules and passe moral judgemonta and evaluate 
creeth and men on an aeothetiQ bLoi3. Aa ugly man might be the purest 
of clan. On the other hand IT roisouß died in the oontomplation of his 
Own beauty. The artistio excellences of tho "Arabia" should not obscure 
the moral shortcorir a of the cuthor in Arabia and inordinately outburdon 
tho sctloo on his side tit those be chooses to ba tho butt for his 
att o4ka, 
If by were objective, be could have ceEn thct bath his Chriestianitq 
and Zaun ve ro of tho or-me neturo, and that both (sand not only Iel M) si? re 
not based on 1oSic. To tttcc'k 1081eas cnlý by o jig that "their fab1eß 
, 
Cwor': irrational" ("Arabia Deserta" II, Chapter Y' P rile 131) is hardly 
, just. 
To cttaak Islams only to hardly lese duet. fcuud'e prclor is the 
repetition of all the asyirgs of Ohio superstitious devotion" ("Arabia 
._ 
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Deserts" III Chapter III PvGe 29)" The an do not exist Prd the bre. nches 
of a palm tree are said to have been the Jan " of their unouiet 
consaiercca" ("Arabia Docerta" III Chapter I# P& e 
? ). Doughty must 
have known thrt superstitions were no monopoly of the ArFbr and Zart, 
but were the property of n11 bumvnity either in Europe or Marios. 
(1) 
But prejudice is prejudice and no fair words can change it. The salt 
Or science Ichich he said could destror Islem end. Arab fablen 
(2) could, 
if he were to apply it there equally destroy Christianity end Er,, ean 
table s. Ana if you believe in religion, any religions you cannot 
attack another roligion using logical or scientific arge nta. Faith 
and not losio or science, is the basis of religious beliefs rnd Doughty 
knew that very voll, Ile later expressed it in " zmcoul" but at the 
mcmont ell hic concern is to use this Tnd x. 11 for an atteck on In1en 
end the Arabs. He even know more - that Ieltu ee fur r. ß it toeeq is 
more 'logical' cif the term cen be P. 110 red Ina religious controversy) 
than ChrietiBnity. The simple single Onenec of God seems indeed clez rer 
and more logicel than tho mysteries of Christitnity's "Three*r. in.. Cnee. 
The metaphysics of Ia1t were ýeti l nozt er to Do whty' own brand of 
Christianity - Unitoricniaa - then the nthor denoiinationn of formal 
Christianity like Catholicism or Ani, iiacninm or Pre8byterinnism or 
(1) "The Stil ©yo is pert of the Z itio cup! P? tition. The dtrling 
of the bc&y its the eye, the window of the noul, cynd they imzgine 
her melien intluronco to i3trerýa forth thereat. " ("Arabia 1enorta", It 
Chapter 7IIp Pete 333, 
) 
(2) "All lost 1rtbourt for a vain opinion, a little natlt of ocience would 
diaoolvc t±11 thcir x'eli, tocd " ("Arabia D1corts", 1, Chepter IT*'-- 




Orthodoxism. But Douehty'o hostility was not rational; it was 
mostly emotional. "It amazed me" he says about the I alia. n Uoslem 
he mot in Iayil, "that one born in the Rom£, n country, and under the 
name of Christ, should waive these prerogatives to become the brother 
of Asiatic barbarians in a fond religion. " Religion thus wan made 
into a knot with country and race, and Christianity wag looked at es 
the Religion of civilized Europ©g while Islam was the 'fond religions 
of Asiatic barbarians. Pride in race and country and Continent are 
at the heart of his attitude, not religion pure end simple. At the 
heart of his attitude was the contempt of a haughty English aristocrat, 
proud of his race and the culture and civilization of his country, end 
blind to the defects which must have been there at home. The Englend 
he draws in "Arabia Deserts" to the wonder of the poor ignorant 
Bedouins (See, for exanplej "Arabia Deserts" Is Page 297) was rather 
an ideal England purified of all the squalor and misery of its over- 
crowded industrial alums. It is indeed hard to draw the lines in 
Doughty btt=P mere l ingoimtq or pure racialism or simple naked self. 
importance end Christianityo when he rofuse& marriegge or concubines 
he soya that "they ascribed it to the integrity of the Christian faith*, 
awe ("Arabia Deserta" III Page 4)p but /can never know if this weg eoelfi or 
'religion'. 
If it were a matter of religion only, let us record the long 
liet of Doughty'a jottings in the dtexy of bis earlier European trevele 
in Christian 1etnds. Hogarth (Page 10) records his words egainat the 
people and town of Louvain, in Holland, iio, garth also (Pvges 1C611) 
a 
-1,32. 
mention the hostility of the French towards Doughty when they mistook 
him for e Pruesien. The people of Louvain Were Prote'tpntsf end the 
French were Catholics. In Syracuse (Sicily) Doughty's attack wen 
directed egainst what this time he calls 'the lower orders of the peoples* 
In Algeria nobody showed fanaticism egainet his Christicnity,, yet he 
attacks 'the miserable vehicle' and the 'beastly peseengers'. At 
Biskra (Algeria) he borrowed a pistol (the same caution as that which 
he took in Arabia) (1) but he put it away three days later because 
"with the friendly complaise. ncep gentleness and hearty kindness of the 
Arabs", he was "very pleased and contented. " (See fogarth, pogo 14). 
wherever he went the criterion does not seem to have been an objective 
evaluation of the situation and its pro* and cons, but a personal view 
based upon his own reactions to the situation, the country and the people 
he acmes into contact with. Nothing Is wrong with that, as long as it 
is not taken as an objective recording of the truth about people, 
countries and creeds. ' opinions adopted through emotions are inaccessible 
to and unsuitable for logical arguments, That' are based on the flux 
of changing emotions, on the whims of an inconstant ego. This to a 
universal law no lees applicable in the case of Doughty and the Arabia. 
For Doughty was conscious of his own importance, as much is he 
was conscious of the importance of his being an Englishman, a European 
and a Christian. fhaltl, Engliohman, Europeans, white and Christian 
are words of praise end pride on the p, ges of the Urabis in contrast to 
(2) "My pistol of six chtnber8 gave me this confidence in Arabia,...., " ("Arabia Deserts" II: pcge 7P)ß 
yS 
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the woran ilrsbp Asinticp bleck end Vollem used mostly cs words of 
contempt and derogation. Now loyalty to oneself, to one's country, 
to one's own milieu or religion in commendable - to en extent. For 
in all loyalty there is a drop of egotism. The blind conviction that 
your own line is superior to other ways leads to the exclusion of 
objective thinking, and inevitably produces a misplaced personal pride 
and breeds snobbery and fanaticism. That was indeed the grievous sin 
of most of the Arab slanderers of Khalil in Arable, and it showed most { 
among the ignorant, the infirm or the pedants. But fanaticism gras 
never the property of Islam and the Arabs only. In his introduction 
to "Early Voyegos and Travels in the Levant" (London, 1893)9 J. T. Bent 
tells the funny story of one 'John the (, uekor' who in 1661, arrived 
at Constantinople and began to preach repentance to the Turks ids 
own nr; tive 1 rnpu, -o at street corners! The Turkey not unnaturally 
looked at him as a lunatic end put him in a mad-house. Vhen his 
nationality aas diecovoreds he gras taken before Lord Winchilsee, the 
English Ambassador. Then he went in to meet the Asbaece, dor, he rofused 
to remove his hate and was consequently bcstinadoed, When he was 
aenrched, a letter was discovered in his pocket addressed to the Sulteng 
politely telling him that he wee the scourge employed by Cod to punish 
wicked Chrietiensi 
en a traveller arrives at a country, the first rule of 
correct, behaviour is not to looks down upon the people chom you visit, (1) 
(1) That is the advice given by Doughty hinnolf through the words of Confucius altar-soul" (Poee 72. ) 
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and if you feel that, not to make it clear to theta. The da*eut, 
if not the most dangerous, hour of KhelIl in Arabia seems to have been 
the months spent in Kheybsr. Now let us hook into his behaviour there. 
When the (police) crm3 to ecccmpany him to the Age, hieß words were, 
"Tell me, before we go further, will ye kill me without the houso? N 
which in its naivety could be matched only with tho questions of some 
Arabians in the book. As if the soldiery would admit it even if they 
were going to kill himi But more importent perheps is the doubt end 
suspicion and the fear which underlie the simple words. The consequences 
were as Doughty says, "I had secretly taken ray pistol under my tunic, at 
the first alarm". Then the soldiers bring him in front of the 'ege'g 
Doughty's thoughts were, "In what land, I thought, tm I mrriv®ds And 
who are theso that teko me (because of Christ's sweet ntlne=) for an onemy 
of menkind? " But among the crowd he arge many had responded "tä aleyk, 
mä aleyk, take comfort, .... there shall no evil happen to thee. " One 
of these was Mohamed en-lejumy, his great friend and protector in 
8heyber. It in hog and not the hidden pistol that was the refuge of 
Kbal l in Kieybar. "The Ne juror", says Doughty, "- since a white nazi 
is the bleck people's uncle - was called in the town Amm gohL. ed" 
which represents more Doughty's own consciousness and distinction of 
colour than that of the * Arabs. He must have known that any elderly 
man among the Arabs be he rich or poor, groat or humble, black or red 
is reverently called 'unclo'. 
Indeed the Thole Khnybar episode tvrflowe Iaith Doughty's own 
feelings of racial pride and discrimination. Nothing is more abhorrent 
e 
.. I F' 5 ,. 
then the words of abuse which fill this part of the book, egsin t the 
black people of Kheybcr end its governor. Abdulle wee still the ruler 
of that conmunity# to whom ally, black and whites including the Ve jury 
showed reverence. The lie jusny "set with his sword upon his knees, 
bowing and assenting, at every word, to the black villain Abdullas this 
is their Turkish town courtesy. " But has Do hty, wRa different. In 
e. quarrel with Abdulleg these ere Khelb'e words, "If thou strike me= 
it will be at thy peril. My hosts, how mov this lieutenant of e loten 
soldiery rule e villt e, who crnnot rule himself?..... Jib the 
oheykh of Kheybar, hoar how this coward threatens to strike a guest 
in thy hcuzei end will ye suffer it my hosts? " Zs it strzu e that 
"Abdulle rose rnd struck me brutally in the fcce" Then Doughty cried, 
and you that sit horn, arcs you free men? i ea one mm, 
infirm rind a stronger, who have suffered as long, and unjuotly, . you 
all hcve seen itl at this slave's hands ".,. if I should hereafter 
remember to complain of himl it is likely he will lose his office. " 
(", Arabia Dosorta" III 220). Was it not right for the ArBbtsn host, 
El-Wei juway, to draw his attentions "The to jury b1, mad try plain epaajr = 
I had no wit, he aald, to be a trnvollarl"? And Is the Artbitn+n 
judgerient wrong when he enid about Khalti, "I have found ß morn that 
vili not befriend himself"? 
Nor was this the only ezcnplo. "henever Abauiln entered 
the coffee-room his tuäience, and even the ? ejumyp rose to the bleck 
vflj , ge governor, and x regained uittiz ', But Doughty who in the 
nArtbian tries to drsv ß pioturo of himself to the hunted, vi yD nUUCned 
. i6r. ,. 
Teary msa, is not content on diecaurteay himself# but censures other 
people for bsirg couurtecue. (1) tam Uobt: =ed, when I twitted him, 
at htmej answered cheerfully 'that he did not lout to Abdullrbg but to 
the Doala'. " 
Iss the instance quoted above Chaltl had resorted to the integrity 
of Sheykh Sälih on his host1 although he had gone to 6a1ih"s house 
uninvited. But, C3lih himself on another occasion was the Object of 
Khalifs discourtesy. "Sheykh Salih one etternoon coming in after met - 
'8o= (cries the bellowing voice of Sirür) for Sheykh &i111, riseJ make 
roost: Khalil, for the cheykh'. " - "S lih, I said,, my find another east. " 
And then follows one of those bitter linos overflowing from the haart, 
the galled proud heart of a man haughty in his COWICiOuRnOBS Of his ramp 
his colour and his aristocratic original "Abdulle, who felt himnealf a 
slave, might not, in such thing, question with the Mite Naernny, and 
da-lih mildly let his Irmo weight down in the next place. " 
S'1ih aas the older of the Kheybar community end Abdulla aas 
the governor and head of police. I wonder what would have hrppened to 
an Arab who, uninvited, walked into a gatherirg in a Suffolk town, , Qng 
behaved like that to the Utyor, and the Chief of PolieeJ When Sirür 
objected, ähalTl spoke plainly, "I have wandered in corny lande, t2, rly 
Yew, and with a swine auch as thou art, I have not net in any piece. M 
I eam3times wonder if that beheviour of the representatiyo of 'Christienity 
an Zhalli Bey° 
he was in Arabia, wes a credit to the mild gentle faith of 
(1) As eerly ee Hed 1n Salih he trts to call 1x b courtoel, '..... tha durghill orictztr, j grtco and füleo courtocq. " "Arabia 1)3mart&', T9 p 60 87)" 
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Christ, which considare prido es the first of the deadly sins, and 
considers humility the sign of the saint, or if '7sicm', 'tho manly 
religion of vigorous huenity', in lotting that mnn go free end safe, 
was in cr wry inferior. 
Nor does Doughty show the generosity or even the justice 
expected in a real Christian. Is it not possible that the reel 
jrtedy of Khalil in Arabia ley in his behaviour, and not in hie 
'Christianity'? Penaticism was there is Arabia no doubt to it ozicta 
now in Christian countries (1) even in civilized Chrietie. n Europe, even 
in clashes among its on various donominationa. Doughty himself was 
not tree from it. Yet Arabia and the Arabs have known, and accepted, 
Christians in ojd end j"xorthern Hejaz. At the beginning of 
his journey, 
Doughty was encoureged to go, by many of his Moslem friends, 
("Arabia 
Donerta" It Page 2& 3). They also told him of Christian masons who 
went, not long ago, to mend the water-tower at Undain S761ih (NArabia 
Deuerta" I, Pege 3)9 Doughty rgein repeats the story of a Christian 
Damascene who annually travelled to sell his wares in 9-vyil, and whose 
wares were once stolen, but were returned and justice done to him by 
itetsab, then Prince of Shmmar ("Arabia Deserts" III Pre 32). rven 
in the most fanatic part of all Arabien the Wehabi stronghold of Southern 
Ne jdf he was told Xzsrcnies could travel pecceably ".... have not other 
Sssranieat visited on-Riäth (peaceably)? " ("Arabia Decerta" lip Pete 36). 
Doughty must have known that some Arab Christi ans of the Levant, were 
(1) About Ethiopic, which is a Chriatien country under a Chriatiin ruler, Iwcreon wrote that ea late as 1924 "Chriatian and )toelem never take food togethor....... " 
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indeed descendents of ancient Chrictirn tribes of Arebie, and could 
trEce their Christien religion is well es their ancestry to the drys 
before the riso cf Icier. If ftneticism were fundvienta1 in jolt= 
and universal among Arabs: neither they nor bei could Neve lived. 
The only port of Arabia prohibited to nori. Uonlcns, and 
diligently guarded by Moslems, were the two Holy Cities of kecca cnd 
? Iodine,. Lvorywheno e183 the possibilities of Good rot, tione between 
Moslem end Christian ezisted* and depended on the qualities of the 
two aides concerned. In the case of Kha1TI, shortcomings were in 
him as much es they were in viem_ of the Lrabs he had met, and there is 
no justice or use in censure+ng their deeds and leaving hin with an 
angelic halo. A simple example in wheat Kheltl tells us has bvpponad 
betvsen him and Hamüd Ibn R . shld. 
Por Utmud's cbarrcter shines on 
the peges of the bock with his worldly wisdom. The darker side of 
him as a member of the ruling dynasty and a pertPkar in the tregedies 
and the opproosion of the douse of Ibn ßcshoyd* did not touch Khal31 
at all. To Khelfl he wes all kindnee , and no visitor to i ny land 
could expect batter treatment. "But tell me (said the son of Aboyd), 
do the better sort in your country' never buy the Circazs eroýan?........ 
... I responded with sc 
va=tat 'To buy h=en flesh to not no much an 
nrm3d in my countxys es for all vho deal in aicvo wa Pro- cl]Mointedi 
God to their undýain_'+.... =U11 wt3 a little troubled, because I 
showed him awe 92ewu in their aennera, some heathenish shacima in his 
religion where there was no spot in ours and had vaunted our aural 




thus unnaconPari1, Y answered in discourtesy. It is also that prido in 
race and country is brought in eg5in unnecoasarily. It is also - end 
this is porhepo the worst of all - thet D; lißion itself in linked vdth 
his racial, and personal pride. If the logic of it was clear one could 
hsve excused it. Religion is drtgged, as it is everyeher© in the 
"Arabic", into topics which are not fund=ontatly religious topics. 
Tho 1tnkirg of Islas with n1mory' end Christitnity with freedom 
in indoed the popular fiction of modern Europe. The movement for the 
abolition of slavery was a modern intellectual and sociel movecont 
brought about by the gradual enlightenment of Europeen thouý,; ht in modern 
times. It is the direct consequence of the Renaissance rnd the 
Enlightenment; and it wSo only in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries 
that the movement began to bear fruit. Ialza was then centuries old, 
and Christianity was even older. 81ave*p was ripe in the euoaaenive 
Conturiac of Christianity in both neat and Cdeot, an it was ripp is the 
IsImia ! or1d. In both religious coiaunitiefl, at thoir bout 
nsnitostations, there was a reeligation of Scan's sacred entity, an the 
imago of Goa and the highest of God's creation end a tondoncc towrrd i 
freeing the nnsl4vsd individual. But in naithor Wcn them a olear-cut 
direct condemnation of e1srorY. If there i oro nüch a thing in 
Christianity how is it possibio to aaaaunt for the eaisteace of alrvery 
In xn tho centuries of past. history in Chri$$tiE fl lande? S1awryº in 
the Southern United. Statoa was nevor acid to hive mrde the o1cve,. owner 
heratics or roneg$chos. Ennijlichmen. in tho Renptostneo buying end selling 
oleves were never Said to bo hoithons, Thor wto it possible for the 
.. .. 1,90 
.1 thus unnecoss arily answered in discourtesy. It is also that pride in 
race and country is brought in Gain unnecessarily. It is also - and 
this is psrheps the worst of all - thet roli$ion itself in linked with 
his recia1, and personal pride. If the yogic of it aas clear ans could 
hove excused it. Religion is dreggodt as it is cvexyvher© in tho 
"A. rabis, '', into topics which aro not fUnduaonttily religious topics. 
Tho 1tnkiz of Iz1m with nlmory, end Christianity with t'reedom 
Is indeed the popular fiction of modern Europa. The movement for the 
abolition of slavery was a modern intelleotuol end eociel move ant 
brought about by the gradual enlightenment of European thought in modern 
times, It is the direct consequence of the Renaissance rind the 
Enli ; hterment, and it was only in the EiChteenth and Nineteenth Centuries 
that the movement beten to bear fruit. Inlrm was then o*nturiee old, 
and Christianity was even older. Slavery wac ripe in the nuoceenive 
oenturios of Christianity in both East and Vent, its it va. I,,. in the 
Iolfmic 17orld. In both religious cc unities, at thoir beat 
manifestationsg thorn was a reelixation of Manse sacred entity, as 'Ehe 
imago of Goa and the hiCheet of God's creation end a tondonc4 towrrcts 
freeing the enslaved individual. But in noither vr. c there a clear-cut 
direct condemnation of slavery. If there woro such a thing in 
Christianity how is it possible to account for the eaistenc© of sltry 
in all the canturioe of past, history in Christinn lands? Si ryº in 
the Southern United Stator was never said to have made the slave-ornery 
herotice or rar gvc $. tnglichmen '. in the Rennicsence buying and. selling 
slaves were never Said to be heathens. Nor was it possible for the 
''_4F. - 
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Chriatien hoeds of L ro otn Powers to cite Chriaticnity in their 
condemnetion of individual alp-very ctnd at the erne time Justly occupy 
countries and en3lnvo whole tribo3 and nations. 
There is no point in dre ing Christianity and 181en into the 
discussion of a social problem the eyistonco of which is noticeable in 
bzckwerd sccioties everywhorot cnd its abolition noticeable in progressive 
countries everywheree then Doughty was writirj about Arabia, and about 
the caictence of slavery in Mecca and Jidda, there ware Christian 
countries where slavery wvz officially permitted. Christian rrgleud 
prohibited it. Moslem Egypt prohibited it. But Moslem Arabia allowed 
it, and Christian Lthiopio allowed it. An late as 1930 Negroes from 
the hinterland of Lib^ria were kidnapped and cold by 'chrietien' traders 
to work as clevre; in the plantations of 'Pcrnendo pot which was under 
the eovoreignty of His Most Catholic Majesty, the then icing of Spain. 
(Officially reported and repudiated by the reports of the 'Lee ue of 
MMatiors'. ) Dobo&y tried to pin the sinful deeds of those 'Christians' 
on Christianity itself* thy then try to pin the sins of 'Uoolemn' on 
Islam? Doughty was nearer the correct wcy of rereonirg when he referred 
in thin subject of elavary to 'the so=on religion of humanity', and 
ithe health of nations', but ca usual the right words were again used 
for the wrong cause. They are used to urge the Colonial Powers to 
occupy more countries and ehslev© more peoples. "It were good for 
the Christian, Cayernmente, " stye Dou(htyg "which hold any of the 
Uohcscmeden provinces, to consider that till then (the occupation of 
Liocer. ) they may never quietly poemse thus. " ("Arabia Deeerto" ISS Page 53)" 
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Have again Christianity is dragged into the problems of Euren 
governments end their militir occupation of foreign lends and 
subjugation of peoples. 
Yet Doughty rho uses Christitnity in these military 
occupational problems, dooz not refrain from repeating the old 
description of laltm as the religion of the swords "The Arabien religion 
of the sword must be tempered by tho sword". - As if Christianity had 
spread all over Europe, and America rnd in parts of Africa and , Asia 
through persuasion and convincing srg=enta and gentle words only. As 
if the Christian World were all peace and no var. Christians no lase 
then Uoslous used swords: rifles and guns. Dot rhty's kno, ledge of 
history, past and present, must have told him that there were no were 
es brutal an the were of modern Christian Eur open when Christiane fought 
egeinst non-Christians as well es when they fought eraongst themselves, 
Christian against Christian. The gentle religion of Christ aas forgotten 
when the Crusaders, for eazmplet sacked Acre and Jerusalem and put 
thousands of innocent civilia. s to the sword after the battle, and said 
they did that for the glory of Christianity and under the bennor of the 
Cross. The irony of the situation in that Doughty in the sr-aae sentence 
where he cnlln Yoiem the religionýof the sword end in the same breath 
asks Christicas to occupy Besass "P-nd were the dru, Ater of Mocca and 
Uedinn lead erptive, the Mosienin should beocce an jowal" The irony is 
again apparent in that Kha. 1I2t' the ; tself-vppointed representative of 
Christianity in 1rabiai thought º seif safe, depandirj not on the Lord, 
but on the hidden pistol which hi t carried. ("Arabic, Dosorta" II, Piro 72). 
m. 1 y3 «w 
With this tradition of Iolrm- and the Qrordf let ue link the 
story told many a time, but proved on unfounded invention, the story 
of omar, the tsecond Celif, end the burning of the femoua Library of 
Alerendrins "It was Amer who burned the letters of the former world. " 
And then Dcughty explains why. "It seemed"1 he etyo "to his short 
Semitic understanding that these had profited nothing unto the knowledge 
of the true God, and of His sevinC Religianl" ("Arabic Deserts"p II: 
Peee© 360-1). The Library of Alersndris wes in fsot burnt centuries 
before lslrui, mainly in the Rc en Civil re" between Ceecar and 
Pcxnpey. (1) But anything to discredit Ielrm wen e welcome 1cCend. 
'pith this alleged disrespect of Damar for leexningg must bei 
added another old gibe repented on the pre a of the Arabia" - that 
the Semites had no flare for science. In the "Arabia Doserta" (I, Pe 
101) he writest "The nations of Ialca, of a barbarous foxlike uadersteeding, 
and persuadad in thoirreligion, that $knowledge in only of the ! ormn'f 
cannot now c=e upon any wr that is good". Comparing his I-xovlee, 6* 
with that of the Areba be ovyo that even the educated Deneeconnu heal no 
"more than infr. ntil© sind in geography. These am not Semitic ist 
the Semitic arts ercý of human malice, and of the eeaaitive life, it 
("Arabia Deserta"", It, rage 398). Putting that last unjust clrp cgainet 
the Semites Lido, one must e&ain object to this constant habit of 
(1) Other stories are toad about the opuses vnd the time of thm burning 
of that fvoue library. Cna wonders if Doughty ever heard aY the 
story of its destruction by the Christian $ob of the city led by 
Christian monks under Thoophilue, Patriexch of Ale=ondriaa and uncle to gt. Cyril. At the time of Thoophilue and Cyril the pegpz temples 
of the city 'were burnt, the philosophers persecuted, end fm. ous 'ilypatia' hacked to pioceel, and the pieces of her body thrown into the fire. (20e P. 54-55 of AN! sr^y°f'k-c, Cý, 'ýtý-. e. ýt "ý, ý. C: 4cý`^#-Sc '"'`a' 
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gernralization! passing sweeping judgements on ecenty knowledge gained 
at a given time and a limited place. Doughty Wes not the all. knowing 
orudito man he thought himself to be or he would have known that other 
writers bets him even described the plutonic harren end the geography 
he thought he was the first to describe. The Historian At-&omhüdis, for 
ex=ple, recorded an eruption at i . -Uedina in A. D. l256" Doughty must 
have known of the time in the Middle Ages when European thinkers visited 
Islamic countries to gain knowledge and wisdom they could not gat rat bone, 
and European Kings employed Arab scientists in their places. (1) In 
geography in particular the grout 'Idriasi' was the crown of KLM, 
Frederick's court at Palermo. But days change and peoples like people 
grow old. Doughty visited Arabia at a time when Arabia was at its 
worst period of confusion, ignorance and backvoardnoseg while Europe and 
in particular his own England aas at the height of progress# knowledge 
and civilisation. The fundamental fallacy of Doughty'e approach is 
his insistence upon the justice of the oa arison now and heran between 
the two. 
Another 'defect' he picks ie"the traditional European gibe 
at the Telemio licence of polygvpo' or as he puts it the 'Mohr drn 
liberty of wivtrg", ("Arabia Doeerta"* II! Pegs 30). Here vgoin 
Doughty is more emotionally inimical than logioetl, SDe kis about the 
finsacisl effecto of that he eeye, "öohemmOd hee mtde every follower of 
hier ' ith his many spendizsc and Vanishing lives, it walker upon cuicksanda; 
(1) All this wpm 8iscutood ocriier in the chapter. 
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but Christ's religion contains a ncn in all, which binds him in single 
narrittgo". ("Argbin Deserta" It Pry P4). Iclr prevents usury end 
betting while Chrioticnity does not, and Doughty bra not spoken rgoinst 
Christitnity beoe. use of the bad financial effects of these licences. 
Now Isicm makes it clear that one wife for a man is the rulelp but the 
door was not closed for more because a Test rule vrculd leave no outlet 
for impossible or difficult situationo (1) like the death by -sr or 
otherwise of thousands of men. lodern European countries after the 
. rare: hive discovered that, and extra matrimonial connections we 
the bane of European Society - an' ignomicr vorsi than that of polyg m*y 
Doughty again refers to polydtmy when he soya that " n, the igncxiirq 
of the Uecoavy'e religion, too often complained of inability",, as if men 
complain of inability only if they werd polygemousp or an if that 
complaint was never hoard in Christian Countries. 
The mein feult hero teens to to the fault usual ror most 
trvvellore of applying the cymptci of the 'part to if they 'ro the 
fnulta of the erhole. Limited though Douthty'a exper1encon werol there 
ar© no limitations to his Cenerplisttion. For eavmp1Q, he arya "X saw 
mnr bypochondriEcD" rhich in poosible, but then coca direct to sty, 
"they az'o e third of r11 the Arcbitns" ("Arabia Dsoorta" III I' Ptge. 5), 
which no Statistician am provo! Although he hic never been to feccn 
(I) The Jetrish Encyclopcodic relates thzt in Italy down to the 
3vontcenth Century, a percon iho^o wife res bcrrcn vran c1lorod by pepai licence to uko 9 cooond wife. Clrtciii Christian, 
sects in 'the U. 3. &, u11ow poly cnong their adhorentas" 
x 
b .w., t. ý. }. ..,. 
~ýý 
_ ý_ . __ °. .. 
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or Medina, he spe kn about 
"the denn of ezvoge life, under criminal 
Sovernorap in the Holy Cities: 
" ("Arabia Deeort&', III I= Fege 2Q). 
DepenUn on one incident eth one Story, ho ensuron us that "The 
Arebi axs trko no ciptivoe" ("Arabia Deaerta" II= Pry ?? ) which cannot 
possibly bo truo. CimilL. r to that tin is, ...., though they be 
full of knavish humour, I never saw among the prabicne a merry naii " 
("Arabia' Doaerta" III Pme 85) which is truer about the writer bitiself 
than about the whole Arab nation. 
This tond3rcy to pass quick judvments, cnd express hanty 
opinions, forces him perhrps unconscioual. y to draw upon his ern natural 
tendencies or previously vcquired knowledgs than on the frcts of Arabia. 
Sea for inutance his treatment of the circuncinioa. He seams to hove 
considered it to one of the essential requirements of Ii i ri then it 
is nothinc, but a traditional custom: which existed in Arabi. centuries 
before the advent of Islam. Islam did not prohibit its nor did it nVk© 
it a nCcessnry religicus rulet but it left it as it was .nV CO-Old 
social custom, a preparation of the individual to carry out in time his 
functions es a member of huun society and a propFgetar of future human 
gonerations. (1) Or rosnon for the confusion in Dou; hty's mind is the 
word used for circurcioion, which among its other rlgcnings, might mean 
'purification', but not in the purely religious ssras. About a child 
(I) Compare DouC'ity with "urchas his Pilgrimme" (4th Edition# 
Londons 1626) (Peas 223) "Their circumcision they observed, 
es some trite, et the thirteenth yocr of their reg initztirg Ismael therein". 
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lately circumoicod, Doughty writeup "As I came by tho first tent the 
child a accent before had been wade a Moslem.... " ("Arabia Deeorte", Ip 
Pro 391). On Page 392 egain ho quotes the mother of a oi. raumcieed 
child, .. "end she cot fortinc him in her boc t bode him be glcd that 
he acs now entered into the religion of Is1Fn", which is certainly 
erroneous. g little ©or3 imteatigation shown that circumelnion wan 
a universal human rite, linked at first with prganion (e. g. i ow Guinea 
tribes have it still) and with the earlier religions. (1) Judaism 
included it in the ? canto Law} and called it 'Abrehtn's Seal'. Eerjy 
Christians practiced its and Lantern Christians utill do until todcy. 
The Christian festival of the circumcision of Josua, for excnplog is 
celebrated on the lot of Jan=cry. Tha boslens also observe its but 
it is not part of the law of Islen. Thus the krebs know bettor when ho 
esker them, "Mint be the duties of a Uoslem? " they respondod "That a 
man fast in the month, and rocite his daily preyors"q melcirn no mention 
of the circumcision, *hich they call 'purification'. ("ATabin Desert' I,, 
Peso 342). Doughty looks at circumcision en if it Wore the 'bEptisa' 
in the case of Christianity, while the only bcptie needed in Islnn is 
the 'profession' - "I profess that there is no Gud but God end that 
Uohemmsd is bis .( oatlo". 
Strtr. Cest of 811 perhaps is the wry ("Arabia lbeerta" Z. Peso 
136-7) in which Doughty writes about the Bi; fror Bxirtn, "At Chriotne'a 
time there fell a pious Uoh=m®flaa festival: eth-thL11when a cheep is 
(1) Doughty krzw that (Sie. "Arabia Deserta" III PeGe 379) but he thinks 
fror , 1y that it is ptirt of the Islamic Creed. 
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slaughtered..... " which he should have knoten to the great pilgrim festival, 
com morating the story of Abrchta about to a1tuChter Ishmael his cons, 
the building of the Kasba, and the roroon for the Ialrmic ifaj and Aifat. 
Yet he calla that most central theme "a pious üohrrmedan festival". 
Again the 'Little fej' which is the visitation of Mecca cnd 1t6dina 
during the month of Rcjsb, the seventh month (not the official drys of 
the 'greet iej' in i ulhi jsa, the twelfth month) is confused by Doughty 
with the visit of the 3cvsn pilgrims to ': Sedina', en part of their 
pilgrim. ("Arabia Des©rta" II, Peso 480). 
On the growth If 1810m itneif Doughty to nearer the Middle 
Ages and the etrly Roneineunce, in the authors of which periods, as ve 
have shown, he had his earliest Xe1zmic lessons. Tust like his Modioval 
sources he says that "the beginning of Meetry wes an Arabian fraction... " 
("Arabia Deserta" III Pie 415), 'Tation' is a1wrya the koy-. ord. 
lcre tgain mietokes of voorbulary lead to strange idone. 'Jumna' is 
the word for rridey, the dray in the middle of which Uoslerao gather 
together to prey mane-like in the most communp1 prryor of the Moslem 
troek. '3 nm'p1 means a group gathered to ethor, and in certain dialects 
it might mean the gathorint of : rin&rod peopley the mewboro of one tribe, 
or part of a tribe. Doughty'n mird quickly lin? ce both$ anti : rya that 
in thew Moslem 'Juma'n' ( day Payers) l. oh mad has perpetuated "the 
canine liner ents of the Arabian f etion" ("Arabia Deaerta" It Page 4°4)" 
Although Doughty door] not cry opncificnlly that Christt5nity was the 
'One Reli ; ion',, or that Mohr mad himnelf vrz r, heretic breaking away 
from the true Path, it in yet clots that at the beck of the mind there 
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lurks this idea of a divisional movement started by Z ohr med. He calla 
Ia1m 'zohr, =aals re1icriouo faction' ("Arabia Doaertn" I, Piro 100), and 
ecain calls it "the new and soon grown faction of Mohr=d in religion" 
("Arabia Desert, " Z1, Pcce 247)1 "the bsgizuzinZ of the rnligiouc faction 
of Uohuned" ("Arabia I sorta" II Pcge I? 9); "that bautard stamp of 
the (expedite, iaotious cnd li. bora1) Arabien spirit" ("Arabia Denerta" It 
Pr,, e 10»). Inltn in incised on 34, a can's religion, not sent by heaven, 
and bocaune of that it "dig-caged to s, n easy cober rule of qw 
human lifo, (a pleasant canal congruity looking not above men's 
possibility)" ("Arabia Deserts" I, Pew 1)0--1')Z). If Thlr is e Maats 
'religion' and dons not look up to higher ii1 als, it in logical to Bey,, 
and Doughty does not say it clearly, that Mohamed was en impostor. 
That Fraß the attack of the IIonaineEnee, at its worst in Pridae=, whose 
work was certainly known to Doughty. 
But Doughty does not belittle Mohr o(i cna his influ, nco. 
One feels sometimos that only prejudice keeps him from doing the Prophet 
justice. "Are not UIoht ted's saws todey the mother belief of n tenth 
'art of Uer . na? 
" ("Arabia Doserta" It Pee 101). Again he refers to 
", Lohr=ed in the Koran, with the easy felicity of the , Arabian under. 
standic ... " ("Arabia Ieeerta" Ip POP 473), und to "the Arabs" relfgioue 
goodne'3s" (Aarrbie Doserta": I, Pegs 132). An. d Doughty, the Urft sinn 
(hr nae noO-aanforpist a ¬nti-olexgy) muot hove boon ct least half- 
hearted i, hon he wrote about Iolcm "In the tons are miigious elderis - 
not ministers or L1yatarioai there is no or r of priesthoode ahemaed 
is msný ft houmbold 2Z th° father of a : rtmiiy t, cnd his is a virile 
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raligiont also his people walk in a lar way, which is full of the 
pcrftme of the flesh purifiedt the debate betwixt carnal nature rind 
opinion of godliness is not grievous in their hearts. " Doughty wes 
alive to these good qualities in Isle=,, then: and in that he wes 
different from the writers of the Renaissance. Sometimes one feels 
that he is nearer the later Eighteenth and ! imteenth Century Spirit 
of fairness shown, for exemple# in Salo and Carlyle# but soon prejudice 
prevails and he goes back to the vile lengwZe and wild words of the 
older vilitiere of Islcm and the Moslems. Compare his fcmous 
description of the Arab "ui a proud r n, his head high in the clouds 
and his body on o,. rth, cittinr on a cloc. ca", with Sir Henry Blount'e 
words in his book on fL,! 
f'"'"'' "'a V-s' 
6' rt '14 C, =G-*ý , --O LI. 
"'Cc 
a :5 jc, -Ixýrs 
ewer rfu lu. 
a ", ý`V cý n- -%... Lö rls cý, "ý'r, 1,3 Lh of . 
CS, tLt I , Wc ., j "91 sti: 
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. 
Them two dittsroct etdoa of Dou. hty's resotion for or cpa. inat 
ISlEm iu4 the Ltom1e depend upon whet he ftels thet they feel tovrgrds 
him. If he gees a am11o on t. feces that fccO is quickly praised. If 
the gmila Clio appo+ rs, Dýhty'a praico dioappoers CC quickly. The 
criterion is not in objective Scientific method of judgement but a 
chargeable moco ct cnotiona in the haart of Khalil himself. h'xrplea 
of that to all over the poems of the "Jrzbt&', but we rill choose in 
particular the cmoa of thole 'rho 'ere o captionz11y kite, to Doughty, 
and Doughty arge in general all praise of them. In his sober mind he 
boro nothing but gratitude for thea# no much no that Zexnil c, nd Iyzt lie 
at the back of his ideal human communities in meoul" and "The -S'itrria". 
-2 "l1 
Therm Free in the torrn Zemi1, E "i enneyity, Deese end Yehys and no better 
four men existed anywhere together, as Doughty acknowloc'ged later "..,. 
here is a free township under the natural Prince, who converser as a 
private man, and rulee, like a great Shoyih of Aitrab, u Ongst his 
brethren. " ("Arabia Daeorta", III Pogo 341). ".... Thera are ... no 
mrlcontent faotione, they are all cheerfully oubjoct to Zail. The 
people living in unity, erg in no dread of foreign esemien". About 
El- , enneyry he eayys, "a gentle eon of Tomldt vhoeo good star went before 
me from this dty to the end of ry voyege in Arabia; " ("Arabia Doeorta", 
II, Pis 341). 
Yet all this does not prevent him from using the vile 1 ngur 
of ebuse, to the extent that he himself (Is it the temporary prick of 
conscience? ) eska for forgiven®os "(forgive it n©* 0 thrice good friends 
in the sacrement of the bread und salt, )" ("Arabia Deserts", II, Pose 352). 
then El-Kenneyny invited him to his Bardonp and : 7asir, innocently perhe. pa, 
acid he wanted to consult him about its irrigation, Doughty euspiCiously 
thought, "Desir'n t haby malice would sow cockle in the clean corn of 
our friendship, znd have made me see an interested kindness in the 
KenneyryJn ("Arabia Deserts" II9 Ptge 352). Yet he himself seems to 
doubt E1- Xenrreyr. jy, when 
he neys, he imcgieod "that I 'went poorly fcr a 
disguise*. ("Arabia Doaerte. " II, Page 359). then Zr. uil sends him 
w u7, his estimation of the man seers to waver, "Woe I her©tofora po 
much mistaken in to man? " ("Arabia Deserts" III Pago 407). It is 
resin at Aneyea that he posses this iud/emont on the Arobs' short-lived 
friendohip, "Their friendship iB liko the voice Of a bird upon the aprE7: 
-2 ^' 
If a rumour frighten her she will return no more, " ("Arabia Deserts" II, 
Pt o 441). But that seems to be truer of Dourhty'a own jud mont than 
of the Arabs' friendship. Ibrchim, ho aayap was his friend and he hetpa 
przieo on him, but as moon as discordance creeps b t, re, n than, tbrohin 
becooe the target of DouChty'a bitter abuse. PanninC ConeraI judemente 
co ee easy to him., almost without thought, and alv¬yc on the spur of the 
m= nt. In (" tbir- Dc tort' III PS V 397) he ecyos, "Arabs; are elwryo 
thus - almost without the notions of a gannrouo nature". But on other 
, occasions he opor of "the frenY alacrity of mind and the nr nani©aus 
dignity of Zedouioa'". ("Arabia Daserta" Iii Pezirm 70). Speekir$j of 
the "Arabian Hospitality In another occasion, - he ezys, "ße will 
siorifico a sheep, if but a (strange) child oooo there... " ("Arabia. 
Daaarta" III Pee 100). Bien tho Mahnbier het some of the przdna in 
agn roux mood, when he stye, "the civil gentleness of en Arabian upon 
the Guest end the atrct er". ("Arabia Decerta^ III PrV 36). then 
Aretbs were kind to him he would praise them; when others were unkind 
he would abuse then; and the juc craont3 in both cases were uttered in 
all sincori$y o. nd earnastrasri to includo all tho ), rabs good or UQ 
That indeed is the only criterion upon which Doughty's moral Judgements 
cro passed. It to about hin mor9 then about the Arabs, that his awn 
words would justly ¬pply. «Tha Itrabn -- the most urclopn find devout 
of lips# of 1I 2 iedd ' 
rAnd Doughty'o high morel nrc; tPntior: s in "Jxcbia 
serfs" e no loss noticeable than his ebusiva rora7 - coo ell under 
hocvan which contradicts thoir h=our. " Let us giro nflre exz ploy of 
bou hty's curses of thoso W$o o, oatradictod h1S 'humour'. On ("Arabia 
» 20.1 - 
Dosar s" III Pro 39) fle*etn is prat d. On (PP, 39) and after, he 
atttc'. n him, beoiuuo Hctcn had chc+. in his fanaticiz-. 1. On (PLICo 211) 
H cu& ºs tether is cp1lpd ` tbbrs' (c hieb--hrndeä despot) tend ox (Fate 23) 
he ctBtes the extet apposite shout the e¬me m,, ns "Aboard could be ganorousi 
where the be o cc Ier$tt w1tb ar, reverstry". But this f %11cTs 
directly a ppssr e in which be tells of Ab*yd alryirz his eneiies while 
they veX'O in flight) ("Arebis Deserts" III Pr, o 23). I cmud hizeoif, 
his friend and protector in g i1, Vtc the arms 
trovt1", ßratf On (PvC9 11) 
he epoLke about "the clement nature of the stro:. a can Harz-d"! =d tells 
how people ce11 him 'Adiz' (teloved). On the goo p ho 1. e zývid to 
be It high-handed Nimrod' in tuxes of porig. Doughty who clV: 9 Orion 
for toleration, end nttpcke the Araby for frnaticfcm, attecke Hr ud when 
he Sc tolerant end r. Ccu2eri him of hypocrisy end for bcirß 'politics in 
religion'. Of ftssud'a brothore, Peydf one whom he only not ' one or two 
tines in r months pccnirC in the public etro©t', in , 
called fan i brntile 
young man's end the ronnon follows with no delcy, 'and vary frnnticpl' 
("Ar bin ýcrn rt&' III Pete 29). Iicmud'a young©r brcther3 rre said to 
ba "sordid spirits and fitter to be bound pronttcec to ti ratcBtcher 
thin to cone into txy prince's hall and sudience.  ("Arabip Decarta" I19 
Pecs 3%D). Ibn Be hTd ht nelf Seto the w; ual mixture of prclce rnd rbut e 
, end the chime etw ya cocoa about hon Douthty feel xir1troated. 
The eeaa contrz.. dictton not urnn; oura31y cxtonda to cphhroc 
other than tho chars. ctcrn of thoze Aruba whcu Doughty moots, On (Pvzo 32), 
'11ýý 
for exr -gla1 he prriooe tha rule of Ibn Rnashid".... Z think it would bA hpr& 
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to find Q fsult in Ibn RpshTd'n movnrn ent. " But directly after ho 
records ecm. 3body else's attacks on it tend later joins theca himself, 
"... there is no poaco rmong the Ishmeelitee, nor rssurcnce even in 
the Prince's cmpitel. '" ("Arebie Deserts" Its Prge 33), On prcori 5--69 
for exemple, be describes 1iayil va "roll not out", and "so her 
inhabitvnts, well rrrejed". On prZo 6 he specks of their lives, 
"under the mild rnd just government of their home-born sheykho". His 
words about the goodness of life under Zrr4l in Aneyza have slready been 
quoted. "In no plece tire I Been men live more heppily than in this 
oasis". ("Arabia Decorte" III Pro 432). Yet in "Arabia Deserts" 
there are unparalleled expressions of the injustice in rll the land, 
or es Doughty puts it in Hvyi1 "in the tyrannical shadow of the pltco" 
("Arabia Decerta» III PvCo 2) end in Awyza "Poor or rich patients at 
Aneyzo, none of them paid anything for the Hokim's service end 
medicinos". ("Arabia Daserta" TIC Frio 386), which again contradicts 
the cases of prymont numbered by Doughty himself in tho book, and does 
not tally with the expressions of friendship end g ncrous assistance 
given to him by char of the Aneyza dienitoriec. It extonda also to 
the national habits of the Arabs. What Arabs trocnuro most is 
perhpa their coda of hospitality. Doughty ptyß tribute to that cirny 
times, BWGOtißon in an unworthy heif-hearted manner, to when he nPyo, 
"he would not sit down with ua, aincet by their cuvjncninous fiction: 
tho hoot is the servant of his Cueste". ("Arabia De: 1e2%tre II, Pr, a 101). 
Yet he dooo not lot a chence pan without herping on Whnt he on11a the 
" cxiitic greedine rn" ("Arabia Docertn" IIp Prgo 29)q or coming Whom 
the Semites era Davids .... too reliCioua ... too ocolcrttt ct once: " 
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("Arabia Doc®rta" IIp pee 39)4. 
eppearea the worso for greediness. 
11hi1Q in fact he! Doujhty, oust have 
They had their oczurty meniB and 
poor booths or makhza to give, end in npito of the ftnaticicn end 
the evil spirits of sumo, be vas alwcys able to bosefit freely frc i 
theee. lie in turn had nothing but a limited cum of money, end it 
limited knowledge of aedioine. Yet he r P, lw ys ctrotul of the first$ 
end never forward with tho other. In a country Whoro you ao is a 
perpetual guoat, you cannot turn about cad czk for the price of your 
medicinca in earnestness and insistence$ from those whose hospitality 
You almost alweyc abuse: end those hosts to whom you frankly show 
contompt" Add to this that these -Arabs, mostly poor, had never had 
any silver to give, or money to cfford, cad that Doughty wan on one 
side playing the guest benefitting from their hosspitalityp and on the 
other side trying to play the 'merahent" selling them medicineo that 
would hsve been the situation if he had behaved like the Christian he 
acid he wen and treated them the beat he could without risking for 
'money*lp but askir. +gp or not cokin g for kindness instead, to a matter 
of speculation. 
d sin contradictions ere the" in his conerali¢atioza cbout 
the Arabian mind. To have already quot©ci hic 'ord. e about the inability 
of the Semitic mind to think scientifically. so let UZ quote his o in 
. rordo to they opposito. lie seyet "Them is in thoee Arnbiona such e 
facility of mind, that it oee= they Only l , c'x the ccceelon, to speed in 
y envy of learning". ("Arab's A: eerta" XI, Pe go 39). Once he drye, 
"No an of the inhBbitu. ata of the wildornesc knows lottere", ("Arabia 
D0$artan IX, Petro 41) and directly contradicts that by tolling US of 
I*% 
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8*nhld, the Bedouin who had learnt letters in the Wahebi orpitol. 
But to Doughty the one recson for the Arabs' bcckwerdnecs was their 
religion, and on attacking it. he does not mince his words. Yet 
compare that with his wordn on the sincerity of their roligioua 
beliefs, and the impurity of the European beliefs in religion, when 
Doughty says thet the Arab's "Calk is continually (without hypocrisy) of 
religion which is of genial devout remembrance to them" ("Arabia Doserta" 
II, Pogo 39) and his wordn on religion in Europa, "(Religion) iss to us a 
sad, uncomfortable, untimely and foreign nutter". ("Arabia Deserts III 
Pcje 39), and you will realize the confusion into which the careful 
reader Is thrown by the chargoable moods and the inconsistency of the 
author. In spite of all the preise one reads of "the Arabian frpnchisA 
as e, usia" ("Arabia Deserts" II! P 30), Of Zt t1'n goverraAnt at 
Anoyiz., of Ibn RamhTd'n in fryl1, n quick chr s of mood to enouCh to 
produce this".... in now of the ttarchrntn, moro then In onttle, nor in 
the Prince hinssl#', '"s any x'ot in sn o mind to bring in groin frcm 
distanost" snd'ro tiro supposed to forgot, to the euthor has for the 
moment forgotten, the atoriea of shops full of carchrm&tr o frc everywhere, 
gs trr r-wt,, v ea Indle-, ead the Irico I which ho atz then to bogst en coming 
from British Domzins. But worse io to come, for btnirZ his crucc on cuoh 
fickle remr i-a39 be proceeds* ca the writers of the ßanainarnca used to dog 
to etteck IalEm, "the Noaxem religion over makcß x tbrorn r<na d. ^ath in 
San® pert of the h=en undo ratt na#rjn. ("Arabia D9 rt&' II9 PFD 7) and 
he forjet* that p1rjucs ßeze the curso of r11 huntu i. ty cud all countrioc, 
'hetever their roligion wS, e1 rind that thaunrnda aara the =a, ,1 vlctims 
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of that in his on lend in his chosen gold&n rgs of E1icebeth, 
still ccxnp=e his words here with what he oe. Ta on other occasiono, 
like "such a Bonoral charity might hardly be procured by public laws 
in other countries. " ("Arabia Di scrta" IXE Peso 114). Md egain 
"They have En old world's custom hers, to labour for each other, without 
rrr s. " ("Arabia Decerta" TIC Prgn 112), rhsre one rem+: nbore the Hakdm 
rcfusin to treat patients before they pry. 
Between these conflicting juddemonts rnd confuoine utterenoon 
of Doughty, one thing is clear, end that is the moodiness of Khalil, 
and the possible truthfulness of his wow only Ps rn exrorassinn of hie 
own emotiornl rauctions. The worst of his moods perhaps in the one 
in which he curood the boy serving him in the Prinao'a guont-house it 
H E7119 booause the boy said '3 m' (short for evy Disnillth or 'In the 
2Uezio of Cod') and he thouiht the boy had st, idl, 'Eimet' (poison) ("Arabia 
beaczta" That ready suspicion to indeed at the heart of 
it all. For that lack of taust was common to both Qicloo. Prop the 
beginning Doughty had an excessive eaount of it. It shored in his 
going thorn cz od its Sir Richard Burton ruts it, not with the avnly 
sword end dr arg but with a pen-knife, and a secret revolver. In 
words he shows it everywhora, ".... fair woran in th3 krrba nra not to 
trunt.... " ("Arabia Dsnerta" 119 Pese 445), and about people we havo him 
crying to Irbarak, n... Lut Imbarak, I CO lonnor trait theo. ý. ýý. t 
("Arabia Docorta" III Fly 56). On the Arab Bideq for exrup1o, wo 
hsve the story of Chroceyb who seid that Doughty wvß o CCod I tf 
tk 
(ccmponion in travel), but that ho wtnterd to atoll hic thcl{il at th4 and 
Iýs 
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of the journey. ("Arabia Dosorta» III Pee 73). On Doughty'a aide 
also we have his aordes ".... so knavish they are in a trifle, and 
full of Asiatic suspicions". ("Arabia Dacerta" lip Prge 42). But 
Doughty'a suspicion was the greater of the two beosuse his need to 
dopend on them was of courno , greater, and. his notions about iait 
were hostile even before he went into Arabia, end bectuao he would not, 
foolish end false though these were# hide his feelings of superiority 
and prejudice. A generous treatment of him by All the Arabs might 
have lessened his hostility but not the generous treEttmort of aafly - 
of which there in no look in the "Arabia". A correct behaviour by 
him might have lessened the Arabian resentment of his roUilious 
otherness, "But feeling as an European cmong thooe light-tongued 
Aoirstics" ("Arabia Deserts" III, Page 12), as he puts it, could never do. 
But whatever the emotions of Khal`ii were, it ie Doughty' e 
objectivity cnd correct judgement that vie question - L1 oot in every 
ephero. (1) then somebody doubted the truthfulness of bis paseveoc 
on Zeyd and Hirfr. # Doughty retorted vehemently that everythirg ho Vroto 
res truth end nothing but the whole truth, and It for one, wee ready 
to believe it. Even the contradictions of Judgement could be eTpleinedi 
and excusedt es erieing arrays from the emotions of the moment in 6, hioh 
they were written, or the incidents of the time being. Women, sox 
exemple, are £ ffvOu rite topio Of travellers wherever they gqg pnd W, en 
in IClC rAd in Arabia hat© alWeys been the subject of interest an& 
(2) Except, of courso, tho ti 'flat1 or eoatheti© aphorG. IV not questlonimg DouChty s =t here, but hi ethics. 
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hostile comment in the West. But Doughty insista that that he tells 
us is only what ip actually there. thero he sparks of the lewdness of 
women he cpeskks the truth, and when he tells of the chynoss end ohtntity 
of Arab women (e. g. "Arabia Deserts" Iii PFge 440-441) he also tells 
the truth. But I could not understand the reason for the chergo which 
Doughty seems to have made in his fcctual recording of c singularly 
important event - the story of Arab women coming to him rnd asking him 
to go to boa with the. In the published text of the "Arabia" ("Arabia 
D©sorta" 14' Page 374) it is one w=ent but in the wotoboo'ks, written 
Inside Arabia, (1) end dspoeited now in the Fitrwillirn Ziuseum Library, 
Doughty evys they were two women. Which to the truth? Contradiction 
ctnnot go this far,, end dill be esousedl Again there is the core of 
the changes made from the 'Notebooks' in the act of the writing of tho 
book. Expansion end Growth and perhaps transformation are to be 
expected. Additions of points not mentioned in the Notes are also 
to be expected. But what one does not expect is the octplete charge 
of what is supposed to be speeches of other people. One would expect 
a men who tykes notes to find it difficult to produce the exeot vordn 
of a epepicor or epeekers. Ua much more co* if the writer is orrvged 
in reproduoing the speeches, in a foreign lcngurge, several year wer 
he had heard them? Improbable an it might seem, Doughty actually 
writoß jottirco of convernntiono in the Notebooks in English; a chergee 
them into Arabia in the book itself, suite the opposite of the procemo 
one would expect. And the ahtnj©n m ganerally from indirect speoch 
The entry in the Notebooks on 28th April, 1878, name in two woran seyirg they would lie in ©y boooms'. 
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in the Notebooko to direct speech in the book itself= The alterations 
choir the groat liberty Doughty hes taken in the tronsfcx ation. Tho 
speeches of the Uuttowa and the Fhir in Hcyil, and the conversation 
betla aen Zhaltl and Inberske at his expulsion are clear e-e.. mplee. The 
artistic excellence of the style in these conversations end apeochas 
is beyond dcubtp end it is indeed that artistic perfection e hich is 
parmourt in his mind., end not the exactitude of roporting. To heighten 
the effect of his words Doughty uses all the juggler's art of rhetoriot 
including Qla: icg, glossing, erpantirr, or contracting the speechne of 
his Arabs. That is neither objective nor just, but roatheticslly it 
is for the better. 
., Nor could a man be just* if tho cap-lea of justice in his hands 
change according to his o' n poraonal mood, and the good that will come 
to him in each case. Usury, for exEnple, is no virtuous profession to 
permit or condone. But Doughty attaoka Usury when he says ".. & the 
people ars groedily eaten up by other asterpillare, the Yrihüd, and yet 
More - to the confusion of 
the acme of Christ; by 'the iniquitous 
Kawa..... " "Arabia Deserts" IT, Page 4 ). Yet he does not raise 
a finger or utter a word of disrpproval IRA the u-01117 Prrctisod by the 
house of Bosazm. They era divided into the 'bed Beescros t and the, 
'good Bassams', b? souse the first group are 'fanatic' ar 'anti-Doughty' 
and the second group bra friendly with him. Yet the head of the 
friendly group, the man thorn Doughty calls "the prudent ino Drrupt 
citizen" ("Arabia Dosorta" II, ?c 351), in in fret tho nein nocey- 
len er and w uror of Aneyza (see "Arabia Decortq" 'II, Ps., '., 387), 
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'Usury' is forbidden in seism, tnd in practising it the 'Densm' wee 
acting cgainst his own religious convictions but one doc8 not e ºect 
Doughty to attack hin for thate That one expected Doughty to attvcc 
hin for was another point, worse in Doughty's own belief than usurrº 
tho slavo-trade. Besarm was at the begirnin, S e cl avo-trador, and 
his wealthy the benefits of -which Doughty himself had tasted, was 
portly the result of his 'earlier trade in slaves. Now it in Good to 
fulminate aGainst olav4-trade in Uosiem countries es Doughty does; 
but it is evil when fulmination stops short beoPuto the crime arcs 
committed by a friend, 
ll-ý, It ist of coureo, possible to sty that the author of the 
"Arabia" does not pose an a purer eg or E. n a an of impeccable purity 
of nature, means and endal end to say that recdere, or at lecst come 
of them, have tried to build it up into a can. of innocent Chrietienity 
persecuted by the terrible fanaticisn of Islam, But KhalT1'a self- 
dramatization is indeod part of the appeal of the "Arabia", and the 
borrowed cloy ; or a would-be nurtyr could not be far from the thoujht 
of the men who wrote, n..... who are these that take mo (bcctu ;e of 
Christ's Groot atme: ) for an energy of mankind? " ("Arabia Dc a rttn" I. 
PeCe a)# rand " -- But -tho ras 'the Christian Uartyr? That Child of Li6ht, 
in comparison with their darknoca.... " ("Arabia Decorte" II, Pese 
Doughty bus indavd Written the "Arabia" with a Clever eye on the 
Chriction public who were z cant to buy and ro .d the bock, 
Wo trugt rorili26 then the othor tilde of Khi1Ti, rrltich bed aothing 
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to do with Ia1tm or ChriatiFnityp but with tho ainfu1 prido of solf 
and taco, und pro judica , egainzt his hootov The other voico which 
could coy! "They blench when a turn on then, knorirg that the Wrenjiac 
cyceed them in tho radical heat and force cf the spirit" ("Arabia 
DeBort&" II9 Pv o 377) ccu1d hrrdly be called Chrintie. no Vor Wes he 
a1wt yo constant in hin pride: for he know how to strike by the hand, 
lion the opponent wan not all-powerful ("Arr-bia Denorte" II, Pee 445), 
how to hold his tongue and hand when the opponent had the upper hrndf 
and how to pray end beg when the opponent was dr. ngerou317 ada rant. 
See, for oxvziple hin words to Prince All "Ullrh levd thy pints 
into Paradise: " ("Arabia Dacerta" 11p Pte 404)-. 7 
"Dou, Shty should hive ehosun intornct, cf: ection cnci feeling, 
which could pencr-pss have bridged the Cep b3tween hie Chrintianity and 
their Iolem, botwoen his ! nowledgo and their ignore-ico, anci between hin 
civilisation and their ba&cwcr&rean. It is ponsibie that 1ltoroture 
, ion might havo lost acme of the 
fire of the "Arabia" if he did, but r lig 
end humcnity and. objective ecience would haven gained a lot. and it ita 
as literature that "Arabia I? eeert Y' reeks in my opinion tor,, the hoi(; hte 
of English werke in the Yinoteenth Century. But its aesthetic values 
cannot always be equated with moral veluas or scientific fecta. Beeuty 
is not exactly the acme thing cc truth, and it is rrenZ, utterly wrong, 
to tike the "Arabia De eTta" VA an indiotraont of Islam or the Arabs. 
Doughty visited Arabia end wrote bio book when labt wes in deoline, and 
Arabia WtB in ignort. noo and en=chy. Yot the 13M ID points of we knie 
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could easily be found nearer at home in civilized 2 trope and the mighty 
empires of Christendom* Doughty himself was alive to ac'aio of thoue in 
the lands he had passed earlier through, as vo have shown before. !. ewer 
still in Britain itself: it was not all sweetnass and light. How many 
were the people in Europe, who professed Christianity for no better reason 
than that it was the religion cf their forefathers? Sow much ignorano3 
of the true Christian faith existed in Europe, even in the height of 
Victorien England? And what would Doughty's sense of rectal superiority 
be if he discovered the s=e greed and the same brutality and the sleaze 
fanatic factions in the new industrial slums of the t idlandn and the 
North of England in the Nineteenth Century? 
One nevar expected Doughty to bolieve in Zolrsa, or to ploy up 
the Arab racer particularly when they were in the nrdir of their long 
hintory But one expected prudence and kindnossy and understanding, if 
not love. Instead you have naked abuse and sheer intolerance. Mul'11's 
behaviour might be explained by fear, but Doughty's written recordir in 
the "Arabia" cannot be defended., Eren literature might hr_ve gained to 
little more, by a little lese pride und calf-dramatization on the part 
of the author. If he Worn able to see his own egoism, his own 
prejudices and his own intolerenco, he could perhaps hPvo underotood 
those in the hearts of his , Arab 
hosts. As it in his bock stands ce a 
record of the wegkrasses of eoao of his Arvb vilifiers Written by him, 
and ca to less c rooord of his °'n Wotknoanoe unconaoicuoly urfoidcd by, 
har-. If hin boolt, ieethetioi11y egePkingo Stendn hichor` it stench very 
auch later tß 8, n objeotiv'e +3tui than the works of Bu lkh dt, Burton, rind 
Lane. 
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Thou-rb Daugbty'a "Amble Doserta" fe, by the general consent of his critics, 
a c1E stet; iece, the gar<ya of looking at its ezcelinncce zerr not il" ye the 
c=e. ne have idoiicet the man and his courage and endurance. I3ome 
hwe prtioet the oacctness and the fullness of hin reporting. 3arae 
have mclaired his Insight into the character of an ancient Se 1tic oplev 
end his ability to drag them n1most alive In bis book. G=0 h¬wb 
explained the mysteries and ce ploxitiee of an epparently simple and 
frp{ ontar7, but in ronlity crplex rrxd Complßceted, etrccturo c: r=d farm. 
But the real fc otn*t». on cf thr bonfit ties nn doubt in it* vm: 'i tyic. 
£1LtM t all c*ho 1rato on DiuahMy: bay they roviacera in litora pßri dicalrt 
Cr cpsuel cc=entatore in nahm n perot or serious oritico dcelit rith 
English literature it littet or echo]. nre do; lir Lr with D3ughty'e rams to 
s uhole, hive devoted not of their contribution to the prlias of his 
pnee etylp, Ti &iVO even a abort re*uno if ftil the 'Literature e,.., the 
style et wArabie .l sartav vouid certrinly nvallcc moey pelpre c, -. 
f this 
thhetc. Bolectitn In the only way in deelirg pith this most inp, 3rter. t 
pft 't of D^uý; hty's ccntribztt'ri to Erzlieb literature. 
Fr at 'Ma bcEinni. rg naticeC the bmc2r. A seen co the b--^ 
van. publiOOhe d in i. 8319 'ilfrid äctnn Blunt vroto the. it was "the beet 
prose work of tb. 7QTth Century". The rcvierer f tb. s *4ao): in 'Tho 
Timec' he. ilcd it au "thc samt criginßl nnrrativo of trcvo1 pUbliohod 
base the dags of Elizabeth"* The rovicvor of the boo`, c in 'The Rpoctat(, r' 
proferred it to tho vorka cf Eurkha tttf Burt=j, Pttlgrnvo t. na raTawr. m 
189: r inp thtt unc . rny discoveror of narr tLRleot, the fricnd of Hoi. t . rt, ' 
Robert brid p! trots to Doughty, "we aey Of . *Ur book that it sttx ö. out 
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'f the flatreen of tirde: n literature to Etna fron Sicily ... 9 that the 
etyle and £llish ere au3tPicoed Pt tte h+1 bt at -hicb you boldly imr- ined 
ihn .. it perfect coca=plir. b r t°. And fr= thtt ecrly :., tzxt tbia note 
cf adoration continued Gradually to swell till tad^y but "Ar; bic 
Deserts" bra salted not only wmrshippe: but people wha tried t,,, c: -plain 
end: uud3 tend the betuties of its otylo. first =one thone Oman 
Profc8enr Z. Feirley whrn-9 batkj, clthct; jb r1CLt1y putttre; the crih , yin 
rn «> btv'f po tryp given *Arabic Do o7tv; " 0 prczinent ; t? . Then 
fe, 11own ! i-grrth, whore anin contribution, n D°uChty'a cfticiv2 bicjz'zpher, 
veo it aozVPr? itivo otutt of tht n^teb'nkc# on rhtch Dcujhty ncribbled t1n 
t inughta f. nnid' A. rrbir. Tiin Tollo': a Ana Trrneerp whose -: hrptar r is 
s study esf uArabie Decerta"'et rt; ytt=a and atylei e^t chspter VI a ¬itudy 
-'f "Arabic: Deeerta" "o worse Ali. thou; 3h her contribution is generally 
no=dq it seems to ne frc. sntrary, ehe: ßirý,; et will cue or several pcintm, 
like the cozvermstiortl pact" of ", Arrib*A renlZ ta", for apsetºsl concidc+ration. 
Then cx zna -Ehe first cciontiflc sc : olcsitic utzA, y of the etyle of tt, r, bia 
Dersorts" by r.: r7lort thaso k 1i1o 3 Or Arattc m*W Lis fine atu(bj 
unduly axc rate the Arabic inIlurnce can Dou; hty'a stile. f-a«t c=. Raº 
a Ph. D. Thesis c: itten by Annott& XcCo: i! ck, or the dcvcloprrent ni" 
x. iDught7't3 style in "x bias . 3erta". the in turn urn ntuaied tho worüs 
and, phraacv of *Arabia Deocrta", dep ndit t ontly any cO p1etir. csnd 
rGadju3tinq the wo2t of t. To7lor, rmrd at the case time! perLrps beer- Uve 
rtie b&& no etrebicp the brcu&ht bas. into p ir. rigs the 11 ,º in 
contreA3atinetiml to the L. rrbic, tnflusncot) on Douti btyºc StvIc. 'at" 
contribution Of caino sill chtir that a1Zhcu¢; h I appreciato the C ont ward, 
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of A. Treneer end W. Teylor, I generally side rith A. VeCtr ick, becpuee 
her work to more inclusive, end her line of epprocch in ecunder than 
theirs. "Previous critics", cho e ys, "heve been contont to be baffled 
and have scribbled off auch etatenents an 'the stateliest prose of our 
generatirn'". Forgetting, for a shime, the work of V. Taylor, she nays 
that those critics have generally stopped at adoration, end have not tried 
to understand or analyse the style. Some who have done no, have picked 
up one or two of the carlicr writers to the main influences on Doughty. 
She dismisses that as wrong and ineffectual, and decides that the best 
approach is to trace it back to Doughty's years of study and apprenticeship. 
She goes back to the lint of books at the end of IIogarth's soak, of 
Doughty's readings at the Bodician, end chooses the three trovol books 
in the list as certain influences on Doughty. 
Nova that process is the right procoes, and nobody con possibly 
hope to underatund Doughty's style, who hrs not studied the atudicus 
readings of his e crlier deys. It is here that her approach is sounder 
then W. tey1or'e, for Arabic influences ere certainly incidental end 
not at all fbndemental to the underctending of Doughty's style. Arebio 
is rn importrnt factor, but not the principal fcotor in tho ©Fking of 
the stately style of "Arabic Deeerta". A. UcCo=ickk is gqnin certeinly 
right in her etteo'k on the frrgentai and Pccidentel choice of sources 
for Doughty's style. Nothing ccn be more miuleLding tnd hrrWfli1 than 
this occupeticn of certain critics to choose elnoat St rindcra one cork 




r"Jiduouz17", sa Critic, 'fires 'IIrkluyt'e Voytgom'. Bence the 
antique styl© thich harp been e stuibling block to rimy. " (1) Nothing 
is core misleading then that word 'hence' to enyone rho studies Doughty 
fully. It myself# thought for s vhilo et the beginning of qy reading 
of Doughty that 'Sen6n' ae the vain influence. Uzrtin Armstrong 
stresses Doughty'e debt to Tyndel. Professor Oliver Elton stresses 
Doughty's debt to the Authorised Version of the Biblep chile d. Middleton 
hurry soya that for Doughty "the efflorescence of the lt urge of 
Shakespeare end Milton nicht never hieve been; brrdly ovon the rrigllsh 
Bible". Douuhty'a debt to Cheucer and Spencer has been the topic of 
much speculation. ßeeeuse in his works and in his letters he eeye that 
theirs mra the golden ege of the Bz, liah lerguege, and that he wen trying 
to revive their lrrgucge, that of 'the best tines' en he calla its saue 
critics heatened to analyse what appeared to be Doughty'a debt to Chaucer 
end Spenser. Yet some other critics were quick to notice that he tics 
no imitator of either. S. P. Shemin, for czEmple, notices the ltck of 
sympathy' between Doughty and. Chaucer erd Spencer. lerttin ärmstron ; soya 
that his debt to both is cuperficiel. And then lest c=, co the opinion that 
he goes even further back! "He ist more akin", ctyo J. H. UcUurrgq "to 
Beowulf then to Cheucer rnd Sponsor. " 
Now individually arch of those is Qronc, but collectively 
(1) 
. fit "The Author of 'Arabia Deserts', Doughty as Urn and 'Writer'Thr Living; Are, CCCXVII2,590. Lär3. g. Robbine eels this iss Cockeroll s %Titing, He repeats it in other pltceo. 
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they are all rights, for Doughty has read all these and more, and all 
these early and Tudor and Stuart writers, travellers: dramatists, poets 
and divines have contributed something towards the making of Doughty's 
complex style. Annette HcCormick was certainly right there. But yet 
unwittingly she herself does the ssne as those she has attacked and 
exposed. She goes, for the study of Doughty's earlier laboratory Bork, 
to Hogarth's list of Doughty's Oxford readings, and there she limits 
herself to the travellers, to Camden, Maundeville and Hekluyt, and later 
on adds Chaucer and the Bible. Her fault is that she depended on 
Hogarth's list only, for that list accounts actually for less than one 
fourth of Doughty's exhaustive readings. In an earlier chapter, and 
dispersed throughout this thesiop is an attempt to show the vast amount 
of Doughty's spadework in the field of language and literature. The 
main source is the great collection of word-notes that Doughty has left, 
and which are preserved at Caius College Library, Cambridge. Now any 
study of Doughty's style must start there in these word-notes, end this 
A. McCormick does not seem to have done. that she did was to study the 
Note-books of Doughty's Arabian journey written inside Arabia and presented 
at the Pit2William Museum Library in Cambridge. These are certainly 
helpful in the understanding of much of 'Travels in Arabia Deserta', and 
they help us to analyse its style. But a hill study and complete anclysia 
of Doughty's prose or poetry must first of all begin with the word notes. 
It is wrong to concentrate on the leaven and the branches, when the roots 
of the tree are submerged and unknown. The style of "Arabia Deserts" in 
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the fruition of a, long procese of preparrationt and a concentrated effort 
of yeezs of toil, end this poses cnnther minor point which we should 
dispose of before 'wo proceed. 
For all have notic®d the fact that Doughty cv out aster two 
yoare in Arabia in 1878, end the fect that 'Trevelo in Arabia Deserts' 
wr published by the Cocabridoo University Press in 1883: and all have 
realized the tremendous effort that went into the asking of that great 
©saterpi0C0. That could be more natural then to imvZine the continuous 
strenuous uphill climb of the author wrestling with his words and phrases 
for ten long years? Professor Peirley seyý they vcie ten. A. 
UcCoTaiCk ceye they were eight, 14 and eli the cOncntatore coon to 
be ed at tho op parent concentrated work of ten years. Doughty 
himself, though he could probably be using a rhetorical licence to 
exrggerate, hE. s called it 'the incecoant labour of a decennium'. ' 
Nothin; could be farther from the truth. According to Ho girth, he van 
in 1879 in Syria to collect the rest of the note-books in which various 
stages of the Journey were recorded. Next comes the ectivo attempt to 
publish his scientific findings in the scientific circles in London, 
Paris and Berlin. The year 1881 na the report and the sketch-mop 
published in ! Globus', the Carmen periodical. 
9 i4Le opening months of 
4 
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1883, his mind van occupied with a Acientific report to be publiehed 
and lectures to be given on the geogrephy and geology of Arabia. 
The 
quarrel fully reported by Uogarth, between Doughty and H. V. Bateep 
Secretary of the Royal Geographical Societyp concerned Dou, Cbty'a lecture 
to the Society, and not 'Travels in Arabia Dceerte'. On the 23rd of 
Jeruary, 18 4, he submitted a priper to the Ceologicsl Society, on 
'outlines of the Geology of Arabia'. In all these years the literary 
records of the travels could not hcvo taken most of his time or effort. 
He started it early but worked at it, intor tttently, except in soxe 
fixed periods. In 1879: for esraplo, he wrote, "I to writing oome 
accounts of those travels in Arabia rya air little health permits. " In 
1879 eZain he writes to Sprencer, "1 have for some time tmuaed ayaelt 
with writing some account of my wandcrin, s with the Arebo". In 'Arabia 
Dosorta' itself Doughty tells us that he wrote the part on his second 
visit to Tevma in 1879. (i) The years between 1883-1892 oacm to have 
been spent in Italy in concentrated work on the book. In April, 1862, 
he wrote to Sprenger that it will be ready before long, end late in the 
emo year he etcrtod, the search for a publisher: In 1884, evon the 
second volume was shown to a publishing firm, which turned the book dorret 
and in the acme year, 1884, he wrote to Professor aright who cu estea 
Genbridge University Press as publishers. The quarrels on the rovisiOn 
of the book botro4n Doughty st: d tho publishorol relß, ted #1ilUy by iicgarth, 
(1) 'Arabia Deserta+ Is Peso 532. 
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hrppened in 1886, end in 1886 Doughty got married# and took his bride 
to a honeymoon in Cornwall. How could, it be ten 1or., S years of 
incecssnt toil then? 
I tm not d., 7iz th8t e trenenaous effort went into tho vritine 
of 'Arabia Deserte', but I certainly consider it tvoz to try to pin it 
d mm to the ten years previou3 to its publication. I ©ointrIn thst 
more then ten yeezn went into its n¬kin , for m ru3t ttka into 
consideration the inzportent otrly years of preperetion, which helped to 
guide his later steps, and to detox ine his General attitude in lifo 
in literature, eud in style. The vier-point of Khol! l in the 'Arebie', 
and the style of Doujhty's prose there are both fruits of that earlier 
effort. The first chcnoe for Dauuhty to put into execution his early 
Ideas of the dynrmic possibilities of English, end his first end singlo- 
handed challenge of the corrupt end decedent Victorian nlizh of hio 
dry, is tho 'Arabia', Than be started on it7only he could tell hcaw 
it wes to develop, crd when it wui finiehedloniy he could know its worth. 
All his vigour and ell his strongth went into the mtking of it - por-oibly 
morn of himself even than vhet went into the mc! ins of 'The Dean in 
Britrin'. An Arebia proverb sta that 'the first step token is hilf 
the rand you viii follow', end the 'Arabia' wen exeotly that is the 
lifo--hictoryr of Doughty. It wvn the one treoendouo feet ihich proved 
to the world that he mea right and proved to D^uwhty himself that be 
ut. s ctpeb1o of writing c ru-ý tcrpioco. dot that re know he wes ever in 
doubt about thrt, but doubt end hesitation ero i-vit, bla in ceoao like 
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these. iahen he started the 'Arabia' he had nothing but hie belief in 
the potentialities cc Englichl and his trust in his ability to revive 
ncmething of the glories, of the Eli7abetb n Ace* then he ctorted 'The 
Dorn in Britain' he had the eure knorledj e thtt he could do it# and the 
clear proof in the completed 'Arabia'. Doughty, later in life, expressed 
the opinion that the 'Arabia' uns, inforior to 'The Pain in Britain', to 
'Uanecul', and to 'Adgm Cast Forth'. (1) But these zero the prejudices 
of a poet, forty years after the publication of the prcec. -bock, and not 
the realities of the situation in which the struggling author found 
hirn3elf in the Eighteen Eighties. 
Historically the 'Arabia' has its unquestioned place ce the 
bzwio for Dovwbty'c later work, end the first otrone lay©r upon vhieh 
the poems were built. That in why I would like first of all to dispose 
of the exegereted considerations givon by none critics to the Arabic 
influenced on the style of the book before I proceed to the various aspects 
of his English style. If the work3 of DauChty were looked upon to one 
continuous development from hie young days in Crmbridee through the prose 
of the 'Arabia'g to his lifetime rmbition executed in 'The Down in Britain', 
end folloned at a slow but regular pace, by the Inter worksp one would hive 
bed no need to stress thin point in a work like this thesis. But the 
$Arabia' happened to be a'rerc gem mang litorery works, no auch so that 
(1) Sao T. E. Lcwrence's en"ar (letter no. 135) to a letter from Doughty, 
on p. 321, "The Lettern of T. E. Lawrence: Edited b-, Dcvid ßt. rnetit. Cape* London, 1938. 
4 
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more than half the critics who wrote about Doughty trots mainly about 
the 'Arabia'' and three quitters of the ree-d©ro of D: ughty'e work 
read only the 'Arabia'. I, pyBQif, because of my beginnives in 
Arabic studiaoi oterted ong c$ it wore! tnArabio foot, but diacoverod 
later that this ßi11 not dog and that for the eeziplexities of Doutht7le 
Style in the *Aribit' one must search for the key in hin 'En6,, lloh' ctuäice 
and not in his 'Arabic' knowledge. let his 'Arabic* side. t be dealt 
with# if the work on the 'Az bia' is to be complete. Two of the 
commentators on the 'Arabia' knew Arabic, and sere thus able to ptse 
jud ent on the influences of Arabic on hie style. Uogerth died before 
crnpletin his biography on Doughty end it is possible that if he had 
seen it thrcu& the presoq be might hove been able to say a nord. As 
it is I oust exclude his name from consideration on the linvuistic aide. 
Although he diepleys on unce=7 literary discrimination, yet his knorbedee 
of the Arabs wen more on the political and srcheeologiesl side then on 
the purely literary tilde. 
The two commentators I htve in mind were Sir Richard Ihirton, 
and Walt Tcylor. The first wrote a ver7- short comment on the 'Arabia' 
In "The Academyz 23 July, 1835", when the book Web first published, and 
consequently the review is not caioured by the later eduletion which 
coºo to Doughty's book in the trentieth century. Welt T yrlor contributed 
Tract uo. Li of the S. P. E. tractat which he entitled "Do hty'e lisp". 
Now it heppens that these two stand on di metrically opposite sides" 
Bkrtcn, although he admits Doughty"c linguistic contribution to the study 
`I-- 
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of Arabien , ocgrephy, crchm olapr cnd the ctu&j of Arrbten D3v1ectiq 
shops also the limitations of Dou hty's knovled o of Arabic end the 
inidequccy of his zoonc. ! t1t Trylor dceo not doubt or quostion 
Doti hty'e Arable kno 1o 3. LocUnL;, at hic IErCIirh Style', he 
concludes that the style is bred on 'Arabic'. Min this eildernecc 
he found his ideal lcn rge", erys Trylcr. And speaking about hin 
st le! he ells It, "moderat Ch oerien9 Eizabethtn and Arcbio= 
its Cheucerit. n end £l. iz, i-bethsn quality is no mere p nticho; it is 
Arwbic;.... " Now elthoujb it is true that DKrtcn deals more with 
some of the arebto rordn in the 'Arabic' and Tvylgr deals with the 
styl© at large, the iundcentsl difference between their points of vºiev 
is clear all the sane. Where does the truth lie? To have alreedy said 
within the general free of 3)ourhty'e studies of lish end the other 
(foreign) lexc4rces that drebio was Given a reiativoly ghort hiss end 
s rolativoly less enemy then either Elioh, Greek# Latin or for that 
matter, Ilsbros. iloroover, we hove his own vordn to prove that his 
knowledge of Arabic did not go deep into the sources or wide in the 
vest expenses or the litorery riches of that vret rnd indeed difficult 
lar, u e. His period of 'stur' , of Arabia in the Lebanon rx: d Syria. in 
1876 muot haare been, r. n IIo; zrth crkes clear escluoivoly, to atudy Arabic 
co a ßpoken icrGur-, gc. But chat could be ctudigd in that very chort 
period? His kncmlcdý,, e. cf Arabic, bot'rv thct avurSQ era ac 1i ibIc. 
Lees th= a year betone' in Sines, ho i+t3 unzble to exchcrgs wards with 




like the cunb« (1) In a letter to 8prer or quoted by HoCerth, ho 
wrote, "I could opeck very little Arabic, *... * not havinij beforo 
studied the history of thoso countries". 
And vhcn ho had gone through the course in tho Lebanon tt. na. 
Syrie, what crap the result? 'Eafi his Arabic perfect like that of 
Durkhrrdt or remerkablo like thL. tIf Palmer? In 'Ar(bis Deserts' 
Itself the ensver is given. First we have his on admission md the 
co=ente of thone who know. Secondly ve have the actual mistakes in 
the Arabic of the 'Arabia Deserts. Of that first category we have 
Abu Re. shid'a fine criticism of the European eey of speaking in general, 
end on Dottghty's Arabic speech in psrticuler. "DotinG ray imperfect 
end unrea4y speech*, Doughty tells us that Abu RaahTd avid, "These Frame 
lebour in the Arabic utterances for they have not a supple tcngue; .... 
your words are born crippling end tall half-dead out of your mouths... " 
('Arabia Deserts'! I9 154)" Another bedouin, hearinG Doughty speak, 
thought he wes e 'ueaeheciy' (III 235)9 a Pexsirn from 1 ecched, bec, uce 
his speech .. 'Yäry' ' (III 236) and hin hue like that of the Perßirns. (? ) 
Still that is a criticicn of Dou hty'ii Dxonfunciation, the wry he uttero 
the words# and not a criticism of-the lancucgo itsoif. But even hare 
Doughty'a weaknesses were apparent. Than an Arab tried to dietin uinh 
(2) ýArebia Deserte, 'g It 386 "... the old Beduin cruin1eer made signo with 
the hand (for yet e hed not lecrned buch Arrbic)....... " 
(2) Hore, is one of Dougghty'e miettkec, Moaehed to him is 'Me¬tshed All' 
und 'Menshed AU ' to him is chero Ali, the Calif, the Prophet's cousin 
was buried after his martyrdom. The Calif Ali to buried at 'Najrf'g in Iraq. 'Meaihed' Is in Persia, end the tomb there is that of Ali-Al-fli hQ, the Shiito Imrm and a descendent of the Calif Ali. 
- -- -- --- -- -- .r --- 
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between the various kinds of Arabic styl©, the hi(h, the rodiur and 
the lows he rotors to the 1RngucCo of The1! 1 en en eiemple of the third. 
There to ein an all-inclusive confession by Doughty hicolf of his 
vocknesses in Arabic, vocabulary, ctylo end speech, dran he vroto to 
Sprenger, "I could never speak their difficult IsneuvCe without eolocisms". 
There to also his oonfenstcn to Sir Richard D'rton that "he bed never 
cultivated (Arabic) boo1G-rending, but had learned the verneculor by hard 
prectico". (See ßvtrton's Review of the 'Arabia' in The Aerdec p).. 
In 'Arabia Deserts' itself there is his confession to the Italien käoslem 
in iieyil, that he could never like 'the ferrego of the foron"& (III 51). 
Yet all this might have been taken an the natural shyness of a modest 
persons or of one who feels himself inferior to tho tremendous task or 
measures his inability by comparing himself with those who owq if 'ro 
had not known Doughty's apparent self-sssuranoe end coif-caticfaction. 
Compare it with his almost reckless seif-sasortion, in defending his 
English style, and his blunt refusal to charge enything, end you viii 
realize that Doughty was far from being shy or modest when he wes cure 
of his knowiecge. Other facts point the same vayr. In ell the 
correspondence botreen himself end his Arab friends inside Arabieg it 
is etrtrZe that the lsrgurgo used wee always English. 
If Doughty's Arabic res indeed any good, it is possible that 
he might have used it here, rriting to people who had no English. But 
he writes to "Sheykh ebdulleh Ei-Dessen", Thom he cello 'Dy deer Uncle 
lbdull+eh'# Beading him 'English uinino' at his request and. advising, him 
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to introduce 'vaccination to the lands of the Araba'# and caking him 
In turn to send him 'a nwp of the Wady 4 Ru nrh with all the brench 
wedieo Which for into it botreen $heybar end el-Kc3ai©'. And he 
vritco another letter to 5oley ien Abdulltlh E1-I3eo. i in Jiddah 
answering his letter and expressing grief at the death of Abdullrh El 
Kenneyny, and asking'the 'sketch mrp of the Vedy-e- ö' and the poems 
of Aboyd Ibi xcshId. The only Arabic in DouChty's letter wen the 
EnClish transliteration of 'U11sh yer'htm hu' - 'God's ieroy on his 
soul'. More significant perhaps thrn all that, is the fcct that 
Sleynrn himself has Gone to the English Consulate in Toddth and had 
hic letter written in Flieh by'" Oswald# end the only thing which 
is in Arabic is Sleyoan's Arabic seal at the end of it -a stronr 
proof of the inedeguecy of Doughty's Arabic. (1) In other letters 
one would come accidentally across an Arabic word inserted es it were 
a witticism, like the word Cr+ 'bride' in his letter written on 12 
AuCustp 18869 to Guy Le 8trri e, introducing his firne*e, "iyº dear Cri 
to douGhter of Genoral Sir iiontvguo McMurdo, one of the heroes of Scinde: 
her mother or her mother's sister Yrs. ilepier is I thlet ti friend of your 
mothor'$". (2) But oven thoco wordo aonotimeo betray hin. Tie have 
alrocdy quoted the Arobic cord misapolt in hie Ziotoe, the word --ýr-k-0 V 
fo, I ý9 " The Arabia itaoif is full of these niatekes to rhich va will 
(1) All the three lettorß ore now at Cttius Collego Ltbrrzy, CenbriiIo. 
(2) The letter is at the Fitzylillirm UUSOUI Librnz7, Ctibriagg. 
'N- 
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soon cone, - Eift a point cue should clarify before we do that is the 
apparent differences between Classical Arabic end its spoken dialects, 
For Arabic is a language of dialects, end rzong the Arabicts and 
Orientelicts of Europe in the Nineteenth Century there can a living 
interest in a problem which involver the historical beginnings of the 
Arabic l uage itcclf. A group of -, -rientalisto mint tine d that Cltc iciil 
Arabic as re have it in the Koran and in the cubseouont centuries attar 
the advent of Islam won a comparatively new arrival. The Arabs or 
what would later be the Arab lends were divided between tho Southern 
figycrio or Srbrieen state and 1angurGo on one cide end the ! orthern 
Uebetetn on the other. These were two different struinß, both in tt"trn 
ccvpletoly difforent frog the Arabic of 1Ator timoo. In later tineap 
co tha group maintuined, Islam wrz instrumental in spreading Arabio 
which vas only the language of one tribe until it supplanted the iäebateen 
(irenaic) of the North and the Hinyaric (Sabecn) of the South. The 
other group of Orientalists refuted the theory by proving firnt that 
the A. rtnaio inscriptions of the north yore only the borrored inscriptions 
of an essentially ArebiFn people expressing their Arabic 1cnaurgo end 
displaying their Arabic nFinasp and secondly that the body of Arabic 
poetry traditionally attributed to Pre-Ielanie times vtn authentic and it 
proved beyond doubt that the Arabic lengurge van indeed the lrr ur., o of 
all Arabia. They maintain that the Koren vas written in Arabic because 
Arabic was the lergurge of all the Arobop and not as the other neintainod 




! ow DouGhty's ArchFeologicra1 discoveries at Medain Saleh 
were very much )inked pith that historical and linjuistic controversy. 
For thoro at E1-Uejr Doughty heal come ecrece Shat he considered the 
line dividing the forth (1tabatemn-Artneon) from the South (Sebeen- 
Fiiny¬ ic). In terms of history this was the border between North 
und South* in terns of geography this wn the dividing line bot een 
1, the summ r raine of the South emd the winter rcinm of the ! orth. In 
torn of Archaeology this gras the plcce whero both civilizations roots 
wel Khreyby is Hera of Thrmüd, End .. gadäin 3&lih, 10 miles to the 
1Jorth, is the nab&tecn Hejrs" says the Appendix ('Arabia Deserta'v it 
page 188). In the sEme appendix Mr. Harelry V. Headýof the British 
Eiuseum ezplains that the mono7 of ancient Arabia, besides the coins of 
those Arabs under the Ro©en rule, had the two mat divisions of "the 
Yemen or the so called llimyaritic coins" and of +Ith4 Nebatern gins". 
In temp of lcnguege than results were far reaching. In the note by 
fit. Philippe Berger on (Prge 187) it eRYB "On so demands ou eat, au milieu 
do tout celsl 1'Arabe ties Coreischites et de Rehonot? Il nous opperait 
come un dialeete exceesiveaient reatreint, comae In largue d'uno tents 
petite tribu, quit par suite do airconstcrcofy tree locales, eat errivee 
at un degr4 do porfeotion eztraordineire. West A l+ieliaiecip quelle 
a dü tcute an fortune. L'ialtmiame do zieme a 3npose an lengue avee as 
religion staute 1'1rabie,...,. " Doughty himself writes in the Glow r 
(page 552) that, 
. "Koran Arabic was perhEps never the tongue of the uplrnä 
tribes". But Doughty vas not on Arabistq end he knew its His 
ý_- 
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archm ologicttl findings were givßn to veriau3 Orientalists for ntudy. 
! It 1i utctia findir teere given t© Am biats For further study - snd 
Doughty was, it seems to men on the error site of the controversy, hrrQL 
those rho maintain that Arabic aas the common ltnnuege of Arabia centurion 
before 191m. So the attest in 'Arabia Deeerta' of 1ookini; at the 
Iar. gurge of Arabia end its sub-diviciona in terra of Northern voraus 
Scuthera, Uplend and Lowland f, 1le flat in the hands of en emateur linGuiet. 
Compare with this half-theoretical controversy on a period, decd, 
long rgos the blindness of the outhor in dealing knowingly with the e. etual 
divisions within the linguistic fold of the Arabic of his der Thenks 
to the diligence of Doughty and his superhuman memory# we have an unsorted 
untrpped wealth of Arabic words and phrases in the different dieleots of 
different tribes, end in particular the tribes of Northern P. Uejd. It in 
in the recording of these that Daughty's contribution to linguistic 
studies of Arabic Is Invaluable - in the recording, not in the sifting 
or the underatenäing of the ler. urgo and its dialects. 'When in the 
Glossary (P. 556) he writes (Beeh(k)ir, - tomorrow) about a word which 
vos Bc: chir in the text (It 476)9 he does not explr_ing because he does 
not knows that the 'V's influenced in the Eastern Coast of Arabia end 
in Iraq, by its pronunciation in Persian# becomes Ich'. And the arze 
in other words like 'J. chebed (Kebed)' (I9 304,323) or 'ch(k)essob' 
(I, 194,452) or in phrases like Cheyf-ent, (It 433), and Cheyf, pcerenyº ? 
(11: 53)9 He did not know t for if ho did, hei would havo certeinly 
objected to their Porn ion-influenced tozguo an much re he did to their 
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uocge of the Verstrn word 'ehittr' (III 9) for the r'rscedrry. Another 
influence on Arabic which Doughty does not seem to hnvo known about ^wtc 
the influence of Turkish, herever he cent Bedouins asked hißt for 
'Tittun' which is the Turkish word for tobacco. The Arabic word is 
Dokhcn. But those technicrl points are subjects of study for those 
who know, those who can with authority hoer and understand and pees 
judgments. A11 Doughty could do was to hear and recordp and one must 
P&it, that with ell the difficulties and. vi1 the fauitsq ho has done 
it argnificently. That a can who has studied Arabic for ouch a short 
period, would go in these difficult circumstances Pnd coma back with 
all those riches is indeed a marvelous feet of porneverance and a 
magnificent memory. 
Yet huren vetkaaßnee are there end critheut a solid btiokkrounä 
Doughty wes prrticultrly open to them. Thus on ovr; not elwe toko 
his yard ter everything. $cmetimes what he heerd wes not the right 
cord. Sc times his Qry of writing a vord, iss not the right wiyg Fnd in 
a good rumbor of cases the opinions he besee on hie linguistic gleznings 
tire the wrong ores. Let us give a fear e=mplost for a full OnalYziG 
would mean tinother glosetxy of Doughtyle jýrabjc words$ end that here is 
not precticeble. About the , Arabic (kj Vhich under Persian influonccs is 
s3ametimo pronounced (ch) like BaMk which becmes Brich in Etat raja 
(YI, 426) or the, word 'teyltdicht (X9 269) 'yob Sons) czaoz 'rCi r'amen 
or haha cn *s beytich 'your house' or ýºywvº. ý-c t, ý 





in his nisunderstending with the chs e in English from 'speak' to 
'speech' end from 'cool' to 'chill'i (Sec Glossesys Ptgo 611. ) 
Rain tho true Persian ihfluonce shots in an unexpected place. A 
irejdy friend of nine tells no that this Persien twist of the 'It' into 
'ch' has indeed invaded all the rrorde ercppt the old Arabic nrnes of 
tribes. They might call the 'Kalb-Xelab' ('dog-dc's')' 'Chelb or 
Chelab's but never theneae of the tribe of 'Deny Kolb or Deny Kelch' 
except in sarcasm or derision. But here we have it in the 'Arabia' 
(It P 255). Is it not possible that the Beduin speaker was using 
'Eery Keleb' for the tribe, and then vilifying the= to 'none of dogs', 
and Doughty confuse' the two? Again the Persien cord 'Khosh' (Ixe 3911) 
in said to be 'a Persian Gulf word' (Gloseery, P. 616), which does not 
show if it is on Arabic word fron the Western sboreact the Gulf, or a 
Persian word from its Eastern chores. ' 'lggere' (III 230) is said to 
be the ne-me of a Barel und 'A1jr' is used about Uahsrn (Ip 200) and 
about Uuhtnmsd IbIL Rashid (III 1aß 25) and arjle: iued as 'infecundum' 
(I, 200). now would the English rer. der know that they vexo oxiotly the 
acne word, feminine first and meeculirie later, with the letter 'g' 
pronounced hard by sono tribe and softened into 'J' bpi sonn other tribe? 
Ignorance of the frets is again behind the words of the Clogecry 
(P. 627) on (: adina (city* pl# media, and vulgar muddcn (ü)b) ) for both 
plural forms are correct end c1essica1 cud both ero used in the Arabic 
speech of todey. Again the ermo reeaon lies behind Doudhty"e co=ente 
on "Solomon the father of David". "Dehir could not gainoey reg" seyC 
,__.. 
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Doughty, "when I alleged 'Sod aznnn father of David', (this is as they 
ignorantly opeek), a name venerable amongst them" (Iq 154), Brit Dahir 
had no reason to gainsey him. Doughty was saying something which wee 
correct, thinking it was wrong. Among the Arabs# perhaps ass a natural 
expression of their love for their progeny, certain names ceriy with 
them other names euitablo es children's names if that was the name of 
the father, even if he had no children. Uobarmad in Iraq is father of 
Jaesim even if he had no children. If your name is '3oliraan' you ere 
ftiliarly called 'father of David' even if you have no none eßt all. 
Ibrahim is everywhere father of Xha1T1. (1) This to no ignorance among 
the Arabs that 'Ibrahim' had no eon called 'ShalTl' or that 'Bolinen' . a. 
not the father, but the eon of David the King. It might not even have 
any link with these Old ? eatement ntmes, but simply a frmiliar way of 
qualifyin« nos. Doughty himself provides us with a little anecdote 
which shows the confusion which results from mistekea of herring or 
understsnding. At the Iiothif in Hmyil when a boy set in front of him 
e dish at rice end said 'Summ: ' (5v7 Bisaillah, 'In the nine of the 
Lord'), Doughty thought the ird said 'Simm' (Poison) rand abruptly coiled 
on God to curse tho boy's pcrontcgo (IV 610)J 
(1) The same mistek© is repeated by A. Trcneer (P"io7), when she writes 
"It was lucky thttt Doughty chose the nzxo Khrlil - Mohsmmed Aly, not liking that a 1'terony should teke to himself a nome which nepns $the friend (of Cod)', called. him Ibrthim nine times out of ten*" She 
should have known that among Voolesne. Ibrrhia (Abrchtm) je himself 
'Khalil Ur Bebsavn' (friend of Cod), end that to call c parson Ibrahim instoed of Kh¬1il does not mean degrtdaticn, Fad that cer&y Chriotione in the rest cre called Xhal1l, That is why DOuEhty chose the neme. 
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Another mistcket this time not in the text itself but in the 
Cloesery, is the word ' Subbtk' f in Arabic ren? erea -&a" 
(Glocaary, 
Pete 669) end its reply rendered as p -' (I9 Page 269 end II, 
. 
ýa Page 293). The correct word is Sabba and not Subba c 
end the reply is t but it is probably only a. misprint. 
Another mistake in the Glossary, this time not by Doughty but by the 
Orientalist Do Coeje is his interpretation of the nvno of ' o&y Leymun 
(Glossary, Pete 620) es a probable contraction of Wady--el-Ainrn 'the 
right-hcnd valley', while the neue ro tl ly means the 'Lemon Valley'. 
Another raistrke which is repeBtQd in both text and OiossM is the word 
'Khaltcat' (ßlo3sory Pees 561 end 681), one enong ©rt vorda in n Ionen 
prayer in Arabia (I9 Pege 561) In almost certainly Thalkrk 'your c-eation'. 
But these ire all ha= less mistekee which could easily be corrected if 
Doughty know tim ueaessery Arabic bockgrauad to them. 
That indeed is a problem Is the transliteration of Arabia words 
into Roman script -a problem which is indeed more cemplicrtcd by the 
nature of that Doughty wen trying to do. If he had stuck to Ciosaieel 
Arebio there vas a possibility of a at t dýr8 pronunciation sad a strnä. ýrd 
transliteration for every word. But Doughty ace trying to put on proper 
tho ezect sound re be wculd heir from the mouth. of the Arrb speakers. 
The Abe are a nation of individusllsts, even in the field of la uagb. 
7 flan would st mp the word with his own privatd vtRy. Evcr9 tribe 
would h v8 its aFy of spcvkia jt end every corner of Arabia would have 1ta 
oan dialect. fora than vm7 other, Arebic Its a lan ueie of dislccta. 
va. r.. . 
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And the feet that the btsic of cord trr-nnfomition end 'ord derivation 
tja the consontnt und not the vowel, complicatoe the problem mors. . All 
Bight eMe on tho consonantal root of a word but the vowels ere easily 
ch; neable. To try to write every word an every perzon pronounces it is 
to make an endless number of slightly different vorstona of the sse word. 
Lord for ex 1e this line from 'Arabia Doserta' (I, Pcge 162), end you 
will realize the difficulty which confronted Dcughtys "If this were 
g(Ch)orb they irculd pronounce Gorh, or else Jorh; that which they sty 
in plainly rorb. "j It Doihty vsre en ccco lished Arabict like 1nrrkhardt 
beforo he begin his journey or then ho started to 'rritO Born him story, 
or if he vcs a profeanionel phonetician able to use the recognized 
international phonet1o Signa, (1) it would hrivo been cosier end simpler. 
As it iss he to only en tmateur Arabict and fmat©ur phoneticien' end 
hic solutions have the lock of icprovications and are cometimoo to cry 
the lotstp quostiozlble. As Burt-on riChtly obeervesp no Arab ever said 
'Ko12tt which is indeed 'ßs1"ah'. No Arab over osys 'U11gh Akhbpr' 
(It P, Cen 98,471, end IIp Peso 124, end the Glossary (Pro 681) for 
'Allrhu £ bar1 
(I) The trmmlitoretion of the difficult letters of the Arabic Alfabet 
decided upon by the Royal .i . tio, ßociety and accepted by all. 6biots lot 




. 15())-. 9(torw)ýýcsý(y)ý(ý`) 
. But 
in what follows sac did not nlwrye stick to its becFuse it. Is 
erxior to discuss Douahty's work on Its ours torus, 
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On Arab would pronounce the word "Arbon" as 'Arrebun' (II, P*go 299). 
No Arab would sty 'U tritta' for 'Uaritr: ' the aother of Jeaus (Ip PFges 
467,4241 III fitze 369). No Arab would sty Tos'e' (It Ptge 54D; 
III Poge 16R' for 'Tema". No Arab would sty 'ber' (YID Page ]? 1) 
for 'bern'. An Arab nay eay 'To Muhsfuth: ' but never 'Ye PI- Uuhafuth' -. 
(III Pan: 539) for the definite article 'el' is alvnys dropped in the 
vocative cese. An Arab would eey 'Temimy' (of Trmin) but never 'Bevy 
Temimy' (III Pcge 377)" An Arab might sE+I1 'Akabs es Shemeya' (I, 1 Peges 
89 and 90) but not 'A. el-Miery' (It Peges A4 and 474). Becruse the 
first word (the noun) in feminine, the second word (the adjective) must 
follow as feminine 'el-Misriya' and not 'el L3iery' which is ciusculine. 
Nor does 'el Birket fi 8ukkeba' (II9 pige 565) seem correct# for the 
't' at the end of 'Birket' would certainly be changed into a 'h'. 
Perhpps Doughty'e confusion in transliterating the Words shows 
at its wort in conveying the various consonants which hevo no equivalents 
in Englieb. The (t) exists in Arabic ve it does in LnClish, but Arabic 
hvs besides a fuller (t)9 usually rendered 't', wbicbp says Doughty* 
"sounds nearly as the Irish pronounce 't', with some thickness end 
explosion of the breath" (Clossery, Pegs 671). Doughty admits his 
difficulty in hearing the two sounds elwvye in distinction, Pna chooses 
"t"ý "ý"ý the right is naliterstion for thorn respeativoly, Yet on the 
some page of the Cloostu9°, es well &s in the texte somtimes the dot 
below 18 left out, eben it should not be: and thet leeds to confusion. 
As ezvrrploe look at 'Taifet' (Iq page 229) which should bo 'Teifet', end 
  6 
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tho Qox o crno or 'Told Ibis. Rtahtd' (11, PeCe 13,1E) which should 
be 'Telfll'. $ noro coniziu, ctse is th4y3f the T lieh 'i'h'. 
Etch one of its two I'. jlish 'pronuncietione in e different letter in 
Arabic* .3 
for the sound in 'that', rrd() for the sound in 'thief'. 
Dou htg vn usual rbs quick to roaord the likeness of Arabic here to 
the Old k lisp % and recpeotivoly (C1oaavey, Paco 674). But 
_fi 
thero io moro is Arabic then that p DOUShtyr puts it hesitrntly thus, 
"thero are three (or four, if to reckon 
Jö )" (4lo28a1y, Pro 674). 
Tho letter which Doughty regards as the third is the( ' on emplifiod 
kind-of 'd't and which has no equivalent in English* Neither hen the 
which is gg zin an enj lificd j or " And to meko thin impossible 
to deal with by on enateur, some dialects confuse the 3 end the J 
(the latter equivalent to the Enjlish 'n'), Other dialects confuse the 
end the (j " end Doughty himself expresses hie inability to 
distinguish at all times betnecn them is the verious morde he hi, d heard. 
Consequently he tries to simplify matters, m iz it osier for himself 
end for other r ateursl, but mrking it unpPjtable sometimes to those -who 
kno' . '1'hä o1-me1ouk (Ilp Pege 391) for extmple, is really Day ei 
mulük'. 'Thabit' in really ý6tbitfo 'Thehab o1- u tr', Cold (I9 Prge 340) 
in roally '5f'hab cal-astfar'. The 'th'is 'Thehir' is Jo  rn, d the 
'th' in ''Themin' (I9 Pcze 515) is C? 1 There you htvo 'th' expressing 
three different letters, ind 'th' expressing two mare different ]. otters. 
The Arabteto use 'cl' end 'th' tnd 'dh' end 'z' rnd 'd' reýpoCtlvoly 




'Zabtiyeh' (III Posen 48,97) thigh D3UGhty begins with z streicht 
1z' hhile it is actually n -ý 
(z) (The 't' in the middle oY the crord 
should also be a$ (t) end not a mtraight 't'. ) Agirin in the word 
'Zubbitn' (It Pea 166) the first letter in a ßtratjht 'z' similar to 
the begirming letter in the lost word# but in reality it is this letter 
3egain or Again the come confusion ariaas in the cece of the 
letters Cr' and V. The first is a straight 'a' sound vhi1o the 
second is the czapliiicstion of itt and is usually ren&red. 's'. Doughty 
knovc that and tranaliteratea the words correctly in gonoral; but 
aoaetimes the dot is left out. As to ex mp1e you have the nrme of 
'Gabry Pesha= Governor of Uedina' (II, Pege 200) which should be 'Sabry', 
end the 'Deny Sokhr' (III Pages 249 241). Again confusion arisen over 
the Arobio equivalents of the English latter 'g'. It is saiveye difficult 
to start from English to explsin Arabic consonante because the Arabic' 
consonCnts are more in number, and more varied in pronunciation. 
EQUivalent to the English 'g' on one side is the Arebic Jettor E. which 
in claasicel Arabic and in most dialects of today Gould be o soft 'j' ! 
and in a minority of dialects (Cairo for ex le) would be a herd 'g'. 
In those dialects where the 'g' Is soft, another totter serves for the 
herd 'g I. That' letter in usually the (9 (q) p rhich cgF, in in morse dialects 
(The Yemen for extmplef or Mosul in North Iraq) and in classical Arabic 
hasp its own peculier counä, which D3ughty trios to 'zrite is (K). Still 
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(like the Sndeneco) or into en 'c' sound (like the £jtian) or into 
a soft ' j' (like sumo tribes of oia) - thu3 completing the circle in 
an ever-Increasing round of confusion to those who do not kno7, Let 
co give ex lea frofl 'Arabia Deserts'. The Fejir aro a tribe e: hoee 
neap io sometimes given with a soft '3'* ßomotiman with n herd 's'p Cnd 
again cccett cs with tho hardl9 (q or as in Doughty IC). The plural of 
the stIe atze Is c1Vrye 'Tara' coaaotim3s pronounced with s hard 'e',, 
eomctiracs pith the clmzaical l9 (IC or q) but never with a soft ' j'. 
Another difficulty crises over the ýt (kh) which would be difficult for 
en liehman but not fora Carmen or a Scotsman because it exactly 
corresponds to the last guttural sound In the Scots word 'loch'. Doughty 
kne3 that of course; hence the words 'Sheykh' and 'Xhoyr' and 'Rheber' 
end '8heyber' are correctly written. But when he uses the acme signs 
#]ch' in the words 'Ulleh Akhber' where only the simple letter (k) is ner. nt, 
he confuses bimsen and nit, 
But possibly more difficult than tnything Doughty has tried to 
convey me the three Arabia consonants Tend Z_end The first is 
indeed the most difficult letter for a European to pronounce and Doughty 
is alive to the difficulty (sea his explanations of the letter in the 
Glooeßry! Yo 537,583). Beoause it is an amplification of the letter 
'h' it ie rendered thus in Romrn script 'h'. Doughty uses that somotiei s. 
It he hid. used it ccnstently, the difficulty would have been limited to 
the sphere of pvnuncintion, and we 'would hevo been ep da lot of 
unneceeeery oontu ion. The vorda 1'-d., ' (IC, 'ý t oz. ), 'B-r' (T 11P. 460, 
3 
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cnd 'ßubt' (ILI 6o) cre clearly, for cxvriplo words with a strmi. ght 
'h' sound. ßut 'iisduj' (ý, 9) end 'Haj' p .: &`t-) end 'el-$nbeeh' 
era not= and etch should have had e dot beneath the 'h'. Acziin the 
correct device is forgotten rind the acne sound is rendmred in other 
ßc38. the word 'Rrth' ( )4'Zit) is given one 'h' s but the words 
e-8ihh (T-)259) end 'Saiahh' (T)2-73) end Suwwchh rro given two 'h'e 
for the acne letter. The second difficult letter is the t9 difficult 
in pronunciation , td in trenaliterction, for the neercot Rouen letter' to 
it is the tames inexpressive mid chtngcEblo 's'" a vovel, vhiio the 
Arsbio letter is indeed s conconent. Doughty knew the normpi vy of 
trvnsliteratit it by putting an inverted ccm above an initial 'n', 
like 'AnvZ (1I9 Pte 349, `dkaba (I, Pi, Cce %7,9) and cMu (III Preen 
30,4M" Yet he sometimes uses other different methods. 'Atoha, '! 
(I: Pogo 279) has no comme before the first 'a' where it should be. 
Sarg (III Page 6) ends with n simple 'y' then it should havo en inverted 
coma tfter it to tell that it ends frith an To met sure the 
confusion thin lords toi compare the son* word with 'Ya s. -xv, (IXE Pr_c. 
74) which hEs no Ls and which should bcve been written 'Seriiyyit. 
The third difficult letter is the which 113 in pronunciation like the 
Psrisiin 'r! and is ucually written 'gh'. Doughty depending on his err 
(axid it human ear could be perfect? )' decided that the 1eduin gullet 
trsila pith it a Certain 'r' pound at the erd (See Gloaoary, prge 584)0 
So instead oS 'ghazw' he writes 'Chraz u*" For Ghaza (Gaza) he baz 
'Ghrazea'. He Writes 'Ghratta' and 'Ghroaybf. Hut thG dile=a in 
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which he put himself chore heu he to confronted with a word vhere an 
cotual 'r' follove the letter "cht. 'Could he is ßorton runniseg write 
it en 'ghrr'? go does not. An an 0z=pla you have : toahreby (III Pngeu 
153,154), whero Doughty is forced to n g1ect hia eccentric VOT of 
tranalitorating the into the uoual more conventional method of 'eh'" 
But with all this confusion and these unrsoorted wunde of 
s, orcia wo saust thank the stars for the emateurishnese of D ht7'e nothodo. 
If he were an Arabist, he might have not been able to reset the tcztation 
of linking every word he heard with the knowledge he hadi triatini the 
cords in the proccen and contributing something which rre not there. 
The Clooecr! goes a long vvy to correct the crude er ye end the hint eta 
of the test, but in doing that, we seen to lose the imaediia. e7 and the 
cerise of freshness and truthfulness vhtcb cre in the book itealf. Doughty 
for exezple has written 'Feral, booty (I# Pogo 452) and the OloZsnry puts 
in front of the word a query su catir$ 
1l () which will not, do (ß1oneur 
Pre 583), The truth of it is moro probably (j. which mry morn 'bounty, 
excess of gocd'. In the text Doughty" for oxrmple, boo the 1iao "Fattish 
b'il Citebtýct ' (I ) The Glo$nery (Ptge 578) explains the first pert to 
'Search and make divination by the book, and between breckote explains 
the last word 'fechor' es 'perhaps faseir or interprot' but it is 
more probably 'hokir' and the 'k' was trrnefored - the Persian influencos 
we hero referred to - into 'ch'. Doughty's cardinal merit to that he hes 
attempted. end generally specking succeetted, in setting on pepor a, wealth 
of Materiel =ran the di, elect of North lejd. ? hia br not hid Its due 
"cognition song the Jlrabists exd linguistics crhile it In no lese important, 
biiimLl--------'', -, -, ý--, ýý11--l- 
i 
low 
orha- p rs more iogortentl then his contribution to knonladge of the 
archimolq-, ical, googrEphice1 and social life of 'Arabia Dosortm'. 
But that frotor is tooidentt1 to a+hat re cre trying to discuoa - 
mainly the brittle bEsiG of his knowle ,e of the Arabic lorrus* . 
Itc soon to he steps outside the strict lthltotions of 'ocoräing, 
D hty to frequently in danger of fallinc into silly Mistaken, elvvya 
depending upon aomethirv true to what he has learnt elsewhere before, 
but singularly irrelevant herb. Notico for cxtz p1o the moral conservatism 
of Vietorien £ lend, and the moral indignation of a priest's eon about 
the word 'Khera' (III Prgo 18) -which he o yn have cone from the innoral 
denn of Bija and Medina. Notice egain the knovledge of Greek and 
4 Christianity and not Arabic in his oxplenstion of the morde rrgus: 
Uimus and IJcus (Is rese 411). uov the three . orda could bo heaped 
tcCether as synonyms or perhaps its corrupted versicno of one word is 
indeed inexplicable end incomprehensible to me, He Quotes 'Duotan7'®' 
Lexicon as saying that the Syrians pronounce flerus' as ' in'u9' which 
is true cs far ea it goes# but what. ,e that got to do with the completely 
Fi 
different word 'UUFmus', ei. d the third word 'Neue' egain different from 
both? Oha (It Pace 411) he quotes Sir Henry C. Rawlinson 'Urraue s to 
srin ; that 'the Q and the r Vers undistingulshable y the true fora should 
be tnavustg, which wes a word known uhorevor Arabic was knoin'. low I 
think I know aerie Arabia but I teat cure the cord 'Msvus' never tit.,. t 0 Used 
in Arabic opcpking lande. Irr one thin] Arabic hbe no 'v'J That is a 
Pornicn or Hindustani letter, not an ArFLbio letter at all, hoover 
revised the Gloaaery iiF , inc. oe& right in Calling it en erroneous conjecture. 
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Of Doughty's own pereonel piety end not from Arabic comes the 
interpretation he gives to the word 'Su ah' or 'Selehh' which in 
general simply means a 'tourist's but he adds 'Saiehh in tho, ? tohv edan 
countries is God's wtnderor, who not looking back to his worldly interest, 
betokos himself to the contemplative lifo'a pilgrimrgo'. (I, Pe 273)" 
Again notice the wrong iders he puts forvard when he cos ents upon a 
most common Arabic word, the word 'Asonrm' (idols), "I think this book- 
word is not in the traditions of the Northern Arabs. " (II9 Peas 37). 
Another mistake, slight though it iss is the translation he puts forward! 
and Pairley copies, for Tonna cl-Bedur' (I9 Poe* 296) - "we Pre the 
Beduw". 'de' in Arabic would be 'Urne. ' end not 'henne' which moons 
'here' - "Here are the Beduv". It could be a misprint, of courec, 
but then Doughty repents it in 'Senna e1-Umera', 'Isere are the rhira' 
and puts it as $T0, are the princes'. That does not r rke e great 
difference to the meaning indeed, but other mistekee follovr. There 
is for exrmple the cm umption implied in "the XFmuag or Ocean Lexicon 
of the endless Arabic tongue, " (I, Pige 411)ß which In the ClocsM 
beormeo "'el-Zemue', or 'Ocean' Lexicon of the Arabic ton ," (Fege 612). 
One might think that the +1CEmui1 rneRna 'Ocean's while the feat to that 
one of the most important diction/of Arabia to celled "Al-Qvmus Al. 
Muhcet", the 'a11-3nclusivo diotionory". The Qco aas thought to 
endlose the vho1o Earth, end was coneocucntly callod, tnd in still known 
in Arabia t. s 'Al-! wheat', the sine card that C=08 in the . title of that 
dictionary but means there the 'ell-inclusive. Another similar 
.s.. a m. .. a. rw `.:... t 
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misunderstanding to in DauShty'e translation of Rcmudb words of 
Astonishment when he found poetry in DouWhtq'e book! "How 
is this? 
ere the Nesara then chi atheb, polite nrtionu7" (1) 
(It Pace 6'15)- 
Web' in Arabic indeed means 'politeness" but it also means 'literature'. 
Iirmud seeing poetry and epeekine about literature, ceann 'literature'p 
but Doughty miaunderntood his words and he thought fmmud Ren surprised 
at the Raeera, being 'polite nationn'i 
But there ere other mistekel of e grave netureo miettkee-he 
would h! ve never alloweA to remain if he knew. Serious is his 
misunderstanding of the line "'a. hu fi batnek" (II9 Pego 16) p which 
he translates correctly, "And he is in thy belly", and then bungles 
the whole thing by explrining it with, "thou hast devoured hix, diGnity, 
life and all"# which has no meening at ells 'ße' in the line simply 
refers to the dagger end should heue been translated 'it'. Stabbir 
him with a dagger the speaker egys to his viotinp "And here it is (tike 
it) in thy belly". Some times Doughtyp like Cezton in his treneletionn 
from French or Latin, vouid use more than one Qord or one sentence, 
setting them one after the other, to it hesitant which to choose. Take; 
for extple the word 'Wekhem' (I9 Pego 143), which he translates into 
'filth, foul air' (ßlosoeryt Pego 93), The exact meaning of the word 
is "unhealthinesaq either in place or food or air end the stupor it leevea"' 
The words 'foul eir' nicht just quelifgp but not 'filth,, Again he 
ý1) It Is possible, but in MY opining improbable# that Doughtq wl! a using the dcublo Waning of the word 'polite' in the Eighteenth Century manner. 
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tronalatec the line 'Xeyi Unbeht? ' (III Pct 91) into 'how have you 
passed the morning? - you have risen well? ' to the first pert, the 
morning is pasty and in the second pert the morning is still ahead. 
Actually the second sentence in the more correct translation. But 
perhaps the worst mistake in the whole of the "Arebie Deserts' is the 
translation Doughty gives for the most famous phrase most widely used 
among the "Ioslems, end widely known among the Arabistn, professionals 
or amateurs: the phrase which stands at the head of each Sim of the 
Koran and is uttered at all occasions by devout or non. -devout Moslems 
"Bismillchi A hinan ARRahim"- "In the name of God the Merciful and 
the Comprnsionnto". In 'Arabia Deserts' Doughty translates this twice, 
ones (It Page 471) he puts it this were "Ulleh er-Rabman sr-Rahim", "the 
mild-hearted Clod, yearning with mercy and pity", which in spite of the 
rhetorical additions in h fairly adequate translation. amain in 
('Arabia Deso'rte', II, Page 10): Doughty tells about, "the fatihe, 
commonly said in the beginning of their devotion ,. * the sense of the 
text is this, 'In" the name of the Cod of the Dowels of Mercies. The 
praise be unto Code Lord of all vorlas (creatures), the God of the Bo'rele 
and the Mercies', ..... ". The translation is fair except for the absurd 
'God of the Dowels 
Pd Mercies' which is inexouneble but not inexplicable. 
The explanation of tho origin of his miaunderatending In given in the 
Glossary (Page 643) rhero Doughty links the cord 'Rrbmct = D, o , with 
'Rehm = Womb' and adds the unneooaeery superfluity of "the movement of 
the bowels and inetinction to lovirc-kindnono" ea if he felt the need to 
-ý 
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reassure the reader and himself of the coming, which indeed hen nothing 
to do with God'n compcnsion end mercy. Another grave nioteke is in hie 
usege of the word 'Muzsyrin' (I, Pegee 340,341,391 end IT, Pegs 257) 
which is taken always to moan the circumcision-festival, while in feet 
the word is a present participle, or substentive, rhich refers to the 
can hi©selfp 'the beautifier, the decorator, the bein-. dresser', indeed 
the an who performs the circumcision. To these let us add exrnplee, 
not frequent though they are, where Doughty steps outside the simple 
uaege of words or the translations of sentences, into giving us longer 
lines of Arabic talk, where his grasp of Arabic gremwar to shown to be 
brittle. The words, are right but the combination in not Arabic in 
'Ta ent Rakebin' (I, Page 467) for 'ent' (thou) is singular rind does 
not conform with 'rakabin' (who are riding) which is plural nr in 
'el-Birket fl, Rukkaba' (II9 Pege 531) which lacks the relative pronoun 
(which in) before fi = in 'Sully Ulloh eleyhu wry yusellim' (II, Page ? 41) 
where the first verb 'Sully' is in the peat simple tense vhil© the lost 
verb 'yusollim' is in the present simple tanne. The firnt should be 
changed into the present 'yusslly' or more probably the second verb 
wen in the past 'sollio'p but both cennot be joined together the way 
they are. 
These exvmplee chow that is spite of his meticulous ce. ro 
Doughty, because of his insufficient knowledge of Arabic, wee not able 
a1WPye to be correct. Although he viva fascinated by the sound of 
Arabic end the freshness end liveliness of the talk of the Arabs, the 
difficulties of the 1cnut e werd too much for him. He himself refers 
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in the 'Arabic' to "the 1trgely exercised utterence of the nen3' difficult 
crticulntions of their 1tnguago", end nv7s that "the human voice, been 
Nahich should have been rrttten bees), is here costly cheer end vell- 
soundini". (It Pere 265), Thus the first basis on which the case for 
e etror Arabia inßlu, nco on Doughty'c style must be based on, the 
assumption that his knomlec'go' of the largutije vra near perfect, 
does 
not seem to be there. Doughty knew erlouGh Arabic to live rose the 
Arabs and keep contact with them and learn about their life, and rec 
their talk, but not enowjh to be influenced to the extont which in 
claimed by To Taylor. Compare that with Doughty'n deep knowleds o of 
English, Greek or Latin. 
Another noticeable defect is DODUhtp's aversion to clasoicel 
literary Arabia, vvhich one must beer in mind then one reeds Tvylor's 
convents on the importence in Arabic of the pedigrees of worde. What 
? vylor eeyn there to true of clr$sicai Arabic which Doughty did not 
know wel and never liked. The pages of the 'Arabia Deserts' show 
that he hea read the'3tuallakat'p the famous golden poems of Fra-Ielrmic 
Arebie, which he scyc were read to him by a scholar in Heyil, (III, piCe 36) 
and he even mentions a stave (23) of Lebeid'e Uoallekeh (III Pro 471), 
and refers to the mention in these poems, 'elect poems of e. nciont Arabia, ' 
of the round tents which exist no more (I9 POGO 284). But all we know 
is that he heard end posoibly read then in Arabia.. It in probable that 
he might have studied, then in the Eighteenth Century English tremaletion 
by Sir WilUiem Jones. IIhct Makes that more probable in that the one poem 
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referred to in the 'Arabia= (the one by Leboid) is in feet the moot 
difficult of ell the Uuallck . t. if Dou btq repro able to rctä it rind 
understand it in the original there roe nothing to prevent hin f oný 
reading end unäorstrndine end conc®quently oppreci ttinn all tho written 
literaturo of the Arabs. As things rre the only books of Arebio 
litereture read by Doughty seem to be books rlrerdy trznslctecl in 
English, like the gören, the luniliket end sorge of the ancient history 
mnd goo rrpby books. Written Arebio seems to hove htd hardly vny 
influoneo on his vritinga. in his notes in different plccee he 
rz3. tes in Arabic the titles of three different Aribic Muthors. One 
is 'The Coemogrepby' of Kuh=, d Ibn Abi Talab (Sbeäns AI-DTn) Al DDiranaha!. 
The second is the book on TTnuirº, called the 'Ath, z+-ul-Brktyz. ' of 
-" 1 uhruc. d Ibn Ahad (Abn Al 8aihän)' Aim The third r, eg the 
description of countri®s - and pe. rticulm. rlyr of Syrien, including Pnleatin® 
of Uuhv=md Ibn Ahmmdi, Al-IukrddreeT. (1) Conveniently und of jnificently, 
r11 vero trokled by the Oriontrliets in the ! ineteenth Century. The 
second, for, ex mplep vrs' trt nslrted snd- edited ith notes by Doughty's 
friend end helper with the Arebirn Glossary, Dr. C. E. Sechvut end 
published in nnglinh, ' is 1879. - The third book vas edited (in Latin) 
by Doughty's other friend De Goeje and published. in 1877, end then letor 
I- 
rgrin'wee,, trcnslcted into English by one of D'ughty"+s personal friQnris - 
Guy Le StrenCep and published in 1886. ' That aeeme to be'the cum and P. 11 
of Dought7ts retdings in Artbio books. How morgre, compered onn'on' Leide, 
(1) Thin is the moat probable source of Doughty's references to the'. ancient googrepheral books in 'Arabia Deserts'.. 
I*. 
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with the tremendous ror7ýa of the ärtba is ell fields of 1er. ý, ur e, 
literature end culture, end on the other eich with DauS; hty'e am 
oxteneivo road ns in I lieh end other Europe en lcx urces. 
That seems to me to have tempted T. Trylor end others like 
Aberereubie (See Toylor'c tectimou: footnote Pogo 40) to convince 
themselves of the perrmount influence of the Artbic 1cr. urge on Doughty's 
style,, ore in fact the, non-lintjuiatic# non-liter=7 sides in the world 
of 'Arabia. Deserts'. The lexical and linCuictio sides Pro submerGed 
by the brood pcycholocic4 end cocio-cultural oettinj which dozzlee the 
eye of the reader and critic rnd lures him into rrong inflated evaluations 
of the Influence of Arabic. But it is inportent to record to simple 
feet that lonGur e content cannot be so effeotivo when cultural ccntcet 
is CO defective. 
The whole picture will be put in its right perspective when 
we Eital sere to these, simple questions,: i'fs' the English lerigurge, 
ý+pert on end without the impect of Doughty's linguistic experiences 
in-Airebie, crpcble or incepableof providing the style und-the form', 
which we find in Doughty's, work? 'And then , the second question could 
bet `l en. Doughty's world of idess, theories, sentiments end maos1o, r e 
product of hie-English end I iropeen outlook= or ues it funds entally 
transforned by his experiences of the Arab world? -In tho exeaent 
esaey of Walt, Taylor itself$, the words borrowed fr= Arebie. ere indeed 
shown to be few-. in number compared , t, the wer*from. obsolete or liternry 
or dialectal tngliah sources. 
The point I really vRnt to stress is that the Arebio words. In 
2g"1 
the 'Arabia' v. -o tern 'borrovir ' like the borro zings from Oe ncu 
in 'The Cliffs'. All are brought in to serve hin Eng-lich ands. 
'T'he first tine he uzen a purely Arabia cord, ho a1w 7a vritca it in 
itelica, vts if to trey it is vn alien word, and then adds cn explan'c. tion 
or an English tr=slatioa of the nord. After that the ward is woven 
into hie English textures end beca: noe henceforth on intcarsl pert of 
it. : toaä-lil o (I, Pete 294), end 2ojd-erica (I, Peso 523)ß Ei11i-spice 
(It Prue 414), fofleh4tko (III PrCO 419), Hr3-wty (I= Pese 507), Hcj-. 
ro-i, d (II, Pre 519) and Raj cutter (ZIA Ferro 412) could not by vr7 
" etratch of im , ina. ion be considered Arabic compound words, Addinsj 
E. lich affixes he tries to naturalize Arabic words - 2i1; e 'be-jinned' 
(I9 Pvge 259), 'Akhuahip' (I, Pogo 360), d ghrezzing (Ij Pre 319) - 
just to , fische end Týrnaaie tried to Minh foreign srorrdo in their mime. `,. 
Sono Arabic-English compounds voro in 3D w htq'a -usual. nnzinor of contraction 
of n long rdjectivrl phroee, like Zella-Xoepor (It P¬Se 319), inr3teýd of, 
'Zeepor of the olle', 'birkot-water'(I9, Pogo 176) instead of ', rotor of 
the ßir'kot': or 'thob, artchor' (It Peso 326) inatoad of 'oxatchor of the 
thob' 'or 'ffeyl--bcd. ' (I, Prim 379), 'eeyl-atrond' (It Pree 26) end 'Soyl. 
water' (III Peso 392). All these ere ns ; lioh in their wry em tho 
other compounds brought into the Rieh told at earlier aces. Hic 
freedom in- deciing with these-words wee the erne chorinhod freedom mthich ,, 
' 
he had in dealing'rith native English torch. - Arabic nerves nc Latin 
and French ht. d served in the pent to in igorete end-quicken the pore 





feeling for the ancestry of words in Arabic speech a point of departure 
for the archaism in Doughty's English. As Fairley erys Doughty bed 
his archaisms reedy end the talk of the Arabs releeeed them end give 
him an opportunity to bring therm into pley. From Arabic his mind 
quickly jumps to the gems of Old : -na 4diddle English stored in 
his 
memory fron the days of concentrated study in Combridgo end Oxford. 
Zeyd's 'Bahr eth-Thellem', as Feirley seys, recalls instinctively 
ging Alfred's 'Irelead is dim, there the sun goes on settle' ('Arabia 
Deserts', If Pegs 462) -- and that should convince the hesitant of the 
almost identical influences of Angloo-Saxon first, and. Arabic later, 
on the style of the 'Arabia'. then 11uhaim4d Ibn Reshtc3 take him, 
"hest thou Uryak? " he remembers the eerly English Luthora" (thus our 
fathers said 'treacle' ®'l ot° q the entidote of therine poisons' (I1, Prge 
13). The ward 'therine' in that lest line bee eaein its old Greek end 
Latin origins, to Ttsylor has remarked (Pegs 15). Again the petty 
wealth of a coffee-host recalls to his mind the old word 'riehe, d' 
(It Page 246) (See Treneer (Page 167) and. Taylor (Page 15) ). A1_Ajem 
(or Persia) recalls to his mind the word 'Welsh' in its original"meaning 
in Anglo-Saxon (See Teylort Pege 15). On the lines of a German word 
he hen invented the word 'foot-goer' (See Taylor: Prge 17). 
Doughty is careful to assert the complete freedom of the 
writer in his search for the right word or ghrese to express his morning. 
The freedom to invent new words$ to forge new combinations und new 
compound words or to extend the meeninge of existing words is in his 
opinion o. rindemental birth-right of the man of letters. A good exrmple 
c" 
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of his freedom is the way he tregts tho Arabic word ' Ademy'. 
Becruse it. origin is the nerve 'Adtm', eamon to all lengurges, end 
because it ends in e 'y'p which is e fmiliar English eaJective-enling, 
he trea ts it es a perfect English word, end proceeds to make the English 
plural 'Adrmies' out of it. This last word in not Arabic, for Arabic 
hve no 'ies'# end it is new to Englishp because English had no 'Ader' 
still it looks like s genuine English cord. Thus the Guthore of the 
Sixteenth Contury did, end thus he is going to do. Sonohow the whole 
reelth of the lrnsurgen they know were precious mines for their own 
use. They and their lenguigo had a natural ability to absorb, to 
transform end to essimilete that they found, and Doughtyp in the 
binoteenth Century Victorian world, reserved for himself the same 
rights, and extended his field to include new sources, and to conquer 
new worlds, end to use all the sources of the post end the present for 
the rejuvenation of the English las siege. 
Treneer studied Doughty's words epprecietingly. T r], or 
followed critically and UcConaick completed the lists of words in the 
'Arabia'. Vihat vas done and done wall needs no repetition, and any 
complete study of Daughty's words and their sources needs a larger 
volume than I can afford. that I have done was to complete the work 
on the aide least studied - 'Arabic'. In the rest I depend on and 
generally accept the results of those o, pable vritors. The one word 
of ocution, and my reader of these studies of Douthty's works needs iti 
in to criticino, 00 ve have elreaay said, tho excess in referring words 
to certain Individual Euthors. vs have tri®d in Chrpter II to show 
- 
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that Doughty wee studying the development of the language itself, more 
then studying individual euthors or individual books. Vords, except 
in very few particular essest were not the exclusive property of this 
or that book or authorp but the common inheritance of ill. When Doughty 
uses theml he uses them beecuse of certain qualities in them summarised 
felicitously by A. Treneer in two simple worden 'Opulence and exactitude' 
(Pace 137). He sae always searching for the exact words to represent 
his own experiences of the sights end sounds end smells of the worlds 
And to get the right morde,, with the right shade and tone and feeling, 
he spent long years of study end rending. tie studies words to express 
the varied experiences in the living world of trade, of travel, of science 
and art. He studied carefully the wordSfor the organs of the body, the 
words used in archery and angling, end words used in geotogy, geograpby9 
architeoture, words of farming,: herding and gardening, end even words of 
alchemy end renery And because it was his belief that the lcngurge of 
man wee tht expression of his inner self, the purity of men's moral being 
and his life became equated with the purity and correctness of his 
language. Language in general , end words in particular thus acquired 
e moral duality which was es fundamental en their linguistic or stylistic 
qualities. To Doughty language aas life itself. Corruption in language 
meant corruption in public and private life. His teal to rejuvenate 
English wee pert of his zeal to reform the morel, and physical end the 
political life of the bland of his day, and his return to the vigorous 
active stages of English was part of the crusade to bring back vigour 
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end action to the EClend of the Nineteenth Century. Thum the words 
in Doughty, fresh, Clive and full of action, conjure up e world of 
sturdy nenlinees, it solid world of physical rction, mnd purity of 
mental end ©oral life. 
Xhi1o the '110to-books, o1r'er r teferrod toi written t they 
were inside Ar¬bie, wculd satisfy the search for the understendine of 
the ecntente of the 'Arabia' end the Aresbie elements in the book# the 
'IIord-Notes' on 'drebia Desertn' are the reel key to the understanding 
of the vocabulary end style. The Orientalists end Arebists should 
use the foier, end the students of E lish lei urge end literature 
should go to the letter. English necessarily dominates even in the 
"lrote-Bocks', but they Pro full of Arabic cords end phrcnes end, they 
provide the subject-matter of the 'Arabia'. But in the 'Word-Motes' 
the Arabia element subsides into rt secondary pleceq end all the roalth 
of Doughty's literery and linguistic studios is shown. fiere Doughty 
is seen at work sifting and evaluating, end choosing words end phreses 
from a host of writers end a ist number of books from the eerly drys 
of English to its golden period in the Sixteenth rind Seventeenth Centuries. 
In these '1lrcbie Deserte 'Cord-Notes' we find ourselves an near to ire could 
be to the world of hie poems* then one recds Taylor end itoCormic1 one 
4 feels boECed down, in the vocabultry of the 'Arabia' where the Arabic 
elements nocesecxily locri unproportionately largo, not beor.: uee they 
oonaontrate on 'Ara'bia Deoerte' but also bectuce they do not teem to bore 
used the 'Worst-noteas. But we do not feel the am e then we reed Treneer, 
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they, end especielly the latter, have studied the 'lord-Jotes'. Then 
we look into Doc hty'n 'Nord-Notes' successively one Pfter the other, 
the "lord-Notee' on the 'Arabie' firsts the 'k'ord-Notes, on 'The Tern' 
efter, and then the 'cord-Noten' on 'Aden Ccet Forth', end on each of 
the later poems, ye discover cone curious facts on Dou hty'a works. 
First we discover the wonderful continuity cud constancy of his prose 
end poetry. Secondly we discover the unch¬llen, eeble predominance of 
F lieh sources and English influences on his work, the 'Arabia' included. 
Thirdly we discover the curious fact of imitations of Dc whty'c 
vocabulary. We discover that he sticks admirably to the rorde end 
phrases he likes end repeats them in prose and verse1 fron the 'Arabia' 
to 'Me. nsoul'o 
The first of these points is on importent point made alers 
in the short introduction to 'The Dcwn in Britain' by L*rre. Robbins. 
The second is a point on rhich most of Doughty's critics Ere agreed. 
The third is e point nobody has dreien attention to before. Mut vht teuer 
the mood or atmosphere, in wer or in peece, snong resriors, or elves or 
feotory-workers certain words keep coming and coming beck. tont of 
these words are borrowings, not from other 1crgue;, cs, but from old 
English end middle English words which Doughty trios herd to revive and. 
rehabilitate. But ell these words iero studied to We acid by Trcucerp 
Taylor and S! cCort: ick. Treneer dips appreciating hin ooräs harm end 
there, Tcylor and McCormick concentrate on the aourcea be that' Old 
Eaglioh or iticldle English* obeo1oto or living, literitrv or dialect -worden. 
The eouroee lead to earlier authors, and the ntmee of Vyelif. Chouae? 
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Elyot, . schön, Tyndale end Coverdale, Spenser and the Authorised version 
of the Bible recur so frequently that they need to be discussed* 
McCormick, for example, drtwo ettenticn to the references in the 
'Arabia Doeerte' itself to Chrucer as the 'noble English poet', written 
erectly to the block-letter copy of Cheueor's 'ror'ko owned by 'Doughty. 
Me also refers to the other direct reference and quotation from Sir 
Henry 17otton that 'M Ambassador is an honest sen sent to lie abroad 
for the Coz moncrealth' (I9 PeCe 2). UQat of the other references in 
the 'Arabien' seem to come fron the 'Old Tectsment', like the reference 
to God es e tower in (I, Pese 13) "A t'awer of salvation, ... is flits 
nerve". (See Psalm CXLIV 2, or II Svr1uo1, RXII, 3). There is another 
reference epparently to Spenser's Epithaltmion (Ip Pt, e 433) in Dou,, -, hty'c 
word. o, "For a short time en endless aonument". ('Arabia Doeerta', I9 
Pegs 12). But one could write a 1onv chr-pter on the references in 
the 'Arabin', possibly one long erticle on thoeo fron the Bible alone. 
Although re have discussed tho cuthoz'z rnd books studied and 
used by Doughty# in. Chrpter III 'e need to refer to the more icportsnt 
names in connection with the voonbulszy cnd tho style of ! Arzbiß Mosert. ', 
Even if all cvnnot be incluaca, nt lesot the Hore importent nrmec should 
be briefly discussed. First in time and importtnoe cznone then in Chtucer. 
Douchty himself t. s we have said has fostered the notion that Chuuoer wee 
his master, and the critics hcd t11 acnothicg to spy about it. It seems 
to uz that two important ttotors cre cletr, r t, thß "fi jty botreen 
them in vocabulary in po. rticulcr, and in syntax semotimos, is , onerslly 
ecceptod. Secondly .. the differcnoo between DovZbty end Chcuoer in 
tempoment end spirit and in the over-all colouring of the 'rorke is 
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also noticeable. Those iho Go into e datriled study of Daußhty'e 
vocebulary give Cheuoar a prominent piece among the influences an 
Doughty's Rork. Those who peas a, general judgment on the trend 
of his works do not. Chaucer's strong influence is dealt with in 
the works of Fairley, Treneer, Taylor end 1cCormick, In direct 
opposition to them stand, as we have seen# 1.11. Menurry end S. P. 
Sherman, who consider Doughty's apparent adulation of Chaucer deceptive 
end insincere. Martin Armstrong comes that Chaucer in an influence, 
but he thinks that his influence is not deep. Professor Feirley 
(Page 232) says that Chaucer to seen through the eyes of Spenser, and. 
consequently his influence in subordinate to Spenser's. A. Treneer 
agrees (Pee* 25) and then she studies fully the relationship between 
Chaueer's poetry and Doughty's prose in the 'Arabia', becpuse Chouoer's 
influgnoe is at its greatest not in Doughty's poem but in the 'Areabta'. 
She stresses first the debt in vocabulary, and then notices that both 
have a. quick eye for a turn of phrase or one slight bit of detail which 
illuminates a deed passage end suddenly brings it to life. She comments 
on the similar skill in both writers of describing scenes and drawing 
chereoters. She stye that Doughty's renderings of conversations is 
akin to Chaueer'sj end so is his straight manner of telling 0 story. 
As examples she compares Cheueer's three riders going to kill Death 
with Doughty's story of Nejumy's youth exploits. She notices the 
similarity between the moral leßson given at the azrd of the Abdul1, h'. 
Sirwtn's etory of the Luhheby (III Pte 156) 'The youn« mRy the 







st-raune, but not at-rede" (Knight's Tale! I, 24/9), and that leads her 
to what in her opinion to one of the most important affinities between 
Chaucer and Doughtyt their similar fondness and use of proverbs. She 
refers porticultrly to Doughty's Cheucerien Idioms (Pegee 1519 153) and 
Chnucerien combinations of words, which survive still in some contemporary 
dislects. Prominance is neturelly given to Doughty's debt to Chtucer 
in general in the wry of vocebu1pry. The oesae is spperent in Taylor's 
article, And he particularly deals with worden end there he traces beck 
an equal number of words in the "Arabia" to Chpueer as to Spenser 
(Pages 26-'7-%'8)9 and detects whole phrases in the "Arabia" taken from 
Chaucer. The Arab way of eating (I9 399) reminder Taylor of Chsucer'e 
Prioress at table, and he records the reference and the quotation in 
the "Arabia" (It 619) from Chaucer's "Wife of Both". A. LcCor tick 
summarises the work of all these end adds that the influence] of Chaucer 
is prominent in the earlier parts of "Arabia Deserts", while the influences 
of the Bible are predominant in the rest of the book. The passage on 
the caravan thief to mainly Chrucerien, aho'a&ya, while the later presage 
on the religious beggar (It 52) cannot be. In manner and words, she 
says, Rasheyd (III 439) is 'a most Chcuceriain portrait'. 
With Chrucer'e n¬me Sponser in alwrys linked, end it is indeed 
true that Spencer is the more important of the tvo as en influence on 
Doughty's work. That in the ceße of the "Arebie" the older poet seems 
to hevo been more influential. Something in the world of "Arabi-s" ,,, 
beaioelly aimilgr to the vorld of Chaucer, end Doughty in drabie' carried 
8ýA of Chaucer's works. Sp®rser's influence is promingnt in "The Dawn 
V. 
ý -- -. -.. r .. - .... r----ý. n. -------. ,ý- 
ý-T°. t. ---- 
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in Britain" Rnd the other poems. Still Treneer sees in the rtmbling 
form of the "Arabia", something from Spenser's form in "The Faerie Queens". 
She avys that the definiteness of deteil in the "Arabia" cremes fron 
Chrucer, end the mazy outlines from the "Feerie {; ueene"". But the 
main contribution of Spenser to the "Arebie" seems to be the field of 
voorbulary. Both Treneer pod T¬ýylor studied it, End gave fewer words 
to Spenser then to Chaucer. McCormick sums it ups end goes on to any 
that the reel kinship between Doughty and Spenser is "one of alertness, 
of acuteness, of rest elf observation and imagination} resultant in 
writing of immense richness"q which does not say couch. (1) 
Another important source of Doughty'e rich vocabulary to Roger 
Aschsm. A. Trenoer refers to him (Pages 19,156) vs a possible source. 
A. 14cCormick, though she admits that ehe has no solid proof of Doughty's 
readings in Aechem, does not doubt his influences on Doughty. Perhaps 
because she feels she lacks the proof, she ends by spying "the rew mblonce 
of Doughty's prose to Aschem's, when all to seid and done, like that it 
beers to Hskluyt's and Ysundeville's, is not so much of vocabulary end 
turn of sentence, es of the essence of writing - thought". But we who kn, -w 
for sure that Doughty has studied Ascbeca ceretu12 
fiend 
copied from hit, 
books in his copy bookap know thct Doughty'o debt to Aschrz inO 1ý oleo 
that of voccbulary. McCormick is indeed right in noticing the eimilprity 
between the two authors in their combination of energy and directness, in 
(1) The greet influence of Spenser in shown in other parts of thl. s theain, particularly Cheptern IV end YI" 
(2) Dead the r fare ceo in Chipter II of this thesis, and notice also 
Dou&htylB forence to Aachen in the poet I in to "The Dawn in Britin". 
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their economy of imr orq, constructing imrgee of oingulpr force which 
would drive hotte their idn e directly to the least iu ginntive reader, 
sometimes even using images of startling unpleasantness. Still Doughty 
is different from Aschern. He never follows Aschsm'e logical well-errcnged 
representation of material end the clear geonnrtricrl structure of his 
works. Whatever the simileritiea are, we must not forget tbtt Asehem 
was one influence among many. 
One of these authors whose ntme to linked with that of Asche 
is Sir Thomas Elyot. And because Elyot's books aro included in iiogerth'c 
list of Doughty's borrowings from the Bodleian, critics felt they were on 
surer grounds here then in the case of Aschem. Treneer (P. 17) says 
that Doughty got the beautiful word 'smell-ferst' (Ili 536) from Elyot's 
Latin-English Dictionary. 1cCormick aryl that Elyot exerted pas great 
an influence as Chaucer or Spenser on Doughty". She again quotes Mrs. 
Robbins on eying that Doughty constently kept the 'Bibliothece Elyotoe' 
by him in his later yearap and that book, she seyc, "is the most icportont 
single source for the archaic and obsolete words of "Travels in Arabia 
Deeerta". " DcCormick elso notices the similarity between Elyot'o style 
end Doughty's style in general. Both have a great variety of oenterce- 
structure, sometimes vary long period sentences end sometimes short 
effective uncomplice. ted centences. Both use rhetoric as a means of 
variation. Both were artful in their use of repetition, reiteration 
and re-statement. Both hed a nice sense of balance end order. "Save 
for the timeal" ehe acy®t "when Doughty is crept tmty by Biblievi cFdencAe, 
it to I thinks Sir Thomen Blyot who in his meater in aantence-structure". 
N6 
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With that one can cgree except that Elyot is one of many complex 
influences which go into the ti kin; of Doughtys style; no much no 
that it is denCorous to put to much stress on him vs the one important 
source. For ffter all there is a host of other inportmnt influences 
which must be considered, and Doughty's ease in much more complex than 
that of Sir Thomas Elyot. 
One greet influence for exFmp1e in the work of the Tudor and 
Stuart books of travels, to which we have already referred, and three 
of which are mentioned in fogarth's list, end no find their way to the 
pages of A. McCormick's thesis. Of Camden she is absolutely right, I 
think, in saying that Doughty oven him not auch, There are sisailaritiee, 
but these, like the use of clliteration, and the froquent use of 
parenthetical intrusions and the use of rhetorical nentoncen, constantly 
in Ccmden but sometimes in Doughtyp exist in other authors and prove 
nothing. Doughty takes nothing in- the wry of style from Ccmden, 
Moundsville is another matter. (1) First of all his travels are partly 
about Moslem lends, and the attitude of the Christian traveller and the 
Moslem hosts seem similar in both books. As A. McCormick notices, both 
are cnked to settle down# marry and accept Islsm1 and both in their pride 
in Christianity refuse to do so. Both dwell upon the superiority of the 
etmel to the horse in the desert, and. upon 'water' as a main factor in 
the world of Arabia. Both feign revulsion at what they consider the 
(1) The authenticity cr otherwiees of ueundeville'o travalnd and the 
controversies about the ruthorship of the book Pro of no consequence harn. Doughty hzs used the book to it is (The 1772 edition). 




bestial qualities of the rcce. But thAse ere co=on to many Christian 
travellers to the Uoelem lr. nde, and are not, 'e we hive nhown, peculier 
to Mpundeville or Doughty. Then there is the method used in both books. 
A. Preneor orys that Doughty to very like Urundeville "ashen he tells of 
what he bee heard" (P. 127), end given Amam's story of "mntter-of-frct 
marvels" (Arebie Deserts II9 166) re en extmple. A. UcCoriick gives a 
list of words and phrases use+i by bath writers like 'Mesh', which Taylor 
lists as a dialect word, 'do off' which is now obsolete (II, 716), 'bever' 
which Doughty preferred to 'beverage', and 'suncetting' for the going down 
of the sun. On Doughty's sentence-structure Eiaundeville bee no influence. 
In both, '`' in frequently used as an introductory conjunction. In both 
there is frequent usage of the negative in preference to the direct 
positive etetement. But both these were connon phenomena rmong most 
Seventeenth Century prose-writers. 
Similarities between Doughty's work and that of IIekluyt aro 
more markod and more important. Many critics have considered Iirkluyt 
es important an influence on "Arabia Doserta" an Cheucer, Elyot or the 
Bible. We have quoted Sydney Cockerell's words on Hekluyt to the source 
of Doughty's archaism of style. Anne Treneor mentions Hakluyt's influence 
in her chapter on "The Dawn in Britain" and not on the "Arabia". And it 
is vital to stress the fact that fl kluyt end dost of the other L"lizabethen 
and Tudor euthore werd reed and studied b7 Doughty before he ever thought 
of going into Arabia, in preparation for c poetic career. An auch they 
lie embedded in the basic layers of all hie works. But the affinity 
between i! tkluyt tnd the "Arabia" in self-evident. The influence of tho 
>: i 
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great English Compendium oust have been lasting on the mind of that 
young patriot about to begin his travels in the wide world. A* McCormick 
notices that in Doughty as much es in the travels of llekluyt, there are 
the sate unnuercheble zest, the sine strong fortitude and the acne 
determined humanity. Although those earlier trevetlere travelled to 
the iiiddle East as merchants, yet they had eyes for the exact description 
of everything they see (e. g. monuments). McCormick egein notices the acme, 
preoccupation in HF, kluyt no in Doughty with the 'Religiord of the Sophie 
(P. 370-1) and with Islamic prayers# end expresses the some contempt 
(tiikluyt P. 424). She finds again the some shrewdness coupled with an 
unworldly simplicity in both, and the acme contrast between the joy of 
finding food end water after a long spen of hunger. She notices the 
method of description in the various travellers and its affinity with 
that of Doughty. Doughty like the llckluyt vayegern end not like Burton, 
Wellin or Palgrevel does not use the modern methods or ter-ma, but goes 
about like Sixteenth Century travellers, first describing, ecy, the plant 
he sees, then comparing it to come common English plant the reader would 
know, and at lent stating the different uses of the plant. 
About vocabulary she litrta aase few words and phrases co=on 
in both, and then expresses her opinion that Hokluyt is the source of some 
of the©, like 'Wedmel' (Arabia Deeerte, I, 59) which comes fron '7edmolle' 
(Hekluyt II, 115), and, 'Cnrdin, C' (moaning orrd-pleying) ("Arabia Deserts. " 
It 151; end in Hckluyt III 199), the use of 'other' no p1urp1, and 
friendly ne an adverb. Other more important features of style make 
Hekluyt a nearer source for Doughty'n "Arabia" thrn either Cemd©n or 
r 
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Meundev111e" Although sentences Pro more complex and varied in Doughty, 
yet there is a similarity of rhythms, of phrase arrangement, of length 
of paragraphs, and of the usege of certain literary devices in fekluyt 
and the "Arabia". Doughty's use of alliteration is far more artful 
end more effective in its deliberate evocation and sharpening of the 
senses of eight, hearing, teste erºd smell, b the rudiments of that 
are still in Hakluyt. The same coos for deliberate repetitions for the 
black-end-white sudden contrasts, and for the mastery shorn in both books 
of the Biblical lore. But Doughty's sentences are more compact than, 
and are rarely as long asp those of flekluyti and the inversions of 
Doughty are more daring and more frequent. Doughty cuts the sentence 
into phrases,, rearranging the word, and the phrases always in the pay 
that the reader leant expects. Some of his instruments to attain that 
have their equivalent in ilakluyt. Frequently both use the present 
participle where one-would expect the past participle. frequently 
sentences start with an introduotory participial phrase, which does not 
necessarily qualify the subject of the main verb. Frequently senterceo 
a . re 
interrupted half-way throu, hl in grein-sar re weil to sense, by the 
insertion of involved parenthetical phrases or clauses. In both ilnkluyt 
and Doughty there in the same curious b1nnd of feet and fancy, though 
Doußhty'© fancy is truth which In indeed etrarZer thlryn fiction. And both 
Doughty end Hekluyt heue a etrtnge may Of ntopptnn suddenly. The rind in 
both is arrays unexpected yet bueinoae-1iko. Doughty certainty writes Pnd 
breathes in the world of II clot, even though this does not prove that 
He luyt's influence on him was the greatest. 
7,11-1 ."., ý ýý 
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Another source for the style of tho "Arabia"* disouseed in 
general in our previous chapter is the influence of the religious writings 
of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries. We have elreedy referred to 
the curious simileritios of ideas between Doughty's interest in Roligion 
and in the Semitic beginnings of Christianity and the idore ^f Sixteenth 
c, nd Seventeenth Century divines. But when one reeds into the "Arebin" 
one meets strange instences of vocabulery, phrase end turns of sentences 
which rcmind one of the writings of Letimer and Cr¬nraer. te&rost to them 
are the fear impassioned cries of Pnguiah end fatigue and the more frequent 
outbursts against Islam and the Arabs and the Semites in generL1. The 
venom which he displays there, sometimes direct and pointed, and sometimes 
indirect end ironical, but alw! yn based on a feeling of self-righteousness, 
has its beginnings in the bitter controversies of Catholic voraus Protestant, 
and Anglican versus Puritan, in the England of the Tudors end the Stuarts. 
Another importvnt lesson van certainly learnt from the Sermons of that ego. 
It is there that Doughty had learnt the secret of making his style living, 
not an written worden but to direct spoken wordy of a living teen addressing 
living men. It is possible, since more then half of the "Arabia" is 
converertionalý to maintain that the effect of the sermon is the great 
single element that goes into the making of the complex work, vhich is 
the Arabia Deoerta. sometimen you hear a succession of solemn didectic 
passages (Chapter IXE Volume I. oeyn LcCorrsic%:, Is a succession of an' onn 
on gluttonyq hypocrisy and malice) and then suddenly . taint of a e©ntcnco, 
a turn of phreset like a sharp stab brinCing t1 the A-wing home in a quick 
living word. Somotizes on Arab eper CC, end one feels tren. aferred into r. n 
a, *' - _" 
Arab character ploy not unlike the lower circles depicted in Elitebethen 
plays. 
ti 
But possibly the greatest influence on DouChty'e work in general 
and "Arabia Decertn" in partieulor in that of the Bible. The Bible wes 
the one book with which he w, frmilier in hie childhood end rhich hold 
his attention and interest all through his long lifer the book which he 
knew in more than one language end in all its available English verniono. 
in "Arabia Deserts" everything soon or heard in explained on the spot in 
Biblical terms. The experiences he aas actually living through had all 
been rehearsed and experienced in his readings of the Holy Book. Each 
character and each incident to explained through its equivalent terms in 
the Bible. McCormick stye that there are more than 80 Biblical allusions 
and over 40 Biblical quotatione, mostly from the Old Testament in the 
"Arabia". These ellusions and quotations and the Biblical remembrences 
are not orncxentel, but are pert of the design of the whole book, and part 
of Doughty's original thought, ehe says. But she goes beyond that into 
an unconvincing cttempt to prove that the Bible contrtns the whole secret 
of Daughty's style. Sentence-structure, the erys, almost on every pegs 
Is thct of cu: cient Hebrew poetry. She goer on to copy profusely from 
the writer; who explained the rules of Hebraic verse-writing liko Bishop 
Lewtheri Driver end arrdincr, to shorn h^w 'Perellelliem' in ell its kinder 
cynonyciouß, synthetic, constructive cnd climactic, rhich dcmineted IHobrow 
poetry !u fo1torea by Doughty. She explrins how that simple Hebrew 
pattern of sentence structure contrgcts ft1ndr. montrt1y with the complex 
synthetio Aryan pattern. In Doughty ehe seen p. 11 kinds of Pprah1o1Uieme, 
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Al llobrew-like dietichee, triatichee, tatrestiches and oven pententichee. 
Like Hebrew poetry she says Doughty does not bring his clauses together 
in a complex sentences where cone clauses Fre eubor,! IInnte' to others, 
but drops the eubordinetion and links them slightly together no that the 
effect is that of juxtaposition, of aumuluation, of repetition until the 
effoet is gained gradually. Doughty, she erya, drops Pnd, rhon and e ecs 
and leaves the connection between the parts implied. She adds also that 
the placing of the adjective Ft the beginning of the sentences frequently 
used by Doughty, is a Biblical borrowing, mainly from the Pechs. His 
metaphors and similes, she atyet ere short like the Bibie'r. Like the 
Bibis ho refrains from elaborate mejestie sentences end keeps to the 
simple straigght-forwprd statement. 
Nowt one is ovex'whelmea by these argument' which my be right in 
themsolvee, yet lead to a distorted idea of Dou, hty'a aarc. For we cannot 
belittle the influence of the Bible on Doughty's work. More than that, 
no one can belittle the influence of the Bible on all Ecjliah literature. 
How could any author esoepe the conscious or unoonsoioua effects of R book 
read in every house at all times and by all agee? But let us not forget 
that the Bible, and the Authorised Version in particulrx, wee one of the 
main factors which led to the oymmetrical fireeae, end polished literature 
of the IUghteenth Centuryt and that Doughty its in revolt ezpctly egrinet 
that smooth polished monotonous lullaby-like style. In going beck to 
the earlier periods he van seerchina for comething which would shock the 
reader into life, and never allow him to accuiesce or alrcken or raat. 
Repetition in there no doubt, and ropetition in Doughty is one tool of the 
s-_ -- 
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xFSter erhich in used with conc=rte skill. But his repetitions are not 
like the Fmooth rtduel repetitions of the Ilebrew poets, He drops szethirG 
£. d leaves it to something elses end then eudAýlnly after a while brings it 
bock to you, and expects you to remember it. Words arge arra. red cleverly, 
so cleverly that the prce is slow, Crave and mecsured, but it to like the 
walk of a giant, not the (; usint repetitions of the pcsiaist" Pnrallellicza 
exists, but it is not everythind" Metaphors are simple but not nlways. 
Doughty, as if he know somebody would say ON atr. rted the "Arabia" with 
that complicated elaborate highly technical almost grand style of the first 
sentence. In the hoart of the "Arabia" we hive the story of the house of 
Ibn RPaheyd which is not less in grandeur than the best in Elizabethan 
Drsne, and at the end of the book in Jidda we have another romantic highly 
comploX piece Of ia. ginative p: csc, 
the Diblo only is altogether wronc. 
To explain the "Arabia. " in terno of 
As Taylor ar8 wrong In explninin, it 
by pltyincj up the Arabia influences; ®o McCormick in wrong in playing up 
the Hebraic elements we aunt roolize that the style of the "Arable" lag 
an Trenoer puts its ýlinfinitoly vcrioun". "He rüde", aPyo Trenaer pe ins 
"the fullest use of the variety in rhythm rhich English comencla in virtue 
of its composite diction. " 
That leads to our second oboervation, and that in that 'Ye. rn1le11tnm' 
wee never a UIebrnto monopoly. Another word , rhich epplien to an extreme 
exempla of it 113 'Auphuistic', end Lily was the subject of Doughty's early 
studies. by can we not nay that Lily's influence an Doughty's prose wen 
groat? B3cause Doughty wes a collootor of rare rnd wonderful things end 
no lover of extremes. If you went to prove that 'Luphuisn' hed infl uenced 
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Dou. Thty's style you can, but you vrill be trying to cover 
the whole field with au =L11 blankot, as Taylor and McCormick 
have done. Our thir: i point is that unlike what McCormick saga 
Douj? hty has studied boat and war, influenced mori, riot by 
the A. V. of the bible, but by the earlier versions of 4yclif, 
and the others and in particular by tb-at of Tyndale. Professor 
Elton's view that Doughty's ovred, inuch to the 'Autüorized Version' 
might be a general references to a genoral debt, not neunt to be 
applied ainutely to he nord. bii,. dleton tlurry'a view that for 
Doughty, "the magnificent effloroceace of the language of 
rhakespeare and Milton might never have boon; hardly even the 
English Bible" (Mre ioughty'a Arabia, " The Attienaeum I Pate 150) 
should also not be taken as aeaniug that he was not in lueaced 
by the d. Lble at all. The truth iss simply that Doughty was up 
a!., ainnt aomething , and was aiming at something else, aua that 
decided his attitude towards any author or book. 
lie was dissatisfied with the ea y-mini=, smoothness of English 
writing at tho time, in both prose and poetry. The way the 
writers -rote to lull their readers to cleep, tho waj tiat readers 
i road to help themselves to sleep, the way Lac autiiors lulled the 
7 
seoces of their readers out of alertness, the way tna ronfiero 
minced their words grid fused them together in an uadistinguinhod 
muablcd mast- or whole, these were the couataut dangers n4 Dou;; hty 
always bore in mind. Thus the paramount aim of nio art is never 
to allow his reader to doze or his mind to rent. LaneuaZe Lu, 




in themselves, co hard and so distinct as never to loco 
themselvoe in a larger etructu. re. : 'har word bocaýao :y itself 
the subject of careful scrutiny by the author, and was 
expected to be the object of tho came care in the hands of the 
reader. The writer deliberated long on his words, and 
studied, as no other author had perhaps done, the wealth of 
words in the , 'nelish language, and he was not limited to 
one particular ace. ti; orde used by Chaucer in the Fourteenth 
Con iry and "". "orth ,: zed by ponSnr in 
than "ixteenth Cent _iry were 
studied just in the sane war in which lieloct wordn of hie 
day were studied and used. `; oma critics attack )o4gnl: y for 
'arenaisacc, ' because they thiak that Ilia usages of arcr: aio 
sonic was cxceurive. But tno balance in perhaps rodroc: -ed 
wren we rege ber that toughty uses also dialect or .r t'ro. n i. he 
mouths of u folic shoph4rdc and farmers, sind used sew 
scieatific words fron the iiscoveries of riodora 6cieace an: 
borrows Araoic words or German or ircacn or Italian o: ' 
Latin or Latinate words, as the need arises. Because 'arc,. zaie' 
cords, in the opinion of these critics, are dead and buried* 
their resurrection/ouOty colas as a shock to the i. r errs. 40 
have made it clear that shock in particular was part of DoughtyIe 
deliberate uchcmo. It did not aattor where the word was Tauall 
if it 8uitod his and. That is why one canYot accap ; the usual, 
notion of Doughty's supposed intention never to u: o a word 
11 
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which was not to be fund in the pages of Chaucer and Spe 
Out if the field of choice *at; so extensive, . )au, lity 
must have had his naa definite Ways of u-tec.:. ß. _1o v&lde 
of a ,,. iven word, for its ultimate inclusion or o t. n: rw. L 
into the fabric of his work. And indeed he ha, ]. . tny word 
which was so familiar and so matter of fact, as to be tak to for 
granted and swallowed uaconsciousl, y by hic reader as Caen 
definitely out, Any word which was so va, rus and iaälifinite 
as to allow the mind of the reader to w" rider and rout was 
similarly out. Any word which would confuw; c he reader, or 
make him lose hic grip in a maze of doubt or uostra. ctiou 
or e notional onset L1e: ent was also . ut. To be included 
the 
word should be 'recipe direct and pointed. The vorb, 
'to be. ' 
for example, when the idea of 'besing or existence $ is not 
meant is gonerally Jropped, and the sentence tti2n would p,: ýr. haps 
stand without a verb . not because Doughty is bren1 inz, :, he 
rules of grazzar, but becauee he would not ure a word in vain. 
Lconomy, we sight call it, but ecoao: ay in vou, ý, ty dues not 
necessarily mean a loss 4& number of words, as it means the 
precise usage of words. 
Nor is tiie emotive halo around some words treated as an 
and in itself, Becaaze the emotive power of words is general 3 
apoakinS part of what Ja familiar to tho nutiior an4 tiro reader 
or roa1ers, and coAeequ®atly would not chock into alertness but 
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zniht, on the other hand, 2ul' ±_nto aquioi cence, that motive 
power is generally disponced with e . *van t-ie lvmt familiar 
words are th roa. l Lnto new coobinatioAu %4d set under a nec' 
li,,, nt. That is by Doui_, Uy's wards always strike ur ac no- and 
fresh. 
. she rust on then 
is removed and they stand as definite 
and barren as the objects they stand for. : `Nords are meant to 
be hard unuontimental and precise. Thus, for example, hic 
words diffe- from those of Spenser'ee Spenser'a words are 
juicy and Doughty's words show their hard core. :. penciar's words 
shed sentimental or emotional rays around while Doughty', are 
chiselled gems radiatinZ the" intrinsic ursentimental 
unemotional light. Spencer's words are quaint notes of romantic 
lyrical music to gladden tho heart and amuse the ear, while 
Doughty's words are pointed high notes of slow march-like 
music mengt to strike t6 ear-drum and keep the mind awake* 
It is in the Word-: rotes (f3 
tusw) that Doughty'o arduous study of authors and books in 
search for words, is fully shown. I have used the Word-otea 
sparingly and benefited from them whenever possible, but a 
full study of these will certainly make a moat fasciaatinS atu1y 
of a unique p etG working in a unique manner wrestling with cords. 
ma A. 
Wo Taylor in dealing with the vocabulary of 'Arabial have d., ne 
a useful job$ but it is one step in the right direction and 
nor all th, way. tteithor of them Casa to have aced the '',, ord-17otea. 
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Taylor cnncentrated on the words in the book it: celf, and 
McCormick added to that a study of the 'tot--booue' of the 
Arabian journey but not the 'Word-Notes. * Treneer's study is 
wider, including both prose and poetry, and ehe has certainly 
used the 'Viord--otee, so that her book is the fullest and caont 
satisfying bookq until now, on the technical side of T'oughty's 
work. But nothing legs than the complete study of the Word-Motes 
as word-notes, would give a complete picture of Doughty's 
effort in his struggle with worin. It will., moreover show the 
unity of all his work prose and poetry in that they have a 
common source from/the words flow into each work. 'Arabia 
z)eeerta, ' 'The Dawn in Britain' and 'iiansoul' and the root will 
be shown to spring from the conxon stock of words, chosen and 
stored in the common treasure-box. 
The second step was the art of making compound words out 
of then, and here Doughty's experiments are an iaportaat part 
of hio linguistic legacy, Perh&ps nobody ýa the Nineteenth Century, 
not oven Tennycon, has done as much an Doughty did in the free 
formation of new compound words. 'He useDs' aayn We Taylors 
'a freedom not soon since Old English timet ' -» and he con- 
ciders this Doughty's 'chief way* is enriching th rnElist, 
vocabulary, Flut Doughty, as usual, does not seem to have a fast 
and tight rule for bin formation of Comp. -und words, pia kept on 
experimenting and using different formntionc at different times. 
His ono aim was indeed to increase the efficiency of inglich to 
express now shades of meaning through new encr, otic formations 
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of existent words. (1) Substantives, nouns, adjectives, 
combinations of each in one acrd or in hyphenated .., ords, but tbia 
is no place to list them. Other people have done that. Here we 
record it as a major step in the structure of his style and diction. 
But the words, single and compound, studied, chosen and 
stored, were in turn used as parts of larger units. First, the 
phrase and here generally speaking Dourhty adheres to the co anon 
rules of hagliah grammar except that as usual he takOrp the Whole 
history of the language as his quarry. Sometimes the phrases 
have the ring of the idiomatic phranes of the lower ckaracters in 
an early lizabethnn play. Sometimes he will use "cubatitute 
phraaco' similar to the tConninge of Old English poetry. Jut 
sometime, the phrases roll on in the easiest simplest way of coaton 
English - provided there are other pokers to keep the reader 
always on the alert. A study of the art of phrase making in 
Doughty in no less fruitful than a study of hie use of words. And 
the industry which meticulously welds these together from the 
sketchy fragments of the Word-Votes to the rich variety and 
complexity in his published works needs a longer space than we 
can afford hire. It is in the making of his phrases and the 
......... . 
(1) Wait Taylor gives a 1on; lint of *? oughty'B compo: inds. Treneer 
refers briefly to there on Faso 118 (Prose) and dincuwseS the 
affinities of the compounds in Doughty's poetry with the Old . nglieh 
Compounds and frith Spcn$or's Coripoundo later on Pages 227-229 aast 
233-. ý4i" 
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structure of his clauses that Douvl tg, the great artist shows 
himsel i, more to than in any ono- other side of sic cork. Clautieo 
are of an tue various types caown in ? nglish from itu earli: > .t 
poriods to its latest. The attempt to find 'One' prefer--Able 
source n saa,, external influence or oth3r only neglects the 
wealth and divernity of it all, Dou. hty's style depends not on 
oiie but on all the courcen aad intluencea. This Theis is not mainly 
concerned with Doug-hty'e style snd diction, because a1Luouah that 
is cortainly tho most important cido of his work, other critic8 (2) tried 
their undo at it, each exploring ono or more side of the fiold. 
And it ueena to me that the attitude of each critic so¬ms to be 
decided vainly by the critic's own point of interest or departure. 
` 
The famous parable about the blind touching various parts of an 
elephant and defining the elephant differently in each case depending 
on the part he touched, is similar. One thing we should not miss in 
that they are right, but the 'trnnth' of the matter lies in teringing 
them altogether, and in never forgetting the orenecc, the unity of 
the object they are dealin3 with. Thus the unity of Doughty's language, 
in both prose and p etry, should not be forgotten. An Mrz;. Robbins 
puts it the achievements of Doughty's creative gonius cannot be fully 
appreciated unless his style and his diction, his prose and poetry, 
all the sides of his art are considered as the products of one mind 
usin j all its oadowmeats to the working out of the same artietic 
purpose. The study of words, phrases and clauuec a-11 throuab the 
various periods of the £nglizh Languago and Lito*"ature, which started ..... 
ai. r.. 
. 




in his young days and olossomed into his own prose and poetry, 
must be looked at as one process. External infiuerces played 
a part not because they were influenco$ on hißt, but because 
the- were alreaä1 living iafluences that became living parts 
of the stream of English langua, e and literature. The 
composite natur: of English was understood by nobody better 
than by Doughty. This was the freedom he ciierishcd, and 
used to shock the Victorian reader from the facile eacy-going 
somnambulism of the period into an aäiarenens of the richness 
of his language and thc- wealth of hie literature. 'Arabia 
Deserta' should be takes as the first chance he f , and to express 
his faith in English, and his own ability to use it, and to 
demonstrate to the public how the rich legacy of their languowe 
could be und - and all in preparation.. for the lraat enterpris. " 
he always had in mind - the writing of a great patri-)tic . pit.. 
'Arabia Desorta' leads directly to 'The Dawn in aritain. ' 
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Doughty's theory of pootrSr, like thrt of thm Sixteenth Century 
pootst rimed alucyß ats end expressed a desire for, moving ioi to virtuous 
cotton. All the cpologico for pootrys written in the L'rglond of the Tudors 
and the Stuerta, bed at the beck of the mind the puritan attacks on poetry 
Pa a field of immorality. In Doughty's heart there was the deeply- 
ingrained need to counterect end swoop away the ccturl libertinism of 
Ninetoorth Century poetry, and the not-so-clean private lives of 
contemporary poets. Poetry was for bim, to it was for Cxdney, an rot of 
faith. The moral values of poetry needed no afftrartion or defence. 
Doughty wrote no criticism and no apologias and no credoes. The fact 
that it was written 'to instruct' needed no exposition. That hei needed 
was to proceed and do it. Behind him he had all the cirssicel theoretieirnn 
of Qreeco end Bowe,, and all the Renaissance critics from Uinturno end 
Sealigor to Harvey and Sidney. Hie readings in his younger drys included 
not only the poetry of these earlier rgee, but also their aesthetic writings. 
Re to certainly nearer to their Ways then to the Nineteenth Century 
controversies ground the notions of 'Art for Art's Sokoto Doughty'a 
©oreltviews of poetry were too serious to 811ow him to Indulge In any 
expressions of selfish pleasure or libertine self-satiofeetion. Even 
the second lei of the Horatian sxionp of 'poetry used to profit p rd to 
delight' wee qualified and limited by DouChty's Morel vicinsitudea. If 
poetry was to instruotp it could easily instruct in oval. But that was 
no instruction in Doughty's creed; it was corruption, and he would never 
tolerate it or evan speak of it. If pootry wo to dolight, it could 
Cain delight in two different ways, In ono vvy it could revive end work 
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upon tho baser pleasure-loving side of Mans Doughty would look at that 
in ccmplate disapproval - so much so that his over-all respect and love 
for Chaucer's poetry seems to have suffered beoruse of the vulgar, basor 
elements in the world of Chiucer's books. Delight in Doughty's creed 
was another indirect way towards instruction, and an alternative method 
of inculcating virtue. As Spdney puts its *light to move men to tr? se 
that goodness in hands which without delight they would fly u from e 
strenger.... ". Under that heading in Doughty'e poetry come the dolighto 
of Natural description$ of Spring and plants end birds, and the delights 
of fancy end imcgination, the world of gods and Goddesses, the Etuse's 
Gerden, end the delights of fairies and elves. This wen indeed very 
important, but it wan still secondary in importance to the serious business 
of morn1 instruction. Nothing wes more important in Doughty's creed than 
virtue. That was his unmistckablo yerdatic1. with which evorythir in 
lifeg in thought or in literature was to be measured. The best poets in 
his opinion were an much the beat in moral considorationo an well to in 
lengurge and imagination. And the worst are those worst in both moral 
content and poetic ezproanion. There in no division between r_eatheticn 
and morality in Doughty. Then he speaks then of 'Are Poetical he means 
something far wider then the limited field of poetic erprooaion. The 
extensive ©tudiea of poetryt lengutge, thought and theology through rhich 
he had Cone in hie early years were for him cn all-ooneuming tot of faith. 
The only choico be allowed himself at the start was the choice of poetry as 
his QCin vocation instead of, a rg paintinu, or Cusica2 composition. Prom 
1\ 
then o. -, ward it mannt the dedication of OVerythifC, "It is the Ars Pootict 
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to vhich I have been wed. dedg" he irrotes "anad I hove d voted cyy life 
thereto ever since I Lett Ctinbridgo. By travelog wanderings end 
sojournings in other Lando have been but incidonts therein. " (1) 
drebioy from all these travelog was fortunate in producing e bookg, but 
even his Arabian journey and hin travel book, were cnocnt to be landmarks 
along the road of poetic. -expreeaion. He cells them 'a life day's 
interruption', but yet uses them in his poetic endeavours. Thus life, 
studies and work, subject-matter and expression in prose or verso, all 
lead towards a prc-determined end - the writing of on epic. Nothing 
less then the Createst fora of poetic expression known to Europe could 
suffice. The choice of form was as much a point of ceothetice es a 
point again of moral necessity. 
In the wholo body of Doughty's mature works (2) one does not 
find n short poem. All are either in the fore of a literary pity, or 
in the form of an epic or a fregment of an epic. (3) Thy is it that 
Doujhty'e mind has thus been poised only botwoen the sister forms of 
drema, and epic? one romombera the moat illuminating oxti ple of Uilton 
in his long hesitation before the writing of "? aredico Loot". Unlike 
Milton Doughty does not seem to hnvo heE8ite, tedt for the dream of writing 
an epic comas very early in his career. 'Dr =S' 'arts the chosen fors of 
(1) Quoted by }io,; crth (Pp. 140.4). 
(2) The only cosaptrutivoly short poen is his er. rliotnt unc reradusto work "The Ley of it, 
(3) "Adam Cast Forth" could qualify vs s p1p,, v or es r fry ont of an epic. "The Tito, ns" and "äannoul" mould qualify aas fra ants of spins. "Tho Cliffs" end "The Clouds" ere literary pleys. 
--- 
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the Giants Aoochylus, Sophoclon and Enripiden mnd Arintophrnes, The epic 
was the foam used by Romer. And for Doughty Horner wag the 'Father of 
Luropoen..... poetic ort'. He would prefer him to the drrn. ctiats at 
any time. His voice wes the 'buDPn-divine voice of their heroic world', 
while the voices of the Crook Dramatists were quaint human voices of a 
later civilization of can on earth. In England the epic was the font 
chosen by Cpensort 'darling of the divine Museo', while drama was the 
chosen form of Uarlowoi Shakespeare and Ben Janson* And Doughty would 
have chosen Spenser at any time. While the age crowned by Spenser's 
attempt at an epic was again Doughty's golden age of English life and 
thought end English language and poetry, the age into which Drama moves 
and flourishes was: to him, the beginnings of decadence and corruption. 
The epic was thus in his mind linked alweyo rith the golden more heroic 
rae. But there are other reasons. One corroborative rernong for exempla, 
is the difference in kind between the contents of epics and the contents of 
some large body of piryc. There In nothing vulgar or wwnton in epic poetry 
produced in Greece or Rome or Prance or England. Wen in the, earlier pram 
epics there is a serene purity of open-air life, and 8 vigorous marline©e 
of unsophisticated Men* Drama on the other hand, in Greece or Italy or 
Prance or England was used sometimes to an expression of lewd tt 1' l life 
or vulgar barbarism or the polished onervatod life of effeminate roan. One 
other reason to the differonee between epic and drei a in form. Dri 8 in 
poraibly the one high form of pootict1 expression which is most checkled 
by the nocoaaity of conforming to external frotorn of Piece, time and 
"IN 





the stego, as Doughty's later attempts were not, the post oust still 
pay lip service to the limitations and the restrictions of chnrecter, 
plot end action in a given franme of plny# ecte, end scenes. Doughty was 
by natura diffuse. His immense knowledge and vast erudition aas there 
acquired to find its ware to the reader, and not to be suppressed or 
trimmed or thrown esido. The free-set fora of F lish Romantic drama 
would have certainly been too limited and too aaecting to his liking. 
A play's unity, moreover, in most effective when it organically springs 
from within like the Crowing of a trees while Doughty's way is to build$ 
brick on brick, and layer put on top of a leyer, and otoroys added on to 
storeys, to make a huge cathetiral-like edifice. Repetitions of word# 
phrase end idea abound in his works and none could have suited the limited 
apace of Drama. Doughty always needed a vast unlimitod convex to paint 
uponp and the vastest convent allowing the poet the maximum of freedom, 
wrß certainly the epic. 
That the epic wra not the moot indigenous Of poetical fors in 
1inoteenth Century England aas of no consideration in Doughty's opinion. 
For bis dissatiafretion with the trends of poetry in his Sega included 
ipso facto t, refusal of the lightness of the elegiec or lyrical forms, 
To are not in noed of citing the argunonts of Edgar Allan Poe or the 
ex=ple of Bcudolriro, for the more oitina of their c mes could havo 
seemed to DouChty a profanation, Not that Doughty know or rend their 
poetzyp but they were looking forward to an Pee when the pesen of time 
wags too quick and the conplexitiea of life too met to Bl1o= the poet 
or the reader the luxury of composing or roediza a long epic. Doughty 
16N 
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on the other hand wes looking back of an earlier more leisurely t, 
when po©try was the greatest gift of the Uuzo to IIant and the epic was 
the gatoat Earn of noble poetry tnd the prime choice of all ombitioue 
poets. " The two ways were indeed clear in Doughty'a mind, for to the 
noble 'fruitful Homeric tradition' revived 'in the cicssical Roneieonrco' 
he contrasts the poetic enc? eevours of Nineteenth Century Romantic poetry 
as 'the other golf-sprung bardiems now, it to eeid, like Ab uin end 
Pharper, nearly run-out to the dregs, end unrholenome pools in the donert'. (1) 
Nearer to him was the earlier divine voice of lamer, Virgil, Dante and 
Spanner. Iite early studies were of their poetry, end In that world, the 
epic form stood supreme. Thus it should not come is e new revelation 
that Doughty had the idea of his epic in his mind "since the year '65: 
and even during my wanderings in Arabic". (2) Doughty was too serious 
and too rabittous not to try the greatest of all litern ' fox c. Tho 
epic was to be the form, but what would bo its subject? 
Again Uilton's ex mplo jumpe to the raindp for Uilton'a first 
idea aas to write an epic on the logendarj history of Britain. "I Will 
some dry recall in song"p wrote hop "tho things of my native hnd, end 
Arthur, who carried war even into fairylend. Or I shall tell of those 
greet-heated chc ºptonn bound in the society of the Round Teb1eg and (0 
may the Spirit be in ©Q1) I shall break the Saxon phale. nrae with British 
1var. " Before hira Spenser himself sho' o the reyj for his cc1ploto "Facrie 
(1) "Post Illa" - P. 687, in "The Dawn in Britain", 
(2) Sae Hogarth (P. 144). 
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Qucene" aas to be aninly on Arthur end his 'Round Table'. Doughty of 
course knew Spenser and Uilton, but ono to not euro if he ever know 
Coleridge 'o statement that the only suitable topic that rouainod to 
English poets aas the early history of Brita. in* Whatever be the case 
Doughty's mind wa. a decided upon the early history of his country and race 
to the subject of his epic. The fact that the "Fairie Queene" is hardly 
concerned, at least outwardly, with the eatual hintory of Arthur, end that 
Eilton eventually abandoned his patriotic theme to a theological theme 
clearly projects in relief the difference between each of them and Doughty. 
For Spencer Won no leas patriotic than either, and no lens occupied with 
©oral themes. But the more important themes in his plan end execution 
take on the usual abstraction, the conventional allegorical structure of 
his See. The "Fairie queen rres iornt to be mods up of twelvo books 
each showing one chivalrous exploit linked with Arthur's 'found Table', 
end dealing with one cardinal moral virtue. The Ivey in which the nix books 
nuzd the fregcient which we have of tho epic are written shows that Spenser's 
epic would have all of its or most of it been in the allegorical abstract 
sphere. Doughty would not object to allegorical features. He brings 
same into his epic, and later uses them more freely in "The Cliffs" and in 
*Mansoul". But he wes too scientifically orientated, too prectically«. 
mindod, too solid to hover always above in the a1legoriCn1 world of personified 
abstractions. His main characters are either real hintoricsl chertCtern 
whose lives and actions are voll. -known, or ten, dim in legend or history, 
but brought by him down to a solid beois of flesh , end bone end cotton on 
this earth of ours' Spencer's wor, could nover be road an history. Doujhty'e 
certainly could, 
1 . -. -------'. 4 -- 
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L triton in rgsin enothor kindred spirit, but the difference 
between him and Doughty to still well marked, Milton's chnngo of aubject 
in itself is significant, for hie wings were too wide and too strong to 
hover above such a limited apace es 'inland n14 a fixed race as the English. 
Nor wes he inclined to accept the limited scope of a patriotic theme. 
Thus he chose 'to justify the ways of God to Lien'. Mien included ell 
humanity1 and the Batton covered Heaven, Hell and Earth. Milton aas 
exercising his tremendous posers of thought end imeginetion in a Vida all- 
inclusive sweep of the eyes something Doughty never chono to do, 'hetever 
the width of Doughty's canvas would be# whatever length of time he would 
span, he wes always on earth, his feet solidly planted on the ooilp and 
his eyes scrutinizing one man or one plant or one spot or one action at a 
time. Doughty would not talk about justice rhetorically, but give you 
justice in nation in man's life. He would not preach the cause of peace 
igainst the cause of war# but give you both an they exist. He was always 
the practical wind, To Hilton's Adam and Eve compare for example Doughty'a 
Adam and Hawwe, end the difference between the two poets will be beer. 
This down-to-earth practicality of Doughty was again the main factor in 
the choice of this period of British History, for his epic. 
Arthur end the Round Table rare indeed the most femilifs and 
dost popular topics for any litorcry adventure in the history of Britain 
before the Nornen Conquest. Arthur wee, to begin with, the humtn oymbol 
of British unity rgsinst the Sexon invades. But then hie n¬ne was more 
famous an the symbol of a Christian King fightir%% for the glory of the Cross 
ogainet evil men at home and infidels abroad .. even on the Continent itself. 
.. .ý- 
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The ! diddle Ages and the Renatcennce built around his nr-sae a hugs body of 
legende,, Other otraineg not particularly Britishf found their wry to 
the halo around Arthure ntne. Most fioun among these wee the story 
of the Holy Grail which e=ohow brought together the nrmes of Joseph of 
Arimethoa and King Arthur end Glestonbury, Doughty seems to hove read 
all possible sources on all these subjects. But the deliberate way in 
which all the frmilier popular aides of this crmplex subject are avoided 
in Doughty's epic to indeed tellinC. It could not be a more coincidence 
that Arthur's arte does not occur in *The Darn in Britain. Arthure 
ferne was linked in the world of litoraturo with a cortnin flevour from 
which Doughty was trying clearly to free his work. To begin with Arthur 
stood for the ago of chivalry and Knighthood in Europe, an ego which was 
brilliant and chivalrous and witty, but was at the , acme time vainglorious, 
sophieticatedp courtly, fashionable and artificial. In the world of 
literature it blossomed into the French Ronancos, and hed their great 
effect on the Renaissance. Doughty was certainly aware of that, and 
was consciously avoiding the world of 'Romances' to the earlier world of 
heroic epics. Ute scientific mind and his practical methods avoided all 
abotractionsp sophistication and sentimentality to an earlier ego of 
simplicity, of solid life and practical men, Of brutal cremen and simple 
sword-b®arora. His epic is nearer to the world of Beotulf end tho 
Icelandic Sages than to the Romonooa of Franco or Italy. Hin horoee, 
Brennuop Caradoc end BoadiCOa are nearor the Cornpn heroees Attiir+, Sigf L 'a 
end Beowulf than to Launoelot, as'tain End the other Knights of Arthur's 
'Round Table. W, P, Keri ccmparinß the world of the heroic epic with 
?, 
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the Medieval world of the Rozuenceo which euccooded its drawn our attention 
to those two vor18e confronting each other on the two opposing aides at the 
battle of fcctingo" It is fortunate that Doughty makes it clear in mother 
C 
context ("The ': Part SC) that he ctanäs on the aide of the eimplor, 
cruder end more natural &xenen of Harold, and not on the side of the 
i1ormsn Knights of Wi11i p the Conqueror. In avoiding Arthur Doughty was 
©ovirg in tho arm® direction in which o. 11 him nature and work was novinlJ. 
Another important lido of the Arthurian story was the use tI2t 
of theca in Doughty'e own llfetirae, by the greatest of the Victorian poets, 
Alfred Lord Tennyson. For Tennyson did not shirk from the sophistication 
of the Age of Chivalry, but he used the legends in the "Idylls of the 
Kirnj" 
to convey what Were fundanontally the ideals end the morel values of 
the 
Victorian ACo itself. Doughty an much cm Tonryson was a Victorian at 
heartq end that in why he could not cacppe colouring his work in turn 
with his own moral values. But unlike Tennyson's there in nothing 
artificial# nothing sophisticated or m gnificent obout 
Doughty's epic. 
Most of all there to nothing sentimental about it, end the pre-Repheelito 
atmosphere of the 'Lady of Shallott' for exvrnple is for away in spirit and 
in feat from vhat Doughty was trying to do. The avoidance of 'Arthur' 
wem as much a reaction against the aonciyaonian world as it wen rZainst 
the Medieval Ronancoa. The Dawn in Britain" keeps clam 'rcct all 
roforoaco to thooo most frz3ous of all oorly #iritich gimp. And the reason 
for that are more varied and more complex then miCht oppeax' a, t Eimet. 
Behind it all indeed lion a theory which Doughty always hold of tho 
history of his fatherland. 'ram the beginning eia we noticod in Chtpter 
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I ho was Fware of the turbulent history of the lends end the different 
tidos of defence and fttttek and the various recce that went into the 
arkinj of the crucible. Although "The Dawn in Britain" itself does not 
®tute its the thoory to still there at its foundations. It rzu later in 
The Prophetic Books" that DouChty made it clear. In "Tho Clouds" Doughty-- 
Carpenter travels for safety end rejuvenation westwards across the Island 
to Wales, to if tracing back the history of Britain across space and time 
to the farthest point and to the earliest race. Nor iansp Danes, when 
they went into Britain found and mired with the Angles end Saxons end 
Jutes. These in turn had come end mixed with the earlier Celtic Race. 
The Celts again wore themselvoc of different nations end tribes, and 
they themselves mixed with Teutonicg Roman and Mediterranean elements. 
But if all these races CekE the Dritich Nation of todey, hour 
are wo to differentiate between the irrvador, the ene! p of the fatherland, 
and the mixer# the founder of the future people? In "The Cliffs" 
(Part IV) Doughty makes hin rules clear. Spirits of old British heroes 
are rovived. First cornea Cnrrctr. cus, the Colts (P. 207), the hero of 
"The Dawn in Britain". Second comes Alfred, the Crocteat of the Baron 
Rings (P. 208), But these are clear exaxnples. The third eaplazina 
Dou{, hty'o criterion in drawing linos between National lecdor, inns . or 
and founder. The third to the ghost of Ucroldt "t"hose valorous crr 
hurled from necº-brow of Enciond, r'ew Danes in aert,! on Notuhu britb 
strand". About Willim the 'gorc rtn Duke who defeated H rpldg Dou, hty 
hss a altar mind. He calls hin "en envioun demon. Pna -Mtn hon AnnnAnb'ntt. 
"strark-, Robbers crcwnod; 
I ScouriGoc of £ng1rnd, Pale Lino n na France; 
' iti 
I-, - -', ,- 
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in fair Ez Bland, without English hearts"p end he blv=en them for shedding 
English blood in ware overseen, "to meinten their alien foreign rights". 
But coon comes the reign of Henry IV, and the ghost of St. Jo. -4, and 
the Nozetano have become part of the English Nation,, and Doughty cpeeke 
about "Our Norman guilt*"* From there it is one short stop to the 
glories of the Tudors and of Elisabeth, (P. 210) where England passes 
through her golden ego. In 'The Proame' to "The Clouds" the theory in 
made clearer still. The whole history of Britain is seeng cc it indeed 
iss ro a aeries of ware of invasion} followed by long years of cenimilation, 
which blending tho old and the now bring about the New Ration. 
Invasion on Invanloni rhore is any 
Furlong of Isnalßnd'a soil which sometime kath 
Not cupped corruption of men's battle-vrounds; 
horn strove invading swarns? ........, 
N kr, end way which1 Englishmen now be homoborn hero; 
Are sonor of war-wrofg p which before time wore1 
And egain in a clearer note stills 
How boi. sted thou thyself, on of a Jute, 
Anglo or Saxon ehipren! Was not then 
Thy mother a bondswonrn of this Isle; 
avod, when her vanquished kinsman had been slain? 
Thing uncles Northrey pirates? Thy atop-sires 
Strong piratos, from next over-laying Ltein? 
Thus in Doughtyt's mind the whole history of Britain van a continuous strst 
or Iationhood in which new blood alwrya mi=ea with the olds but the strorm 
flow unchecked. Important in the blood that flows in the voino given or 
to on. Tnportent is the breath of life, homegrown or imported. But 
most important in the coil itself which given to the flux Ito unifying 
centripetal force. This in the heart of Dot hty'a 'PAtriotinrt'. LookifC 
beck at the 1orn history of Britzin, Doughty aas cure thus to go ti its 
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earliest Qanifoatation of a unified entity. There was noDething to 
recommend hie earlier and most Douahtyeoquo choice as the title of 
his epic - "The Utmost Igle". 
"The Utmost Isle" os a title shown two pointy of thouGht 
parrnount in Doujhty'+i mind it the time. The choice of the geographical 
terra certainly shows his realization of the unity of Britain as one 1rad 
and one country, whatever the historical chnrces were. The choice of 
that vppelletion in perticulex, the old 'Ultime Ule' of clessicel writers 
shows first the frmilisr ierchneologicel historical leanings of his mind, 
and secondly his roslizction of the links between Britain end Europe, 
or between Britain and the Encient world. In assessing its individuality, 
he would not forget or neglect its links with the world. "The Dawn in 
Britain" is indeed e patriotic poori, r. nd the centro of Its see-saw 
action is indoed Britain. But the outer world from which now blood end 
now life and a new darn of relicion and civilization Ca=0 is not forgotton. 
If 'Arthur', the first British Kind; rhote nre was linked with Europe and. 
Christianity is not to be mentioned$ Doughty wes to dincover and present 
earlier and stronger links bstrceen Britain, Europe and the Chriotien Faith, 
'Arthur' does not find a piece hero, but the roots that later woro to 
bloss= in him are, Given hors. Instead of choosing 0 1etendcry King 
whose nme wes wrepped in stories of fiction, end who wes historically 
perhepn not a symbol of unified Britain, fightirg r he did reninat the 
j Anglo-Saxon co, raDoughty wr! xtcd ac abody iho would fichts if he were 
to fight, not for the West of Britain raiUnat Estern Britain, but for 
M2O4 
the whole of Britain rgainst alien horäcs. Arthur aas pushed ctoidet 
and the poet travelled further back into the history of Britain then 
the Arthurian Age - to that of Ccr . dGo end Joseph. 
Dotweorn the 1oCen! zry Joseph rund the legondczy Arthur there 
arm two Important linke M the Grail and Cl, tonbury. The Grail vacs 
indoed important in the legend around Joneph of Ariuatheat but it van 
centrl in the le ondn of Arthur. Doughty could hardly noglaat completely 
the one relic of the Lord, which added the brightest halo to the virtuous 
head of Joseph, if he were to make of him e key figure in hin epics and 
indeed he does not. Perhepe deliberately, to keep suppressed the 
Arthurian memories he does not call it the holy Grail or the Grail. The 
word he uses in the simple word 'cup#, and he brines it in the lost boolc 
whore Joseph is preparing to die, and the epic is about to end. Thera 
"Joaoph let, from his bosom, in arid-source, 
To slide that cup of biossin , in the more t 
Unto all$ even to thin dray, unknown the pl co. 0 
But the sot Is not meant to be the point of doparturo for Arthurian 
logenda to ouch to it is mot. nt to be the real crowning of Dau ht9'a epic. 
In no one simple action in "The Dawn in Britain" completed an it is indeed 
in that simple ect of depositing the 'cup$ in the middle of a ltke near 
Glcstoflbury. The 'cup's es it clw, yo did, stands for the blood$ the 
cearifice of Christ to cavo humanity, from evil Q. nd destruction: 
"(That cry®tal cup, which lifted JecuE up= 
'What nicht Ho wes betrayed, to cinner'a d atb; )+l 
That cup ve, o the &yubol Of ii, oztel nslVations 
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"Wherein to memory of Christ's most preciouo blood, 
To drink:, through feith, life to our dying noulo; " 
From that nonont Glastonbury becemcs n reel Qencturry of faiths end the 
one piece in Europe innortalixed by the presence of a rolle of Jesus in 
flit; blood, That b'r itself to enough glory for e place in Britain, but 
Doughty rubs in his peening by a conscious neroholling of other facto. 
First comes the fall of Joruse. lem at the bends of Titus. The first 
sanctuary of Christ is thus, destroyed. The only place whero the Blood 
of the Lord wtm shed for the anko of : enkind was no loner there, It 
was 'broken-dorn'. And the only other place to replace it would 
eonnoquontly be the place where the cup with its memories of Christ's 
blood is - Glcstonbury. And the choice of that plr_ce was not nrdo by 
Don, not by Joseph himself, but by God: 
'hereforeq cone nicht, Instructed of God's Spirit; 
Put Joseph out, with Fiatos, on the lake. 
But to stop hero would have given us the tot but not the result of the 
Oct, and Doughty in nlwryo at pains to moko his t ec}ninC clear. Prom boron 
from Britain, and not from Jerusalem or Rome would the Cross of Christ go 
out to conquer the world. DouGhty's ingenious memory remembers end reminds 
us that Constentinep the first Christian Emporor of Rome started his glorious 
career on British soil. Co hero in Glastonbury, Joseph to shown tho 
chaps of things to comet when 'Righteouonocn' shall be estr±bliahed, end 
lain and those Calrnition shell ceeae. ': 
"Joseph beheld; and saw, in Britain$ rise, 
(Lee ding Rome's ckrmioa, which Christ cruci 'ieds) 
Caesar, into nephew to his daughter Cleudia; 
Thich bowed his holm-clad hoed down, vs he went, TO lowly Christ; and worshipped God, the legions. '" 
..? 92- 
Thus in one tot, the tot of disposing the cup in the middle of the IFke, 
Britain becomes es it Werd the choson lend of Cod, Doughtyy's supreme 
act of Patriotiesa icy to crown his beloved country with the moot covetedp 
the cost scored relic of the Christian Faith. (1) Patriotism rnd Religtong 
we romember, are the two words c*ven on both sides of the nltvr of 
Britrnnia'n Temple in "The Cliffs" (Part II). There the temple is 
neglected, and the words partly effaced, beczuse the Britain of Doughty's 
&y was un-patriotic. fiere at the end of "The Dawn in Britain" is the 
highest moment of glory# when Patriotism and Religion for the first time 
ere revealed hand in h? nd in the land of Britain. ' And that was long before 
Arthur's time! That is the reason why the Celtic period then is chosen. 
It is the orrIteRt manifestation of the two sides of civilization, es 
Doughty always understands it - Patriotism end religion, * Both are 
important, both fundamental, ank the two become one of the end of "The 
Dawn in Britain". The unity of the two ingredients is to important an 
the existence of both of, them. Rambling or clip-shod or discursive or 
diffuse, Doughty's epic cannot be fully understood until the two eidco 
each by itself firßte, and then the two brought together, cro given their 
ßu11 consideration.., ds is to be expected the makings of patriotism come 
firsts and Kthen 
Re11 tonq end then gredua11y the two nlternpte end mix 
till thtt_ !Lt eynbolic ect 'Where they becamo one, But bo 'oro wo ter 
to diccusi, etch . 
by, tts®Ifq it is porhrps botter to asy a word about 
2 "ý -, .' ýý_. 
(1) 
. 
Even Joceph'e . 1oga, cy to hin people is celled "Lyber Drot" (P. 685). 'Brptt''uan the tern used 'in the 12th and 13th Centurion about the remnants of the Celtic tribon in Strathclyde and C=brie. 
.aib 
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Glaotonbury. For Glastonbury is importrnt in the Arthurian legends 
and the legendary history of Christianity in Britain. The legends 
about the early fathers tell of Joseph and his frier_ds and their travels 
away from the Holy Land. They tell how in the year 63, when Peter and 
Paul were in Roo f undisturbed still by Lt'cro,, Philip, the Apostle, to the 
Gauls# sent a group of Christian evangelists to carry the word of Cod to 
Britain, 1 org them it is said won Joseph of Arinathea and his son 
Jocephes. Legends again tell how a miraculous wind brought them over 
to Britain whore King Arvirrgue, though refusing baptists, granted them 
a refuge in the wont marshes in the 'Isle of Class* .. (1) G2e3tonbuzy. 
Legends ognin tell how to cheer the brethren in the long cold days of 
winter, Joseph planted a thorn-tzeep which blossoms there still evor7 
Christman Day. A Church was built there for the Virgin Ltary, which was 
said to have boon built miraculously cid not by the art of nor.. Later 
before his death he was said to have deposited the Holy Grail In en 
unknown plece. Thun Glrntonbuiy gras c11ed $Roma Socunda'. A place 
which pea perhaps a contra of preen worship in the ELo of Druidion has 
thus become a centre of interest in the now Christian fold. %%hon the 
Christian Arthur Kini of Britain, fought tgainct the pagan Ang1 .. Sexon 
races it was aray to link his nano with that of Gloatonbuxy. Glastonbury 
io tho traditionel burial-plpco of the legendary King Arthur, Thus 
throughout all the v ec, und all the changes fron Celtic rncendn. noy to 
Rocimn discipline# from pecan Druidism and presn Roman polytheism to the 
now dawn of Christisnityp G1entonbury rsnoined the haven of faith end 
(1} Said to be called thus by the Britons nYr o.. «itrina -which one "Isle of Glezap. 
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worship in early Britain* In it Britons and S onnl R=nns cnd Hebrew 
firnt 1oarzt to live in pe co together en the sons of one nation end the 
adherents of one faith. It is there thet the ca=on consciousness of 
the unified Britein was first found, end to Geoffrey Ashe saya, 
(3) "the 
vision of the U. K. Aas born. * Not only was O1cstonbur7 a contra of 
Arthurian connections, but at the time when Doughty started to write 
"The Dawn in Britain" Gientonbury was again in the news. In 1892, 
Arthur bullied. unearthed two oakon beams and a dug out canoe near E+oere 
Pool, near Glcstonburj. This wee taken to an indication of the existence 
there of the Celtic Itkc-vill. r s, r+f a type known in Switzerland e. nd 
elsewhere in the 3rd Century B. C., likes of which seem to be referred to 
in Caesar's book "Bello Gallico". Later ovcavationo in Girstonbury 
proved the existence of tw=o such lake-vi11ai os there - remnants of what 
is known emon« archaeologists on "Le. Ton© Culturo". There is no doubt 
that Doughty knew all that, beeauoe. ho uses it in the eetebliabmont of 
the smell Christian Community at Avalon in the heart of the epic, But 
to escape the clero of common knowledge he uocd the name Avalon, nontianoä 
in the 12th Century by Gire. ldus Cambronsie. But whatever was the nano of 
its Glastonbury or Avalon, there is little doubt that Douijhty uses it 
cleverly as the focal centre in Britain for the now dean cnd the new lire., 
Docauoe the country as 'we said is pe= hont in the flux of history' Of 
rrce and civilizntionp Douchty'o ußrge of oontrcl cities in Britsin must 
be studied carefully, Them are, for exrmple, the Cities of Troynovrnt, 
Cernulodanum, Vorulu i or lace Be eruz znd each rvpreaanto ti step for and 
(1) "King Arthur's AVoloni Tho Story of Olcotonbury" by Gooftrey Aahey 1957. 
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in the history of Britain. But frc the Hrennuo period# when the non- 
enistonCo of cities is one ny boi of the non-osiatcncc of a copcrat© 
British personality, to the ego of Cccsiobellnn end Caeoar when cities 
begin to spring, and Dritein in born es a Notion, to the rge of Cunobolin 
and of Caratacue then the existence of Britain an a Nation and a country 
separate . nd different 
from the rest of Europe in general end the Celtic 
world in particular is shown in the omorgonce of Veru14q and Crmulodonum, 
to the rce of Mona where the Celtic religion of Druidic had its centre, 
our poet gredue. 1ly guideo us to the eaorgonce and the' later domination 
of Avalono lLvelon 19 in Britaint and Avalon is a contra of Chric3tianityg 
which will mould Britain into one unified nation, and inherit the leCa, cieo 
of Verulan, of 1onc and of Troynovente Avelon in the symbol of the 
wedding of pntriotisa and Christianity in the seise grey in which Pudels 
end Rocuiorta ero at the end of tho epic. Thus the pest history of Celtic 
Britain is fusod into the lator history of Chrintion Britain. That union 
of antiquity with the Christion Spirit is of course not now. For it 
occurred no long to an Petrarch, the father of Hur=ism. Eresmuo, in 
turn, had the iap&inativo ideal of the world of antiquity inepirod throuCh 
and through with the licht of Chriction faith, But in Err=US it Meant 
that the classical herittce of Athens and Renes of flonort Socrctoe, Plato 
end Arintotlo, of Cicero' Horsco d id Plutarch, would be complemented by 
the pure reliCioa of Biblical Christianity. That cortrinly in at the 
bre', r- of DouChty's world, but in " ho Dawn in Britain$ it is more the 
simple vigour of Celtic Britain which is to be united with Chriatienity. 
ý ýý ... _. 
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Doughty'ts method is very clear even in the division of his pasts. 
Prow the veT beginning he mikes his pl, n clear, Linea (1 - 8) do not 
introduce the patriotic strain except perheps the iention of Britrin to 
the 'Musen' Isle' in the first line. Lhnt Is predominant hors- is the 
roliCious theme, the 'new day-spring' (Line 1), 'Of Christ's Eternal 
Kingdoms' (line 2). Then comes the method in which that religious theme 
will be brought in, the form of e journey by e group of foreigners fron 
the Sagt, bringing the now-light with them to Britain (lines 2- 4). Then 
the one religion he has in mind is mentioned# the one born in Palestine 
to bring 'Peace* to the world (lines 5- 8). Thet in the first torn, 
important strain. Than after a blau' space follovra the introduction of 
tho second strain, the emerwerioo of Britain as a Nation (lines 9- ? 4). 
While in the first case the poet him3olf boldly asserts himself on the 
singer of the song in "i chant now day-. spring", hero in the second strain 
it is 'Britain's Uusa' (line 9) which in caked to record. The firnt to 
for tho pact, his own otorj to toll; the second is history to be roc rrded 
or repeated after the Uuaa. The habitation of Britain by the Celtes the 
exploits of Bronnuo and his e. zrcy en the Continent, and the turn of the 
tide from Roue rhich cent Cnenor on his army to the chores of Dritcins all 
the story free the start till the tißo when the personality of Dritrin v. n 
an individual Nctian, will all be told Leithin the frrzaeg to it were between 
brecketas of the roligioun theme. Thus the lest line in this introduction 
of the second otrrin (lino 21) given the oapooted end of this story by the 
rotµrn to the religious thoaos ' hero nowq behold, yond or-into of Christ 






form of three six-forked stars, And then the story of the British Isles 
from the time they were uninhabited to the time when peace ruled after 
the Julian wars# the long centuries of the Gaulich ascendancy of Belin 
and Breunus, and the age of Roman endeavour under Caesar and the defence 
of Britain under Cassiobelan, all are told within the brackets. On 
page 162 (Book VI) in the middle of the book, the bracket is closed by 
the same three six-pronged stars across the page, and the main religioun 
theme is resumed eCain, significantly after a new 'Invocation to the Muse' 
0 
in the usual convention of epic invocations is repeated and the themo 
linking Canaan and Britain is repeated again: 
This lone introductory pert 
iss, As esrl for critics hav-. not iced, ael iberrwtesly subdued. Neither 
Belin 
nor Brennue III nor Caeeer nor Cassiobelan is allowed to soer st(horoie 
? iving 
characters ith which the reader would emotionally be involved. 
They are used 
e, 8 steps lading to the later more central. cheracters of the climax of 
British 
patriotie .s in the Celtic period, 
in the character of Caredoc. The love-story 
of Dronnun and Fridic is not fully exploited bectuea it is only a 
first ert+mple 
of later more important love-stories. Although Doug4tyls pride 
in Brannus, 
the British C' lt leading all the Colts of Europe to conquer Ror: o, end his 
prejudice against Cavaer and his Rowan legions in their attacks on Britrin, ere 
not concealed, yet they cannot compare with the ezult+ tion% f^f the poet In 1 atpr 
British veto or velour, or the ridicule he henpa on Cl eudiun. Doughty 
coneciounly euppree ca emotion and controls hin weynof "PrAs rinn, bc. o ui e he 
prepares for n greater picture on e wider canvas and rcaýý o 
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his energy for the later heights. 
This section is pertly legend, partly historical. That the 
Gauls etarmed Rome is a fcct of hintory. Th*t they wer* led by S 'Brennus' 
is also admitted. But the word 'Brenrus' seems to have meant simply 
a 'leader' in their Celtic tongue, end we know nothing of the a*^ns 
his origins, his che, reoter or his wife or son. The historic (rots depend 
on euthentic s'uroes as Caesar's 'Bello Gellico', end nn Tacitus' 
'Agricol e. ' g and the relevant passages in his 'Gormnnis'. Doughty 
has not left a etono unturned in his thorough search for his material. 
All the olandicel authors were scrutinized for any light they might 
shad on the subject. Even those books which give a fiotionsal legendary 
beginning to Britieh histt, ry were reed. Gildas Pad Bede end 'Nennius 
end Geoffrey of Monmouth were not neglected, although it In clear that 
Doughty decided t isst the 1eGende of the school of Bede. Unlike 
Milton in his 'History of Britain' Doughty doe i not even refer to 
the stories of 'Brut' is the original father of British history, and 
to the division of the 1cnd between his three sorrel whh give their 
numee to what were later tc- becrae Englend, Scotiend, mnd 1plee. With 
these early writers we raust mention the hilt^ry books written in the 
Tudor-Stuart period, with which Doughty was thoroughly fmi' isr. I 
do not mean the literary works of the poets end writers, which ht 
knew so well, but the books of histr, ry an such. Conden'e 'Dritennir' 
we$ used extensively (See Doughtyle references in the 'Index' end 
Glooeery'). Humphrey Lloyd (or to Doughty c01le him Lhuid in the 
G1oe3ary) wes e1eo used. 
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A Oth'Or GOUrIc" f infcsz "Ttio a for thin pert of $fihI rswnt 
in inde d the welsh 1 ende end the eich euthorn which Doughty 
sepma to hove uacd e-rteneively. Drat nr pprticul rr ha^k could be 
referred to in this case# nor in the case of Deughty "a Irish a urcec. 
But when we coo ne, ror rc hty'e Own tim, we discos, r that the l Wer 
part of the . innteentb Century wen full of rsamarch+-s into this 
history of Early Britain, end of ovceYatirna end fin4ings from the 
Celtic period. Doughty, an c bicycler is nown to hive toured all the 
siehts ff the events ý-f his epic it Britain. He knew the most modern 
scientific opinions in the hietcrr of the period. Ho arth tells us 
that by consulted the famous John 1: bys, the authority rin ancient Britain 
and we tale it thrt he oust have recd flhyn' books on "Celtic Britain" 
(1880) end "t tudier1in the Arthurian Legend" (1891). He runt have 
listenAd toi or ror4 Jenen Pe1'ker'® lecture to the Archeoloziaoi 
socioty LFrao. vol. 26 (1$30)7 on "Glestonburyt ". Chia Abbog Ruins", 
no taunt hpvve consulted J. A. Giles' edition of Clldr. s't Old 
Lc lick Chronicles t 1878" or his edition cf Geoffrey's "fintc y ei' 
the Ancient Britons, 1847"" Penceps he my hive read Dr. Cumnt'e 
"Originme Gelticel" (1633) or To Vrightts "The Colts the Uomrn t: nd 
the A! oe (1882). But the one book writtcr, at th. vt re-, which vpn 
certainly used by Doughty wen Chprleo Slton'® "(ri in. cat` ,, najjOh 
ßimtory" (18`Y 2) a copy of which he ownedi end on tho cinriin of which there 
are notes in his own head-writin,, (1) 
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Historical aaurCQß ==t too easily separated from the literary souroc . 
For this part of the Epio is a masterly su izk; up of the prn-Christion 
, pin 
spirit of Europo. That Dzropo could be L; onorally dividod into the Go== 
or Teutonic Vivicion, the Scandinavian-Icelsnlio I)iviaion and the Guulinbr"Cal%io 
Division. The throe divieiono had their chara. otoriatics, anti their lo enda and 
their raü ions and their literate ro. Doughty does not stress the subdivision 
and the separations beton them. Rio aim is to treat them as the br krcund iron 
Which the British Porionality sprin up at the bsainin. f'hon dissontion creeps 
in, t ho t-. -«CJ" " otarto not between the throe cotponon : a, but inside the main 
body, like one howwo divided upon itself. Dj%k ty treats lightly the historical 
facto of the c: uoco$miva wave3 of invasion from Graul. to Britain (1) in which ®ach 
now wave Pouaht &g irrot, end pushed further th,: group of non which prooed it. 
Althau; ho ruoo es the 1Favos, as genuine history, he does not put tct one 
cJa inst the other an fi&htin forces. 
3a=wth is choson b7 lot to lsgut the firnt wavop und ; a. rron is chosen 
to Cuccoal W. Disoonuicn atari3 not bocauce other naves huv3 0= 0 ovor but 
boc=a t : arcr in no aclmov1ejoä leader con t. %= » till Dunwallon is chosen later. 
,A gin after Duavallon, trouble atarto not bac, aa anva of inva&ion hz:. a come over, 
but beco: -me Dunwallonta two tuna tore unable to agree with ooh other* The two 
oon3 t coparation ra; roconte tho unin point of vor. aao in the rxr of the fathorlr .d 
in 3) u ity'o , ihiloeop: Y or 
Patriotiin3p the ochoca of which rovorbernto in hin 
werke until they bocome m roar in hie 'Prophetie Dooke'. "hen the two s o: 13 
(i) Se e John 1h on tho Pre-Cultic Snvaaor8, tho Go tal0, tho BrWthonz rnl the DalgEw 
rt 
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after the intrusion of their moth r Corson, the first of D3u, ghtyra list 
of ropro entatives of pure, sacred and gentle thorhood, tritain boaare 
for the firnt time the groat unoonquarable power which it could a1u ys bog 
whonevor h, r cone aro waited. 
Delinus cud Drcunu load the GauUsh Nation to Victory and cu rstt 
in Europo. In them we coax to the threshold of raoordod history. Daforo 
them all was le rd1 even the n=av of tho i. in<;, -s ware not ne es xri y naca 
of real min. From the hazy leg zt of encient love, Gin and M=phro. y Lloyd 
nention those narmaa. Doulty lays his handa on the, as: d uaßo them IW-C1mtiv*1Y 
as ancient British Kingao Uis torio acoi o ay gras not am l oould not be his trim. 
The order he brings into the eurvoy could not be but hic awn, and the discipline 
and srr tont ware noathotictal ci d not historical nooaaaitiaa. Yet in Vita 
over the sources used by DouZiityi one is astonichcd at the do ca to it ich ho 
stich to the infortuation p>rovodod there, historical or othorvi: ao. In ""MO 
Imperial Ustorj of ; 1tnd" by Tu philus C* 1 in, vol. I ,ý of n, 
10111 we have 
in the Introductor j cba, tor the tarn zmaiinCs of the word vi ritaint which vera uppor. 
coat in tou,; htyla sxint1 whion ho v. xoto his Epic; the first " Candon puts it 
wa3 "that the word 'Britain' waa dorivad from tho Phoeniaiaa 'Irrt o', i. o. 
The Land Of Ting (1) CC don# vol. It Pao g The eooond wa,, as Cdr, c in 
axplaina, that it W= taken from Brithr. n, which aignifiaa t, #r Voa; a q it 
was the farthest Icad kno n ut that poriacl. ", Cpaadonj p1 º. a first title 
choson brD uzhti for hig po wao exactly that " the "Ut=at Iola". 1ý;, 3n 
(1) Goo 55o} Viii (Faro 221, x% , mod C1o: ) arj, t', Dar.. cut. -. =aQ, +# in Sri1tio 3, ºoec i in GI1i... "o 
0 
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A, -ain C=don's 1os doscription of the G4iu1inh mode of lit* in Drit&in at 
that early W is used fully. 
One other rerarkable example is Dou ty'a ropetition or tblua' rye 
an epithet for his Coltio warriors. That is an echo of C nrm vor" that t eir 
bodioa were "otalned of a s4-blue colour with the juico of wood. " A Qiu 
Cain cowants upon their ferocity in battle and t oir contempt of d aer 
and refers it to their belief In tot=paychoaia, (2) or trrxa ation of soups 
into other bodies, and Goes on to de3cribo their wars of fighting, their methods 
of attach, and treir wonpona. A, in Carman cpo .e at large of the roliiion of 
the Colts, and the divisions of their draids1 cad the authority of tha3e pagan 
priests, and their teachings. Uo quota* what Ca33 r oxg Diodvrua 3iczulu3 sad 
Pliny and Tacitua h vo written on that oubjoct. Vat Dou ty him"I Must 
have oortainlry read those authors and cant others. That Is %IV it is alvoys 
inadvisable to single out one book or ono cut%or as his =in source. That 
brizZa us to the list of Cla. ciacl vritin, a on tBritalnt. 
In tlton'a "Origin of Fn; lith listory", for ox rxplo, go have t ho 
roferonoa2 to tpythczs 0 t. 'hc, trsxvollcr who lived at tho ti of Aristotle ar4 
AlexandOr. Only tragzautn of his work have boon preaoxv d in tlifrerant majent 
authors, rre. Ichich it moo. that ho vr. 3 than In Britain. Sr- 0 stare 
to t1 w nbundZnCO of care in Kentp and to to local trirz or a ciizturo of uhgat 
(2) C an rafaro to U la Qorb of PoM niu-a Eala that GAS wilra cVsr cu3 bcauj© of their belief t ºat "soui8 wore tr octal . rd t., n tharo is Laothcr life after the precant, " D UZ- htj M13t haVO Md ! Iola, 
IJ 
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C1 hoxto7. l thor drink fron barley to referred to in Athccwoks t Dlosourides 
rid other Crack authors, In L'vana' "Coins of the Anciaat Britons" min 
we have a ct". 4y of the coma thtcI nero fond in the soil of Britain, otartin, 
from tho ca rlicot, tide on Crook models# to the later finer developments* 
Doughty tzumt have studied those fully. 
The oeconcl Crock traveller who visited L'ritain era Posidoniuat with 
whoa Cicßro in said to have studied e. t zodco, ud who in thouzht to be the 
authority for the vritin; s on the Celts of Britain by Dioiurus 3ioulue. 
0a, ca JUstoriou, V, 21,227 2oaidonius3 Is mid to huvo visited 
'd IGIAOn', a p1a o to Corn a11, whore tin trat mined* Tin in Cornwall waa the 
first reason for the car , 
liest aontacte of Britain with Spain end beyond it with 
the Maditßrrancan World, 
Men wo arrive, after a look at Creek aourcoup to the hißtol7 
of Vona, r-arc lins ro rznturc1l r diccovered. Iera so have true d*penduble 
rcoorcla of historical events, Yet beocuse tho carlieet rooardad hietcr;; of Fro 
it3elt Lis half-qyt ic: 3l,, the Gnrlieot ointj of contact between Britain und 
Kona were chrovdad in t ho clouds of tuü f-lc: gcnd half-historical records. 
The tact that the Caula irvmded Rome ita3lt in its w rly period, under the lo oru1I 
ship of a B' ru an is indcod a 1aot of hißtory. (1). I. tt that is cü1 v oý 
for facts Arouni it a 1or story wpb arovern ib tc]x coat be pxvvoýi. 'duo 
(1) fond for e pla, tho dotalled otorT of the G uUfJh»4o= to var In Titus 
(iooI, V") 
- 3O4 - 
Dpu hty vu froo to indulca hin i inatiVa powers in tho draairn; of tho 
awuaters of the first Ere , end hio brother Belirua zi in Pattiz him 
a Gar n ally in I oro=dg cz4 a wife in 'riech. 
the g=pir, -, of these ch rrctera is it3elf ci, jzific mt in that 
Douity cnro! ully briu,;; s to thar at that carliaat period they aozpcncnta Nahich 
later in history will mix tagothar tot ,e wiest 
for him Is the British 1; 4tion of 
tost ay. At a titto when that confadoracy was the most powerful in Europe, 
haforo the ruses of Ro io GM while the Greeks were eztendinj their ? oirar in the 
L editarrcnean and the terns World# the leader, of the confederacy are shorn 
to ccm fron Britain. Tho nominal head its King D lin, vho bears the . ne of 
a Celtic Cod. The aotuaxl lo ur of the war in ' fl c, +nu&' whose rzno simply 
meant 'laadar' In their lnz;;, ua e. }io nt "a vary old Tcutonio diving nano" (1) 
rop aontc the Genzen Teutonic oloranta which were later to do43n to and disloc e 
the Colts fron their a cendhaoy and sic with theca in to later ; oriois of British 
history. Prot' t erpbýa2inazý the Gersr. ýnio blood of rarýd, the rotnronce to the 
pagon doitics of the stock. 'ridin raca1io to the mind tL3 torlti Of the Hw y"' 
ý c. " £iLificuntly aha In " idca prophets, 23" i' ý 
Vhan Brew= Cori to Garte to gyred Yrldiaj wo are lead into a world 
tsep irate from that of C*a. tio Britain wd P3olin, to t ho world of the T utonio 
tribo39 ihuro wo cot Gcrzaa/. nic tribaup raid toto ot thoir moro primitive Corn 
life. Thu* cleverly Doughty iuclucieo in thin Cuitta part of h.. is t GrL., th3 arlior 
(i) M+htyli "C2oaaarr1 P. 690. 
- -.. - - 
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history of that was later to develop into the min otoCI inhabiting Britain " 
the Anglo-Saxon Lime The gathering of 02ream. 9 azd Hare mod and 'ridia' bocomon 
the symbol of the later Catherit ; and woldinj of the races th t raga the British 
ZYatiof3 of tort iy. 'zSn the word 'An ew' 138 too tnoto ,Pr5 is dran,,,, $ 
in its German fozi " to chow th4 w iista . cable aim of Doughty. 
b loua important p3rhapo is the faßt that tie ? art of ttio Epic, in this 
chart aojoazn in G®ria. , points directly not only to the historical racial 
ir1 ncl but alto to the aorr on ertietia bond. For as nach as tho Cultic h 
CON/ 
Tito r baritage lins at the back l, thGra t lao lies the past 1eLacy of the (; c= znjo 
Race. To r==bar that Celtic Y3rituin hag its literature anä lc4 cn&i in t . i. 10 woalth 
of i, jwiivo works of Wales cd Ireland is one ncceaoity in unicrotanding, the 
background of the 3re%mw gart. To remember that Gorsaaio European literature 
aal legend lies also at tho back or it 13 enathor undeniable mmes3ity. 
of Celtic Britain are adcloct the Cork of the Gorman Nation. 
To the Goes 
Thus at tho back of tho D ciuo part lieg all the history d the lo. 3enct 
the literataro of pin Europo, Most consoiou3 7 and deliberately stood by Dou hty 
The, I ortho: n 8g'et the SC=d3nnvlzn/ and iao1&.. ciia Epic, the Gexý. n and An"ly- 
Saxon 14Ro is all deliiaarately evoked* Behind the apparent simplicity of "Tho 
Dawn in Britain" lice 
f 
et aaztplox Epic influenOOD you con injina, I have no doubi 
that Dou&hty lfc; rp and oxploitcd, all the Epic litorature or rurope and atudiod 
all tha oriticiort on it. Behind the B. re tnu3 part has the 'pia Uýrit, D=()timco uol 
altogether happily called "b=barous"" Itere we are not far from tho world of 
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"Br wu'f", whir- &r'tir1 Clary in the most 1aportrnt humrn vg, Iu, &. Like 
Attila and the other hproea of thos G rzen epic rat^riea: the hasse of this 
prrt, r. re cdvergtrie' of R=e ¬M tht t, ttin tiro,,. The vrrgs irofdP Europe! 
heida Crul, or G rct , or Britein ere fnr¬otten rr p? Fy down, end the 
w*n of prgen Eurour with 11=a rro pl ryet up » for th^ mein n im of "The 
Dpwt in Erltrln' to to create errduv' lv or depict the ¬rt4ur' e=vrgc ncn k-, f the 
-tioa 1 Spirits first tor the Gru'e in gpnartl end thin razor the Britons, 
Imrgiartioa in atirrod by eucctaiive Conerttionf of horoio warrior cherectors 
until the f olinL of petriotina, rf pride in Rcco* -end country in born. 
The F3rennus pert lathe first 1cysr in thrt proce s It to the 
txpronion of thn AP ?g heroic ego. In the hell of Aeliu, Uior mod'a fettzart 
one imrgire more refined Beowtaf in the court of It In the arme 
brutal world, and the arm* nature) frr e. Eut it is somehow more sober &nd 
more diocip}inad. It to Aristooratlc c'Cnific*nt in it,, wtY: not brillient 
or nophfntlca. t{'d but heroic end a bit larger then life. It is not the modern 
ocurt of intriruq r nd wits but the older arrld of physical ntrorgth. They 
olx'eh is net a cleah of words or nindi, but the battle of mtrot bedien end 
atrorj wills, end the difference botirepn the victor and the vreKuiahed, the 
heroic rind t-* ncn-ho'oio, or between the leader end the led inthph thr" firmt 
cen do the job of fighting bettarg and endure the, brrd ship cop, tho r the 
zest. 'hair in proatic in petce Is the AiniatrolsI ac '9r Fred U i1 F the 
horoo3 of thft cltn icDl Epics the varicuw nthietio Gj, ýcj, % Btlek II in "The 





But it is a reproduction with a, difference. For Doughty's 
aim in different from that of the heroic Epic. It goes beyond it. 
IV In "Beoiruif", in "The 3tor7 of Cynewulf and Cynehe /d" in the English 
Chronicle, in the old Germania narratives and the prone epic of Iceland 
"Tar rind Fighting" Fro the core of the epic Quality. The Song of 
Minstrels do no more then emphuaiee that - either by describing 
battles, praising heroes or exhorting them. Love, when it comes, 
cornea on the margin. It is there less even than a contrast to heighten 
the impeot of fighting. In Doughty the Love theme in raised to balance 
the theme of battle. Although fighting is the main theme still, it 
holds the stvge no more. The were of Drennus in Italy end Spain Pro 
dominants but marriage and love hold the key to the future (1) end to 
peace, though peace 'comes dropping slow'. If Doughty's aim was 
simply the old heroic theme of battle, he would have given it more 
specs and more emphe$ia, and the epic would have centred around a 
'warrior-hero' and a struggle. The hero would have been more eo=anding 
and more fully drawn then he in. Doughty wonted to begin with the 
heroic theme, and then let his epic grow larger end more complex until 
gradually the theme of war aas enclosed and eaalloved by more important 
themes in life. Nor did he wont to stress the character of the hero 
or horoeey because his principal theme wes larger end more important 
than ez ion hero or heroes, It included the horces and grew out 
(1} See Fairley for a full story of the graduel devolopm®nt of the love theme in the epio from Brennua and Pridia to Pudena-Koswertes and its elgnifioenoe in Doi: ghty. Tho point will be dtoeuoeed' later. 
r 
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of legend and history and sucoeesivo lives end stories of different 
men. Consequently the one quality in this part of the epic is Doughty's 
wonderful sense of proportion which keeps everything under control and 
allows nothing to exceed its roles, or go beyond the limits. 'hen the 
first volume (Books I and II) were published and the critics began to 
tackle it, Doughty was furious b3cauae they should have waited until 
the work went specs before passing judgement. 
Branaus II follows Brenrue I and ore's success is contrasted 
by the other$$ failure. then the Ovule *me into contoot with Rome 
under'Brennus It they were victorious, but when they came into conto at 
with Creeoe they were defeated, and Drennus II committed suicide. 
Mut the first battle weis a bettle of men, and the strenger wen of the 
North dafeated the Romans who were later to dominate by military 
strength the whole known world. - An if Doughty stye to tug that the 
Ccule were the most powerful men on Enrth. The second battle WEs 
not simply a war of men. In'terms of fighting the Gauls bpd indeed 
defeated the Greeks, and the whole of Greecet even the part on the 
Asian Coast was under their feet. That they could not dofoot wee in 
fact the Superhuman elements in Greece. Brennue Ii was defeatod by 
the Gods of Greece and the Gods of Gaul were of no avail to hin. Thus 
the supremacy of the humen quality of Lurope and Ocul and Britain to 
ascertained, but not the quality of its Gods -a clever proppretlon for 
the later suppression of the Gaulish gods when the Romana ere. es lionev 
and when the sign of the Cross later still begins to dominate. 
Thus the arrival of the ßau11sh m11it tim, strong end 
Mj \oý) - 
redoubtable in human terms to the leads nearest the holy Land, whore 
the now Religion and the God of all Gods is to appear, prepares us for 
the other important pillar on which his great epic is builtz (Pee 152) 
Christianity travelling from Palestine to IBritain. But before that 
cones the cycle of Geulieh-Roman War recedes bcok to the North end 
this time the Romans are led by Julius Caesar whose two journeys 
across the Che. nnel bring the war theme from the uncharted realm of 
pre-history to the definite world of historical fact. From now on 
Britain's history, though spasmodically so, is written. The main 
source Is dofinitely that of Caesar himself - the 'Bello Gallico', 
but while Caesar the narrator is the great Roman loader looking at 
the uncouth and the unknown, Doughty proceeds from the wealth of the 
past history of the Gauls in Brennus and HoreiRod and speaks vis the 
representative of a proud race attacked by an oppressor and a dictator. 
Thus the ships of the invading Romans are seen from the English coast, 
and not the coast from the ship. Caesar himself 28 given his due, 
but so are the stout fighters from Britain, so much so that the_ adulation 
of Teoitua for the barbariaa fighters leaps to the mind. Caesar 
returns home and this long ebb and flow of British - Romish sass 
atop. Peace reigns in the world and meanwhile Christ is born in 
Palentinc . 
Chrietitnity to born in the H017 ""a cmong the Jevgh people, 
and Doughty"s reeding in Jewish sources has 61r c dy been commented upon, 
and later on in the chrpter on the sourcea of "Acipm Cost Forth" more 
light will be shed. Suffice it here to any that the Old Tentcunent wts 




minutely studied, that the Talmud and the Uidrash were well-known to 
him and the history of the Jewel fron the earliest periods till the 
destruction of the Temple by Titus was gell known to him. Among 
these Jewish history sources 'Josephus' stands out. Although the 
Jewish theme itself, as Jewish, stands in the beckgroundp Doughty seems 
to have realized - rightly - the importance of those events in the 
history of Christianity at large, and of the migration of Christianity 
from Palestine to the other lands, of rhich Britain van naturally the 
focus of his interest. Events like the destruction of the Temple, 
which occurs rather at the and of hie ©pie, are still important, and 
the main source seems to be "Josephus'. But the main thread harn is 
indeed that of Christianity itself, though the bearers of it were of 
Jewish stook. Christienity is his new dawn, and its arrival in 
Britain, the basical theme of "The Dawn in Dritcin". 
The sources for the birth of Chriotienity end the early events 
In Pelestinep of the pernecution of the new faith end its edherente, 
ero too numerous to put on record. Tho New Tent went cran almost 
learnt by heart, and Doughty's knowledga of its cont, nto vFa phenc}m. 3nal. 
"Arabia Deserts' is full of it and even "Meneoul" is full of it. In 
"The Dawn in Britain" hie knowledge of the Roly Book Qicht not eppeer 
to the casual reader to deep and profound as it tLotually it,, Lot us 
give one or two exenples, not about Jesus' birth, or Staphon'a asrtyrdcal 
whose stories ara a -ell-kno' n to ell, but On the mole obscure character 
of Joseph of Ariaathoa, ehet is historically knoxn about him in general 








ILsrk (XY, 42-46) calls him 'an honourable councillor', who was ewrtiting 
for tho Ijc ; dom of Clod. Ustthov mekos him a rich an, and a disciple 
of Jesus, and tho tomb hie own private tomb. Luke makes him a member 
of tho 8mbiiodrin. John says he was a secret disciple of Jesus. In 
a later tradition in chat is called "the Gospel of Peter", Joseph, being 
Pilate 'a friend, arranged for the burial even before the Cruoifirion. 
Look then at (Page 167) when Doughty introduces Joseph for the first 
tirao and you will notice that all these points recorded by these various 
sourcea are tovon together ins 
Just casin and honourable councillors 
Who me, ater being in Israel and rich lord, 
Believed an the Holy One of God; 
But secretly, and that for worldle regards 
Yet boldly, of unjust Scmnite Pilate, caked 
He Jesus' body dead; ...... 
........ 1 end he laid 
Him, in his own! ,....... 
........ # new garden grave. 
Joseph, he 8IyU, We.: r. 3 pert of tho Jewish peroocution of Christians 
expelled by the Jewish Elders from tho 'a rhodrin'. (Prins 167). And 
to oec8pe paxsecution Joseph end the Brethren start their travels - the 
journo7 which is tiro would brie' the 'Da'i' to Dritain. 
This , journey is ghat we 
have called the other pillar besides 
the Cauliah war effort: on Which the epic is built. The story of Joseph 
of Arimathea's travel to Celtic Britain is of onurse unproven PS a ßgct 
of history. As part of the popular lore of Christian nritt, a it had 
a prominent placo, and Doughty's knowledge of lore end le and vas no 
Utes profound than his knowledge of hirtozy. Cif oou e the main 
source of the legend was villi m of Malmnbury's ODe Antiquitatibus 
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G1aatonensis Ecclesiae% But Doughty's poetical realization of the 
legend is one of his Most felicitous endeavours. Uost of those who 
did not like the Brennur part w., Quick to recognize the boeuty of 
this part of the epic. Doughty the traveller revels in the description 
of a , journey, end travel which 
is the 'book' in "Arabia Deserts", rookee 
now en importent pert of the epic, and will be used in "Q38m Cest Forth", 
in "KThe Clouds", in "The Titans" and in "'3lsnsoul". Travel and journeys 
seemp to have beeomo one natural means or expression into which Doughty's 
mind moulds its thoughts. 
But "the journey' was ein old mould of human expression, which 
had a long history from the earliest journeys of emigration ttnd conquest 
in prehistoric times to the Medieval 'journey or ptlgrlmcge of tho soul', 
and its Christian garb. Doughty's jouraoy here seems to be they heir of 
all that. On one side, if Homerian Epic is divided into the whirlpool 
of battle in the Iliad, and the ever-moving fare-forward epiceresque 
travels of the "Odyssey", here we have Doughty'a two Homerian oides 
brought together, the Bronnus-Caradoo ca his Ilied and the 'Joseph' 
journey es his 'Cc'yssoy'. The first inoludes moments of pzzrce Fnd 
Ehe quiotrese of lovo, ©arriete end domestic, blian, but hingar msninly 
on the turbulence of trur, and on the military protean of the stroz4v 
wills of human leec3rs or beroos. Tho other included turbulent moments 
Of dwi i', but hingen mainly on the pacco and trsncuil1 ity bestowed upon 
the human cherecters by a Superhu an Power. AA rauch tja Ithpoa wes the 
heven of Octysseua, Avalon wr3 the havoc of Joneph end his brethren. 




Odyssey world too tars, although it is certainly there. The main 
difference lies in the different nature of the spirituel forces. 
Whereas Odysseus is still pvgmnt and to befriended or attQcced bfr the 
different pagan gods of Qreace, Joseph to a1wrye confident of his One 
Gods and always calm and serene in his faith. Thera Is in bin world 
a certain blessedness of wood completely elion to the Odys eifn world, 
and the inner struggle of doubt and hasitatioa has no place in hie heart. 
All his troubles are and should be externals changes of weather, or 
rough seas or attacks of alien man or diseases. But the inner centre 
of the heart ion or should beg calm. Hoer then could we account for 
the strange events in Booker 7 Feirley ", ho goes Prs in apologising 
for most of the wenkneaaea of Dou¬hty"ß art# and who tends# More than 
anybody else, to excuse his defects, finde bimcelf unftble to ctou ch 
the strange world or the Abextw Lee-ting (Book YII)j where the pege,, n 
gods of Gaul howl and bark and are troubled oä the edvenae of the 
adherents of the new creed towards the shores of Gaul. 
If we try to explain it on hiastoxiorl or religious terDa, 
of course we will fail. If we try to interpret it on naturaliatie 
liner we a" bound to fail. But if we try to understand the epic 
with an eye on the history of tho Fgic fora, and its past productions,, 
we cone tcroos the eympto u which Doughty seeds to have been imitating 
und the conventions he wtu following. 'epic poetry', says John Heath. 
Htubbe, 'in feet, in engendozßd Ft the point hero Hietor7 d Lºythology 
meot'. And it is our tendency to recd "Th© Dawn in Britain" in tends 
m8rer to 'dietary' than to 'Uythology' Thicb lecde to the misunderstanding 
r 
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or at least the inability to underotcä Book TU. Hore Doughty in nearer 
rthology than hIistory. AM there in no rule which otyn that the epic ohould 
only be historical. An Ezra Pound said on epic needs to be only "a poem 
containing history". That is tzua of course, about the allind" as it is true 
about the "Aenead" or the "LLusiaA". Then Doughty std History and I4ytholo y 
and Legend he know he was in good company among the best poets of the European 
epic tradition. In case critics might have mieaei the apparent point, 
Dou tygas nowhere else perhaps in hie other worksTakes clear the ray he 
trea&o upon in his 'Post Mal to the epic, It is not an introduction 
because the introduction Introduces - builds as it were its arunents in 
the air -º before the poem itself is unfolded. Doughty carefully writes his 
opinions down as a result, a ripe fruit of the epic just erperiencod. With 
Dou,, -hty the practice is much more important than the theory; the work itself 
is priraar7p and the arrunent secondary., 
In Dought aw ique apologia, he makes clear where his line of 
thought, u4 aaasstry in epic writing lies. First he altes H= r# as the 
father of European Epic. The qualification 'European' does not only romreal 
Doughty's usual awareness of the Geographical distribution of human Civilization, 
or his concern for awl the known historical Civilizations of the world, but 
alp reveals his k oowledge$ at least superficially, of the exietance of epic 
poetry among the ancient y*ptianai the "Asiatic" gr in other words Ueeopotamian, 
Persia g Indian and Chinese. He himself helon; s of coureo to the Europeßtl 
Epio. and there the father in 1Uoz eras+, vrhoae poetry "comes to our SSMS$ 
over the gulf of an hundred ages of man's life, matchless in form agil absolute 




of the first part of The harn in Britain". 
Then coming, as the process is elvayo is Doi nty, e tho genoral to 
the partioularl from the erhole to the part, we trace the procooe of poetry in 
Englund. And in England Chaucer comes first. That Chaucer was no epic poet 
does not belittle his importance as the poet to kindle "tho first bright beacon. 
lamp at the hearth of the divine es". Doughty does not totally ccree to 
the poetry of Chaucer. Probably he does not aareo to the humour, the levity 
of nose of his agar characters. Yet those qualifications do not woakon his 
admiration of Chaucer'a art. Chaucer'a art in Doughty'a opinion chows the two 
most essential sides necessary for ci poetry which deserves the name. One is 
the "justness and directness, springing from an ingenuous disposition, and 
diligent searching out and observation of natural and human things.... " The 
second is the "knowledge and meditation of the ton uo. " Theoo, needless to 
soy+I are the two pillars on which Dooughty's poets is erected. 
After Cbauoert Spenser inevitably follows. And for Doughty, SpWWe 
is indeed ft master "without spat or stain". That the lax siege itself "begs 
somewhat to deoay', "in his brief life-time", in no fault of Spens. r'a. Sporwo 
is to Doughtlrspotless at least in sub3eot-matter. One of the greatest 
differences 'bei Doughty and his master is made cleaar$ for the only tom, - .I here in this postscript. Rbq= was a very important essential basis of 
Sponserian arts but rhyme in Doughty is very very rare. Here Doughty calls 
it 'medieval rhyming3 mA alles with Roger Aeßham in calling it "a trapping 
of barism". That is the only fault Doughty found in Spenser. 
The meention by DoUhty of Rogex' A, Mahem'm opinion on a aieva1 st 1miD6 
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tells us that he vent deeply into a study of the technicalities of verse-making 
in that period of transition from the Uiddle Aces to the Renaissance. That is 
*Mt borrowing an old technical word from Pythagoras, he calls Ithe properties 
of numbers'. No man untaught to love his native land, and unversed in the 
art of versification can be a areal poet. Thus Doughty atande for studying the 
best in the pact and. for following a tradition. Thus 'Romanticism' 1W confronted 
with the fruitful Hanaria tradition, (which revived, from lone living-death, in 
AN the a1aaaical B ru ipe oe)" is derogatively celled "self-spr . ng bardiam", which 
in the Uineteenth Centu' he says , has "nearly run-out to the drege, and 
uaýholesoae pools in the desert". 
We have given rather as eoiai and a rather long treatment of Duty' ß 
'Post MO to the "Damn in Britain" because it is a rare case in which this 
ever-praatioal poet speaks , mod sets dormº ghat amounts to an apologia, a 
theoretical 
- exposition of his opinions on the art or poetry - and 
it shows how 
the history of the Mixopean epic trau foyer to the Renaissance lies equarely at 
the basis of "The Dawn in tats"r and 3 wtlfies our attempts to show the 
influencer of the different epic says on the making of it. Thus we belim we 
arc 
are right in ros4ing the world of the "Iliad" in the Dreimus-Carao jus ' part, 
and in reading the "Odysseus" journey, mixed with the later Christian 
pilgrimage of- the Uedie{ral epic, in the journey of Joseph and his Christian 
friend., vzA in explaining the troubles and difficulties of Joseph and the 
brethren In tho li&ht of the G rssean hardships. Not only does the brawl 
of the Celtic Cods reiiind w of Poseidon and his tricks, but the difficulties 
of the sea journey itself, the storms and the winds r us of Poseidon and 
the Aealue winde. The story is not purely pagan 
. 
like the oa roe=, but it 
reeembise an encounter between their >rierd bali-demoniacal gods, hailing e: g 
r 
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barking on one side, and the calm serene reassuring aspect of God walking 
on the Waters, wA ordering the stomp cons to be calm. Indeed the calm { 
serenity of Joseph and the Christian brethren is moant to show in revealing 
contract against the atom world of paGanism. The process of Czar and Storms 
in the Bremms-Caractaous patt in a ihn Britain contrasto with aad, leads on 
to the peace wM calonens of the Joseph-Rosmeeta, part in a Christian Britain, 
At the beginning it is all of it oar, straggle, journeys and Paganism. At 
the end the epic is peace, quietness and d=esticity and love and Christianity. 
Betisen them lies the transitional period, where the epic risen to its clink 
in more than one important Pinnaoi, e - more than one awrmit in ar of ý'e 
mountains. Book is one of these where the contrast in shown in the 
confronting of Pagan Gods to the power of the New )atth, lnevitablyj, the 
upper hand here is that of Christianity. Another, possibly more important 
encounter shorn in the story of Caractacus. 
Carsotacue is an admirable choice to come at the heart of "The Dawn 
in Dritain" " Doughty deliberately his buiý ups but deliberately also leaves 
his short of the crown of being I the herot of the epic. To begin with, it did 
{ 
not sUt his aim to have a hero for his epic. His first chosen title was "The 
tUltimate Zale" and his seooM chosen title was "The Dawn in Britain"s in both 
the mooaupation with a country, axed a religion, its dominant, acid not the 
preoccupation with a charaot. r or ohaz ctera " He was moreover aware of the 
fact that the majority of his compatriots of tod $ aM he himea1f, were of a 
race and a blood which arrived later, and changed the structure and the 
garaonalit7 of Britain, 31though as we meads clear, he believed in the coatiflu4-tjr 
of 'British bietory and Nationhood, he was too much amaze of the ditfioultieo to 
Alp 
mako his main character the one-end-,? 11 rrepresentative of his nation. 
Car: atacus is givon as one stcgci a very important street in the gckin-- 
uX, of the people of Britain into a nation. "ram Br: nnus to Ceeriobelian 
the process goes on and finder its firet groat efflorosoonce in Caraotccus. 
Bronnus ran too much a Europecn to be monopolized by British nationality. 
Cesiob llen and Cymbolir + were too vegue to beo e the tedium of the 
drematio force, of DouGhty's imeLinetton. He rao not too famous in the 
world of litoratur'e cc Shrkospacse'e Cymbeline (Cunobelin),, end yet was 
not completely negloctod. In Beaumont P-nd Pletcher's "Bonduea", he 
figures as Caratech, the sagacious, patriotic soldier, n generous enemy 
and wise help to Bocducn. The pled' wre noted and altered many times 
in the Seventeenth Century, till the title of one adaptation by J. 
Planehe (1837) bete "Caractaeus". On the subject there is a play 
written in 1735 by Bithard. Glover, and another called "Ca9racteoum" 
ezin by vi1liam Mason in 1759. UUeerrer Doughty's time rillic-m Coner 
wrote a poem on Car . otacuc, anti so 
did Lord Tennyson. 
Ccractccua thud wem more thEn 1eganda y, a historical character 
in hio own right, but still not co, well know-n or used in pootry vs to 
asks it difficult for the poet to uae hin freely. Of bim he wanted$ 
und did make cn ideal representative of the best in British cheraetor, 
in the arme tray that Aenorºe wen anrda the ideal Roimtn, or ddyseeue the 
idoc, l Greek. Between these twos Car, doc is indeed mgmr to Odysseus 
than to Aeretj . Like- Odreceua he goorj beyond the frnntinro of his ern 
world, and like hin he knm both the sweet t ete of viotor7 end the 
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Is given his due of idealism and nobility, he is never idolized as a 
super-men, a hero of heroec, like Aeneas or even Odysseus. Unlike 
them, he ends in dafeat and dies in exile. While Odysseus to Hasser 
and Aeneas to Virgil were all important, Caradoc was not moant to be 
in "The Dawn in Britain". Caradoo was indeed the symbol and the 
consummation of the advent of a British pornon"lity, but thpt symbol 
was destined to change and develop beyond what he stood for with the 
arrival of the new "Dran", of which he was a ritnese, but not a 
participant. 
When he holds the etcge, Caredoo is indeed the heart and 
soul of the epic and in portraying him Doughty reaches the heights, 
higher indeed then anywhere else in his own poetry, end no lees nnble 
then the noblest epic poetry. This Is more than an epic of warp for 
war poetry was given prominence in the Brennuri pest, e. nd given 
intermittently efteraºarde, until we resch the heert of it in the battle 
of Cmuloduatuu. It is after that battle thpt Caradoe occupies the 
ntvge unchallenged. He is still the ßrttonfe war lord. But unlike 
pny other main cheraoter beforo or after, lie occupies the ctu; e tsfter 
n near national 8ef®nt. Hero or no hero# warrior or no warrior, 
defeat Was bound to create a hurarn situation fraught with humility if 
not humiliation. CartSoo is a human beint. In the weakness of men 
the poet discovers e nobility more effective then in the idcsl heroism 
and military Tory of o victorious wax lord. At ovary chances even 
in the last humiliation in the presence of Ceeser. Cleucliu$ In Rom 
Doughty never c11ous us to forget that Caredoc tß the successor of the 
- Z9r; 
nobility, velour and haughtiness of Brennus. Yet he 0180 makes him 
more alive, more human, lean grtnite-like, less monolithic than his 
shadowy ancestor. In the wer itself he dislikes guerilla warfare, 
as an idasliet, primitive though he be, to expected to do. In his 
consciousness of the burden of leadership, and his sorrow at the human 
losses in the long struggle, he is more a men then a national symbol. 
In his brooding over the defeat of his country, he bedo iee nom-er then 
any characters in all Doughty's works to a man who hen/inner throbbing 
IL 
heart, end/'living conscience. In his ferrous outburst of mednose 
where he strikes at the trees in the wood in his crate and anger at 
Thorolf'e death, he becomes the rare bird in Doughty's gallery of 
aherscters, a psychic case# cartcinly a product of Nineteenth Century 
thought. 
Datween the war effort of Caradoc (Book III ff) lhis last 
defeat and capture in Hook 7. Xq the stress is on the national struggle 
between Britain and Roma, end to the tumult of wer$ fighting everywhere 
and bloodshed and heroes killed or ceptured or in agonies of wounds or 
flight, there is every now and then a glimpse of the Chrietien haven of 
pace in Avalon, hero Joseph and the Brethren feel the blessings of the 
Christian belief in Glory to God in the Highest,, and Per. co among ©en of 
goodwill on Earth. Gradually the instances cf warrfighting recodet 
not suddenly, but slowly, sad Peace begins to be cýntioned moxýc3 YrciquPntlpý 
until it becomes the dominant topic. War in not banished completely yar 
as an evil work of the Devil. It iz3/destruotivo, but dxcaolvent, 
clearing the vey, , tagein gradually, for the shining of the now spirit. 
i! 
ýz 
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Doughty is too coascioua an artist to allow a f'i'ling of suddenness 
in the dawn of the peace of Christianity or betray any symptoms of 
conscious change. Thus in this part of the epic there is much mixture 
and intermingling of his two main themes. Now we are with the victorious 
Roman armies in their march in Britain. Now we are with the defeated 
British leaders in their distreos. Now we are with C1Fudius and 
his contemptible little self, now with Caradoo in his megnificont 
heroic nobility. Now we turn to Joseph end his brethren whose nobility 
comes not from more human heroism like Carcdoo but from the pervading 
Christian Holy Cpirit and whose hunblenese is not the contemptible 
humility of a Coward like Claudius but the humility of mtn in relation 
to God. 
Hore indeed is the heart of the epic, where ono ctnnot aizply 
say that the old heroic Br3nnua line is pursued or that tho Uºa1ieval 
pilgrimcge epic line is pursued but feels a complexity of styles 
deliberately brought together in the fullness of Doughty*a maturity. 
The richness of style and the sure mastery of chercctor troctment and 
the variety heroin moat the first manifestation of British nutionhocd 
and the expression of its porsonality In Cexadoc. Carsdoo in British 
es nobody else before him was. Then he is fighting ho fights for 
Britain. Vhen be goes to ROM he goes first En the cmbcssfdor of 
Britain and later as an exile whose heart remc. iz. c at homo. P tricticm 
has arrived. The S &)4W step gras the advent of Chriatisaity go 4 
faith of Britons. 
00 3? ý 
The advent of Joseph end the brethren to Avalon brought 
Christianity Into Britain, but to bring Christienity into the hearts 
of the Britons was to be a gradual movement, and here in Ctradoc'e 
life-time it begins to work. The pagan world of Gaul and Britain 
in constant war with pagan Rome was destir.. er to fall rs I cre a . $s to 
fall into the Christian fold, The long struggle in the pagan world 
could not just die out suddenly. So the high points in that conflict 
are stressed. They stand out as symbolic signs on the way. The 
flickering embers are here and there - end chief cmong them ryes the 
revolt of Boadicea. Ths defeat of the pre-Christian eror). d could not 
be followed from land to land and from battle to battle, to the height 
of it in given in the destruction of Jewish Jerusalom by Tituo, and the 
uttor dastructicn of Mona, the heart of Druids m, by the mighty armies 
of ßana. The defeat of the pagan man could not be ermined in every 
heart so the beat of it in symbolically given in the death of Caradoe. 
The great noble hero whooe nobility at the beginning showed in his 
leadership and valour and proms, died also no less nobly. `fhie 
ncbleneeo of his lent days vet no more in his fighting qualities. 
There aas a oerezity now about him and. a humanity, one in tempted to 
say humility - as if the man hen become Christian or about to be. 
Britain is now ready for the faith. Aed the faith to Given to us 
positively at work changing men from the inside an wall as from the 
outside in the story of Pudens end Rots-Mrta. "The Dava in Dritaina 
which srr until nor no different from tho ist r litery epics end 
the great epic oi' wendering e rnd travel in the ancient world comes now 
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to one of the most beautiful love-poems, in idyll which recalls 
" Spenser's ýt{ýýcýw r" The large masson of men in movement on 
the roads across countries or tern or continants end the huge ¬ ices 
in the bloody sea-saw of war give wi'y to a story of lyrical love. 
Fadens wsa n Roman warrior, and in Iinkirc hin with 'British 
elements Doughty brings; in the RCIAMn ele! "nt for tho first title into 
the mixture that is to make the future British Etation. Until this 
momont Rom¬ne were elw, -. ya fighting Britons, debated. In the Bronnus 
period and victorious conquerorn later ong but enemies all the time. 
Now under the banner of love and in the peaoe of Christienity Rome 
end Britain era to be reconoiled* Rosnerta ban her beginnings in 
Celtic (Welch) legards and her end in Christian Uedieval traditions. 
Frcm Walen her Celtic partnts otme, but the war had orphaned her and 
she b3o me the werd of Josephe the Saint of Avalon. There sh, 3 beolme 
the flower of the Christian folc1, and Pudsno saw her and instantly tall 
in love with her. Thun Rome and Britain end Christianity are brought 
to ploy their parts in this love story, and when they were Married end 
went to live in Roue, the British maid was given the Loan nie of 
Cleudie. Claudia is a home that comes in 3t. Pcul'a ¬3econd Epistle 
to Timothy, and the modievsl commentators caintcined she was British. 
Celtic Rythol ogy and Doughty's own invention are brought to beer on 
Christian sources in an i&yllio love--story. 
But love is of many kinds, and the process of trettti. C lav. 
In ": he Darn in Britain" Is no leas subtle then tho prooeta of treating 
the gradual transfoßaation of a nation. Lven the terse heroic ve of 
- '24 
Brennue knew, the h=en happiness of love. But Bronnus weg a Hero and 
Pridiei was a Prophetoas, and the 'love' between them is steeped in the 
p, egcn world of war, magic, cnd pegan prophecy. Even tho Brest national 
leader in Carsdoc felt love, but the 'level of CarectFCUs and Enable 
though hucen wes subdued by the rigours of a terrible national struggle 
end dwarfed by national distater. The negative aids of that emotion 
was also known, for the ees1y psrte of tho epic an full of ertizples of 
calf-aeserti on! of pride, of hatred P-nd treachery, omonG on (e. C. 
ez roil as wann (e. g. Cartismandua). The wrorc kind of love is clco 
treated! For lust is exposed in the inftmouo life of Claudius Cvtosprls 
impress, and love of conquest end rorldly poser im shorn in the 
continuous machinations of Rorie. Love which in higher, the low of 1 
God and Men in also shown - in the long otory of Jooeph and the Brethren. 
But the 2cve of Fudene and Hosmertß is the culmination of 
n11 that. It differs in kind from the Hornen love of power or wealth. 
It differs in dogma from the love of Brennue and Fridie, or Cerodoo 
and £nblvi in that theirs trag exolueively on the lowor human ophore. 
Theirs ue, a love on earth end not love in Cod. It diffom from the 
love of Josoph for huz pity in that this van not sbntreot npiritun1 
Iove only. Thin was lo "p 6s it t Ould bei in this world,, pure and 
borutiful, carnal sd spiritual, involvini man end women in a bond 
'which is suede in the nr i of Christ - this vE. s the ideal of 'Loyd 
in Doughty'e thought, equivalent, in a poroonal level, with his own 
love-story end ruarrie e. 
-i2y- 
Love, in the Pudons-Aos©erts epiecde, is in one way puts 
Christian love, but in another it is bound with the study of thought 
in Elizabethan Elnr. d. Doughty, as we have shown, has follored, 
ntutying ite growth minutely, the c1. evolopmont of the langu ge, 
literature and thought of his country frays the earliest classical 
tinpn, through the dark and middle Ages to the devn of knowleuge end 
civilinntion in the RenniBa nOE. In terms of poetry one would say 
he studied it from Crra mon cnd Lnynmon to Chaucer and Lydeate end. at 
last to 3penaar. In tarns of thought, you hnvo the life of primitive 
eotion and the gradual rtvakoning of the spirit of can in the later 
Kiddie Agesq the new thirst for knowledge in L'rasmua and Soaliger and 
their time, the new classical revivel which leck to Hur nian and the 
Ransisc no . Spannot t th+" supri3me representative in the field of 
poetry. In the field of thought the S+ivente %nth Century Cfjmbrit e 
P1Ptonistn were like Spender bofore and Doughty lntarl, oppo, Ed on one 
aid3 to the narrow dc , -gym +tisa 
of Purit1U13 and on the other ct& to the 
narrten awtorialintio trete of thought in Flobbes and the like, It is 
not mora coincidono© that Doughty haken Puns bV'º'Mq At4*w 'I h®sr a voice$ 
"3 i. %f, -, 'Lilac thot ! ford, Whemof are Plato writ, 
Christ of Alfather cf the world is Droath'  
(Boc1 1, II, Page 623) 
and latar r kne hint think ofs 
"was Plato's U0rd, ... '. ".. 
And clothed h'r ice, with flesh of babel" 
(Baoic FXIII= Pwe 631) 
Nor in lt cotnaic nco Then Cuan, the bards 
4 
0 
"'Lova fj" bi sings the livery of Christ* " 
(Book YXIII, Prg9 141) 
For both a" part of Doughty'e scheme. 'Love' is the shsdow of the 
Platonio 1381, and 'Lava' is also the message of Christianity, (1) 
Thus Plat oniBmgChristi rnity are expressed in a purely 
6perserian idyll. The world of the poem is no longer the eerly 
militcry glorious exploits ' of Drennus, or the later no legit noble days 
of patriotism in Ctradoeq but the days of the new happineae which 
ßritrin is destined to hove in the future. 
An the poet Spenser must have thought before the writing of 
his "Shophord'n Calendar" rhen every inner grcwth we complated aad 
the outer world around him, and the inner world within him, were rips 
*t. ua hushed wtit1rj for tha espOote& rpveletion! eo Dcughty taust have 
felt. That is wily Orho Bean in Britain" is said to ba conceived 
with the eyes of Spenser. It is no imitation of the Spenserisn 
stanza or the Speuaer1an Altcgoryt but the borrowing of Spenser'e eyes 
to roe the hope of the present end the viLi. on of tomorrcm. 
Joseph in oho-. n the facts of the duy rnd the vision of the 
futu s. For the picture of Christian Britrln is the briEhteßt in all 
the world, new that Jorusaleiu hrn fallen cnd : cme hts bec=e tht, ten-urge 
of Christianes end tho only place wherein there is n rolle of Christ i 
AVBloil* The first drop of this blessed rain is the mr ri rg of Puders 
and f osuert os 
cza signiflas Chri et' ni tjt ri. t, 
Tho first fruits this chculc bo of Fsriteln's parcel (Boo'f "'All, Pete 634) 
Love "'I Peace in Chri$t hive brouCht not only the blonaod 





ºarriago of a your couale, but the urity of th4 race, whfch are to 
make the future greatnesn of the British Race. Rome gras not victorious 
over Britain, it was vancuisheds not by the swords but by loves 
Britain's Cynthia Tadded Romuz Knight; 
Today, e ßrulish m , #hath vanquiahe Rom. " 
(Book RXIII, Page 644). 
Fut moro ira crtant pencLn. pe is the simple fret thvt Loves Peace, end 
Chrintiirity hive reached the hearts of British people. The threado 
of the epic ere all knotted toeethsr and brought to the end in an idyllio 
note, which es Ft. irley styes that of Cpenser'e poetry and Speuacr'o 
rzglcne. Thus the prgen Iegendery pest in ßreuaue end flerimod, and 
the nearer historical prat in Caractecus and C1tudiusp a t. greduclly 
fuzed into the atin line of British History. Thus the ego of peen 
AJ" 
x. w& end incessant battles is brought into an era of p3sce and 
tranquillity. Thus the migrations of hordoa in the oesly wes yields 
to the peaceful settlements of Christion britsin, uid the unoertainty of 
fcaily life is transfor'od into tho hoppinesa of 1o`rirg parants and 
beloved tons and. d htcrs. Thus the co on pooling of all spirits 
is changed into the throbbing individual conscience of the noes ¬goo 
Thus mytholoC7 and legend and hiotory and certain huxe, n knowledge cone 
to rest in the fuller kncw1edgo of Christianity. Thus petriotivun Pad 
reliCion bsccno the twin columns of the now Britain. "The whole 
world", crya W. P.. Kor, "ics inoludod in epio poetry". 
«w 
c 
"Adam Cast Porth"e The Souses. 
All that the sourcc-huntinj Cc sntators of Dou ty were able 
to show in the case of "Adam Cast Forth"! is given by Dou; ity himself in 
the few words introducing the ; osme In these words 2)oughty calls the 
legend Judeo-Arabian, ant drawn in sharp lines the bare skeleton of the 
beautiful Co itio 1* nd(l) o But how and where ctly did Doughty 
Cat hold or that story, and what chn, cs ass into it until it tec 
the lovely idyll, that we haus in our bands? To call it as Doughty 
doss, *JudsoE-Arabien!, and leave it there will not do, because it is 
so generalp so diffused a tars that it needs clarification itself 
and its c]itriticatiuni will in all probability load ua to 1ou,,, tyls 
sources. Eve jbr would say that Doughty has been in Arabia, and 
thought bý. 3auwe of hie Christianity# he was never allowed, nor dicl he 
ever tz;, to visit the Islamic Roly Places in ? ecke ar}d around, he 
must have board of the 'ktbuntain'(2) of Arafat which pltgs a central 
part in the rituals of the Iosleu ilaj, and on which the legend in its 
Arabian Islamic ma tentatton is centred. The name of the place is 
so linked with the legend, that it was unlikely for the curious Enrgliah 
traveller not to have beard of they story., The verb "Ärafra" mastic "to 
know", and this is the pima where Adam and Eve met and 'know' each 
other after their long separation on Earth after the Fall. This is 
the place whore Adam and Lve azzd later on Abraham and Ishmael $know' 
. and 
ladmittacil the pourer and forgiveness of Col. This is also where 
3: oelema from all over the world would gather in pilgrima a Ito raco;, nize' 
(i) "Adam Cast'orth"s Saes 1ou Aty'o 'Intro&uotory 1ote,, 
(2) The ward in Arabio is Beider in caning than the Enj3tih word. 
'Djabal' might mean either 'maüntsint or 'hilft or only ' ßsort and 
wildernoss' in contra4tion'to the inhabited irlaing. 'Arafat' 
would hardly count as smountain'in En4t5hý The tmour, t in'or shill' 






the bounty of God# and test and +kn s' their brethren fror other luxadä8" 
"n, of its co otattons, the wor4 "Uri", means ' parfuz e' or #6ood a. e11' 
which to said to be linked with the 'r *d' V=811 of A, dasa carried 
over from n to the and Larth ("Adams Ceot Fort W's pa 83 " ountnin 
of His Fr insrnce and Pa's 93). Docauss this was the first plaos 
on *rth in which Man 'recognised' Qod' u power and worshipped Bic, 
it bscsma the first enä holiest place in pro-historic Arabia. 
(l) 
Arab legends add to this the later stoat of Abraham rind Ishmael* 
Xshmasl, the reputed feather of *ho Arab tribes and not his brother 
Isaso, was here the hero of the incident or the sacrifice. Be was 
reecued by the Angel and a sheep was slain instead, rand in reoounition 
Abraham and Ishmael started to build there and then$ the 'Uiouse or God,. 
(2) 
This is the 'Kaaba' which is the contra of Islamic worships end towards 
which all I oale a direct . 
their faces five timen a day in prayrer(3), and 
to which all Uosiews who can are requested to go on ptl,, rimago . 
The heran does not relate all these details of the etory, but le ende 
add to it until it becomes what it is, a series of stories of worship 
(1) The , u: ins supra III 
(*1+iffirast)s "xndeet the first Uouco erectej 
is that which is in Zao; a(Lecka) sternallj blessed and a guidance 
for all" // 
(2 The 4uran: aura, It (A1-. Busrah) ", end when Abraham and Ia .1 
with him rnived up the toundatimis or the houses "0 Lord 
receive this from usj . Tou . art "aha L11--hearings the All-knowing'". 
The vran: urn II (, 1-BaGarahja , 
"So turne they face towards the 
Uolj Mosque; and. vhererer ýcd are turn lour faces towards it. " 
And a , it t "From whatever place thou ieaucnt, tum tl;. final 
towards the ato» magus. " 
{kj The äura. n& Curet XXII (l. Uaj j) -ghere Go eayts to A-br ¬am, "And 
praclsiz amoas the poopla the 1 i1 jma7 end they shall 00mg , el 
to then an foots, and. avßry loan boast, .«. 'v 
ý' ,ý 
.; 
ý_ ýý .ý 
3 
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and recognition of God, centred on or near the Kaaba, the oldest bourse 
of God, built on Earth, and for His Oiory s Touity oust have it ova 
parts of its earlier half, and its later sequel, while he was still in 
Arabia, if not before even entering into the desert, while he was 
prepastrtt himself for the journey with the Hn3, which is itself a part 
of the i&vinJ aura of that lively lc end. Evan if we suppose that he 
knew it not f then the fact that his journey ended in "Jidda"" is nig- 
nificant, for it is in "Jidda'" that Eve was said to have come dogs on 
Earth, just after the Pali and her separation from her husband, Evo'n 
tc b was supposed to be in 'tJidds' and was shown to all vivitcr3, ectt ' 
Moslems an their way to and from )iecka or r-on oalems passing by. 
This could in all probability be the beginning of Doughty'a interest 
in this lovely story of our Parents 
(1)* 
Doughty was not free then to 
surrt on the poem and write it down. The 'Arabia DeserW volumes 
were to occupy his efforts for many a year, and the great national 
epic which was the prise ry concern of his indefatiguable mind occupied, 
all hin years after that* hon, "The Derr in Britain" sae published 
he gras at last tree to do an he pleased. The h erculeaan task or shaving 
the Victorians that great prose could still be written in an English 
mors vigorous and more wanly than theirs wag happily executed, and the 
greater, more exacting task or ausging the earlier glories of bis 
country and race was also conscientiously performed and Doughty was, 
therefore, in the happiest of moods. That he would write would 
certainly be a happier poem than the early products of his mind. All 
the writers on "Adam Cast Forth" have noticed that, but there is more 
to it than that# for between Arabia and the publication of the "'ravels" 
(i. ) In "Arabia revert, " (II, P. 539) D rz hty tells of the fabled 
, vs 
of Hawa at Jidda and com nts& ": such in the vý its ºýýý,. 
religiont -r w Ioh oaa only stand bfr the euspencion of j hg human 
understanainj". Baut in "Adam Cunt. Fortl. " he Costs to have 
changed hie mind about the beauty of the 1egGnd. 
ýýiýýS iýkýýi. rk=y: F-Yýrr. ýýra r. woý, cL. e. "aý... ý{ý1iy 
,jN. 
,' n. "_, 
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and "t ern in Britain" Dou-hty eot married$ and for the first time in 
his life, the orphan child, the unhappy youth, ani the weary traveller, 
found for hitsolf a haven. Doughty's personal happiness in carriage 
was to become one of the xroat immortcnt factors in his life and works. 
The critics have found a link between Doughty's wanderings in Arabia, 
and the tribulation of Ad= and Eve on their way to their pernitnent 
abodo, 
(l) 
but the other personal factor which plays no lees a part 
in "Adam Cast Forth" is the great 'oneness', the indissoluble love 
that binds Adam an. 3 A, daVng, and waken their love so solid, and their 
hardships eo ineffectual, and this surely reflects poughty's love of 
his wife, and the harmonj of his homo ban the happiness of his marriage. 
"Ad= Cast Forth" is Doughty's "tpithalmica and Prothalanton". That 
is why Doughty was emotionally ready for the lovely storj of the 
World's first married couple. To tackle it mutt have been for him a 
happy endeavour, for here was the frame, the objective universal story, 
in which his ozn personal emotions would be idealised and universalised. 
Dou hty, as we have already shown, was never a hasty spontaneous writer 
of abundant overflowing poetry. Bach of his poems meant for him a 
long period of preparation, of deliberate cystenatio accumulation of 
facts, of the conscious organization of the parts and the careful 
execution of the whole. And if we are to understand his work fully,, 
we must, in a may, undo what he has done, and trace back his steps to 
his earliest efforts of collecting and sifting and rearranging his 
subject matter. 'hat reason have ire, to begin with, for this certainty 
of the diversity of his sourc, as and the complexity of the process of 
creating ", Adam Cast Forth"? 15 ibc not possible to take it simply an 
tl} 5ee, for eiazple, Professor Barker Feirle r1 chapter on "Allaa 
Cast Forth". 
, W_ 
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a beautiful t3amitio legends of Judeo-Arabian ori4. in, which Dou hty 
liked and put in English versa? First Of 411 ors know that Doug= ty 
never taken the shortest cut and easiest way to solvt his problems, 
coecondly, the term "Judeo-Arabien" is amcbiguous and therefore 
cttlseding, and anj slight effort to unravel it, would chow its 
ambiguity. Thirdly, because there are In the Doom, as riven to us 
by 
Doughty, certain noticeable elemental which though tru to the story as 
1ou, htq tolls it, are nevertheless alien to the leZend to its diverse 
sources. It is true that the legend is not only an Artbian legend, 
but also a Judean Hebraic legend, In both versions Ad : %, = and Eve are 
the protagonists. In both they are cast out of the Oar4on, and 
surfer long periods of puniahzant from God, and of cuffeting aid 
, penitence on 
their part. In both clod at last forgives them, and 
decrees their meeting together and their future happiness, in both 
they most after a long period of arduous travel sad start life together 
again. But there the similarity ende. For you could not expect 
the IIebraio legend to choose pocoa' e Holy Mountain an their meeting 
place. Vor would the 1 Gbrave ohooOS Jidda as S: vs' a first tbode on 
Earth. For them the meeting place would logically be somewhere in 
their promised lard, preferably near its heart in Jor ealou ioear their 
Holy Temple of Cori. Consequently Adam' e first rauid be somewhere nears 
Damascus in most of their legende. Thus the two versions of the 
legend'divcrg®, u$d 'Judeo-Arabian' c=Qs to mean that the skeleton of 
the story and its bare outlinoe are one and the saw. It deep not 
mean that the story an we have it in "Adam Cast Forth" eoen ba. ik in 
its present version to arty one unified an& particular version o' the 
legend. Doughty took tose bonoa, uni clothed theea with fresh, 11hiah 
he was free to choose, in his usual way' now from this version an now 
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from that, and now and then to invent something new from his own 
powerful imagination. It is indeed true that "Adam Cast Forth" 
shove the predominance of the Arabian versions but it in not in an 
way followed blindly, For did we expect Doughty to follow it 
blindly. On the first page'of the poem it strikes us in the also 
for Satan in his monologue introduces an un-lalamic point. Satan 
im relating the story of Creation, of his disobedience, and of the 
creation of Adam and Eve$. Adam is shown to have been created to fill 
the gap left bl Satan and his rebellious host when the, - wore exiled 
from heaven( 
ý. 
This is decidedly not Islamic. In Islam God created 
Adam before the fall of the Angeles in his likeness 
(a) 
and asked 
the Angela to bow to bim(3). All did except Satan 4)1 because, he 
said, he was created of fire and light, while Adam was made of clay,, 
and as such he was of a better and nobler nature That was the 
(1) 
." , 
aara Cast Forth" s Pace 1. 
(2) The Qurans : aura IX (Al Bajarah) "And when, the Lord said to the 
Angela, 'I am setting in the earth a viceroy', " 
(3) The qurant aura VII (A -'Araf) "then We said to the Angelar 
'Dow yourselves to Adam'; so they bowed, except Iblis# .. ." 
and "Said iie# 'what prevented thee from bowing, when I commanded 
thee? '; he said, "I am better than he; Thou oreatedat me of fire, 
and him Thou createdst of clay'* 
(4) The Qurannt aura U (Al-Bagarah)s "And when We said to the Angela, 
$Bow to Adam', so they bowed, except Iblial he refused, and showed 
pride, and thu3 was an unbeliever. " 
(5 The Qurans Sura XV (Al liejr) "Surely We created an of a clay of 
3 
mud moulded, and the jinn created we of fire flaming, " end later 
"17hen I have shaped him, and breathed. My spirit in'him, fall you 
down, bowing before him: " Then the Ingels fell down before him, 
except Iblios he refused .. ." and ": aid he II would never bow 
myself before a mortal whom Thou hast created of a clay of mud 
moulded. # Said Eel "Then go thou forth hence; thou art aec 
;Q 
do 




reason, in Ielem, for Satan's fall, while in Doughty we poem Satan is 
tos &ngry bullying rebel even before Adam was crGat®d. Take another 
ex zplo of DGurhty'a freedca to choose. In "Adam Cast Forth", Ada= 
nrd Eve are the two protagonists in a long list of "Dranatie 1'ereanae", 
in which no other character looms larger than the "Chorue" and than 
°9triel"s Doer the 'Chorus* ie hardly a Semitic, device, and its 
Introduction into a 54amitic legend clearly shown the tree hand of 
roughty tie artist at work* baut 'Ezraill is surely a member of the 
CiAtio gallery of Angela, In Islamic Mythology, Esrai. l is, as his "". 
name denotes in its Rebraid origin, a helper of sod, but his work here 
Is to hoip 'like as Ilia, cloven executioner: Eisall, or, ' rail in 
Arabia, is the Angel of 1oathl Dou hty's source were Is certainly, 
iEebraio, for he uses Lzrail as God's helper in guiding an in his life, 
and as His Voice all through the poems. If hill sources were always 
Arabian, the story would have had, not Earail, but Gabriel, the 
Archanje1. Gabriel raiens, auprew in the Islazio House of AnCols(l). 
lie is God's Voice, and His Ueasen , er to his prophets, and as such the 
transmitter of the S1o1y Q, uran to the Prophet. Gabriel, or in Arabic 
Jabra'il or Jibril, would have been the Voice in an Arabian poem. 
And Doughty knew it for sure for the sources he used put Gabriel in 
the place where he has used Eisiel. Thee cbane is deliberate and 
free. A third exarple# if any more examples were needed, in Doughtyts 
(1) 'the Durst aura II (AI-Du%arab) "U7 whosoever is an enemy to 
0ab: Ls1 ` Be it na U st, brought it down upon °tb7, heart, by the 
leave of God, .. " 
S-m- Sum XXVI (Al aahreeia) Verse (3) ý"ýºo . 
I 
I-- 




decision to take Adam and Eve both tamers in Iden before the Fa11p 
trieb 3e to spay the least urioriental. Eden is perfect happino c, 
and perfect happiness in the East does not include work: or toil! 
Other points of departure will be raised later on, but it is clear 
boyond doubt that Iourhty'u poen is no clear n; 22 direct reAaerin, 
of a story every part of which was already there. Dou hty' u efforts 
in weldinn: gathering, ciftiu: and reurazzirt are no lees in the y 
of sub3eot-attar than they are in the wax of style. 
How in the Manuscript dotes on 'Adam Cast Parth', toi hty 
cnpiao the to11orin. 3 pacca from : ales OA1 Ioran'e "Cast dour from 
Paradise (drin) tell on the isle of Ceylon and Ever narr Jiddahi and 
that after a , separation of 200 year's . A(dam) was conducted by Gabriel to 
a mountain natur Dacca whore he Found and knee his wifia. Tho mountain 
vac thanaa n raS Arafat, Ea retired with har to Ceylon. " In a 
footnote (r) on rage 5 of aialr Translation called ! Al Loran'., the 
abovo xorda occur, and Cale thus boarmdae our first clue to the sources 
or *Ad Cast forth"# Eut : ale refers the reader at the end of 
that passage to d'14'erbelot'a "üibliothequa Orientale" Page 55 and It 
seams probabio that Doij. hty followed the reference to d'i? erbolotp aal 
road the abun at aytholo;; ical anct le az4arr material that d' nerbelot 
hz4 collected in his pa, jea from the vario%uaArab authors and their 
woos Without r tüeolo is 1 or ins llssctua1 discriminatipa" It 
w4a ncixhar fc2&ib1e, nor reca6cazy, nor Doughty-like, for iouhty 
to accept c11 t:. -%t d'S srb*lot' z pa je offer* Be ruft havo roatle. -C i 
over ell the dOtai1V, chosen soma atzt diacardo3 homer a Bona back to 
.o at leant of Vie author CiteI bj d'IIar'bo]ot. IIr would not, for 
ezap1G, care for d'Iierte1ot a raferorce to "'Ter=dl's tza4iticns 
fr= Abau--"ousaa-a2-Asc: zarj" or his ref9renao to ThealabiIa "2 afaix Al 
T 
sT. .Tr- .t* 
. 3. .r _*. ith 
6+w. 
J. 





Aram" but he saust have verific3 cnt stuhiel carefully in sale arA 
in other tru elationo, d'fletbelot'a reference to the vercca of the 
Quran in :; ura VII (A1'Arai) on the stoat of Creation and the Fall 
of Ad= and Eve('). Even auch seemingly unimportant bits of 
information like d'Herbelot1s rsferenoo to the author or "I. + roc" 
as ea iug that ^atan swore Voice to have his raven &* or Cod on 'an 
(Z) 
mu3t have been carefully narked by Zo ;h ty, for that exactly is what his 
Eaton does at the beginning of "Ads. Cast Forth'"( ')y Or d'flerbslot'a 
explanation on page 56, '"that a dar in Paradise is equal to a thou and 
, years of ours", or 
d' srtelot's vorcia on the : rasing of the a=* of 
Adam'o first-born an ga. rth in Yolr io 1jtholo «º Abi. --2, Y-aarethr 
"qui si nifie, a Is, 2ott1P, sorvitsur ou file d'un Jardintsr, ou d'un 
Laboursur# a cause qu'4dam tut Is premier qut cultiva 2a terra", all 
t have been studied in the reticulous p*u? +htye , ue gray. But the 
most important contribution of dHarbtiot must have been the tomes of 
the Arab authors, which he Cave as sources for his material# for 
Iou hty'e following stop must have been to conuuit these, and these 
&uthors are the real source of the Arabian side or the legend in 
"Adere Cast Forth". 
Almost all the Arab historian3 be4n their historioo at tim 
beuinnin of Creation and carry on almost to their day, and because 
BiBtory aas let unacienttfioally written, the most respectable 




D'Uerbolot's "bibliothequo Orionta1o" page 514 
Ibias Pugo 55. 
'Adam Cast Forth"i aaeS 1-5" 
"f I 
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simply be, not history, but legends. Lach historian would follow the 
other, repeating, reiterating and sometimes adding to what his 
predececcors had brought into their books. These generalizations 
night not be strictly true about the events enA the historical 
levslopo. nts of the days nearer tte time in which each author was 
living, but they are cartainly true about the earlier pram-historio 
periods, and more so when it concerns the dim leZendarr stories about 
our first parents, Ad= and vo" 'shun to read ono source is to 
read almost all, for all are alike. But the earliest Arab.: historians 
were not pure historians. Their first tack was to write the history 
of the Prophet of 181= 0 These were Us, 'Sirs' writers, like rDn 
? -°., + Ibn this LAl- ^ idy, Ibn rrad . and the greatest of then, 
ruh rid Ibn Jerlr A1- :. bnr.. But oven they would repeat the story of 
Creation, and. they leends about Adam and Eve, for that aas the 
beZinnin of all lifo in;, luliing the life of the «: onscnger or God. 
Zut there in nothing to show that Doughty used, these. authors, except 
perhaps the cost famous of than all, Ibn Jarir Al-'abary (4.310 AX I* 
922 i. D. ). It iss po: 3ible th°. t ou hty uiiht. have known Tabary'e 
O lz nuds' j at boot in translation., For Doudaty wan indeed lust' in 
this, that his journey into Arabia and the cuhcequent :: no lodgo of 
the contcoporary Arab had earned hire the reco tition and the friend- 
ship of zany of the great Oriontalintn of hie clay, eepocially on the 
Continent. IIoz arth was an O: ientaliat, but his rain interest was 
archaoolo;, and later on politics. Lawrence was youn;; er than either 
Dou t7 or 1o; srth, and his preoccupation with war and politics 
elclu&oa hie, an it did. no nth, from being one of the inner circle 
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friend of at least two of the grast Continental pillars of Grientaliaca: 
Alays rprenger, the Cerman, and to Goojo= the 'Dutch. The first 
continued for a lonZ tima an admirer, a friend er "i confidant of 
Dou,; hty(1), nn;. L the lsttcT helped him with the cloesary of the Arabic 
words u zed in "Travels in Arabia , eoertO. Vor both Sprrn er and Is 
ßoajo were very active in aditi: -. i, translating and publishing in 
turope, a great maizj or the trcatures of Arabian and Islamic learning. 
Their tremendous efforts throughout the %Addle and late years of the 
Nineteenth Century made it possible for the reading public in turope 
to read those great Arab euthore in one or other of the darn 
lan wages of Western Europo, to Goeje, for cumple, translated and 
published the great above-mant toned "Aanals of Tnbary", raut through his 
translation, Tabary possibly becano ono of the sources of ". edam cast 
Forth". Another great ac; urce of the 1ogand, other than the SAra writers, 
is what might be termed the work of the puxa historians, those those 
nein interest was not the story of the Prophet, but the history of events 
and. peoples up to their times, and the likeliest of than to deserve to 
be mentioned is t'as . Ric qualifications for being moatione& 
first include the fact that he is possibly, at least In the opinion 
of some scholars like Sprenger, "the flarodotus of the Arab historians, " 
(2) 
and the sifnificant fact that bin traiuslator was Bou&t31s rsatost 
friend among the Orientalistu, Aloys Sprenger« Massooudi sums up the 
various versions of the Islamic legonci of $Adam and tvet , and to read 
(1) Bee sprenever' a corraaponäenco with Doughty in I oaurths 1'a r+ 9-1. 
(2) t2- ae' U, di' a "fistorical Bnoyclopa dt& , entitled "Usräows of 
Gold arc! Ebnes of Qcma". ' rz 1ate3 from the Arabic by Aloyc 
5pren&ers London, 16411 Paco IX (Pr®fsoe) 
3n 
E1 
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him is 04oueh to knoi alto t &, I that tho 'pure' historians of the 
Arabs vould give US about it. Lu: Vooidos tho ýira, vritsrc, tho 
Aural historians, there is tue third very Important Arabian source 
of the le -mad, and that is tii, York of the Arab travelloru. hltlou. h 
tou f tj nowhere refers to cc T one of them bj r., anw it is Probable thut 
in the pr. paration of hie own travel book ca the lar4 of the >rabs, 
this grant turopean traveller of tba ninstoot th coatUZr, Lieht have 
kno A st least %me of these Great travolle i e. f the i'id oA Ctm. 
In 'Arabis Ztturtal t: 0 reforn to the old Arab geo. ý'r4pho: , at v .c 
he twist hzvo r4aä in 'Van Kremer* 4 It is rot VrOA3 to aup; cya 
that UA differ. At, iatiau botweorx travel baa. a and ru. e ga rs; Ky booze, 
which was not strictly obeorve4 at the boZirntn, - In Arab vritin , 
was not etriatly observad in the sears me uoed, by i cuIrdhtj. Thus tt. a 
f=. = Arab travollers like Ibn Jubajr uact Ibn Bat tuts, Vera in all 
probability k, nomu to DouLrhty. It in Uig ttfiUnt that hero alto we 
have this ýºt important Arab travellers eiveru In translations into 
uzu "i ua ºrs J+y u.. at9' a cr4nent vcholar Wan . 4.4o Thu$ all 
were jut at "any roakch of xouiht, /'a hind is tht various European 
libtarioo, in the lau uageai in which be Polt at 1 cu . 
Now there vary 3nst=cac or internal avldencO ' is "Ld aC tat 
`orti ' to above that Doughty moat hava ube a=* of here ibirmic eour*on 
for VZO , o7rorul b9: okZround of Us pocm. YL! 'at a. ß: 3 forcmüat It UUMUdLp 
one of whose boon was EdUtaA and puhlithad dry wo Goo3e, and wiýoze 
gr*at cocpcn. ium entitled "geadci n or Qo1d cr t Linear of Oema" as 





pre ; er ä pubtished in LcnQon. In a footnote on pay c 58--59g 
explains the nu* Eve or Bern thus, "Ibn hchna (t3nivareal Eistory 
at of the Aaistio Society of Paria) believes the nose Ha a .ý 
to be derivestfrcm zg' 'living', for he sage she was create from 
sciethin, o, livin;, -. But it is evident that the name of Eva ought 
to to written $`90' tlawa which Lcans 'air'. ' Now modern fiebre 
has no and co cornfueioi might follow t atwoon the letters 
an& .. 
A 
, the first letters in the two wcrds and. slyer 
respectively. In Arabic the distinction Iss clear and no contusion 
between the two letters is thereforepo5sible. 70 native Arabic 
speaker would confuse .\ which aiearu3 'air' with 
which c4ans 'Jve', bemause to him the two words be , in with two 
on le tel. y dttfereat consonants. Yet the '0 32 034 Of the 
not difficult consonants for a European to utter ar4 cagy a great 
scholar would fall into confusing it with the nearest letter in hic 
alphabet which is Mt, or . in Arabic., That I am afraid in 
exactly what happened to Sprenger, arid, he van led to it, great and 
scrupulous as he wasp by the fantastic oythalo icni. interpretation 
he elves to the act of Creation in ancient ; eciitiu sources as a 
carriage between #earth$ and 'air' or 'Adam' an& 11 ve , and which be 
expounds in thie introduction to his groat translation of " ascoudi. 
Vow iigr&nCer' e interprotation ctoes'snot xoom to have arq effect on 
`Vought. yla le4e 4, arm therefore does not concern us here, but the 
s ista .e Sprenger zakaa in the £bove-quoted passage in-almost literally 
fol' lowest by Doughty in the footnote in "A&= Cant Forth", explaining; 
the derivation or the n=e 'Zve', for his adds the ver-"to breathe" 
. arblah is the c ºturni link b®taeen 'living' and 'air'. Now the 















tho word (T Ilium: l becruuaa £1n is a living boing wt1 an inoueci 
from a living being, or trog the word C- . 
Ito contain' because 
the contained all life in her wczb, and was the mother of all living. 
Doug . ty clcverl- taken the first part of the meunine, 
for a; rmntoi., 
inzertiu, j tue idea at Eva as living at as the Dr*duct of a living being, 
in his story, while ruppreccing the nee and using 'J4rmar instteod. 
Later on ho uses the ascond part of the ma&. ninr of the name Rama as 
the pivot for the ctanEe in the story and as the reason for the 
change of hsr sae. The nsiuo he uses at firutý 'Ada º' exists ton p 
but it in rnrolq usoi. 1hilolo&ically r'Mdaz a* is the right fsyinine 
gerkier to tho sculino $Ad=#, tut in Islamic lore she was raver 
called ', D$ona'. he was always afawma, because from the be,, *inning she 
was ordained to spring fror the livin , and be harualf living, and 
give birth to the living. The ucct of 'Ad= a' for her ans a Dou, btº 
innovation, and a vary successful ono because at the beainnira it lLn cd 
har in an inciicuoluble way with 'Adz& 9 even in nasio9 and at the end, 
it thrust forward tae now fact of her baccnint the mother of humanity. 
Bou,, hty was not mistakca there, but hic reference *to 'breathe' anal 
prcngor'o 'nix' to or of ti za r ictnk u, to to wolcoued rather than 
deplored bec. uso it chore thct Dou hty suet have uocä, tprcncer1o edition 
of Ususoudi as 04e of bis nourcea, That is two first internal evidence. 
Tha other into l evidoncc iu e1Diifiaant" but not vs daciüaäly con- 
alusivu as the first" u : d. it links "Aäara Cast Forth" with "1bm Puhyyr" e 
r vvo1ýi' . Now Ibn ''ui, nr waa oditoct by t''rotoiaor «illi .n riCht" 1,. 
0-*10 of the uyräicc at tha Caztrid e Univarzity 1raso, with whoa Ttou; hty { 
cam0 in Contact on the occasion of the printir aa., Id ru14ieation of 
"?. rabic Dý arta". tiii1iz ; right edited it in Leyd. n in the eighteen 
` `ý 
ý -ý 
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fifties, and Professor De Coeje, Dou,; htyta helper in the glossary of 
hie great book, edited its second edition ard published it in Leyden in 
1907. Doughty could have known Ibn Jubalr there, but more probably 
he might have used not Do Goe je' e edition, for here the text was still 
in Arabia, but the Italian translation of it by Professor Cohiaparolli 
which wxn published before that. Now Ibn_Jubevr in his version of 
the leGend, speaks about 'Arafat' tho 'fountain of Itooonition' but 
he also speaks about Mecca's Mountain of "Abu , ubeye" and calla it 
'the E: ountain of Ucrcyt(l) (Ibn Juänyrs Pace 104). Doughty does 
the ease. On their way Ada and Adana look at a 'iountein' as their 
lodestar# in the wilderness, like Khalil' s mountain "A j ja' in the 
Arabian wilderneeu(2). Tho weary trov®llLrb' heart[ta strengthened. 
when they see that 'three-headed beacon Mount, (', Adds a Cast Forth', 
page 56) which is to item 'the Father' e wayr ark' ('Adam Cast Forth' , 
pa 3). Doughty culls that nountain, the 'Mountain of Uerey'*('Adam 
Cast Forth's pars )' the exact words used in Thn Jubnyr. It in 
possible that the mountain, because it was a cymbml of Cod's neroy, 
was called eo by the weary couple. and need not necessarily refer to 
Tbn Jubnyr or any other source, lot in Doughty one learns to put on 
record all the possible sources, even If they were, remote. 'ziere is 
no and of DouShty's erudition, and there Is yet another possible lint; 
with Ihn Jubelre "At the toot of this sacred mountain, " says Ibn 
(1) 7Luhtmmad Ibn Aboid Ibn Ja ayr (Abu , l1l1asan) A2-Xin&ni, A1-L'cilanai. 
"The Traval* of Ibn Jub&yr": edited from an 1'2. in tho University 
of Leyden by Villiam Wright, Socood Edition, revisod by U. J. Do 
Qoe jo (E«J. ' . Gibb weuorial arise) Leyden, 1907. 
(2) "Arabia Deserts"s gsea 4-17 ff. 
i 
.. r`ý11 
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Jabayr (pa .,,, e l05), "to the left of him who looks towards 
tho'iblah 
(direction of Decca), to a house of ancient construction in whose 
upper part is a vaulted upper chamber# attributoll to Adam - may cod 
blocs and preservo hid. " Could this be the source of Dou., hty's rather 
well-not cave or csanaioa: jor Adam and Evo at the end of "Adam Cast Forth"? 
Another internal evidence in "Adam Cant Forth" pi: hapa points again at 
VIre loud , but more probably at the most famous of Arab travellers - 
the indefatigable Iba Dattuta. "Arafat" as we have already explained 
is the '116»ountain of his frankincense' ("Adana Cast Forth", page $3). 
because the arooatio scents of Eden still hang on Adam when he was 
cast otf, and all the famous pertumoe of India, according to täassoudi 
and Ibn Battuta, are the traces of the leaves he shed about on his way 
from Ceylon to Arabian "There 'ere leaves, " aye t`ps i, "With which 
he covered hic body, and as they were dry, the wind carried them of, 
and dispersed them tbrou tout India. It in said that the frequency 
of perfumes in India arises'from these leaves, but some have a different 
opinions God known bzat"" (üpronjor's translation, page 59). Ibn 
tattýt,; is probably more convincing for he hass been to Arabia and 
travelled to India and Ceylon, and he has seen the footprints of Adam 
on W, am's Teaks, or as the Fortu,,; uese called it $Pico de Adam', and 
, 
worked out the huZa measures of our first father and as Ad=a (in "Adam 
Cast Forth", page 21) We his height 'T`xoollcd the cedarst" In Ibn 
Battuta's passe we have the fulloat treatcent of the legend in the 
Arab travellers but there is nothing to prove beyond doubt that Dou ht; f 
took him as his sin source, thouh that was of course possible. Ibn 
Battuta refers to Adana&e legacy of aromatic plants to Coylon, India and 
Arabia, but Lassoudi1u list of them is full and complete, and it is 






jrrh, ß1o4: 8, oeiarwloaves her han3 bear forth " ("Ad= Cant 
k orth", pay, o 70), for} his ' libw ' (pas 94) en3 for his 'raisins ripe 
and fia' (page 91) 
To sum it all up then, the first Arab contributions to 
"Adams Cast Forth" is Dou ity'e on experiences in Arabia itself, 
traversing its deserts, and lingering to rest in its oases, in realizing 
the harshness of nature, of its sung rain and cold, in the deprivation 
of hunger, and thirst which is worse than hunger, and realizing by 
contrast God's great bounty in giving us first of all crater, :. nd secondly 
the fruits and the shades of trees WA plants, ans thirdly the happines 
of rest in the nearness of a hearth in a tent or an oasis, and last but 
not least in giving us the osol. All these are prominent in "Adam 
Cast Forth" and the source is definitely Doudht; r's Arabian Journey. 
Another contribution lion in these books of the Arabian Sara writers, 
the Arab historians and the Arab travellers. But we must notice two 
vary Important points here, and thtSe das, that Dou,, hty tires from these 
sources only the outlines of the le, end in general and not the parti- 
culare, and that his knowledge of his Arabia sources seems to be limited, 
to Us-ones found in Luropean libraries, preferably translated into the 
languages he knew better than Arabic, like English, French and Italian. 
TWO are inner proofs of the truth of those remarks in the use of the 
Arabic terms in "Adam Cast Forth", for whenever he cites an Arabic 
term here, he betrays his ignorance, not of its sources, for he knew 
Te should ontim, here that the idea was cvorjwhere also in 
Dou.,; htyf n Ienaiocaanoo sources. The fact is discussed eloewhere 
in this Work. 
F-ý 
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his Rebre Bible w, L1, but of its uoaT03 and its counotatioao and 
associations in the written Arabic of books and literature. 'J4ir aI 
is simpla, for ulthou n Us nA¬ e 'as such ire Maly used! yet it is as 
we said the roLvlar feminine sender of the nr "Adm'. 'AdaM1 is 
simpler for when It is kept that gray it is the usual English version, 
and when it is ' Adamu' It is the s=e v=o but in the ns inative or 
the vocative in Arabic, "Zaraae (pa6"Os 4v 7 and 17) le a bit t vre 
complex, for in explaining it in a footnote, as "(divino) wind", he shows 
that he knows oaly its uzage in the Quranj for there it is "divine", 
but the word in Arabic could be used in general meaning an excessively 
hot, or an excescivoly cold, ator i Wind. "Unaah" (Pave i) is the 
only other word where Arabic is preferred to febr®ar, but the word is 
common stock emoa the Arabs and Doughty . Huffit have board it and used 
it in Arabia himaelt. Ui tho other Arabic terms in "Adage Cant 1`orth" 
betraf his kno led''e of Rebrow more than his knowlgdga of literary, 
non-colloquial Arabic, We have noticed, In reference to Dougbtyell 
debt to Sprengrer' e Uaßsou. i, hose the word Sa ra, is mistakenly 
taken to be related to "air', and thetce to 'bzecthe'. But poneibly 
the best example is the word $ rocml , for. Douwbty eats in a footnote 
that tho word means a wild ox, rund clearly Uses it to refer to the 
strew th of an ox when it tosses up its victim with its borne (pale 51s 
"And like strong r een, secs leap fort; * on his couris', e" ). But in 
Arabia, reen in alwaja used in reference to tho widenucs and clarity of 
the antelope's e(eeg'and as such. it refors to 'Beauty',, and in particular 
the baut, of women's a'esl It in clear thug that Doug t,: leans on 
Arabic sources more for his subjeot-utter than for his vocabuls , 1, and that whenever he adds to the Semitic terns he uees, the epithet 'Arabian' 
M. a, 
a ir.. rý,. 
rvriýý. 
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he is in general right if the term is colloquialg but far from it if 
the to= In literarj and olacsical Arabia. ' emitio' there certainly 
moaner more than lebraic, and TouShty carefully nu zente the apparent 
erudition of hin, by brining in avan the £abjlonian in the footnote 
explaining, the word 'Tehom' and the : umerion im his footnote explanation 
of the word 'iioial'. Zut Semitic in fact mans principally tiobrato, 
for there Dou; ty' a icno ledge was indeed coloacal. ^he Diblo has 
alw o been used by him an hie Greatest courco for both subject-matter 
and Iang., o and its influence as hic work in genoral =st be accorded 
the highest place. But here it muut be hated even higher for the Old 
Testament is indeo; i the ultimate source for any story an *Adam and Lve' 
in a lan. ua o an; 1 by any author. For . tam anti Eve themselves are 
apparently a hobraio creation. Their Hausec go back ulti tely to the 
ilebrew lannua e, and their storj is first recorded in the Boot: of ßanOeia, 
and later 'ie developed in the eubocqucnt febraic collections of leze 
and traditions, like the Talsca4 sad the 1 idraeh. "Adaz Cast Forth" 
cannot be undsretoofi without a thorough study of its f1abraic elw . nto, 
for although the skeleton of the lo o: d as wo have made clear is 
Arabian, let the Arabian sources the=-elves depend for much of their 
c terial w on 1ebiaic origins, and Doughty hi=elr has ucect them for 
avorything other than the sxceleton. The bones of "Ad= Cast Forth" 
mi t be Arabian, but the flesh which covars theso bonne is definitely 
Uebraic. Oe hive already ; eferrel to Dc; , ty+s jetfett naoteri or 
the Hebraic nouroee, and hin weakness in his limited ability in using 
the original Arabian sources, recorded in pure olaeeical lan ; e. 'fie 
have alren&y iliaounsed some of the 'Juden-Arabian' terms that Dou,: htj 
uses in "Adam Caut Forth", but there arc other purely VVebraio terms in 
abundanos, While the purely Axabic terse, in contradistinction to 
terms caenon to the two ; ; nitia lan ces, are ne li ible, the purely 4.10 
-3t'-' 
h ebraic ter= are sue. We have already discussed the chan3G of 
'aabriel' into ' wzraol' in terms or 'Dra=tia Personae', but the 
char seems to have also a 1in, utstio reason for it. $Gabriol' in 
Hebrew means 'the rower-of-tb9-Eo1y" neI while Fariall , no Zouzhty 
explains coarse 'the Helpmor-the ioly-One', and it is probable that 
TiouZhty meantq not the power and etren3th of God to appear, but His 
help and, guidance of the first Wit. Thus even that apparently 
harmless chance shows Douuht$1 a knowledge of Hebrew. A, in we come 
to" the name or the devil. In Arabic the most frequently used it 
Iblie' anX ': hatten' which Doughty undoubtedly knows, but he prefers 
the purely Hebraic name which was rarely used even in flebrow itself; 
, amnel(l)p the 'Adveroary-of--the-Uol t-One'. The aim is probably to 
stress the attitude, allied and complinenta º at first, and than reb- 
ellious, of ratan to Code or to record even in the devilts name, the 
likeness first and then the difference and the contrast between him 
and the angele Gabriel or Eariel and the like. Whatever be his 
reason, the subtle changes an3 preferences show Doughty'o deep knonladgo 
of his Hebraic sources. Another rarer name that comes only once in 
one Hebraic source# and is used nowhere also in English literature as 
far ae I knox, is the name of 'Yhanuelº ("Ada: Cast Forth" l page 64), 
which occurs only in the Apocrypha]. "Book or Enochot jº It as being 
one of the archan ls. To these random ezac pplsu lot us acid, Doujhty's 
explanation of the word ºadamat' from which sprin, e Adam's name, as 
boing ' he rsd earthº, for here again hie UUebrew is dominant* In 
(i) See ' Sidrasht Deut. 11. g. and tti. ra*h Leviticus 21,4, t 
i 
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Arabic the word comes fron 'Adeefl&, which means 'the surface of the 
earth cY the skin) and 'Udmah', which saaano 'blacknesu' or 'darkness' 
referring to Adaa'a origin in the b1 k not the red earth. Douw, htq 
probably did not know the difference hero between Hebrew ant Arabia, 
and it to probable th, At he would have preferred the Robre. ic explanation 
in any case. The word 'libsn' is certainly Arabic, but even there 
Dou.; hty' c knowledge of Hebrew shows itself when hei explains the root 
of the word In 'ahitenese'. Arabia uses the word for the aromatic 
plant, but for the root meaning whiteness, it has 'baiad'. The word 
+11yoxn' ("Ad&= Cast Yortb", page 98) is explained as meaning 'Zuprome, 
Uost Ugh', which, an Doughty says, in its 1obraio meaning. In Arabio 
the wawa word is used, in no lase authoritativ"oo' than the cuxan 
Itself, where it means 'not high or supram3' but *. ft h®avenly book or 
rsZistert, (: aura -SLc, 
A)fWto ). , tae Iabrsic sle . w. t is clearly 
upparmost. "Cherubint eight have become the property of all 
Christianity, and as such part of even the EnXlish vocabulary, but 
oven there bought' is careful to explain its hebrato root as meaning 
'o® 8ss (to God)$. 'Dohu' (", d. ai Cast 1Forth"# .p' 
34) is only 
Hebrew (C ne is is 2) ani It nsans 'etiptinees'. In using it Dou hty 
seems to have waived aside, or ýorhapn tor Cotten, that ' Dohu' was once 
an archaic form of the English word 1bou, h1. One doom not expect 
Doc, ghty the meticulous word-cllv. Lvr not to know thatl but it 1r possible 
that he thou; ht that the Hebraic word night better be introduced into 
tnZli6h teoauae of its dictinativo anä euggestive rounds with no Unger 
of its confusion witb°. the extinot to= of tether word, and beoauae of its 
a ppropriateneoo to his there. Another word which is a rarity, oven in 
IIebrew, is the word 'I a, riLuth! used only once in the Old reetczent anti 
meaning "riLtn or dez tru Lion". But the at important 8ebraio term 
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in "Adam Cast Forth", though here he nOrcitUlly =zlicized it, is aoc1'e 
tvbtlcak aas "1 Ao 
Thee, ling%datio borrowings from Hebrew are only the outward 
face of a doeper more pervnaive Hebraic element in "Adam Cast Forth". 
rivet to refer to in Dou, htyts balance of the various elezente is his 
suppression of the Arabian place--a=as in the Arabian legend, which, if 
rentiöned, would have certainly losalizßd the story and made it distinotly 
Arabian. In never mentioning Jidda or laoca or Ceylon or even Arafat 
by nag® in the poem itself, touahty has first simplified the story$ anct 
secondly universalieei it (if that is feasible in a leaanri of our first 
parental) and thirdly awle hl elf free to use all the other non- 
Arabian elements. Thus it aas possible for him to bring the Arabian 
skeleton of his poem very muoh nearer to the Jewish legend, Thus It 
became possible also to borrow fron distinctly Jewish sources and, cover 
the Arabian skeleton with what was clearly IIabraic flesh. 
'she pri=r$ source of the Adam axd £vo 1® dß be it Arabian 
or Hebraic or Gentile, is certainly the Book of Genesis, and It to 
impossible for an author to tackle the theme without goir back to 
Genesis. And. true to his natura, Doughty in his manuseript notes on 
"Adam Cast Forth" maters to its as ho refers also to othor parts of the 
Old Tcstement" iirat in Genesis cofss tha story of creation, where m= 
coma to the inevitable apex of the pyramidal prooess of creation, anti 
thus is inevitably ths noblest of Cod'n creation, made in $Lia on icaa e' 
and giver dominion over all the not (Ocnasin I, 26--30). Qcnesia (I1, 
7) dives use Cod breathing life into man, as : gaol tells tos in "Aa m 
Cast Forth", like tba mother-bird when it t dE its yc, ttng(l), The saw 
(l) The OW 210 iaua o is r, peato elsawhere in Doughty Ia works. 
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verse in Genesis establishes the idea that He toned cn 'ot the dust 
of the ground', and thus explains as Vouahty does in a footnoto the 
casanind, of Adwalp nca, and the baser part of his nature$ =+l con 
cequontly the rea on for his fall and sufferings. Gene3io II, a and 9, 
relates the story of the creation of the Carden, the mini1a and the ce ory 
of which colour the paCoa of "Adam Cast Forth"* Genesis U, 10--14, 
tolls of the four rivers in the Garacn4, but )ouuhty, in hic general 
tendency tcwardo aimplttication choozea to make : d= and Eve re »enbor 
only one of theca, the "coond of thaea rivers - Qihon, Genesis 11I-15l 
gives God's instructions for Ada= to dress cr4 keep" the Garden, and 
this perhaps is the root of the un-Islamic iaa o of Ad= and the workiin3 
as farmsre in Eden before their fall. Genesis XI, % tells of Ood$ a 
decision to create "en help-cast" för Adam, and Dou; hty uses the word 
'bole-mats1 in many parts of his poem* Genesis III 209 repents they words 
+belp- coot for Adam' and Genesis III 21 ans 22, give us the story of 
Ader a' e creation fron Adam's rib in bis sleep f and verse 23 gives us 
£d=Is reactions towards the now arrival, who "is now bone of my tones, 
and flush of ©y flesh". Verse 24 follows suit with what must have 
touched 1ou, hty's heart in hit own perfect happiness of married, life, 
"therefore shall a aan leave his father and hie rotber and shall cleave 
unto his witep er4 they shall to one flesh: Genesis IV 279 has already 
explained that moan was croate3 male and fc lo, but this now idea of the 
oneness of 'husband ans wile' which Doughty has expepienceci in his 
private litt in one of the major foundations of "Adam Cast Forth". 
The division which started with the temptation of lee and not Ad= by 
the serpent an related in Scriptures and which resulted in the diff. 
erenoes, the diverZcnces and the 014M CO between Man,,. nd To=n in all 
Lam.. _,.,. ý:. , ý,, ý .ýý. ý. ... Yf 
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the literature and the lore around our two parents, is hardly eonttoned 
anyvhero in "Adam Cast Forth". It is true that in the poem, all these 
early events are already behind their backs, and that Doughty, unlike 
Uilton and the others who tac%lcd the 'Ad and E`ve' story, is concerned 
only with the couple after the fall, and that the suppression of this 
question of prima responsibility for the sin and its dire consequences 
is feasible ani needs no justification. Yet Doughty has rentionod 
other events and seemingly unimportant incidents, which had happened 
before the fall. In retrospect Adam repeats at length and porhaps 
un oescarily sometimes other happenit s in his own life or In their 
life in Edens Ueither was'the sin no negligible ar. 1 act, eben its 
effects are seen in the disastrous present suffered by Adam and L"ve 
throughout the poem, The supp. rO0510n of the actual sin could be a 
natural result of the process of simplification we have alreaaiy referred 
to but it is nevertheless deliberate and its implioationa far reaching. 
For AQam! a one aajor thought in his unhappiness is the loss of Adams, 
and his one Brat request is to be reunited with Ads-mat and Codes 
acceptance of his repentance is proved to him by his reunion with Adams. 
Before the reunion Adam is indeed a pitiable wreak. After the reunion, 
in cite o. t tho toil and the wearinoes, he is happT# cnd he is full' of 
hope, and when the end or the journey cocßes, althou, h his now tiion In 
the csva iss hell com, *, are; 3, to hic past dxellin in ldenp he is yet hspgy 
and contented in his new united lira with the boloved. Improbable as 
it is$ aare renders zi,;, ht oxx1nin this as a sim; le psycholo, -icel 
suppression on the part of Men, into hic sub-conscious, of the Guilt of 
th Isst, bd the opposite bei btenin, of his feeling of happiness in an 
imperfect present and an uncertain future. Yet the stress in "Adam 
Cast Forti" is clot rly w tho unity and oneness of M and Eve, and it 
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has the et=p of sincerity and truth. Doughty i'w no psychologists 
rind was certainly using no ca oufln . He sincerely roant it to be 
eor. Unlike h i1toi, he would tot take aides in t ho contention. For 
him the quarrel itself is brushed auidet Lan, does not say as be soya 
in Genesis 11I, 120, "The Wo=n whom thou vast to he with na, she 
gare me of the trog, and I did oat. " He only cyst " . cn God gras 
as 7 with They were toZethor in evorythinj, and the greatect 
evil that fall on then was their fiep ration. That was core destructive 
and more abominable than -either the exile fro a 
£ton, or this arduous 
4 urney and all their presont ditticulties. Even the lotor, more 
per font stfeata of their fall on h=anity were not Important* 
"Cursed is the , ground for thy sa'+ o, "cays Ganesic 111,17. "Thorns 
+ nrl thtetleýc DM11 it bring forth to thee, " spa O nasio ills 18 also 
and Genesis III, 10 a in raja, "in owe, t of thy fnoe shalt thou eat 
tread: Exit all this is unimportant c=parcd, to their, oarrlier aep - 
nration. That is what r: kee "Ad= Cast Forth" a happf poem in spite of 
the hunger en1 the thirst said the tribulation, Yet that first anä 
most important t epa ation of huzba d crra wife was nothing but a physical 
Separations tatiotio ally they rare unit®3 all thou h, aa+i when they 
mt the separation etY: ad and týioj be--az one it ovcry fir., tciotio, ial 
aaparatiori nav oacurrui to the=, nor doeu it seem ponoiblo, and their 
cnly rear4 attar the actin ; was the potaibility of another pbýsical 
oiparation, *o Tauau Sao that they tie their bodied toCothar vhon they 
sleep (Pate 15). Vero it porfcat urait, y, fora Ic the ßlcan ahi1d-like 
purity nn3 the firmt un omplioated ideal ba; piae*a of cat z arriay, 
so Uyllia czd to oiripla that any ro antio poet of the 19th conturr 
r i4ht ha Va thou;; ht of it, with no other justification but tho ecaotional 
necoatity of hie P0=0= 1 fQ43iut; o =d thin sLaathetia n9acc4ity of hie 
1 1, 
ä 
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storj. But bon t, iss different« JothinS in Doughty'u poem in 
simple ;: r cbild-2ikc, for even here his erudition chows itself, and, 
diverse important external aourcoe are used. For the coz cntmtors 
on the Old ; eztAentr were not at one in their un+3crctarAing of "Adß 
and Eire" in Zane8ic# and Dou, hti iat have 11 their conflictin; 
interprdt ºtions. A moat primitive idea is that which occurs in "The 
i: id 'aih" about the first creation of san. n according to it was not 
created aas two eepsrate beings, but an one composite being. 
(Genesis Is 27) is explained not as 'x314 and f6=10 but an fmale- 
fs ler , not es can and woman, but " one beine; who is at the o=A time 
'man-wom n'. Cc e rabbinical co=entatare, though decidedly a minority, 
explain that #rib' in IIotrow is fexininef and means 'aide's which is then 
tricen to assn that Ada was create" with two sides or facou, one =110 
und the other fusle* come go further and say that &dam wj. s *Tasted 
with two faces ena one back, and God out his boll in twos each race 
bj itself and the one barb was made into two. Uoa we ebould not to 
deceived by the alpareat noivetk] of theca early co ontatora for the 
controvc3rey had more to it then these atsurdities. First there was the 
; biloloZical diecusuioa which would eartainly appeal to Doug typ and 
later on it **., o to bear fruit in a philosohicat argument which had 
4400YA . trezonaous i aplic tiono. The word 'Adam' in Gencnin coul& be 
interpreteul as the proper no or a certain in ividual being tai it 
could be interpreted as a common no-ol reterring, not to a certain 
individual boarin j his own Haine, tut to U &n an a , species. or did it 
stop there for the controversy extends to philo aiad the Veo. -i latonists 
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was not and neither could be span or woman, but an incorPVCPl.. ' idea' 
of Intelligence 
(1). 
In WMd 'ideal' all created beiz e had their 
consu tion becauso, in the consciousness which he, unlike the other 
created beings, possessed, ho was certainIZ the representative and the 
living will of all creationo gor did this stop with the Jewish 
thinkers or cou rentatore. St. Paula references(ICorinthiane AY, 
45-50) to the differences in us between the earthly Adam and the 
spiritual heavenly Ad= was taken by a minority of interprotera to 
dotn exactly that. Normas this far from the field of litoraturo. 
Doughty was not the first to translate the lebralo 'Ha'Adam' to the 
English 'the Ada&(2), meaning Adam and Eve toether, but be, was 
certainly the first to stress it, azoct to put it into Practice by 
showing then as one, if not physically, at least emotionally. It is 
true that in reading "Adern Cast Forth" one does not used to bother 
about this Important oontroverny, nor know about the 'idee. ta' of Plato, 
and the interpretations of 'T'hilo' or what wan meant bfr Ct. Feulta 
references. Yet there in mo: o to it than what appears ova the surface, 
for we roust not forget that tAdai and tva' were exactly In the centre 
of the whirlpool in the wila battles of Religion versus Science in the 
aid. dle years of the nineteenth century, Doughty was involved then and 
is involved when writing "Adam Cast Forth", and hie. nathoä. In the usual 
way of doing roe ethirg praotiCal, as creating the living vivid characters 
(i) 
. &z4 beyond that to Plato and hie $Ideast. 
(2) See the first stago direction in the Dsnec ictine Vozman Christmas 
plsj WW, (. l. Chz. rcbsrm) whers Adam In referred to all 'the Ad=#. 
(This play will ho rnterrad to and diccu*sai later). 
LJ 
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of Adam and Eve, instead of boccain cnta led in endless controversies. 
But the controvsrci is not far sway. In this practical creation of Adana 
and Yves Doughty found it emotionally and aeothctically preferable to 
follow the cc=ontators of the Uidrr h and the Talmud, who stress the 
oneness end unity of the first carried couple b, calling them 'the 
Adam' and *the f ds--twain's : 'ho Vzoyionnl unity of these two simple 
creatures is indissoluble. 17huxs their difficulties are all external, 
as wo caidi difficulties of storm and thirsts of rain end 
hunger, 
hrrdchipD of road and abode, but never probleno of the heart or thn mind, 
the fact which indicates their simltdity, and in turn edda to their 
simplicity* 
ßeracLs caatmins all that them is in the Old Tootr. ont on 
Ader and Eva, but the 1vý, e d of to cep rat1on and roco;, nition of Adam 
oxM Eve, whothor in its Qabraic or Arabian vorrion, ja n later a&Ution 
to the lore. Thus Aou; hty' n, oo is not inäebtea to 1"Ac losi0 for the 
outlines of the leZend, but it is indobte3 to it in ever7thtnC else. 
The debt to Genesis and the other books of the Old Testament, in both 
at. 7lo and subject- matter to renter than the debt to an other one tingle 
source* Oenaaie, for o plo, grbvides the lar r fr=o into which the 
atorj of separation and reClonaition iZaelf. in enoloeea. It g: rovides 
the past vhich-I. earls to it and which loons larger over avert' fort of the 
poem, and provi& 3 the Zolden ne orioa of life in don which doßide 
the attitude: of Adno and ivo in every part of their future life. 
Certain parts of "Adam Cant Forth" are T: uro t 0n: sio, &n a most or tho 
Teat is coloured bj It. Indeed the poem opens with a aoano tho source 
of Wich i Mainly Garaecis. Vo have al=4 mentioned that tho word 
iiaris%tth itself, whioh fizos the scene, in a rare Uebrc v fiord t. ecnina 
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eixptinerm used only in Genesis (I, 2), * wt el ie the character 
shorn here, and hic mme as we said its alga a rare lebrew note. Es 
given ua glimpses into the story of bib creations 
"Am I not that peat ce1, he that was 
Zefore the stars? Beaide ca only was 
The 1 vorlastiz ". ." 
Then follow the radu31 Otago of crcaticn on Fars 3. First cattsau tL® 
croation of tarth, ant the 'Deep' 9 cuI then the trot, and the l ton 
herb1, and bent 
"Cod o; ak airs c. ni teazt& ar4 birds of heave=, 
and fishes, thinW*n of flesh, wsro made alive. " 
And those latest creations of Cod l=aced not $sense# or (motions or 
ivoio$+. 'Yet thaj lacked more itzportant tundumntala like 'sind' 
and 'SpeechI$ 
"Nor lacked thoy tense nor motion, in their kinda, 
Nor voices ; jet wanting rind and epeech, those nicht not 
Throu i com=ing, to un4: erotanidtng grow, 
Nor praise to üim which -ade them yield+ nor thanks, 
Nor , oln3 those bell]-do+ n loo on is rth' u ground, 
Look upward. " 
a dad at laut created d who excelled all the rest or his craaticma 
by having $mind' und tu oe ht and through thgo the ability to co icate 
and thus to 'understand". In Spits of the exergeucs of Acta from the 
solr-sama substanze from which theaoý other creatursa were cads! Ad= 
differed from thaws 
ý' .. to flittirsr bird her young one fe doth; 
I sarma-sei behold, from henco, far off, 
The Li&heet breaths of lis pirit, in Mäzt&s breastl" 
ý.,, _ 
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Thus Adern was a iaixture of dust and spirit, and it aas easy for the 
bast of the Devil's servants to deceive him, the results of which were 
God's curse, God's wrath, and His terrible divine wind. Doug hty'o 
dependence on Genesis for his, otory of the creation and the fall is 
deeper than might appear at first sight. Notice for maple his 
choice of the word 'tresipaoa', instead of 'ein'. +5in' is a stronger 
word than 'trespass#,, and carries with it heavier emotive meanings. 
$fires pass's thou, h used in the Bible ooý. ctimee to give exactly the sm e 
oanin3 as the word taint # is also u. c od. again to give a veaksr Moro 
goneralized mcanin;,. Sea for eianple its ucaj e in Matthew (18* 12) 
and tute (171 3 and 171 4)3 '"thy brother treepana a, -ainet thee. " 
In using it instead of the words 'Sln' or 'Full', Doughty follows all 
the traditions on the surface but in reality follova more ttu Hebraic 
Old Teottuaont tradition e'd not the Christian No-?. Test=012t tradition 
of the i portanae or A . &m'* 
'3ia' or 'Fall'* 
Geniales n; ring Is usea when nearer the en3 of the secora 
20: 131 Id= and. Eve bcgin to tell each other of taeir expericnaee durin; p u 
their poriod of separation, and Adaap uanecaaaarily, perhaps, goes 
further back to tell of the events in tdon beforo the fall. Thora 
FMd. am be , ins bfr b5. own creation from 'Adenrat', t ho red Earths 
"z vakcd, in what hour I created was, 
A livinc, flesh; an& minjled infinite voice, 
Cf thing, done in the hoavenx, arm on the Earth, 
Was in rr cnrc. Etc! ; sehne; Ivory sers. es 
lire eggs, when I them o,; ered, received Light: 
,,;, j 
I 
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thigh lice that of ratan, is an ei. terded verzio ooz entary on Oereeie. 
Like Satan, Adam repeats what 8@9W, 8 to be one of Bought, 's favourite 
points in his Uumaniani 
"Not as trees' root-fast trunks, aas Adana boing, 
'hith I behold at erste I moved, stood up, 
Cz, cry two feats alone among thou 
walked. " 
This ability to move is us important and ei, aificaot in the opinion of 
the poet-traveller, &e Adam's abilit; to benefit from his knowledge 
of the language or the Angels in corsµuning with them, and learning 
from them, Important among the arts tauht hips b the AnCelc its the 
art of tillin, the warden and of planting herbs and trees$ Which became 
his first oocupatioa in raradise, and which alwaje bringe out in 
"Adam Cast forth" the idyllic beautiful lyric note whenever it is 
rccomteredl 
"go äctara than those heavenly voices taught, 
lion with mine hanlsp to till God's Garden-; round; 
And the clear aster-channels to lead round - 
! bout the roots of the Lord's pleasant plants; 
Anti tender slips beside err furrows sets 
lnd to tour seed, that might conceive the earths 
And bring forth in bar seasons sad rejoices 
And how to prune God's fruitful trees, and dress; 
That should their branches flourish. " 
Then Adam shows his 'urderetanding' by explaining the difference 
between his own nature Lad. the nature of Cod' L an:; c e, who l as he eaga, 
are pot of flesh aLd not of the Ground, but unsubsetantial like Adams e 
thouwhte, 
"They cane to oiaht Aral vaniraheL forth stain, { 
As the steep Ain; of birds. " 
...? 
- ýnza . ter.. .. -. -.. ý. _ .. 
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Be completes the story of creation in Coneste by tellin, C hoer Adsa 
was in his sloop severed from his breast, and how tbe' lived in 
happiness till the dsy the were deceived b,: "crsepin beasts we knew 
not or. The method of deception and the cars of it are not explained 
and t ho result is sinplN that "Then Xoct was weary with us", and the 
more driven out of Paradise az4 separated by the "Fiery Tempest". 
Main Oenecis is used later on to provide the backround 
when the Chorus (page 100) reporting on Adam and Eve on their way down 
from the Mountain to 'the "Lord's 1Ii&h Field"p ggoon back in time even 
further than either ratan or Ad=, into the very be, innin. i 
"Before all things that bet 1-1J, God wass 
when yet there U1ei ht was not, nor Depth, nor place#. 
At only was ... *etc. "(raze 100) 
And in this critical half-way period between the uSly deprivation or 
their cursed jouzrxe r, and the new hopeful life of settlement and 
happiness, the Chorus res Su w of the gradual phases of creation 
to "I"an, the Lord's now flesh-clad Z; irit", Whose eyes "conceived 
Light", although they were made of claj, and whose heart conceiver, 
"Xnowledze" now, 
Theta are, the particular points reminiscent of Genesis* but 
Genesis certainty pervades all in "4dan Cast Forth", Life in Iden 
psrsista all throu;; 2 nit the ever-shining memorj of the golden past, 
which partly illuminatGa the darkness, and p: ºrtly inoreases the dire 
(1) The vorä 'üanash' uved elsewhere Ulla at Us a. nt but not the 
Mtho3 Ani the story of the deception. 
C 
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hardships of their dan; +aroue journey. In the midst of a sordid present, 
and a future which seems aometinea uncertaint the pact appears idyllic, 
symbolized in the beet, the noblest and purest life that ran can ever 
think of - life in Iden, unier the wings of the Lord, and in perfect 
harmony with 1I1m, with Rio angels, and all his created beings. That 
passt which is the ma;, ºnetic uesmeriaing pivot in "Adam Cyst Forth", 
is at the aase time the remotest point to which any nan tracing bzrer 
hump life could ever go. People like Doughty for wham the past is 
always alive, and for whom the whole history of Lan in ones are bound 
to be intrigued by that earliest period, which was at the s=6 time tLe 
highest, the noblest and the happiest time. 
But Cene. is is not 0 **v the only Old Testament boo' uee t in 
"Adam Cast forth". Althou, h in the Holy Book Ad= Ind the are created, 
be,; -in to live in Edens fall then and leave it, descend to . rth anti 
start human life, boZet children and die at last, all within the 
chapters of Geneaio, yet other books of the Old Testament played no 
leas important p&rts in themaking of "Adam Cast Forth" than genesis. 
ome of theors have a particular isolated effect on a particular part 
of "Adam Cast Forth" and because in genoral the cccnulated effect of 
the whole Old Testament in fused oll over the poem, we ventured at the 
beginning to cal that it provides the flesh for the Arabian skeleton. 
Tito first to mention after üeneais is rzodust for in chapter In of 
thrit book occurs the cVsticai none of aoa which Dou j hty in an 
important point of "Adam Cast Forth", ns the secret nano of God 
revealed by Hin in tde: i. Instead of the nano used in Acnosis, wU 
used even in tzodua (zoduu Us 3, for example), "Jahr®h", tou,, Ity 
prefers the name used in modus (iii: 1tß) -I Abi "And looses said 
unto üodp behold when I come unto the children of Israel, and Nahall 
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Say unto them the Cod of your fathers bath sent oe unto you, &nd 
they Shall 1031 unto ae. what to his name? That shall I say unto 
theca? Ard 'hod said unto lZoaest '1 AU THAT I AUO *"(x) Thus is 
shown that neither Uoeoe nor the Hebrews were certain to to the identity 
of their God by name though they had the traditions of their fathers, 
Life seems to depend on the mysterious mystical movin, 3 power of the 
invoked name of Cod. The a=e is true about the situation in "Adam 
cast forth" whan the acme Is uce3. Adam is at a lone as to the trua 
identity of the 'Voice' he hears, true or false, heavenly or Catania, 
and he puts it to the test by askir4gp two questions, one practical Which 
is about his reunion with Adana and the other ryeticai. Like the 
children of Israel when they would giant to be certain and would ask 
Boses, "; hat in His nama? ", Adam asks the ' Voice' f and the answer 
i the same, "I Ax" (Page a). This is not to ascribe to the 
Israelites of loses any mystical knowledge or experience, aM certainly 
not to the Adam in "Adam Cast Forth". All that is to Up is that 
here a man in distress and tribulation needs to be reassurs3 and the 
gray of his reassurance in "Adam Cast Forth" is taken from Exodus. 
Another, poueibly morn iß rtant and further reaching influence 
of the Old Testament Books on 2 ou, hti, io the writingi about Angels. - 
In "Adam Cast Forth" and indeed in the vhole of his works Doughty does 
not provide a tororal classification of these elusive ' piritc'. Yet 
the difference between, cay, the annals and the cherubim exists in 
raug'aty at1thau3h uowaere mant1on. 3 or discussed. The greater, mors 
(1) Sue "The Origins of tha name YIIý$" by Rove R. A. ? 4ral&y, Fa e 41, 
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powerful cuels and : erchzn ele are mentioned in the earlier booke of 
the Old Pastamont either as the 'Voice of the Lord* (see for example, 
Genesis 31 8 aM 3: 10 "- Exodus 19; 19 - Psalms 18: 13 and 291 394, 
5,7,8,9) or simply as the f eg of the Lord' (Ceo for czaagle Genesis 
161 7 ans 16: 9 "- iiodus 3: 2 and 231 23 and 33: 2). Of them 'Dou ty 
seems to have imo n roch. We have afro&iy referred to his deliberate 
diucarUng or abriel and UichfLel end the choice of 'teriel' ae the 
mole Archangel rapreeenting the 'Voice of odt in "Adam Cast Forth". 
Doughty iruleod calls hin cct times 'tzriel' and soetimes simply the 
"Voice". Yet it is clear that rouShtY must have ransacked the holy 
Book and the com entariee in hic uzua2 meticulous way for the uss. ýes 
of the 'angel' and the 'voice'. we can certainly assw.: e that he 
deliberately studied his subject in the canonical und. the nor. -canonical 
books, because the rarest name used for an Archanz-ý-ol in the whole bode 
of Judean, Christian and Islamic AnSololoW iss chosen of eli. the other 
names to be uved once in "Ad. om Cast Forth". ; ou4Shtk'a'bright-eyes 
thanuel" ("Adam Cast Forth"s pane 64) is mentione3 ns fourth archangel 
only onoe in the Christian Ethiopic "Loo's of Znoch". Besides i: ichael, 
Raphael and Gabriel, 'ths fourth, who is eat upon the repentance unto 
hope of those who inherit eternal life, is named lhanuel. '(l) Actually 
the name occurs pace only in the Ue'-testament, (st. Luke 23 36) but 
there it is just the name of a man. This choice of a rarity is 
charectoristio of Douähty and tolling of his almost poiaRntic erudition. 
Another rarity is fou3ht. 1's enumeration of the first offspring of Adam 
and Eve on Barth, which is neither Islamic nor Christian. Indeed, it 
provider a clear eiple of hoer Doughty was hie eou: cue freely. For 
(1) T LO Baa or aoýhfý chapter XI, Pa o 60, canon R, R. Charles' 
translations 2nd editions London 1917. 
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he sags that Eve begat three, two sons and one daughters Cain, Abel 
x,. 41 foaba. Now all sources bring in the r au of the first twos whose 
later ctori has bucoce part of the co=on lore. i: ut the third name, 
that of 'Yoaba', exists nowhere exce, t in ". he Biblical Antiquities" 
of 'kilo Jude+i. A rare name in a =9 boo4, but Doughty has read 
it, and chose to include the narre in "Adre= Cast 'north". Although the 
=at it portent pompondium of un, ßls and upiritu in the Holy hooks is 
beyond doubt :, t. John'n 'Ztavolntiora' und Doughty boyond doubt know 
that well, yet it 04ama to ma that the Loo; of Daniel in particularly 
the source to oin, Slo out hews, for : a. niel spew of "thousands and tens 
of thounnnds" at an, 7ele just an it. John speed of their "cqrlads upon 
crriadn", but 'waniel Gives the inprecsion not only that there is "an 
angel for every phenomenon" but alsa that there are particular als 
for the different nations. 
(1) 
The third book of Daniel first repeats 
rc.: rartcs on "All "atioast Peoples and Lan, area", (III, 6* 26) and 
then apparently links those with particular national guardian angels 
(I1I9 7 anw 8). It right have perhaps been better to diccuce this 
point, in the othor Doughty worker, there national guardian angels 
abound1 in the "]awn in Britain" for example or in the "Prophetic Looks": 
for "Adam Cast Forth"-is the etorý of 1an'beforo nations wore ever 
thou it of, and it would be an outra6cous anachronism to bring in 
national rexrescntstiveo when nations have not yet appeared. But 
iouPuby uses the name "Llerodach" in "A &a Cast Forth" (page 56) an d 
calls him the "Angel of the Malre of Light". 'Jow Verodaoh was the 
patron deity at the city or tabylon and was as such rival and. an eney 
of Jehorah. The Old Testament ups a oP "evil-Uerodach" (II Zinan 251 
27 a d. Jeremiah 521 31) and terodach himself is said, by Jeremiah (501 2) 
(1) äee the article en ", n els0. Thy Jaaiah ýý: cýolap cila. t" 
ý- _ý__.. _ _. _ -ý_ J 
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to"De broken into pieces". But Doughty makes him an en ol. 1. tlton 
u(sed. these gods of the rival nations an the . Cvil fallen Cpirits, 
OnZois 6-one wron;, cr4 iiou, rhty coea Kexodach, oing a stop further 
back, an angel in Paradise. But "Adam Cast Forth" in no huge residua 
of angels, good or had, as "Paradise host" is, and, rou, hty was not like 
Ullto", c wor ct4g under the necessity of searching for characters to fill 
u tauge empty void. Nor was it oonsistent with the movement in "Adam 
Cast Forth" Which is touardo not o=. lieation or accu»uletion but 
tinplitication and conaontration. DoughtY's rAsnuocript Notes for "Adam 
C:. st Forth" . reveal That another of theso nations 1 gods hat occurred to 
him, yet it does not coo in the coploted text of "Ad &= a Cast forth", 
It it did, it would have been noarer Doughty' e heart thron Verodach, 
because it was to the 6-od at winds enonj the Anglo-, axons that he 
refers twice in theec zaruecriptc(1). Perhaps It was meant to replace 
or vtrtn then the Arabian ' Careur' , end then 3zouehty, fortunately, 
decided not to put it in. Doughty'a usual method of thorough invas- 
t. i, gation of the o<:, urcea and the accuuuletiorn of all his material "before 
he begins to coapoao his works, shows itself more olearly when wo come 
to tioousu the othor important group of 'spirits'. For beeide the 
cngel. eu there exist the cherubim. Doughty in careful of the ditf`ere:. ce 
between the archr lc . end the anS-e1e on one side art the cherubims on 
the othet when he refers to the origin of their Iüebraic name in 
'noarnece to Cod' ("Adam Cast Forth", page8j. ). The cherubime are 
always near' (sod$ cnd do not usually venture far from Him. 2=9 of them 
haar pia throne soma stand on uis ri&ht aa3 tors on ßi5 left] ath EI 
(1) The name of t" Goi in question in not msiationrd is the Notea. 










sc io -ui rd Ilia Zsncions in the Garden of Meat and dorond its t; ntes 
with their swords car thsir atrong In the manuscript T2otea, it 
is clear that Doughty hass ruacacked the pages of the Bible for the 
meaning and oocuputiorn of the cherubim. A1tbou h he aunt have known 
these before and uced them before# yet in these notes he copies from 
the Fiblo again an& again theca interesting entries, a : election of which 
I copy hero as an cz. a p1o of Dou ty' a thorou. ineua of approach to his 
workp an3 of the tro endous effort that went into the iskinj of this 
shortest and 'simplest' of Douxhty's poems. From II Casual (22s 11) 
he coptoe ". Abet ho rode upon a cherub, and did flys and he gras soon 
upon the Wingu of the wind", which is coupled with the similar line trom 
Psalms (18a 10) "Ärd he rode upon a cherub, e :d did flys yea, he slid 
fly upon the wrings. of the wind. " From Ezekiel oc ua number of 
quotations. Firnt is copied Ezekielts words a ainst the Prince of 
Tyru ,a reference to. Adam# s fall and c, %atin;, "By the aultitu&e of thy 
merchandise they have filled the midst of thee with violence, and : thou., 
has oinnedj therefore I will cast thee as profane out of the mountain 
of ßodl ans! I will destroy thee, 0 Covarin, a Cherub, from the midst of 
the storsa of fire" (Ezekiel $ 28a 16). Then rein Ezekiel 
(1©s" 15) 
i* copied, "And the chexubim3 wore lifted up« This iss the livinc 
creature. This is the living creature that I saw by the river of 
Cheba r. " Thea a;, itn from rzokiel (Ili 22) "}Then die, the chorubims 
lift up their wie u, and the wheels besiden them; and the glory of the 
God of Israel was over them above. " (Compare these borrowings fromm 
Ezekiel with this fron "Adam Cast Forth" and in particular the last lines 
...... borne on xnac, irol& wings p 
From den's rast Cate Tortb, whordas they vat; 
Healitenin, On tieisht, anti watching slide the Btarst 
The Cherubim of dis glory are lifted up. (pads , 02 
j )« 
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Dien follows in the manuscript Motes a line whore he eacpleina 
that "Karubi means mighty ones"# and the two reforences already 
mentiomd to the Anglo-Saxon I'doity"of sind. Then back to 
r"zekie2, and the quotation this time is (14,21) `For thus 
saith the Lord Goci, flow much more when I send my four core 
Judgements upon Jeruoalemi the ava rd, and the famine, and the 
noicooo beast r and the peetilenco, to cut off from it man Und 
b, aet? ", and this is followed by a line from Job (31,26) If 
I behold the can when it abinei, or the coon walking in brightness 
Again he repeats the first tw quotations from II Samuel (221 11) 
and Paaltu (18s 10) "He rode upon a cherub and did fly,, " 
Then part of the quotation from Ezekiel (28,16) "0 Covorinr 
Cherub", and then from the New Teotacent follows the lino from 
St* Paul (Hebrews 9* 15) "The Cherubim of glory" which was 
copied in full or»e before! "And over it the Cherubims of glory, 
shadowing the moray neat of which " ý' aai then again to 1 
Ezekiel' ¬s "The cherubim were lifted up " (101 15) and "The 
Cherubine lifted up their wings ant mounted up from the earth 
in my eight" (czekiel 10: 19) and "Then did the cherubim lift 
up their wings" (Ezekiel 11* 22). Again under the heading of 
"Cherubim" he wA tes, "Thought to be the Lord's winged spirits 
that sit is homely guardians of gates. " Then he tries his and 
at a compound word about them in ":. flighty wings" and then crosses 
"mighty" aid wrl tes "mighty-winced ones" which gives us just a 
simple example of how the Bible toes deep into the weavir of 
the poetry in "Adam Cast Forth", All that I have given here is 
only a sample, for unier "Cha rubim" the process goes . on 
in the 
manuscript boten for pages, and 'cherubim' is only one heading in 
7,7 
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Another adjective tried for "rcoksr" is 'drossy' in "drossy rocks" 
and again the word Comes from 'drosai in rzekiel (22s 18) and 
Psalms (1191 119). A third epithet for "rooks" is 'chapt' which 
in-turn comes from Jeremiah (14+: 4) "Because the grcuni-its-chapt". 
A fourth is 'crooked' a fifth is 'scaled' from Isiah (401 12). 
A sixth epithet for "rocs" is "bruto Ground rocks", a Loventh is 
"parched rocker", an eighth is "hideous rocks". Than there follow 
more combinations in "stoney field" and. other compound words in 
"craigtones" and "eraigland3". From these and other5sccumulateä 
carefully and tried again and again by themselves first, in simple 
combinations then, and later reshuffled and. regrouped, : Doughty 
apparently chose what seemed to him the most sinewy, the most living 
and the most impressive epithet, or if that did not satisfy him, $ 
to work7out of these a now compound word. For "feet" q for examples 
he contemplates ' hurt' t then ' woun+ied' r then I heavJ l, then 'blooding', 
and then-'trios 'trotted feet', and then at last tried one borrowed 
from Spenser "surbats" (ty. . UI, iv. 34). For the word 'heat', he 
tests the adjectives $extreme' and 'bittere and 'eitherin, l' and 
'piercing'; then $ blinding heat' and 'giddy heat' and 'violent heat' 
and. 'dazing beat'. Similar to these are the words "äunbeut" and 
"Yale heat"* Similar again but stronger is an Italian phrase he 
copies: "turbine de i'uoco"g(1) which means a storm or whirlwind of 
firm and which he soon uses in combinations like "Fiery tempest of 
the . unto rays" and later repeats in the simpler more compact 




(1) That is exactly the way Doughty wrote them, or is it just his 
IMMOW 
huxdwrltin, It should of course be "turbini cli fuuoco". 
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"Careens", written here in Arabic script but inaccuratoly. From 
Conccia + in be copies under "llarra" and repeats mors than once 
"The drought consumed ma" (31: t, U). Still under "Hurra" come 
quotations from Job (61 7) ". " .. were my sorrowful nosto, " and 
from +, bb&uk (1t 9) comes, "faces cup up as the East Wind" which 
is ucnci in deliberations like "The Sun his host suppoth up the pools, 
of the Last g1. I4" and is, used at last in the beautiful line in 
"Adazs at Forth'", 
Sun suppeth. up the Pools-0 
still under 'Barra' but indicative or another part of the journey 
in the wilderness is the quotation from Zacharias (4e 6) "Not by my 
might, nor by try poscr, but by mir' spirit, " which shove the aoje of 
heavenly help given to Adam and Eve in the Journey in "Adam Cast 
Forth". From Exodus (33* 14) he copies, "14 Presenae shall go with 
thee .,. " which like tho quotation from Zechariah rotere to 
"Eule]. ". On God' a power, he copies frog Tzlith- (641 1) N so the 
Uountaine might flow down at tby Preaenco" and from Psalms (161 2) 
he quote*, '"... mountains be carried unto the oea" and from , 
Job 
(9z 5 and 28s 9) he copies "The mcuntains removed än?. tslto& in his 
anger. " Still under 'Barra", but obviously about Adam's sacrifice in 
the wilderness he quotes Jerezi&h (511 25) ".. . vi21, make the. a 
burnt mount ", and then transliterates (in Roman script) the Arabic 
word Stbil. 
1 Under the heading of the Hebrew wor3 "Uarric, uth" 
(Genesis 1: 2) noes morn ward notes and now combinations of nouns and 
adjectives like the alliterative "sai1tul win4e" axed "blossomed 
bon ha" and like thu strong "Ages-abiding beat" s Earth is said to be 
ý1) One me nin5 of the vord In classical Arabic In "wee. Another 
More homely and hero more appropriate meaning ter Shelter and 
water (tap or fountain or well) d p1ýoe ýhsra on ran for the 
WUary *ayrarerln benefit" are charitably provided and maintained* 
I. 








sun-drüwnocll then that, it is croscod for the better ' can-dre co, 
'Harieuth' in called the land of 'd auZAt and drearinoce" "and of the 
Shadow of death" from Jeremiah (2s 6). ? ho verb 'to sleep' in first 
written and then is crasoil and t, '.,. o verb 'to swoon' is written instcnd. 
That last word goes into the ck. ný; of the longer coobinaticn "Lend 
that to silent and swoorne un r taxe aunt deaf with the burden of 
fiery beat"* fiariouth sec to have been divided Into two in Doushty'a 
opinion, for here we have '"Two Ihi the Zar : ixthe Li, ht", which 
certainly refers to : amn^ao], w b abode, which in dam: at hopeless, and 
Ad º' e abode during the pettod of cod's sn erp which was cc p +retively 
lightenod with hope of reýcntaace and rcdcmption. Under the heading 
"Incense" Dought3 tee= 1'o have boon rePlcctin, on Adam's offerini. 
' Gnlbcnuz' Is said to maen Is strong emallinj fn' "' audanu # is 
also mentioned, but we know that at the erud he proferrc3 the Arabic 
word alibanf'. 
(1) 
As 08 have elrea shownf Oven if the word is Arabic, 
the explanation Doughty eives in certainly Uebruic, and betrnjn the real 
source of the word. Of Eebraia origin also are the "Cettara", the 
only trees of Paradise mentioned in "Adam Cast Forth", (Coo tzekiel 
31* 8), ant the 'ijliee', the only rooca of X"arcdine mentioned in the 
poem (see Ca. 64 2). Ltore like this is later brought in under the 
headin of "Orr' r", '"Ufferin&" and " acritic&". cion many O. notation 
under "Instruction": dealing with the tnaol'a revelations to Aden on 
the future of his aced, there ccoun a quotation from Job (Viz 1) to 
which Doug'ctj Sidda a be innings "Tell =o since 'timers are not hidden 
fro the Almithty'"* Under "Instructtoze' alto Doughty refers to the 
(1) The iebr w word Is tloboazV which in Ores; is i ltbanass, but 
In the to Ii h Bible it given as l 'rarlrºirtcsasel i which is used 
more than once in "Adam Cast Forth" o 
, ýN __, _. 
. ýfrý. _{_., .... _.,, ýN.: ýw ý,. 
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innocence of Adam cnt L'vsy(l) in "They being like little children to 
whom all thing iss new stran o and won Orfu. li and they learn hourly 
more an3 more to know themselves and the land and to obey and fear 
the Lord. " Unier 'fevoal' , Dou, htf ropaate a quotation he had 
already given from I Chronicles (18s 19) "Mo Lord made co understand 
in writing of his hand upon me. " Undor the Arabic word "$arcar"i 
none of the word-notes in Arabic. Lost of it comes from Biblical 
aouxactat liko the "lire, brinaton and an horrible tee; est, " vrhleh 
is a contribution fror Prni1r (lit 6). At last under "voice", 
he c=pletes his quotations by ono from Isaiah (22t 1i) "It was 
revealed in raine oars of tht' Lord"* 
Then* random c=pies fron the word-notes are given to 
explain the wayo which the inrluencea of the Old Tents eat take 
into the eubjeot-tatter and the texture of "Adam Cast Forth", 
One does not need to go viri deep to discover in the beautiful 
simplicity ofs 
And Cod vao weary with us, 
the influence of Isaiah (43 23 and 24) "thou hact, earied me with 
thing iniquity", or of Uaiachi (2: 17) "Yo have wearied the Lord 
with your wordy", or of Jeremiuh (15s 6)t "I ass weary with re, t, entin +'; 
nor to loo:: far to notice the link between rou, hty'c 
Earth which Gort for ot of old, zad. otablithect it (Pare 2) 
and the fordo of Jeremiah (33s 2) "the Lord formed it, to establish 
it", Doughty'o fondness for the word "brow" (for oxzmpze in 
"Brow of parituth") recalls ät" Lukets (lit 29) "and led him unto the 
brow of the hill". Douuhtytc "Carib" (PAZ* ) reminds ue of 
(1) The point in fully dealt with on Paare 39 6 J=F. 
3 
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Jcrecniah'+ (31s 39) "the hill Carab". 
(l) 
ilia estceesive usage of the 
word "Twain" recalls its usage In the Bible in Isaiah(61 2) and 
: zekiol (2* 19) and in Matthew (19+ 5) and Mark (10s 8) and 
Lpheoians Us 15). Even the beautiful 'buffetted' in "sharp rocks 
rent ry butfetted fleeh" I 
(Pace 32) has a biblical source, for it 
is used many times in the Bible (se. Vattbe'º 26: 67, or Mark As 65 
or I Corinthians 4,11, or II Corinthians 12* 7). Even the general 
atmosphere of "Adam Cost forth" eeoua utrau: galy similar to the 
atraoaphore in move of the Old Testament Books, in that the experiences 
vary between the two extremes of happiness, reatjabundance and joy 
when God is near and maan obedient, and of thirst,, hunger, nteery 
and afflictions when an is disobedient or when God is testing Ilan's 
endurance and sincerity of repentance. Thus the influences of they 
journey of the Hebrews In the wilderneca, or the afflictions of Tob, 
or the lamentations of Jeremiah, are not hard to aeseoe in "Adam 
Cast Forth". The Biblical references lie deeply embedded in every 
part of the poem. Even the Arabic tarns which are sometimes used 
to cmphasiea the Arabian origin of the lejend and the Arabian 
colouring of the poem, cover in fact influences that came direct 
frota the Bible. Thus the point we have made at the becinnin; that 
the only two ways of the Arabian Islamic contribution to the poem 
arcs first Dou, hty's on experiences in the Arabian Deeorts and 
secondly the skeleton taken =qtly from the translated lal=io books 
of the Siira, of history end of travels translated into the 
European languages beconea abun3. artly Alpar. We have proved thct 
the Kebraio element is doniaant over all other elements. Even the 
(1) Ioughty seems to borrow the meaning but not the $pellif and 
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unimportant details of the poem have a direct or indirect link 
with the Bible. 
But the Bible is t'artl,, jr Jochen, Partly Christian, an3 thu 
point Di' viol of a Christian rsadizi the Bible is different from 
the point of vie of a non-Christian reader, ba he Juionn or Moslem. 
For the "hristians the book is finely b"lancoa between the events of 
the Old Teste ent and the events of the tdcw. rat is the stress 
on Adaa's Sin and Falls so great that human eLfort alor.! ý oould never 
suffice to rcdeez life to its earlier purity& to do that nosdeI 
sotethin,; beyond human power or human undorstandin,, Only )od- 
made-into- n could as bat sin rut domth in can* 't'hus the stoj 
of the tall of Van in Adern could not be cozpletcl or un3orstoo3 
except by its lo seal and noccaaary sequel of Man's redemption 
through the czucifizion of Christ, the Ian-God. "Paradia. Lost" 
by Adam is only a part to be mdo whole and perfect by "ParaAlgo 
Eo, rýainod" in Jenas. Thum arq story which tells o: r th* fall in 
ite Christian contest, is bound. first to stress the fact of Ada='s 
in en4 the iri,; iozaibility or an easy pardon, trA cea ondiy to complete 
the circle by oithor tellin3 of or torotolling tho a vent of Christ. 
"Ades Gast Forth" certainly dooo neither. It in not that the 
poem is on a ": aller scale than, say, "Parcdice Lost", unct because 
of that could not take in everIthinZ. It is not that "Ach"t Cast 
Forth" starts outaide the Qates of Iden, thus leaving out'the war 
in Hoavon and the decisive role or the Con in it, an! stops as soon 
as Adair and Zve betn their normal hu tan family life in thoir 
hone-cavo, thus anding before the alvent of Christ on Earth. It 
is not that Zou3hty's-whole attituie is or delibarata simplification, 
Y 
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of trimiing and pruning snd of discarding the unisportant. 
Althoush each of than points is true in oAa way or another, yet 
"Adam Cast Forth" has taken in so auch and could easily take in 
core. Althou, -, b the story basin and erV4s outside Eden, lot 
reminiscences abound, and earlier events before the creation of 
Adam, or the creation of Edon Itself# are brought in. To explain 
end expound and dwell a little cora on as im ortcnt a cataclysm as 
the 'Act of tin' 9 or tho part played 
by the "Son" in the iioavonly 
wars, vu not at all beyon3 the insonious abilities of our poet. 
Dou ty always volconers an opportu. 4ity to give us more war poetz'y 
or the chance to bewail and moan d complain. Gor was it impoaeibls 
or oven difficult to bring in re$erencee to tho other important 
event of the Cruryifizion, for Dq 4 hty was always tons of Prophecies. 
In "Adam Cast Forth" itc. elf 1d. is ohown, in a vision, the different 
av;; ecto of hia Childrenrs life, 'on Earth, in which their happinggg 
in peace and their strife in vvar, the bliss of obeyiryS God, and 
the dangers of dieoboying iliot are mentionedi everything in fact 
except the one most ftFortaurt event in the story of God cad ) any 
from the Orthodox Chrietia4 point of vie w# Vor in it the pruning 
and trimmini necocoary fro* the aesthetic point of vierp the fear 
that an emphasis on "The J'in" or a reference to tho "Redemption" 
might unhinge the fine balance of the poems when the aim of the 
post Is to dwell only on `tho story of Adam and ive nfter the fall. 
Aesthetically the story, -as it stands needs a lot more of trimming. 
}. Lush the cane material icy for ez=aplo# used and repeated by the 
Angel and the Chorus. Inforcý,: tion given once by Satan for czarn to 
in repeated by the C1orue and by Adaa, and the reader In sometimes 
bored in the ever-recurring scene* and repeated episodes and the 
rýý 
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monotonous pattern of descrt-oasis-desert-oaois or danger- 
succour-danger-succour. No; the simple fact is that "Adam Cast Forth" 
is deliberately wemitic, Judean Islamic and not Christian in 
subject-natter, in theme and in the ideas behind it. what Doughty 
brinSu in, is naturally important but what he leaves out deliberately 
to no less significant. Like an iceberg; what appears in "Adam 
Cast Forth" is only a part of the whole. What does not appear in 
no less important. We have already referred to the deliberate 
choice of "trespass" and not "sin", and how in using the milder 
words Doughty deliberately robs the event of its depths of degradation 
in Orthodox Christian thought, Knosinj Doughty'a meticulous choice 
of words, we are certain the choice in deliberate. He plays it down. 
But he does noty and could not, do without it. Althouäh Adern+s 
"Sin" is not stressed it is still there. It is never explained as 
if 'Adam' was too ashamed to dwell on it, Neither the "Voice"; 
nor the "Chorus" would expound it fully, as if it were just a sordid 
part in a natural story better to be gloated over or forgotten. 
And 'Adam' is in so pitiful a state that we are naturally on his side. 
Pity for him is made to be stronger than our feeling of his guilt,, 
and this seems to have been the attitude of God and Ilia Voice, for 
the effect of Adam's trespass on slim is at first simplified into the 
Bild"And God was wearly with us"f and when the poem begins even 
that 'anger# seems to have subsided, aarsar had stopped, and the 
cruellest part of to punishment from Adam's point of view, his 
separation from Uawwa, wL.::. about to end, and the I-Voic4f of God 
was there to guard them aSainst all evils Even the dangerous beasts 
of the Earth were ordered not to hurt them., Adam and Eve *are still 
to go through hardships, but these were integral parts of the 
. I-- 
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pre-ordained scheme of Life, and like the events of a crook play, 
all the parts were knoTrn, and the and was revealed at the beginning. 
Adam and We were wading through their appointed parts in an 
atmosphere of predestination* tat the and when it came bad nothing 
in it of the pure depths of human tragedy in the areal-, plays. 
This was not ucant to be a tragedy. All the hardships of Adam and 
Eve were external harduhipo of hunger, thirst, bitndnoss, heat and 
cold ans Vewearinessa of hard travel. They do not show the convuloivo 
heavin o of a trotiblel-heart or the shattering combustion of a 
&battered mind. 'e are not denying the groat abilities of Dou5hty 
in conveying pictýxiallr and visually the pains of this weary 
couple and their Joy at deliverance. That is one of the beauties 
of Doughty's poetry. But the kind of pain, and the means of showing 
It in "Adam Cast forth" are peculiarly Semitic, neither Greek.. 
Classical nor European-Christian. To make my point paVd alga/let 
tae draw attention to Uilton's "Samson Agonietes", which more than 
his Adam or Eve, could be compared to Douahty'a hero and heroine. 
With the wealth of Uilton's Christian theology and knowledge of 
Greek literature and thought, Samson is portrayed as a giant of ' 
body and a giant of f mind, and the pains of the mind are clearly 
more important and more fundamental than the pains of the body. 
The same idea of the living intellectual mind of an early biblical 
being Is portrayed in Bernard : hautc "Back to itethueelah", where 
both Adam and Eve are like two nau hty debatora in a twentieth 
century European Children's debating sooiety" Doughty's "Adam Cast 
Forth" is from another world completely different from that of 
Shaw's Adam and Eve, and certainly older anal more archaic, and 





In "Adam Cast f"orth" the letter and the spirit an well as the 
texture And the manner are all Semitic. "There in no pastoral quite 
like this", Lays Harbert Davis, ". ... the primitive scene and action 
demand alike the simplest language. " The Semitic mia , unlike tho 
European mind at its best in ancient Greece or Nineteenth Century 
Europe, does not show itself in theorotical, abstract or intellectual 
flights. It is sor-ý primitive in that it sticks to what it knows 
in its actual world through the senses. All analogies in thought 
and expression are meant to be felt, and to be understood through the 
fooling. The actual object is better in their creed than the symbols 
that stand for it. The diroct word xhtch tells about it is better 
than the uimi, 1s which portrays its qualities. The simile In turn is 
preferred to the metaphor which is a step further into abstraction. 
The metaphor, if at all used, would preferably be simple and not 
extended or complex. Evan God, the most abstract of beinte, is felt 
thrcu; the senses. In the "Old Testament" and in "Akers Cast Forth", 
you do not mow of the existence of Ood, you fol it too. If you 
cannot touch it, or ceeit, you hear Ric Voice and speak to Rim. 
The air itself is full of Him, not in abstraction like Aristotle's 
'Cod', but in direct contact through your body. It God is angry, 
the body of his creatures would taste the effects of ilia anger. If 
Cori is to pardon, Hin pardon shows in the actual physical world 
around you. 'Barcar' jr, Ute driving force; 'fariauth' is His curses 
and the 'ehe r-of--theta-Lordn-Last is Ilia acceptance of Adam's 
repentance. Thus even if "Adam Cast Forth" does not show the Same 
complexity of inner life within the heart and the mind of Ad= and 
Eve as Greve plays o or as Iilton (local It has another, and cartainlY 
not inferior, hind of vivid unity, the unity not of logic and the 
intellect, but of man's nervous system. It is primitive but 
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nevertheless as deep as the fountains of life itself. That is that 
makes 'Job' a greater book than say, "Samson Amnistes" and that is 
why the simplicity of Douühty'e "Adam Cast north" is equal to, if 
not greater than, either Shaw or Milton. 
Dou. ýhty in his vivid portrayal of Adam's ordeal, then, in 
following the Semitin Urar, and he follows it even in the sphere of 
theology. In Orthodox Christianit Adam's sin is unpardonable, 
except through Jesus Christ. "I am the ways I am the Life", says 
Christ, ant Adam and Eve cannot be 'living' because Christ has not 
yet sacrificed himself on the crofts. That is not the Jewish or 
Islamic view. For them 'Adsa' has sinned and the Sin has its 
terrible effects, but the door of lod is always open. The Jewish 
Ra gadiate taught, for example, that the deadly effect of 'din' 
can be removed by repentance. Hence Adam was repreoanted as the type 
of the penitent sinner. The emphasis on hie ordeal meant, not only 
the gravity of its cause, but also the possibility of a cure. Thus 
the Rabbis of the 2nd century and the book of "vitae Adae at Evae" 
describe Adam's period of fasting., praying and bathing in the 
river, 
(l) 
for forty-seven days or twits seven weeks. then winter 
came, they say that the shortening of days aftor "Tishri" was taken 
by Adam as a renewal of Codle wrath, but when aftor wint". r the days 
grew longer, he offered a sacrifice. In another 1abbinical view# 
notrar still to the story in "Adam Cast yortr , Adam was afraid of 
darkT. esa, for it recalled sin and fear, so the Lord taught him to 
k* fire(2). In the morning when the sun rose again, Adam was said 
(1) See the stages exactly roproducod in "Adam Cast Forth". 
(2) For example cee the boos of inch (60: 17.21) and Jubilees (21 1j 
and the Psalms, where all the phenomena of Nature, trout, rain and the 
like are represented ae ipiiits or Angelic powers, thus to be linkad 
with "Adam Cast Forth". 
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to havo of tared thanks in which, an the Chorus and Anrele do in 
# Adam Cast Forth", the ^. nJels joined his. Their sorg, is laic: to be 
the Sabbath Psalm (Psalm mcii). In these Rabbinical sources, Adam 
is credited with the authorship of a number of psalms (V, XTX, XXIV 
andiCII). Probably from the Hag dah comas also the reference in 
" : dass Cast Forth" to the change in : dam's stature which accompanied 
his ordeal ("edam Cast Forth" pages 21 at-d 27), "His body reached 
from earth to heaven .... before sin caused him to sink' (Ray, ai 12a 
canh. ). With this stress on Dane ordeal goes the stress on his 
'rop>: ntanco' and on lod's "aoceptfiancet of his repentance, which 
gradually changes the ccend fry one of utter destitution to one 
which looks forward for a better future and ends on a note of homely 
matrimonial happiness. : Then Adam asks how they could be savodg the 
voice answers that only by "obedience". In the Vision future 
generations are said to be happy in peace when they obey Codand in 
war and strife erhen they disobey Him* There is nothing at all about 
the crucifixion. This tallies with the findings in our first chapter, 
where Dou; hty'o Christianity in shown to differ concidorably from the 
eta of the main Christian derominationei be they Catholic, Orthodox 
or Protestant. The only Chrintii, n denomination, though not re- 
cognised by the majority as auch, which agrees with the Jewish 
Islamic insistence on the possibility of repentance and personal 
salvation, through ways other than Christ's sacrifice, is 
Unitarians cra, We have shown Doughty to be a Unitarian, for whom 
Christ was an and not Cod«' For him Christ was important, but did 
not have the unqualified importance of the earlier story of Adam and 
Eve, loughty would not shock Orthodox Christian feelings with a 
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direct unqualified statement, but that he has left out in "Ad= 
Cast Forth" is in a wq as important and as significant as what ho 
has brought in, and the feelings or a. stontsb ent and uneasiness of 
a Christian reader reading "Adam Cast Forth" for the first time are 
thus accounted for. Instead of the "Son of uod" which every Christian 
would expect, Doughty has used "Cons of : od. " ("Adam Cast Forth"s 
pa.,, v 30) which is a reference to the e. ngsic, e: U a direct translation 
of the Hebrew "Boni Elohim" (Job 2: 1 and Ucncsis 6,4 and I Kings 
221 19 and 22). In the fates it ic, clear that roughty has used 
s=e of the writings of St. Paul, but there io no reference to St. 
Paul's most important presages on Adams whero Adam is linked with 
Christ (Romans 5* 15-21 and I Corinthians 154 12-21 and 45-49f. 
Thus it is clear that the Hebraic influences on ". Adam Cast Forth" 
are much more important and far-reaching than both the b ionic and 
Chriotian influences. That explains way the motto of the poem is 
appropriately taken from a Jewish source - the woos of , sskiei. 
The quotation In appropriate from many different angles, for it 
recalls one of the oldest and most primitive 2e itio notions of life 
as being fused in all nature* then the nies and the Ocean and the 
Earth were created life was im nervt in them as much as was later on 
to show in plants, birds, fishes, animals and Lan. tan thus becomes 
the perfect realization and the highest consummation of all creation. 
The *tory of ", dam Cast Forth" thus becomes the stor7 of all creation* 
The motto In thus linked with the p suagee on Creation within the 
poem, and the story is told by tho poet, not only to his fellowccen, 
but R 1no to "the tress .,. ." 
(Sae the hotto "Adam Cast Forth"). 
3 ''` 
Even though "Adam Ce. ot Forth" to deliberately non. 
Christian, it could not possibly escape Christian influences on its 
texture and its subject-mattere We have already given one or two 
examples of Christian influence infiltrating emong the various more 
abundant examples of Hebraic influences. In dealing with the 
manuscript Notes we have discussed words borrowed from St. Uark 
and at. Luke and St. Paul. In the discussion on the Angels we 
have referred to the Revelation of St. John to a main source. 
Another exuple for the use of the Christian parts of the Holy 
Book to corroborating elements is the episode, one of the most 
beautiful parts of the poem, of Adam and AdFSna purifying themselves 
and roinvigorating their body and mind in the waters of the pool. 
In St. John (5s 4) an angel cones down and purifies the waterst 
which henceforth acquire the mystical power of washing the gins 
and curing the ills of human beings. But these influences of the 
Now Testament are generally speaking minor embellishments. There 
is hardly any true or major influence of tbo Zew Testcent on "Adam 
Cast Forth". The Christian sources of the poem lie rather outside 
the Gospels. There ist for exemplet the early Anglo-Saxon rendering 
of "Genesis" formerly attributed to Caedmon the medieval monkt v'ho 
has always been one of Doughty's favourites. (1) Caedmon's was 
said to be inspired and Doughty's in calculated and deliberate, but 
both poets admit no sophistication, no abstraction# and no 
theorisation. Both are eiapl©, sincere and direct in portraiture 
and in expression, and. the striking, similarity between them is 
certain proof of Doughty's success in bridging the gulf of centuries 
(1) See for excmple ")snooul" Part V. In Doughty's time Caedmon 
was believed to be the author. Modern doubts of his authorship 
are here irrelevant, and the division of the poems attributed to him is here Irrelevant. Moat probably, DouChty reed it ali, in the edition containing the Letin, the dnglp.. geffong end the 
English translation by B. Thorpe, all aontranod in tE a me 
volume (London, 1832) 
- 
to a more primitive ego and a more pristine wey of expression to 
fulfil hin ends The Ltcnusoript Notes show that he had studied 
the Are lo-Saxon Genesis fully, and there are sometimes striking 
similarities between the text of Caednon end the teert of Doughty's 
poem. In both there are frequent references to the "Glory-Xing' 
of hostel to the "All-powerful", and more strikingly to 'the 
partners twain" and "the helpmate"g and nearer still in the term 
"Uici-Earth". Simple sontencen like$ "There were like unto 
Angels" might be directly borrowed by Doughty from any version of 
"Genesis" but Caodmon seems to be the nagst source. 1like also 
are, Doughty's hymns to Cod and Caedmon'o hymns. to the "Father of 
. men"jp both in texture and spirit. But the most striking similarity 
in text in possibly the line with the exquisite simplicity and 
effortless art of which Professor Barker Fairley was very mich 
impressed, 
"And Cod was angry with US" 
which is taken word by word from Caedmon'a simple story where Adre 
uses erectly the seme words* (1) 
Another very important Christian influence comes from 
the various books on the story of Idos and No discovered. rud 
recovered from the East by European travellers and edited and 
translated by the Orientalists in the course of the Nineteenth 
Century. (2) Of theoe the most. important end apparently the 
most influential in the case of "Adam Cast Forth" is the famous 
Ethiopic Book of Adam. (3) The book in undoubtedly of Christian 
(1) Ctedmon1a Chaptcr 'IIII, line 97. (P o 46 in Thorpe's trgnelation). 
(2) See the list in Hasting'e "Dictionary Of the Bible" the 
ertio1o on "Adam, Books of$ n it 37,. $" 
(3) "The Book of A& and Even n1®4 cnllecl "The Conflict of Ad. 
and e with saßen", b 
Edinburgh' 1882. 
y the Rer. S. C. Ltslsn, D. D. s London de 
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origin and es such unlike Doughty'a poem connects Adam with 
Christ and Adam's cave with Golgotha. Its long story goes 
through four bookep but it is only the first book which has a 
direct bearing on "Ad= Cast Forth". That first book gives 
the story of Adam frag the lall until his death. There are as 
many points of similarity that it is impossible to suppose that 
Doughty had not used the book or at least known it either in its 
German edition by Dillmanp published in Leipzig, 1851, or more 
probably in its English translation referred to above. Throughout 
the book for example the Archangel Uichael is called the "Angel-of.. 
the Face". In Chapter I (Page 12), , 
for example, the book teils 
of a "sea of water"# to the North of the Gerden, which washes sin 
and makes man clean and white, On Page 2, it tells how God 
instructed Man to dwell in a cave in the rock called the "Cave 
of Treasures". In Chapter II, it tells how cod sent "His T ord" 
to help Adem and Eve in their distress. In Chapter V (Pege 7) 
Eve prays to God not to afflict Adem with Deathl but take her 
life also. In Chapter VII (Pages 8 and 9) and later in Chapter 
XIX (pegs 20) God pities then end orders the boasts not to hurt 
them. In Chapter XI Adam and Eve in the darkness of the cave 
cannot see each other and are afraid. In Chapter IIII (Pages 14 - 15) 
God explains to them that the. Darkness of the Night will remain 
only for twelve hours end no more. In Chapters 77119 and 7711 
the sun is so hot on Adam and Lve that both sweat heavily. In 
Chapter XXIII, Adam says to Evet "Gird thyself and 'I also will 
gird myself" and then they prey together. In Chapter %XIV (page 24) 
they offer sacrifices and "God sent from His presence a fire that 
consumed their offering, * In Chapter XXY (Page 25) there to the 
r 
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Pattern followed so well in "Ads= Cent forth" of the alternation 
between punishment and succour and between desert and oasio, and 
there is the prayer, "Yet of Thy goodness, 0 God, do not away 
with me altogether; but be favourable to me every time I die, 
and bring me to life. " In Chapter UVI, Aden end Eve indulge 
is mournful comparisons of their past bliss in Eden with their 
present hard toil on Earth. In zriy a situation eaten appears 
as an Angel and trios to deceive Ad=p which is admittedly 
nowhere in Doughty. So when the real angel Comae in Chapter XXVII, 
Ad= in doubt enquires of Gad, exactly as he does in "Ad m Cast 
Forth", and to z^eassured. In Chapter 7X7. YIt a Cherub it, shown 
to guard with a sword the Gate of Eden. Chapters XXXTT to XLS 
axe full of the mention of "tilts", and Chapters XLiii to XLIX of 
"lire". in chapter Lip Satan (as in Doughty's opening of the 
poem) is bou d by God, but unlike Doughty's poem, is shown to 
Adam and Eve as their eternal enemy. All these and many more 
are points of similarity between that Esstern Christian archaic 
book and Doughty's "Adam Cast Forth". 
Yet there are more similarities still between "Adam 
Cast Forth", -and. the 
Zoten provided by Dr. Ualant the translator 
of the Book at the end of his E4gliah Edition, in the rote$ 
(Page 210) Dr. Nolan eaIS that Adam and Eve were "seven years in 
tho Gerden of Eden, tilling and keeping it". In another rote on 
the some page he quotes (Jehiee, Page 270) as saying that "1i, a 
was as high as a palni-tree..... ". On the sees pPge again he 
refers to the controversies between w3imon 1f5gus and Simon Peter 
arguing , about Adam's blindness in Paradise before the fa11. "On 
Page 211 he eaYS that in thO Ethiopi4 "Kufele" Adam "Offered 
a sweet-emelling sacrifice of incense and other spices at sunrise"1 
- 304 .. 
and quotes from the Talmud and from Josephus "that all animals 
spake the stmo language to Adam and Eve before their fall" and 
that is how the serpent was able to speak easily to Eye. Dr. 
llalen'u note (17) on Pegs 213 refers also to the minority opinion 
of Rabbinical Commentators who explain the extraction of Eve from 
the body of Adam in the way we have referred to in our discussion 
of the Hebraic sources. Note (27) on Pate 217 also tells us that 
in the Midrathf Satan is called "5 ae1". 
Yet in spite of all these points of similarity between 
the "Ethiopic Book of Adam" and "Adam Cast Forth", the vAgle 
from which Doughty epproschäo bie legend is fundamentally different 
from this essentially Christian book. If we bear this point in 
mind, end approach the two works, we will quickly notice the tense 
atmosphere in both and the pitiful loss of Adsn and Eve, in the 
vast void, between reality And dscoption, botroen God end his 
angels on one side1 and death and the devil on the other, between 
safety and danger, between the oasis and the desert, an unmistekeble 
spiritual kinship between the two works. Doughty must have used 
the Ethiopic Book of Adm and Eve in (elan' transiPtion. 
Then we come to what might be called the "literary" 
influonoee on "Adern Cast Forth", not bäccuse their influonco is 
only literary, but because they themsely©e are pure literature. 
To make the point clearer, let us have an example from the sources 
we have already discussed# in the difference between Massoudi'e 
influences and the influence of the "Bible". From the first 
source Doughty could take nothing but the skeleton of tbo legende 
but from the second he was able to 'squeeze what van made into the 




and in the pertn, of his poem# Chile the first was a source 
only of infoziation# of subject-mattert the second was all 
influontial. To the Bible to a literary source, let us add 
another which wo have already discussod - the Genesis in Cnedmon. 
In that ar=e w¬zy there are other literary influences decidedly 
secondary to the Bible, but important all the atme. 
"Adcm Cast Forth" must be 1in%ed with the oucoenaive 
works setting sacred Christian lore in litercry fors throughout 
the Uiddle Ages end the Renaissance. It to possibly going e 
bit too far if we bring ins in this particular case, St. Auauatine'm ýPivitete 
Dei" (Book XTVt Chapters 11 - 18, are, relevant here) or 
Dante's "Divine Commedia", although there iss no doubt that Doughty 
know them well. Further still, though possible as inflijaneesr 
are the various Medieval Compendia like St. Avitue' "Do Koeei, cee 
Hietorice Geetie". But nearer and more probable are the various 
drcnetic versions of Nodievtl and lonsisaenoe timees which had 
the story of the fall and redemption to their central theme. 
In Medieval and Renaissance literature, Mit aas certainly with 
Doughtyp the dramatic form was second, in importance only to the 
epic form, and "scored playa", or an they were called in Italy 
"Snare Reppreoentatzione", on Adam and Eve were abundant An 
an example take the Latin play called "Adrmua Ezul" of Uugo 
Orotius (1601). It is possible that Doughty knew this pity 
either in the original or in trannlation, 'otice how norr its 
title is to that of "1jiem Cast Forth"q and remembor that Soaliger# 
one of Doughty0o revered authorsa had. praised G4rotius when both 
were working for the new Renaissance humanism egainat the Old 
Scholastic and Catholic despotita, A member also that Milton 
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had known ßrotius and had possibly been influenced by him. in 
let us cite the oAdamo" of Giovanni Buttiste Andreini (1613), 
which Doughty could have read in the original. The title of 
"Adam Gast Forth" again recalls another possible but not certain 
link with Yondelts "Adam in Bemishmont" (1664). It is possible 
that Dou, hty's travels in Holland, and his learning of "Sollzndish", 
night have led him to read this Dutch play. 
On the English side of the seine $train# we have already 
referred to the femoua Twelfth Century Benedictine Anglo-Zorman 
Christmas play on Aden", where the first stege direction calla 
him, like "Adam Cast Forrth"! "they-Adam"0 and where an "angel with 
a radiant sword is put at the gate of Paradise""t when Adam and 
Eve are driven out of it) and where the interchange of drama 
and h7mnsp of acting end stnainfj is simller to that of "Adtz 
Cant Forth". In all probability Doughty himself aunt have wanted 
his poem to be linked with that, tradition of "sacred drrua", which 
took roots in Italy, and travelled to France end England to flourish 
there in the mystery and miracle plays of the Fifteenth Century. 
Remember that he calls his poem a "$acrod play", and dividas it 
into sonde", and remember that the poriod of the mir ale and 
mystery pleyep across the years from Chaucer to Sponsor, is the 
heart of Doughty's -golden period of English langutge and literature. 
If the "old Testsmont" lion at the basis of these mystery end 
miracle plE, yc# and naturally of Doughty's poems if the skeleton 
of "Adam Cast Forth" being Arabien is new to English Literaturas 
we are certain that the "form" of "Adam Cast Forth" owes much to 
that tradition. As if the journey of the Hebrews, and the books 
of Ezekiel# Job and Jeremiah, werd simplified into a journey of 
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two weary way-furors travelling from one herdahip to another in 
the simple straight-forward act of the mystery pleys, guided by 
the Voice of God from above, and attacked by the hardships of 
life and the Devil from below until they reach their haven ." 
all interapersod by tho Diming of hymns end psalms. 
But with the Bible and the mystery and miracle ploys 
we should not forget the other literary sources that have meae 
the poetry of Doughty what it actually is. The authors of 
Doughty's golden ego of English, lenguege anti literature, far 
savoy an thoy seemingly are fron Adem and Evo, cannot be left 
cut even in this discussion of the sources of "Adam Cest Forth". 
It Is alveys difficult, if not impossible to pin down any usege 
of a word or a phre. se or a clause in Doughty as being borrowed 
fron this or that author. Yet we are able by the help of his 
manuscript Notes to locate the actual sources of some of these 
in ", dom Cast Forth". We have maintained and i hope we hcnre - 
proved that the Bible is his main source of diction and vocabulary. 
Still we were able to give an ex mple whore 8penser's poetry was 
the source. To it let us add Chaucer, whose construction "It pert 
I that ..... " (Soo line 1736 of the Knight's Tale), strange to 
the modern ears is used by Doughty in "Aden Cent Forth". It is 
not thus illogical to maintain that Zngliah poetry of the IIedt val 
s, hd Early Renaissance to at the beck of the texture of Doughty's 
poetry in "Adam Cast Forth". The influence, for example, of 
the lyric poetry of Spenser, Drayton end Campion, on the exquisite 
lyricism of the joyful parts of "Ads Cast Forth" ie aecomd only 
to that of the "Old Testementn. 




theme in the world of literature is decidedly John Milton. 
Corning at the time he did, end rendering, it in the tonmental 
way he did, Milton has certainly embodied all the Medieval and 
Esnaissance frrgments into the great edifice of an epic and has 
certainly mede it difficult, if not impossible, for my poet 
following him to try to tackle it. "The foot that they era 
trespassing over the 'wide demesne' of Milton should keep poets 
off this ground" says is critio. (1) Indeed there is no escape 
from Milton in any discussion of the story of Adam and Eve, and 
if we cannot escape hint it is inconceivable that Doughty did 
not have Milton's work in mind when he was writing "Adrm Cast 
Forth". Milton looms so large that any poem tackling the story 
of Adam and Evej be it based on h ebraie, Arabien, or Latin or 
Italian or English souraeel must have recourse to him, and be 
Judged in comparison to his work. Doughty seems to have realized 
that and to have started his poem exactly from that point, situations 
like this occur and recur always in Doughty. One could even say 
generally, though generalizations are always dangerous, that 
Doughty's actions are all a series of ree.. ctiono. To have vlready 
explained his attitude towards the Orthodox Christian conception 
of Adam and Eve. The same attitude is taken in the case of the 
Biiltonio Adam and Lvo. Doughty's wir is to exclude, to resist, 
to try not to be lurol to write his poem under the mighty 3älltonio 
canopy* 
In more then one point their characters were vary auch 
alike, their tempersrnent eiuilcr and thoir arge tho acne. !: Von 
Doughty's situation when he etartod to write "Adorn Crat Forth" 
, was similar to another in Milton's life. After the Herculean 
effort of writing his two great epics of "Paradise Lost and "Paradise 
(1) The F; dinburgh Reviews October 1909. V411 ( CCX, pie 384" 
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Regained", Hilton turned to write "8smson Agonistee"" After 
the not. -1®es-ezheustive effort of writing Arabia Deserts" and 
"The Darn in Britain", Doughty started to write "Adsm Cast Forth". 
The shorter$ but not lots noble, drenatic torus seemed to suit 
best the rela«ation and leisure of a disciplined epic poet after 
the ell-consuming effort of epic writing. The discipline of 
drta, its shortness and concentration and precision coupled 
with the dignity and seriousness which that form is capable of 
providing seems to have been an overwhelming attraction to their 
serious, concentrated, calculating type of mind* 
Por both, for Milton in "Stinson Agoniaters"p and to a 
lean extent to Doughty in "Adam Cast Forth"9 drama meant a blend 
of all those elements inherited from the classical beginnings of 
the form in Ancient Greece, and the later ro indling of its flame 
in Uedieval and Renaissance Christian Italy and England. Although 
the Crook element is more apparent in Milton's "Samson , 
Agonieteee 
it still faintly exists in Doughty's "Adern Cast Forth". The 
"Voice" in "Ad= Cast Forth"V for extpte, rorostodly plays the 
role of the classical dour-cr-machine. The Choruo evidently 
follows Greek Drrma in its various roles of sometimes pleviin an 
cative part in. the ployp of sometimes m©diatir between the 
protagonist and the supernatural powers, end of representing 
throughout a third force, which though always neutral, eomatimes 
wavers to this aide and sometimes to the othor; sometimes represents 
the audience and sometimes represents the author; ocraetimes 
disappears and sometimoo rolcya the events to us. Again in the 
Chorus we notice the blend of the essentially classical strophe 
and anti-strophe of Greek Drama, with the essentially Hebraic 
ways of Jewish Psalmody, and the later Chrietien development of 
the choir and its antiphonal hymn singing, its introits an& 
responsoris and its carols. 
k---, -, I, -, ý-I.. 
Yet with e. 11 the similarity of teiaper, mente, of 
Situations end of sources, Milton's influence on "Adr3 Ceet Forth" 
is essentially negative rather than positive. Milton n, cee$erily 
uses Genesis as his main source for the Story of Aden and Eves, 
and for his account of tho creation ("Paradise Loot": Book IV) # 
end for the names and chortotere in his demonology (Book I) ca 
auch as Doughty doe3 in a lower key, Uilton uses Chapter I of 
Ezekiel in the description of his God the gather (Book VIA 749 ff. ) 
while Doughty hen dioporcod with any frontal pretence and 
description of the Bupreme Being. The only ponsible link 
between Ztilton and Doughty in this sphere, in the mention of the 
sphere itself, the "Erapynceen" ("Ad= Cast Forth" Pfgo 
although the word might equally be taken from arty Post-Aristotelian 
cot aentator. Another in the inescapable similarity between 
? U1toni's Cstan End Doughty'a "S mcel", though Douthty'e deliberate 
uerge of cnothor nie could. probably bF) e, conscious attempt to 
avoid the Uiltonio web. Put the moat important difference is 
Doughty's dropping of the Orthodox Christian planation of the 
story of idcm and .' vve ca the first part of a cycle to be completed 
by the Crucifixion and the Regaining of "Paradise". While the 
"Son" is so prominent in "Paradise Lose", his nrme is not mentioned 
at all in "Adam Cast Forth". Thilo the future history of man : ind 
to its Chrioti¬n conception is given by Hilton in i iahael's 
pr opb oy, Doughty's vision of future human life es shown to Aa m 
includos war =d'posce, the, depths of human degradation tnd the 
heights of hune. n nobility, but includes not one simple reference 
to Christ und Ilia sacrifice for human ReAemption. 
niltot is as eccentrio und ga individual w Doughty ie, 
but üilton atilt token ez his background the Old end Iow Toatement 
and. the later Medieval and R3nalear. mCß Chri Ei n polo ie, is their 
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t clip treatment of Christ the Son-versue-the-Devil at firnt and 
their cyclic licking of Ad= the human sinner with Christ the 
God-in-Man paying for and stoning for that sine Milton's epic 
is still generally Christian, and Christian theology in him is 
prominent. Doughty uses the Christian sources from the New 
Testenent to the Medieval theologians end the Renaissance 
dramctistsg but drops completely the thoo oGioal ccaffoldingc on 
which their works were based. "Alan Cset Forth" in spirit e. nd 
theme roes to the earlier Pre-Christian Semitic ideas of God, 
the Devil and Mau. 
God is ever-present in "Man Cyst Forth" end the air 
is full of Rin, but his presence is felt and not touched. That 
is touched and prcctieed are Ilia powere es ehown in His angelus 
Ilia Voice# His chorubimsg His works. In this Doughty has 
definitely one edvantege over Hilton for he has prudently not 
tried to give a direct portrayal of the Supreme Bain,. although 
the oneness of God in as clear an bu enly possible, his diverse 
qualities and different abilities eras rondore t through Ilia angelic 
rgenta, and their presence in felt to it should be in e happy 
idyll, even on the lent page of the poom. 
The Devil on the othor hard is also one by himself and 
not one in a council and the inotntenoo on his Onenesn seems to 
be as deliberate as)if not equal toi the inoistenco on Cod's 
unity, Appropriatoly the Devil in never confronted with God, 
first because God Himself nevor comes on the atme, and secondly 
because the Devil cannot equal Ulm. The Devil is shown active 
in his aggreoeion, but alusye in reality a negative boing, that 
he does is always in reaction to somothing God or His M ols have 
done. L-ven before Adra was createdq he seems to have been 
. a. ý. +iea3-r 
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pleytng the bully (cvGn thtQ, I evy .... are that Ad= vrao. ) tad 
rohen' "Ada Cant Forth starts he still is. 
In the poem Sammeel occupies the first five ptges. 
Lilcowrise begins "tdaz us Ezul" with a long solilogtity of Satan 
which is both despair and dofianoe and a similar determination 
to ruin Ades. In "Arica Cast Forth" ho disappears never to return 
except in casual references like the one where he in mentioned by 
Adrm, as part of past memories en "Satan, , lord of the Dohu's vast 
Abyss" and the other time when the Chorus (Page 53) egain between 
brackote tolls us that the couple had their feet nlidina "( For 
Satan moth to slide their foot)". That is all there is of 
the Devil in "Adam Cast Forth". It would not, I thinks be too 
bold to consider that last reference to Satan a slip of the mind " 
by this ever-careful poet, while the earlier reference is part of 
the memories of events r. hich had heppenea before the poem began. 
Thus Szmael is there at the beginning of the poem to let the 
wheel begin to turn, and never to join in turnirg it himself. 
Thus be is deprived of much of the importance and consequently 
of much of the charm and megio of Milton's "Satan". Although 
his words rand the setting recall the Saten of "Paradise Los3"t 
Sa=maol seems to me to be tearer the Medieval Stege Devil in 
his early development before the comic clement aas all over him. 
Hero riso iss a very faint and light strain of comedy in him. 
His first words, the first words in the poem)ere uttered when 
he is "bound by the chains of Uarisuth"l yet they got 
"Am I not that great Srmnaol, ho that vac 
Before the stars? " 
Then "the hills rebellow the dread voice of Satan" Srtyc the me e 
direction, but the echoes Deem echoes in a void. Later follows 
,I 
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his blind chelienge to God and his premise to lead astray what he 
ca1715 Heaven'a "Blind tiorka". Gabriel, he arras has ju9t flown 
.. '93 
by him di "Quoth Gabriel tremble? #3crnmvel tremble, hrz,! 
I tremble not at alit I Heiven's Brow fear? 
And then a faint note of ecanparinon of himself with Aderas 
Semmael fear Adam's Punishment; I fear Death 
brings out the realities of his situation, where despair reigns 
supreme and where even fearful Death, which is one very out of 
despeir, open to Adm's seed, is clozer' to him; 
I would embrace thee, 0 grisly goodly Death. ' 
should not these cheinri, this regizg immens Griefs 
This Gulf of Exiled State, then frce me peon? 
lines which are reminiscent of Chaucer in goodly, Spenser in 
griosly, ond Milton in "the raging immaxe Grief"# and the "Gulf 
of Ixiled state". , 
Yet that faint note of deepcir leaves place 
to the prominent quality of Sommael's character, and that is 
'challenge" of God and God's Korkst 
Tumbled the sharded mountains up my foots 
Pr= the low plain; on heaps, I spurned them thus. 
Such horns then and high places of Earth's dust, 
I, 
_for my pastime, overthrow again! Chen I was wroth: These ruins of hard rocks, 
My fingers crumble, as a little dust. 
Then folloers the old v. ncient eyplsnatton of ePrthqur, 'k-eej floods 
and volcanic eruptions its the work of the Infernal Powers to 
disturb the peace of the lent), in their sneers 
In ,r dieplecrun, oft-tine mine hot breath Kindled the Earth beneathe then flawed forth rocke; 
The hills dissolved core to an honey-comb. 
In shallow of air palm, I caught up oft 
Deep's bitter Flood; and whelmed upon dry land! 
Then follows P. beautiful piece of Doughty's versa at its best on 
God's gradual creation of the various beings to the lost crownive 
of His creation in "Adern! "l and at that Satan returns to his 
perpetual state of ndttienoe": 
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Is thie, Blind Seavenst the Crown of Thy proud vorkej 
But Adern was "Like fledgling bird., 
1Jaked and eirplo, flecb1ing Ad= acs; " 
and the "Legat, the thisperer Hanash" sufficed to deceive hiczt 
and God gras angry; 
" ..............., thence fallen is on them both, 
Aye, rend in them, on their Seed, Thine hr-sty Curse. " 
Satan eeye ho could pity Adcº, but he ccrnot hcves 
"Pity in this high perduring adamant broast, 
which received none. " 
And he tells of heaven's fir, in the sto=t' $arecr 
raging and the passage of a long time, after which he sees the 
"strong Angel of His PR143ENCE", pt asing do-on to earth, no "I 
will gird me# with a der': cloud and watch" and then He and iee 
begin to watch, and Satan does not appear at ai19 as it he wes 
never there or vvs nover really meant to ploy an important role. 
Thus he is only an introductory notes and he does not ploy in 
"[don Cast Forth" any really significant role. toy then have 
him at all? If "Adr-m Cast Forth" starts exectly with the arrival 
of tho Angel-ot-Ilia--Preoenco, which Sa ncel Gaya ho ben Cconp 
going down to tee Adtn, why does Doughty bring in as a Prologue 
such a major factor as Satan in the Story of the fall that we 
expect him in vain to have as active part In the forthcoming 
events? Although thin could b3 a grievous foult in a reel p1ey, 
and although we should be ready in tho spirit of arks belief in 
closet drinc to ellox the author mossy licences, yet we fool that 
there must be a reason for it. Probably Doughty thought this 
WCL1 a n~cesaary glance further back along the road in which Adam 
travels from Harisuth to his earthly mansion$ Because the 
program of the poI'n is fron differing crd daapcir tovvrds joy 
end contentment and hrppineso, Doughty must hevß deeidea to 
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give us in Sunmw3l the eYtremo point of complete despairs the 
point of no return. Sc m el then is the heart of darkness 
and Adam when we meet him shares only a partp and then t; avole 
gradually to the light of day. 
Harisuth thus, as Doughty's manuscripts show, could be 
dividod into the "Dark Harieuth" of Sr ameei, and the "Light 
Harisuth" of Adm. Semmael thus beoomsa not a simple prologue, 
but as it were the lowest point of despair, the point of departure, 
the criterion with which we and Adorn himself could check the 
later steps of Adam's ao. eent towards the Mountain-of-flts-Leroy. 
In contrast to the Ueavenly guidance given to Adam and to us, 
of the difficult journoyp we are wanted to remember the dark 
beginnings of the poem in Stmmael. Then the sufferings of the 
pair are too much to bear, they and we, s, re ripposod to compare 
theses as Sufferings of expiation, with the earlier Sittanio 
hopeless sufferings. Hopeless sufforin seems to be outside 
the pattern preordained for Adez., while all Ad 's suffering 
is thus explained end shown to be pert of God's mercy. Sacmael's 
pert is Hell, Adem's journey in the wilderness becomes a journey 
through purgatory and the end is shown to be his earthly per'dise 
But all this bapponn here on this earth. This is a very 
important and very significant departure from 2dilton. In 
Doughty Aden and L"'ve and all the events of the plmyr tyre on 
this side of the gates of Edon, end wo must always remember 
the difference between the two sides. Hilton's Adai and ova 
are to a certain given period on the ri&ht aide of the face, 
while Doughty'o have already left it behind their backe. The 
rigntrlcaaco of that is mucn further reacaiag tnaa the eizple 
difference of situation. It certainly is all-inclusive, and 
its concotuancec corro0orate with and atrongthen the fundamental 
difference in outlook which xe have noticed before. For Milton 
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fol°owed the Christian xrritern in drawing the first nan, from 
the first an a perfect awn, not only in stature, but alro in 
knowledge. Those who sought In Adam cad Eva an innocence 
associated with childness, and linked the earliest with toe most 
primitive, the most naive, and thou:,: -, ht of thztir beauty an the 
beauty of pure savage Nature were in for a shock. The Christian 
Medieval and Renaissance writers from St. Athanasitns to 
St. Augustine thought of Adam and Eve as beings created in 'the 
image of God, ' who would never, but for Sins have lacked in 
anything. Because they were never young and they were never 
immature or undeveloped. Dante for example, writes of them 
thus : 
... ... 0 thouj the only fruit That came forth ripp and perfect. " (Paradi&os26,83) 
Milton follows alit and gives them a majesty all their own, 
and a sophistication that r ken them nearly superhuman. They 
were created full-grown and perfect. (1) AlthouCh Cardinal 
Uewman complained that Hilton# treated our firnt parents with 
intolerable freedom, yet generally open ng the bacis of Hilton's 
Adam and Eve followed the Christian tradition. Eve is 
"The fairest of her daughter&" (P. L. IV, 324) and Adam la "the 
goodllect man of on since born" (P. L. IV, 323)" 
(1) Soo C. S. Lewin "preface to Paradise Lost" 1942 P. 112 
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But with Blake and later the - aatics there came i 
point of view of Milton'o "Paradica lost" which was a 
revolution by itsolf, Equal to the gr'at admiration they 
had for Milton's Satan they started to attack and denigrate 
Siltoa"o portrayal of Adam and Eve. In their sophistication 
P 
they 1 J' raw facade which wes hollow inz ide. and in th. ir 
majesty they discovor*d something thich aas for them non-hezºan. 
That was the opinion prevalent in the aid-Nineteenth Century 
when Doughty was in his formative years. Matthew Arnot6, 
for example, maintained that Milton's theology was a barrier 
against the understanding and appreciation of his poetry, 
and he recommended that "Paradise Lost" be read in fragments. 
Another view against Milton's Adam and Eve wan the result of the 
tboory of evolutiong which would make of contempory an the most 
developed and of early nan, be they one couple or more, more 
Steeped in inexperience, ignorance and savagery# 
Now "Adam Cast Forth" iu alien to the early Christian 
dispenses 
traditiona, and consequently/with christian theology. Thus there 
in in "Ad Cast Forth" a preoccupation with the actual 
experience, and an insistence of the material jouracy ana its 
difficulties of storms, weather, hunger and thirst, and fatigue, 
that noithor Adamtor tve, r r for that natter the reader of their 
legend is allowed to rest and drift into the luxury of 
theoretical. and theological argumentatione, When joy comca 
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with the watorg fruits and roses, the greatness of the 
suffering makes the depth of the joy actually real and 
toughing. Yet we feel with Doughty's "Adam and Eve" a 
simplicity and innocence which wo do not feel in Hilton's 
couple. 'Father, ' 'Spouse-father, ' 'helpmate, ' and 'Wife, ' 
in "Adam Cast Forth" indicate a more natural, more ratter-of- 
fact relationship between the two than Milton's 'Fair Contort. ' 
' My Author and Disposer, * 'Daughter of God and Man, O that we 
find in "Paradise Lost" "Adam Cmct Forth" is deliberately played 
on a lower Ao, but no lese great nor less effective, key. 
It is not only that this is a short play, while Milton's was 
a( grand epic on the grand scale. Doughty's couple do not fly 
or hover, they walk and suffer hardships, and enjoy the few 
beautiful moments like us. They are more human. Althoagh 
Satan cones it the beginning, and God, through his Voice is 
everywhere, "Adam Cast Forth" in a human play, on a hintan 
level about human beings. Thus Doughty, for exawplo, dispenses 
with the various Eiltonic councils, and allows no allegorical 
flights of thought or inaginition. He allows one case of 
prophecy but even that is made an indivisible part of the present. 
There are dreams but they are neuer allowed to do: ainate the 
scene or to occupy our minds. Since Sazn(ael after filling the 
stage, departs/is nothing but the Voice above, the Chorus 
aside, and the couple always in the centre of the scene. All 
"" 
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A1 is focussed oa Ada--t and Eve from the time Adam appears 
till the ead of they poem, and the Lceae with them in z-he 
centre ie always there even if the background changes. There 
is no alternation, as in Milton, of scenes in Hell, or heaven 
or Earth. Neither does the action begin in a nid-point, as 
in "Paradise Lost s" but it bogins at the beginning and then 
proceeds in a progressive development of time and actioaq 
and the story thus unfolded is givsn to us not through 
narration, but sometimes through the reporting of the Chorus, 
and mainly through the action of the protagonists themrelves. 
Thus the whole poem revolves around the actual experiences of 
Adam and Eve. All action is an exchange in rotation between 
toil and restq distress and gladness, despair and hope. .. ithin 
the framework of an ever-forward faring journey, the two elements 
rotate and in rotationf hold our breath. 
Milton was indeed in Doughty' $ wind when he wrote "Adre Cast 
Borth. " 
But the cane thins caxmot be said of the core modern poetical attempts at 
writinS on our first parcnts. it is impossible 
that Doughty bad read 




"Travels in Arabia Deserts" was a two-sided contribution. mW 
On one side it was a contribution to knowledge and to Irineteliem, and 
on the other Bide, it was a contribution to English literature. Before 
attempting to write its Doughty had himself master of both fields. So 
the result was an unqualified success. "The Dawn in Britain" was also 
as great an effort and as perfect an achievement in its own wry as "Arabia 
Deserts" was. From his readings and hie experiences and his imagination, 
Doughty was able to weave anew the story of early Britain, and sing the 
glories of his race in those ancient times. And with his vast knowledge 
of the past, and experiences of the simple primitive human life, it was 
not difficult for him to portray an authentic picture of our earliest 
parents in "Adam Cast Forth". In all these works he was dealing with 
something he knew and touched, even if it is to us so far away, and in 
his works no now and fresh. 
The long travels of Doughty, far away from England, and his 
complete isolation when he started to write and his deliberate reaction 
against and ignoring of the society, the lerguage, the literature end 
the everyday life of his times, must have boon an asset rather than a 
liability in these works. His rooter not unnaturally, went deep into 
the England of his young days before the reaction started, and on these 
he would logically base all his knowledgo of the prosent and his attitude 
towards the ege. But even these roots went deep not in a modern 
industrial world, but into the soil of Suffolk end rast Anglia$ which were, 
as we have alroadj shown, linked more with' the Britain of the past than 
with the Industrial Britain of the Uinetoenth and Twentieth Centuries. 
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Doughty's Ptily and class were moreover, again as we have already shown, 
a dying gonoration, rather looking back to the pnet than looking forward 
to the future. 
priest-squires. 
This Uraa no te for the landed gentry, or the scholarly 
Ono fooling which the passage of time could not end does not 
obliterate and of which the new Britain could not be lese tenacious 
than the old, was the "love of Country". In Suffolk and Eant Anglia in 
particular that feeling was as permanent as their geographical situation 
on the East Coast of England, facing the European Shore, from there the 
invaders of Britain, pest, present and future could and did come. Nor 
were the people of the Eastern Counties ever allowed to forget it. In 
Doughty'o father's tine, the shadow of Napoleon loomed large across the 
Channel. In Doughty's childhood people still remembered him, and when 
the blurred imoge of the great leader seemed to revive in the new 
Emperor of the French, a alight provocation was enough to put the people 
of East England and Suffolk on guard. The erhole atmosphere of Doughty'e 
Native County was vibrant with memories of Invasions. People were alweya 
quick to smell danger, and quick to xotaliate. That was arrays an East 
Anglian tradition, and a Doughty femily tradition, alive when Doughty was 
young and tried to join the 'evy, and alive also when Doughty left on his 
travelo in 1870. For years he travelled abroad,, and for years he lived 
with other peoples in other lands. And all over the years that feeling 
for his country and hie race remained. It went even deeper, and its 
effedt beoete stromrar. 
It is possible that, if Doughty had atryod at home and joined 
Q 
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in the jots and disappointments, the hopes and the frustrations of 
life in England, he would have changod; the feeling would probably 
have subsided, end Doughty and his works would have been different* 
in far lands end emong alien peoples, Doughty's feelings for his country 
and racy because unnaturally strong end certainly 'distorted' because 
the perspective could not remain like the normal perspective of a man 
living omonj his people. When he was back his isolation from everyday 
life made the distortion greater and the feelings unduly heightened. 
It is useful in this context to compare the situation hero with that 
of Milton# whose feolingo of patriotism, and whose pride in Country and 
race gare no leas deeper or stronger than those of Doughty. Yet because 
Milton cane back quickly and because he joined in the see-saw of hie 
time and experienced the ups and downs and tasted the successes and 
the failures, and knew at first hand the vecknesses as well an the strong 
points of his race and peoplep he certainly arrived at e saner view and 
sounder sense of patriotism than that of Doughty. All Doughty wanted 
in England or Ir, anoe or Italy, was only the isolated comfort of his 
study. Italy thus wee better and more suitable for him than Englands 
and if it were not for health reasons and family r asons, he would not 
have come to spend the early years of the Twentieth Century in South-East 
England. And there in probably no poet in the history of English 
literature, who ever put such a fence round himself, kept so firmly by 
his stubborn nature and guarded affectionately by a loving Wife. 
Who elee 2ivinj in Eng3cnd efter 1870 could 'o pe hDaring about 
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Barnard Sham and Tho®as Hardy and "The Dynasts"'? (1) 
In 1909, "Adtm Cast Forth" was publiuhed, end Doughty felt 
himself free for a while. One small point of contEct with the English 
Contemporary scene had in the mee, ntimo grown out of his publications, 
and I do not mean Garnett, whose relations with Doughty seem to have 
been centred around Doughty's literary works only. The volumes of 
"Arabia Decarta" and more important than thesop the serial volumes of 
"The Dawn in Britain" and the cccnentaries on them$ had made him a 
reader of a few chosen newspapersp such as "The Times" and "The Morning 
Post". Doughty was always keen and careful to read the comments of 
the various literary periodicals on his own work, but that was not in 
fact a link with the contemporary world because he would read only the 
cuttings prepared by his wife and children. "The Times" and "The 
Morning Post" wore the only link of this hermitp scholar and poet with 
the contemporary life of his beloved country. 
,r 
Dow what wee the picture drawn by the deilf newspepers of the 
period? Two main topics occupied the p Wag ono external and one, 
internal. On the International Scenes the most important vae the change 
in Cormary, The wicht of Bismarck's Prussia Qc, e now in the ambitious 
hands of the young Emperor Willits II. The papers were full of the 
signs of this potentete'a eggreaeive policy# and his determination on 
(2) Later in life Doughty was to know both trritere. T. E. Lawrence 
seems to have introduced Shawls arme to the Doughtys. Doughty borrowed Hardy'eýcown for the ceremony in which ho received the Honorary 
. 
jn. L)4 from Cfr 
and leter preaontod a copy of "Maneoui" to him. 
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the rapid expansion of the Gorman Navy. Uahan's books on Sao-Poser 
had led the Emperor to believe passionately in the necessity of a 
strong Navy At the time of the :e meson Raid in South Africa (1896) 
and during the Boor War, in which Doughty's enthusierm and patriotism 
were so roused that he wrote and published his collection of poor war 
poems called "Under Arms" in 1900, William II tried to help the Door 
Republica against Britain, but dared not because of the might of the 
British Navy. Capt. in Tirpita was appointed Minister of Marinas and 
naval expansion was started in earnest. A "Navy League" was formed to 
induce the. Ger9nan Nation to accept the heavy financial burden necessary 
for building and maintaining a strong Navy. A great prograzie of 
shipbuilding, was started and accelerated. The Kaiser in the flamboyant 
manner spoke of "Germany's bitter need of a mighty fleet"s and. declared 
that "Neptun's Trident must be in our hands". These were the days of 
the "mailed fist" and of "Zeppelins". 
It was thus that the British felt a groat unenoizm ss and 
apprehension at the signs of the future conflict, for tho co and of the 
Soa was for them the vory exiotenc© of the Xcland nation. The nevapepera 
would not show thief but it in clear now that Britain# and by that I moan 
those who were in powert was gradually preparing for the futuro events. 
Tee p for ez mple, the change in Britain's foreign policy just after 
the Beath of the old queen, which later on led to the "Entente Cordiale" 
with France in 1904, which Doughty must have known about. (Sce "The Cliffs" 
Pest Ivy Pa¬o 2191 ". ". quo 1'Angleterre is m ado friends with France") 
but does not secm to hevs recognised the signiflaenaQ* 
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In the Navy s_lso there was the ewe gradual # &cening to the 
danger. In that se me year (1904) the Admiralty had a wesaorandum prepared 
for the re-distribution of the fleet and the introduotion of the nuoleuo- 
crew system for ships in reserve, and the withdrawal of obsolete craft 
fron foreign stations. Early in 1905 a oozittee was established to 
enquire into the ro . oraaniaation of Dockyartn. Lord bisher created the 
"Dreadnought" which was fixet launched in 1906, and in hie personal letters 
nekea it clear that it uao zaaat to surprise the "Cerran"r by its superior 
strength. In 1906 amain there was catablishod in Portsmouth a new 
"Naval war College". In 1907 a service wes instituted of Fleet 
Auxiliaries - v=unition, store-ships, distilling, hospitsl, fleet 
repair ships end trawlers as mixe-sweepers. In the Seme year th3 "Home 
Plleet" Aas created to serve in the Forth Sea, with "Dreadnought" cs its 
fiste'ship. In the some year the important stop of ostebliehirig n 
wireless telegraphy branch wee teken and instcllctione were erected on 
Admiralty Building. Lord Fisher, whose geniun was recognized by all, 
and who later on was to be recalled from retirement to lead tho ]British 
Navy in 1914, ras at the accent at the Helm. -McKenna, Churchill, and 
above all Haldene, are ncmes that Britain should remember and thank for 
the later victories in 1918. Haldane in particular wL: e most active. 
In 1905-1912 his efforts for the reorgtniägtion of British Forces were 
all. important. Early in his period of office the 'Ezpeditioaary Foroe' 
wae created to fight wh©n needed on the Continont of Europe. The 'General 
Staff' was created ea the brains of the British Army, and then followed the 
creation of "The Imperial General Staff" to orgentzo and harmonise the 
armies of the home country and the Dominions, The Offioere' Training 
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Corps was started and tho LLilitiß was reorgenttod. When in 1912 Haldane 
visited Gormanyt in an attempt to ease the A, nglo-Oorcnen tension, ho ct'Oe 
back with the conviction that the only course open to Britain as 
military counter-preparations. 
Thus the danger of war in Europe, with Cercaany ve the enemy, 
was realized early by some of the most prominent politicians of the 
period, and effective steps were being taken in the right direction. 
Those few hardly deserve the scathing STiftion Satire of Doughty to 
"Cliffs (Part II) ". But a casual look - and Doughty's look was certainly 
casual - could not give satisfaction to ultra-nationalintn like DouChty. 
For the second important topic in the prpere concerned the 
internal situation* This aas a diamal pictures of strife, of contention 
sad of faotionst quarzela: Divisions cuong the politioi"s, dissansionn 
within the ranks of each party, and each party in turn fighting against 
the other party. Another factor was the arrival on the political soon* 
of a third powers that of the workers, with a few extreme Marxists, and 
a greater number of socialist trade-unionists. The place where the two 
major parties end the new recruits fought officially was the Parliament, 
and to be elected to the Parliament politicians had to return to the 
people and to woo the electorate. The "Khaki" Cenertti Election of 1900 
was followed by the 1906 elections, but in 1910 there were two successive 
elections to decide the issue of Commons-. against-Lords, which was -certainly 
the cause of so much tension and the climax of the political strife. A 
third but no lese important factor in the Internal Scene was the agitation 
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`, - of women for their rights of voting* The Suffregettee were deterciinoa 
to give neither to the Uinisterar nor to the Members of Pcr1ipnent, nor 
to the people ®t lrrgo, army me ent of p®oce. 
For ell thane factors it eoemed e if I3ritcin w. s on the brink 
of a civil war# and )oughty'e reactions were cm strong is you could ixc, ino. 
All his life a fire of patriotic teal vale very much clivo in his heart. 
His study of the prat history of Britain showed clearly the pattern of 
Invasion xiopcnted once c. nd c rein f 'czi the Continent. 2krioriou of the 
Napoleonic threat of invasion were, ea we have said# otili rliveg anxd 
wore re-ewekened for a while in'his childhood by Nopoleon III. Looking 
at his own prat experiences, Doughty could viaualizo what internal veakneeeoe 
in a statu could do ". the total deatr atton of the Country, ' tht aoilrpee of 
of the 8t ntc p the noes acre of the people - ne soon o. n the uißhty invader 
descended suddenly on its unproparo3 uncuspectine victim. When he 
travelled through France in 1870-1p he avoided Paris Leockuse it ass 
devastated in the Frrnoo-Prosaion War of 1870, and he saw there at first 
hand the destruction that comes upon the land invaded by an enemy, and 
in particular the wzyo of the Prussian or German krr. 7y 'hon he pissed on 
to Spain, that unfortunate land vns in a state of anarchy and civil 
contention. In 3lorth Africa and in Arabi,! Dou hty himself experienced 
the teste of danCerg of insecurity cnd of faBr and et. z the anarchy which 
reuits ttrcm fc. ction:. 
Now in 1908 be saw tht. t tar ws. e coming to the shores of his 
beloved Ens1 tnd, vhilo its poople end spperently its- goverment wean in 
criminal negl®ct, wasting their precious time rend energy in a furious 
ä 
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battle of torte in Parliament and in elections, between the various 
factioas. Whilo the "Cliffs" of the Enjlish Coast ware in danger of 
icvaaion by the enemy, the English people were not conscious of the 
danger, and it was the sacred duty of a "bard" to sound the bugle, to 
bards have done from im emorial times. But with Doughty nothtrg was 
done half-hoartedlyº or on a small wale. d poem was not enough, end 
a short concentrated pointed work could not do for Doughty. Everything 
was tried in the grand wary; every work displayed rill his energy end! 
knowledge and the whole of himself. The result at first ins "The Cliffs 
(A Drama for the Time in Five Porte)". Thus for the first time in 
Doußhty's works we come face to face with the "Present" and its problems. 
This books together with its sequel in "The Clouds"j in referred to by- 
the critics as the "Prophetic Books". Thus the "future" also is here. 
But no book written by Doughty could escape the pant, either the past of 
his race or his own past, and in these poems we have them both. 
"The Cliffs" is in "Five Pertow; and it seems that ve have been 
thus warned] for the partition of the book into five 'peste' 'nd not five 
'octal seems to indicate tho stronger indopendenoe of each pert# end the 
looser links in the interdependence of slit in one work. Each 'pert' 
seems to take up the theme from a different engte rather in the method 
of Browning's "The Ring end the Book", and the points raised in one pert 
are repeated and repeated in the following perte, until we come to the 
sudden end which we have elweyr, d come to expect in Doughty's works. "Pert 
1" seems is its early eeation to introduce us to Doughty's youth, and to 
the England he he known then with ita reminisoencea of the Nepo1eonio 
L-L 
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meneoe, end its militery exploits in The Crimo c, and the readiness of 
Its rustic folk to defend their Fatherland. 
Hobbe, the old shepherd# could not have been very fluch older 
then Doughty himself, and he spreng from the same Esat Midland soil, 
with its alertness to danger, its rustic pre-Industrial society, with 
its poetical nearness to nature, and with its dialect. Born and bred 
on the Best Coast Doughty knew it all, its geography, its archaeological 
finds, its turbulent history, and its peasant life. It is not far- 
fetched to suppose that among the shepherds of the Erst Coasts who in 
Doughty's childhood had fought near Sevastopol and amine beck to ruminate 
and tell of their exploits, there was a reel prototype of tiobbo. In 
drawing the character of "Robb©", Doughty seems to be standing on a 
solid ground of facts, part of which certainly comes from his later 
experiences of shepherd life in Arabia. Old men are talkative, and 
that must have given Doughty the chance to indulge in his usual extended 
attempts of mixing past with present end future, of mixing man's everyday 
life in society with man's consciousness of nature and non-human powere, 
end of giving dotniled accounts of his character's personal and family 
problems, and at the acme time give information on the social end 
political events of the day. 
Although "Robbe" occupies by himself more then fifteen pages 
of this sections, one feels that the freedom from dramatic shackles is 
here used for it better use than anywhere also in the work. "Robbe" 
is important, for in him arc given the foundations upon which the work 
I 
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is builtt and it is his death, like that of Caesar in Shakespeare's 
ploy, which is token up at the beginning of Part II and Part III to 
provide the necessary links. To some# that link seems to explain 
the character and in a way justify the importance given to "Robbe" 
in Part I. And because "Part II" is a non-hu+scn scene of Cods, of 
Personifications of ideas: and of elvos# who hearing flobbe's prayer 
before his death, and perceiving his stabbed corpse, are tempted to 
act. "Robbe" is thought to have a weird non-human quality in himp 
which shows itself in the name given to him, and in his poetic 
utterances which are proof of his obvious co=union with nature. 
To me his communion with naturot and his poetical quelitiee, 
are not enough to justify the imago of "flobbe" to half-human half-elfish, 
living as it were in the human world of Part I9 and in the non-human 
fairy world of Part Ix. "8obbo" springs frone Doughty's own experiences, 
first in the world of living shepherds in High and Low Suffolk, and 
in the wastes of the Arabian Desert, cnd secondly in the world of 
literature in the legends of Robin Hood and in the classical pastoral 
poetry of Italy, and its continuation in Ronaissanoe England. To me 
"Hobbo" has his rAcestryp his roots and his qualities in the living and 
the literary world of men. There is nothing weird about him. 
Consequently he fails as a link between the human and the fairy parts 
of The Cliffs". The real link seems to me to be only that of the theme. 
Nevertheless ilobbe is wonderfully drawn, but ho radiates no 
rays beyond the limits of part Is and when he dies, he dies. The feet 
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that his death is used lator in the fairy parts of II and IV appears 
to me a more mechanical device which does not wholly succeed. Doughty 
sees nothing wrong in following a long scene of human action with a 
longer scene of non-huanan Motion, When Doughty depis with "iobbe", 
he deals with him and the present moment of artistic creation and 
poetic expression is to him much more importent than what other people 
might look upon as necessities of dramatic planning or preparations for 
the logical sequence of future events. The charrator of Hobbe now is 
more important to Doughty perh, ps than the trimmings and the formations 
of the whole, e. ad part of the concentrated effort of making the oharroter 
of "Robbe" complete, is Doughty's use, for the first time in his 
poetical works, of "dialect". - Not dialect 'words', for these were 
part of his repertory of words as long ego es "Arabia Deserts", but 
'dialect' complete end perfect an a way of speech. 
It would have been too artificial and too eooentric even for 
Doughty, to m8ke the ordinary people of hieß dey epeek in the langurge 
of "The Dawn in Britain" or even that of "Adam Cast Forth", end if he 
did "Hobbs" could not have been as convincing a character as he is. 
"Dialect" wes here a necessity, to make his chertatere alive and real, 
to help convoy in the surest and easiest way the messaggel which was to 
him all important, and booeuse of which the books were written, to the 
English people of his dar. The attitude of his critics in stigmatising 
him an a "reactionary" and his poetic diction as "archaic" bed nothing 
to do with this belated adoption of *dielect". Doughty was never the 
man to bow easily to critical opinion, He always stubbornly stuck to 
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what he considered the right way. If "archaism" we-is en essential 
part of his poetic creed, "Robbe" would certainly have used the diction 
of Cuen end Tmble, or of Adern and Adana, or at least that of Zeyd and 
flirfa. Doughty would never have feared the cries of the critics if 
he wanted to use an eccentric unnatural speech. That he uses modern 
"dialect", means simply that using "dialect" of today was an essential 
part of his poetic thforf. 
i Those who know only the Doughty of "Travele in Arabi, Deserts, ", 
of "The Down in Britain" and of "Adam Cast Forth"p of "The Titans" and 
of "Yensoul" are bound to be mistaken in their knowledge of Doughty's 
poetic diction. They would not imagine Doughty an a poet oepable of 
this authentic vigorously realistic reproduction of the dialect of the 
East Midland$, and would never dream of finding Doughty in the comparq 
of Tennyson, Fitzgerald and Barnes who tried their hands at writing in 
different dialects at a period when Doughty was attacking vehemently 
what he called "Victorian English" and "Cockney English". We have 
already dealt with these points in general, but it is in relation to 
the "Prophetic Books" written at the end of the first decade of the 
Twentieth Century, that this problem of "dialect" in Doughty must be 
discussed. Here is Doughty'a lasting proof that he wad not "archaio", 
in the sense in which i i11i Fin iorrie -wag ercheic, or in the Bense in 
which Gerard Henley Hopkins thought he vas -. trying to live completely 
In the pact, forgetting the present and its lengurge and reviving the 
old to the detrim. nt of the contenpor y world. Before the publiO tton 
Of "The Cliffs"g Garnett seems to have objected to the colloquial Parts 
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of the cork, end Doughty's enswer# in e totter quoteA fron by Rogc'th, 
serves as en answer to most of the critics, who thought of him ea an 
'artificial' poet; he refers to the realism of Elizabethan DrEme. 
Those who consider Doughty as "archaic" poet, would be quick 
to quote his early attacks on "Yictoritn English" and whet he called 
"Cockney English", If he was later to ueo dialect# than why did he 
over attack Cockney English? Or has his attitude changed with the 
passage of years .. against it when he was young, and for it now that 
he Is older and milder? Tihetq enywey p does he mean by "Cockney English"? 
Does it mean the "colloquial dialect of London" in particular, or is it 
the derogatory word sometimes used in the harsh critical Reviews against 
the London poets among the young Romantics of the Nineteenth Century? (1) 
Now these attacks oa NVictorieniem" end "Cockney English" were indeed 
pert of the greet driving forco behind the vigorous style of the 
"Arabia" and the pristine diction of "The Dawn in Britain", and behind the 
whole conception of Doughty's great works. It wae# even, one of the 
mein guiding factors in his life. That this fundementol beste wes 
abandoned, end his main view has ohenged is ecmethirg difficult to 
believe end impossible to prove. On the contrery, there are signs 
that he a,. as adomant ae over, and that he never changed, consciously 
or unconsciously, his earlier views. His continued complete isolation 
from the world of men and letters is ono sign. 919 insistenco on 
using prrotically the ite way, he h& osrlq dovolope in the world 
ý1) Jor instance, the fpmous attack by the "Edinburgh Review" on the poetry of Eoits, 
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of language and literature is another. In the "Prophetic Books" 
themselves we ere not far eway from Chnuoer or Sponsor or the Elieabothsn 
authors. "Robbe" himself is sometimes made to speak in a way which wes 
not the dialect of bis day st all. The barrier which Doughty had 
consciously raised between himself and the literature of his time, 
was carefully maintained throughout the yea" until his death. After 
the publication of "The Cliffs" in 1909, an article in "The Edinburgh 
Review" (1) linked his poetry with the "New" poetry which aims at 
"vigour end a certain picturesquenose through being uncouth", and 
mentioned as his fellow-poets in that trend the names of 1torcdith, 
Thitm¬n, iiallerxe and Hardy, and went on to say that, ".... the influence 
which has acted most potently on the author of The Cliffs" evidently 
comes from "Tho Dynasts" "# and added later on that the discussion 
of the villagers in "The Cliffs" of the character and doings of 'pope" 
is "very Hardyish"" Doughty was furious at that and be later made 
it clear that he did not know anyone called Hardy1 that he had not 
reed or heard of "The Dynasts= and wo ld not read it. (2) 
This attitude of stubbornness in his old ego enema to be 
emotionally and mentally the stme cs his attitude in his younger dogs 
when he quarrelled more then thirty yam before with the Seoretery 
of the Royal Qeogrsphioai society and. the Syndics of the Cambridge 
(1) Tho Edinburgh Reviews Volume CCX. Pe 381 t October 1909. 
\ 
(2) See I3ogerths Pege 172. 
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University Press £bout his English style before the publication of 
the *Arabia"# when he wrote he would re. thor have been hanged by the 
good Sheriff of Mecca then eooopt the 'modernization' of his style (1) 
There does not seem to be any change at ell. So this 'now' attention 
given to the dialect of hie age must be consistent with his earlier Ideen 
and attitudes. When he uses "Cockney" todey, which he had attacked 
only yesterday, the two usegee of the word must somehow be different 
in purpose and meaning. What in certainly misleading is Doughty's 
urarge of the words "Cockney" and "Victorian" to mean a certain kind of 
writing to which ho wes objecting. 
The word "Viotorim* would mean everything written in queen 
Victoria's reign including his owns. The word "Cockney" was no lees 
misleading beoauee Doughty had nothing egainet the "dialect of London" 
ne euch. Short as it ins because the part played by its speaker was 
necessarily short, the 'Cockney dialect of London' to used by Doughty 
in "The Cliffs"" The Newsboy ("The Cliffs"l Part To Pegs 258) with 
his "I've not one piper left", Is certainly a Londoner. Nor wes hier 
inclusion a slip of Doughty's mind or pen, for in his answer to Carnott, 
to which we have already reterredt he defends his unege of the dialect, 
by referring to Elicebothan Drama# which could not have been whr. tt it ie$ 
he eiye, if it tied no¬lected the cries of noweboys in the atmete of London. 
If Doughty'o 'ttitude had not Chid, end if he had started to 
(1) S®e Hagarths Fad 110. 
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uze "Cockney" n ms it folloim that Doughty must have mannt oomothire different 
from mat we understand by theme wo when he earlier attuo a ghat hei ceUoa 
"Cockney" and "Yictorian* English. Mat he meant in neither veiled nor hidden 
for it is indeed a tundaraental basis of his iºork wd life. In ""a'ne Propbatia 
Books" as auch as arWwhere else in his works, Dojhty states a siM, p1e fact, 
to which most of us would readily v4reep that 1ansuage sac! litezatusc uro the 
'mirror' in which not only the nature of its oeaker or'sriter shows itself, 
but also the 'mirror' in which the qualities of the ages tic ald be reflected$ 
Wordap all Philosophy showathi 
Do euch as ciphers are, the elemental 
Whereof each hum= soul builds from the Earth, 
The Mathematic fabric of his thouwbts. (Cliffa s Page 23) 
But that In as rar au we can go in the wr or general avreeaoat j 
for one logioai mault of that, on which not all of us would serge, it to 
look at Uvamo e, its words and phraa. s and clauses, as if thq ire the 
erlies of the speaker aM the author, and begin to pass a moral Judgement 
an thee. That if a man is evil, the words he uses an evil, even if he were 
quoting Scriptures, and in Daughty's opinion the linguistic issue cannot at 
all be sevex*d frog the moral iosue. Good ° tune and good behaviour sad 
Oaod language are +quated together. That Is the only possible arpl^mation of 
the two lines rhioh follow the lines we baye but quoted. The ordlirutzy 
aoparation of morality and eaat *tioisA ! ails to explain its 
"Nathless we road, their tatbare c lyº fought, 
By 104 and sees and vafl uishe$ BuonAparte". (Chiff., Pa6e 23) 
Both sides of the sae Problo", both rants of the one coin, language and mWaijj, 
are linked together in these two lines, 
i; 
,_ 
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"Loose-brainod, looae"tongped, irrational sporting cannt, 
Dialoyal, sordid, forged parnicious argot. " (Cliffs$ Pop 45). 
Mat Doughty meant then by "Cockney" aM "Victoritin" Lnlish* thuo is mute 
clearer. Us did not mean the dialect as euch but the whole mater M. 
moral behaviour or misbehaviour of the vZe* It Wee not only a 11A Uistio 
or aesthetic judgement, but also a moral one.. At Y given this, In big 
youth or in his old age Doughty would not hesitate to use the dialect of 
goody anywhere. At any given time, in his youth or in his old age, 
Doughty would not hesitate to attack the language, classical, literary or 
dialect, used by people, ".... tainted, with the vice of tnolean speech. " 
`("The Cliffs": Page 100). ftt the dialect of aTw "Robbe" is welcome 
MW tire. If Prenah, Italian, Hebrew and Arabia were legitiaate sources 
for the rejuvenation of Eäng]ish, could the dialect of his own ooamtry and 
province be discarded', This is what nakes Doußht7 an interesting example - 
the freedom which be takes in using an the wealth of linguistic soix rcee at 
ba 4, be they native or foreign, classically pure or vividly dialectal, 
spoken is London Orin Suffolk or never used but on a written pag+ep to 
construct the unique style of his works. 
Dialect words as we said were woven into the texture of "Arabia 
Deeerta". (1) Dialect words aro again u$ed here in the "Prophotio hooka", 
pertiaularly in "The Clitfa". Dia1e0t in used also in the Yssry parts of 
"The Cuffs" (2) sad adds to the sass sad carefree hoaeline, e of these aprite$ 
(1) For the study of thus v+o2qat gee Taylor's 2. P. E. Tract (page 25)" 
(2) For a study of these words, sae Trenper (page 272 f. ) 
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at p1e7. But it is a different case with fobbe cad the other human charactore 
of "The Cliffs" and "The Clouds'". There Doughty was usiz dialect 
vocabulary taken from the treasured momorien of his childhood in East An lia 
or from his later readings in Northern and Scottish sources. That vas part 
of his hunt for living rich expressive worde# to be used as words end be 
absorbed into his own eccentric sentenoe-structure and not in dialectal speech. 
Hore ßob'be himself would naturally speak in dialect words set in 
dialect speech. stead of the sinGle dialect words like #luure$ (to call or 
sh)ut) is "Arabia Deaerta" aM 'emits used averyarhere in prose and poetry, 
ire aase given long ooeplete dialect sentences here. flobbe eay5, for example, 
"I uaun, these lambing nights, Lie out" ad "that now I've pitched gin the 
heath-croft" and the simple "And there's the bot and there's the rot, and such- 
like. " Garland the watchman sayo, "Ur'e rove, from his neck..... ". Ba1liday 
in turn say8, "mace's glittering somewhat, rolled under the brier" and ag&4n, 
"We bays, learned thea ec e.... 8 The fiaherm n later on dye, "Ton took as 
the Iaap# for I boy oar" and again, "The 'Hopei luffed a mot'". Agin 
we have more dialect in "An unto' thin, ". Drawlatch, the Sexton, says, 
"Tomorrow, I moue buy as a new ehowl... ". Dialect speech im Win used in the 
long oomereation in Part III, about HaXveet Xempe, which ehowe Doughty in over 
of his beet and moat successful moods. 
Xet Doulghty is never weary of uaing aU tricks to keep his readers 
on tip-toe. An he did in his literary style in prose cM in poetry, in irzistiM 
on his conplete freedom to vdx, anti transplant and chase, here in his dialect 
parts, he insists on his 35ro. aon to mix wA Change Gnd traneplant. If Robbe to 
I 
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$ cha=ter In hie own right, sepesate and objectively d mg he neeverthelese is 
not e1lowed to be completely free. He retains oomothing of Doughty's imm rind 
and 'ways. His speech is diluted. 'alien he dwells on his life as a shepherd# 
his dialect is uppersost, but 'when he treats more general topics, like love of 
country and love of race, the language not unnaturally boomen sore that of 
Doughty's usual literary style with its co tractions cM its eccentric inversions. 
One does not expect Hobbs to says 
"So a nimble bores sW brain, of busy Uou&tj 
Therefore, anhat thow i't be chill for an old night, " 
and the adze he gaes on the more Dough'ty speaks arlä gobbe . comes e Muthpieoe t 
"By great adventure then, high rower of C*dt 
That bleat elaokedt seas hum, -lifted hurling flood, 
Ship-buffettir breakers' race, went dog around us. " 
314 MMW more complioated examples. Or gook at the simple words or xaliiday 
dialect indeedip but still in Doughty's usual way= 
" galt, ship®eate rt iou now run, 
Or Z? to C1gbourne villa e t, legraph ottio®eý' 
Tb= dialect becomes like sterything else M of the ingredients 
consaiausly used and deliberately merged in Douahty'e fabric of pastry. 13="10e8 
it is impossible to discover where dialect ends and Dou ty's own special brand 
begins. is Anne Trsn er ban said, writing about Doughty's use of dialect and 
archaic words, "As always in Doughty it is impossible to draw a definite line 
between dialect and old literary words". That is truo not only about words but 
also about dialect speech. After all the airture started long ago in Chaucer, 
and reached ä pitch in Spenser's "Shepherd's Calendar". Doughty was continuing 
is his tile, and with the dialects of his Contemporaries what hie chosen masters 
did before. 
00000f" 
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With Hobbe we relive in his reminiscences the immediate past 
of England. With the German aeronauts we coma face to face with its 
i®oc? iate future, the danger of an invasion from the East. In the 
ruminations of lobbe there was nothing about the present - except his 
own personal preoccupations. It was perhaps too much oven for Doughty 
to make on old shepherd in his lonely walk speak out about whet Doughty 
himself thought was wrong with the State of England# and the result 
was that when the Germans arrived on the stage, neither he nor we was 
prepared for the shock. To understand the future one needs to look 
into the present. Here we had the future brought forward actually in 
front of our eyes. Although this is not the wlnvesion", but a 
preliminary stop towards its yet here is the enemy actually alighting 
on English soil without opposition. This in in fact the first of the 
various Doughty guesses which won for this End the following book the 
title of "Prophetic Books". 
At the time, they were thought to be wild guesses by ea over. 
anxious hysterical imagination. We know better now, but it Is ealaaya 
easy to be wise ester the event. As it wasp only a part of it osme 
true. Germany and Britpln fought egainst each other in a bloody 
protreoted ell-out war. But the Germans were never able to cet their 
feet on English soil and - this altogether does not seem to hevo occurred 
to Doughty - Franoe, Ruesif tnd Italy fought with Britain end the see-saw 
Of war had its aotual toll mostly oa French soil. Thus the books are 
only partly prophetic. Yet even this was no more prognostication, no 
wild wide-of-the-mark guess on the pert of the p0et. Aa we have 
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suggbeted before, it win breed on the memories of earlier noretions 
in East ärg1ia of French thronte of "Innanion" by Urpoleon Buonspnrte 
end later on by t golooa III. It win fed by the continuoun Garman 
preparation. for war# by fite German beheviour during the Boer War, and 
by the mechinations and the speeches of the over6-n®bitious Kaiser. 
It wee a guano breed on the memories of the past, end the fects of 
the present. Vven the guess about uscge for the first time in the 
field of wer of an 'terostst' and 'ssronrute' and air-raids end eir. 
battles wes not unique and wee certainly no more fabrication of Doughty's 
mind, for these were the deya of Zeppelin. Whet wes brand newt a 
Daughty innovation if there ever was ar{yp a practice in which he wes 
far ahoad of th* poets of hic generation, was the briaiing in of all 
thane modorn Twentieth Century Intentions into the field of pootry. (1) 
H. G. Welle sn+2 Jules Vert w were no poetry end prose wee e1wzyc thought 
to be the field where now-scientific cdventuree could be brought in. 
Poetry Is by its nature elwrye conservstivs6 Yet it neoded this most 
conservative of poets, the ®en who was gonorally dubbed to 'crchcic't 
and eiwrye dismissed re reectioneryl to widen the scope of poetry to 
include these most modern mechiroc. The poet who bei gone further 
brat then any other into the pest of humcnity at 1srgo end of his race 
in pcrticul . rp goes forward in these works more then sr other poet 
known to him hen dered to go. 
(1) It is posuibio to put 'forward the O china for Tennyeon 
. nd Davidson. The fixet, Certainly rwaEd by Dot hty. * looked backward; the second* ur&AO wn to Doughty, looked forward to the Twentieth Ccritur7. 
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But to go back to the situation in "The Cliffs"1 the chock 
of findings now mysterious humrn device with unknown unlimited 
capabilities for destruction, must have been deliberately brought in 
hero to have the greatest possible effect. As we have noticed the 
'present' was still missing, and the weaknesses that made the actual 
lending of an undetected enemy aircraft ca English soil possible were 
still not explained to use Soy as quickly an he can# the cuthor 
helps the two Hammaas, not to reconnoitre end detect the position as 
they were supposed to do, but to settle down and discuss these 
weaknesses in the State of England together at their "belle eiee: * 
That French term is Doughtyt, end one cannot help noticing that after 
the long all-inclusive soliloquy of the old shepherds Doughty follows 
it immediately by a longer all-inclusive dialogue between the two 
German Officers. It is apparent that what Doughty needs is more 
room to disc s mo, r, topica pointai without the neooaatry care for 
the equally important points of dramatic technique. 
That Eronch term introäucee us to one of these long comrersationeo 
one simple method ho uses to identify the German nationality of his 
two 'Persenie. n dsroneuts', is to meke them mix with the English speeches 
a good number of non-English words. Understandably most of these 
foreign words are German, like 'perfide) and 'Bert Ingeniour' (Pro 17)1 
Zigarren (Page 113); nein (Peggy 19); Landwahr and ja (Pete 26); 'ACh, 
himmelt' (Pogo 30); 'Celtpolitik (Pegs 32); Tu, enabunl (Izgo 34)1 
Sachsen and Alt-Sachsen (Pete 35); Eastriche, geien, Ueaopotemion, 
Persien, Indien and. Velt-politik e when Rom thin tim. an Pfg® 36; 
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provient-sack end lein Gott (Peso 38)1 Domkirche (Pre 40); Prodigero 
(Pe& 42) t Kamiech (Page 46); TIochs (Pete 49); Weltpolitik 5gein 
without a byphen, on Page 511 Eiaber (Pige 54); Achp noinrepented 
ti rioeJ on Pegs 60; urigeschrieben and gltuzzendo (Pe. ,o 61) and Gott 
(Pegs 62)1 end quasi-German words like 'Staff-tarts' (Pee 19), 
'Generelsteff', 'wonäereworth' (Page 21). These help to identify 
Persenians as Germans in the ssmo way es the references to Friedrich 
(Page 27); to Blucher end the ßormen participation in the Nepoloonio 
Were (Page 27); to Von Yoltko (Pogo 36); to 
, 
the ftmouo "mailed fist" 
(Page 42); to the 'highees fleet' 
. 
(Page 29) and the sarcastic references 
in the song on Page 49 to 'Bis' who is Biem. erck, to 'Awehelm' who is 
Wilhelm, where Bismarck is said to be the Corraen God the Father and 
Wilhelm God the Son, end their Holy Ghost is said to be "the grenite- 
gre at Persanien army". 
1 aggerated Its all that iss Doughty would harre been wise to 
stop there. But German words very like their equivalent English words 
and. of the ssfln® root are used in otherwise completely simple strtdght- 
foderd English sentences. "I do bea and r that they come not yot! " 
says the German Baron (Page 57), and we condor why ho did not use the 
simple English word 'wonder', when he is able to use correctly the 
auxiliary verb of emphasis Ido'. Nor dose Doughty stop there. 
German words are only pert of the stock they ue©. Latin words and 
phresee, harder to account for exist, like emus Ridiculuo' (Ptgo 17); 
'Nulli 9eoundus2 I (pes 39); end '111 1* sum' (pep 43). There are 
also French words like 'belle tIa©' (pogo 16); 'Me ni lique: ' (Pete 23) t 
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cafe gasons (P 24); 'au contrairo: ' 
(Pozo 31); 'lt'importo. " (Pry 33)1 
'beaux-yeua' (Pegs 36) s 'is flQxvot1l9' (Pace 38)1 'Läea nelente, 
(7c e 41) t 
lonchftl. nte (Peso 44); 'Au serious' 
(Peso 47); 'devoir' (Pace 48); and 
'mcl du peya' (Pap 53), which are herder dill to ccoc nt 
for then the 
Latin voxdc. 
It is possible that Doughty wanted to show the wide 
knowledge 
,. d the high cultural Pvt eociel stet dcrd of the to 
ßo=-n Officers 
in contrast to the ignorance shown by English Office 
later on (P 
III) of lengurges other than their orn. That might explain OeAOrRIL 
terms like 'L, ee me, jeete' end 'aal du poya' but can hardly explain 
the 
usage of 'a m®r"veille' and 'devoir'. Yet there re more absurdities 
to comes a few Italien words are used. Spie are easily pardonable 
beceuse they were commonly used, particularly when Doughty Free in 
Italy# in the poriod when Italians were oonstuntl7 thinking end working 
for the unity of their country. I mein the word 'Irredenta' (Page 35). 
The word 'fantasia' (Page 38) wes also oocaaºon, but not the word 'ßnrocco' 
(Pa 46)ß derivative of which exist in Enalish `u veil uu in German. 
But Doughty has o summe a tendency to show o!! anä Part-do his knowle fte. 
Even Arabia finds its way to the mouths of the (larm&n OXfiaer through 
that most temous end most profsnad. Wora 'hF. rý3emý in «Turkeyýp haroß... 
cry" (page 36). 
Yet oll this aomorful sr''V o= linVyiatio 
£vuditiong in 
which the author is Carried awey egsin$t the rules of dr=fttia 1ioeraaaý 
and n3oessity# fades beeide the ataca YIS ze, gbilityý ap theta COMM Ufficare to oxpreee themselves in Douchtyla bred 
r. lie h, with its often 
\ 
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crxoful but acmatlmes careless Combination of ©crly English usvoo 
With the users of his own times, and Whenever be cw kena to its 
the uspges of a fozeignor speaking in English. It is natural for 
the echoes of Doughty's prolong©d studies to show in his work. It 
iss for excmpleg natural for the poet to bring int and for the reader 
to detectt the Ch, ucerian influences on Doughty's style, but it is 
quite absurd to erpeot it in Hens, the German chauffeur of the 
aeronaut, who is absolutely passiv© and nlwrya silent except for 
te occasions where he suddenly breaks into the conversation to 
bring it back to some natural phonomenon. Pirat when the thunder 
roars, he trios to imitate it with his " ble--bumble, boom: " (PeCe 50). 
Secondly, when he sees "A clamour of nearfowl"q he imitates "With 
his aass, th3ir lifting white wings, end mocks their cries" with his 
"lieu, hieui Reh-. beh heb, hob-hob-hohl" (Peso 55). That is quite 
Doughtyeeque, but then Hanes, again like Doughty, or is it Doughty 
who unashamedly shows his face and Makes the chauffeur spook this 
archaic English line, e i1d seraewe Herren# c1eping on their nests"? 
Then follows, "Yondor I see Rushiighta, of early rimirr, upland folk", 
and then a Ch, uoorisn chentooleer imitation in, "]In*. Harren; r., cwk 
shrills, Churl-uo-e, rrly, hol" (Pate 56). Thirdly On P990 58 Ile= 
again says, "Or likely htscne h ira turns on her form" if 
Hans the German Chauffeur could spaek English like that, chat wonder 
that echoee trap evosyvharo eh(M themselves here and there in to 
uneifted unpolished mixture of dross and golden Oro,? 'Wh at if the 
Ger an Baron, loGically more saphtaticat©d than the choutfour, uses 
k, 
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the Er. glieh word "p atient" in its obsolete Sixteenth Ce tust' uni as 
a verb in, "to must patient tirtow (Page 11)? or uses the complex 
typical oErly Elizabethru oontence-atructure, for oxc plo, in 
"Did ar7 and he were but 
3=0 drunksn Teelug Clod, in public stroet 
That bcunoed cop I slry him! " (Ptgos 60.61)? 
Theso echoos go beyond the diction and 2angurgo to the 
atmosphere of the work an4 the frcts. Then the two Coin Officers 
Como out of their " ercetst", for evemple, and htvin/3 nothing to deg 
decide to sit down and talk it out, the atmosph^ro recalls smiler 
situations and like openirz s in Elisabethen 3)r=c# the most ftmoue 
of which to the opening part of the first scone in "I1t lat", although 
the sense of uss ency is perhaps lvckiavi 
"3o covert is the nicht, 
Thera'u not r oonlicht one uSh, to view this cofsto" (PPCo 17) 
B ells aua must pationt *imot thoro'n nrught for ua, 
But cittirg damn to watch the 1Ebourirg moon, 
That wades thin acuddirg wreck. " (PeCe 18) 
Then egttia the con$uc to skill of Shtkeepoa3ro'e Jeamice and the nuaio 
of than epheror, is ponce-ps roorllea byi 
"Shall wa Sit on this grase? " 
"IT in voll onough. " 
Msrsve the chilli, d¬ sp night's breath, 
Vhich hovers fr«n wavos# fco3, that rare hevo passed, This molenchol' eurgo, with the rofluz 
Of Aer. s aalt tides down on those docolato rocke;..... " 
end then rgcin tho atmosphere on the battle gnto in +IR z lote in$ 
"All etiii is re e C? iveycrd at Qidni ; ht n (PtCe 18). 
I , em not "1711 8 tbIlt the iapV, ct of Shrcospoero is domincnt 
.ý 
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where herel or that Doughty in imitating him: or that this is nn 
important feature of his aork1 but one cannot help feeling that Doughty 
knew it= and allowed it to chow in flnsheo. Notice rgain the 
Shekespeareaa memories when Doughty refers to the Victories of Henry 
V in 'ranceg with 
"And tennis preyed through fair wide fields of France. " (Peco 26) 
And again, though it is decidedly a very much fainter echo, we sre 
reminded in the German Baron's words on "Blasphemy" (Pegs 50) of the 
ferrous words of Falstaff on "honour". 
Another literary echo canoe from an unezpeeted period, a 
period so decisively avoided by Doughty that all his critics thought 
he had no link with it whatever. No author of the iueen anno period 
of English Literature was ever montionad in any of the critical 'work ,$ 
on Th u&yhty, but here vo have in this part of "The Cliffs" unnietekcble 
signs that Doughty had studied Swift, and his "Gulliver's Travels"& 
in cß auch as it was a call to 'Duty', "The Cliffs" could better 
recall more austere, more vigorous and more patriotic porioas than the 
early Eighteenth Century. But "The Cliffs" was ©eint also to attack, 
to dissect the weeknesses, end castigate the villo, iniets of Erelieh 
life and thought in Ito own period; and there It could hardly ecczpe 
the influences of "Gulliver's Travels", 
It is always possible to ccount for the infl. u3noe of thin 
most influential book on ony euthor by nsying that it trc3 the steck-ir- 
trade of Children's literature: and that an auch no author aouta ovoid 
knowing itt send consciously or unconsciouwly betrg influenced by its 
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That certainly is true. But Doughty seems to be conscious of it. 
Tho echoes hero arcs too clear to be considered mere childhood memories. 
The line on Pogo 32 which refers to *En lend'e diaeeood array of Lilliput", 
could be such a common echo, but not the line on PPge 46 where English 
ion of letters imitato each other, 
"till they di ndle , 
Like tho imagea of opponed lookioL oCla oo! 
""". "a9. "0 
to iftfw fatrhinaneBB. " 
Yet the greatest iftien influence is perhzps not in textual or 
imcge ochooop but in the unleashing of Doujhty' dcveetatirg catiricgl 
GoLlius in "T ho Cliffs" (Part II). 
Dut the Doughtyeaquo cloak of erudition thrown on these 
German men of war encompasses core thtm literary eohoee. It Includes 
for OXUUplo acme of the earlier historical studios that Doughty went 
through in preparation for the writir of "The Dawn in Britain". I am 
not referring to the clear indications in the "Prophetic Books" of 
Doughty's realization of the links between the moos ge behind "The 
Dawn" and the neeeago of "The Clouds" and 'i'hm Cliffs"l nor to the 
outward links provided by the u3egee here of Britain's National Code 
and Spirits or to the petrioticm of the '3c0t®d Band', I vm referring 
rather to the knowledge of history which wen onnential to the making of 
the , Epic: and which was 
found handy to help to provide the background 
of the "Prophetic BOONS". For O2=Pie Carthogo end Rome era mentioned 
by the Cerman Officers (Prge 2r». btore far-fetched is their mention 
of the . Tonich Teevolt in Jerus, jem r90inst fib, and the successful 
crushing of it by ruthless Roman 1301d1cry, of which Doughty hed recd 
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in Josephua in preparation for "The Dawn in Britain*s 
"Impious Romane laughed, 
Ate pork and beat them. " (Page 29). 
But all these are echoes literary or otherwise, rightly or wrongly 
put to us through the German Dfficera. But the rim is importenty 
so important that Doughty comotimec does not oarsq ea we have notioedg 
to atop end reconsider the technical side of his work. The aim is 
to show the ueakneeaoe of the bland of the present dry. Let us 
follow the poet there. 
0000*00000 
IN 
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Tlobbe, in rciatinc L'? e near pact. 2. ouc uu en passa: it the robl mr; 
of the pr-sent, aad the erman Officers in turn dose il on their 
own hontiie ýtspirationv- but they find t. -me to 3i. -eusr. the present 
i t. le of ;, n., l ncI. i }ieir criticism, as we have shown, j you my "o 
and not their own. It is to discus the ills of the present that 
'the Cliffs' was written. Alt'%ou h the p-. st loomn large in 
:; oughty' e poetry, it is drawn for tree cai e of the present, and 
it is brow{ hi. forward to 4WD to better the present, hat service 
vac more than the service of an i fyllic ianocence or ideal glory 
of an imaginary past to serve do yearnin,; a and quench the personal 
thirFt and longing, of a romantic imagination, or to satisfy the 
inner needs of a myotiral or a pr. -iycholo -ical nature. 'to was too 
auch or- a re aliut, too much of a sciuntict, and too leas of a 
romantic dreamer or a mystic or a: a intellectual thinker to go deep 
either in him:.. olf or in the unjcet of his ctuay. On one ez; e, the 0 
ir, no andere . rreat or pi too or -z"-lativ., ol7 or groat motional 
r, tirrin, ý. On the other side, there was no deep -ntolloetual 
probing into the realiti u and the complexities of sen an.: t. hoir 
world. Doughty passee, by and corn. iantc on just like an oatnidor 
observing trio pans ia, occnory in front of him Without bcin 
htmss1r o otioaally involved. 
Uiiu eotinates of tns present, except for trie cxtcrnal fact 
or tic tnreat or a" erman iavacion, was indoed or4inary und irc. pt, 
tin criticlem of the ctato of r, ng1and oº1piýriicial, and hie, mothodn 
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or probia' and cursing, %rtifical and i. nofrrctual. One could 
hardly expect more from a ºan whose beginnings ware/a marginal 
ce., uaty, in a pa£ , lad; class of society, and who in his younger 
days was never forced to six with tie crowd or *o around in the 
vortex of modern lire, never lived In the t. amult of a modern 
city or known the hardships or workers in factories ans dwellers 
in slums, and never in his older years welded power or known the 
difficultx. en and the responsibilities of ruling. Doughty was 
clearly not made for the task, and the failure thus was certain. 
his aloofness from his age meant that hin criticism of it would 
be, as Barker Fairley noticed, too remote, too extensive and too 
diffuse. 
Before his death, old flobbe attacks the goverz®eat of England (P, 8) 
i 
and the note is repeated by every Doughty macque all over the poem. 
The front of Doughty's attack, through the German Officers is wider 
than that. Between them they make Fx debating society to discuss the 
weaknesses and points of strength in England and in Germany. What 
interests us now is what they have to say about the state of Britain 
at that moment. And the main bore of contention-o-emo to to that 
the British Race has lost its 'Patriotism' and its viCour and virility,, 
and that it was governod badly. Britain i© called the 'Petticoat 
Inland' (P. 19). Ito men are said to have become, "womanized and 
effeminate" (P. 19) and "too Blow of heart and Island-bred" (P. 19). 
They have lost their love for their motherland. Patriotism in caid 
to have become obcolete (P. 24). The upp"r classos are no leas in®pt. 
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Their interest lies not in 'Patriotism' which has 'grown out of 
fashion' (P. 24) but in other unfruitful spheres. An expected 
from the author, in his Cambridge days pof 
'The Lay of the Last one, 
Doughty'a chosen example of unfruitful persuit aas 'Sports'; t 
"Each third an you shall see sling on his back 
That seems a rifle s if you nigher look, 
You'll find it is but some bag of toys, of sticket 'ý 
Occupied in these fruitleso perauite the British of his 
day have no time for the better uses of life, and have no ideale. 
They know no striving after knowledge. In their ignorance they 
have neglected the Arte. Zuaic they do not have and do not 
understand. Languages they do not study. Consequently they 
have no knowledge of the languages and habits of noi6hbouring 
countries and nations, and they have neglected avow their own 
language. All they can speak in bf no merit or worth t 
"Loose-brained, loose-tongued, irrational sporting cant, 
Dialoyal, sordid, forged. pernicious argot. 
Moreover they never travel abroad, and are imprisoned in 
the narroenes) of their minds. Their literature in the pact 
was treat, but it is great no more. Their theatre is nothing but t 
"Brain-wanting rant, and narrow-QOltinß plaiatt 
Emasculate, merstriciouc, void of mcrit. 
There's nothing National in it t .... 
ti' 
And one discover, that Doughty is simply looking at himself, 
praising all that in in him, and all the en. Aeavoure of his pact 
and present, and cis2ply attacking the British for not doing as he 
did')or not having hin qualities. This is no objective study but 
an usual an inEufficient biaocd judgement pas., ed without thought 
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oa the spur of the ©oleat. 
He would never forget te landed claasec from which he 
sprinLa, and remembers the plight of the farmer in the 
laiacez-iairo age of liberalism I 
brainsicit politicians 
+tave is. en the field.:, to mourn and husbandmen 
go lean and pale and broken, with lieht hearts 
And though thereby the Peoples root did perish. 
As a countryman who has never liked the life of the modern 
metropolis he mourns the passing of times of happiness in the 
countryside, and the past glory of the farming gentry t 
All townlinge now, too sott be grown their hands, 
To guide the plough and break a stubborn glebo; 
Which labour maketh hardy and strong men, 
To keep a land against her oneniea. 
This change for the worse in the ruling powers of FnSland has 
como about through the new extension of franchise to which 
Doughty naturally objects $ 
'How is Decayed so great sea-faring Elation thus? ' 
They're governed now, by looce-brainod demagogues, 
The dusty feet rule England, not the head. 
All carries now the irrational Parliament vote, 
Of a brain-addled crooked populace. 
Thus Dought'e 'Patriotism' is shown as the conservative 
old type of Patrician thought which loot the political hold as 
ae have shoEn in the Nineteenth Century. It lo indeed wrdF§ to 
call him conservative' in the party politico of the time, 
because even is the Conservative Partys Doughty would have 
found chit , 1f uutroty 1. He hood : ur ". oNs Lua. olx uucaLrry 
01 la, naea gentry, 11"Irl orr gor tho flow W; lig; nri not the flew brand 
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of toryiaa. All. the politiciaao of both parties aaa both aides 
of the Parliament were made the bot biß satire and the 
main target for his attack. Indeed t*Ae politicia. no and the 
Parliament itself are mostly blamed on the pages of 'The vliff8' 
and 'The Clouds' for all the ills of England. Everywhere 
Parliamentarians are attacKed. They were elected by what he 
calla ""a brain-addled crooked populace. -- 4ýhon they the icelvea 
vote on a motion, it is not patriotism or logic that decides but 
what Doughty calls the "Irrational Parliament Vote. " (P. ) 
Those of them who make the ý-ove'-"nment are nothing but "the 
penny-wise foolhardy mandarins. (P. eu) They do not lead the 
country, but are led by the mob -'the feet. ' An example of what 
they and the Parliament did as 'a disservice' to the country is 
given in the decision of the Admiralty "last year" to disband 
the Roserve Coast guard in a pretense "to save money, " while this 
will lead later on to the more exacting danger of hostile invasion. 
The lavy is weak. The merchant navy in full of foreigners; foreign 
pilots and foreign guides even work inside British waters. The 
Army in turn is called "England's diseased army of Lilliput. " (P. 52) 
Hobbes touches things briefly as we have &aid, and the aeraans 
might possibly be in whatever they cay a biased foe, In part II, 
the Judgement is given by Sirion, Truth and the Elves. They, 
objective spirits that they are, 1o not page judgement before 
ý\s 
they examine the case; and representative samples of spirits from 
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every walk of life are fetched up from England to be examined 
on the spot in heaven. And in marked contract to the earlier 
section, Doughty soarer to unprecedented heights in this 
Elvish fantasy. Of his 1lvea we will speak later but what 
concerns us now is the criticism he directs against the England 
of his day. Elves go to England and carry samples of various 
sections of contemporary English society in their sacks and 
bring them for weighing and examination. each sackful is 
defended by an Elf and accused by another, and Truth pauses 
his judgement after. 
First cameo a sample of the 'Commons of the English Nation, ' 
and the first sack contains women : 
"Quaint spirits of painted madams" 
These are co light that the carrier-elves were about to be blown 
over the cliff had they not weighted thoaselvea "kith gathered 
stones to hold our heels to ground. " And the judgement of 
Truth is "ye puff them from this Cliff. " 
The second sack is also light, for it contains $ 
i'len-madams, bully cozcombe, carpet-FCnights. " 
and not unexpectedly Trueb's judgement is to s 
spurn forth with swift feet 
Those clambering capons, from the English Cliff-, 
Which do men service only by their deaths. 
Thus both men and women of fashion and society are proved to be 
aorthleec. Thus Doughty takes big stand against fashionable 
society. 
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The third sack carries "souls that peep, like fledgling 
birds" - the childrea of England. 
They crow not true yat, but cheep a e. a21 argot, 
An lately being ON-c, -4 out of the shale. 
But inspite of the fact that the young men of England waste their 
(1) 
time playing 'fatuous games, ' the general judgoment of Truth is 
that the future of England lien here : 
of these new Betu, 
Shall sprout and blossom too, right English worth, 
When season im. 
The fourth sack holds "bounteous womanhood. " 
"And everyfone is priestess of as hearth 
Faithful in poverty, sickness and distress; " 
And Truth's judgement naturally is : 
""Zhilst there such 
Remain, Isle Dritaini may not utterly perish. " 
The fifth sack contains that Doughty calls "Souls of uncertain 
sex, that cat the fruit/Of others labour" - and he certainly does 
not mean the rich upper classes. Some of these spirits care lost 
because of what he calls Clack of occasion' which was their 
'misfortune' and not their fault. 
The sixth sack holds a sample of English merchantmen. Although 
some of them are good, and some are bad, Doughty gives them a 
severe slap in the words of 'Dru' the ß. 1f : 
(1) See also Doughty's attack on the Universities in 'The Clouds' (P. 39-Ze9) and the diucuscion in the following chapter. 
x 
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"Merchants, are they which shove forth England mostt" 
The seventh sack contains Q"heap... of learned men. 
/Gleaned 
from five faculties of meno sciences. . And this gives 
Doughty an opportunity he would not miss to launch the usual 
attack on the universities and some of their professors. 
These have "A world of esEees after all their names,  in 
order to teer wiee! ", although they have too long ears, "hid 
under their long hairs. " 
The eighth sack in no heavy that the carrier-elves sweat and 
their "foreheads weep". They carry maples of spirits from 
the landed class$ from which Doughty himself sprang up, tile 
class in whose hands the government of England was in the past, 
and whose power was waning and whose worth was unacknowledged. 
Doughty makes clear where he stands. The glories of England 
in the past are attributed to them. The weakneccea of the 
present are said to result from the passing of power from then. 
The lave which produce the chance are attacked and stigmatized as 
'lawler, a, ' and the Democratic tread in the Parliament is called 
cockney malice of mad Parliaments. " The now middle clean, 
is 
clearly represented by the Liberals, 411 attacked. Because 
this in one of the few passages where Doughty's political and 
class prejudices are not disguised, I shall quote it in full t 
W've landed men, come heavy as clods and rocks W've clergy too. 
60 L38 60 
Trrutht 'T'ie soothly such mono cons, 
Nurtured and bred, in English faith and hanour 
That have, in time past wrought more than have other, 
For welfare of this Nation. Now the Lands 
Beat fatherhood, being by lawless laws oppressed, 
(The cockney malice of mad Parliaments, ) 
They taxed are out of life. Their place is taken, 
At hearth and on the land, by lessor men, 
The most come up from gainful merchandise; ) 
Rhone first thought is not for honour of their Nation. 
And the first two lines show that Doughty referring to the landed 
gentry and the clergy at the same time was speaking about himself, 
hie family and class, and referring to the change which involved 
his own personal affairs as it involved political, economical and 
party changes in Nineteenth Century England. It seems to be 
Doughty's own judgement on himself and hie own worth, when Truth says s 
.... *. it were a fruit Of golden bough, that springs from true tree root 
Of patriot worth= 
The natural logical sequence loads from deploring the loco of 
power to the main field of the change of power - the Parliament. 
And in the following passage Elves describe their experiences on 
their way to and inside the douses of Parliament. Of Doughty's 
attacks on Parliament, repeated before and after, (1) this perhaps 
is the most effective because like Swift's satire it in not direct. 
When the Elves entered the Parliament, "the National Chatterbox, " 
they saws for example i 
(1) See, for example, the attack in 'The Clouds' (P, p. yfp), 
1\ 
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............ oa either hand, 
Vote catcher, strange tsvisod, rids-mouthed machines; 
That brayed, like Cyclops, with a human voice, 
Parliament "Was with soul-. darknenu filled. Who conversed there 
Did still lose some part of their better minds, 
The two sides of the Douse are likened to two parties which t 
.......... wstrive together, 
&tretcht twixt who Arara; (pul? devil, 
Acord ...... ....... 
Those links were Englands travailled 
Those called their sad coutentions, 
For i3ritams Life! ... "" 
pull baker: ) 
ages pasýZ 
1u Oäß-'ar, 
The front benches are said to be 'moth-eaten, ' and their 
occupants 'place-huntaro and slack-kneed tiäev: aitero... " The 
back-benchers are made up of 'thick babble throngs. " Members 
werd mostly s 
"SkoW-eyed, wall-eyed men, venemoua .. 
Some ones but-blind; some even there braineic1 ... " 
.. "... ... ... 
Day-drivers, pompous, vulgar minds .. 
Club-gallants, raten-clothes-bundles, ... 
The leaders of the two sides are ridiculed in ways reminding of 
Swift's satire $ 
For in that Babel-place, words outweigh deeds; 
And who can gioze is likely to be made,, 
Within a throw$ a Cabinet Minister 
... .i.... ... 
Whilst A spends breath, S bubbles blows aloft, 
Trifling the Nations hours,. the State stands still, 
Policicianc and parliamentarians are the first factor in Enjlaud'e 
weaknen3. Doughty'o oiVIC foroee its is%inent ruin. 
The tenth oactc in brought forward; but it is to pty., And 
the elves who carry it explain that they went to the building 
where the 'Imperial Military Council' in supposed to be, but 
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whore they in fact found 'Trochry' (P. 9()9 and where s 
Within, were posted notices on red wads, 
Of palmistry, races, pugs, ignoble thin, a. tP. 96) 
The porter is a 'whirling nA .' The gate revolved 
continually. The 'Inner Chamber' where the Council Members 
sit was 'blind' and partly digged 'like a tomb' under the 
streets. The members cared not for the safety of the Nation** 
but for their own safety, and for their salaries only s 
And now they would to any jig, 
As Perish England: which might then be cat* 
By their paymasters, hornpipes dance apaco, 
Their cpoitesrnan in called "Sir tiakebelieve megaphone, " Who 
.. /..., moon- had invented "Two new rulers in Are Metric ; 
l: 
communing, in the North. " The first rule is' 'that is greater 
than its whole a partt" The second is "that by how much 
men deduct, by so much, 
/Increased 
.. is their sum-total. " 
The Council'a'Inagcry chamber' is then described. It ie'Pnade like 
a Wheel-house. " In the four corners stood four men 'on their 
heads' s 
Gazing through binocle glasses,, at fcw, chipe, 
Portrayed upon the malls t so that each chip 
Seemed twain. A fifth one upright in the caidet, 
Managed an optic instruaent in the roof, 
Called periscope; to contrived that it reflected 
The images of all other Natioac' chipa, 
Diminished by an half. 
(1) The same word ear, used for Arithmetic in the 'Arabia'. 1 , 
r LLI w 
The eleventh sack is the heaviest of all the sacks and 
consequently the noblest. It contains 'sailors' and 'soldiers' 
Soulat Therefore the sack is 'embellished with the noble cross- 
stripes of the Union Jacc, ' and to it all the elves pay 
homage. The twolvth sack contains noble souls, but they are 
not as noble as the sailors and the soldiers. They are the 
'craftsmen's souls. ' Their honour lies in that they 'truly 
coat the labours of their hands, ' and their only stain liea'in 
the vice of unclean speech. ' The last sack, the thirteenth, 
contains souls gathered from 'poor houcoholds, in the 
Country-side, / Stout labourers of the field. ' These, unlike 
the industrial craftsmen have no woaknesscc, for "ail be of 
right worth. " 
Thus in unfolded in front of us the ills of En; land 
as Doughty sees them, in groups of men, and various uaita of 
society, in government, and in representative bodies. Thus 
Doughty'© conservative beat shown him against the trend of the 
times in social, political and economical theory. Thus the 
artificiality of his criticism shown the shallownece of his 
knowledge of the present. The poet, who s008 nothing wrong in 
the state and affairs of the industrial working Clatxoeo of 
Britain in the later Nineteenth and earlier Twentieth Century 
cannot be taken as a sound judge of the situation at all, 
It is true that the 'method' of criticie t in at 11 ip far. 
more imprea; ive than the method used in part I, and that the 
-" 
*Ives are drawn by the sure haul of a waster in contrast to 
the ohrbbinecr of the Gerran Officers. But the critxciao# 
itself looses nothing of ito superficiality, gad it rcmaina 
fundaacenta1ly the same, 
It retains tho game agaia in Part I.. 1 where tho stage 
in 8et arson; the Engliab thamsslvea, and where the ßprawling 
cc$Ae and t! io medlied group of chnractero from the Captain, 
than vicar, the surgeon, the Constable, the £exton, tue viatzistross, 
the Postman, tho CoaZtauards, the Intelligence 0 fiter, the 
Newsboy, the Soldiers, the filler, the Fiuheraaeu, the Fastre 
to the Yacht=en all =ix and diccusa the danger and prepare 
for the defence of the fatherlead. Criticism here comes 
epariag1y azd it does not differ from what we have read before. 
Prozent among these In the occasion where the Surgeon teile of s 
"a fair young milior'a born, 
Though viii, I fear, by time the lade grown tall, 
Ba little loft to grind of Englands corn. " (P. 111) 
%hich shows again Doughty, the farmer-squire's eon lamenting the 
patrag" of the Eagle. nd of the faraers. On another occasion 
where foreign writing finds no one able to read it among ttiem, 
the attack is resumed on "theO h*rdboiled brains of our school 
pedagogues: /. hat could not teach us anytbittg to the purpoco: (pº15). 
When they try to reach London by telephones an p ; unsay, they 
cannot bccause ali are at rest-. That gives L'ou; bty the 
opportaait3' to attack, appropriately in the worua or hic vicar, 
th" coapxacaacy or tna 1nill, ch peopl®, and explain their danger 
r, 3 a. 
moee not atop on ; tuadays: "To-clay a21 va land a1u bfnrs with 
tue dead. " This provides an opportunity for another attack on 
Parliament t 
As for the Parliament and your public men; 
Friday them scatters, aaturday puts to flight. 
t. -unday`a no day; aft tonday in half naught. 
What for weak-ende thus, half our year iii lost. 
(P. 121) 
And with the Sabbath rest, comes the fashionable social clubs 
which were again aaathern in Doughty's hermit e7on. In these 
week-endas 
"Some bask in petticoat smiles, in country houaec, 
Soros fiddle time away by Thames fair side 
Como snob it at the Loll 
Toadeators Ciub. 
New dawdle place, for louarinS counterfeits{" 
The commander then speaks about favouritism in the Naval service: 
It one be handepiked up, with no more merit 
Than other kath; not justly he o'evriden, 
Treads down the rest; ouch ravour in scarce honest. (P. 136) 
The Parliament is again attack3d as "a parricide aeditiotus 
Parliament" whose members are "Ilan ignorant of first principles 
of Estate" or "Catch-voters" who are failures in any sphere of 
life (P. 146). On Page 164 again many are said to "Loud curcod, 
malignant parricide Parliament" which by its neglect left the 
country with no defence against the invader's forces. 
Part V again repeats cote of theca attacj. o. The patriotic 
spirit kindled in Part II and III,, and bearing; fruit in the 
abominable child sacrifice in part IV, swells gradually to make 
the latter parts of the poem full of positive patriotic action 
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and hope of deliverance. &o criticism is here lea.,, than 
it was in the early parts. The only new note le perhaps 
the attack implied on some organs of the Press, when Doughty 
speaks an Page 259, of a newspaper called "The Dally Liar. " 
Thus sale the list of evil points high Doughty 6008 
In the state of '. ng1an4, at the time; and nothing could be 
aoro shallow and more superficial. That else cool.: one expect 
. VVV 
from a harnfit, who writing in 1908 speaks aboutI"ensian' bearing 
hic regimental colours, when ensigns, an the reviewer in 
The Edinburgh Reviers (P. 262) (Oct. 1909) noticed, existed in 
the Peniaular War$ but had by 1908, long disappeared from the 
rna of the British Army? 
'The C1oud&" which is in many ways a sequel, to 'The Cliffo' 
tells coaetines in the same words, differently put, of the same 
list of England's wreakneBces. Parliament, politicians and 
parties. aCain cone under fire many tines, Factions everywhere, 
weaknesces in state and Church are again said to be the main 
reaeon for England's ills, From every point, he maintains, 
Britain was not ready to meet the pending danger. The Eritich 
people haytlost the national spirits and do not care for their 
country any more. The University colleges which prepare 
England's youth for the future are thOlsolves called 'problem- 
halls, ' which waste tho utudentu' tine in 'Chinese etudiev and 
brain"aaotinn aporta' so that their graduates are all "untauCht, 
un®xerciced to patriot arms .s The government itself in made 
i 
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un Of Jem. igogues those sole aim is to remain in power. 
&o they flatter the voters. The voters theiicelvoo are never 
of one mind. Nor do they all care for their country. Come 
of them will not accept what in Doughty's opinion is the 
natural order of society. He does not call them nihilists 
or communists, but it is clear that he has them in mind when 
he epea: ts about those who will accept no god, no laws and 
no marriage bonds. Among the workers some vote for those 
Who flatter them, and those Who would not sacrifice their own 
in the service of the fatherland. Even the ship-masters 
betray their country by ceiling their English chips under 
foreign flags. Thus the oars ideas are repeated here, and 
nothing now is added, even though two long years have passed 
since the writing of 'The Cliffs. ' Indeed no passage of time 
would probably have changed the situation#. Doughty'. 
understanding of the forces at work in the social and political 
and economic life of his times was his weakest point. His 
knowledge of the present seems to have stopped in 1870 when he 
left England to the continent, and the rout was made up of 
his readings in the writings of the Tudor Age! 
hic belief in the greatnes6 Of Englund, and the cuperiority 
of the An 1o-Faxon race reflects the spirit prevalent in the 
England of Elizabeth as well as in the England of queen Victoria. 
Hip belief in the continual prOG; "aaß of man reflects the daring 
Elizabethan ¢pirit as well as the post Darwinian theories of 
progreccive development. Hic high estimate of human nature and 
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his general opitimicm are results of the trends of both 
periods. Despair was alien to his world and resignation 
was unthinkable. if there were weaknebeoo, all he had 
to do was to expose them and men will certainly coo their 
wrongs and so try to put everything in order. rha fesling* 
was more of temporary dismay that E. agland and trio ! -. nglich 
people were not at the moment alive to . h4 danger or prepared 
to moot it. 
But to be able to criticize etfectivelyg one oust be 
able to stand aloof, and understand the real forces at work, 
and imaginatively follow the trends and predict their future 
course. It is possible to say that Doughty in hie isolation 
Uraa standing aloof. But that aloofness was in this came a 
liauility. He was too rauch of bis age to be able to extract 
himself out rar it succezcfully. He wan too imaersed in the 
past to be able to diecect the prevent tronda and predict 
their course in the future. Whenever he saw a situation, he 
was quick to remember a similar situation and a kindred spirit 
in the literature of past aged, aua then in the teeth of 
artistic nece.. sity or licence, bring that historical precedent 
to prove or corroborate his reactions to the present. TyrtaceB 
in Sparta and the 'Sacred Band' of Theboc in Greece, and Scipio 
in Rome, are brought forward as cxarploa of ware of aavinS 
England from an immineat invasion in the Twentieth, Conturyt 
1 
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The attack against what he coasidcrs half-education 
echoes similar attacks on the pages of Eracmun and Scaliger. 
`here were of courts clear differences between the 
Renaissance and the Nineteenth Century that even a blind 
an could see. one of these aas the advent of scienco, and 
Doughty himself was in a way a scientict. Yet his ab4ecti6n , 
to pure science, pure mathematics and pure logic smacks more of 
later Medieval, early Renaissance eccentricities rather than 
of Nineteenth Century thought. Another WAS the clash between 
science and religion and in that Doughty certainly had 
definite ideas - the like of which could not of course be 
found in the Sixteenth Century. Still oven here the early 
beginnings on the pages of the 'Arabia' which promised us an 
interacting dovelopnent of an able debater and a lively, if 
not a doep were not allowed to go deeper or to appear on the 
surface - as if Doughty had not enough couraz; e &ad franknecc 
to diccusz frankly all the aspects of the thorny problea. It 
would have changed radically his way of dealing with tho problems 
of present day England in 'The Cliffs' and 'The Clouds' if ko6 
went deeper into the tremendous effects of the reli, iouo ". 
scientific ideas of the age. 
A third was the advent of industry and the machine, and 
it would be wrong to say that Doughty did not feel the impact 
of both. In the Word-Notes he deplores the dependence of the 
age on machines, and exprea$en the fear that machines will somehow dominate, and not nerve, man, In 'The Clouds' he 
_4iß8_ 
gives a chart but accurate and fine piece of poetry in the 
description of a machine. Yet the wider implications of 
the machine age and its tremendous impact on the life of 
man in general, and English Society in particular, are 
hardly touched in Doughty's poetry. The fullest usage he 
makes of it is in'Th. Titans' (Part VI) where the young 
men of one country (England, of course) go and fetch the 
titans, who represents the untapped wealth of power in 
nature, and put# them to the service of men. 
Thus Doughty's awarenete of the wea escau of hic a,, e 
was neither deep nor true. He could see the ripples (>n the 
earfac3. He knew about the trade depreaaiou. He Knorr about 
unemployment in many parts of the country. He Uraa aware of 
the decline of the power of the upper claL, ses which he deplored. 
He noticed/trend of the age towardo commercialism and the 
growth of democracyg to which he was opposed* do know of the 
0 
effectlall that is the field of politico, where all partiev had 
to woe the new forces dominating the ballot-box. Re did not 
examine the deeper origins of the syaptoms, but he preached 
archaic theories of heroissa, unselfiehueb, and valour, Hedged 
around by a wall of moral respectibility, and conventional 
optimism, he would not see the disintegration of Victorian 
society, its personal relationships and family discipline and 
its ideale, and the gradual emergence of a new world and a new 
schema of things. Doughty was no deep thinker and no preacher. 
40 %äi, 9 s 
yet be cot hinae1f up an ono in these 'Prophetic Books. 
for were his ideas new to its age or uniquer. Before 
hin dacaulay equated change and progre, -res yet was, like 
Doughty later, to oppose wrking class Iranchice and univtrcal 
suffrages Before hies, Carlyle wrote against tho ri6ing tide, 
of Uenthac t a, and of democracy. Like Doughty later, Carlyle 
was to auMyozt rather hollow remedies, and put up the Doctrine 
ideal heo as a divinely appointed leader to direct the affairs 
of all mono Like DouChty laters he contrasts the prevent with 
an age of the pant, and prefers the paot. 
moral -ren DouCht; 's equation of social moral - aesthetic 
problems vial not unique. That was the cornerctone in Ruidn'a 
ideal Utopia, where virtue, truth and justice and beauty prevailed. 
lt was also at the heart of Arnold'a work. But both fl unrcin 
and Arnold showed a do--per, though still limited understanding 
of the problems of the ago. Arnold in particular was probably 
aware more than any other poet in the period of the rottenn©ca 
eating at the heart of Victorian Society. To expose the facile 
nanifestationa of progress and ho?, and virtue, he points at the 
slums and the prisons of the day, To expota the material riches 
of EnJlaud, he pointy at philictinilL% and bipo$rj, cy of t rich. 
And bocauce culture aas hie fiol. d, he thore1 the iilý of ociety 
particularly in that field. Contemporary t, a Doughty sjn 
William Morris, who alone 4204C the poeta of the age ß ei1IOd 
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his activltics to the practical, the Political 
up &bovs hie cultural and literary activitien. 
The realization of the crisis %&F c won, 
do-roe of its depth aas not the tale among the 
age, Predecessors or contempories of Doughty. 
; hut was the ideal each putt up to the ag 
aad sicizl field, 
tho, , I. h taa 
pow'0 of the 
9? Carlyle 
heralded the noble hero and the age wi, -. b which he compared 
Nineteenth Century ýn land was the Piodiaval Aga of Monaaticic . 
Ruin raised-the baaaer of another side of the fi.,... le Agog, 
Arnold went farther back to the "eweetness and light' in 
ancient Greece. Tennyson, po cibly the beat repreuentative of 
Victorianic , van co rauch imersed in Victorientfn that the 
picture of his chosen age, the heroic age of Arthur, was drawn ý"` 
clear Victorian colours. Victorian moral valued and Victorian 
respectability are transplanted into the soil of Camelot and 
the court of Arthur and Guinivere. Men like Kingsley and Froude 
put up as their idol, the Elizabethan adventurer, discover, and 
warrior. With that coincided the great upsurge of national 
pride in England and the idolization of the ispire, a epirit 
which was to reach its peak in the uorkn of PCipling and the 
poetry and life of Rupert Brooke. Aad Doughtyfj; world of 
Tennysonian respectability, and facile uorality, en; d hic 
glorification of patriotiaa in thm &Se of Victoria and the ego 
of Elizaboth, and his idealization of the Empire, aunt be 
ýýýý 
considered in the light of all those works. The mind behind 
the 'prophetic Books' beloapa clearly to he England of 1870, 
and not to the England of 1910 - an age of ease, contentment 
and hope. His 'prophecies' were prophecies of a simple military 
attack on an unprepared k3ritain, and not of the great human 
upheaval which tan World tsar Z. His discontent is neither 
spiritual, nor intellectual. Ilia dismay was not for the human 
predicament, or for the human civilization of the modern times, 
but w4MO the external danger of hostile iniacion to U5 beloved 
Fn,. laud. The fcýelinýý for the dcjn, 5or now to over-rs. diaý;. Even 
c'octical intereatr are secondary, to topical interest which 
alindsz him to tae ciallowneee of Us criticism ana the 
sentimentality of nie attitude. Cometiaae toe poetry is rent, 
-%nd the technique easterly, and then one tends to pardon tme 
shallow thou -tit and the naive eriticiamo csut that la, except 
in the elvich parts of 'The t; lift'a, ' co rare, and one work, an 
in the last parts of 'The Cliffo' and "The aloudn, ' thoits 
dovrawards to a level of weakaess unparalleled even in the uneven 
works of this eccentric poet. Let us first discuss sonn pointn 
of his etronrth in those 'Prophetic toeoe$ colors to proceed to 
diecuas the weakne: ccn of 'Tito i. louda, l 
. ºAZ2 .. 
Doughty'e work is always serious. The poet to alweyo dignifieA. 
Nowhere dote he allow himself the frivolous flippancy of youth, nr indulge 
in the pursuit of futile unmenly work. ? et to we noticed Pt the beginning 
of Chapter f Yp part of his poetic theory was to delight; end to teach - 
which aas indeed the real end - through delighting his readers. Parts 1# 
III, V of "The Cliffs" are or were at the time of its writing the most 
serious job Doughty ever put his pen to. In the "Arabia" he was doing 
a public service. In "The Dawn in Britain" he was doing his countrymen 
a patriotic services but in "The Cliffs" the Fatherland itself and the 
British Race were in dangert and Doughty's sense of dedication made his 
duty doubly serious. Nowhere was he more serious then he was in writing 
"The Cliffs". Such was the weight of duty and the burden of responsibility 
that the need for recreation was greater here than anywhere else in his 
books. Emotionally and aesthetically, he needed another side of his 
world to redress the balance. 
To redress the balance of worldly mattere by reaortiri to 
'Nature' was an old habit of Doughty'e. In "Arabia Deserts" Nature 
provided him with his 'sweetest moments. In "The Dawn in Britain" the 
descriptive pasevgos on the valleys and the forests of Britain are the 
best proof of his intimate knowledge of the English landscape and his 
love for the sconery of the English countryside. Indeed the natural 
affection of the poet for the countryside in one of the Grunt beauties 
of Doughty's poetry. Doughty we» a countrymen who loved the Countxyc ide 
and knew it well, and he used it in every step in the course of his poetry., [""` '' 
da Khalil sucks in the beauty of a green spot in the Arabian Desert, 80 w4 
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does Pudeno in the blessed air of Avalon, and so do Carpenter end Finoator 
in the Valley of the Dove" 
But in their case while they go# Nature provides for them a 
background sometimest and sometimes provides a drtatio relief. It in 
not in the heart of their world and not a part of their problem. The 
interest is all focussed on the human being while the human being lives 
end struggles in this hard earthly planet. The songs of the birds, the 
music of which Doughty has always striven hard to imitate, to record and 
to convey to use the blossoming of the lily and the hyt. ointhl the sweet 
odour of the briar end the eglantine and the ever'-changing colour of the 
trees, and the nuxtauring of the streams and the bubbling of the brookaf 
and the buzzing of the bees, are everywhere in Doughty'e poetry. In 
«Adam Cast Forth" they are used naturally to the bright spots in the 
hard punitive journey of the two way-farera. Thenever the agony to 
great, God's mercy is shown in the shape of the waters of a brook or 
the greenery of a herb. The bright aide of Nature stands for peace 
between God and Man: for pleasure on the side of Heaven, end happiness 
and saue on the side of Mon. 
And so it does when Doughty brings into his books the clessical 
impge of the Muses' Carden. In 'The Cliff&'t "The Clouds", ''The Titans"s 
end "Maz noul"t pleasant Matura tacos over en addod weaning. It is no 
longer a leitmotifs a drsmntic relief, but it is the other belanoing side 
of his world. In "The Cliffs" it is the upper worlds the higher sphere: 




erhole motive of the poem flows. In "The Cliffs" it is the world of 
fairies and elves. In "The Clouds" it is the 'Muses' Garden'. In 
"The Titans" it is the world Into which Men is born. It to where Doughty 
finds delight, and man finds his sustenance of soul and his ease of Hind. 
Natur® Was a force in Nineteenth Century poetry. No other 
century in the history of literature gives us ! 'tetural descriptive poetry 
no varied and so abundant and no rich as Ninoteenth Century English 
poetry » Wordsworth, Keatot Shelleys Etoore, Tennyson, the Pre-Uaphee1ttec 
and f3winburne and later still Clough, Dobson, Thomson, Yeats and the root .. 
each with his own brand., and with hie own individual richness and each with 
his own excellences. Among them Doughty's place In assured. On one 
side of his stand those who loot at Nature to find beyond it some other 
being,, end to whom Nature is only a oloaki a means to an end greater than 
both Man and. Nature, like the spirit that Wordsworth sees in Nature. On 
the other aide stand those who do not look at . pature but to teko it into 
their own rainbow world and fuse it with their own hazy undefined emotions, 
like the hazy twilight world of the early Yeats, or the dream world of 
Swinburne, 
Nearer to him ratend those who reoogntze the eiictence of'IIcture 
on its own, liko Seato or Tonnyßon, In Doughty to well to in Koatc and 
Tennyson Nature does not transform itself into oomething else, nor does 
it transform us into oormothing else, TO are in it, to enjoy the becuty 
of it, and suck in the peaco and ease and plenty which it provides. 
"j 
But the poet in in control, neither losing his on power or his own ae1ft 
nor eub tttting himself or us to mother world. The eure control of 
p........ .. p 
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feeling and expression, the balance struck between the lyrical qualities 
end the dramatic manipulation to something we have become accuatciaed to 
find everywhere in Doughty's poetry, end we Indeed find it here in his 
natural descriptions, The men who cave us the epic of "The Damn in 
Britain" and the negnifieent stateliness of "Arabia Deecrta" in his 
younger dayat gives ushers, the 'Fuses' Carden' and the beauty of Spring 
in his comparatively later age. This is the youthful side of Doughtyp 
and in this he in nearest to the poetry of his ago. 
Still there is a difference boten Ceatz or Tonnyoon and 
Doughty! end the difference lies in the trends which at their mast obvious 
manifestation make him the eccentric unique poet that he is in the Nineteenth 
Century. With Keats we are in the midst of rich precise imagerfl worked 
into a sensuous pattern which is at the acme time a poetic expression of 
a dreamy sensuous pesmion. Doughty's natural description comes nearer r"º k 
in its rich imageryp and pictorial precision, but it is unlike it in its 
emotional qualities and imaginative expression of the poet's moods. In 
Keats we tend to give ourselves completely und be fused with Nature. In 
Doughty we do not. In teats we always, rak what the emotions of the poet 
atz. In Doughty we do not. ý For Doughty tries aiwayc to be 'objective'. 
Eis poetical description Is there for us to enjoy$ but his self, his 
emotions and his ideas do not coma into it. If the bird oingssp the 
song of the bird in given to us in orquinite imitation. If the spring 
in with us and The world is gryq then the essence of spring in conveyed 
in chosen ecleotio imvgery, Aal it in there for the roader to see cad 





himself or his own emotions in between. 
Moro than Keats it is Ten yaon that springs to the mind from 
the poets of the Nineteenth Century when one reads Daughty'e Noture 
poetry, I'or with Tennyson an it is with Doughty there to nn element of 
conscious ertintry, where the poet relishes not only the boeuty of Nature 
in front of him but the beauty of the lannur a which he is moulding in 
his expert hands. Keats is the lover of becuty in Nature. Tennyson 
is moreover the lover of the sound of his morde, Doughty certainly 
ehre these two rualitioe with both. With F'. eatst 
"I joy to hoar chant cf all birds;; 
And this cma12 teeming wavering infinite hum* 
In the oheon air# and thymy web of Grass; 
Of silver-winged flieas and dann© creeping thingos 
All children of Lifea Breath, on my Doves brinkn. 
And rustlirs gurgling nova. %-onding song, 
Of these shire sliding waters; wherein like 
Our fleeting lives, frail bubblon dance along. " 
whore the sheer joy Of nature, end the feeling of abundant spring everywhere, 
e, nd continent in the heart of the poet in watched only by the unique 
excellence of the style forged by Douaghty. With Tennyson, egain different 
only in Doughty'a unique atylet you reudt 
"once more the grscioue bloesoi of the thorn, 
Is in Earth's thicket-strewed wild upiEnd neon; 
there blows the bee-ruckt thyme 2nä honey.. whin; 
And withwind pale srreathen her lithe arms tors 
With primrose under briar, end the keys-flower. 
In each fresh mec d! the purple flowers unfold, 
in dewy valleys varm with Su =er breath; 
Sweet violet with peerless lilyl eppecxoth; " 
But Doughty cannot be confused, with Tennyson, although ho certainly moves 
hia way. If Teats was too much engrossed with emotions too much occupicd 
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deliborztely the beauty of the art of poetry iteelf, in Tonnyoon tnd 
Doughty you atze coda to feel the beauty of Nature is front of you , rind, 
the besuty of the verso you reads 
The boom of bses# vlth wins to chsen is glsss# 
Fei cup to cup, tho flowery mssd they nip; 
And the esuberaaee of nature shown evon is the Surer flies, which 
Teems garish brood, now inriaito in their kinds. 
All the technical devices of the poet go into linos likes 
Pitt dr oa-ß1T1 on stiff-p Fired clet. r rustling 'inL, 
The air hither thither oic, vem. 
And eaBiz 
Pdreet emonpt deurhters of the lucid tt; 
The wandering butterfl3r1 that lights on brier; 
His pictured vans the while dteplrye, wherein 
The blotted hexe: be set of every flowers 
Or folding them some blossom himself oou . 
Doughty is full of Natural dascripticn , ob3cctivo, pr®ciea 
end Clear. But bin technique Is different from that of Tonnyeon, evon 
if the view-point in similar, In mir'tys the field in Doughty 1ridOnso 
For Doughty's feeling for the languages not of pootry in goneral on1 r, 
but the English 1erguage itself# is deeper end morn fundemontal thsa 
that of Tennyson. A. Trereer (in her chapter on "The Cliffaa# for 0" '09101 
shows the variety of sources from which individual on ore cullod and 
glenneä and then used, so much no that the word re ýon11a the poets 
who 
used it gen rgop snd aorrleo us to a period Vhen l: nturo won Mars SolidlY9 
more amoly felt$ then in tho 2iinsteenth Century. Kett rlmoflt P1aoYa' 
end ? onr7Eon, in most aegasg Carry us off cur fegt ena we fo11ovrt 
ds%ad 
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description in the other. Doughty, an the other hand, himself to never 
carried completely off hie feet longer than halt a line. Sometimes an 
alliterative sound helps to shovel us olor#j sometimes the succession of 
epithets, more numerous and more flowing than gonerel in his verse might 
quicken our pacog but we ee almost alweyo quickly halted, and tho pace 
to deliberately slackened, and time is forcibly allowed where we look 
and pose and admire and then have to stop again. 
In Keats and Tennyson time is sometimes vuapended,, and the reader 
and the poet linger for a while. Yet even if the stand in in front of a 
single flower, the feeling of abund , nce, 
the atmosphere of plenty, and 
the realization that this flower or this bird in just one of many are 
there# and the flow of verse itself does not stop. In Doughty you feel 
ecnehow that this to the one and only objeot# until ponderingly in the 
slow-motion wty, you move along. It is not statics because it is not 
dead Nature. But it never'hurrioa: and the movement of the verses gives 
exactly the price of the objoctq the pace of the poet and the slow pace 
with which the reader is meant to follow 
Slow-footed, troop down other rother berstag 
Bellowing to water; by well-trodden paths 
Of horny hooves; over bruised deisy grans. 
2t is not only the uaaSe of the older word 'rother' , 
the vigour and ruggedneao of the ßebric which teile'us this is Doughty 
and not Tony oo ! but the slow pace itcoif in the moznirZ 'niow_footed', 
P-8 gell 9. e in the sound 'Bellowing to water", it we are vented to stpy 
with those lsry be&stso v3 in the firnt "rord in the following line 
followed as it is with en arreýtin C eý we dog it wo are wtnted to 
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wove along with the chenging waters in the eeme scene# we are given more 
rope in the rest of the evmo line which flown unchec1cet into the ne t* 
They drinks they viand in shallow eliding ford! 
Of willo''-. bordored brook. 
Than back to the 1a^inaas Of the renting hard= 
'! hey wait rctid, tz 
Loarinej with outetretcht necken into the wind, 
Long hour, to cool them in otrütrs umhing flood; 
Heifers and steers and Kine,, They star p# they sniito, 
With wriftinm, tails, the briete from their dun flanks. " 
where U. city part I. which tho words ixe freed from punctuation obsteclau, 
and are allowed for the shortest while to flow is in the third line from 
the end, i, ben the poet again refers to the waters of the etrovm. This 
in no Keats and no Tennyson. They er© masters of the flo' ins line. 
Doughty has mastered both nwiftl and ct nont a. ad Blow, all the paces 
to be used in his wider usages of 2 sture. 
For Nature in Doughty meen3 in its wid3 variety enything and. 
anywhore between the bitter cold of North Norway end the swoltering beat 
of Sumter in the desert. It means the moderate mild weather of Italy, 
the rains in Britain, the rocky mountaine of 'eleap the lovely valleyn 
of England, the acorchtng sands of :e jd. * end the wild eruptions of Etna. 
And poetic 1an8Wt e to be able to cope with ell them aides of Itature 
and all its moods needed tirst of all a ttore detached, more objective, 
lese lyrical, less emotional attitude than that of teats or Tennyson. 
Doughty did not choose this side or that; of 'Nature because they expressed 
their mood or that inside himself* Doughty described all with the Me 







gain it needed a richer crop of wards then thvt of Zortn or 
Tennyson. Tory auch more then Keats, and more then Tennyson Doughty 
ransacked the various rges of English lenguaga and literature to choose 
the most useful words. Co=on words would give comion meanings end 
evoke caamon feelii s. So his Nature poetry presents perhr'ps his most 
uncommon vocabulary. Words from Old end 3tiddle Englishl from Cheucer 
and Spercor are used. Vorda he must hove known only in his Childhood 
in the eariculturtl icndn of Suffolk ere remembered end used. bed with 
these sometimes ero the coumoa words conmionly used by us: and yet the 
simplicity they present gains a poouliar Bruchnass in the cemptny of 
archaic or dialect woz'de3. Loo's at the simplicity of thies 
All fowls ere fsing, of days returniti light. 
This joyeth in his p? ide; that in hie tre co, 
Gurglee; he thretes, he exults. 
The older usece of 'twin's the archaic deaionsion in ' jayeth', 
end the poetic usege of he und his for birds er© voided with the more modern 
declension in 'guruiess, end the ChEucerien 'thretea' with the combination 
in the one word of the erchato trend and the u odern change ii fofowea 
directly with the rich, almost religious joy of 'exults'* In the first 
sentences, the predicate follows the cub jcct, returi1ing for a while the 
adjectival phrase* in the second line the firnt of ute tikes the common 
road of 'subject - verb - adverb', foZlo; ed by the balsncir antithesis 
, there that pattern is broken into a 'subject . edverbial (or to it now 
, edjectival) phzr, ane - verb', retarding the verb no that it ode's at the 
beginning of the third iincsi no much enphesiod and gaining in effect. 
Then follow the thrates, he erulta': where the atruoture, if not the vtordsj"'* 
Is of the simplest English that CE, n be. dnd than foUowas 
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Is mingled sweet,, 
ConýOnt Of ßing+d kindly before they flit. 
The eiekin, linnet an the wren; that inns 
With other more, in the sheen-flickering leaves, 
Chant forth, all singing blithe, as Dawn doth rise; 
Their sundry mingled ltys. 
Which begins with Dou hty'+ notorious bread of inversion where the verb 
QoQee first (though the interrogative is not meant) and then follows an 
adjective and the nominative cones lest. "Consent of cinge''d... " recalls 
Chaucer, "kinds", recalls the Old Testament, the rare intransitive verb 
"inn's has evocations of its owrn. "Other" for the plural others, "sheen.. 
flickeringol, "Dawn doth rise", all remind us of tho ego of Spencer= and 
Campion,, and the felicitous accord between the music of the word, and 
its m©enirtl, and the music and meenieg of the whole. Sometimes there is 
g flicker, a hint towards a rhyme, cleverly hidden. Loo1c at "mingled" 
end "winged"; "sweet" in contrast to "flit"$ the "inn" repetitions in 
+aiakin, li netp w ,n ans "inn"e and its veºsied continuation 
is "sheens. 
Look at the musical balance of "all einging blithe" Vi. 
th "Dawn loth rise"t 
With the alliterative tea- In "Dawn doth»o , ad the 
iaco plete innor lick 
In "blithe" and "rise". Any ezenple of Doughty's nature poetry would 
show him no lese master of the technical excellencies of 
lyrical poetry 
that Tenryßon. 
"pay Caneth vpeoes the air seemeth 
Then tingled tcn led web of subtle sounds. " 
to a good exemple of his natural deeariptive verses as it 
is of those of 
Tezi 7. on. But R`ennyean could hardly-produce on the acme page' the quick 
turn in the second line of the following verses 
.43w 
wcaartere the quiddering swallawp each flowery dead; 
5toopr, turnep Treturne. Sauds then# her tender brood, 
In covert eevee to feed, of the wild cliff. " 
, where "atoope, turne, returns" recalls the dramatic vigour of 
Ropkine, 
or the quick turns of the Eliot-Auden school of poetry. 
Fairley has more than once stressed this technical dexterity 
of Doughty, and tried hard to interest modern poets in his poetry,, 
urging them to consider poughty as the twin-innovator in the Mid. -Vineteenth. 
Century in conjunotion frith Hopkins* And indeed they meet in more than 
one point. Most important is the disappointment of the two poets and 
their total denunciation of contemporary poetry on both aesthetic Pn& 
moral grounds. Similar also is the confidence of both in their ability 
to mend the ills of literature in their time, and to forge a new wW .. 
which in the wP . Similar again is the preoccupation of both with the 
early ways of literary expression in Britain - such an the interest of 
both in the Welsh language and literature, and in Arglo-Saxon poetry. 
From these sources and the likes both tried to regain a more virile 
more sinewy texture for their poetry. In the realm of words, both 
aimed at, end succeeding in getting -a freshness and an erectness of 
sound and meaning. In their rolling descriptive epithets both tried 
to capture the quick living urgency which was lost in the monotonous 
twilight dreams of Swinburnien sweetness. Both tried their hand at 
new combinations of words, new compounds -- and, in particular the Carlylee. n 
bi-adjectival compound. Both alike tried to regain for themselves the 
almost unlimited freedom in matters of syntex, sometimes deliberately 




Both were fond of inversion transpositions and omissions imitating 
different etruoturea in different languages Both timed besides 
vividness and ex ctitude - at economy. Both were fond of new experiments 
in technique like breaking of a wordy leaving one part of it at the end 
of a line, and beginning the following line with the other part# (1) and 
like the "interrupted utterance" both borrowed from Welsh. Both were 
eccentric in their excessive uapge of parenthetical insertions and of 
their excessive usage of punctuation to a means of sentence-etruature. 
Thee* are indeed striking points of similarity between the two 
poets. But the similarity is only one of rttitudo end of technic,, l 
deeyic sj and there the similarity ends. The differences are no lese 
striking then the similarities, so auch so that they seem in different 
worlds altogether. ' There were perhaps two main fundamental differences. 
Hopkins was a lyrical poet while Doughty was mainly on spin poet; end 
Hopkins was a Catholic while Doughty was a nor. -conformist. That meant 
that Hopkins had, the more solid body or traditional thought and, faith 
to lean upon, while Doughty had to forge hie Wfy ahead freely. and 
individually. That , also meant Hopkins . witness his conversion and hin 
ordination and his strict adherence to Catholic moneatic discipline ass 
more disciplined in thought, mood or emotion. The life of cpirity the 
inner tensions of a living Conscience,, awerte* of living Evil as well an 
hopeful of living Virtue, is fully expressed on the pegea of the lyrical, 
(1) 
. Pairley, noticed the likeness there betwoen Hopkins' "Windhaar" 











poets Hopkins, and totally lacking in the pegoe mostly objective of the 
epic pootq Doughty. In this complex modern world of tension and upheavals, 
Hopkins contributes something, and modern poets feel the pangs of his heart 
when his is beating herd. Doughty aas living in a "fool's paradiee" of 
hope and confidence in Hen end his future, and the problems of this complex 
re externally and internally era painfully lacking. Whatever )'airley 
does to rehabilitate him as a technical innovator he cannot make him at 
home in the complex world of the Tvonti©th Centaty, The only lesson 
that Doughty can teach a modern poet is on the technical side - and that 
alone never made a first rata reputation. Spiritually, Hopkins aas as 
near as it could be in the Nineteenth Century to the Eliot-Aud n School 
as he was technically, and the flights of his : artgination at its best 
could hardly be surpassed. Doughty tirituelly, cmotionglly and mentally 
was from another worlds and technically at his beet he could not soar to 
high as Hopkins, and could never be as intense as Hopkin and large 
stretches of his poetry are stale and barren. Doughty is vast end 
extonsivep and what he mey lac' in depth, in ccmparison with Hopkins, 
he makes up in the width of his rarge. For Hopkins the lyrical poet1 for 
example, nature was used to express aasºe moodet and impressions. For 
Doughty1 nature was described in all it_ moods and all its changes. 
Nature includes the living opring end the birds und it includes 
also the deed rocke, and the erupting volcenoes. Not in 8eoto or in 
Towson or iä Hopkins or Eliot do o lind the like of thief with which 
Doughty'a pege6 are' indeed fulls 
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Was yet a glcwixj sherd of iron rocks# 
Foeming out waves of stoney molten arose, 
Face of this Torrene ltese; which ehern by strife 
Is without cease, of jarring elemental 
Wheroo'ev cvntinually hoved thick vepouring Dist; 
Raining down reeking waters' might floods 
(Vast liquid Plain, coucht fuming Deopq waste brine; ) 
That wild winds reeved, in mountainous wallowing beeps. 
The o1w with all its cheng. e, the eoa in ali its moods, the 
earth with its geological phases and plecest are part of Doughty's Mature. 
As he captured the oppressive heat of Arabia, and the comparative ease of 
its cooler moments either in impressive short strokes of the brush likes 
"No mating here of birds; not & *rook perrtridge-. Dock, calling with 
blithesome chuckle over the extreme waterless desolation" ("Arabia, Deserta", 
Is Page 323), or in longer wonderful paesegos like the one on the evenings 
in the Arabian steppes with Seyd and Urfa ("Arabia Deserts", 19 Pepe 259) 
which Herbert Reed has justly praised in his "English Prose Stylen (pes 42)l 
he gives us again the various sides of British landscapes in "The Dirn in 
Britain". Later he generalises more in "Adam Cast Forth"p giving both 
the blissful and the bleak side of Nature. In "The Cliffs" the geological. 
rock formations find their expression and in "The Prophetic Books" and in 
"Yensoul" ntture is used, es it were for u1tremundene ende. 
one manifestation of bis ueeCm of nature is its uce as the book- 
ground to his pastoral poetry. For Doughty who would not write e. subjective 
lyrical poemt directly revealing his inner feelings had consequently to 
follow the objective traditions used by poets before him, among wham his 
acknowledged master "e, s 8penner, NOW in hie tor. studies of Spenecr he 
seems to kayo been as much under the spell of the WShopherdle Calendar" 
. ýt ,. 
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as he was under any of 8pensor's other poems; even more. In the epic 
"The Dawn in Britain" there are only three mottoes chosen for his 24 
books, one of which is an Italian epigram. One motto comes from the 
"Shepherd's Calendar". £ny look at Doughty's Notes shoe how that poem 
aas alwrys in Doughty's mind. And indeed 'historically speekirg, and 
Doughty to we know had a historical tendency, that poem was more important 
than "The Fasrie Queene". In a happy invention Spanner was able to 
combine the beat traditions of the past with the vigour of his present 
to give a now lease and a new life to the now blossoming poetry of the 
golden We The "Golden Age" of Elizabeth and Spenser, golden to Doughty 
more than to any other, had its golden gate and key in the "Shepherd's 
Calendar". The sane blend of archaism and dialect was there that is in 
Doughty's works. Spencer's shepherds were no Sicilian or Arcadian shadow 
characters but real representatives of rural England, more vigorous and 
more real for example than Wordsworth's rustic men. 
Doughty uses the pa. etorai convention in Spenser's wry in most 
of his later poems. As Spenser used the convention to express his blond 
of classicism . 1nj 
hucaaniesxi, and to express his own love of his country 
and raw while using the methodz of Theocritus, Virgil and E1entuant to 
does Doughty. Doughty has studied Spenser, Sidney, Daniel and Drayton 
and the rest of the Elizabethan pastoral-poets. (1) But he uses the 
pastoral convention for ends far beyond anything tried by arq of them. 
(1) Doughty has certainly studied the Elizabothan anthologies of 
Poetry from Percy's "Belicuss", to "Britannia's Pastorals"t ". " eta. 
.ý 
It In true that he! like then, puts up the imtgo of the pure simple 
pleasant and delightful life of shepherds in contrast to the complex 
complicated and sometimes corrupt life of the present civil life. it 
is true that like them, he uses the convention to dclight, end to teach 
through delight. But unlike them, he does not put It up in contrast 
to the sophisticated polished and grotesque life of a court. And he 
does not let it stand by itself. When he brings it he brings it a. s 
"a part of gyp, stage" in Men's development from primitive society to the 
complexities of modern civilization, In the Nineteenth Century$ the 
over-ell theory of sociology end anthropology, was to look at shepherd 
life as a stage in ban's long history which preceded the agricultural 
phase, and was followed later by the mercantile end industrial phases. 
Thus in "The Titte" pastoral poetry starte In Pert 119 erd in 
sºeviveä in Part IVp but it hardly continues in Parts Y end We In 
"The clouds" Carpenter and Piec ator b'ing it beck an memories of the 
early Sixteenth and Sovonteenth Centuries. In "i snsoul" vgain postoral 
poetry is given as part, puro and happy, but still a pest of 1tan's 
development forward. naturally Doughty would not consider that happy 
stop as dead and gone. Ho himself must have known shepherds like 
"üobbo" ("The Cliffs") in East Anglia in his your er drye. In Arabia 
again he lived with shepherds and tasted their merriment* The shrill 
pipe of which he read in Spenser and the rhytbmicel dances of young men 
and maidens in Aroadie, were never for him deed bookish convention. 
He knew that they were living expressions of the joy of simple life. 
Thus the image or joy in nature was in a living 'flumer lint od in Doughty's 
i 
ý. jýýj s 
mina with pr tora1 life and pantoral poetry. 
Another use for faturer In Dc hty'n pootry to e gain a revival 
of an older con ntion, older perhppa then postoral poetrq. 
Later an 
pro will discuss Douthty'e belief in the divine inspiration of poetry, and 
in himself to a dedicated poet destined to convey a nascsge to his countrymen 
and to his fellow hwncn beings. Conventienslly the divinity which hovers 
cbovo end whispers to poetic end looks after these in not only elive but 
also hard at work. In classical gytholo, yº the divine nester is one, of 
the Nine Buses. In Hebraic C13ßelologyp the divine 'Voice' of the Lord, 
rarely direct, and often indirect# is thet of an archarAcl, Gabriel or 
Azriel, or such another. is "Adcin Gast Forth" Doughty nekea Azriol the 
Guardians of God's creation in Adam and Eye. But in ali the great of his 
P... the guardian 'cgo1 in n classical. Uuee, in the hrPPY ccmpro iao of 
the various elements of sources in Doughty'e Irorkta. ! 'OW the purity of 
man in genoral and the poets in particular shown at its traeatq when all 
nature: earth# Plante, birds, trees and animals are all at one and pence. 
The hi¬hoet symbol for human bliss is a "Paradise"p a gardens both in 
ol*rsiool mythology and in religtoua lore. In olaaniovl ztytholo r it 
in usually up above, cnd no It is in religious mythology. Doughtyln 
purest momenta, the highest spheres to which a poot could tepireg under 
the aims of the Richest Goä$ is what in lo1lo+Riirg the e1reeic l convention 
he cello "'The tutee Gordan". In "The Cliffa", "Tho Clouds% and "Mrs-neoul", 
the "Uuaee ©erderrN to given as the abode of the goddesses where thoq rent 
and live, at peace, whore samotimee they hold court, end where the chosen 
few of divine inspired poets and thinkers find their final rast. As it 
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does in classioa1 z thologioa1 poetry end is its imitations of the 
ItanaissInco, the convention in Douahty's poetry depends# as usual in 
in the rest of 1'Dou'Shty's poetry, on the two legs of the objective 
de$cription of nature in spring and Summer, and of the symbolic 
personification of the Goddesses and Muses and their lives. On one side 
it ion as it woreg the best garden Doughty has visited, perhaps on Thames 
side, perhaps in Italy end perhaps at Teyef. On the other side we have 
the noble spirit walking at ease and breathing the purer air of an ideal 
"Valhalla". 
! Fran Nature pure and simplet to Nature in the Muses' Garden" 
is a step forward# and another step in the some direction transfers ue to 
another world, based Indeed on this world of ideal plants, ideal birds, 
and rarefied spirits. Although this is similar to the "muses, Carden" 
it is not the aase compartment. Although some of the spirits here are 
relatives of the Musesp they are not eloneo In "The Clouds" we have 
the 'Muses' Carden' where the goddeeaea are and the poets walk, and the 
pout gets instructions end is given pourer and inspiration. Zn "Maneoul" 
again the first book is in 'The Muses' Garden', The Muse in "The Clouds" 
is the classical l use of Poetry, but in 'Mansoul" it in 'Britain's Muse', 
and later it is 'Herthas Earth-Mother Goddess of the Angles'. In "The 
Cliffs" on the other hand it is "'Tirion', the divine shining One from 
heaven: one of the Mighty powers of the Universe". Thus classical 
®ythology, ancient Anglo-Saxon end British regende, and Hebraic angelology 
all help to provide Doughty with the mixture he always uses. At the 
tip 
of his fingers lie all the wealth of Hebraic, Creek and West European 
H 
119endat and he uses them exclusively 813 he chooeee. 
, then the image he conjures is general, applicable to all 
hulty, the Hebraic element is usually predominant in his mindf V-e 
is the case in addp ra Cast Forth" or in the 01d Testsment orestion of 
the World in "The Titans. Nearer home Greek elements tend to come 
to the fore, an they do in the "Iduses' Garden' in "The Clouds, in 
Britain, flthOußh tho mixture is stilt there, the Old British tolk. »loro 
boo* apparent, and it is Clearest In "The Cliffs". "The Cliffs" 
Indeed to the one book in which hie fancy im given full treedoat and 
to mlmoet allowed to ran wild. Two of the five pie of the book ore 
in that world of fancy. As if the sheer burden of the responsibility 
he felt towards hieß people and his fatherlexd, and the doom and danger 
to which his beloved England is about to be oubjeoted, forced him further 
in the way of fancy than anywhere else, Technically the poem needed a, 
balancing. Artistically, he who suffers needs delight an compensation. 
Emotionally his readers were to learn by exhortation on one aide and by 
delight on another. The shags of Britain was thus divided, es it were 
between two epheroas the human sphere of Hobbes and the German Tnvederap 
of the Cliff and Its defenders and the more fanciful sphere of Slrion 
and Truth* and their followers* For Siriong the half-astrono®ical halt- 
classical mythological deity was not alone, With him Como T and 
Sham&l clearly of Hebraic origin, and 'Truth', a personification tram' 
the age of allegory, used once before in 'The Dawn in Britain", which has 
his ancestors in the Medieval and Renaissance authors as much as in the 
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of abstrect qualities of psychological oituations. 
All thiB Is the first etrle towvrds what turns out to be some 
of the exquisite beeutiee of Doughty's poetry, and of Entlieh poetry in 
general. Truth conjures up his followers who turn out to be those naughty 
little creatures of Usn'e femoiful imagination at its purest phase. 
Doughty for a while late loose and we find ourselves lost in the sheer 
freedom of the irresponsible world of those dainty staoll creatures, For 
a while one wonders if we are indeed still reading Doughty's poetry, for 
even its rhythm changoet and its metro is new in the poetry of Doughty. 
Little is the world of fairies, and brief is thoir brvot&, and it would 
have been too artificial even for Doughty to express 
. 
their existence, their 
lives: their actions, in his usual ponderous fiver beat lire. But the 
technical chime is surpassed by the sheer Joy and, felicity (1) of fancy 
in their presentation, and the vigour of unohs t4 imeginative power in 
the weaving of their story# which sametiaoe recalls acme of the beppiness 
of C. Rossetti's poetry* Walter Do La Marc's world is similar, and it 
is significant that hei used excerpts from Doughty's. Elf poetry in one of 
his anthologies., The other kindred world iB that of the early yovto 
end the Rork of the Irish poets. But theirs wre truly called 'Twilight', 
It has an evening quality of fadirg tanoy alien to the vigour# treshoeae, 
and pure naughtiness of Doughty'e elyea« ýdbon oro thinks of sprito$, one 
does not think of grandeur* The Greek eirans of Rcue ' could hcrdly be 
tho source of Doughty'e elves. Igor could it be the fairies of olceeioai 
(1) E1rree are treated more aeriouely/in "Mcnaoulp See Chepter X. 
but less sucaeoeiulIq 
. -- --. -.. - 
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volley m=ntein and seas, the nereidaf the oreada# and the naiadol although 
Do ; hty'e fairy world Is never to them then to that of yard r'e shone. 
Nor are Doughty'a sprites like the mildere porhops more sophisticated 
fairies of Arfoato or for that matter Zponeer. 
They sceta to be of 8 pecu11er1y native breed, very imuch like 
the 'PiYien' of South Western EnCland, of the 'Brownies' of the English 
country-side. `more certain source thrn the current stories of elves 
end fairies in the Logland of his dey is indeed the ancient stories of 
the elves and fairies of the Britain of yesterday. It suited him beret 
coins as he did to the peat to illustrate to the =on of his dt the 
shining exruaple of the grandeur of thoir pest history, Doughty was an 
admirer of Wester Scott, end he wanted. to do for Southern Pritein what 
Scott did for the North. And part of Scott's endeavour wes the ealy$ e 
of the legends and fai%7 tcica of his nativo Sootlend. 
Douehtq in his preparations for "Th© Dsxri in Britain" Dame into 
conte t with John r1hy8 ead consulted him about Celtic rtholc end Celtic 
lore. Thus somehow the Weoith O :rf vi= legends in Irish end reich 
literature as studied $. nd absorbed, tnd one tools that his vorcion 
must, have been nearor the truth of that vigorous race in its greener deye 
then the death-wishing ßin-de-siecle atmosphere of Yeats end the Irish 
Revival. Na English poet n far as anv known h" .s used 
lighthearted 
fairies and Mischief- csking elves in the name Vvy to Doughty hee. The 
nearest to Drayton's "Ximphidic'"! 'hich hes a well. -ordered sylTunotricPl 
structures shown cute ly in the uaege of atenwea and rt ycx, ihich belie 
the real Aotiona of a carefree aacioty of e-aore1 creatures. Doughty'$ 
,. {ý 
t 
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elves in "The Cliffs", but not in "The clouds" or "Uansoul", are true 
to their nature. They are free from human values, human wayo# and 
the air they breathe is not human air,, Later on when Doughty himself 
turns tc the problems of man's world at hand, they also become humsn 
tools, and humen puppets. An `renter ©ays# in "Maneoul the fairy 
queen has learnt to keep court. But Drug, ßnoife, Sperio3, Turpes Knop, 
l exie and Pipit are fairies as genuin and as living as arlthing in 
literature or in fancy. 
7-, , I-r 
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It seems to no that Garnett's criticisms on "The Cliffs" to which 
,, we have already referred and the text of which we were not able to 
discover, had en adverse effect on Doughty's work. "The Claude" was 
written after it end Garnett's criticism seems to have been in Doughty's 
mind wion he wrote the new work. Aotually, the world of "The ClouQe" 
is the same as that of "The Cliffs". It is true that no characters 
from the older work survive into the new. It in true that the first 
book was about the threat of en iuvasiong while the second to on the 
invasion itself. Therefore the action in the first work is static in 
teams of epecef end the work is divided an it were horisontally, between 
'up' end 'down's up among the Spirits and Abstractions, and down among 
the inhabitants of the East C9ast, the 'Cliffs' of England; while the 
notion in the second book starts an the upper levels at first# where, 
in the Uuse% Gardens the poet to given the power to move about, to rove 
everywhere and describe what he sees. Thus be looks into the lower 
spherep and records what coee on; and from emong the crowds on the 
Eastern shore, chooeea - arbitrarily - the mom 'Carpenter', end folloiw 
him everywhere. With him we are able to travel treu the Eaet Coast 
where the enemy's brutal attack starte, and move weetwerda through all 
kinds of scenes and situations, throuuh vi1lpeee, towns and cities, 
ecraee fields, valleys and rocky partst on ell kinda3 of transport, on 
foot, on horse-back, on carts and on trains, meeting efl kinds of sen 
of all olaooee, of all trades and of all valks of lifer until we retch 
the tar vast of Britain, in Vales, and see the forces of succour at works 
Thi1e "The Cliffs" was called MA drems of the Time, in Five 
i 
ýe 
Parte"# thus giving the critical reader tho right to tpply to the work 
the rigoure of drematio construction and drtmatio technique# and the 
right to tax the poet and censurre$ it need beg the loose threads left 
unaccounted for here and there, "The Clouds" in given to us with no 
clear qualification of form. (1) Doughty does not cell it 'Drama' rnd 
does not give a list of "Drematie Peraonse"t yet the ray he treete his 
subjoot-zt. tter here is not fundamentally different fron the methods 
used in "The Cliffs'. Could it be that Garnett had availed himself 
fully of the opportunity provided by Doughty in the otse of the earlier 
book to criticise Doughty's notions of drematic form, and that Doughty 
wes careful not to fall in the same trap rgsin in "The Clouds"? Yet 
"The Oliffe" went to ne have noticed, too loose to be looked at as a 
regular play; and. "The Clouds" is too much like it to be called a "Poetin 
Narrative" or any form of literature other than closet drone. That 
Doughty has, deliberately or note neglected to call "The Clouds" a play 
does not prevent us from looking into the changes brought about in its 
shape and formr and from comparing its form with that of the earlier work. 
For here there is an cpparent attempt at cone kind of discipline 
brought to bear on the whole. There -is an introduction to the whole work, 
stating in the clearest poetical terms Thy the book urn to be written at 
all. The 'Proeme' is a complete part, that stands by itself, and directly, 
in terms of a straightforward poetic address, gives to the reader what 
the poet intends to sP7. The only link betirann it end the teat of the 
{lý The Ceabriäge Bibliography of English Litera*uro n (1909)= A Pley in Vona# 
. 
oelle it The Cliffs 
= 
"1 
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book in that the topic is the esme, here given es a poetic statement# 
and later given in dremstic terme. Some of Doughty's critics thought 
that the Proeme was enough, and that it would have been better for him 
end for his neesege to end it at the end of this pert end not continue 
it into the following parts of "The Clouds". Doughty never believed 
in short concentrated attempts. Whenever he wrote, he did so with ell 
his might, and all his energy. iie save a21i the port and the whole. 
Ae his tutor in his Cambridge deys had noticed, you ask him e cuestioh 
and the wiover will never be short and to the point, 
but long, detailed 
and ell-. inaluZive. ßometiraee the ansi-er is masterly 
in its wholeness, 
but sometimes also it is tedious in its diffusion and. unnec©sertry expansion. 
But Doughty Will not see. To him this firnt part is only e beginning 
a 'Proene'. 
The eeaond pert is a new deptsrture into e higher world, en 
upper sphere, where in a 'Holy Uountein' there is 'The Muse's Garden'. 
There the Code ere, and of the sons of uzen only the Pots tnd the 
philosophers of the past, in their euoceseive generations . not 0,11 
but only those who were worthy of it by their noble verse and noble 
thought, when they were alive on this earth. The only living person, 
to be allowed by the Gods. to dwell hero and to gain the powere of those 
who live boreq in the poet himself. Alone tsaori the living ho hps 
noble thought, ema writes noble verge, Cnd lives a noble lifo; therefore 
he is given that exalted position to 9100 end foret®11. <'itbout losing 
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he joins the caorwn f raw of thr: noble pocty of' I, he p%ct, f. nd tho 
philooopher8, the seekers after knowlc3 of the t. icnt i,.. ni r&tions of 
tin. ! z. "on, these Dou 4 ty ees to sa sobtl e . istincticn. 'rho 
po tii, 1iko the prophets of Canaan and ý'ýau1 have their power fror the 
We* r'dL 50 their vision im heavenly, unlimited rind illimitable. 
`, c, for the p ilosctp arsaq theirg; is no 3igrLt from abovep but an 
endeavour from within. eir's it a tourchq an attf"mpt by hucr ; rs minds 
to discover cuperhun truths la aovemor. 1 rora tho pit tomrinº uXwrp rau s 
Peen of great reach!. ". a.. e. s. s. 
L.; quebtered in &teep pathu; whose ooarinZ sPirlto, 
Born in darn* fleshly slice of rin =4 death, 
(A cull of darriu104o)) uoWlit, hoi ciik: ht they purt.; e 
Thair Loin!; diet o. pe p droNn: 4, rn1 gather light; 
In ri6dle of E MAIL L Zi , 
To reads" 
Thu* won rou dity writes nhhe cliffs" ant '{'ihn Gouda. jje i,, a poets e 
seer and a prophet. When ha tries in "Liv. nzou1" to colva Me Riddle of 
tho UvAv4ruol I he In not only a pootl ho in t 1Lo ap i1ooopher, u ne, routAtyto 
beliof in his propLetic powers cannot bo Lopa ted fron his belior in hftt 
pobtio k-O ra or his trust 
in his p%iloeophio endeavours. Thooo who 
dve11 alvay2 on the 'Viotorien' eido of Iou; -ht; r: would be quick to notice 
the Viotoriczt beliot in the prophetic qt itici2 of poetry and tho tardic 
sanctity of the poet. This was than riro6 ap; a in which a an boow<ro 
paor tic ""80 or his poetry* tut that in itself t to my nir& the 
diffo: once betaroaa tL. Q Viotorimn belief in Bsrditm, Ana Dou tj'a belitf" 
It is lo+ Lible the t tou,; hty' e belief up=nn fron and gras at o the 
pnarul ettitu 40 the " but the narnl attitule of the are had 
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something worldly about ito pertly social as shown by Tennyson'a Lordshipf 
partly sentimental as shown by the various clubs of the lovers of Browning's 
poetry. It had nothing in it that came near the old b n8 mystical elief in 
poetic inspiration as a heavenly spell. There was something in it that 
was superficial and smacked of Philistinism. Doughty's belief was more 
fundamental, more genuine, more consuming, for the like of which we must 
travel backwards in time to ancient Britaint to ancient Palestine, and 
ancient Greece. To the poetry and the philosophy of Greece: and to 
the religious inspiration of the Old and New Teetements, is added the 
genuine pride in the ancient bardic traditions of Celtio Britain. He, 
Doughty, is 'Yates' the inspired poet and the Inspirer here is 'The Muse 
of Britain' herself, who teaches hin to look at Britain's plight end 
tell, and who gives the cause as being the withdrawal of his protection 
of Britain by 'Angel Albion': 
One of the Seven Spirits, inhabiting 
Eternity. (i) 
-To the philosophers and poets of Greece and the poets of Znglend, 
the second part of the ! Muse's Garden' adds influences from the Hebraic 
sources. For, the'Muse leads . the poet to have a look$ in a 'Visions s. to 
the state of Britain now, and in the immediate future. that he sees , now 
will be given in great detail later on through the various parts , of 
"The, 
Clouds", but what is more important to us how, is# not whit, goes on below 
(1) Later on the Archwigel 'Abdiel' is brought into the picture* Most probably he was meant to be 'AAgel Albion'. 
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on tho soil of Britain, but that goals on up in the higher epheree between 
the 'Bpirito' inhhbiting 'Eternity'. 
There the 'Evil Genius of Britain' which is the cause of the 
ills of the 'Time't sees Doming towards him 'e mighty compexy of Satan's 
Spiritel' Mightiest of these is 'Aeatel', the 'drehdemon', who remembers 
in unmistakably biblical terms, "The Voices which from beginntrg was with 
Heaven; " end Christ, "On Earth, in fora of womb-man man was seen: ", 
"The Prince of Life"" To coot him and his evil followers, comes "Abdiel, 
an pelf of the Spirit of Prayer", to ask them not to vex "Isle Britain". 
They discuss Britain, and 'Wer' which dwells in Hell, end which sae lately 
ewakenod by a confederate of Satan on Eartth, (1) to ley Britain waste. 
Within this half-hebraio half-medieval frame the danger of the invasion 
of Britain is shown. The poet is given power by the Buße to see and meet 
and mix unnoticed with the people on the soil of Britain and tell it all, 
end the 'muse's Garden' comes to an end. 
The direct statement of "The Proeme", thus is fused into a 
larger whole# of a scene of a Vision in heaven, where the peat in terms 
of philosophy and poetry and religion, and in terms of poets, philosophers, 
end ergele is unfolded in front of the poet, end the present where evil 
reigns, end the immediate future: where War devestetee tAnd destroys are 
shown. In preparation for the following parts of the work$ the poet is 
given the power to see everything by himself, without himself being seeng 
ýa 
(1) Clearly the Kaiser of Germany is meant 
t.... ýi. <. f ,...... w.... - . ir. `.... 
ý h"..,.. +l.. 
'* 
-- _ ýý 
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This seeds to be Doughty0a device to give uo the super-Mturel 
c; here first by itself,, and the nutu: nl, trim epbe by itself after to avoid 
the alternation or r-cones ani tho abrupt c Langes of "Thy: Clif ". Tai 
rsä, "^Qb r Ong foe's thýqt "The rliffczn 
3s a better wort. than "The Cioutd" in 
Its parts, and La 6 ah-o16. But to uncrst i that va =st follov the 
pout with hie raving, eye. 
The ßcena in "i'ho ?, uvol c C;, rien" cos to an cr4 an-t the fallowing 
6ccr c tra- sfers us to u atom in tact ? nClcnd. Vat i-oot-cG4r, the 'Vaster' , 
hc thr) power to do thilt and trvn3fa: s hiiaE: 1f ant us back"garde cnd forgurds 
in wpa3e co well an in titre. The chQico of 'azt rw l ni is nr turul tiro :e 
the drýn, er hraa always come eiMheZ' from the South or the t. oot, =ci in thi2 
particu; rs inctance will cost probably come frnta th© lost. 
It is aluo 
Asa mpprop: tute choice, 1 oiuce Ioughty, Suffolk-born uni 
brral Laws Vast 
Vn, gland ratter than ir vhoro elec. In aber gl&zoo hiz know1u Le might 
be vtct. Re has travelled far into tho corners or 1ritain# Into Valero in 
the Tact cand. Scutlunct in the North, and by has otulicd tho gid1o r, the 
geo;; raphy and the literature of each psxto lie has ctudicad also tho 
history 
of theme lande on the historical sites theraolvca, the sound: tend the tumuli. 
But hi. a roots were deeper an we hm oipisinud in E'a&t rrr jand. There 
he was born, and there ho grim up. Tie knew it bettor than any other part of 
Dritain. l the s, for ex p1n, its place in rot ba:; Fia usap of 
-- 
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dialect. In lxabie., Arabic words and phrases are brought in. In 
The Cliffs* (Part 1) the German Officers use Gernenj French and Latin 
words. In Wales Welsh words are brought in. In his Word-Notes, 
Doughty shows that he was preparing long liste of words in the Welsh 
lenguage1 in the Scottish dialects and stray words from Greek, Latin 
and Italian, find their wey into the lists. Yet when it comes to the 
ectual usage of all these, they become additions and orntnents to be 
used within the context of his peculiar brand of literary English. 
None is allowed to occupy a. place by itself. All areº embedded as it 
were in the general texture of his English style. It is only here in 
hie Vast England soenee, that a dialect, be it authentic or mixed, ie 
ueed ct length- Everything also is required, leernt and studied, end 
in other words mostly literary tend ertificiel. But this is at heart 
authentic and real, and the artificiality creeps in when he starts to 
move awry or give himself more freedom. Artificiality is not the rule 
but the variation on the theme. 
Unlike other groupinCe (1) in Doughty thie 'worktu n' o family' 
sitting around eº fire of sticks in the field outside burnt Easthampton 
its indeed perfectly realistic. There could be no contrast more striking 
than the change from the previous scene in 'The Uueeis Carden' to this 
realistic scene of a fcmi1y gathering. There o 'creative en& lively 
fancy is let loose. Hore everything is controlled to the common low 
level of e barren aorkman'e exintonce" Thera, beings, scenes en& objects 
(1) E: oept perhup3 parts of "i", hý Cliffs (Part III)". 
are given in a noble atmosphere of romantic tenderness. Hera the 
mould is rough, end the cherecters ere viewed in concrete earthly 
terms. There you hove the Muse end the Gordan and the mystic poet. 
Here you have Anne, Tatkin, John and Ce enter, and the fire of sticks 
burning in a field outside a burnt city, 
The sharp definite change to shown in the sharp decided tone 
in the phrases and clauses also. It is e different style and diction. 
There you have longer speeches, longer sentenceQ, longer statements, 
though everywhere Doughty never allows you to be lulled by length of 
verve into the romentio hezinoas of Tannysonien and Wnburnien verse. 
Here the speeches ere short, clipped end unconnocted, creating a different 
cent of style and diction. Thero the whole is 'poetical' in natter end 
van. ner, and here both matter and manner are practical. There could not 
be a more appropriate more fortunate choice of a medium than Dougbty'e 
usage of the dialect here. 
But Doughty could never euettin for a long time this careful 
skilful delineation of drematio technique and control of form, If he 
did, his dramstio attempts would not heve been: s they certainly ý 
so confused and uneven. Nor did he have the ability to become, for a 
long sustained period in obedience to the necessities of drvma, e'n ybody 
other than himself. That is shy he seems to have been happier in "The 
Cliffs" with its succession of reslieti0 parts} divided by s series of 
visions, than here in 'The Clouds' Irhero the 'Vision' in 'The Muse's , - 
gerden' is followed by the realism of 'EcsthRmpton Turned' which is kept 
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on the acme level to the end of the book. A. eure en day follows night, 
and night follows dpy# Doughty'o variations end aontrrnts follow each 
other in quick suooooeionf It was perhaps pert of his nature, for the 
same could be seen in every work of his, in the succession of characters 
or events or scenes, sometimes within the bounds of the evre pereCrtph 
or the erne pep* To expect him to keep the some characters in view 
in indeed too much. 
The xor'. t-mente family introduces us to the scene and to their 
'gentleman lodger': the men Carpenter with whom# for good or ill, we rill 
travel across the land to wales - For good, bec,. use in him Doughty finds 
a suitable mouthpiece, and a suitable device which would rake it possible 
for him to take us along on this long journey. Doughty in no workmanq 
and neither is Carpenter. He is a 'gentleman'. He is not old, or he 
would never have been able to go through the difficulties of auch a long 
and hazardous journey. But beocu se he is not old, one would expect 
Doughty in his patriotiom to lead him direct to the r nks of the new 
to defend the l'atharland egainet the invaders. Every man we coot along 
the road is either an y man or waiting for ordere. Only Carpenter 
leads us appropriately across En«lanä. The dreua needs him much more 
than gland. So it Is that Doughty given him a causa which, in Doughty'e 
valueoi is no lees sacred than the defonce of the Satherlend. Rin mother 
lives in -Derby and he goes there to put her affairs in order before he 
joins the stay. 
Yet even he has not mrzic enough to keen the ever-roving eye of 
ýý1ý 
on the e=e level to the end of the 'book. Ls eure to dry follows night, 
and night follows deyt Doughty's variations end contrasts follow each 
other in quick suooeeaioni It wes perhaps pert of his nature, for the 
Gene could be seen in every work of hie, in the succession of characters 
or events or scenes, sometimes within the bounds of the ear. e pereCreph 
or the etme PEP* To expect him to keep the sane characters in view 
is indeed too much. 
The Morlmina0s frmi1y introduces us to the scene and to their 
'gentleuan loäger',, the man Carpenter with whom, for good or i110 ire will 
travel across the land to Wales - For good, because in him Doughty finds 
a Ouitable mouthpiece, and a suitable device which would =eke it possible 
for him to take us along on this long journey. Doughty is no workmcn, 
and neither is Carpenter. Be is a 'gentleman'. go is not old, or he 
would never have been able to go through the difficulties of such a long 
and hazardous journey. But beotuaie he is not old, one would expect 
Doughty in his platriotiam to lead him direct to the ranks of the new Oq 
to defend the Patherl*n& egainst the invaders. Every an we meet slong 
the ro&d is either an army men or welting for ordere. Only Carpenter 
leads us appropriately across England. The drria needs him much more 
than £rg1end. So it is that Doughty gives him a cause which, in Doughty'e 
values, is no lees sacred than the defence of the Fatherland. His mother 
lives in Derby and he goes there to put her aifaira in order before he 
join the error. 
Yet even he has not mtZio enough to keep the ever»rovirg eye of 
- z- -'--- 
the poet on him all the time. 
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Sometimes, with no apparent reason 
and no warning, we leave Carpenter and are transferred to another scene, 
And we are not to object, beoeuee the poet in the upper world of the 
Spirits was given the power to transfer himself fro+a amt' scone to tn7 
other scene, for good# or to come beck, with no ebligatton to tell or 
to explain, Here at the beginning we are given an exvmple, The 
workeraan's femily talk in dialect, introduce Carpenter and discuss the 
situation. When an inspector arrives 'with a lantern and notebook' to 
write down the names of all the refugees for the distribution of 'loaves' 
and later a waggon arrives: 
"M AmbulasnceJ I know it by the 1eapa. " 
Asid 'bread' is distributed, "Two loaves per head", red news io given 
to them and to uss they eeaw to hr_ve outstayed their uoefulnoan, and 
the scone to shifted without auch ado to another pert of the field. 
There the Usyor of Esstht npton first hears reports of the 
refugees and their number, end secondly he in turn gives a report of 
what had happened in £asthemptonp before, during and after. the eneny 
attack. The stage is set for this report in the crudest WRr imagineble. 
An intelligence officer arrives for c. n arLquiry tnd the Ueyor's story is 
given in details in enawer to the Officer's queations" But the 
usual extraordinary melange of the noble and the absurd in Doughty'e 
works above itsoif in the officer's questions. lnegine an tntelligenoe 
Offioer sent by the Central Government to the ; tvyor of the burnt City 
asking him mhm the cneav had destroyed his oitys 
-' 
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wZ)erefor. tho Enery huv. l contrary to the Lair 
Of Cations, and to ciliterc torkarg 
tcmbarda4 end burned dcen your upon town? " 
xhich In &bcur3. £nj then cc ea the ua stir , which wee ni turnt to rak, 
and natural to 'rsrors 
w, d vin rcu furttaz toll orst what him rimseds 
a to#, t Ic ay report, bg telegraph* 
Lnd this giver the &rjor, or Dc u hty# the opportunity* uhicb the post in 
Dou, hty would hsvo, by 'chat means it does not mttterg of describing tho 
I voo brru&ht about is the city bb the vnß '$ tttec =rd the Gaurt e of 
its citittas in the best Doughty tradition of dancriptive poetry, 
Two tbinao rh1c) c! serve nottciug tore ire, firet the ust, , of 
the word tel. t rs ph for the first time is poetry, (1) raä + acondlyº the 
particuter kind of fcctcryg, 'acid in the pesareo to hrvo been destroyed .. 
the 'soap-wort '. The cal, ' Fror»o crar the Vt11 o In cuffolk, vhorn 
I)OU'a vzo born, +ýcra 9song-ývýcrlral. The word "gaaoeterl also meeQis to 
be uzod hero for the brat timer. But bolder rarhapa is tt , ýCa or 
motor-born tnd motor-care An lets as 2695, the usp of the word Coto%%, 
oI. s "Is Estill di. sputcd, cd it rca is 1636 th&t it scewed to coin sneral 
epprcval by tho eotoblt ont of the '1lotor Ccv Club', ror bau hty to Una 
it in postr7 ; town boyont dcubt his retaincez to sccept tho n®wrvt to 
is the 1 ; uACO into the told Of hin poetry. 
tut tho poem to not to be eneated on one ote e oflp. A1onc the 
vey Cer eater Coos thrcuGb a a=ber of epttuder. But -re will rot follow 
(1) The word wto wad by "C1ouSh ? oe (1069) II. 4230 but it cent 




him everywhere. Nothing will be gained except e few !o entn of oxttltgtion. 
WO will pick und choose st random end co , ment. 
At one cross-roads, for ostplo, we are stopped to read not local 
noticon, but the Cover=ent'o "Lockration of the stete of Sisge". It in 
important to notice here how wide Dou hty'e clock of poetry 3e, to include* 
not only the various dialectal parts, but aloo the bare, dry, official declers 
atione. This was the period when authors of literary poetic dreae like 
Lascellee Abercrombie and Cordoa Dottomloy were trying to diecovor veye end 
met= by which verse could do all the functions of which prose alone at the 
tire was capable. I an ours that Doughty did not know of these tto rptn, 
end that his work in 1910 Included these pnrteg because as early as the 
eighteen seventies he had evolved a theor. 1 of poetry wide enouCh to claim 
the oldest and nout todurn resources of literature end la uce for his 
verse. when Doughty is dubbed 'archaic' by his critics end di issed 
simply because of the old phraseology of his vorks we must remember the 
e, ecples of his ultra modern trends. Douihty'n poetry which Could attain 
the heights of sustained passion and thoujht could also at times convey the 
ordinary msttar»of-factnoss of prose. T. tican official words of the 
'Declc1'Etion' are printed all in Capital lettoru, for Doughty uSOB the 
different methods of printing as much an he uses punctuation as ways of 
carpreaoiti his thoughts. His poetry provides proofs that ho had studied 
the ert of printing so cuoh to he had the art of writing. 
in en inn at Stanford, htve e Cbcucerien eathertn of 
travollere tnd an Ian Keeper. But ar. r cccpcriaon with the world of 
'Tho Canterbury Talcs' would choir how much I? oughty'n ch acterization was 
dry, wooden and vrtificial. The man, who in the 'Zrebia' wits auch a 




b®co a mechaic the ing hie different taaial macka. There he wee 
full of life; here ho is full of proaohing e mgas e. ße io more 
serious! but his art hue certainly logt the sap tnd 'joie da vivre'. 
ills anc,, a is not directed tooards croatizj charactera, or perfecting 
hie art$ but tovrerds prouohing and disou, cioro and topics. 
The diacu$eions and the conversations in the inn are in turn 
;o frmili" and no monotonous that ono would not card to read them 
twice. Only in ram cams is a rear note brought in. Hero there is 
one cuoh rotor end it is indeed a rare occasion* One would never have 
expected Dou1 hty to know about, lot alone to bring in his works It note 
on "Caciauniow'. i)ouehty doom not use the tsrsc, but it is unmicttkvbly 
here$ 
Shall e11 mans goody in corn on be henceforthl 
The meerriz e bond moreover should be loosed, 
pfv"f I 
Zbwv4t4f"4W. VM, section "' oyfrrirsJ, towards the Va11e7 of the 
Dr; vew givee the tippe, by now frmiliar, calpnCe of nevol of thoughts end 
of people* ? ownn, ppop1c flee to the couftryt end cruntry pnryp1e flee to 
the to rna, pad the lo can token fron that tees "Divnree be the couneele of 
Uonu' he rtn". foe e of enemy Innding3* Pnd of bri6Ce j blown end rorda 
blocked force Cmrrrnter to uve D hty'e old methods of tr¬kvol "o'er 
moorlind rour, h PM wrote" - on toot. Possibly tho cost used or tburied 
phrase in Douibty'a er©rkß is "As chrncar ", end hero the cuunce to the 
cesuc1 convoreation of en of iccr which lords rct. in to Schpncal typte l 
of DouCbty One of tbcm recited "e veraap Of Ergltndlo Cdldon POWt"# 
ý, 
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ihet in Doughty to eivvye Sponsor. Then follows e. piece which might 
be Spenserien in ©nsning, Fnd which is certeinly ceent to evoke Spenserirn 
echoes by words like 'bend', 'foster-child' Pnd 'nourriture', end which 
is yet ee far cs it could be from the smooth lyrical polishnees of 
Sponsor's poetry. Although the rsre introduction of rhyme in 'bend', 
'hand' end 'understand' is nearer to Spenser then to Doughty, yet the 
imitation cannot be seid to have succeeded. The result is Ps sterile 
pa the ocdcsion which prompted it. 
Dear Country, 0 hem doubly deer, 
flow such to leier we owe, that all us gave: 
which reminds us of his earlier collections of patriotic cones entitled 
"Under Arms" (1900) at the time of the Boor per, with their wooden 
artificiality and hollow eentimonteliam. Doughty in my opinion to never 
successful, whatever the onuineness of his motives werop in making his 
patriotic songs Allive for use 
More oxchec e of news follows end the officer tells of s 
"The Invader, Themes hrth now end Iºedw y Blockt" 
which could hove recalled ironically, the mcrrirCe of the two rivers in 
8penser# knowing what Sponser moans to Doughty. But it cortainly does 
notp for Doughty is not n conspicuous mester of irony, Of insinuation or 
of evocation. iie is too formalt too directq tend too fiat to stir these 
depths. The greet feculties of the Author of the "Arabia", which were 
mveterfuliy controlled in "The Dawn in Britain" and frugplly used in 
"Adam Cast Forth" seem to have died awry. Even the slight flickers 
in the second part of "The Cliffs" do not occur , gin. 
__ _ý 
1. S? lob 
"The Clouds" in all on one flat level* We ero not ©eent to 
probe beyond the morde, Pnd if r: e dog the effort to not ree rrdine. All 
are hopes for is for the poet to remain within the limits of the reaaonrble, 
if not of the probable. But even that hope is aonetimen too much. An 
eremple of that is the news given us hero of 'a secret chart' found 'on 
some arrested epy', on which the whole enemy plan for the invasion of 
England in, es it wereg offered on e plete# 'By coloure (:; ) we then 
their objective shown'. And in case the hearer or the reader deems it 
unreasonable for the enemy spiee to carry the whole plan of the invasion 
on them in 'coloured' charts, the bearer of the news goes one more step 
forward. "(I have it seen myself! )", says hei which in more unbelievable 
than the foot he tries to explain. 
The home government does not seem lese stupid than its enemy. 
The enemy leaves the plop on its Spiest end tYiu hose governs ont allows 
the officers to see it themselveag and the Officers elloir themselves to 
speck about it to groups of travellers they meet by 'chp. nce' on the roods? 
Yet Doughty is serious end in earnest. And because 'doubt'ie not a pert 
of his world, it is supposed not to be a pact of our world. The lest 
resort in a discussion is the word of the speaker "(I heue it seen myself)" 
which depends not on the apparent truth of what he seyn but on the integrity 
of the men hinsolf, a state of mind typical of tho earlier etoges of the 
development of the human mind. This is not the temporary #suspension 
of disbelieff"but the complete dieeppeerence of dinbellef, and the total 
uninhibited trust in men's chor, cter end word. This is a world where 
the prophets' words ere taken gor the truth, not beceuee the 'eigne' show 
----ý: _ 
m 
them to be true, but because the prophet in being himneif cannot be (else. 
What Doughty wenta to convey to the reader is simple, ntrnightforwrrd end. 
intelligible enough, but this tauet, this frith, thin neive slew of 
communicating the simple truth in fact defects his end. FO ©odorn rector 
can suspend hie disbelief to that extent, end consequently disbelief 
unwittingly creeps ins not only to the methods of communication but Also 
to the mesetge itself. 
Now follows a pessrßo epperently not linked with whet goes 
immediately before its except that it wes part of the news given by thq 
officer. This is probably the first eccount in poetry of the i©portent 
role to be played by the air forces in were, AlthouCh these were the 
pr.. V dpyat and the 8hys of Zeppelin, end it probably needed no Freßt 
a 
effort of impginntion to 
foretell end, dencribo; yet it ie, to sry the 
2.,,. t, unexpected on the pcgs of s, poet, maligned by most ve boing 
reactiansry and larchaic'. That airflyera' 'hands' would be rased with 
'dynemito" which they would throw on preennls and warships, sight aeon to 
us strange in our efficiently ßochenized Fgel end the modern r©pder might 
explain agcy es metaphorical the worda 'those hands hurl bombe', but ve 
rust realize that the poet vies foretelling the future, bcaed on the early 
experiences of aviation in its infancy. A further end deeper plunge into 
the future follows when the Officer invites them to shore his meal. As 
usual the noch in Doughty in nothing but another device, another chance 
for a round-table discussion of e. theme. In this arse the question ie# 
"shall Wertare never ceece? " to which Doughty'e rncwer is typically 
neither philosophical nor theoretical nor religioueg but prectical end 
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scientifically prriatic. In the United States, stye the ''fficar, they 
have disowered ©eenst 
"So the eir to cherge, with wireless venomous wevoss 
That night be a Country vithercd, in a moment; 
And all the breath of life therein destroyed; " 
which is indeed a shot in the dark, not unlike the vErioum Moms of 
destruction which humanity hem came to know In the following decades. 
But this goes faZ into the future, and as fax to Doughty's time end hind 
was concerned, the emphasis falls beck on the human lector. The present 
tools of defence are 'The Scored Bond' and its oupplementavr body called 
'The League of Patriots'. Soon orders arrive for the Officer to leave 
and we return to the travel-rest-travel pattern of Carpenter end Doughty. 
The wey now is 'towards Valley of the Dove's end to a first 
instalment of the bliss and joy of nature, we hear 'The blissful lark' 
'pouring forth transports' and 
"Crrolina in Hoavon"e ounbscnsg o'er Eneland'o earths 
Unwitting of tho heavineee of men'* heartm. n 
But with it comes the usual dose of hardships, of 'rearinesa' and 'fRinting', 
Lasts in on high and desolate coast, I aas= 
Deyord ail drift-wege{ where, in leb-deep broker, 
Sweet whin, hosth, broom and ling, eppeer©d no token 
Of human trolle; nor pointed finger-posts. 
were'ey companions only whirring birds, 
And starting heresy all fearful of man's drape. " 
This is indeed for ewoy from the heart of "The Clouds" and the 
poet is in no hurry to warn his country of the Imminent danger of hostile 
invasion but we do not think we mind if the e11Qtia frenework of the poem 
is used to provide us with such bosutiful verse. Indeed ve tend to pcrdon 
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the faults of design and the feults of execution end the long stretches 
of banality for these few gerne of pure poetry. These patches of neturel 
description of either desolate Westes or green valleys occur and recur 
in various distances throuchout each section of the poem: and they are 
nowhere more important and more central than here when he arrives at 
'D wee fair-strerming Dale'. 
Hore vo are nearest to Nature, in P pert Which is mot-tit to be 
arid indeed is felt to bei a real oasis in the twiddle of "The Clouds". 
fiere the weary trevo`ilor, Carpenter or Doujhty, oliChta and finds rest. 
But 'rest' is not enough, even if it is accooprnied with the screetness 
of 'tufted Cress' and the beauty of en English river, eheres 
"I may drink my fill, and lie in the Sun; 
And listen to Doves waters' trickling sound, 
Twist his two btaekel roo st -his grey pebble-stones. " 
Doughty must e1reym hove 'compenionship'. Cc panionship means conversation, 
and conversation brings forward not only the usual aoesip end news, but 
also an opportunity to introduce those topics which yore n1wrys near the 
heart of Doughty, end which were part of the 'Golden Pret' of his beloved 
Enclands its patriotism, its poetry, its vigour, its virility and 
readiness for sacrifices. 
fiere in the Valley of the Dove, Carpenter meets an angler and 
with him recalls earlier end hrppier deyn oß Enj; ltznd" It is possible 
that Doughty him self, in his earlier rpmblings in the English Countrnoido, 
hid once been to the Yellc, 
.1 of 
the Dove, where he miCht have met ozZlers 
or even fished himsolff It is Doughty'e usualrethod to introduce into 
the fabric of his works earlier experiences of his own life. The Arabian 
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Journey hoe its echoes in every poem, erd critics never tire to point 
at it. His only visit to 'Etna' is another. Less noticed but no less 
important ere the echoes of his re©blinge in the Valleys of Britain in 
the four eeeaone of the yeas. For indeed his experienoen of nature, 
of birds and plants and trees, era never 'literezz' imitations, but are 
Plweys living experiences. Even within the context of a conventional 
'Garden of the Muses' Doughty manegon to make his natural poetry very 
much alive. Indee6 it in ouch more living than the thin wooden characters 
that we meet everywhere in his poems. 
Hora the Vftlier of the Dove is much more alive than 'Piaoator' 
end 'Carpenter'. 'Piscatar', to the nerve indiceten, were here in the 
midst of Wes and irvecion sitting fishing in the Waters of the Dove. The 
Wane by itself is enough to recall to the wind Cherles Cotton's femous 
dialogue between 'Piscatorl end 'Victor' published ce a second port of 
the 5th edition in (1676) of heck Walton's morn. f moue book "The Compleat 
Angler". The poet, who does not trust evocation, is not satisfied with 
the implicit raforence, and makes all his intentions clear later on, in 
the words of Picontor himself; for Piscator is no less a mouthpiece for 
Doughty than Carpenter himself. Commentin, p for exec plep on Carpenter's 
weariness of travel, Piecator shows some of the useful lessons which Doughty 
had learnt in Artbiet 
"Much veyfaririg is a fever; and cold water 
Doan esso; but not too much used suddenly, 
Outward or inwe dly. I've known young men wither; 
Old men iinprudont, evon to die, therefore: ,,, 
Bis words on the dangerous otate of Britain ara no 100. aý. n o, preasion of 
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DouChty'e idepa then Cerpenter'9t 
Possesseth my soul likewise that grievous thoughts 
SleepinC end raking; we live deya of dread: 
Our eyes see darkness# Dritein's former Stnte 
As Sumer Light, is passed awry from usi 
That lest contrast between the dark present and the 'former 
state' of Britain's 'Summer Light' makes it possible to recall on earlier 
better ego in Britain and an earlier nobler brood of seng more serious 
even in their leisure-time than the modern breed of Doughty's time even 
in their de erous predicament. The Valley of the Dove wee the haunt 
of Welton, Cotton and their friends. Thus the Dove first end Pieeator 
second lead us naturally to Welton: but the surprise in probtbly still 
there in the words used by 'Pisoator' about 'Welton' rhich are usually 
kept in DouChty's works for Doughty's favourites like Spenser: 'cy deer 
Master Isaac Walton's friends's 
See hie Complest Anj, ler: bound in purple velvet, 
Lies, (so I esteem it precious), on my dock. 
Since''iscator'a' house wasp as he explains later one destroyed by the 
enemy and since Piscctor now lives in ao tap with other fuiitivea, the 
desk could only be that of Doughty himself, on which ; elton'e "Compleat 
. Antlor" was 
indeed conspicuous 'bound in purple velvet'. And when Piecator 
later on soya: 
"I'd sooner lose some ruby, if I hed its 
Then this smell volume, which I con by heert, " 
We must be sure first that Doughty indeed had no rubieup and secondly that 
Doughty in telling the truth about himself and the book, 'which I con by 
heart'. It is not strange that ? ieaator than would use ebout 'Welton' 
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the eine te=e which Doughty bed used about $ponser in "The Dean in 
Britain", and about 'Jesus Christ' Himself later on in "'Jsnsoua. "s 
"In it 
prrhurie of U ven ist end souls holy thought". 
And aura enough 'Jesus Christ' coon finds Ute wtcq to the pzee. 
The poet will not ellow us 'to deduce' the fecta fron the historical 
echoes of 'Piacator' being a fishor an like tho Apostles of Jesus. 
Piacator says that in the beautiful natural surroundings of the Valley 
of the Dove# he studies 
"to conform my spirit to hia; 
which wes conformed to Christ and His first saints"" 
Thus this 'Velley of the Dove' becomes en ovzis of reel life, of rc ion1 
of pstriotiem, of poetry and noble leisure in the midst of war and 
devestation. Mature brings music and poetryp and poetry leads Piscator 
b, ok to 'my nceter Walton' and to 'Angling's 
ý.... For now, thot't In rn art; 
(And meet for only very honest men, 
As father Walton scya). """. """ 
For his 1cst catch, Piscator uses 1a, gnat-fly's and to bo quite 
sure that the reader has not missed the point, Doughty introduces here 
the nenne of Cotton, "(A very killing fly, ' rs Cotton with)". And when 
they eat the fish he ccutht Piscator APIA completes the reference to 
Christ and the Twelve Apostles, for they, being fisher-tent must have eaten 
fish, as he does now. * 
"(I love to think that they were fishortenj)" 
'Anglin r callod' alton end Cotton, end the nemoa of these two 
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recall their literdry pursuits end the Croup of earlier poets with short 
their nrmno were linked. For Weiten is the bio , rppher, for ex 
1e! 
Of John Donno" Dance was it friand of ftrdney end hit, sinter the Counteos 
of Pembroke, who in turn wes e Priend of Uteloißh. Sir Welter Raleich 
was seid to hevo known and befriendod Christopher Lerlowe. The echoen 
reverberate in the rind, end Dout, hty was never to euppreu a or reiu1ato 
or even sieve the various elements of n ccpound. AU these sake brought 
in. First Piscator sings a sorgt 
"which lone gar, had Kit Marlowe m(d4. " 
The song to ono would expect is a Doughty imitation of the 
Tudor 'roundala', And even in the drye of 'Utrlowe' it could have eeeaed 
'erchvic', of an earlier tage, with 'ben', 'Reed' end 'kittle', end with 
the conventional 'herdgroon' end 'herdboy' and 'milkmaid' end 'Phoebus' 
of pcentornl poetry. The spirit is thet of Uerlove'a ferrous "Passionate 
Shepherd 'to his Love" (1) and in perticulnr the echoes of U"lowe'e second 
stanza aro reproduced hero in the dcliber* toly more archriö wcovirg of, 
Douthty'e lines, Mar1ove here'. i-s not the b=bvstio draatiot of 
'Tanbrulaine' nor the notorious etheist nor the dissipated soorot aunt. 
its in here as the gentle lyric rout of peatorE. l poetry, end the friend of 
Sir Walter Raleigh. These two pointot of lyrical poetry end of friendship, 
cre the two important noble quelitioa with which Doughty is here concerned. 
It is thu3 natural and 1ogicel to follow with the other poet-friends, end 
ý1) This poem end other like poems by Du Drrtao, Dreyton and an imitation of it said to be by Donne, are included in Writonle "Comple at At plor". 
-- --.. - ý; - 
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indeed Pisontor singe 
Another roundel, in the like vein; 
Sir Walter Raleigh, Douce or Wotton cede. 
But before we discuss the second eontj lot us notice the wry 
in which the nsnea of these diverse characters are yoked together. 
It 
16 indeed to ary the leaatt strenge, and if ire add the n¬no of Unrloro 
before, and of Walton and Cotton after, the grouping becoaoo a 
little 
baffling. That they all wrote poetry# and that they were in their 
succeeding generations friends is not enough reaoon to have 
then all 
brought together; for other people, before and ofter, were poets and 
werd friends. But in Doughty one gets accustomed to this sort of 
grouping. After e11# even Chtuoer and i3pencer, whoa he e1wryn 
brings 
together are so different in toe rnd temperanent, and in ends and means, 
Yet looking beck frag what teemed to him the ahootio diversity of bland 
and English literature in the Zineteenth Century, Doughty must have found 
those earlier poets all birds of one feather. Doughty must be excused 
if he saw his earlier golden ego, in o. bird'c-eyo-view,, of one great 
weep in which only the dominant heights would chow in eny clarity, and 
in which distances of time end apace and temperament tend to dwindle or 
dieappeer and only the general points of eacord between the various 
euthors become prominent. Each of these men ; rvs liked, studied and 
Qentioned beoaune in him as well as in his fellows Doughty saw what he 
was searching for. 
Marlowe+s main contribution was hill lyricel poetry. Raloigh 
`use a men to Dou&hty'a heath a men of Bering ection, of oourze* und 
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integrity, a soholcr in his own right end one of the noble few# read above 
all that a patriot who fought and travelled and suffered for the lory of 
Englendo Donne was no lose importrnt, but hin nvin contribution is hin 
high moral sense which led him to be ono of the pillers of the English 
Church in its infancy. Votton wes the typical scholcr-poet-diplomct, 
who loved England no Ices than Doughty and lived in Italy no less than 
Doughty did. Both he and Donne beceao immortally n, ned to, ether on the 
plc of Walton's "Btogrephy". Isaso Malton 'ee the friend and 
biographer of both, axed the friend in turn of Cotton's father. Thus 
tiatlowep Raloigh, Donne, Wotton, Aalton end Cotton mike a long chain of 
friendship and service to the Muso of Britain end the )use of Poetry* 
The first died years before the lest wen born# and the chain lasts for 
more than three generations, yet their noble cucalities group them together, 
and D hty's stele eye token all in et the arme tine, end through them 
goes beyond to the noble qualities of a noble reog things which he 
cherished highly and which he missed sorely in the Er Ipnd end the 
Englishmen of his dry. 
The second eon, t the ono seid to be either by 'Donne or Releigh 
or Totton' differs merkedly from the first vhich wen cttributce to 
ýBdýrlowo ý. while tha cailier viva, more litorm, moro convontiohnis 
the seoond 3e aignifioently betw©on 'Ho end Shoo and not between the 
'Herdgroom' and the $Milkmaid$* (1) Thilo the firnt dwelt mpirnly on 
the beauty of both Ioverst the second brings in the different though no 
ý1) Again another variation abundently used in the pr. etoral traditions and exploited on the prgee of ialton's "Complo at Angler". Both variations find their beat expression in Sperbor's "Shepherd'e Calender". 
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less conventional ideas of proeento fron the 'Fair'. The erchaaio wording 
is still there, and absolute words from Chtucer's time like 'Kuss and soot' 
are usedg but hero the languwge has a definite colloquial turn. The 
contrast perheps should not be labouredt for both r.. ro conventional and 
literary, yet there is a difference, and the second is more dramatic, 
more alive, somehow more natural, to if it were a 'npotcan' literary versions 
a poet's imitation perhtpa, but of some old Irish song or of the earlier 
parts of the "Song of Solomonat while the first could be an imitation of 
those early songs of the first Elizabethan Romantic Conediesq ea pert of 
the stylized convention of the hero and heroine playing the 'shepherd' 
some. When Piscator sings thus in the Valley of the Dote, Marlowe is 
echoed: 
By ahillow Rivers, to Urhose falle 
Uolodiouo birds airy; Uadrigtz1a" 
These 'Madrigals' indeed are pert of the evecetian of that 
golden egey as much as 'the Palley of the Dove' itself, or 'Arlin ' or 
the nt es of Raleigh: Donncl Cotton and Welton, are triepnt to be. But 
in thew Doughty ego-in gives us information about himself. For here is 
the echo of his earlier studies of the eon s the ballads and the pastoral 
poetry of the 15th, the 16th and the 17th CenturieN Piaoator, or rather 
Doughty, does not leave us in doubt no to which of those forms of poetry 
he liked best. Vhat pleases him in these madrigals is the 'round Yoico1s 
end the 'sweet sound' end the 'akippixg nines', To them hö preforms 
01& b allede beat me please: 
Those goodly ones of the right EnClieh time. 
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Doughty remembers Robin flood, Reid tierien end Little John and his oerly 
readings of these Ballads in Oxford. (t) 
Is thin a digression? and Doug bty's works nre indeed full of 
digressions. Perhaps it is; but here is Carpenter like ell the generations 
of the inhabitants )f England whanever danger cema from the East or South 
travelling diligently to the West. Here he is in his flight to his 
refuCe, to his 'hc e' end to a part of England which is still free, in 
the midst of darer and devastation, at the benka of the Dove. In the 
beautiful valley he meets 'Piecator' and with hits travels emotionally, 
eestheticellyp and mentally to a happier' more virile age, when people 
were nobler, nearer to Nature, nearer to Christ and his saints, in harmony 
with birds and rivers end trees, happy in their clean lives, in their 
clean pleasures, in their care for poetry and. in their genuine petriotiems 
"With rod and vnele and gentle Isp. ak'e book. " 
in it world where s 
a.......... all things be fitly disposed, 
And ordered, by the Giver of all good. 
And, co, without offense, to God or want 
I find the holidoy hours to entertain. " 
It is for Doughty eud Carpenter, and consequently for ua, a journey both 
in epees and time, for rejuvenation and pilgriarge in on hour of need. 
That eacureion into the Palley of the Doves into the art of en, lirg, 
into-the art of poetry end to tho Colden tCe of Raleigh end Wotton v. nd 
Welton, coxom e$ we have noticed in a modley of other discussions botween 
(1) See Hogerth'e hot of Dou&ty'e reed. in,; e in Oxford, 
Cerpenter and Piscator. Apparently the whole is frrgentary, loose 
rnd elipehod, but in reality there is nothing more effective then the 
o'ntraet of oll that with the dorgeroue hezerde of the present# the 
hostile invesion of Britain arud the weakness and confusion of the English 
people. The contrast is not sudden or drematic, but it to lonc. -winded, 
loosely-knit, end subtle. Look at the contrast between the past end 
present even in the temp of the fuuitivec. Appropriately M tind how 
often matters turn out oppropriately everywhere in Doughty - the oemp 
line near a bey "Raun-Sint by mountains rocks"y where 
In Britain's intique wrrst tradition in; 
That hid hold, for e P10oe of Surety was; 
Thither repaired men fron their enemies. 
Even the "Darn in Britain" is brought in end the various periods of 
external da. rger and national eaorifioes 
There thrice withdrew Cer, teous his ceterfs, 
There Roman Britons, from the Stxon sword; 
Serone from Dane, lur'ksed; Angles from proud N'or rnn« 
Now, the cycle is complete, and we are cllowed to turn to the 
present. An in evert section of the poem before or aftor, the news of 
the war is exchengod between Pieaator and Carpenter. Douchty, tbrouch 
Piscator this time, finds scope for Tet enothor attack on England's 
'malignant politicians', "(Ca11ed, in derision, Statesnon, cr. such 
blanket)" and their 'purblind ken: * and then their political prrtieai 
Each pe. rty outbiddeth othar in the State; 
That sinks or swims, but through the greedy vote Of blind, vindiativaq MarekinG populeco. 
And in that last line the echoes of England'o defeat and humiliation In 
the early parto of the 'Doer War, which shook the lator Victoriene of 
w 
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their comp1Ecancj reverborcte" 
Piccator invites Carpenter to the cenpp önd the following section 
of the poem berino with their epproach, The Gump is first introduced 
in 
prose. That prose is pure Doughty 'n& onnnot be left without cccmenta 
For here you do not have the richness end oxubervnce of the prose of 
the 
"Arebis", because there in no room for it*, But still you do not hove 
the stiff flat brrren prose of the usual ntege--directions. 
This is nearer 
to the e? entn of "The Dawn in Britain" and the only 
difference is that 
this to shorter and taore compact - bclfwey between the ev ents and the 
Stege-directions of "Adsa Cast Forth". Aa short as they erns they add 
to our knowledgo of Doughty's Ideen of prose. 
Here is a prose# vigorous, nrrvoust not smooth but jerky. As 
et, gc directions, gog this is naturally economical, but the cooncrny 
here is 
different from that required by Stege-directions, for words like 'And', 
'is's and 'thet', which could costly be dispensed with are included. 
The economy is more in the choice of words for their oompeotnesa and 
solidity, and the juxtepoeition of words into compound words, whore the 
solidity end comp¬etnoss are given an additional diversity of meaning and 
concontratio, n of sound, euch t. e 'flcar. Q-lit', and 'suppor-Fireso, and in the 
choice of epithets in the cnxbeful peculiar Doughty wry that nekee them 
alwcya surprisingly alive. 'Dairy queen' is normal end the 'daisy chsinvl. 
'Shrill voices' ere normal and. probably 'wildground', but the pace is 
certainly quickened in tho coutppetness of a 'flame-lit bry' and the Sudden 
contract of 'flickering shedo a'. Moreover there no the usurl DoughtY 
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combinations like 'es wherein'# end the usual archaisms like the usaee 
of 'other' in the plural without the article in 'And other go dancing', 
and the irieec¬peble Doughty inversions like 'And to that.... '. Acid to 
all thet Doughty's usual eccessivo usego of rhotorical punctuation. 
But all these sro qualities of Doughty's verve. And indeed if these 
lines of prose were arranged in metrical line$ of verse, with no significant 
changes, they would not be different from eomo of his verse in "The 
Prophetic Books" or "The Darn in Britain". The dividing line between 
prose and verse is hardly discernible - Particularly here where it is 
followed by two significant parts. 
First cores som©thicg which the most ranantic readers would 
rccept'aa poetry bocruse the subject end the manner are both lyrical. 
Carpenter and Picentor express their joy at the bliss of cooing children 
peecofully and heppily plays end the imrgee of birds in spring complete 
the oonventionnlly romentio piec©. But than follow the dry formalities 
of their entry to the crap. Firste the % atchmen challenges thew, and 
then the registrar. A verse co typically romantic is folloied thus by 
t verse so like ordinsry prose as to belong to the similar mixture of 
elements found in Elizabethan Droma egad in a way anticipate similar 
changes in the modern verso-drEna of early Twentioth Century. (1) 
(1) Even before Eliot, poets like Abercrombie warst with veryintj deGrvQa ^f Nutcase, t17iL to widen the rar. v of poetic draus 
Be Ca to include the lowlands ee Toll is the heiGhts of humrn 
exporiencoa, exotional, ¬, ostbetic, or hum ru . 
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Here is a nuteh®I1 you hive the aido rnr e of Dou,; hty's poetry. 
Compere the earlier prose lines "Shrill voices resounds that linked with 
daisy chains, are pleying; some at horses# ienpirg fror fire to fire; 
and other go dencinC heyde tee, round around their Daisy Queen", And the 
next lyricel lines of pe"txy in 
"Yet the Earth bringe forth Fier floirera, the sweet herb-springs 
Unwitting of our ills; end cheerfui sonco 
Be heard of bins (Were hero these steppirrstones'. }a 
1ith them lines of barren formal prosaic veroot 
"The reason Why, yours men, I ask all this; 
Is an Order come down fr= our County Council; 
Made for arrest of spiess for some of them, 
Disguisodj speck E, c lish perfectly. You mey pe. as$ 
With Council Truman'", 
which could easily be ordinary prose it it were not written in ve ee foxsa. 
., 
ht7la abilittei, or I would hevo quoted, This Is no datenco of Dau, - 
other great excz plea of his poetry, nor is it en attempt to show his weaknosa, 
for that lest quoted prose e is nothing but prose in spite of the line- 
divisions. All I went to establish is the wide ra. nce of Doughty's poetry, 
no wide that it rvrßPt from the flat plains of prosaic verse to the great 
heights of epic poetry. This mixture end this prectica, l removel of fox . 
barriers between poetry end prose in hardly espeoted fron a post dubbed 
by the critics es 'erchaio', (1) end is indeed unique in Douwhty'a timo. 
In the midst of those late ptecon of 'prosaic' formal verse you encounter 
some sudden peculicx usegoe taken directly from the Chmceritn. world like 
'They e-. warmtn nitl' vrd 'a near-oom guoet' and 'hint, and. footaoro, 
(1)- Credit must 'bo given to Professor Eer1cer T trley who has done 
more than enyrbody else to defora Doughty's ride rn ge of pcetiCll output. 
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forov näerecI on the moor"" But if we excuse throe ueuel eccentricittOe 
of on archaic ueege here end an invasion there, the conversation is not 
unlike the group conversations Tre have elroa, dy encountered. A councillor 
tolls of his drom or niehtciere about f, mine in Englsnd vhon on fight 
like beasts for breed. A cierchc. nt in another circle tells of the 
disruption of e11 buying end selling, and of the atrocities of the enemy. 
A gentlemen specks oft 
".... hur ; er. tavved ftai1ios, scattered to salt-shoro, 
.,. « feed on cockle-sheltie, wentle--traps, cant-up wreck; 
VZheroof they a je11y cooked. " 
Then suddenly out, of the blue is heard o voice eircing; -. the 
voice, we era told leter, of 'Steter Gertrude', vhoae nrme servos rn the 
title of this section of the poem, In to much tim the "L: ¬bie" hen its 
reoitera end its balled singers, and "The Dnmn" its different generetione 
of patriotic poets who chart the preisen of the Fatherland: end exhort to 
the heights the British Racet here in its hour of needs Britein needs 
desperately the heeling voice of pootry, In the Palley of the Dove re 
were resnlndoa of Raleigh# Rotton end Walton, of madrigals end ballede and 
the coma or girds. But none of, them can cnSry the nes+ip e of poetry 
here ra8 now. Nona of them can be the "TyrtI: ioc' of Britain todpy. 
Here in the heart of the poem we have Doughty's mouthpiece 
$sister 4ertrude's 
"But harken; how loth there from mother fire! 
Soul-ravishing arise, thrill, round and cleer, Am "throatles thront, emp . oioned wo n's voice: " 
In that second 1ize the 'chxº111p round end clear, voice recalls Doughty's 
praise of the sere qualities in the sirieing of sa drig lei end in the icet 
- csi 
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two linesq the 'women's voice' is linked with the songs of the birds we 
have enjoyed on the benks-of the Dove, and consequently with the nor 
end the poems we have horrd there. It Is indeed the voice of poetry 
end prophecy ce it had been and should olwrya bei the voice of Spenser 
in that golden ege# end the voice of Doughty now in this sordid age. 
The first theme of her soar is indeed the Spenserian thane of 'Love, 
expreeced in the usual Doughty stylet 
Loves heavenly-born, in breathed in our brerotss 
And Love, Prophecy cad Nature aro limed togethers 
Such daily outpourir ep S1br1 like, she hath; 
Warbe1ini on height,, like as con i other none; 
Save only the lovo-1oz in love-lorn niijhtlt. Ca1o; 
That thrills the empty air# with living songo 
And like the f{ighttn; ale sho 'cudü. Qnly' air e raid then the ctrap is 
hushed, end 'suddenly' stops and there the ßrmp in elatod and hrppys 
Like es that bird, which Inns in the sheen lefvea; 
Pleira nowq now chides; exults then in hin prides 
Then as suddenly tgain es if it responds to the Bonge of the 
poeteoc, end the beckoningo of the poeto being with them in spiritual 
prophetio oomciunion, ri nightingale begirm to chirp. In this botutiful 
bird corg Doughty iaiitttes phonetically the wondcz'fui Bounds of a 
nightingale's sores. In tho rinoteenth Century Sects und Shelley rind 
later on Tetingoon were the undisputed mentors of the field. Lry poet 
rho attempted to do what they did# etmoat r1weyß rapeatod their notes 
. nd followed in thoir foci to s. Dou&hty did ahnt Tennyson did, tend 
studiod nature at first hand. In "Arabia Oxcarts" en auch es in ell 
his nature poetrf he shows on exact knowledge of birds and trees. To 
to .. 
the imrginative qualities of the poet he tddod the «uic1: eye of the 
ecientiet and the ruick otrs of ra bir&. Ixetcher. And in these his Utor 
years# the wonderful memory of the gr rt trrvollor served him well. Ilia 
lines are an actual recording of whct he h, ßä hoard, end yet he fella not 
under the ahada n of the etrorg rteien-Te onian v ir. aes 
Itchu, fist, owett 
Chu Chi Chu-Chi chu-chi, cht-ºchi* 
Occhi wocchi woccht vocchi ce cchi4 
The sf finitiec thnro, frag tho li ¬ rtrj point of via-r, arcs not 
with recta or Tenzycou. Cbtucor atoms to stand ronroot. The phonetic 
recordings of tho iChtir ole'B song tru Douehty'a veroiono of a Chrucerian 
convo tion. Eut to imitation is not onou , h, 
for the echoon then vill be 
Implied# when pau hty never implies but e1wtye explicitly shwa his orrän. 
lie follows it with a piece distinctly Chruccritn in vocabuiprys tholCh to 
usual 1? ouShtyeecue and not Chtueorion in its invornionn and its nyntrctioal 
retv cas 
lie b ixm love's blies, with Chet smell aerbelirg thront: 
Of hiss which in foals' tontuo, soma clcpo to use 
Brecac winter prat, is c=cn in the fotzt+ 
on Earth of S=oI 'c1adncsr; 
And that 1rt 'Su. er-61rdneas' romindo tgrin of tho 'Vriley of the Dove's 
of 1eicuro, of song and pootr, , end consequently of the coldon k, t, vith 
e. 1 its oonrotattoro in DouChty'o rind and particularly with Sgoroer and 
Choucer. One sieht thiru. that it to too much to infer n1t the Glories 
of the Past End cottrrst it with c, 21 the drenrineou of the present "" in 
r bird'e no. Yet there to no doubt that this, excessive to it might 
eoen, is i'hat wes in DoUChtg'c mind. Look,, for essrple# of thew 
.. ýý .. » 
ttrtinCe end possibly unpardonable human wedges inserted in the niddle Of 
the bird's Bong: 
(1) On 4erth of summer-g1 dnassi (Ecrtho where scent 
lone ranea.. eiiirite find ru3ht but discontent. ) 
(2) Tots-t1-chu-wihi; ovih, hi-hih: 
(%heroin etch hour our brethren fall in death, 
For Britain's life: ) Tlih-hi hi-hi: 
Owib, huit-hufft, churri, cä, j-rd3. 
Captain Worth, n wounded officer, thon introduces us to n now 
Doughty venture. This to not e Doughty innovation,, for it in older than 
the Fenniseence. (1) Nor is it unique In Doughty'e works, for it in one 
of his stock devices. The most prominent earn ple of it in perhaps in 
"The Titans", where the poet pretends to be using an old manuscript of a 
book, which he is able to reed sometimes and foils to road at times. 
Professor D. Peiriey considers that one of the veoknesnes of "The Titans"q 
send does not seem to recognise 
rit as part of a conventional device. Yet 
here it in in "The Clouds", used indeed on a minor scale, occupying a 
very smell part of a section and possibly transformed in the process into 
a smell ingredient of the larger work. Chetevor be the justificationt 
it is certainly loss worthy and leas successful here than it to in 
"The Titans". Captain Worth tells Carpenter and hin friend that he wen 
reading, 'a little book, of a few stitched quireo', 'a poesy', which wan 
committed to his hands by a dying soldiers 
A 1riond'n cold dying head, nov wader clod. 
(1} See, for ext plo, Lv#dgate'o use of it in "The Fall of Princes" (Book IV), where he stye he took the otory from 'Bookie olde'. 
---ý __. _ _. -__ _, -ý _, -,  '. .d_- yam. __-ýý 
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And gs If the device itnolf, the 'book within tho book', is not enough 
to tex the patience of his r adere Doughty late Truman speck: 
Tn s, n: Was th#t e brother of the, $ecred Band? 
which might be consida". d, strctcbir. one's p tierce to thG limit, t 
legitimate question. But then Truman writing for to Gnawer, in 
brackets shouts, 
(All ore them he m e: ) 
And Carpentor It turn, gin before Ccptain worth + nzrera, shouts also, 
egrain in brac? ketcs (Love,, unc9ytng hcncur; ), and it all eeeaei to be part 
of a hot but tllogtcrl Latin tinerioen deuonetretinn. Ceptnin Worth's 
nncrer after thone homo gem in inevitably 'Yen' - How could it otherwise? 
But each Absurdity, es ere have elrordy noted, is n1rays noct ceriouely 
assumed - on trust. Captain Worth aeye, 'I sem them, .... ' end who 
could not believe Worth? Worth arm the z embers of 'The Sacred Bend' 
fighting for Britain, and he is nil preino for their cecrificee, their 
courree stnd their patriotiau, The book he in rending in one of their 
bookap and that is why this section of "Tho Claude" in called 'A Book 
of The Sroryd Bunde. For . nine "IC DOGOO Crptain Vorth reeds tr Tr rn, 
Carpenter tend to no from that booc. Thoir ooxvvrortion ho±q stopped snd 
wo axa trensferrcd to the preen of tho bock, If "The Clouds" is 
cuppoaod to bo a plays then this pert is 'a p1ry rithin the plcy'# 
unbelievable to that nicht eee in this frtzmentary lc osel3r_knit pt cant 
of a poet, That in itself would be ,,.. *,. Other jien inccr ca device borrcraä. 
Doughty seems alwrya to borrv-w tha form d äevicea cnd the ertiatic tricks 
of Renaissance irte= rithout beii able to borrow its flach or burgs cr 
w 508 0r 
depth of manning. With-fin the inner frrie of this boob-within-o-book, 
he fives us evtotly what we brve been reading end ro-. reeding in the 
vs. rious sections of the book itself. It cterts with the no old themes 
of prerogetion, of exhortotion, end thoughts on the shortness and futility 
of men's life and his inability to solve 'The Riddle of the Universe', of 
the love of one's own country end the necessity of defendirg it cgeiast 
ell denier, considering PRtriotiam eß Religion. And then follow the 
usuo1 prophecy of w&r cciirng,, 'On Thee, amidst the secaf Cliff-willed 
Isla Britain',, and they it entlir. C storm, is called 'Vast shtdcw dims Thee 
Isle Albion, of dread aloud', Those two lines erplein the clerr 
implications of the title of his two prophetic pooris. The first shows 
nritain ids an island in the seea# welled and defended by "The Clifte", 
and thus impossible to tttac except by girt Pe the 'eetronputa' Aid at 
the beginning of th A poem. The nocond apoeks about the war which comes, 
to Britain nevertheless, in the form of a storm of invasion and diat. ater, 
eymbolized in "The Clouds". Doughty's duty to a patriotio end a poet, 
prophet is done throughout this part of the poem in a long Tyrteien 
haranjuep which nothing commends except porheps the rpperont sincerity 
of the poet and the genuineness of his uonvictionsi 
A deaf man must bo chouted tot a Nation 
S1umbertngs muet bo roused-uug by truing¬t.. note; 
And to me this in indeed nearer to a trumpet-note! ho11ow amt wein, than 
to genuine poetry. And hero an in many pleoen before end after, aesthetics 
are thrown to the winde, and Doughty is carried on to the far future, to 
the loot steles of the 'rar itself, aid to the end of the poem itself. 
He chides Britain and urges her to be ready for, and worthy of the help 
_ý-ý -- --- ----- -3 
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that will vane from overeeu from the 'Further Britaine's 
(Mother and Drughters, alericuc fellomahips 
A Fivefold Eknpiro now# of Sister St¬ctoes ) 
Seven more sections will pros before re come to the end cf the ear and 
thi end of the Does, in the lost section which to called 'help from 
Overseas'. Yet here we are in the middle of the posy and the help 
from oversees is mentioned. But this 'Empire-feeling' wee i: Zweyo strong 
in Doughty$ Rhos its wo hevo elreco shown] had sucked the patriotic 
feelings from childhood when Britain uns on the crest of the wrvo in 
the middle years of the t=inateenth Century. Doughty would not of couree 
look rt the darker side of euch a structure, or express the shortcomings 
of 'mpire-buildings, no wa. s no lean Ipiro-minded then the uriger he 
attacks so vehemently, end no lass adamant in his belief in 'Per Briterniea'. 
In "The Cliffs" r. nd "The Clouds" he is wsilina for the possibility of the 
Germans ueint the British in their own worse end yet he does not seem to 
mind when the British use the Indians in their aware, At the time rhen 
he attacks even the British Perlizmont, rund nhocio himself ze the remotion ry 
conservative Viotorrisn that he raget he epetkc of tho Dominions es 'A 
glorious fellowship'. Yet even them his idea of thrtt fellowship is broad 
on a 'reciel' fraternity: 
Of the Community of all Entjlith Kins One froeborn Cconwealth of the Ial$nd Tonaue, 
which 3rao sin ore groat weep of the hrnä till the Indires, the Bcer5r 
and the various supprOsod CO=Unitieß of th3 rMniro of that dpy. 'Worse 
then All that porbrp$ to the ieai. eva .1 balief, ntr n3e evoy to Yiotorie'e 
reign, in the 'Divine Right' i 
. !; 10 " 
Frundod and sthblinhod, by the Till of Uarven# 
In Diitein'o Empire nested, on five cet a;..... 
Ors Coro exnriplo of nrtionpiina Cone wrong Iles in Dc u , hty'a ant solution 
for tho ills, of his c . untry, ' To äccrsd L: -,. rid' ituolf. Tho rc ody itaalf 
is old enough, tho groupir of nil virtuous pueopln, rkirr; t thn t ont 
hua. n ityer in Dou, hty's marryl odifice, An 1,14-0 Goas one coca nodhirm 
wrong with it, if the uoc of the 'Scored Bsnd' of auch country is uood 
only for the daf©nce of that country, r-nd one must sex thst 'Tiro Cnerod 
Bend' in both "The Cliffs" aid "The Clouds" corveap to it should do, to 
dofend Britain. But Aou,, iºty seta to have no objoction to Str members 
fighting vp... = in other people's lande« In "Tho Clifla" (P. ) hü t0119 
us of acrabera of the 'sacred Band' who fought in China in the frmou$ 
'Boxers War'* Now the word 'Boxers' was Cho corrupted Ennliah rondarirZ 
of e Chinaaa word erectly e uivtlont to his own 'Sacred DandIj There 
you have the 'Seared Bond' of £raßliah patriots fightir. r rinnt tho 
'Sacred Band' of Chin; - on Chinese lrnd, The 'poet-prophot' thus 
booo©en r. n old tribal poet, fightir egainot other tribal poets for the 
glory of his tribe end race ouywhero. The high moral tcno in loot, the 
clean virtuous pagan of hin patriotic charts rro acrrcd, and the poet 
boccmas a mar© wor2hippcr of hieß Country rid RFc3 oven to the detriment, 
of other countries end other rPccc such to cry petty roecticncrj pede ague 
night do. The cT. ro for 911 hurnity it lost in tho talfiahz aon of as 
r¬cicl outlook. 
ä'aek is this port of the poem noecs to be in te=n of ert or 
cvon in tcrr. of precchir. f th: ero tx'o eca o bricht living ctb; 2'o still. 
m 0- qll as 
Doughty cev'r writes dull pzgee for long, with=jut giving us scmethi ra 
good, however small an an emp1o consolation. Take for example tho linnai 
"Liwp to fnir r'itmrlilv's lms; vea, that ariap. 
L« rge-zpreadinß in some waters oars' I face; 
R'herp they, in flownrirG botuty, prouý1y rides 
All z ouristi d of our sap, fro in one stalked root; 
............ . 
And nornetimee nomo bright idea ecern to hover on the horizon, which would 
oeem to us. looking back from todayrp to have been prophetic indeed. Hare 
in thrice lines, speaking about the pence that ends warn, he wenn to 
forotell th, creation of Lht 'Levguo of Nationo't 
dew tmphicti o.: 3c Lesrua, shall over alt: 
Proolaims Pesco, From Henoeforth, o" the thole ' orld 
And suddenly this mixture of prophecy, of prench: zg end patriotic sore 
brings us to the young men of ; land ready waiting 'With furbished arrn' 
For the signal that would arll them to defend their lend. Suddenly 
come ecross it Stege dir+ictfoni "Rockets be ceen7 mounting up in the dinttnt 
night ekles". W do not know if we are eupponed to road only end imr-gine, 
or haar Captain Worth road it end with him we imrgine. Until this t ox nt 
the book-within-the book ceecod to be n atraightrorwurd poemt but with 
this cudden unaccounted for at, ge-diroction it is shown to be a play. 
'The Book of the Sccrod Band' is e pity within a plrys After the stye 
direction that young soldier, one of thone who wore said to bo ready 
waiting tells us about the alarm# and about his cottons und reactions 
and feelings at the pronpect of goin to the 'dance of wsrfere's 
"Up Soul end Dein&" 
"Do on khaki, hpntel choulder England's i rme2" 
Which could be the words of the soldier hlitncli, or the rordc of the 
ý, 
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poato urg nC him to do so* But the following linen sro ourol7 apoken 
by the soldier. He ý-nbrvicee hin wife, hin childreng bin father and 
©other, Fnd oll three speak to hire in turn nrid he to thn , end all of 
thorn bid him ferowell. Thin confunio. i of who spa Ora Fn+i who tnllo bout 
whomq Goes on into thm follo'in,; trio linooi 'hem the voice of whet ceemn 
to ua like a narretor tolle un nbout the vey the yours soldier Coen to meet 
hie fellow soldiore. Then follow ßtago--directiono which tell r-bout the 
time and place of their maaticza* end we hoar soldiers eskin q ,, ueationo, 
end tb'tr C? pteAn ana'Wettag thc= mbOut the irivzoion r'nd ebout the ordors 4' 
givan to them by the 'Elders of the Scored Band's "All Essex Wren to 
the coast** Doughty seems to htvo forgotten ce plotoly that 
/thin 
was 
a book given to COgtain Worth by a dring soldi. org and thüa could not hove 
spoken about the invasion an asrn3thir ottU to core i Now the t retina 
8100 is a Doughty Meeting, whore n11 the rotten is given in o short strgo_ 
direction "(A sound of shuffling toot and G: ounded erns)", ttnd r. 11 the 
rest is given up to barren patriotic chants and artificial rigid refrains 
in the worst manner of hic (1900) book of War 9anio. Linea tre now 
given to the Ciptc, in, no, given to the, Lioutonunt, and no capo? en by all, 
but nobody# none other than Dou; hty, would hove included rmong thcm 
ao 1eon: ' ho cFi11a "Drother Hierophant"; This unz =eusary Inclusion night 
be ctmed at introdueina his fuvourito theme of priestly prophecy, yet 
even then the cord; giwn to thy: 'Hierc; hnrt' c no different fron the 
worcS of the Q the m. 
"Bo KincilinC clouuing before thin risir., 
Omens of $laughtor; battle-fiolda, dyed in goro2" 
might tpposr like a prophecy, but it is not a now note in tho poem# Thin 
b =`y " 'r 
confusion ends by another stage-direction which toile that "Two timed 
khaki-clad companies now o soon to ippronch, by a converging road". 
One is a Compgry of Native British soldiers, the other is composed of 
the hel; ors from South Bess (South tfrtc;!! AustrHiie r, nci ? 'air u? rn1P-nI) 
end West Sees (Canada). Doughty's nation ,l Pnthem for Britain sand itn 
Doninionn, "Gong of the Isle" ("The Cliffs", Pam: -; 263) is comas cad 
nothing in Dour, htyla works is dr erier than his patriotic cor. Vo with 
the end of the convoy Cation botvaen the Ccptains this excerpt frans the 
'ßnok of the Sacred Band' corms to on end. We are cud&only bacxc to 
Cnpta. in worth, Trwaan and CMTcntor, thy then. would Doughty still vent. 
to edd end add to it? CQptain Bomb sryss 
"I find eicht added on tbie overleaf; 
In hasty enriptl not oozy to be read. " 
and that reminds us of the arme tricks of 'old books I ui b the Uedloval 
end E; arly Renaissance poets and used by Doughty £9sin in "The Titciu" end 
in " znsaul". that We have this time is a dndicetion of 'the soul of 
the writer to Dritsin'. One would have thought thä writer would be the 
IV «oldior, but Cepttin North eels Hore think the 
dodicntion aas 
written by Sister Gertrudo2 A. -id then cgrin Captain Worth diccovern 
a thing newt 
There's somewhat yet hero prated in the cover; 
I hr. d not soon before; What?... 801023 i; yiant 
P= rum, 1ptr, l, ý found in the PPXUM: 
shy 'on this ovorlerir'' oneo, cnd then this time 'pc-Stod in the covarl'? 
Why, did not Captain UODth SCO these before? And in M het? # supposed 
to tell of his rastoaishrr t? Then, zhet . ra th, M itelicn supposod to tell? 
Was the line written in the han, or in it just en o=pjon . tion by 
Ctptain 
ww 
Worth? And what after all bringe 'Solon', and what brings 'the FrA=! '? 
Questione we should not ask and should never try to enswerp for Doughty 
will bring in ev©rything that cones into his head, without axnr acruploc 
about aesthetic necessity or artistic Justification. Solon ciIda to 
wisdoms the service he has done to Athena. . io wan the wise low-C1vo 
as well as the defender of his notherlv. nd. Ile «es above all. a poet, 
and thus was a suitable tool for Doughty. 'The Fayüm' beceme ft ous 
in the late 19th Century as being the repository of some ancient Egyptian 
papyri, discovered by different Egyptologists, whom Doughty seems to have 
known for years. (1) Greece and E67pt are used later in "; lansoul". 
Thus this digression could be patiently borne and generously pa. rdonedg 
but Doughty does not stop there. Through Ccpttin Worth he criticizes 
'Solon'Q hymn', and one is confused by the Doughtyesque erudition of 
the Captains 
Uoreo'er the term trirGýe, I mistrust in it. 
But Captain Worth is nobody but Doughty, hardly in diaguise$ and he 
cherishes his book as much as 'Piecator' cherished Walton's books 
flowboit this little volume's written leaves; 
Would I not part with, for its bulk and poise, 
Of cold refined. 
And Captain forth, Tr=an and Ca'pontor suddenly go back to dißousa till 
the end of the sections the Ills of the tines (. nd news of more disasters 
are given. 
Carpenter then leaven Truman and the Camp of fugitives to pursue 
his wpy home. 37oughty oontinuac the ewe medley enong Vhieh ere rare gems lil 
(1) One of Dou&hty*c mottoes comes from 'LeopProl the frnoita F yptolo(ist. 
1' 
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The Smith, a men was of not common parts; 
But of a. mangt-eyed instructed wit; 
Conceiving, finding new not trodden pa, thst 
Still ruminating many evas thoughts; 
From hour to hours (witness, hin listening looks. ) 
Th, qt like his handicrafts fugitive fiery spsrks, 
Seemed light from heaven, in his deviseful mind. 
He would have hrammered out this World of new; 
If such had been his chance. 
Look st 'Many-eyed instructed wit' with the echoen in the first 
adjectives of Greek mythological images, and in the second adjective the 
modern echoes of a word boldly made into a, past perticiple, end then both 
used to widen the sphere of 'wit' which in modern usage was somewhat 
narrowed. Look at 'many eyes thoughts' where an ordinary hackneyed 
adjective in 'many' is followed by a rich fat noun boldly used as an 
adjective in 'eyes' (Spenser: "Faerie Queen©"s MiV, 6) end thus added 
fresh quickness end agility to the word 'thoughts' rescuirg it from the 
world of barren abstractions to the world of visual sensual imagery. 
Look at 'listening looks* whore the oontrest on the surface betreen the 
adjective and the noun reveals an astonishingly deep layer of complex 
meaning. Look at the 'fugitive fiery sparks' which literally flits wit)i 
life, end used to illuminate the quick turns of the Smith's mind which in 
another epithet is called-, a 'deviseful mind', pine the thoughts like 
living butterfly caught between the pages. At last comes thrt Promethean 
lest line, which sums up the spirit of pioneering in its immortcl simplicity. 
That is how it goes in Doughty, barren poetry followed by such great poetry 
that one tends to excuse the dust for the gerne. Then follows u crooked 
backed pedier't 
1one Vront To beer this 11or1d about en heiivy pnck, Of neodlee, laces, pins'. 
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who reminds one not of Enelend of the Twentieth Century# but of Englund 
of Chrucer's "Centerbury Ttlea". A shoemrkcr is introduced after. 
And r! ith Corpentprt the f, E)d19r r. nd the Rhocorker discuss the ills of 
the tirr nt And rpeek about the future migration of Sn iiehmon fron their 
effiictPd lend to the Dominions. Thus oo n to nn end this noetion 
c 41e i "Cerp*nter Nighinj hoho". 
In the following oootion, Cerpenter continues his travels and 
his chance meetings first with a Constable and thon with a Person end 
egRin with cnothmr Constable. On foot and later by train with soldiers 
and rein on foot, he fared forwards giving us every now end then an 
exquisite piece of natural description, such as thist 
(Thick Sumer ehowor, like cryntrl ropes, 
From heaven dencendc d, writhin, i, to Carth's grounds 
And gave wide could up a fresh e oll eround. ) 
'A fvetor for the gentry' tells Carpenter of the enemy's 0ccups, tion of 
several tenor houses end ptjlscen for its own unre, sometimes u3ing the 
beet 'historic halle' re steblee for its horses, end breaking up the 
'pricoleo° heirloonc'(l) to kindle fires. Everything that belongs to 
the ercmy is odious to Douphty's petriotic nenne, so much on that even 
their writing in 'those crabbed Gothic letters's is seid 'to offend the 
civil eye+. Enemy patrols are everyrherel end no Englishman cer melk 
celong his own hi ; hwoyn without a written prsn fron the enemy. This 
properes us for the shock rhich Carpenter is to rec*ive when soon after 
he arrives borne; but Carpenter himnelf is nPturvlly not prepared. 
(I) Rea Ch, pter I for the htstcrr Of ehrt trdustry in Daughter's native 'Suffolk'. 
., _ 5,? 
I CUrpenter'o anticipation of hic return home, hie recognition of 
the fcilier landsaarks, and tho joy in hie haart when he in able to ery, 
"Thank God: try journey to ended"g end the drrraotic suddenness with which 
all that to ehetterod by the enemy occuptore of him hCMG in most effeotive, 
end from this moment until the time he in allowed to leave and resume his 
travels, the poem becomes dramatically alive. 
The scene at the Carpentero' home is important In the echoes it 
trios to capture of earlier literature of e better rya. In the valley of 
the Dove, the echoas were mainly pootiaal, fror the ballads, the medrign1Q 
and the songs of the Llizcboth .u PCep but the echoes hero are mainly dramatic, 
fron the poetic plays of the cute eggs* Look, for eaemp1o, to the 
; hakeepessecn echoes in thin p+ merges 
I mean, ay Sir8, mien sooner kath 
Thiel of ...., a London cocknc+yi I would spy. 
He'o b eng mark aell3 he heth a mother too, 
And so hevo It for her sake, I'll lo kind. 
The first two lines are pure Doughty, repoatir« in a wry hin old 
contempt for London Cockney 1r uro and spirit, that follows recalln the 
fcmoun Polonius scene in Hamlet, although a usual the deeper Ironical tones 
are 1vckina. Doughty is a1wiye 8oriou3 end ctreightforwikri. The reference 
to the mother to acid and taken seriously, Hence the last lino, 'I'11 be 
kind', which serve to extend the life of Carpenter to two more sections 
of the pons. I wonder why Doughty opared hißt hero, for thin could be an 
ideal exit for this weary tr1vellor, end could bo dry? tfcoll7 the coat 
ruiteble moment for the poet to ieeve hits. Carpenter lives on to rend 
a Clou , ro fr= lain ©othar n, yinG that oho has cone to vc1©e. 
.- 
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Dirseppotnted of bis looming home' Carpenter Coos on to the 
cocond section 'Wtyfaring towards Wales. This na, departure an his 
travois eeemo to be the nearest poetical equivalent to some of the parts 
of the Arabian journoy. Although the situation is radically different, 
nevertheless there are nkr similarities. 'Powol' his horse, to as old 
and week as his jaded Arabian ousel. Like Khalil, Corpontert 
Sucb nodding heaviness had; I oft was like; 
To tall: by momcnto, from my Favel's neck. 
Like Doughty in Arabia, Carpenter in his travels thought of tho greatness 
and majesty of the Univeroo, and tho weakness and devilish eye or went 
Wide shono the hoary haavane' abyss of stars, 
That hand by harmony above our hands= 
Unwitting of man's breath, his weya, his Wortrat 
His wars and Rates: on dark Clot of round Earth, 
Like Doughty again he gazes eround at the 'thousand glittering ltmips, 
Of heaven's night' end then ct the 'beacon, friendly, fair' of the 'rising* 
lucid, gracious morning ater! ' and looks enjoyingly at the new dawn and 
echoes the happy songs of the birdas (Zit-sit, gi-gi-gi, pptdu, Toh-. toh, 
thu-wi), and admires the rising of 'the Giant Gun'. Then after the oasis, 
comae the desert, Two mounted Constables enquire of him about highway 
robbers, and ono of them escorts him along the way to the mountains before 
Wales, whore there are the usual echoes of the past. Alan the wry 
rumours are rife of disasters in Ireland and Lcnc¬nhire and eloowhere. 
But he wen also tole of the gathering of the 'League of Patriots' in the 
western parts and the welcome news of a 'new national spirit' springing 
in the hoerts. Ireland Gives Doughty the chrnce (or is it a chance 
created for the subject? ) to introduce Roman Catholic rites and Latin 
y- 
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proyere, for when on enemy air force raids Ireland, people there think that 
this ass the expected end of the # orld* People feinted; come cried and 
repen'tedt 
Ren holy-water Clarke: heu, heu, Domino: 
They sprinkled, confessed, houseled, an they vent? 
A people, that grovellin¬y moaning, lay entranced, 
Convulsed. Cried the archpriest, standing in their midst; 
Absolvoomron von, from wicked works. 
such chanced had in a town, called Dallycsth2 ) 
After the description of the sir-battle, comes the usual self- 
pity, the usual complaint of weariness that links the redieval convention 
of mgn'o weary travels, with theso real hardships of Aribie, into a 
cioarly Ltiltonia pioturet 
1p in this 1eseitude, hating all that is 
To come and pant; a Vorld, wherein defraud us, 
Both men and Cods, myself abhorring nowt; 
end which in that lent phrase ie ctrax4^"ely. un-Doughtyeaque. 
Later in Vales, Doughty the post Coto tired of Ccrrpenter, end 
decides arbitrarily to got rid or him. While on the Wz7 a discussion 
Gtartar at the and of which 'Cnrponter ovys that the was weary and a 
'husbandman' had him seated in his carts 
Last now, the way to this next town, is passed. 
'; o hoer begin to enter in it street. 
They each other seid Fro e l! have now dispersed; 
And I light down, in utter weariness. 
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Thrt lent 'I` could, of courie, be Crrpenter* but nothing 
in Doughty could be taken for granted, for whet you Bight hovo come 
to expectt of seeing Csrpontßr go on and on till the end of the bi-or 
is suddenly and unexpectedly ended, After one hundred pr ges and ten 
ßectiono, in which evorythicc was eoen end heerd throujh the eyes and 
eerrs of Czsrpcntort our link with him comets to m eudden end, by pond 
hin 'WO? And mhY do it now? Could it not be batter to rend him 
off of his homo vi11 e and travel by ourselves on to tolee? But 
these ßro technical questions of forri, to which Dot hty simply turns e 
deer ear. This following cection to called 'Permor in We1en'# end the 
fir. st lino ills 
Thus far I new, when blent aiy vision was. 
Tbc 910 of that line is not Carpenter but the poet hiaeo1f, 
which transfers use back to the earlier world of vision, as if the wholo 
ten sections of Carpenter's travels wer® not at realistic survey to bc4 1oo3kcd 
at to auch and to be considered by their own merits, but simply an a parts 
unduly lar , perhspa, but novcrthelocs a part of the vinion shown to the 
poet by the 1Zuse. That were of course possible, if Dou bty aas not, as 
Wo hers shorn, bound to fotct it himself tncl be carried away or boded 
down in preaentinj; whatever Scene he eta about to present, with no over-a11 
.. 52.1 .» 
synchronizing eye. Hoe the poet goes on to tell us in his vision the 
lint of the 'youmZ man Carpenter'g sick and dying in en hospital. 
Doughty had no eye for the drrin atio in the wider larger tense of the 
word, no flare for the tregic# or he would have ucQd Cerpentor*n death 
es a vocrl tot of supremo sacrifice and stone ant. Wt he goes out almost 
unnoticed, end certainly in tºtin. The central toe-us now on the vision of 
the poetp tnd the 1uee who to still with use The Wee could not 1col. 'on 
mortals d®eth'', erye the poet to explain the short ineffective send-"Off 
given to Carpenter# but we a" bound to doubt it, oince the poem is full 
to the brim with death end destruction shorn to us by the power of the 
Muse. The lause turne the poet's oyes towards 'A fortified station in 
Wales', called Penmor, n 'mountain head of line, boat sand and stones'. 
This is a strong arsy and air force tranantttirg centre* The first point 
here to e repetition of the wireless ear, which we htve come nowedeys to 
know es 'scrsmbling', and which in probebly used in poetry for the first 
time in "The Cleude"$ 
......... cignnls winged, of Mon'e no111 itudea, 
Trcý the 1 C=Ves0 of the eerosphere, 
Continurily vote received. Unevey it went 
To sift the true, from counterfeit resaeges, 
That wer feigns to deceive; which still vibrated, 
Through the vest epet. king Ocem of the air. 
With that it gnat line equal to tho beat in Uopkin's poetry. 
The choice of 'Pormor in talent iß as significrant is tnythtng in Doughty# 
end 88 importsnt in "The Clouds" na '$y Cnth®äral' or the 'Valley of the 
Dove 0, An he did in tho cage of 'Ermthtmpton', he cbingod the nm ea 
little but not beyond recd nition" TOMMor' in ' alc ®t could possibly be 
Pennon shich was the cite of a noncetexy in Angleaoy, or more probably 
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Penmreruaawr on Conway Bey in Ca©rnervonshiro. To the west of the town 
of todcy there is e mountain of 1550 feet, on the crest of which there 
exiatod until 1920 ruins of on anciont hill fort snd rp rains fron the 
druidic period. 'van in the 'Neolithic' period, Penraeezmevr weg fe®ous 
for its fpotory mtking axes of igneous rock -nd its products were in 
very wide circulation in mnd outside %91ec. Uhnt cou1A be P better 
choice for Doughty's trf, vele, veatw rda in apace to the Welsh highlcnt i 
of Britpin . -nd btckwardo in tipp to the errl1er more virile prriods in 
the history of Britein? The nnoier: t stronghold becoms P modern stronghold 
from which DritPin's eaanien, today rs they verA yesterdc. °y, will be bepten 
be, ck. This JJnse of history is shown in the teblet of bronze seen by 
the poet and the officer with its words: 'Hore stood Carpetscus'. 
Carectcacus Is the hero of "The Dawn in Britain" and the virile 
crystallisation of the velour end, nobility of the'earlier (Celtic) 
British Rece. Wrlee, inhabited until today by Cglts is indeed the most 
suitable place, end North Wales in pprticuler, where most the encient 
Celtic remnins were discovered in the Lineteenth Centuri in en idera 
choice. C. rectocus stood here, end the modern I3riton, in thin dire hour 
of British history is supposed to rake this hip lest stena PgPinst tho 
enemies of his 1end. Other thrn the Pctu, . 11-nd me meng the ono nphere 
in which the past of % plea is still elivo todry in the field of lvr6urae 
r nd litorRture. And the nenne of the living pent there is nhowwn in the 
mode Eisteddfod, which to in the flirr et line of oucceeaion to the 
druids und bards of old. So Doughty brie s ß. n, in this part of the poem, 
a welsh Bard: 
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Though man me cdl a bards the royal blood 
Of Howel Dha; and, (if airy I should boeat, ) 
Liewelyn, Prince of Wales, throbs is these veins. 
thy Hammel Dhc, and not r one else of the long lint of the 
Kings of ancient vales? First ccneo the importance of Hywol D&n cz o, 
King who bcgrn his coign as King of Dytod (Pcabrokeshire) 9 but soon best ie 
Kira of all raise end withstood the attacks of the English from tho East 
(L land) and the Denen from the test (Dublin). Socond cones the feet 
that he was called Dda - the Good, an indication of hin integrity of 
chcracter$ a fact cherished by Doughty in r1I the historic names ho rescued 
from the obscure ennO1 of the p t" Thirdly C=08 the frct that VY'wel 
was his nation's 'Solon' the King who gathered all the lews of his 
land. 
Wourthl7, there is the fact that these laws Wero the boat conclusive proof 
of the efficiency and the richness of the Walsh lenguago even in those, 
early drys. Fifthly there is the fzmous division in those lawsg of the 
bam into three clcsaes, pencerdd (chief of song), bardd teuler 
('houoehold bard') end corddor ('minstrel ') giving legal recognition tend 
authority to the first two oleaaea. Thus with the choice of 'Pernaenerx', 
the encient druidic centr©t with the bringing in at encient Iritich industry 
and Civilization in: 
oven used, for cheltort rn old rinir adtt; 
(Whenco lead nos delved and silver in old timo; ) 
Doughty adds pe. trioticv, hintoryl 1awss lengu and poetry which nr0 the 
most important ingredients of his thought cvorywhcro in his works* The 
offioerp not to be left outs adds two quotations from Greek 'Poetry (even 
officers in Doughty could, trfnelate Creek poetry into English poetry when 
Doughty *anted them to do so; ) Conveniently! that officer does not know 
' 
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Welsh# to (for the enge of us poor readers) the JUrd stcrts to instruct 
hin in fo1sh history and 1¬ngue&jet 'Lioogriedd, l'noro: is $ ron# in 
bards' opeeah. ' $ o,,, r in the Welsh eptitudo for visions: 
barbi havo I seen him soothly, in drew t in thought; 
or call it that you 'bill, in Saxon speech; 
it is a Brython veins it Cymric canoe. ) 
Chile the reich believe in 'viaioneve the Eralish do note and 
they ' would call them drota e or thoughts. Uotico then the ca*binftion 
of 'visions' with Nature ins 
'Thiel hill. -brow looketh far forth o'er glen and 11 rin' 
To waste salt flood. ' 
whore '1 ' ('o1sti for 'lrko' Dnd written omfu11y in italics by DOUChty), 
probably refers to the borutiful vo1ch folk-tale of 'Tha 
Fan Fach' (SO® J. 8byo c Coltic Folklore, volts o 1. pp. 2.. 1? c 14ßl). And 
the world of via1Ois .d cuper*titicus folk tales recalls the argioiens 
, nd the druida of ancient Britain. Askot1 shout the rod he was cox Jingg 
the Bard a&ys: 't'ell cut end trul7i froo ritch-he2e1 ecrog, ®an 
This virtuous branch. ' 
which rccelle in its druidic echoes to divine piece given to treco in 
Dsuidiem, and in p icuier to the sacred ooh. But the rod provides a 
chrnoo too good to be minced to bring in Old Testament echooc, so that 
its legendary link is evoked with Moses and Sinai is thooo Uiltonic lines s 
'It oprinna from bush, whence wee that rod of hieb 
Which Horb emotes r od flowed forth watorbrookso 
But to keep alive the Crack elawanti bemidc tta Dritiah ia4L llabraic alarantat 
he eertrinly etr¬irn it a bit too for Ins 
'Third moon firth night; hour Than, (So I'm credibly inforaed, ) wine Arietotlo erote, j 
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But the mixture of enncient poetry, prgtn relition xnd witchcraft, 
clvssical. allusions end Judeo-Christian lore with legende end f&iry tales 
to not a strange phenomenon in Dou, hty'n work or even in the works of 
other Nineteenth Century English authors. And we should remenbor that 
this was the period of scientific nnthropologicel exploration witness 
Frater'e 'Golden Bough'. But what is strargo is the wF in which Doughty 
mixes them elij and the seriousness with which he himself coeme to believe 
in theme that Doughty believes ins is brought in# whatever the technical 
difficulties are. He would not stop until ell is recorded on paper. A 
Ve1oh bard in perhaps ea good 8 modiu3 0.0 cxy to give us oooe of Doughty'a 
elf-poetry; but why bring; them at all hero? that occupied two long 
complete parts of "The Cliffs" uuet needs be squeezed here in lees thin 
air prges of "The Clouds"# He could have easily dropped thcat, but not 
Doughty - never. And we cre clad; bectuso Doughty'a Alf. paotr7 is of 
the best elf-poetry in English, end c tainly better by f .r 
than his barren 
patriotic chants which fill the pttes of "The Clouds; ". This in not the 
place to discuss Doughty's olf-poetryo but this short fairy scone must be 
added to the exquisite parts 11 end IV of "The Cliffs" to rxeke an important 
part of DouEhtyle contribution to English poetry. But to go back to the 
welsh bard. Because many people do not believe in fairy-tales, he uses 
one of Doughty'e stock devices to brir ; in the fairy noene" Be reeds ghats 
IS recorded in old Tritten books of poesiee; 
In antique Cymric opoecbr herd to be reed. " 
This is a device used before in "The Cloude, end used 1ttcr in "The Titene" 
"nd later still in "Mensoul". - In this "'booc. within.. c., book', he rocdO about 
the- 'Elf-mote', the eoembxy of elves under their King Oberon an& Queen 
ý ýýý mýs.. ý: 
". 
Titania to folio and to marry and to make Derry. The link between this 
elf-poetry and Wales is clearly made. The scene is road from an ancient 
Welsh book of poetry, by a Welsh berd who clearly believes in visions and 
fa , ry tales, and says it actually 
happened in Vales. That needs clarification 
isi the link between this poetry and Doughty's own readings in ancient Welsh 
Poetry, For 'these old books of poesies' he refers to, had become in 
he Nineteenth Century well-known to the English literary world. 
In preparation for "The Dawn in Britain", Doughty had indeed 
devoured all the literature available then which had anything to do with 
his subject. He had not exactly used these Welsh sources in "The Dawn 
in Britain" except perhaps to evoke the similar atmosphere, for the period 
of his epic was indeed earlier than the earliest of these lielsh sources. 
But there is little doubt that he had known# for example, the surviving- 
manuscript called 'The Book of Taliessen'g where Taliesin sings in the 
court and during the battles of Wrieng a British Icing: who later became 
one of the heroes of Uedieyal Romeaces" Another name is that famous 
poet Nyrddin or Merlin, around whom legends grew, and who was in time 
given the reputation of having the supernatural power of foretelling the 
future. No poetry by him eziats; but later works are full of prophecies 
attributed to him. The, oldest of those is the poem called "The ? rea*go 
of Britain", written probably in the Tenth Century (the century in which 
Rowel Dda lived and ruled in Wales). This was a kind of prophetic poem 
in which the poet's patriotic sense ega. inst the invading English tribes 
probably outweighed his ability as a poet or his pretentions of prophetic 
powers. But what prophecy there is in the poem is given to that of Merlin. 
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'lyrdden foretells', it says. This could easily be one of Doughty's 
'old written books of poesies'. Another could be the long poem called 
'The Colloquy of Myrddin and Gweddydd his Sister'# where the poet 
prophesies, like the poet of "The Cliffs" and "The Clouds"1 that the 
del iverers of the Patherland from its enemies would come from aargsa 
the sea: 'Princtes over-seas will some on a UondEy'. Could this be what 
Doughty is referring to in 'Supper Talk' (Page 131) when the Welsh bard 
refers to Merthin'e 'notable prophecy', and to Wales as being the last 
stronghold of the British defenders: 
From mountains of the Eagles, (that 
is Cambria, ) should be Pryddins last defence'? 
Another most important work which had a certain influence on Douuhty'e 
work and in which Merlin's prophecies'ploy an important part is Layemon's 
'Brut'e but that is discussed somewhere eise. 
Something must be said about the texture and the vocabulary of 
this section, for if the Welsh sources are clearly pointed at by Doughty, 
the words of the passage point at another period of English literature as 
another main source of Doughty's. The bard refers for esanple to the 
'witch-hazel scrog', which comes in Lyndsay and in Ramsey, and was used 
in Scottish heraldry in the 15th and 16th Centuries. 'Woodwases' is 
another term taken in all probability from Elyot'a 'Governour (iq 148)', 
and indicative,, consciously I think by Doughty, of the various disguises 
of noble men in Elizabethan 'Pageants' and Masques and Pastoral Drama as 
wild woodmen, satyrs and primitive men. The Elves again speak about 
'Yenniso,, in out Rlg-moyr? ' 
, 
The first word means 'mankind' in Old 
English, or a 'human being', The last word is a Sixteenth Century word 
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meaning essembly# meeting or discussion, from the An, 1o-Saxon not$ end 
pr-. rticularly in Scots it meant a hill or barrow where these sestina were 
usually held. These are few rrndon oxanplee but the whole fabric 
definitely recalls the Oberons and Titanias of the 'P ents'l the 
'Masques' and the pastoral plays of the E112ebethen Period. These were 
the echoes of the past in 'PenEnor in Wales' and as usual they are followed 
by the sordid realities of the presents 
'Supper Talk', the following section# is still in 'Penmortp but 
it is a dieaueston_. af the present situation around the- Supper table and 
the question in "whether yet the war were lost? " The Welsh bard, as 
expected, was on the aide of optimi m, of victory. Ilia resaöns? That 
)Lerthin prophesied the inyanion of Briteing and predicted that the British 
tort@a would all gather together in the highlend stronghold of We. 1es end 
therefrom start cnd complete the expulsion of all enemies from the Britieh 
Isles. The poet then Gums up the solution cuggoeted by the 'Common Voice' 
to save Britain. The solution does not seem to be now# for it is based 
on Doughty's readings of the histories of accient etatecs, and in particular 
that of Rome - the solectioa of a 'dictator's 
AU hearts cry out, for ones (great Scipions). 
This leads to the ditcussion of the tctual happenings of the wars where 
s11 the 'Caucus generalR' of England 
. 
were defemted in the North, the 
Midland$ and the. south. Vith war famine goe$= 
there the rich pinch, the poor must pariah, it is An old said saw. 
And in this long, tedious (beceuse it is not tow) story of miser and 
famine Doughty seems to forget where he is end who epo ]. He tells the 
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story, not to if it was part of the diocusciong but as if it ero hrppcninß 
here and now tend to if he (The vieloa egtinJ) wore himself lookirr st the 
field and explaining the bepponießs on the mpots 
"I ecv Msn fugitive, from their burairW he et 
They seemed dry rode; #,, ... a 
Prectically all the dir® aspects or the war: which were already described 
before arcs daacribed rgtin ". wars detailed accounts of battler, ! tine, 
p rlieafatery decisions, dotsilod news of enc i. y outrtgeo and at lost 
detailed ecoount of a serious mob insurrection in the streets of London. 
Hera in this lost pert, cotes DouChty'a fullest recount of the leftist 
ý itßttona he Crne to know end utterly diorpprove of in the Europe of the 
lEto i'ireteenth Century and early Twentieths 
London bele, guored, eurgirg In her etreots, 
Proclath n frrntio kerricide populace. 
The Paris barricades of 1870 which he remembered wells and the destruction 
in Prance which he hod teen bq hit colfp rnd the socialist movements of 
workers in Britain in the Nineteenth Century ere all mixed together in 
the bn&Tc of Doughty'a minds 
Vast thronging rabblement, I3eatt i multitude; 
'rou1d, (Such the insane fury of their harrte,? ) 
Marching with dire outcry, fire London streets. 
There is no distinction in Doughty between the 1eCitiecto Crievtncee of 
workers striving to get a better doul and the nihilist attcmpto of extreme 
malcontents. All of them are grouped together and the division to made 
between those who tcro patriots end those who not, The goats have 
these doctrineas 
"The euppresoion of all private rigbtuf 
$hall every bond and covonent be released. Unto 0,11 94 equal lot, a cannon puree. 11 
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And Doughty's attitude towerds there could not be expressed in stronger 
terms$ '. Dread Carnival of Unreason= Homicide swerno,, '. 
An usual in Doughty the bleme is concentrated on the leader! 'one 
Mensworn', '(Captain-of-the-oppreoaed-people', he him calls)'. The nob 
march to the Parliament House! and that gives Doughty another (1) chance 
for an attack on the Perlioentcrions, the 'Mendacious demrgoguee'! send 
instead of giving the nenee of their 1eeders$ he uses nicknemee, 'Frenpold, 
Darnel, Belderdeeh, .. * end Doofece', 'sowers of nischief# stirrers up of 
mischief'p deceivers of the Nation 'for only private ends: ' The attack 
on then hero is more bitter than anywhere eines he likens them 'to swine 
which wroot up grass'. 
But just after this pith no preparation whatever aomoet 
"Ships, from the Sister Briteine, overeoas# 
Begin now to errivo..... " 
Setter news begins to come In, An officer 'with intense looks' brings 
in sairgrars" bearing news of the revenge London had on the anemys 
By wireless telephones ire miEht even heir it: 
le every bomb dropt thousand Eastland res' äeathea. 
Here comes one of Doughty's best docoriptions of the effects of vir 
bombardment. All this io, we are rominded, parts pf the converantion 
sti11 going on between the officers at Suppers which the poets enabled 
by the poorer of the fluse! is able to attend and record, The poet movos 
on to tell us of an enemy air flyer who aas captured by the Britishp und 
yet "was nursed and hourly attended, /With Burgeons skill'. And he the 
prisoner (? ) gives the Doughty lesson at the end 'when he speaks of their 
stonelike unity is 'Dmy of War's 
.v" . _. __ý.. .. a.. r_ .. 
ý 
Thus goes the tide cover in e straight linep and never for a 
En ent etienent, but proceeding, retreitting, going right and lift, 
mixing this end thst, with some of Doughtyle beat description of 
induetriel malend, and a lot of hie patriotic 'Sister Gertrude' tongs of 
the 'Sacred Bend' worse then which there in nothing in Ioughty'e poetry. ' 
And then euddonlys 
Painted my heart# and reeled this mortal Seneel 
And yet metbcuZ5t I heard the Zu5es breath, 
Shying Word. She orßwhile epiko by Colin'e mouth; 
': he test Untold. No living Taa ue can speak. ' 
And believe it or not, this is the end of the vision and the 
1. ßt lines of 'The Clouds'. Thus suddenly comes the end. 
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a fine example of Doughty's fora. "The Cliffs" and not "she Clouds" 
was called a 'Drama+l but any idea of a well-construoted, tightly built 
play, either on the strict classical pattern or the looser romantic models 
crust not be entertained* We have already soon Doughty at work on 
y "Adam Cast Forth", which we have discovered as ldrama' only in the widest 
cease of the form, decidedly not meant for the stages and loosely, very 
loosely resembling the roving episodes of the mystery plays. But tho 
Adam and Eve legend was built round a journey, and would recall come echoes 
of an age so primitive and so natural that the stamp of an artistic pattern 
could perhaps be considered alien to the nature of the subject, and its 
quasi-religious elements would link it more with the earlier looser 
religious attempts at drama in the fiddle Ages and Early Renaissance. The 
loose form seemed to suit the subject. 
Dow in the nevi poem- on modern themes, the loose to= seems to 
spring not from the nature of the subject as much as it does fron the 
temperament of the poet himself. For the poet had studied not only the 
earlier religious drama of Europe, which he had made use of in "Adam Cast 
Forth"#"but also the classical drama of Greece. In "Adam Cast Forth" we 
discussed the faint echoes of Greek drama in Dou, hty'a use of the "chorea", 
but we fail to see any lasting effect of its influence on his work in general 
and in the "prophetic Books" in particular. One wonders what the result 
could have been, if Dou hty had studied fully and tried to emulate the 
marble-like precision of the classical matters. It would have done his 
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cuB3 a world of good. &c it iss row, ty weeds to have been by to ra nt 
iasuno from classical influcnoea of forts or pattern. "Drs ' had a golden 
aget not only in Greece and Uoio, but alto in Enzlnr4. in3r od Ei land' n 
greatest contribution to world literature was in the field of drata. And 
Dou, ty who ha& c do or , unmp and 
literature tho Chown fioldd for hill 
and his dedicatcd Service to bis co=try could not ecccpo Gtudyin. Its I)r=a+ 
There is no doubt that ho had studied it fully ead. in detail. 
Bet-, inning at the earliest perio when Drama was still part of the 
religious rituals of the Church in the a, fsteries and the miracle plays, doom 
to the period when the secular side begin gradually to dominate in the 
'Interluies' of the later 15th and early 16th centuries, onto the higher 
Grounds of Varloze, anti the greater beißt of wh: zkespeare and, his pears, 
Doughty seems to have, studied, it all. I do not doubt that he vent on 
reading the later draatiete of the Restoration and the Ti, chteenth Century# 
but knowing Doughty's leanir a, one does not expect there later products to 
appeal to him at all, let alone leave any maxh on his wor's. Indeed his 
temperrzont and his eccentric evaluation of har ass and Iitor turet led 
him consciously to look beyond the beiehto of shakwspeare and Jon;, on to 
the i ariod before their arrival. In the ' itoteoi Bon Jonson is oallgd 
"Dun 2 ill Ben Jonmon1 ýtý'3 anci in "The Cliffs", for explo, the only possible 
echoes of Sh eapeara are appropriatelyt(1) one of England'® glorious 
viotoriee in which both poets felt pride -- Itünryº the'itth1s victories in 






France (See Shakespeare's "1ienry V9 aid Doughty "Cliff's" (pc; a 26)) s 
"And tennis p4 rod throu; A fair aids fields of France"* (2) Another fainter 
echo, beacuwe the situation is radically differont, is the Oarcan Baron's 
words on blasphc lr ("4äi Cliffu" page 50) which remind us of the greater 
poet's greater creation of ralsta*ff, on "Honour"(2), 
One must admit that the echoes are faint, co faint that cone critics 
would refuse to believe that Dou; hty over know $hakaupearo or Jonson. Us 
certainly did, cnd there are 81gnei though very slight inndoed# of his 
admiration of ' : lisabsthann Br=at. IIojarth quotas a letter, in which Iou hty 
defends his usage of "dialect" in "The Cliffc^ by referring to the cries of 
the Heuboys which onnoble the playa of the Flizabothan Dro=tiota. Cf 
Marlowe there is a direct reference in "The Cliff el (pag3 59) though here 
a-; a~in the reference soma to be more to Marlowe the poetp than to Uarloue 
the dramatist. Mut we *iuist root assured that Doughty has in1ee1 studied all 
his works* terlior still are the works of 1Heywood'p which are prominent 
in the list of boots,. provided by ilogarth, of Douchtyln readinS in 
the »octelien. 
Althou h it is nearer to truth to say that Doughty w; m atu yin 
not dr an a or of art in theme different authorcp but their 1a tmao and 
their ways of cxpresdon in tho widor context of literature, It is oti21 
1) Its "The Cloud ". Do g ty caUed Britain "this aoeptered Rocs" (Pese 139') 
which recallo the patz1otio outburst of John or Cunt in b keepeare's 
"Richard II". 
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safe to maintain that early rxglish xrarna had a great influence on Doughty 
in general and on hia "Prophetic I3ooka" in particular, Indeed we will 
soon discover that the ee cneases inherent in English Drama in its earliest 
period had somehow popped up and inorcaeed and marred these works or this 
contemporary pout. The we knees eo of "The Cliffs" mna "The Cloudon are 
the weaknesses of early Elizabethan playa writ lures. Iu1cod the scam of 
"The Cliff&" in general be1o ;s to the early e les of Thor dr º. it 
to not a coincidence that "Oberon" holds the eº in the non-hwaan spheres 
of 'arto it sind IV of *, The Cliffs". Yanun and. Cheriot are the successors in 
of "Ariel" and "Cslibsn'. The great difference is that/Shakespeare'o 
early Rom attc Co: aadtoi , there is a unifein, force holdin, all the panto 
together, to much so that the interchunne of hu=n and non-human scenes is 
not allo ed to divide the play into co©partments# but serves to widen the 
scope of both inside a unified whole. Now "organio unity" waa nowhere a 
distinct quality of Iouj*hty'ß work. Characters are not allowed to remain 
nonj enough to dominate the whole or radiate a unifyin; force. The notion 
in the poem does not necessarily sprir the qualities of a *iven 
character or cbaractora, Nor are the ohz ractora drawn to be them; elveor 
or to show their nature in words or in action, outwvxdly or inwardly. They 
aoznetireo do that, but they are soon disposed of end the boat continues 
'without them$ for they are nothing but fioetin3 points, ßxsehinr nom3At4rily 
on the ecreen. Vor in there a unitýrin;; plot$ for the unity of plot 
prosu; posoa the osiotenco of a limited group of characters, ez agoi in s 
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definite plan of actions which to not the case in Dou ghty's "Prophotio 
Book: a". There are alia,. ye a j; ooc characters and, situations left 
stranded without use, or uootuZ. only temporarily to account for a certain 
tact or to expound a given them o* 
Dr =a in roux tt7 z ve: cOalß the strict sen so of a stagy 
, 
3li 
or even the semblance of one, for the central necessary focus of a stags 
does not soar to be, as it should always bog in the mind of the poet. 
If Dr =a is an objective representation of a human situation givon in to=s 
of action developin, on a stage# than Doughtj's "Prophetic 1k ok&' eie not 
strictly Drs . Yet there are sway elements of that in 'rho Cliff&'. 
Althou,; h the poet sometimes pops up from nowhere to comment or change the 
trend of situation$ and althou, sozaoti 3 the veil of using another 
charaoter's words for his ideas is dropped# yet in most cases, the speeches 
are those of the characters in the play and not of the poet himself. 
Although the message of the poet sometimos is given in direct undis iced 
words, yet genercll,. y spoWng, that message iss also rendered in terms of 
actions perfo. ced by the characters at the time and on the spot. 
We nod not confina ourselves to rigorous fo=ulas about structure 
M unity. Just after the time Doughty's "Propbotio Bowtu" were written and 
his litorary aaroor Uraa in it3 o1o3ing Ferio i, En lieh crittciaa entered on a 
Pi sa rahmrein the search for "amnia unity" which started as lang asa so 
Coleridge«o tirios boro fruit in a. passion for olussica1 neatness of Btruoturo, 




inclusiveness aas not considered enough. In the prooess great poets 
like Spenser and. stilton lost a great deal of the magic and charm with 
which they hold captive the poets, the critics and the readers of earlier 
ages. Doughty's loose structure or lack of structure was considered a 
fatal faults Yet "organic unity" is only one kind of unity, and the 
details cannot be less important than the whole. 'Us need somebody to 
discover the minutest details under a microscope as much to we need 
somebody to show us the whole panoramic view in a flash. Instead of 
refusing to let the poet lead us along the way, because we have 
presupposed the existence of a straightforward short-out to the and, we 
should surrender ourselves to him to guide us throu;; h all the different 
attractions, or if you would call it so# the distractions alon3 the way. 
Doughty's works seem so centrelassw to void of a dramatic focus, single or 
repented, that they always begin unexpectedly, continue haphazardly, and 
end abruptly. All seem to be in a state of continuous flax, and various 
wooden characters come on the stago, sometimes to eprin suddenly into 
life, or remain as wooden as they werap but they coma all the stone in all 
cages, to have their time on the stage and then leave, leavin- no traces 
whatever except the echoes of their words roverborating in the void. others 
come and. go and the a=e process is repeated again and a, ain with Yariationa 
on the acme -ihecne Time, as we know its begins to lose its meanin;. 
What seems to be imgortant, 3 . the. succession o. ecanoni: untfl the poet 
. .. _ 
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realizes or euppoaeat that the moss" in conveyed ad so ends the whole 
an suddenly at it began. 
The succession of scones is important, not in itself only but 
also because of the ao u=latecL effect` they lei vs. Such has always been 
the iy of humanity in all its earlier more natural, more pristine 
productions. Cuch has it been except in Greece wA romo and later in the 
sophisticated cultural circles of Europe. The minli discovers and then 
applies an abstract pattern on the events aan& the characters in life and 
art; but the ways of the mini, its theories and abstractions are a later 
more sophisticated development of human faculties. Sophoeles'and 
* 
Euripides, Dante and £aoine, Joni on nnä Eliot are all oophiati-cated hiChly 
xqualified 
intelleotuaTh who stumped their works With their wall-balaroed 
internal and external unity. Not co was Spenser, to he suffers. In 
between comes ülarakespe2rm, aad be aranagos to Batißt3 the adherents of both 
ways* 
But Doughty had made his choice clear from the be innin;; f sand his 
choice was not simply in tho world of subject anal , rormq or 1nnGaa L-0 cnt 
literuture, or the various forts of literature. The choice was 
Sun Qntal and decisive and all-inclu*ive, and its effects for reochinr, 
The choice o. t the period just before ShakespetLre was et nifia3ntf for 
'hat bloauoraed, in Sho . aopo , re r: üit Lave otuxtaä in wpe: aser und Zarlowe. 
That ezpiainz DouSht, 's notion that the corruption started in Cpaneer'ß 
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11tetime, and coz=ption was cany-hooded like the Hydra. In the field 
of morality of politics it rasant that con had started to leave the path 
of noble service to God and Country to nerve their own ends, which led 
before the and of the 17th century on one hand to the disasters of civil 
wars in FnZland, and on the other hand to the dissolution and immorality 
of the fieetoration period. In the field of language, for las ge in 
1ou. hty'o opinion is the expression of the state of man's feelineo andd, 
tbou hte, it led to the Gradual enervation that continued, until his on 
19th century. In the field of literature and thou; t it lei to theories 
andabstractionsp to the apparent divorce of body and sind, of matter cad 
expression, and to the divorce that was apparent between literature and 
life in the 18th and the 19th centuries, xaz^ntici ca. 
Dou, hti'e choice oe&nt going back to an earlier, more primitive 
unity of feeling and sxpression, of 'body and rirrd, of life ani lan- ;. e. 
For hin the unity was the unity of min as auch, and of nature an Saabs and 
within the boundaries of that unified entity there could be no contradiotiont. 
In Ir4ia, he L. pproaobea the membors of the Oeographioa4 Society of Bombay 
for a. loanof books and monoy# because they were sccientifict men. A 
®an of science could not in his notion be a bad an at all. to also was 
a man of letters. The works or a libertine could not be goof literature at 
olle for 1cn ge it the expression I narg tho outrarri mirror or vn 1n ar 
I 
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SOUP and it could not be distorted. You could not accept the poetry 
and dicniea the poet as a man. Plot only intcntiona or behaviourg but, 
also language and words could be moral in thozsolvos. That was the unity 
behind Dou ahttj'e rind and work, t%nd the neglect or sicply disinterestedness 
in ' org nio unity' aas part of an over-gall unified approach. 
Shen as cOras to react hin woke we t ra tuber not to apply 
our ATorouc formulum of structure and unity in each work by itself, but 
to tr, to find hic brand or unity. For unity or a peculiar kiEI4 exists 
amid the apparent cprawling incoherence and the sbunü . nt unoonrooted did. 
rassian3 of a tou ghtj wori. It in a lind of unity different from the 
'organic unity' of t'uropean clcsisical literature and thought. anywhere 
in the world you look, whatever form of art you choocet nmsy from those 
highly civilized, highly cophisttcated European theories of porreotiont you 
will find the other kin of unity. 
A more modern extp1e, which is at the a=, e tina that arciunt' 
iss the modern jazz arucia. Cuc hosita, tae to speak of Jazz music in the 
ccr®nity of a Douihty ehrinet bitt it explains admirably the naturalneso and 
universality of the the©a, for in that kind of mucio, each tucicia. n and. 
each musical inst eat starte at will anal stops at 'rill, with no 
apparent coherence of design of pattern except the mocUMulate, affect of 
E 
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the whole. Zuah also, though in a different world altogether, is the 
method of oriental male. It goes on and on, caking its pointnt 
repeating them, contrasting and contradicting, echoinS and reechoing, Dach 
musician or musical inatrurent occupying the centre once or twice by itself 
or to athcr or in turn, but always in repetitions and in parallele, until 
the un-aocustomed car gets fed-pup and been interest. fach opieode matters, 
and the accumulated effect of the whole is 'What the +artir t airs at. 
That gives the whole a unified effect in the unity of the theme, but not the 
organic unity of structure, 
Even in Britain there lives a farm of arty which does not adhere 
to the ides of ore . ic unity. In Scotland, the music of 
the bagpiper is 
one outstanding ex=plo. In the world of literature most of the drama of 
the Tudor age, and the poetry of the earlier masters who carry on 
uninfluenced by the strict claosicttl forme, disregarded the alien notions 
of Organic unity. Even in the later maotern, rohere native elements tend 
clanoiccl, influencea were in varying deµrraes reconciled, influences of the 
ramblin,; norm remained still. 
That exactly is Douts nay. In I)ou;; hty there is 4 patters, 
but the rattern Spring from certc. irn. c7c103 Very 1008017 knit, not in term3 




go w' an 
going on with it into a co lox situation, an3 than gradually unfolding 
it and freoin, 4 theamselvea, or boins daioatcd in the process* not it is 
not like that in ioutr ty" The pattern here is rape&tcd, with or without 
the ea charaot©re, but certainly the same thecae, cnt sometimes even the 
same details of the there repeated again ani again, co that it becomes 
sometimes tedious ani boring. The ewe note Le struck again *nd again; 
the same facts are used onoo i1 repaatod twice and thrice and hrou ht out 
again later. The situation night diffor but the c =e points are brought 
forward avian it the situation &eothetically would not allow it. astrosa 
rouvhty Pushes it indeed too far* 
As an eza 1e for that we havo shown in a detailed study how Dou,, hty 
swvas in "The Clou4s". In "ähs Cliffs" it was his on rrin3 amt Us own 
nature unoheeked by any external considerations. In "The Clouds" as we said. 
he was trlin;; to please Garnett, and through "C3rpentorf to try to bring in 
an " organic' unity. Rio nature wo ctrouuer than the opinions of the critios. 
It, spite of the attempt, "Th. CloudsP Is athGr ex=p1ß of Dou6ht j'c 
r sbltn toxin. ' 
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'The Prophotic Bo: ka', Du hty trust hove been hrppier to Co brck to 
a topic which did not indulge thin perannpl note of n1rrt. The 
' alnefteca' which weep re we hrvo noticedq to neturei in bins is cost 
rpparnt in 'The Titenn'. The objectivity which wen so eaaentiel rs 
we hgve shown in his literrry theory shown itself rt its cle©reat in 
'The 
, 
'Titans'. In tho 'Arabtt', Khalil in tº step tºwtrc! a objectivity. 
It vie impouaiblo for him there to be co p1etol, y objective. "The D cn 
in Britpin' to cucb more objective, boing en epic in which be does-pot 
$$tunliy perticipete. ilut it in the etorj of his onn fpthcrlpnd, end 
the history of his ore race, rnd the bcginnicte of hie on creed end 
civiliztticn. At lernt emotionrlly the pact wee concerned. "Adnm 
Cret Forth' srre more objective, tut then it rno gecorillV Spcrkine the 
story of ever7bo8y'e first pere . nta, end pFrticulrrly on it v oro, DouChty'n 
orn 'ipithelraion'. In the 'Prophetie Books', es we ecid, Dou,,, vhty ven 
perforaine en urgent petriotic trek, mnd r. rnicg hie people of the 
drngere he kneir rero theed. Later in 'Umneoul' ho cars to give the 
world ¬t lerge the fruits of hie orn riedort and the gist of hie 'messrare'. 
But in 'The Titans' the objectivity is almost complete - re ceciplote es 
it is humrnly possible. The choice of subject Is irue': d bis,, just rs 
the choice of 'geology' m. o his c ub jest wee his in his eerly dsyn, end 
Doughty never, end in 'The Titrne' Hore than rrynccre elneg pUo; cd 
himself to be domineted by bin eubject. 
'The Tttrn3' In the narrest of D, juChty'e poems to the spirit 
of science ea D, uhty understood it. If 'The Dan in Dritcin' g" etys 
,,  
Edward Thomas (1) "very remotely resembles Virgil; 'That, i'itane' 'irr 
places resembles Lucretius". The Sciences of geology, crachaeolo 7, 
Fnthrapaloýr cý well os uythologg aso the grounds on which 'Tht 
Titsns' is composed. But science in D=Sbty'n world is never thik 
pure science of chemistry, for Inatcnoey or pbyoicep but a branch of, 
b=an nativity, linked inevitably with the life of man, and seen mithin 
'the wider context of the life of äffen. 
sometimes is put above Usn himself. 
Scienoe is not the 'God' that 
Science is s tool for the use 
or abuse of Men. In 'The Titens'f the first book is the only boo? 
about a universe without men, about the world before the intrusion of 
?t , n. The poem 
.e made up, of six books, and Book I iss in e menner of 
apetki , only on introductory chapter. It is inconceivable to find 
g work of Doughty's in which Men does not play a major pert. Men is 
at the centre of his world - the reelieation and consummation of all 
nature and all creation. 'Men' in 'Arabia Dessrta' meens Ichalb and 
the Arabs, and in 'The Dawn' merne Brennas, Cc. re. otaous and Pudens and 
Joseph, all individual living people each with his own private world, 
and all living in the common turmoil. 'stet' in 'Adeam Cest Werth' 
boils down to two individuals, a men end a women, in whom all the species 
is represented, end rho still have their individual entities : es living 
unite. t. 'Men' in 'ü. nsoul' is the realization of all men, en abstract 
concentration of the mental, intellectual end moral being, in Hon, yet 
given in terms of one person .a persenification. But 'Men' in he 
ti) The 8cokmeni June 1916. 
--- 
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Titenn' losen bta iadividuelitys end his eoperate personelity# his 
$eubjoctivity#$ and is given in terms of en indefinite$ corporate bony 
of finnan beinge. To meet n priest-kids in Books III end IVp and we 
see can its tillers of the ground and shepherds in Books III III end 
IV. we meet dtncere, priests, and even a writer tetching upon to write 
in Book V. Yet it is the pert which Frech , timen for the vholog theme, 
little which euch person contributes to the good of ells the sides in 
etch which do not make etch e separate entity, but e unit in the body of 
h=rnity that is indeed shown to us in 'The Titenn'. 
Sono writers would hevo liked the poem to here e went or e 
'romeng re a hero or heroines whose individuality would be brought in 
dispiry, for whoa or rainst whom the emotional susceptibilities of the 
reader would be allowed to work. but Doughty doeo not easily allow 
concession when they jeer Pgainst the main theme of hieß poem, and these 
would certainly havo done hare. In front of the elements before and 
immediately after crestiong UvA could not stand as an ind: vidual1 nor 
would the tank assigned to him in the poem be easily reconciled to the 
limited abilities of one Individual human being. The whole species 
of ncn* and no lese, could be put is contrast to Ueture in genera, 
end the uncontrollable forces in Nature in particular. The whole 
species end not one individual would deserve the eom? eeeion of the 
eternal powers who would consequently help it to live through the 
threats of,, end later control, the huge inhuman forces immanent in 
Nature. In a book about Giants and 'ritte, about Bode and Demons, 
men could not be easily inserted as individual son or women preoccupied 
00 +r 
with individual sfdom-issues. The individual in werk, tad nm-here Ve 
in the gcgea of Daughty do we find an ever-recurring Insistence on the 
feebleness and ineffectuality of individual n. fore in 'The Titemß' 
Urn is presented drin and egein to a werk old urn,, or e creak ineffectual 
child, or e week bereaved mother. Only cap e erhole do men attain the 
Tiede of the Codep and gradually ee tbte to survive till at the end 
they oontri the Cirnts and the ' itene. This no lent of the 'individuality' 
of ? den Is to aesthetic necessity of the poem is h to it is n step 
'towards the scientific objeativit r which Doughty rlvaye rimed et. 
Instead of being shtckled by tho perrantl probte of a 1Ch*IT1 or even 
on Adam rind ire, Doughty wes free to deal with issues tr, necendic, the 
world of rin Into that of Code end Titene. o whale poea is in e 
arider= larger end loftier sphere then that of men,, "d than that of 
my other of D hty'e ovn.. poems. 
It is natural for a writer on men t song ma to deal with 
men's lives red, men's t! ffiars. But Do bhty was a gea1o iit ea well 
'e 4 poet. Tier far him arte iacccä z3ea's time, but that gyres abort 
and fleeting md ttck1e ccmpnred to the geological time he cece to 
know. It is not stNply the oontrTtt bet, een chat he later calie 'the 
Annele of this Terrestie1 gets' (Upnsou1 )v where irysrs of rook 
! arenas rna taeeile tell the story or ¬s long tco, "here its 
indeed a roolixaticn Ona an esplait-tion, ,. a poatto rýeli ýtion mnd Or 
artistic eTrploitation -- of two dif'f'erent ocelot of tTimo' and 'Lpreo'. 
Zhe13'1's thouihts in Arabia d e11 . iah Ojn the abort epx+n of cn'a life 
on earth, yet le83 thron two par 
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vol=es of inestimrble humen experience tnd nable literature. In 'The 
Dawn' the pen of years is so expended that the poem leats hundred$ of 
yeýrsý .,, d p,.. is no extended that it covers perts of three continents. 
So much no that many critics consider it too diffuse and too ridespread 
end too ambitious in time and splice. 'Ad, m Cost Forth' diepiays more 
symptoms, Prradise is remembered and the Earth end I su-t-^are passed through 
and it is perhaps natural to expect a dry in Eden to be equal to a thouetnd 
years of dien in this world. 'Us soul'! hovering to it does in unlimited 
dimensions of space and time is not at all specific. But 'The Titans' 
in terms of time or space occupies the greatest, even among Doughty's 
corks. In terms of spece, it secure to occupy all created spece in sea 
or lend or sir. In terms of time, it covers the Greatest period of 
time in all Doughty's rworks# 'The Darn in Britain' sad 'Adern Cost Forth' 
included. While 'Adern Cest Forth' locks brekwerd to the infinities of 
time in Eden, it stops long before the end of the life of one being - 
Aden. While 'The Down in Britain' starts before the errivel of the 
Celts in Britain end continues till the destruction of Jeruselem by 
Titus, it still does not exceed hundreds or centuries of our time. In 
'The Titans' time is two ties, both cantinuing concurrently. one is 
humen time where the dny is a smell unit with its smaller sub-division 
of darkness and light, or day end night, end its bigger eocwaul, D, tions 
into months end seasons and years End generations. Etch of these 
_grad5tions is reit keenly end 6xPressed. 
Nothing equals Doughty's poetical o reeeion, for example 
of the shortness of day tnd night in ShephQrd it. in Book III or of the ýt JJ_ 




of the change of time between darkness and light is matched only by the 
noblo'poeticcl expression of his awareness of the difference between 
lrrture in winter end Nature in spring. LTature in its continue chess 
is indeed one of the beauties of Doughty's poetry. The beouty in that 
cuick transformation of facture from dry to dry end from season to season 
is as deeply embedded in his poetry en the beauty of the and t 
Natural features. Permanence is the other side of the coin, another 
kind of time, where men's winter is only a night of sleep end drecme 
to the Titens (Page j. While the world of Lien changes so quickly, 
and the world of Titans Giants end Cods moves no slowly, the deeper 
leyers of Nature remain infinitely the scree. And it is one of the 
becuties of this poem that it so swiftly brim us from the first 
creation of the universe to the lest fulfilment of the Universal scheme 
in Man's supremacy over and control of Jeture, from the first elemental 
chaos to en arrenged civilized life in the modern world, end from the 
world of insensate primeval rocks to a world where Lien reeds and works 
end sings, from a world where the uncontrollable forces of nature'rro 
abused and misguided bfr Demons, to where they are harnessed by Urne 
knowledge and wisdom to work for the benefit of Urn is the highest 
consummation of God's creation., Six short books are all that Doughty 
allows himself .- But with it, the freedom he always cherished of hie 
right to pick end choose, end dwell at large or leave out. 
That freedom, which is indeed seared to him, ' is used ea freely 
in 'The Titt&$a' that it irnde him sometimes in trouble. Sometimes 
he pretends to be copying from an entique book he hes found, where the 
rg49u 
vuthor tells of encient heppeninge. Thenevor he vents to drop out 
a link in the chain he would conveniently pretend that the antique 
text of his author wee there unreadable. t+henever he wanted to dwell 
at large on a topic he would pretend that that is what the author has 
indeed written. Professor Fairley considers that es not only a defect 
in the form of 'The Titans' but also as a symptom of a weakening in 
Doughty's powers of poetic expression. But Professor Feirley does 
not any that Doughty's form has elveyys been an selective and as tree 
and renblin$ is it is in 'The Titans'. If 'The Titans' is verk in 
form, one does not see that 'The Clouds' is in better chepe or for 
that matter the 'Arabia* itself. The pretence to have a book, clear 
at times and unreadable at times could only be the result of Doughty's 
acknowledgment of the attacks of critics on the form of his earlier 
books, end a device to forestall the expected criticisms of something 
ho has always been doing in his works. Granted that Doughty's 
formlessness is endemic, I would soy that 'The Titans' has within 
reason a recognisable pattern of its own. I em not trying to defend 
Doughty's ideas of form, for worse points than the one referred to by 
Fairley exist. In Book Yp for example, on Page (117), Doughty writes, 
"The same 3ayp I reads", to if the antique book Is still open in his 
17 
hrndal and egain "in antique Ghent, I recd recorded" (Pcge 123), but 
leier in the same book he aeons to forget that device end use instead 
the device he has used in 'The Clouds' of the Muse on Page 125, where he 
writesp ""That furthermore, I of the Muse received: I will deolere. " 
and on P, ge 126 egain, "Me later showed the Musen, tend egein on the arme 
dm 
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pages OThaseent men shoved the *[use..... ". On Pegg 
(127) we read 
"Yet in far field, gem I embattled poets..... ". On Pegs (129) he 
continues with# "flcn to the Ruse me bade, I again beheld: ". And at 
lest on Page (130) he shows that he himself cud not hie pretended 
antique book 3e at work by saying "Of this enought ". 
On Page (130) 
egsin there is the parenthetical "(end everywhere War 
is, This dpi, 
alga: )* which fcgesth (Pegs 186) srye is "the only one 
definite 
allusion to the events of two previous yeare* 
introduced into the 
reVieiori of the poem all of erhich, except that line', 
is "a pre-ever 
work** 
There Hogarth seems to me wrong for that whole part an Wer 
from Pepe 124 approximately, to the end of Book 9 an Page 131 is clearly 
an afterthought added to the poem after YJorld War 
I had broken out. 
That explains the careless change from the 'ontique book' device to 
the device of the 'muse'. The Prince calling "hie young men of service* 
on Page 126, -seems to refer to the ging of England although the line "In 
desert p1eoe; Thaw (alien, unburied lie* comes from the memories of 
the Wer in fi jza ' between Zenil tnd. 't ie Xthten. But the lines on 
Page 1261 
More worthy, oyep hundred times, , were to be slangy 
Tho set them on. Ury they be made, HI& Heaven: 
in execration; end their house ruin; 
Which, with that Llurderor, (es lute-string to caring, 
Responds, ) partake; to compass othere' deatbs* 
are most probably allusions in the mrnaer, of his later pages in 'Kansoul' 
to 6errn end the Keiser. It could be t later interpolation or 
possibly a later change and addition to the text, but it does not change 
the nature of the fora. Whatever devices he uoes Doughty's poems are 
generally a series of episodes successively or progressively portraying 
his theme. 'i'ho Titans'the himself wrote, was "to it were a series 
of pictures". (Hogarth, Page 186), Each of these pictures or 
episodes could possibly be a poem on its owns but Doughty's mind 
e1weye works on the loot possible craves, and the Cenvee of 'The 
Titans' as are have niroady said is the largest he ever painted on.. 
Book I is the shortest and it provides the permanent frrme 
in which all the episodes would occur. In ite first lines, the very 
first note is that of change and mutability in created beings eat 
g ast the everlastingness of the creator and the creative powert 
)oath Heaven's high stars whereof we some see cecee, 
................ 
There nothing is at any stay ......... 
and then it goes on to show how 'earth' 
Is full of variance, tiding ever forth. 
Alone the everlasting Throne stands etedfest. 
Then the story of the universe begins at the beginning, ßh., n God created 
it. The vey of creation conforms to the traditional idets of creation 
in religion end the Holy Book, but the substsnae of the created world 
depends on Nineteenth Century scientific notions of _ 
Earth: poised gloring p pots 
Heaped namely of motes, of fiery, elements; 
(From Thence the metal of all things derived; ) 
Assembled to one piece; of moteeg whereof; 
...................... 
Xe full the illimitable Universe. 
And soong to Religion, 000logy and Aitronorq the quickly adds g tbolojy: 
Skilfully he introduces the Miltonic equation# between Cod's fallen 
lo 
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rne1a end dean 5 and con's p cmn gods and calla Cod'c crieia 'god. '. 
stilton is 'Perediee Lost' (II9 C -091W 
351-2) writeai 
'So V" his will 
Pronounced e ong the gods. ' 
And Doughty: 
Nor yet were armed, whoa late-born men ct ll Coda (pre 5) 
Then follows directly the creetion of the 'Titrns'y rhicb provide the title 
end the mein the=4) -f the poem. ; The 'Titrns' r stn 2*ea1nd ua of Hilton's 
'Pprtdise Loot', where re reset 
'in bulk to huge 
As *'hon the tables nr of monstrous eiEe9 
? itrnisn, or Forth-born, that wtrred on Jove# 
Prirreoe or Typhon, ......... ' (Piredine Lost' I, fAw. 
196-º9) 
end resin he calla them "Titan, h®rv'nte first-born" 
('Paradise L'st', 29 
*Mwý 510). But Titans a" a part of the u'thological heritage of army 
nations ind be been used through the re in poetry. The r in source 
in Cicssic4, X mythology is 'The Theogony' of Aostod, There the t! e1ve 
Titans offspring of the primeval couple Urgnus and. Gm, the Mº ond 
the E trtb, rebel end fight tgeinat the Gods on Olympua. And there to 
no doubt that feeiod is one of DouGhtg'e sources. But there in e 
eignificent difference bat, een them. iteciod'B t, olve Titrnn besides 
the femilier nature-forces like Ocernun, the Ocean, and UIypericnf the 
Sue, include also some ebstrectione like Mnemosyne, the S1emory. 
Doua, hty wee naturally nveree to all ebetreotione, end his Titens ere 
all typically rock-fo=ettonn made alive by Demons. Their eolccicelt 
rerth-: zeture, iss their mein qualityg end they ere wonderfully drvrn in 





in general are a haft-wry breod# with their beginnings in blind solid 
nature and their ends es grast swirling active opponents in their 
war with the code. Like Milton's demons, c=l)ors=o the cement 
they recover from the stupor of defeat in Uell# but quick and fleeting 
end witty and clever when they wake up completely, Titens seem to 
waver between the two states. In the famous Portuguese epic "The 
Sons of Lusiuge by Cenoensp the opirit of the 'Cope of Good Hope',, 
a gigantic dangerous demon of storm and cloud, Is said to hr once 
been a Titans changed later into a mountain for trying to seduce Thetis, 
the See. Doughty is careful not to make bis titans too active and too 
much alive. Be is so careful that even the volcanoes, which he, tnows 
to be. active in Xature, are not in the poem equated with titans, but 
ere forces controlled by Eager. Titans are 'earth-bound', mind the 
breath of lite. in them comes and goes, and the will to live or-move 
or P. Ct is not theirs ct ail. (1) . 
They are more earth-'bound than 
they were in Heeioa or tiny of those who - followed. the cles Coal mythological 
line. Of those the nearest to Doughty is probably the Vinetmenth Century 
Italian translation of Sesiod's battle of Gods t A& Titans by Leoprrdi 
whose nme occurs in Doughty's Word-Notes. Another is the description 
and the song of the Muses in R4nsar3's Imitation of a Pindaric Ode of 
the battle between the Coda and the Titans. Ronsetd enä im Be11Py were 
poets whose work we wert well known to Doughty. So much for the 
ý1) ? het is 'b there ifs no uffintty 'Whatever between his Titeno end the Pro®etheen Ttt runic forces or further still the lQiltonio Satan or the Dy onio zero. 
1 
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classical sourcest for there are other sources that go into the flaking 
of Doughty's poem, 
One of these gars the Arabita source referred toi ®zong 
othere, by )'eirley Indeed in the Arabia Doughty wrote ebout the 
tribe of 'Sokhr', ".. it is fabled of them they are the offspring 
of these sandstone rocks (8okhr)". ('Arabia Deserts' It Pete 17). 
But it is clear that the notion spreng from the nemo of the tribe 
which also mama 'rock', and is in lest on ancient oowmon Bedouin 
name. Speaking about the famous ancient tribe of Bony ßilalq be 
eeysq "The Semites are wont to say of the old nations before them 
that they were giants". ('Arabia. Deserts' I9 Page 22) Again this 
is a notion common not only to the Semitic stock, but practically to 
all humanity end Doughty knew that well. Nearer to Doughty'e race 
and consequently dearer to his heart would be the British myths about 
Titans. The word itsel. 1, spys Pezront is a purely Celtic word, 
meening 'ev. rth-nrn's, from 'tit' (the earth), and 'ten' or ideas (mvn). 
Pezron regain says that the 'Celts' were themselves the Titans, whose 
princes were the Giants of Scripture. And nobody who knouts Doughty 
would be ready to ascertain that he did not read about that, or that 
it was not uppermost in his mind when he wrote his poem. Again the 
old books of/history of Britain tell how the Island was inhabited by 
Clint* when 'Brutus' camet and the legendary history of Britain started. 
To this one must add the Northern mythes which in their 
Icelandic or Scandinavian lore must have been a certain element in the 
making of the poem. John FWC-Marl sr. 3r8 that Doughty is indeed following 
13 
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'Tbe London Mercury', August 1926). 
Anne Trenser stye in spirit 'The Tittnn' to skin to old horse poems, 
? (And indeed it is true thet in its 'tItrnic' tide, the poem stresses 
the ooomic elemental payers und the blind brutal forces tnd the fury 
of Nature no much no thit it is neuer the fury of Urtore in the 
Vorthoyn spheres end to the brutal wild world of the Icelcndio eegui, 
of $cendlnevion legends end for thrt matter, of Old English poeti'. (1) 
11 
Later on with the arrival of eprivCt end later still when we cc em to` 
týe settled civilised ptetoral life, the tender grinds of the Uediterrrý. nern 
would blow$ end s sense of sweetness cnd light would overcome the grimness 
of the early titenia world* ikow' when the fury of rxturn is still with 
use and perbrpe a little later when 'nets' (Pre 27) is-sues forth, end 
Norns end Vierds eppeer we are in the harrt of en Icelandic ergo. 
late shows when the Titens ere, nlivet no it In safe to nay thrt the 
Scendinsvien element in the poem is etteched only to the eppeerinoe 
of the 'Titans' themselves. Whenever they. ere there,, brute force to 
renpent. When they are not there, the creative progreselve elerents 
in life dominos. It is indeed port of D hty'e pinn tort whonever 
Titans ere olive, 
wEkos is their being, 
Of r+o Crone pzrt3, dim MIS* Of Uortha unrest. 
And when they iir1L, 
ftereunder 4ue^koe floor of thie centred I: rrltlh. 
(1) Rerd later on in 'The Tituni' about Etgor, the Anglo.. Sr=on Oce rn- God (FEte 37) cnd his wife 'Ran' (Pre 39). Vurtur, 'the tied Cne'q Lord or the Flo e--L, r1d (Fire) (PeCe 40) In the nr o of en Icelandic fire--iEnt, 
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While they were asleep nature created plants fish, bird and enimalp 
and when they wake up, they are the only sinister element in a 
wonderful world of nature, of Spring, of birds' song, and joy of 
all living nature in the beat tradition of Doughty's Nature poetry. 
The 'Titans' still are Nature's 'first-born', the point of cross- 
section between inanimate end animate being, between dead dry nature 
and living active nature. In them was 'existence' first, and 'living 
existence' second. They have 'sense' but it is 'marble sense'. 
They move but their motion is mechanical - 'stiff-kneed' upon their 
feet they move. They live but as "Long breathless stones again 
informed with life". They are Earth's 'first-born' but they are 
always 'earth-bound', not like Nature's later-born living beings. 
Life in Doughty starts earlier than in plants, fish, bird and animal. 
It starts even in the rocks. (1) The second part of Bock I9 one 
of Doughty's most impressive descriptions of the Spring of life with 
its joy and jubilance, with quick pulsating radiance or slow ruminating 
contentment follows soon in quick contrast to the Titans' world. In 
the flowers and the birds end the animals Nature`bringe forth its 
'second-born', and the contrast between them Pad the First-born Titans 
is as deliberately marked as anything could ever be. 
Book II brings Nature's third'step - its 'last-born' creature - 
Kan, the consummation of all existences and the heir to all the developed 
dualities of life. He, like the Titane, is 'earth-born' but unlike them 
(1) See also the mottoes of "Adern Cast Forth". 
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he is not 'earth-bound' and his epirit)unlike theirs, to 'sped of 
heavenly stets'. Like the animals he was created and tenon st them 
vºee first found. The neerest to him (and here one detects the 
influences of Darwinism) was the epe: "... thtt misshape of 'cturo, 
which loath most Is in Nea'e seeing, oz heiry speechless beast"* 
Like the rnimale in cppeere, nce he cert, inly rte, but he hes the two 
qualities which separate him from them end from tho etrly procucte 
of Nature - unde: rettnding end speech - tbo two gifte by which he 
will dominate the world. Lven before he wee created Doughty errotet 
Earth lies unpeoplsd wildorneas: 
Wherein not yet is found the humrn Ration; 
To till it mnd subdue Zier nplvtoa mould. 
. gee But this development of min was gradual. 
Nov in the early et. -, 
he is frail emd week end asked in sharp compcriscn to the strength 
End bulkiness end the huSe elemental pc'ers of nature's 'first-born' ." 
the Titans. Compute how he vºalke with the wry they velkedt 
Two-footed long looso-hackt, with eilderod looks; 
Tr, ining his feeble liaºba, that first men goeths 
G&thering, gainst ebb, es his wont ist longs strand; 
Whet-so wild meat his indigent hrnd might find; 
TJhelkat cookies, wreck. 
And then Men beging gradually to progress grad loern and 
change for the bettor. Slings# bate, stones ere used by mcn, end 
later on the bow is discovered. Von becomes then a hunter, and 
. torte to live as man and 'Wife and learns how to'clothe himself. 
All these were gradual steps in the progressive development of his 
powere. The first enimsl to be t, -, d vend used by min Is the hound 
which helps him in hunting. Yet one important pillar of men's natural 
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supremacy wes still lacking. Tithout speech men core "each a solitude 
by himself". And when he gets that heavenly gift, he gets that rhicht 
"hath none other creature which beers life. 
Voice have those without speech: but men heth learned 
Torfis, twixt his throat and ruivering tongue to frrme; 
Tokening the senses of his inward mind; N 
And after hunting cooaee agriculture* IZon learn to till the ground 
end grow their orn food, to teure animals and keep their ozn domesticated 
breeds. Shepherds begin to herd their flocks, and with that comes its 
conventional concomitant, 'the fenny reed', music end songs and arts. 
Women learn the art of spinning end reeving. flusen society has retched 
E! 
an advanced state of civilization. 
the Greatest impo: tenoe is thats 
But the lr. -et step, one 
indeed of 
He now towards hetvea uplifts his feeble spirits. 
hen's soul enquiree, in his emezed blind tbo wht; 
The imrge to complete by the presence of D3ughty'e ideal 'Rend-of- 
State II 
A Priest-Xing those drys wee, of human flock, 
Father of counsel, meek, of lofty thoughts 
end a creed given him by the Gods in 'a eecred vision' which he is to 
teach to all men. These are femilier notions in Doughty's worksl but 
nowhere are they given in such an orderly exposition breed on the 
anthropological and social iders current in the Ninatoenth Contury, to 
they Pre here. Doughty's chenges of scene usually occur in the middle 
of c chvpter or division of a poem. The eene device is used in 'The 
Dawn in Britain' rs it is in 'Adam Cent Forth' end '9tensoul'. The 
first part of Book 1r we noticed ended with the stupor in which the 
Titans fell. Prom there onwards other offopring of natura were dealt 
.ý 
, `ý 
witbp plants and birds end fish and animals until the end of Book I# 
and then fen's life at the beginning of Book II, Now in the middlo 
of book II there is the usual change of subject (1) 'Fate', in Its 
Scandinavian or Anglo-Saxon garb steps forward to warn end prophesy, 
and her prophecy is indee" the logical result of what haw been the 
trends of 'creation' from the beginnings of the poem -a feeling of 
jealousy felt by Nature's 'first born' Titens towards Nature's last- 
born, the darling of the Creator - Van. And the consequence of that 
jealousy is a war in which the Titans would aim at destroying Urn's 
well-ordered life, and the Gods would defend their latest protego. In 
spite of Fate's warning, the Titans decide to wage war and begin to 
prepare. Their preparations are indeed extensive, and they send 
messengers to all the powers of Nature. They send messengers to the 
Your %Tinde to the See-God, to Elemental Fire, to the Sun-God, to right 
and to the Clouds. When the winds are introduced, the North Wind is 
bitter cold, the West wind is wild, the E, nt wind in malignantly hot, 
but the South . ind is gentle. (2) 
Etchwhere She glidee the Sunborn flowers unfolds 
Fair daisy, disdam'd with a silver fret: 
The nodding rvindtlower, party white End reds 
And twinkling goldilocks uplift their hoads. 
Aad when it blows the aorld is et pccce ends 
Thera in mirth cud gladness, children sing, 
Guthering sweet poßiee*. spring in comen in; 
Green plot Emidat is place of most recortg 
ere lad ad ineare dnoe before the ode; Adorned with lilies' pride, their cunbr eht locks: which mingles on their shoulders the vind'e spirit, 
(1) 1, Troneer (Page 294) calls it on abrupt trensition. 
(2) The division of labour-seems to be e. rbitrary, 
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So it comes natural that the West Wind, the North rind and the East 
Wind would consent to fight men end the gods on the side of the titansq 
and only the south rind "nor of Mans kin ... 9 inly loveth". 
The Ses-God, Esgor th3 Angllb-Saison, in his "deep Wick, tiizt 
billow-buffetted cliffs, Which is0en to fleet", "s found. When the 
messsge is given the great God rises to the occasion like a. true 
Divinity, like Satan in 'Paradise Lost', or like ' Sxmaol' in 'Adam 
CPst Forth': 
DisdaininCt Sea God opake; 
Smirch air fair streams with ooze, and nirey warp: 
What renk I of L1rr, riore thrn of other kinds, 
Offspring of Earth's dry land; or of Heaven's Powers: 
Or 
, yonanr crystal 
Fiz i vent gran sponded, 
And Heaven framed, habitation of now Gods; 
And on seven adamant pillars, leered upstcyed: 
I Eagor was. 
Eegor is too self satisfied, too much absorbed in himself to care for 
the titans or Ian. He is indifferent to the fate of either, and he 
retires to the 'glistering Hall' of his wife Ran. So the Messengere 
in 'The Titans' give him one of Doughty's rarest examples of arreigament 
in poetry, and it is indeed a memorable piece. 
moon-leap wind-ridden, , 
Flood trembling at each breath: 
is a fine ezemple of Doughty's complexity of meaning, in its evocations 
of the popular stories of madness because of the influence of the moon, 
plus the scientific link between the moon and the sea-tides in the word 
'moon-led', and its partly satirical end partly scientificnlly correct 
description in wind-ridden, and then at lest in the triumphant two-forked 
allusions in 'Flood trembling..... '. In feet this 'whole part of the 
poem about the four winds, the errand to the See-God is Doughty at his 
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best. It Is indeed rare for this scholarly, o necientiou, end 
deliberate poet to allow himself to soar, Fad his feocy Pad ice ineticn 
to play at large. Yet in spite of that he never even of the height 
of it allows it to run wild, Imagination is e human ruality, and the 
Sep, the Winds, the Piro end the Clouds ere not humvn beings. On 
one aide he personifies each one of them and on the other he elr rye 
keeps them true to their non-bumsn nature, end keeps himself true to 
his scientific knowledge about them. Like the 'r*oon-. led, wind-ridden, 
hood trembling... ' of the Sees we have Winds shown in the guise of 
birds - flying free end rorming the skies. 
Elcmcntpl Viren, cp11ea by men a 'UrstPr-smith', in the 
Scr. ndinevir n God Suurtur* tnd Doughty uses the irrege of u smith of aorkt 
but at the atme time links it with the wealth of experience 'rhich he 
got from bis scientific kno rledge of vo1ocnoeet Iertb'e 'fUmIng 
ýoivernej, of Hell-Deep below',, enä his vielts to itorerty, Maw. end 
£rebie. The Sun is fcund by the messosgsre coming forth "Mat gled 
consent of birds, and melody on height", which to rin eirot truthful 
imrgo of the birds choral einging at sunrise.. end it is logioel with 
this bright Spring sarge to expect Oct the sun will turn the invitation 
of the Titene down, end decide to help Elan and the Code. SNICht' in 
shrouded in derkneee, holding "eeey o'er murkwinged infinite ghosts ' 
f. nd be netursaly rgrees 'with darf: dissembling nod' to join the Titrns 
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In their war. Ewan the 'Cloudn+ are mace substantial In guise of flocs 
of wool, otught in the thorns', gone are 'lietod, re 'With gold: end area 
in blond'. S=o er© 'Uddero of heiven'. Some are 'ebr. ngef'ul dmuijhtere 
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of the liquid loft; With tewny outblown locke'. Soo clouds seen 
'stoepy uprolling hills of onow'" And the vonibrfu1 poetry of Book 
II, ends with one of the great masterpieces, ehen Ergor the See-God 
lets out of the chinks of the Earth 'divorso kinds of creeping 
vermin strenge It 
Earthorield discloses new; 
Rife brood of griesly creatures; which had lurked 
Therein, since Time%a beginnings where vest duet 
Their moat, end mire their uorxy dwelling-place. 
Some have 'hundred paired horny feet'. Some go 'sidelong' 'on crooked 
crippling shu, ke'. Among them are scorpions, and saps and those 
strarge mythical creatures from Meundeville and the F1izabcthan drti atiats 
the banilisks. 
With three-split tonßuosp wind hissing brniliaka, 
whose only aspect al, ys. 
Arid one remembers the might of those oreetures vhich in Merlowe: 'roaring 
shake-Denssous turrets down', 
But one notices how Doughty's mind works on all the mRteri. 1 
he lire at hand, choosing what he wants, discarding what he does not. 
'Eegor'1 the Set-God, is Scandinavian and he is not one of Doughty's 
Titans, since messengers are sent to him to ask his help. In Hesiod, 
Oceanos is the first of the twelve Titans. In Doughty the Sun-God is 
on the side of Men, but in Hesiod, Hyperion, the Sun-ßod it, egein himself 
one of the Titans. In this part of the poem it is true the spirits to 
we have noticed before, is more that of the Icolandio arges or the 
ancient world of Beovulf. The spirit and the vocabulary are crcbtio, 
but the texture of the pootry and the details of the piece are pure 
__ ý,,:. - ý. ,_sý, A,., 
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Doughty. "lot the Senor81 frrao of the work beret the ldots of iiten3 
tr7inj to to war on Gods is certainly c1oasica1. If tho IVntitue 
book' vhicb Doujbty pretends to copy were to be truly theses the =oat 
prob"b1e bock ana1d be that of Uociu3 -- 'Tue TheoCarry'. 
Book III givon the cooouut of the wer. Titcno auch to 
the borders of Uen'e dvelling end then rest. Their one night of 
rent wrn in men's reckoning of tuns a Iona frosty wintor-season, during 
vhicb Coda descend unseen to race into men's ToadineRss, end send acme, 
I 
of them (seen) to , dvine the Priest-Xing. 'fan gather their flocks 
together cad concentrate on their mein town. Spring omen en& Tittns 
revive tend lecgued with Girnts proceed to -Tarr. Gods discover that 
mmur, is too s-sck to be a match for the enenyi no they impoeo a three... 
day stupor on everything in the world of iLan. This Seat peesr¬e on 
the world of men forced to stop, tsc if the clock mecsuring time heg 
suddenly stopped to :, Cain one more new note in the ever-choc tng rich 
music of the poem. This short piece of poetry looks bsckxcrd to some 
of the Christion ptßuocco in 'The Ticrn in Britein' tzd 'Adrm CEet Forth'$ 
end lock" fnrvrrd to some Of 'the' poetry en Ledern themes is 'The Prophetic 
Books', in contrvet to the Cloud pessieee and the vcr pcea. cn bore, 
which lock. brc`rr. rdo to the, Czrcatcoun peeve-goo end forward to Ltvrccul. 
The poetry here is absolutely simple, booreq end etret htforecrd. There 
is the usual enotnt of ercht'ism end the usual amount of word invorsion, 
but the simplicity is ein to the simplicity of prose, except thet no 
prose can be cs effective es this 
----- 
_. __ . _.... _. _.. _ _w . ý-_....... ,.. 
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The human kin, whether they stand or sit! 
Swoon end lose nenne. The herdsmen in the streets, 
Among his berets: on stool, the eged Wight. 
Still in each rumbling quern-atone: slumbers feet 
The mother of the hause. Sleeps the wool-wife, 
Her loom beside. Foil; end their drily trsksy 
Forget the diligent fingers of them both. 
All voices, even of little ones be then hustet. 
Knees sink: chins all, ben folded on all brocstst 
Like unto flowers, that slumber in the night. 
Die even the embers of menu smouldering hearths. 
On cattle, that stretch their necks forth, in mans street, 
Like languor falls. 
The whole passage is intensely emotional# ripe with meaning 
and vivid in imeginution. Yet the whole is deceptively simplev 
subdued 'nd controlled as none but a wester poet can. The only 
freedom he keeps is the freedom to use the older words which he likes 
us to use, and which in this particular case add to the wonder of the 
poetry. The worda 'wight' for men, 'slumber' for sleep, are not 
rerelp found in modern poetry or speech. 'R=blirig quern. -stones' 
are not used in modern England but they were in Arabia. 'The human 
kin' instead of 'nsnkind' is not, rare, Ltnd D bty'o 'the mother of 
the houso', end more aignificantly his 'wool-wife' are cords he coined 
end made tc ilter already in the pages of 'Arabia Deaerta'. or 
inversion, there are so©o notable ezemples here but none of them is ugly 
or wild. It in a liberty put here for the best possible use. At the 
beginning he gives a, simple straightforward sentence, with no inveroion 
Fnd no ercheisme, but pith the wonderful nlliteretive sounds of the #st 
in 'stand cr sit' carried over to the 'second lino end very buch strengthened 
in 'Swoon end lose sense'... And then the full stop in the middle of the 
line, a fe. miliar Doughty device which helps to retprd and pull beck end 
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control whet might have gone rolling on under the effects of alliteration. 
In the second line again the word 'herdsman' preferrac to the older 
'herdmen' which Doughty sometimes usest and the single phrase 'in 
the street' followed by the ordinary 'Among his berate', strengthens 
the over-all effect of simplicity and streightforwerdneee. When in 
the third line the word 'eight' is used it does not strike us on en 
ercheiso at ell, and when we discover that in this sentence Doughty 
has cleverly dropped the verb we tend, as we certainly are meant to dog 
to belittle the full stop in the second line, end in gremmer on well as 
in meaning, link both sentences in one unified whole which includes the 
three lines of poetry. The fourth line begins with en inversion, not 
unusual even outside Doughty. Here it brings to the fore the signifieent 
word 'still' which gives the main theme of the piece, end in its line 
stands linked and contrasted with the word 'slumbers' which starts with 
the arme letter es 'still': and bears the seine meeningg although it in 
a verb and not es 'still' an adjective. 'Slumbers' In thus strengthened, 
but that word in its turne coming es it does at the beginning of its 
clause instead of the subject, note free that subject which is kept beck 
to be used with all possible vigour at the beginning of the fifth line. 
Like 'stand or sit', 'swoon end lose sense's 'on stool', 'still' and 
'slumbers fast' comes the verb in the middle of the fourth line giving 
the same alliterative sound and the agme meaning, end beginning its own 
sentence in another inversicne 'Sleeps the wool-wife'. In the following 
line in the middle after a full stop and before a semi-colon, there standing 
erect like e granite wall is the one word 'J'ell'; e verb etriking,, in its 
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crmp1ete contrtat with whet has come boforc. R elliteration links 
it with slumber, sleep,, swoon and etillp but the word is corspl, etely incited 
to if it wes dropped there the moment the Coda have decreed the stupor. 
But in its serious isolation it sterts cnothor line of niliteration, 
that reeppenre in the firnt letter of the first word in the following 
line 'Forget'. This line is indeed the first end indeed the only 
line in the peesege which goes on unhindered and unchecked by eny 
grramstioel or punctuative device, And that line is perheps the strongest 
in its effect because of the motive power of the strong epithet in 
'diligent fingere' which by contrret strengthens the idea of failure 
end complete stoppage. With the usege of 'be' in line 7 end 'ben' 
In line 8# none can quarrel. Doughty's usege of older forme end 
his preference of the subjunctive sometimes runs ¬muck, but it is 
not here. The peesege continues beautifully to the only simile in 
the piece, the one in line 10t till " it ends with that last po rerful 
image of lar.. guuor falling in the street on cattle 'that stretch their 
necks forth'. This bare straightforward clever marshalling of feats 
is rare in 'The Titans' f but it is no lose effective then the rich 
colours of the Spring peseages in Book I# or the messirre rocky structure 
of the 'Titan' pessrges in Book III or the wer poetry in the rest of 
Book III. 
Prom here to the enä of Book III9 it it the story of the War 
between the Titnna end the Code. And the esr indeed poses a problem; 
the segne problem tDekled by other earlier epic poets like Romer end 
Milton. Like classical God8 Doughty's Cod, begin their +r by first 
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defending men. They 
... hcng Celestial Shield suspended! (Uzde of some motel, clear es crystal Glees 
Shield of men's ever-living Saviour Code. ) 
Like the wer between the nagele end the devile in 'ptrediee Last', 
there begins here tt war between the Titans end the Gods in which men 
hive no part, elthough their fate hangs on its result. Eut that 
roeult is indeed a foregone conclusion. Like the overthrow of Satan 
in Milton's Eiios end the defeat of üeniod's Titers by the Olytpicn 
Colo' Doughty'e Titona were destined to lose. Indeed we know that 
alroady. Doughty has told us when man man created, that he wt. e 
destined to subdue all nature. Fata had elrondy 'rvrned the Titans, 
but it is pert of their nature not to think or deliberate. Lacking 
wisdom and having nothing but brute force, they were bound to use 
force without Parisdom. The demons guiding them werd bound to guide 
them into headlong collision with the Godst end egainst the Cods brute 
force without visdom wee of no use. Thus the two soale$ Taro unequel, 
and the result was known. It could not be s real zer, cuppooed to 
give the reader the satisfaction he gets from tales of real teer. Add 
to this that men were excluded, thus depriving the poet of a euitreble 
medium in the delineation and the distribution of emotirn: end depriving 
the reader of en object of pity and a subject of glorification. one 
cannot pity the Titcns end the Code do not need our emotions. 'The 
Code* says A. Treneer, 'are not impressive',, The war to most of the 
Critics wes one of they lvnet eatisiping Bye of 'The Titans'. 
Still the War Is fundrmental in the structure of the poem. 
Cat M 
Successful es poetry or notj it is in the heart of its development. 
An it wasp human nocioty was flourishing eprce to the middle of Book 
III, when the Titans prodded along to attack it, end the Cods imposed 
a temporary stupor on men end their world. As goon es the wer ends 
with the end of Book III, human sooiety resumes its progress inevitably 
through Books IV and V and VI. In Greek Läythology end indeed in 
Hesiod's 'Theogony' the we- between tho Titans and the Olympians wn 
just one episode in the long dynrstic vets enong the deities of Helles. 
In some of the versions Zaus with the eid of tho Cyclopes and tho 
hunded'hrndod Giants (1) wP cJ. to lone wer egsinst his father Cronus 
and the other Titans end defeated them end imprieoneO them in T, rtcrue. 
In Pinder end Aeschylus he raleeses them later. But Zeus wes not 
fighting his we" for the good of humenity. He Wes fighting, unlike 
Doughty's Gods, for his otrn selfish ends. The friend of man in Greek 
Mythology wee Prometheus, the enemy of Zeus, end indeed the eon of one 
of the Titrns. Doughty's poem has no Promotheuss nor hes it a Zeus. 
All his Gods gare on one side, s. nd all help Man. As usual Doughty has 
simplified setters immensely by grouping oll Gods together and uen 
together under their vine, and Titrne together on the opposite ocp 
egeinet both on tnd their Oode Doughty ergs alwrye free to chvrCe 
his materiel to suit his own ends. Z3or we he the first or lest to 
do that. Shelley'c chendes in the Prometheus 1ceend sso one ext ple. 
Keats' MHyperionW, though like'Dou¬hty'e poem in its reviving of brute 
(1) These were called (Iiekatoneheiren) and were different from the Cients (Gigentes) the friende cad elites of the Titans egsinet the 04mpi en Gode. 
±---- --- L 
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nature, still follows the Crook Myth more reCulnr1y. But no r to 
the times of Doughty end possibly noarer his World is the cork of the 
Sies-German epic poet Carl pittelor (1045-1924), rho 'ras indeed 
Doughty's own contemporcry. Spitteler vis awarded the Nobel Price 
in 1919 chiefly because of his great epic entitled '0lympira Springs' 
(1900-6 and rovised in 1910). Romgin Rolland called him the 'modern 
Homer'q the 'watest German poet since Goethe', and the 'only nester 
of the Epic since Uilton'# and 50 pages of Jung's 'Psychological 
Types' go to an analysis of his epics. Still one cannot d ft be 
certain that Doughty living in Italy knew his work. Tot it'ic possible 
to cay that no poet in Iirope writing at that tine was neuer in spirit 
to Doughty then Carl Spitteler. Spitteler w re indeed more intellectual, 
more subtlo, end more complex than Doughty. He was moreover a convinced 
pessimist ipso far in his general outlook from Doughty's facile optimism 
and faith in ! Lsn. Yet the affinity is unmistakable. Spitteler'a 
greet epics for exrmple, taken as its coro this contral point of Doughty'e 
'Titans'; the war between the various Gods of Greece. Pate summons 
the gods from their long underground sleep, end they emerge fighting 
their eoy up the seared mountcin of 41ymposp but unlike Doughtyº'® 
Tit ens they occupy it end fill the world with thoir evil atye. Elan 
is suppressed and oppressed. 8o Zeus creates $eracles rind sende him 
to save san. The poem is too long and-too complicated to compere 
with Doughty's 'Tittns's but tho first pvtrta of it seem very auch alike. 
The end is not the sane, since Doughty's 'Titens"hovo nothing in them 
to brine them victory, end his m is alwnrB aste end at peace. Another 
as 
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difference is that 'while Spitteler's forces are forces symbolical of 
elements and faculties in side mane Doughty's forces are true offspring 
of nature in its materialistic side. They stand for the power of the 
atom, and the energy in the outer world end not for the spiritual or 
emotional or mental energies in Man. Doughty is a simpler men than 
Spitteler. 
By the beginning of Book 1Y the wer hcs come to its inevitable 
end. The Titans have been defeated and the Gods are victorious. Man 
is again alive. The war comas as we said half-wry through the poem, 
and half-way through the life of men. Thus Doughty shows that the 
war between tho Titens and the Qods, although very important, is not 
the main theme of the poem. If the Titans were the most important 
in the poem, then the war and their defeat would have, been the climax 
of the poem. But inDoughty's world nothing is more important than 
Man. The poem, though entitled 'The Titans', is not meant to be other 
than the story of their subservience to Man. Thus the importance of 
Doughty's tun title becomes clear. The poem is called "The Titans 
(Subdued to the service of Man)". That is why it goes on to Books IV, 
V end VI, to the point where Man becomes master of all nature's forces: 
the Titers inoluaed. 
Book IY, provides en opportunity for Doughty's most common practice 
in prose or poetry. Like Adam and Eve traveling to Eden, like the Old 
Testament travellers across Sinai to their promised land, and like Khalil 
himself in the road across the desert, this early human community also 
traveler ' rests and travels again until they find hater and victual and 
multiply and reach the river-side and cross into the now land of Eden, 
... ., "v. ýw+.. +,. «.,..... ý.... ..,... ww+,. ..,... "ci. rýý,., sea«r. -a-b"ewwxt-rv o-.... . 
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where are prosperity and Godb plenty and a new golden . 
Everywhere in Dcu hty' o books the pattern of an arduous journey 
makes the peaceful break which follove of the u ost lriportanco. 
In 'Arabia Deserta', the short breaks of ease, peace and hrsppincc3 
are indeed hilChtened by the hardships of life and the cruelty of 
Nature there. Thus stands out the Nejury house and Doughty'e 
peaceful life there. But Aney. ^. a , stands out store, because the Nejuzy's 
house was a haven for Doughty and his benefactor only, while Aneyza 
was a haven for all. This was the ideal Covern1ent in an earlier 
comparatively primitive human community. This is inhere a leader of 
noble human integrity, who bolioiec in god, and is confident 
I 
of man's nobility applies in his rule cn. ne of justice, born of human 
wit; don. Zai itl vas tho prototype of the Zing-priest, and Ancyza the 
living example of a happy primitive settlement. 
But Ancyza und arkýl are not the only souro©. Indooll 
Doughty'$ continuous rcfcrenceo to the Morris Danced yoixito üireotl7 
at Elizabethan life and litera"Wro, The pastoral element in both 
Elizabethan life and litorature and in Eau hty's works is of the sarge 
parentao. Dou ty van award of the idealization of paotoral life 
es one of the conventions of pootr , and he used it here, nixing it 
with his memories of Anoyza. Lade and lnenicu tend their flock by day 
and sing and daaco .t nimmt and the 
_.... uý .vý 
Tt-r'.. x AýTnn^nlwnt: 'ýpT+ýr, 'ýw 
C'ý:. 
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dance here Is right out the poges of the "Arabic". And to crown it all, 
gods are with men. Ishtar, the Bright, (significantly a Coddess from the 
East) and the thrice-blessed Peace are there, and while they a in the 
World of Mena 
rona prciotinath tigainat other, none Qiodooth. 
Book IT is DouChtp'e golden sgo of p©aco on High, and ponce on earth. 
Book V does not break the pattern at the beginning. Doughty 
never doge Ute changes occur half-wty through the part. Progress of 
man continues, and the most important step is the discovery of the "Art 
of Scripture"# which significantly is revealed by divine inspiration 
(like that of CeodmonJ)' to a Shepherd, and the shepherd in given honour 
end long life. But then nobody would expect it to be a story of 
continuous peace and progress. Doughty had in front of him the living 
example of World War I. n without it, he could not be as blind an 
to give a ones-hundred per cent pure life to men on this earrth# So the 
second part of Book T tells the story of malice invading the world and 
Wer released from Hell, end the groans of men$ and we are not far awry 
fr= the world-of "The Clouäs" or some of the passages of *vjArij, 
as he did there and everywhere, Doughty would never end at a peasimistic 
note. Goes hear men's groene. Mann has hope in the ßighost, 
H. loyeth usJ And in this Hope, we reef, 
£nd'the last word in Book V, its Code order to Pastilojacet "8urceesesp 
Book V thus ends with the end of the strifev end it was possible 
to ead the poem hore With the ©ad of strife is Doughty'e ideal city state. 
NIT 
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If "The Titans" were to end herel, the sub-title which Doughty had given 
to his poem would have had no meaning. The action is not complete 
without its roaction; the thesis needs its ontithecia. The titene 
who were defeated by the Clods must be mastered end used by ton. lien 
who was defendad by the Gods must prove himself cepable, not only of 
defending himself, but also of controlling the mute forces of nature. 
If Book IV gives the Aneyxa-type city-state as an idoal, ve must remember 
that ineysa wes in ßsay weys only a primitive city-state, which could not 
completely satisfy the scientific and intolleotuel needs of a Nineteenth 
Century flieh poet. This last past, the progress of humanity beyond 
the Anoyza-type city-state to the European Nineteenth Century civilization 
is given to us in Pert VI. 
Two prominent qualities distinguish modern civilisation in 
Doughty's opinion. One to idan's 'underetending'ind', und the other J. 
his perfectiCn of spee h* Speech helps men to communicate within 
themselves 
"Thoughts cry Aloud, within his whispering breist", 
and with each others end cox unicntion means discussion, exchange and 
development of ideas. And that mang more underetandirng. Hen thues 
. «.... * cogitate, 
of things imvisibles anal laids thought to thought; 
Commune of 1yorlde and timoa and enterpritioe. 
Understanding end more knowledge "guide the manifold purpoeee of his 
henda*. The yokel, the plough and the plough-. tilth in vgrioulture, end 
the iron and bronze nnä the Smith in the forge, enä the invention of the 
wheel are earlier exrupl®e, 
Lf--. 
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But the next more important step which 
.. ý -+, 
follows logically and chronologicelly is not given to us directly. It 
is typical of Doughty to pretend - unnecessarily, it seems to us - thtt 
this is a new later part of the old author whose book he is copying. In 
between lies a corrupted part which he was unable to dsoiphor. 
The new stte is given in one of Doughty'o favourite stock 
methods - that of hunters or 'eoekors' who' go on long Journeys huntin for 
food for either body or coul" This time they reach the old battle-field 
where the Cods had. crushed the' Giants and Titeno v eo ego. But they do 
not do anything. Theirs wes to look and sae and go b . ck home without 
understanding or exploitira the forceC lying thorn unused. 1 ea Peso 
ggaiag and new generations arise. Again the subject is ratced, but 
this time the source is - again one of Doughty's favourite devices -a 
'seer', 'a 'diviner'. He in 'fatidic chant' tells mento go to the battle. 
field and fetch a giant and use its huge force for the benefit of me. n. 
Cerpentorn and Smiths prepare the vehicles$ provisions are gathered, and 
a hundred strong young men start the journey to the battle-field. Another 
long wosrj journey starts, and because they forgot to prey and sacrifice to 
the Cods before departure, the young man suffer more tearinesa and. toil. 
Only when they pray to the Code, are they revived. They dig up a gient, 
and bring him home. And Doughty, who never found it easy to shorten the 
tale of a journey, finds it noceesery to tell us that the ancient book 
from which he copies, iss here corrupt, and does not show how those young 
men were able to cross the mountains on their way home with their huge 
burden. But the eüthor tells about their arrival in towns the deetruotion 
of the sown-Gate to allow the huge load to passe about the joy of the 
L'. 
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Prince and the festivities of the people. In the morning the chained 
Cis-at 'wakens in part' and the huge force of his numerous hands are used 
to work the mills which grind their corn, to draw the water from the wells 
to irrigate their fields. The 'enterprise' is sa successful that other 
towns emulate it and pond their young men to bring more Gitnta to do the 
work of men, Gradually other new jobs are done by gicnta ae time goes 
on; until ' in World's toter eze'3 theze 'Blind mighty lewlese elemental 
Powers' are used even to vor1: underground in mines. Ana the lvt4st step 
in the protest recorded by Douzhty'a ancient £uthor$ was the discovery 
by one main city# which Doughty calls "the temple-City", of the use of 
Tit;. nc insteul of Gients1 for their greater etren; "th and vezter resources 
of energy. 'vith that via come to the Ninet, orth Century end the age of 
science, and to the first country where the new revolution in Industry 
took pleces EnClenä. It is not strange than thet Doughty should give 
the honour of subduing Giants to all mankind, an it ere, but preserve 
the subduing of the greater ! stuns to what is clearly his beloved England., 
'fi'ter all Doughty was the product of Victorian ! ns1 a- d, when malend rula d. 
the waves, and_ Ster. ý was usseä to pull the trains and work the factories 
of Britain; 
Obtained hath thus! .......,. a fixet 
Dominion, a'er Earthly : ist, 
The 1as$1 . ooee 1e , vds Of . his ancient rusty sources he pretends, wes 
apparently ', written by another hancx in a later ego. And it i.. horo that 
the dteco? e1y of the power of Steen in the later Eighte, nth Century by 
Watt and others, is raentionedl 
ý. _r -ý 
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"so. *. came bath found# bow Firs; 
"high gives both light and heat, . *...... 
putt to water in his pots Being under 
Tormenteth so it; that yioldeth the edc yºing element 
Up, of foist intimate bosom# a supreme efforts 
huch like, though e0ulless9 unto vehement strife 
Of untxued botott s. e. c.... " 
£nd then follows the use of steem in locomotion by George Stephenson 
cnd others in early inoteentb Century: 
"Such yoked, translated to mcchinGl quaint 
Devico, (fruit of Man's busy working thought; ) 
Complex of cranks en Swiftly runriirr wheelwork; 
Which rattles to he mn, with noieo of ruching chariots: " 
But in the now fczi . irr Doußhtj Misturo of pest and p oßantt of legond 
and feat, -thora iollo tho -teeanion the t his antique cuthor , apace 
now of 
"how stolen once wvzg 
By Seere Tmrtiliar Spirit, high heaven's levin; 
(Poets ßeignp even from the h . nda of the sleeping Gods, In 111tnß, ) and brought down from. Celestial Seete, " 
which is a clear reference to the classical Prcmethean legend. (1) And 
after it follows an indictment of certain "'Tyrants of States" which equally 
applies to the ancient tyrants eis to the later Kaiser of Germany, but has 
nothing, in either case# to link it with what preceded its or with what 
follows it. 
Aad then follows ghat Doughty protondn to bo the very lost leaf 
of hic entituo book, 'Which feigns -to look across the ye to the futuro. 
But Doughty's ideas of the future e prude and childish a they could 
gat for one henitaten to considers 
ý1} See else the chepter as oMenaoulW and its ellugjo , to the Prozuetbeus legoad. 
____. ýi 
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"*so*** how divided into Staten, 
Should be this Lator'-tiorld: 'hen every Stato, 
Some hundred-membered Titans power should serve. " 
as a real and genuin image of man's future development. Doughty svys 
that in each future generation 'aookera' trill seek end find f'noynt secret 
of the Gods; lt each new depth. " When he enuraeratoc the new possibilities 
of scientific research we discover that preatically all were already arrived 
at when Doughty was writing hic book. Doughty's imagination was not so 
great in insight or depth as to be able to draw the perfect world of the 
future l 
"With mighty crigires etrangre; 
That eternal hiller mere lcterword eons should pierco; 
And lay o'or floodep a causewarys for their chcriote. " 
And egain, uo haves 
"Shall Mane vmidst the misty skids usurp 
A now hiehvcy, ebove the hi11o; and ridop 
(Toro ewift1yl then cen tringborne fowlp in flight 
Therein; c. s doth the d. regonr. Piy, to and forth: " 
which is a reference to aviation# used already by Doughty, himself in his 
"Prophetic Books". To this ho adds the prospects in the noienees of 
Astrolo, 6y# Geology and Archaeology# which were hies pet eoiemcee 011 through 
his long life, 
In "Astrology", the 'seam' interpret 
Shalt st trry motions of v, ist Universes 
And weigh the lofty eire in balenoee 
Aad poise those shining eters ... ".. And nets the bosm of lights 
Anti it re$o1ve. 
Scientists will be cblo also through 'mathesis' to discern* 
"The AAamentine 1e nt ; 




With superior knowledge, 
"at his lint; 
He unbinds them, end anew upkints. " 
which right (because he does not develop it more) be a reference to the 
research work done on rodioectivity, and the atom, its brorking end its 
synthesis - subjects tads the topic. of the dcy in late-Ninoteenth end 
early Tvontieth Contury by the offorts of Rutherford and others. 
In turning to Ceoxopt he turns to his link with the pest, and 
an Old Tostement note of creation creeps in in: 
Donets, fowl, and fry of fishes# all life's breath; 
In ondleo i gaaerati ana, on fier r ce s 
Man's understanding ordern them, in ranke; 
And calleth each kind by name. 
And thus the poem ends with a reference to Hem's contci plr. tion of& 
Time procont, ana long mQszory of ieos, passt. 
Thus ends tho lest book which interesting co it in in its roforencoe to 
the scientific disoovories of the modern rao, seemed to most critics in 
the whole discppoirtinj. Anne Treneer sz; ye that his attempt to bridge 
the centurion to the modern scientific vge is a failure in spite of his 
"valiant effort". Edward Thomas srys that "Pcrhvps, he knew better vhero 
to begin than where to braek off". Pairley who is generally the most 
ardent dsfender of Doughty explains it by saying that the ege of ccionoe 
here is drawn "to a primitive would see it". But ho dooa not explain 
why it was necessary to invent 'a primitive' to explain the scientific 
facts of modern European knoalodgo, As Edward Thomez vgain remar'o, 
The end is somexhero far on in primitive Culture", The ability to 
simplify and drag ahsrply the bones of the skeleton, vhich vas the 
- ---- - _'. -v--- '_, 
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pri©Q f. otor in Doug ty's euýae tý in "Adem Cyst Forth", and in the 
earlier books of "The Titans" itself, has failed miserably in 'this last 
port of the arme poem. The scientific references needed no peg of an 
invented entique book to hang on to. They could easily do without it. 
However, this is the way the mind of Doughty wor'co. It to not 
a simple temporary device on the spur of the for entf but e permanent 
feature of his Creative self. "The Titans" wan written Just before, 
and in part during, the First World Fairs but the idea of the poem we 
in his mind years before that time. Uost of it is indeed included in 
his great epic "The Dawn in Britain"# althouch there it doeo not plv7 a 
significant part, It to there a story told in the chant of the bard 
Talaith (Book XXIV, Pace 664-666). The story of the war between Gods 
and Oients is told at length. But that is only the nuoleus rsound 
which this chip of an epic w ea later built, to bocome the naget of 
the works of Doughty the poet to the studies of Doughty the scientist. 
'When he was writirig "Tho Dexn"t the theme of the war between 
Giente end Bode wars uppermost in his mind, but in "The Titans" that theme 
becomes-part of the larger theme of powe'rr The power of meng defended and 
helped earlier by the Code, Brows until it subdues the power of the Titrnns. 
ltan 'ith his mental powers grows into a being not very much lees then the 
Gods themselves, so much so that he harnesses powers which in the pest 
aspired to defeat the Gods themselves. Thus "The Titans" becomes the 
poem in which this femilier Doughty theme tikes its fullest expression. 
1i 
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The title of Doughty's last published work recalls inotrntly 
the n=e of an English euthor vho is not mentioned specifically apythere 
in his books - the me of BuxLyan. We have already noticed the aerie 
of 8ugyan among the authors represented in the library at Theberton 
fall, and consented upon the certain influence he taust have had on young 
Daughty's impressionable mind. It is also possible to link ßunyan with 
Doughty's moral seriousness and sense of dedication throughout his lone 
life. Yet the differences between the two authors are es noticeable 
so the links between them, for morality to not exactly religion. Neither 
Is Doughty's humanitarianism vary fluch like Dunyan's brand of fervent 
Christianity, nor Bunyan'a allegorical methods like Doughty's methods. 
It is strnsle indeed that Doughty whose outlook and methods had so much 
in common with the world of the later Medieval Age and Early Renaissance, 
and who considered himself the heir to the ways of Chaucer, Golder and 
Langland, of Lydgate, SSkeltong )Lore, Sidney and Spent or, does not inherit 
the main artistic vohiole of their thoughts -" the Allegory* Any oasue. l 
study would 
AM that Allegory was not for those poets one of the verioue 
ways of artistic expression, but was indeed the main frame in which the 
mind of man in that age found its natural method of functioning. Within 
the outer frame of the Allegory the poet had all the freedom he needed, 
but outside it he would have been lost. Chaucer used it so masterfully 
that it beo=e the dominant literary form for centuries to come. Langland 
used it in his masterpiece "The Vision of Piers Plowman" ce a vehicle for 
his criticism of his &, e. Sir Thomas ltore used it in his great work 
"Utopie" to show the ideal ways of governing a oouatry. in drama the 
r 
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boat products of the Pro-Miepbothon k-e yore 011egoricol. The mirriclo 
plcyo er4 the norelitiee of tb 15tb end 16th Centuries 'which were 
certainly studied carofslly by Doughty were baced on 'Allegory', and 
the most fraoue of them all " zymtn" had a greet bearing on hin work 
in general, and 'Lenooul' in particular. In poetry Spenser'n patriotic 
epic "T e leerte Queens" to the most outstsndine exempleg but other 
shorter and less importent vorkn were egain allegorical. Although 
it to true that Ducyan's fcous books are the best and moat perfect 
examples of allegorical expression in the field of literarg prose, re 
should not forget that he vas then the heir of a long end rich strain 
which bad its sources in the classical literature of Greece and Ro. a 
as well to in the 'pcrablea', the short allegories of the Holy Boo`r_, 
and the writings of the Christian epoloaista. In the t one nore'YSt; r 
play "Everyman" as the prototype of ; scan; in Bunyrn he vro called. 
'IChrlotion'p and his city wca called 'Lirneouu2'. (2) 
Doughtyl, as wo said, considered hi©ss1f the paar end heir of 
.+ 
Chaucer, Langland, Skelton and Spenser; yet neither tto 'Arrbin' nor 
'The Denn in Britain', nor oven 'Adam Cast Forth', could be treated r: e 
'Allei; oriee'. There, in a mar, Doughty wes moving farther zrßy from, 
or to put it more bluntly, moving egninst features of literary expression 
very much like the Allegory. Those were istoriee of men busy living a 
(I) See the second chepter on 'Doughty's Literary Studies' end the ýýý ftAft cliaptor on 'Adam Cast Forth'. 
ý 2) D44yen's 'The Pilgrim' e Pro rosa' and +The Holy Well 9 where the arty is äieießod, 
qw V12 am 
life like the actual life of men on earth, and not personified abstractions 
living in a world other than that of the pr ctical world, parallel to it 
and in most cases very much like its but still on a level different from 
it. Doughty could not and would not always continue on the e ane abstract 
upper sphere of Allegorical expression. His world was different, and 
his aims were different. Sonetimeu you have flights of iß inationp 
and sometimes you have dreams. But Doughty's feat are always on the 
ground. Like Anateus, he gets his strength from the earth, and like 
Ariel he sometimes flies to the heevens. As t scientist and a geologist 
ho vas dead against any kind of abstractiong concentrating on the visual 
formation of the eartbt its rock! and plains and tees. £o a poet he 
, ras able to soar above and fly to the 'Garden of the Mae' and converse 
with Gods, Goddesses, Angels and Eves. As en archeologist and a 
geographer heewas a realist. As a poet he was a 'Vatßs', a poet in 
the old sense of the word, able to dream and prognosticate and create, 
and cocnune with Cods. But'the world of dreems and the power of 
divination and prophecy aas only a part and not the whole of Doughty's 
world. Thorein he differed from Spenser, Runyan and the Allegorista. 
The other side in Doughty: the geologist, the archeologist and tho man 
of this practical realistic Nineteenth Century world could not eenily 
pour his thoughts in the Medieval mould of the Allegory. Even by the 
time of Purlyan the A11c Ory as ein inoluaive frame, as the main struoture 
within -which all personified abstraction. moved, was dead. In the 
Nineteenth Century the full allegorical scheme was indeed alien to the 





not dopend, completely on it to Spenser did. Therein lies, in my 
opinion, the twain difference between DouCbty end those earlier poets 
whom he considers his masters. The critic will be well advised to 
remember this fundamental difference in discussing Doughty's relation 
with the Renaissance in General and with Chaucer znd Spenser in particular. 
(1) 
Ihile Spenser"a main work "The Faerie Queens" must be dealt with as an 
ellegozy, Doughty's main work 'The Dawn in Britain' clearly could not 
be treated as such. Doughty insists on practicability, keeps almost 
always scientific objectivity and the movement is always towards the 
simplification of character, action and theme. Although Gods and 
Goddesses come and go, and bards chant and prophecy, although the epic 
contains certain elements common to and agreeing with allegorical poetry, 
Doughty keeps generally clear of abstractions or thematic idealization 
or fixative high-falutin' speech. In 'The Dcwn'in Britain' Doughty 
always hem his feet firmly eotabliebed on the ground. This is the 
main difference between hic epic und that of'Spenser. In spite of 
the conscious delibsrate evocation of the Spenserian World in the latter 
part of 'Tbc DE, vn',, there is no doubt that we are hero in a fundamentally 
different world. The store process of objective realistic simplification 
is again the most noticeable feature of Douehty's treatment of our first 
parents in "Aäa Cast Perth"q which is iri eod the simplest of Doughty'© 
works. God is hero= but cven God is the Semitic all. -powerful mitt-like 
grim Lord of the Old i'estaiont. Ancelc abound and cherubire and opiritt, 
(1) 'SLu, n3oul' ( Poste 3) :" on st Colin's crew ..... .... aonýsL cý. Y herding spheres. " 
'Mantioul's Dreem-Citys "Edmund, any lodestar". 
ýý 
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ell of whom are co=on elements in the paraphernalia of Allegorical 
poetry. Still we are always conscious that Adam and Eve are ordinary 
human characters end have their feet solidly based on earth. In fact 
neither rue nor they are allowed to forget it for a cionent, bnc. uso 
the herdshiVe of the wey when it is hard. -goinG, and the joys of rest 
and salvation when water and shade are given are the rosin factors in the 
richness of the boo''. Through that clever device of the deliberate 
alternation of desert and oasis, of hunger, thirst and. satisfaction, of 
suffering and then nelvation, of beat or cold followed by the respite 
of gentle weather, Doughty mancges to convey to us a sense of solielity. 
All hie experiences in real life, of the hsrdships of desert life in 
Arabia, of tbo bleak rocky reelona of Norway# Southern Italy and Sicily, 
all his geological studies of the rock-formations everywbere, alternate 
with the contented joy of his life in an oasis in the desert, an in Spring 
in Northern Ite. 2yq or in -mar in an English river-valley to make, us feel 
and almost touch tho real life of Ad and Eve in their fateful journey. 
With then we fare forward till the last prge of the book. They alwtge 
ere the centre of all interest. Theyt er. 3 not any allegorical skeleton, 
give unity to that beautiful poem. In 'The Cliffs' the interest is 
focussed not on characters but on the land of Britain iteelf; hence the 
title. Yet the alternation is there, probably even more masked than in 
the aase of "Adtm Cant Forth". We either walk on the actual Cliffs of 
Britain With Hobby e. ud the rest, or mount the 61ries of Britain to where 
Sirion, Truth, tho Ituse of Britain and tho Elves hold court. Although 
we ascend to the upper sphares of Gods End Spiritu, whore allegorical 
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elements ebide, end descend to the preotical world of men where realism 
to the order of the day, we are not given the ifodieval and Ftenaienence 
skeleton of the allegorical frame rhich unclose the whole. In 'The 
I9 &s we have noted before, we are nearer to the actual practical 
world of men than we are to the upper spheres. Although the actual 
climax seems to be reached in heaven and the problem there solved, yet 
the w. r itself, the darjer of invasion and the release from it all 
hcppen on earth. In 'The Clouds' an attempt is made to bridge the 
obvious gap* AsvO have noted the poet beginn in the upper sphereg 
where in 'The 2use'u Garden' the Muse gives him the power of alternately 
chcn ing his scone and vision fron one place on earth to another, and 
the ability to move in time and space to reoord freely what be sees and 
hoarse a liberty ahioh Doughty had assumed in his earlier work, with no 
apparent need for either justification or explanation. This shows a 
chrome thenp an implicit realization on the part of Doughty that his 
poems are in need of a formal frawo. As ever he still cherishes his 
freedom to travel wherever he wants and whenever he deoidea. He would 
cover surrender the liberty of movement for his imeginatioa in time or 
space or cation, for the sake of any strict forme Thus in 'The Titans' 
be discovers an. old book, parts of which core Well, preserved, could be 
read and reproduced to ust while other parts1 sullied by the p sage of 
timet could not be reproduced. Whenever he, vents to Sump a distance 
or bridge a gap or not to dwell upon a given pctq he pretends that the 
text of his ancient author there eree not c1Ras. Professor B. F irley 
had noticed that and he takes it e, s an indication of the weakening 
.. P 
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powers of the ageing pout. Tot the came prooccupetion with details 
in one pert, and the Glonsin¬-over, with no scruples whatever, of 
important points in another part, are one of the most noticeable features 
of all Doughty's worts. You find it in the "Travels in Arabia Deserts" 
es well as in "The Dann in Britain" and "Adern Cwt Forth". All hic 
works have an elastic, a11-inclusive, sometimes freely contracting end 
sometimes freely expanding, form. In the early works the reader does 
not cars because the richness of Doughty's art flowed in all directions. 
But later one annd particularly in "The Clouds"l the material was not 
rich enough, except in patches, to hide the (ups and excuse the defects 
in the form. We realize that Doughty should have either brought his 
heaven down to earth, or lifted his earth above to the. higher spheres, 
or provided, like the Medieval and Renaissance poets that he was partly 
foliocing, an all-inclusive allegorical frame. We recline the difficulty 
of having elements of allegorical poetry in the ! enaiaoanoo unyq without 
building up the allegorical edifice upon which they heng. Doughty also 
seems to have realised the need. Unlike Professor Fairley, I t&ke its 
not as a weakening of Douahty'a powers, although his powers were indeed 
now weaker, but more as an indication of Dougbty's realization of his 
need for a form. "Ziansoul" gives us a clearly conscious attempt towards 
the diecovery of a trpme, good enottgh t'o give the work its formet unity, 
and wide enough to preserve for the post his coveted free`dci unimpaired. 
"Vex-soul" then to the most formet, emd at the same time the most varied 
a11-inclusive of DauZhty'a works. 
"Mansoul" then is tho nearest in form toi and the t or; t dtroct 
4w %7 
heir, Pinang Doughty's works, of the late S e+? ieval and Roncissance cuthars 
who were always near his heart. Although the title, as we said, reminds 
us of Banyant we should remember that Bunyan'o "Marssoul" was the name of 
a city, while Doughty's ": Mensoul" is the prototpo of 'Uan'. Thus he 
is nearer to Bunyan's 'Christian' in charecter, though Doughty's 't ensoul' 
could hardly be called Christian. In a way he is nearer to the earlier 
ancestor of bath, 'Everyman'. An abstraction he certainly is, and that 
indicates a change in Doughty and a concession to the nature of the 
allegorical fora, but the change to not all the way and the concession 
is not complete. Look at the way in which Z4ansoul, the character in 
the book, is first introduced to ust 
"Of humsn soulu such multitude He comprised, 
As clustered blobs, some , renter rina cone lass: 
We see in scudding floe, in day of atox , 
Of , 'iis terir opu a; on some tempestuous strend, " 
where the i©a,. is a practical dour., -to-oarth visual image taken certainly 
from the various ae; liocts of nature noted and recorded 
by the eye of a 
ocientist in some of hie travollera. ? Iothinß is highfalutin' or 
abstract about it, nor about tho einlas and more poignant pass -o thich 
brings to us for the firnt time Erdnooul'c voices 
"I heard, houroo muxzturin tüiult, no of sea 
Deeps 1onj; -caned wave-row, beating boisterous; 
And, rushing billows, like to rajin ; oaour, 
Of raving rolvas; wide-whelming on see-cl . ffa. t, 
And cro inr, -winged rauer; ' cltuuour, eloping loud., 
O'er lont fare-shore*...... " 
which revives admirably the best sea-poetry of the AnClo-5 an Rvoe, 
and beat$ G. M. Hopkins at his own gsme. 
s 
Thus, even when be deals with certain abstractions, Doughty 
_____ __ _ ___ __ 
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puts it forward in such eý. lid, conc images as to rob it of its 
rabstractiono and bring it into the practical world of his zoological 
and scientific researches. One feels at the beginning thrt the character 
of Uanaoul, although it certainly is a personification of huncnity at 
large, of its thoughts and endeavours through the cges to solve the 
riddle o1 the Universe, to discover the realitieo beyond the apparent, 
and to discover the limits of Van's ability to know, is at the same 
time the character of Doughty himself going through the steges of his 
own life, reliving the periods of his childhood, his youth, end his 
manhood, repeating the guest of knowledge in his long years step by 
step, putting it all, es it becomes one of the greatest of Dýglish 
travellere, in terms of a journey. Oa, notices also that ansoul'o 
quest for knowledge in itself reflects the methods of D^ughty himself 
end the regions of bis own interests. Among the poets for ex=pie 
one does not meet Goethe or Byron or Shelley. konw the prophets 
one does not tweet Uohrn ed, enO emoo the philosophers Deecartee, Spinoza 
or Kant p,, re not to be found* adore noticeable is the choice of science. 
For in the Rineteenth Century, even before Doughty'n diesatisfection 
with the present and his professed isolation started, there were more 
scientific branches than those of geography and geology. These were 
Indeed on the fringe not in the heart of the scientific realm. But 
these ure the branches that show in 'Lensoul'. Although it iss true 
that Nineteenth Century geology vps nArg yet the science itself was cs 
old is the ClsesicLl and tho Medlovt] Ages. A3 oarly is tho ? ourteenth 
Century, the full cycle of 1edloval I norlodGe nc±. 3 composed of the Liberal 
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Arta, of science moral and natural, of history, literature and pht1osopby 
an well as archc olo º and geogrephy. Btansoul's world of knovled o does 
not differ in kind from the scientific conception cf the Itter Medieval 
A, ea. Pure sciences, the offspring of modern research voVkerop lice 
Norton and Lnvoisier rr d their oucceosoro hvvo no puce. Ph ico, 
Chemistry or Pure mathematics are not included. It is of couroo possible 
to coy that these are the naturni ends of the scientific processes oven 
in their earliesv perioc3a, and : hit Doughty in 3rinntnZ in the, o v1o'js 
homes craving; for kno' led , which in the root of it all, "en ccnnequentiy 
tnolu&i. as all scientific research in «1anaou1. But tb, t to certain17 not 
the cases coupled with hie hatred of all ab9trcct thou ht, vrz big 
batrcd for r-11 purely ocientific pursuits. In tho aeoond motto to 
'21gnaoul' Douga4y copioa 3t. Pau1'a words "Prove all thinCs", which 
could bo an expression of the necessity of practicrll i3cientifie tel3ta, 
but the second part of the Cuotction vhoTo the trond of thought of both 
st. Paul and DouChty, "hold feat that which is Good". Science was thus 
in Douahty'a creed Qeent for the direct service of mans (1) xd harf its 
moral foundntlono, the old idea of ocionce grid not tho modern t! in. trcnth 
and Trentieth Centuries' rhich led to the mt+clern reehrni:. tie view of 
nature. Doughty ejsin is nearer to the Utddic Auer znd early Penrißcoree 
than to hin on k-o - noarcr, but not xrotly the armc. Tor in those 
carlicr zCooq ono would expcCt tho chrsaotor ct lltnscul to monopolize 
the scene rnd action of the poem, tnd trrvel &. lars ar tided by ether 
auboräincte h 1,,, era on the rai& gaze that to a fit the o tre. T'ith 
(1) See "The Titans= Subdued to the Service at Anp. 
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'11anooul' we have 'Uinimus', who is another personification of another 
side of humanity at large, and of Doughty in particular. In a way 
'ainicus' is the other side of the coin of humanity. The division 
is not that of the conventional dicbotemy of soul and body, of the 
heavenly and the earthly, of the hither and the lower side, nr the 
godly and the ungodly, or the angelic and the animal. It is beteeen 
those who are high and mighty and those who are weak and unable* With 
Doughty's great belief in dan, vrd himself as a representativo of the 
beat in Lan, vent hand in hand a realization of the weeknoss inherent 
in Tian. Not the evil side of man, but the sheer lncbility and the 
modest ce tclty. With aaaou1, the heir "of those giants, which 
wrested at the first; Tho Keyc of Heaven, from the ancient Gods", (Ptge 218) 
which reminds us of Acochylus' "Promatheus" and to a c3rtain extent of 
Shelley' s "Prometheus Unbound", there t; ooa another 'wacker Stan. 'Xinimue' 
is met with, appropriately enough, in Arabia. There Doughty's aristooratio 
beginnices vero forgotten. The Arabs did not know about them, and if 
they did Erlland and its aristocracy were too far aWsy from them to -warrant 
any consideration. For the time being Doughty was forced to come down 
to the lowest levels. It is not only that be saw the lowest anoAg the 
t-2- 
Arabs themselves, but he wUa himself forced to livo on a prr with, 
Aowest 
ranks. idodesty does not s1w&ya eeem a charvoteristic of }ha111 in the 
'Arabia', but looking at it retrospectively the traveller in Arabia 
which comae 'gain into life on the pea of pit cou1" seeps to have become 
modest. It is possible that in the Westes of , Arabia, the s; icit of mang 
axy man, naked in front of the *elements freak the certain weakness of 
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Vans end his helplessness vis-a-vis God and Nature. Mohammed Felt 
it before, and Doughty shown it in Uensoul. Doughty found out the 
werkness of V*nt in himself and in the Arabs themselves in the wastes 
of the Arabian Desert. There Urn becomes aware of his weaknesses 
and the power of Gods 
"Ana therein, b1 c ened in the Sun, a vight; 
A certain Hinimus walked, an anchorite; 
AD in high Presence of immortal Codas* (P-tee 
which is true of the Arc: b end of Doughty in Arnbie. And rgdin, 
*In that cun-strickon inh=in Ilcstetu1 ground; 
A con of Peacoý he nou ht with tears, Life's Peth., " 
which to certainly not t-uo about the Arubaq nor true of the KhP1! l of 
'Arabia Desortf', yet true of Douihty looking beclt in retrnapeet to 
ht3 Arabian orperiences. ? 2tninua to the modert part of "nn and Doughty, 
ran indication that the passage of years had th'ir mellowing effect on 
the seif-cCntred ac1f-conecious young nan of the early yearn. 
But tho two winSs of hu enity, nmd thn two sides of D-Iu bty 
must be brouvht tO ; ether into e unity vhicb, foTtnsl though it b-:,, will 
keep to Men hin chikracter, end to the poem its protegontet. 'gannnul' 
and 'Minimus' were different aides of one boing. Althouvh 'Mrnzoul' 
c1wags doen the question1nE, cnd rinixtn , truo to hic, 'enchorite' 
aodQatyp does not utter er. 0 rord throuChout the poem the rolotionehip 
betreen them is not tb t cf contrcot or hatred, Neither arg they 
the Angel cnd Devil duo, nor ere they the Don Quixote end S . nebo 
Punzt 
type. Tbey Certainly need to be brought top tber, e. nd it is indicative 
of the irportcree of poetry in Doughty's owls world, and the izportcnea 
57. " 
Doughty gives to the poet in the divisions of his 'republia'p that 
they are brought together end mete into one through the good offices 
of the 'poet', and the Muse of poetrys 
othought I heard, whiles Minimus slumbers fast, 
The L'use's voice, saying, One ter spirit henceforth 
Should be with his. 
And later when the journey is beguns 
With Maaeoul snd with Minimusp hexe I passed. 
Here then is Doughty's usual pattern, that in borrowing the personification 
of 'Hansoul' from earlier versions of the personifications of humanity 
like 'Promethoua', 'Everyman'q or 'Christion', he has add®], a new side 
and a new version in 'Miniaus' and then brought about the unity of both 
of them through that of the poet# in a curious Christian-liko 'Trinity' 
of three-In-oner as if the Holy Ghost of poetry bee worked in bringing 
together the 'Mansoul'-father with the 'Minimus'-son in One. You 
might say that the roots are in Langland, in the Morality plays, and 
in the allegories of the Renaissance but xou cannot deny the new elements 
in 'Mansoul'" 
With 'Ma nsoul' as it's title# ve have elreatty satdo it is 
possible to oTpcCt an allegorical poem. Yet these personifications 
are allegorical elements which Doughty proceeds to use In a frame which 
is not allegory., One wondern what Doughty would have done in an 
allegorical frme, for the '*11e6027' is ono of the hardest and most 
formal moulds of literary expreeaion. To the earlier ißedieval and 
Renaissance generations it Came naturally, but to a Nineteenth Century 
English poet 11 needed all the ingeniousness and dexterity of formal 
---ý _ 
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expression that the pout could muster. And Doughty gras nowhere a 
master of strict literary forms, The "Allegory' would not have suited 
him even it he tried hard. In not attempting it in his search for a 
form Doughty was indeed true to hie own natura} sind wo are fortunate. 
The 'form' into which he cast 'Uc.: nsoul' emir another no less ancient 
and certainly more suitable frame than that of the Allegory, Thin 
is the form of a 'dream'. For dreams era univorsal. E en dreamt in 
the earliest conturienp and men still dream toc ty. rails the 'Alleger' 
is a certain frame of thou, -, ht or expression into which the faculties 
of non must be groomed,, droars am one of the most natural phcnoaena. 
Children dream. Crown up non dro= and old men dross. It is not 
like an 'allegory' topical and natural only to a certain period of 
cultural and. literar j history in 1xrope, but it is of all place and 
all time. Doughty would protablyt certainly in my opinions have 
failed in giving a successful allegory* but the dream v e3 something 
even children could make plrusible. Vor has the draw tho strictness 
and the limitations of the "Allegory"t for you can dream of arythiag 
and ar3' place or eation, in substance or in spirit. The vorld of 
dreams is wider and freer than even the world of reality. The freedom 
of action, theme and method which Doughty was- al 7s careful to poaa®os, 
was certainly at head in a 'dream'. Still, with all this &iffu ion and 
Profusion and formlessness, the 1droom' ass an ýoknomisd ed forte of 
literary expression. Doughty who was always emare of 'traditions in 
his work could not fail to exploit that lftot. ror he could have easily 
given a 'xensoul' in, a typical Nineteenth Century dre t not necessarily 
40 
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in the way of an "Alive in i ondarlsxd"i or "The Dream of Gerontius", 
but in a simple straightforward dream. Yet here ers the first linos 
of 'ilanioul 't 
Is chanced I onto on terrace of an house, 
In eu=er eeaeong after sickness past; 
And fet 1i, surprised my seneej Into deep traoet 
Wherein me w=ads much cueing in my thought; 
I cogitations heard, ` of many hearta; 
That came and -', rent, in 207OW73 market-place, 
Thereon I looked. 
And this is the conventional wry of opening a poem in the later Middle 
Agee. The nearest poet which only the first two lines (and particularly 
the second)# m iaht recall is Milton, but 'chanced' and 'sate' and 'an 
house' suggest an even earlier period than that of Milton. And then 
follows 'sumzAer season' and 'surprised' which assure that our romembranoe 
of Milton was not meant to be static,, for they also go beyond Milton to 
the ego of Langland. When the reader arrives at *r h.: TO S mzrket- 
placer# the poet must h&. ve expected, he will certainly link it with the 
works of Europan. So the side-stepping of Milton in theme earlier lines 
is a warning to the render that this might include Milton and Bunyan, 
but that it certainly springs from a strain earlier than bothp and more 
inclusive* Indeed lt reminds us in particular of Langland, and beyond 
him of Caear on and Dante, 'Lsnsoul' is thus at the very beginning linked 
with the medieval poetical form or a 'dream'. But this is only one side 
of the proc©a3l for the 'dream' in Langland, Ca®amon end Dante is muoh 
more then a simple literary form.. It ja not morel, a 'conveneion', a 
wvr of expressing an idea ahiah could be eaailp disenttlod end exposed 
is other literary forms. It has a more genuine, more germane pedigree. 
r! j 
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Its fountainhead is there in the pease of the ltible, to ecrly a the 
book of Gsnesie. Dante and Caodmon and %s lsud, and in due conrso 
Eunyan end Kilton and Doughty sm the inheritors of a rich strain. 
In Genesis God speaks through dre a. In 'Judges', in 'ICirrs' and 
in 'Daniel' his viii and the future event a of mm are known in drecmc. 
Jaceph interprots es well oz dro nir himself. Daniai'o droh come 
in "a vision of the night". Job sees tho terrible dreams sn terrors 
sent by Cod. But the higher prophets boheld their visions While 
awake either by dar or at night. In. the 'New Testament' wo have other 
vieionn and dreams, the greatest of which and the most complete is 8t. 
John's 'Revelations', In these and later egeeg dreams and visions 
ware not explained away phyaiolaCic lly or psychologically, as they 
are in our modern scientific world, but they were understood as mesesgea 
from higher powerst and were eaplaiaod symbolically. Drean-3me en wore 
taken to stand for actual realities. God spoke to man that wey# and 
poets like prophets were there to convey Ilia message to other men. 
3)oughtg'Ba choice of the vdream' as his form cannot be separated from 
his belief in the Medieval sand Renaissance doctrine of the inspired poet. 
in 'The Dawn in Britain' pagan bards are inspired by pagan Cd., und 
Cuan, the Christian bard is inspired by the Christian God. In the 
Prophetic Bookst the poet! Doughty himself indeed, i inspired by the 
Oodä®es of Poetry, and drinks from the fountains of the 'Carden of the 
muse'. In 'Manaoul' the doctrine Is part of the erhole conception of 
the poem: srd part of Dou , hty's mosstce. inaa eca, beoýuse ha wts chosen 
by the Muses Doughty felt the. duty of delivering his, maescz . ýý+4' 
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The 'Doctrine of the Inspired Poet' wes dead in the later Sciventeenth 
Century and throughout the Eighteenth Century, but with the Ronantics 
there was e marked charge. When the Romantics revived the notion of 
poetry as inspiration, they could not go all the wry and their audience 
did not take it as an act of belief. There was a feeling that poetry 
had something divine about its but neither the self-assertions of 
Tordsworth, nor the drug-inspired hallucinations of Coleridge, nor 
the avowed atheism of Shelley, nor the rebellious outrageousness of 
Byron's behaviour, would help it revive in its entirety the Medieval 
end Renaissance doctrine of the inspired poet. Nor was the Victorian 
Era any more different in that from the earlier years of the century, 
for neither in its minor poets nor its major poets could the doctrine 
happily be reconciled. The only poet in whose cane there could probably 
be a shade of doubt is the most famous of them all, Alfred Lord Tennyson. 
For in him, or at any rate in the later version of hire, there was at 
least a veneer of prophecy. Yet one cannot brush aside lightly the 
objections that it was only a veneer,. en assumption on the part of the 
poet that this was part of the heritege to which he has cone, es poets 
and the recognition of society in a formal way, that some place must 
be found for the 'Poet' in the framework of society. But it is hard 
to look at thiep either on the part of the poet, or the part of society 
as a revival of the belief in the doctrine of the Inspired Poet as the 
Middle Ages and the Renaissance knew it. Even that phoney rooenblence 
in the Tensysonien world was to be denied completely in the Twentieth 
Century. Thus we are indeed justified if we linger a whilo on Dought7's 
.M 
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belief in the doctrine of the inspired poet, 
Indeed from the e erliest etegee of his life he does not seem 
to have wavered or hesitated. From the days when he was a C=bridge 
undergraduate, poetry become his all-consuming fire. Even 'Arabia 
Desorta' was, as we have made clear, part of his poeticel endeavours. 
Ho became as he Bays "7edded to the Muse. " It is true that the Muse, 
there, was as euch the 'Luce of Britain' as the "Muse of Poetry', cnd 
that Patriotism was the alter in front of which the poet's kork wea 
to be offered. But there is no contradiction or contrast between 
the poet's belief in Poetry and the patriot's belief in his ratherlend. 
Thus "The Dawn in Britain" was as auch an eat of faith in the Muse es 
it was cn ect of dedication to the cruse of Britp-in. "Adam Cast Forth" 
. as poetry pure and undiluted, not an ardent for the necessity of 11 
dedication, but the offering itself offered in a state of perfect 
happiness and satisfaction. Yet as soon as Doughty was confronted 
with a cause and an ardent, as soon as the necessity became apparent, 
to teach a public directly and to preach to it in an urgent and an 
important cause, he had to base his claim of the right to speak, on a 
solid basis, and make clear what he believed to be the divine responsibility 
of the poet. In "The Cliffs" and "The Clouds"p there is nothing directly 
personal wherewith Doughty's great concern and his sense of dedication 
could be measured. But in than there is the first clear notion of 
the vocation and the unique position in Uen's society of the "Poet" as 
Doughty say them. The Poet indeed is Doughty, There is no doubt 
whatever that he locked always upon himself a the 'Poet', and, that he 
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never for a minute was in doubt of himself or his abilities or his 
riCht to speak up se the chosen of the l2use. Indeed the question 
does not seen to have arisen at all. And this natural selection which 
night seem to us impertinent in this world of BRIE-coarching hesitant 
doubting ßouiG was most natural in the world of Livingstone, of Gordon 
and Cecil Ilhodßs. 
In "The Cliffs" he spoke up to warn hie people end foretell 
in the atme way in which the older Celtic poets would chant before the 
battle. But the critics attacked it, and the people did not seen to 
heed. So "The Clouds" cites the earlier examples of Greek and Spartet 
poets doing what Doughty was about to do for his own Country, end then 
moves# for the first time, into the 'Muses' Carden' where the contact 
between the divine sources of inspiration end the chosen 'inspired' 
poet actually occursq and the divine powers ere bestowed on him. The 
later parts of "The Clouds", an we have shown, were practical results 
of these endow nts. The roving eye, the ability to travel at will 
both in time and plecel'and the power to put all of it in 'immortal 
measures' are there. Although "The Clouds" in no epologia or argument 
for the truth of divine poetic inspiration, it is nevertheless based on 
the assumption of it. Nor was it new to Doughty, although Doughty 
seems to have become &were of the necessity of recording it because ho 
was apparently the only person to believe in it. then "Mansoul", his 
last message was written, this 'strange' belief in the doctrine of the 
inspired poet was bound to come in, because it is indeed fundamental in 
the world at DouChty's pootry end our understanding of it* It is indeed 
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at the root of all his poetry. 
it is the basin, for ex=ple, of the 'Post Ilie', written 
at the end of his great epic, es long ago as 1906. There Uomor to 
the 'hupen-divine' voice, and Chc4uaer was the first to kindle a fire 
# at the hearth of the divine L°usea', and Spa neer, 'the darling of the 
divine Lusea', porceived 'devoutly ... the herciony of the Cpheron'. 
There tgnin in the Glossary he explains the word 'Yates' as 'Latins 
author of vaticinstion, prophet, poet' and links it with the Irish 
word 'Faith, Now 'Yates' is the word. he uses for the poet, himself, 
in "she Clouds". Everywhere then, explicitly or implicitly# his 
bolief in the divinity of poetic inspiration is unshaken. Nor is it 
right to tyke it ellegorically or symbolically, for the That will still 
r, --main even if 
it is stripped of the characters of the 'Loses', or the 
drinking of their 'divine vials and potions'} or the kisaing of their 
hands, Doughty was an ardent believer in the doctrine of the divinely 
inspired poet, a belief quite distinct from the quasi-social belief of 
Lord Tennyson or the meditative self-contre3 belief of Willi = Wordoworth. 
This Wao an older$ much oldor, tradition that sprang to we said from 
the Hebraic as much as from the Classical World, and mss at the root 
of moat of the Medieval end Renaissance poetry, and lingered in the 
minds of poets is late an Milton. 
We hcvo already referred to Honer, vhoeo physical biinäneea 
nv. de stronger the belief in his 'visionary' powers. 'Virgil' was not 
blind, but all the Christian Ledi©vai ana Renaissance world looked at 
him pa a visionary and a prophet who saw the coming of 'Christ' in those 
w 
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dark deys, Thus the classical heriteCe, with all the perephernelia 
of the Buses# sind Graces and the libations was made easier to absorbs 
and the doctrine was confirmed and substantiated by the various and 
abundant examples of divine inspiration in the Holy Book. Qhcn 
Skelton in 'Replications' soye that 'God moketh his hebytacion in 
Poetes .. And soiourno with then and dwello' and when Frencin Bacon 
acys that poetry 'was ever thought to have c4a e participetion in 
divinoness'q they were referring as Huch to the world of their der es 
to the world of Greece and Rome and Jerusalem. The belief in the 
participation of divine supernatural powers In the human creative 
process of writing poetry wes then universal. 
The only difference was in the nature of these supernatural 
powers snd not in their pesticipation. In Greece and Raine there here 
the gino fuses. In the Old Tcattment there vts Jchoveh. Tot only 
once did Jehoveh speak direct to man on Earth. True he üced to epeek 
to him in Eden: and DouChty does not hesitate to uno that in "Adam 
cast Forth". On earth, Moses was the only Tortunnto prophet. That 
direct iaapiration was not repeated. Another kind of inspiration vag 
the snysticel experience of saints 'here the power of the Lord would 
suddenly inh=bit and transXcra the chosen human form. That mystical 
isa enence eras reserve6 for myotica amid saints, crd 'Pentecost' is the 
outstending extt ple in the 'Yew Testement'. rut the third method of 
heavenly irwpiration was through unseen powers 'sent' by Cod. To the 
prophets they carry Code ineseegec end to the poets tlicy convey ßod'e 
inspiration, Anials, Spirits snd among become in that the meacencere 
of Cod to the prophets and the poets. Then the classical tradition 
of the Muses wes brought in connection, it was eagr to look at the 
Tduseß in the firme light as they looked at these encois sad spirits. 
There wes no cirsh or contradi. ction# The IIebrrlo intornedic y 
'Ltalcoh' 
erg easily replaced by the Fuse of Poetryq and the ideal 
figure of the 
man of God, the prophet or 'Labi'(l) the ßoä. "sent, was e 
to reconcile 
rith the poet, and the best casrple for the fusion of 
the two was in the 
person of David, prophet and divine-poet, of the 
Old Tost sent, whose 
realms were a source of inspiration to all pouts from the earliest 
period to 1tlton and Dou hty. 
One of Doughty'o favourite authors woo air Philip Sidney, vho 
in bis 'Apologia' praises highly the poets of the Old Test¬. nent. Sir 
Philip S 3ne and his sister, the Countess of Pembroke, have attempted 
metrical translation of the Pea1mo of David, $rd John 'Donna wrote 
thus about its 
"The one are these, ihich Heavens highly Muse 
Whispered to Davids David to the Jews. " 
Thun the clessieel Muse of Poetry is easily brought in es the becrer of 
inspiration from heaven to the poet-prophot. Nor acs this unique, for 
poets like Lydgate, Lindsey and Skelton1 and all . ore favourites of 
Doughty, profess the guiding hand of the Divinity in the writing of 
their poetry, and Drayton, arhose influence on Doughty needs a particular 
study, brings in the mythological convention of the Nine cruses as the 
inspirers of his poetry. But the greatest of nll there need not be 
left out simply because his nmo pope up everywhere in Doughty, for 
Spencer's way is Doughty1 Br tay, in the belief in the doctrine of the 
(1) ' In Douthty'n 'Uen3oul' the nema is '1 ebo' (Poge 53 / 1923)" 
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inspired pootg and in the fusion of the clrLQical rytholorical conventi'n 
of the ihre Muses with the religious Jewish-Christirm belief of the 
divine natura of prophetic: poetz,. Doughty, like Verro and Isidore 
of Sevillet uses the tone 'eaten' 
fuýýd 
'poets', the terra which v 
equally appliod to priests and prophets. 
Indeed the 1collective' convention opens now vio; tre of poetic 
r .5 4k 
erprecsion cider in fact than one would thiakf te Blanca. For the 
divine inspiration, atrona in its rel igious conviction,, and well-founded 
on the ex plea of Jewish prophets and Christian saints, given the poet 
a sense of seriousness, of a definite mission, Pnd a Certain rervonnibility 
toe: vrds M¬nkind. Doughty's 'poet' in "The Clouds" and in "1a,. nsoul" 
alw e feeln 'impelled' towards the execution of his duty. A dreem 
here is not the idlo dream of s Nineteenth Century poet in secluded 
meditation of an individual natures but more in the nature of a 'vielen' 
and to 'riesacce' given to all humanity. The poetic voice to thus n plifiod. 
It is never thin or-low. it is the 'voice' of Uiltonic characters like 
'M . nooul'i or 2diltonio Goddesses 
like 'Bertha'. In Uilton's "Urania" 
B, E. Koflot ( Raconciderationa) Gees the influence of a T, 1iudio 
tradition, which seeins to me no less significant in the case of Doughty 
end 'fertha'. Doughty as we have already Proved was a Great reader of 
Rabbinical traditions, and his usage of the divine 'voice' in "Adam Cent 
Forth", in "The Clouds" and everywhere in Man$oul, would not make it 
far-fetched for us to brine in the Talmudic tradition of the 'Det Kai'. 
This meant literally 'the Drghtor of the Voice's which meant the 'Echo 
of the Voice of God', and with the 'Holy Ghost' was taken an the means 
. ý-, a. ý ý.. . a... ý "°ý- 
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for conveying; coats thoughts. The Voice of 'Hoztha' and the Voice 
of the 'Muce' in "'tansoul" recalls it clearly to the mind. Echoes 
end reverberations of the 'Voice' are thus cmplified more end more. 
Another üiroat mault of this doctrine, or perhr.. pa m coroll 
to it, is the etrar. mixture of stroiith and 'ockness. For if 
inspiration gives hits strength, depending res it does on the solid 
foundation of the UTeavenly voice, and gives him e sense of his own 
importance, being an it were the 'chosen' of God, it else makes clecr, 
his feeling of his own unimportsnco and his on weakness end his need 
to depend upon the supernatural external powors. 
This feeling of the vcrkness of man, pbysicI11y ßnä morel'y, 
and hin 1izitationet is outopoken evo iwticro in Nedieval and early 
renaissvzae literaturc In "innsoul" Doughty inherited it end thought 
fit to pareonifj it in wlini! us". But in a way "Minimus" Is central 
in ")emsoul"j, indeed the most importcnt part of the character of wlaasoule 
is '"äinimus"q for it to the realization of UP-013 and hie 
inability to solve "The Riddle of the Universe". which mikes 'him querY 
and cecrch for knowleol, je. It is that weakness which prompts him to 
encutre and reach for the heights. Humility becomes his door to greatness. 
Caodmon says I edot was chosen because of his }milit3 to r, ceive the divine 
grace which enabled him to write his poetry. And this realization of 
human weakness and hauen dopenda. nco on the divine, had another side-effect 
which wea elao apparent everyvhere in Medieval end early Dcnaissence 
literature - the utter contempt for life on earth. (1) And Doughty's ptcst 
(1) ace "wi11zrd Fsrnh=: The Madieval lieritegs of E1izabothrn Trmgväy". 
and "Lansou1" in particular, are full of this, of the admission of the 
body's weakness, end the vileness of the lover world, and the continuous 
urge for butter 'understanding'. Thus the cueat for knowledge becomes 
an attempt to better oneself morally, mentally and ph.. a1cally. And 
here the classical convention of the Nine Luseo shows its unlimited 
usefulness. For this was not simply an affectation, a perdantic showing- 
oil of the poet's knowledge of classical 07thology or Gioply a ciay of 
linkinej his name and work with the grandeur of Greece and Rome, it 
was much more than that. This was throughout the Medieval , ACo and the 
Renaissance partly a ithetorical convention. It was moreover a symbolical 
tradition, but it was above all a constant reminder of the various 
co-related aspects of learninýytthe fine arts, and + iX ? cnovledCe in 
its widest senso. Not only Poetry, but History also, ar4 Philosobyl, 
und added to all is Dou hty's scienco and geology through 'Hertha'. 
Thus the funion of the classical Mythological convention with 
the Jewish-Christian 'vision' eridens the poet's scope to include 
practicall7 all the spheres of human knowledge* Instead of the clash 
between pecan mytholoE; y and Christian conventions, we have the width 
and the depth of the former enclosed and ennobled in the wide frame of 
the latter. "LSansoul" is a 'vision' but includes religions morali typ 
philosophical arguzentc mythical narratives dranatic scenes and even 
autobiographical data. In "Ifenaoul" everything is seen in the 'vision'. 
"Mansoul" in a vision roes in quest of knowledge. 
c5 -m 
In z letter to Sir Sydney C. Co kerGll on the 25th of Dooembor, 
1923, Doughty : rote, "At eighty one looks upon even thet tce as too 
small a span to be fully grown up in, to knowledCe, in hi mtn life". 
But knowledge there should have been written in ocpita'1 1ettori for 
he does not mean the k-71"., 1090 thrt was nocTeetry for the writing of 
"Arabia Deserta" or "Adtm Cast Furth" or "The Prophetic Boole'", or 
for that matter the great echievcment of "The Dawn in Britain. ". 
i nowlec necrlad for the vriLir., of axy of thee* great works was not 
beyond the abilities of an indußtrious con3cioun scholar-poet. A 
knowledge of , Ceogrepby, r. rchenlo , the current theorien of Or'entaliams 
a thorough k: now1' dge of the Bible, a little 1cnowle ! of Arabic and a 
smeller knocrieci e of redicino as enougb to launch him on hie great 
Arabian adventure. An azua11y important feeling of eelf-oonfidecoe 
and self-rightoousneas crerr enruth to kasch bim on the writing of it. 
"+A, dtm Cant Forth" was, as hogarth putu it, part of the Arabian aftermath. 
"'the Dan in Britain" ocouyi¬d more of his faculties than thu "Arabia" 
and needed a thorou&h knovle& e of the hiettozy of Europe in general, 
of Rome, Gaul and Britain in particular, and as a nacesaory background 
it needed a grasp and a personal theory of 'Iitstor, r'. The "Prophetin 
Books" had all that, cud ao e knowledge of tbo c )ntem; orery Ccene as 
their raw-material. But "M oui" needed more. 
It is not cnly that Doughty was at last froe fror all too1izigs 
of urgent respoz. sibt1itiou toraras his countryp xgce sz. d languegsl M1 
was ready to think of humanity at Ierge" It is also the direct ineccepeble 
result of all the fregmentary excursions into those earlier exploits* 
ý- . -m 
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In Ambial whenever KhatI1 wee alone In the wilderness U 4er the great fy 
beat of heaviceny he would feel the grectnc e of the un'ncna$n, tend the 
insignificance of Utn, but that feelizW in "Arabia Dooert&' is 
Yr entary and the exprO2aion of it is of a secondary interest. In 
"1dvm Cast 2orth",, God and the Angola, Fate, and s sel ee there sand 
they play a great part, but they are inched part of a whole, fectors 
in t. n action the centre of -. hick is the story of ' Adrm raid E70, In 
'"The Daten in Britain", Gods ind Goddesses are never fer a- way but they 
=e auxiliary elements in an . apic of hwjaa heroes, and a pcgcant of 
historical ovonts. In -'The Cliffs" ever. the German Officers have 
time to ruminate ou the stupendousness of the'night' and the 'c' 
arounta them, eM the insignifieanoe of aa, nj but they quickly Co back 
to the hu. stle end bustle of iuman evgnta and. completely forget the 
unaneresed queries : bout the unl no", r. In "The Titens" the otory Goes 
further beck into a Semi-lic1ng past, earlier than the story of wan, 
and t qds erd. giants join in tar, yet n11 that in part of the current 
of the hure n story. Only in "I ansoul" are all these earlier frs entery 
scenes mziplified and etrengtheued until they becorio the poem itself. 
'Knovledge' in "1nnnoul" bioccoo knovledgo With a dito! 'c'. within 
the chosen frame of the vision. -dream all hurts; kna 1eege is tackled. 
We hcvo already discussed the frame end Iinkad it with the 
older tedieval £ae. early Renaissance Visions snd drein. A ad indeed 
the frme is indicative of the contents. Tho form in the ("edicval and 
Renaissance parioa vas more than an allegorical device; indooll it 
alaa7s dealt with- the sU Of huann existence and b=an bioaledge vie-rrvis 
F---- 
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the Supernatural porora, ors in D^ughty's tcvourito phrase, 'The 
Fiddle of the Torld'. Two levels were always epparont, the lower 
level of Natura, and the higher level of Grace, and the relationship 
between the order of grace and the order of nature was a favourite 
occupation of the early Renaissance writers. And because the ? edievnl 
and Fansiseance period were beyond doubt religious in tenportment it 
was natural to expect 'Uicrochristua' to dominate always the lower 
'ISicrocoamue'. 
Dougbty"s %lansoul" belonge to tho same world. Looking at 
the huija stature of "'äanaoul", made up of 'inenifold oouls' one night 
be lad to eup2o33 that Doughty, unlike the Medieval and Renaiesence 
writers# in putting his 'man' on top. But that 'would certainly be a 
mat nteteke. It is true that in isolating the weaknesses in Uan 
into the one solid character of 'iiinimun', and in ellow1rn the poet "" 
that to himself - to be made 'one' with Miniaue rather than with Ucnsoul, 
Dou hty rp2nnrs to 'ennoble' 2ancoul and purge him of the baser human 
elements, and give him a rather higher rank than he would have had in 
a bodicval Uorclity plnyp or a rZonaiaeanco Pragetat. It to indeed truo 
that tho charmter of 'Menooul " Is, meant to represent the best in U ans 
but that hardly raltca him beyond the sphere of nature, to that of tho 
Supernatural. If it did, there would have been no necoeaity for the 
quast, and no need for the poem itself. Eo; 'Mensoul' is nobler than 
'rterymn' or 'Cuiristian', w4 that is why hit; weakrocseo are not exposed 
in tho porn theirs we. And even ih©n the evil eido of men in shown 
in come Zaro event, like the stoning tuud the martyrdom of Stephens the 
`s, 
so DUB 40 
vickodnoso is hcrdly stressed, and the evil to not at all dramatically 
or emotionally exploited 'Uonsoul' in hie quest for knowled e shown 
bath his nobility cnd his ii erfecticn. If he were perfect then he 
would hesvo known all the eafawerm. And if he were all evil, he mould 
45v3X luve cared to search for knowlec e. hvi1t to we ovic?, does 
not loom large in "A"ansou1", tPhat Douihty did -vas to draw the lines 
clearly between the modest weaker feelings in lire, di'arfad by the 
greatness and hulaeneoe of supernatural powers, r_ the higher nobler 
thirst for knowled e and higher Ideals. 
The firnt bect o 'Minimus' rand vas charactortcticej1y drzvn 
froth Arabic, Urhore Man's littlenosn is mcdo clear in the huts desert, 
and where foil bty himeelf, the heir to noble aristocratic traditions 
and the seif-assertive heughty Squire, son wom shown hie siecknesces and 
treated as a humbler nazi The second becce 'iiauscul' rho is the 
consciouscoso and crystallization of ZMcn's noblest elomentr. It is 
lcj ie, l that all thrcuh the poem 3 ancoul ez; d not Minimus should do 
the eskir t 
Another rosin difference betwoen the keclieval-F. enelanoxico visions 
u: ü. '"adcnsoul" is the diffor©xco in religious outlook. At the outset, 
lot me = *a clocr that I do not egroc with the opinion tb t consiclorc 
"Mrncoul" an c'-roiij; iouo Poem and Doughty cs on renostic or n sceptic. 
frothing is further than that from truth, We have alroa&y dicoucsed 
his religious views and come to the conclusion that altho'a, h he was not 
en adho21snt of cny formal Christian denojnotion he wto not an atheist, 
but u Unitar1rn. Thou ah the strew in him lion on the human level, it 
m , fig N 
does not exclude completely the supernatural clement. Cueryinj 
m1Ght moan an element of doubt, but doubt itself is of different kinds. 
There is the feigned doubt which is only a device for stressing belief. 
There is also the doubt that is basic and indeed a conconitant of the 
act of belief. And there is doubt that leads to the destruction of 
belief and the establishment instead of disbelief. Doughty's doubt 
in "lansoul" does not lead to disbelief. for does it lead to a complete 
and all-consuming fervent belief. Doubt does not go to the depths of 
the an and stir hies to heights of emotion and depths of deCradation. 
Then liansoul and Minimus start their quest we are not surd of their 
great need for it or the necessity of it. nor do we at the end, 
feel the complete emotional satisfaction of finding a solution. There 
is indeed hardly any emotional Bence of 'belongings to one given cause, 
of 'cc itmont' to one ideal of exaltation end joy or deprivation and 
despair. It is all level-headed and sober. All is serious, solemn 
end forbidding, but it never stirs the heart and the soul and the mind 
to its Dedievsl-Renaissence predecessors did. But if there are no 
excursions into the field of emotion there are, on the other hand, no 
thrusfis into the uncomfortable regions of theory, sr nt and apoloGatics. 
To hevo already discuscod Doughty' natural tversion to 
theoretical exercises even in the field of language, but "jansoul" by 
the natura of its quest of knowledge lends itself to theorizing, end so 
his &vorsion to theories is nowhere more apparent then in ourzo nUl". 
One does not Neve hero a Bunyenesque allegory, Vor do we hive n 
'erm arosquo drosm. Doughty writes objectively, with a cereiul attention 
-- ý--- 
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to dotnils, end e. clever cccuxulrtion of oxternal tecturrm. Becruse 
It is neither emotionell, nor theoreticrlf the inner features of U nsoul 
Pro P1eo differont. In a th©orotlcFl 8incusvaon cr would eypact a 
1 ct1 chpin ref retsnainC 'rhich dreg ant cviMt it %pnehul"* 
if it 
were cri Ertictic rendering of the theory one would expect 
the novae l 
prince see of pArc. cnificttions or symbols. tl ccraOMAII' mpst 
'Good 
i? eeds'q cnd 'ChvInti n' mute fir. 'Worldly Zisei n' 
but UUnzrou1 Ceeta 
ppopln rho &se 
(or w: re) flesh et blood, not abstractions but non. 
1 
Thua thr ponc ca sr. love not.. cod ia neith: r purc± th+r iry nor pure Fnptian. 
g. , Lht; 
'a Method cutn thrüu-h directly to the po«-tic l ctatoraent of a 
question# and caerchen thrr-uCh periods of 
humen grer_tre 8 to find en 
r>nsver f-r it. it 3aß, an Profecenr FPirtay onll es its "A survey of 
h= , -, n wisdoui". 
It to rfmt e prmrrea iqo eequcnco of csuce nn effect, but as 
aeries of lantern-cslides of vnri'us nce o and vp-riouw greet humen 
charactar$ of the pest. The ýUnoti-ncer In Awayrs 'Uangoul'1 n't the 
poet nor kiriimust P: 7d the questions exe cliccys the nEme, And as one 
hre come to ( jaat In Doujit3, tho ansvsrs ere also e 1wsvm ¬ºlika. Thus 
the effect In rsinod not b7 a progressive developmont (ýf'1o ; icp1 repnining, 
but by thn rcou. yu1 tod effect of similar Rarperi'? na3a cnd Ric: il -r cane a 
Ao if tho facts which Dein; hty end tdrncoul know et tho bo%inning of the 
uent found proofs in the corroboration of all the are co of hwn pity. 
Thus the onus of proof rents not on er u oont but on . xrmpie, not on 
rrotcp zyv o1 ah culcti"n and loaicnl thinkinj but «n prVCratt3e experiences 
of the boat human beirca of all e; en, nettculouely collected and effectively 
^'--'; 4wýo. ý... yý. 
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arranged.. And because the main rueet to for whet these ee ea 'knor' 
through their ern experienceaip 'Knowledge' beoomee knowledge not of 
abstractionc! of the soul, of God nn d of thoni. o ,y 
It becompe knowledge 
of can and hi© limitations, 'f the influences nn him rnt on his behaviour. 
This is no mental inte1 eotup1 exorcise, or uncharted flights of the , 
impginmtion. This jsP controlled restra nett cecrch fnr the limits 
of human control, His first question ist 
that scor© indeed right paths of man's feet, 
That lacking light wont stumble in Worlds murk. 
The second question, $eys Professor Frirley, is the more 
important "Riddle of the Universe". Professor Feirley notices that 
Doughty started with the first question on the moral problem, but did 
not press it on. "It can never have been a source of perplexity to him 
and it quickly disappears from the poem or is absorbed in the more 
objective enquiry into the 'Riddle of the Universe', " soya Fairley. 
But the division end the distiretion seems to be in Professor Nairley's 
mind, end not in Doughty'e. That is why that last phrase on the 
absorption of the first question is truer then the Professor expected. 
They were not two questions but one indivisible problem. Cri l it an 
enquiry into the relationship of God to lien, end it becomes a matter of 
the extent to which Ilan's knowledge could go. Call it the 'right paths 
of Man's feet' and it becomes the extent to which Man's freedom to not 
could go. Both start attitudes from Man to their point of departure, 
and both, shunning all theories and abstractions end metaphyoical flights 
find prectical pregmctic answers. If you look, as Professor Fairloy 
seems to have done, at One question to 8 Motapbynical quest and on the 
9 
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other re a moral tuest, then you are in for a disappointment,, for rhich 
you would wrongly condemn Doughty. Professor Fairley stye that the 
, 
ulekly dieeppeers from the poem". It dooe not. It first aueetion #c, 
bps bean with Doughty ses lmrkCq in the 'ArrbI ', in ITN, Den' F"d in 
'The Proph'tic Roofs'. In 'r1tnaoul' it in given repeatedly. _n the 
onme 1i ree in which hie first nueation occur" you hrv¬n it cnneitioneUly 
e7prossed, '"1nckfn' light". Without C ld's tiehtq ?! pp stumblcs Er: d 
falls* On P"4 you rsedt 
"wareA soot} than the Itorla dz'* t 
Save that the Iir-ndq which framed all things, ..... " 
end this Hand is that of ßod the creator. On Prre 5t still before the 
tuest, on the earliest introduction of Minimus, we hear of him es$ 
"A son of Peace, he sought pith tears* Life's PAth" 
which is Fieirley's first question, and them 
"His soul might hear, mills i®all, Celeatiel Voice" 
'hach in the second questiong eund it is in referred to on tt; e arme 
page tu "heavenly vision". This clearly is no division into tvo 
different ciuestions, but two nzpecta of one questp one problem, tbot 
of the limits of nan'a knorledgee 1irnoou1 in turn comes on (Pege 7) 
and he "impleaded heaven. '". Peres 3 and 9 explain ho, the Goddess 
Hertha created life and Cage UM 'mind nad speecht rhich arßwers the 
second question, cud partly tcc'k1oa the firat ins "mind end speech to 
his moults hoalth". Still Manaouj tents to go Underground "to enquire 
wisdom of worlds egos pest". (Pege 10). On Pegg 21 v in the 31u80 
brings the two questions of Processor Fsirley'e together in one Me 
Fs they' should bes 
"Touching hid know ledge and more perfect paths? ". 
Arid when the quest itself begins in Book III the idea is not 
to discover new frontiers as much as to find corroborating data. God 
exists and the creation of the world is his, and some of the unknown 
mysteries are His own domain. Han was given a mind to try and follow 
the right paths in his own limited field of action and knowledge. That 
in established before the quests and will be verified by all the pages. 
More important and more significant are the practical 'apeoimens' of 
knowledge shorn en route by Doughty. This is always the best part of 
Doughty'a works. If idansoul had no questions at all to ask and answers 
to gets we would not hove been to the 'Muses Garden'# and the dream the 
vision, the description and the verse with the echoes from his poetical 
studies and his geological researches,, and his own personal experiencesf 
would have been lost to ue. As poetry they are a joy to read, and as 
knowledge they are Doughty's usual practioal answer to the questions, 
The vision is the work of his poetic imagination and. is at the 9=e 
time visually/solid as soience" 
In Book III U naoul stcrts his journcy, and the first port of 
it carries hin through Hello and in this part the lessons Gained by 
fKansoul' axe necessarily moral 1eesonst more on *behaviour, than on 
the aide of positive knowledge. Viet we learn is indeed the things 
we are not to do: the stops that lead us estroy in life. In e. way this 
has its positive side; by vay of elimination defining the field of 
'San's right path'. Classical excursions into Tartarus, Dante #$ sojourn 
in Hell, and oven uiltonts Lallen angels are in the background. The 
I%, - 
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pscsaZo itself is oless3calg the porter and Cate ere D tseque, and 
this is Ulitonics "Staxidisl them amidst, 
Be mighty Aeons, pride, -Men from eteX19 fleighti 
Before the birth of Times or this World Viz. " 
But all are in Doushty's best adcmantine style. Firnt comes 'the 
ýbaýiat of lunatic 8pirits'9 and their 'aad fond troublee looks! ' 
Then comes 'Sinners' VaiUz -'i1cCo't 
there spirits rest note after their flashes' deaths; 
But wallow and wind, in torment of their minds; 
Shut out from bliss. 
And we are given the first etumblinc-stone of men in their lifer 
"Self-love, their only God, 
Seth them undone. " 
And these are called, 'demon-gotten monsters of mankind'. Then follow 
*evil-doers'# as if in Doughty's coral scales 'Belf-love' to a more 
horrible sin than doing evil. Among those was the Carmen Kolserl 
who wrs cursea even by his fell ow. -prieonerß in Hehl 
An earthquake in Bell : follows where Doughty'e experiences of 
the eruption of Xtna seerau to be mr-de use of, and from which tj were 
quickly rescued by 'Arent Hertha's Voice's and there etsrts the brighter 
regions of the Underworld. Thus to doubt rise noticeably scarce before 
the beginning of the journey,, and evil was not deeply felts so 'Bell' 
does not occupy Doughty'$ attention much. His quest is kno, leegef and 
Hell would yield little positive knoviledgo. fie main object to to 
meet the beet of humeri beings of the peat end tsk them# end not the 
worst. Thus he travels quickly into Perediee Qrhero the opposite side 





righteous lif©l", and mang them 
i is pnnetge rare indeed in Doughty: 
..,... ".,, a little aloof; 
We a soul vievedt that conflicted with himselft 
Which finally he! subdued; trolle underfoot; 
Thou then received the rest to tellororehip. 
How much would we have given to have an extendod exposition in Doughty 
of that triw r oo=otiOat that inner Bt? u Zlo of a local in conflict, 
With itsel? '? But we search in vein. Doughty must have known the inner 
co. nflictl for who has not? In 'Arabia Deeerta" he refers to "The 
contemplative üfe'a pilßrimtge"" In 'Meacoul' later he speaks of 
"1ona niChtmsro of doubt; whioh hitherto holds cuopent wens' heerte. " 
In 'aha Titanß' ¶O haar of 
"Attractions and repulsions, not unlikeg 
To perturbations, in Man's jelly-flesh*" 
But those are rare cases and unsatisfactory reterencoo, vrhich 
Doughty never expands or comments upon. The fact which to important to 
him is that this soul he. e eerned Its place in the fellowship in Paradise, 
because it was able to control end subdue itself, the opposite of those 
first class citisens of 11o119 who indulge& in feelf lovew. Other 
inhabitants of Paradise are the Heroes who defended their country and rscet 
the warriors who lost their lives to help their Etats end people lives 
the honourable citizens who served their country in civilian life, and, at 
lest the 'Seers' and poets and prophote. The cum , iri.. up id Liven 
in 
Hertbde Voices 
The pathways of the Just, in all the Emrth; 
Shall meet together in One Holy piece= 
Under the Silent Brow of Heaven supreme. 
which introduces one of the most importsnt elements in Dou4hty's philosopby. 
-- 
One could, have suspected it in the choice of the character of 
'lXansoul', but 'Everyman' In the tEmous Ziarality ploy was no less 
charscteri6tic of ell men. But a]. 1 on in the ctee of 'Everyman' 
are considered within the tree-work of Chrictiinitq. In to such as 
Christianity wen looked upon an The Only. Beli ion of all nen, 1veryna. n 
meant all men, But 'fe. nsoul t is redic l iy different in that it encloses 
all humP, n. ity to it is. The acceetry of Everymen is, like the ancestry of 
Jesus in St. Lu'cep in that it goss back in one line through Hebraic veins 
to Advm and ire. But 'Up-neoul' is made up of 'souls nenifold' from 
every country and every race. All the best Lnd noble souls of mono 
Christinn or otherwise, are inoluded and that is a major departure in 
the ways of Doughty from the voya of liedieval-Renaiaaanco moralities 
and visions. 
In every Aga end Family of Mena Kin 
Rise steadfcat epiritep nourished of lofty thoughts 
That seekers be, with singleness of heart, 
Of Righteousness; and rmonaet their felloec, teach 
The B1 cmele se Life. 
, end those exeOtly tare 
the people whom Meneoul end Minimus end the poet 
ßo to caret, nein who had striven hardy, driven by Conscience to lofty ideals 
in their liY©e, and civilizations which attained different degroen of 
excellence, in the history of Men on Earth. Thun the enlerred 
h1 nitcrianism of 'Uansoul' extends far and, aide, further by ftw than 
the limits of Medieval and Rennieecnce Christian Viatona, to include 
the beat that was rand is in, all humanity. 
G 
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An it to always the case with Doughty, everything to given in 
terms of a journey beginning when life itself began, end ending in visions 
of the future. Here it begins in Menopoteaia, traditionally thought to 
be the Ctrden of Edon on Eerth" There Ren men groaned by God end the 
vela into e nettled,, yell-ordered end oivi . ited life. Given 'Uind 
and Speech', he quickly leernt to till the ground end grow his food. 
This we were given in 'Adem Cent F`orth', but Doughty in never tired of 
repeating his theme$# and 'Lcneoul' is his all-inclusive trersure-house. 
In The Titers' he exploited the newly-discovered bumen ert of egriculture. 
The 'Gerden' theme in exploited in the 'BAueeo Gerden' of the Prophetic 
Books. And hero in 'Unnaoul' these tbreeda ere taken egain in hend. 
yet with all his repetitions, which era sometimes boring, Doughty'a 
exploitation is Wovor the atme. Rere in 'Uarnsou1' the gesden and 
rgriculture in Mesopotamia are mentioned as the earliest manifestations 
of Mine civilisation to go on from there to the wisdom of these early 
strges of human life. One would expect Doughty to choose Hammerabi, 
the first law-giver known in the hietorsr of Mane to be his chosen sage 
of Babylon. But the idea of prophecy-cum-lawºgiving rather then law- 
giving by itself, seems to have been predominant in his mind, So Doughty 
coins a proper name for an imaginary 'Suer' from the somitic word 'Nabe'. 
Besides law-giving. r». ". instituted righteous laws", -ho wan "Rock of his 
peoples prophet, priest end king" but his main gift was thtnt of prophecy*. 
in Arabic the word 'Iiabi' means 'prophet ts e men who 'sees' the future 
and prophesies: in contradistinction to the word 'ptogoui-Alleho, the 
'Neaverger of God', who is both prophet F transmitter of a heavenly 
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measVV" Daniel, for exe ple, is only a 'Nabi'# while Doses is a 
'Naht' and a '8ssoul' (Massen er), But in Babylon Doughty hod no 
hiotorio ncý. ee8 to show this; no he personified the i8. ezy into the 
character of 'Nebo' - 'pobu' cmor the , Asayricnswas the pifnet Mercury. 
Ednnsoul questions XJebo, and his questions are every There vFgue and 
general, 'Conoernirig viadom and eternal Light; ' and Nabo'n answers are 
: ho lese veguo and colourless. About God, I ebo otys, 
uIs not His FYe sll1aeelag overall? " 
and about Htan'e duty to Him, he eeye, Man must "contend to pleaee Milz". 
About Usn'e duty to his fellor.. men he eeysp in an equally vague all. 
pleasing generalization, "treat men en you would like to be treated". 
But all this was equally conceived by prctically all religions, and 
poughty had no need to take us back in time and space to that early ego 
to tell us simply these generally acceptod facts. But this is the 
wrong way to treat Doughty's poetry. For the most icportent thing in 
the e ecution# and not the product, the journey itself and not the lesson. 
We should perhaps not expect anything news nor do we indeed find any 
startling ideas in 'Mansou1'. Aa we paid before# the journey is =sent 
to I$mplify and corroborate and emphasize that we already know, 
One p articuleX aside which moves tow rc' mating the colourless 
rebo a particular individual, end Which, beer-use it to repeated in other 
places# is indeed Dou hty'e own teelingf in rebo's preference for lice 
on Earth in penury end destitution, to Death and a princely rent in the 
kingdom of Death. The acme note is struck inter on, when Hinimme, 
leaving the dark regions finds the erhole world rev&ged by War, end yet 
r-°, -ý- --- ý------m. -- -_. 
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is glad and contented to se© the light of dry. 
The following stop in ltsneoul'a journey through time and. space 
is Ancient Persist the traditional home of mysticism. Doughty was no 
mystic# an& he does not show any interest in the cult. If he had, he 
would have mentioned it, for he never hartes the reader in doubt. 'Chat 
be had in mind was Persia's links with the history of the Hebrews end 
the Old Testament. Thenceg the Persian nage is eddrensed as "Light of 
Elan". Again he was aware of writing for a Christian public; and the 
Ides of Persia as the traditional home of the Magi in the story of 
Christ's Nativityq is shown in his address of the Persian sage so the 
'Urge'. The talget who arbitrarily stands for all the wisdom of ancient 
Persia asp much as 'Uebo' stood for the wisdom of Uesopotnriia is 
'Zoroamter'. But 'Zoroaster', unlike robot was very much a living 
character in that ancient agep end was no lese alive, at leant to a 
name in 1'ineteenth Century Iirope. Nietzsche chose Zarethurstt''a an his 
spokesman and the prophet of the 'Superman' in his famous bock. Doughty 
deliberately uses both versions of the ssge's name. Yet the only fact 
peculiar to 'Zaroestrianicm' which we find in Mensoul's encounter with 
the Persien sage is the oblique reference to bis dual power of Good and 
Will Ahriman and dhöra Uaeds, in the line, "The Light and Dark be set 
before your living steps", But the 'light' and the $dark' are not 
necessarily two powerful Gods, unmustered by any higher Power. They 
could be end indeed are metaphorically used by all religions. Doughty 
thus euppreesee the fundamental dual nature of the Zoroastrian Gods into 
a Taue discussion of Good and Aril, and thus bringe Zoroastrianism in 
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line with all the Unitarian creeds of Jewry, Christianity o`? 'xalam. 
Zoroaster here is not the aese of Persia as we know about him, but e 
vcaue Doughtyeaquo mouthpiece reiterating the lessons Doughty wants 
to toech" in Ancient polytheistic Babylon 'Uebo' speaks like a 
moderate European moralist, and in enoient Persia, Zoroaster repeats 
the ceo ideas. Then Mansoul take his General quectione, the answers 
ere no less generals questions "Who created e11? " Answori "Of nothing 
nothing can derive ..... God 'All Vast In' created All". And that 
Indeed is not Zoroastrianism an the Persians knew it or as we know it. 
lohen asked about an'e potty affairs end the interest of Cod in the, 
he seyc, 'The Light and, Dark be set before your living steps", and the 
choice between them is left for Uan'n own decision. When asked what 
Uon could dog he says, "Seek all Lieht and walk in the ways of ? ruth", 
which as usual puts the stress on the possible and the practical, and 
not the theoretical or metaphysical. 'Even in Death', ceyn the erge 
the 'Riddle of the Universe` cannot be solved -" a tact hich rye trill 
find repeated in all Manaoul'e encounters with the various apses. The 
aege'c lest advice to Dian is again the practical moral lesson, "seek 
Oneness of your souls, with the Highest Good". Therein vgrve all the 
religions, creeds, end schools of morality. 
From Persia the travellers Dove on to India, and the eege whose 
counsels they seek this tisae in the Buddha. Here new elements are at 
work# i hick affect a obige in treatmeat, tnd an extension of perspective. 
Nebo was the pale impersonal mouthpiece of the early civilization of 
Babylon, and Zoroantorl more particular pewhxpn -Ehen Ilebo, we. s nevertheless 
.. e, -" 
just an exponent of a rcAgion and a representative of a doad civilisation. 
But India Wes very much alive In the minds of the Engllshnon of the 
lZineteenth Century, Feelings of national glory and grandeur were 
pert of its for India was the brightest gem in the Imperial crown. 
Vat there Was More to it than that. After Uaaauley the attitude of 
the English towards India underwent a subtle change, The Indians were 
&o more the eeva eg to vhom England was bringing the light of civilization. 
They werd fei, ow AZ70n8 in terms of raoe, and the zäuropean oivilitatlon 
itself had its early tricklinge there. The interest in Indian rcigions 
gras part of the interest aroused in India's legacy. Christian thinkers 
rho could not satisfy this inner search for links in the polytheistic 
tenets of Hinduism# found a peculiar similarity between their creed and 
that of the Buddhistsq and because there was no possibility of a fierce 
amity like th which bedevilled the history of Jewieh-Christian and 
Christian-Moslem relationships, the Protestant Christine of Nineteenth 
Century England were ready at least for a suspension of disbelief, and 
at most for an expression of sympathy and agreement. The Buddha seemed 
to some of them another'Ieaiah, leaning forward and leading, in deeds if 
not in word3l towerda Christ, Doughty himeeif vantea to visit India, 
end he did, cfter the Arabisn Journey, disembark at BombEy. But he was 
too tired, too ill to travel. inlend# and vtB forced to Co beck homo. 
In 'MeneoulI all these elements are at work, 'With irebol and 'Zoroester' 
he vto interested not in them but in what they were to opyt and What they 
had to sty uea deliberately put into their mouths by the post himself, 
end the ' ueetion acid Answer" method wes enouCh, 
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With the Buddha the actuation is differente The Light shifts 
fron the creed to its catual nanit'eatation in the life of the man himself. 
i#ensoul does not tauet him to ask questions and get enswors, ne he did In 
the oese of Nebo and Zoroaster,, or in the eese, later, of Confucius or 
the Priest of On.. ansoul bore ne the 'Enlightened One' at work. His 
life is egein enacted in the eeme, why an that of Jesus or Stephen would 
be enacted in front of us later on. And that che, nge in method enteile 
OL cberge in perspective& for %-hereto we meet Arebot Zoroaster end the 
Priest of On as it were in an instant Just awakened by Uansoul to talk 
to us and thou % go back to their eternal sleep: wo ads the Buddhe., 
Christ, Stephen and Socrates alive in an episode for each of a short 
narrative which teile the story of their ecr1Tp toddle and Inter yeareq 
axid the scope is thus' for widened. Here the Buddha's life in given to 
us from beginning to end. And indeed he seems to be the nearest to 
Doughty'a heext errang his non-Christian segos, Nor is it difficult 
to dieoover w" Hers -was a mm of noble birth living en ordineri life . 
blamelessly se the world goeap and then euddonly finding in himself an 
inner voice calling tomrarde higher thingut 
He thought him balled. Celestial Voice. 
So he left his world and fared forward witil he found him ease of wind, 
and then +e back to prekth "in field and etroetq Urne porfeot life" 
"pith words of light and peace". Like Mansoul and Doughty, he was a 
seeker at Light, a Suvvah. (1) Like Minimus and Doughty he wts Iau tnchcrite'. 
ý1) An Arabic Lord simply meaning 'tourist' or 'one who trevole'; but 3)0.19hty S1ýrFye UeOe it with that Slightly widened meaning of a 'traveller seeking knowledge and, Wisdom'. 
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Like Doughty he was a worried cen, but he sacrificed the need for worldly 
eocfort to 4trivo tows .s hiehor ends. Like Doughty'o maeov , his 
wears in that of hope and the victoz7 of Good over Evil - first of 
all in our inner salves* 
than : finally# 0 beloved, shall be quonohed, 
All malice$ within your faithful hearts, rejoice. 
cnuoul does not sek quootione here becruee the life of the 
Buddha uncovered in front of our eyes In enough. This emphasises the 
fact which we hive alree y referred to -. that the nature of D rnsoul'a' 
quest end Doughty'a messy, is more In tho field of practical life then 
in the field of mete hyeies or theology "" not religion to e system #zd 
on institutions but religion is the wty of blemaless living, not rAiiion 
an an objective Catechism of a metepbysionl abetr . ot priblan, but religion 
no a persene3. quest for the right path. The Tadsiha points the wry to 
Dougbty'e brand of Chriaticnitys but before the poem arrives tit the 
climax of 1tnsoul'a quest in Christ and Stephane Doughty carries on hie 
trt. vole in the ages before Christ's birth. 
After India and the Zuddha there follow China and Confucius, 
4tn here cisotn there is a now element, for each of Doughty"o erccß, 
imcginer7 or htstoriot1i Seems to cdd his o1i ; ht contribution to anscul'a 
cpolo cticc« Confucius, the hictorica7. cP o of Chine, never pretended to 
find z reiitton, and in n diecuieton of 'Roligion' r. a auch !t is herd to 
find room for him' even if you fic': l a room for en cncicnt priont of rapt 
or Permit. But ho r" a 'Teacher' of boraUtyv the founder of ah of 
life, and that tinted eduircb' y Doughtyva 'Otre" On the prrcticvl side of 
rclietorn. Canfuciue set down e cot of moral Vt1uac, and on maossZOnt of 
human behaviour and that in e'aatly what Doughty would want all the 
sezee to do. U n, knowing nothing about the ways of Color should 
nevertheless work hin "t7 towexds 'Good'. Doughty (1) like Confucius 
Vag elveyd= 
"Seeking s= a Prince rhich should reform the Time; 
Cdnfo=ab1y with what precepts he cot forth; 
Of virtue, ingenerate in all hunm hearts. " 
Like Dou&hty, Confuctue recitee "0000 Oid World lrya, ttnd 
eeyirsje of antique eegee", and like him he is en ertiett not e poet 
but a muaicicn. 'hen UUneou1 questions bim, Confucius stresses the 
limitations of Nazis ability to understands "1 enter not, In things 
too high for mew. And when we bear it we are sure to take it$ not from 
Confucius to whom it probably never o0curred, but from PaughtYs 'the 
Nineteenth Century English poet, whose mind was supposed to find the 
right way between the blind secular eggTesoivoneße of Science, end the 
blind stubbornness of men of xvi igion. Still Confuoius 46$s not eocrpe 
Doughty's forcing of his own ideas on his sages. In the field of 
practical 'iifes he repeats what we hrvo e1z*eed heard fron theta alit 
" tt n was born upright. 
Obey IIo*ven'n bents, vhich written are on 11 hearts. * 
Doughty never perhepc noticed that Included in 'that n yine is ga c iaoion, 
on the port of Confucius# of the exietence of 'Fe ten' nnd its domination 
over all heia, which is indoed a point eamltted by ,. 11 in ýMýneoul'ý 
If Questioned Doughty could of cdurna defend the ch ea in the o iaiane 
aF I abol Zorocsterp Confucius end the Z*St, va t chrzic subsequent to 
their death, and pest Of the 1 , ow? ed a h3ß 'UtnuOul $ could not find in 
Ali Witness 'The Clouds'" 
,ý ý f' y_.. ý. _...... . _ý, ý.. ; 
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their books# and therefore treveUed for it to the lower spheres. But 
Doughty does not bother himself with these subtle sophistries. Con uciusl 
Canoraaly specking, still concerns himself with UP. n'® life between Good 
end WI t 
"Two Selves war in Men's beir z the Rich Intent; 
That eralketh in Troth; this euer souls coaolinossi 
And that cuppross, the Boast beneath the breeets" 
And one regrets that Doughty has not gone on to give us some account 
of the 'war' between the two selves# end the heart of ©an rent between 
the 'High Intent' and the 'Beast b3neeth the breeet'. These tremors 
in Doughty are so rare. Aleni Doughty al i ye ends these so easily 
and so quickly, determining the Issue in the most facile nervet on the 
side of virtue, hope and righteousness that one wonders it he really 
knew the 'eoguich of the narrow'. In this oesel for instance, the words 
of Confucius easily and in a world of grace and light, where all is, 
M; i®cnurei benevolence: grace end harmony", and where even 'Reason# 
itself, always the nagging bully and the source of doubt and dangerp 
becomes the benevolent ruler} who "rules of every righteous breast". 
From China we go to Japan, but Doughty and his re knew no 
little about Jcpen'e early religion that the reference here in v, aue 
to its pest mit present (1) glories, "Zn Arte of Peace end War", nor 
wee it possible to diecov©r ry pest wisdom in the "row Continent" of 
Amariaa! So their faces are turned rein treetwerd, and on their way 
(i) Thin in not meant to bolittle the interests of the Nineteenth Century England in the emergence of the rev Topen, and its iripcct on the World Scene. 
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they cos, toe cave where the "Feteeu iicaged tables of ?? eating"# no 
Narmoul asks the 'Voice' to help them *find end read the Legend therein 
writ; " but the 'Voice' speaks egainet it. The divine 'Voice' thus 
wets its lice vZoinet the revelation of "LI n'e Destiny". Since this 
is ayactly the metaphysic ] theoloafoal aide of Utnmotü'c quest, for 
PIII3Wer lo a11-irmportUnt1 cooicg is it doee1 not from a human seZog but 
from the divine 'Voicat itself rhich guides the 'Seekern' alanZ their rry$ 
Unto deatinr is veiledt with in eternn. i cloud. 
The Yates' decrees# not visible exo to eicht. 
This unaurmountnble wall does not hindor Munsou1 nor end the 
quest, end he discourses "mith certain spirito" of prophets, philosophers, 
and old poets But most of their words our author, s. 3 in nary cases in 
Douhty's works, soya he has forgotten: the few words which he did 
r= ember show Neaecul nr, -uina with others. Mensoul raises a new point bores 
"And is there rni, tmongct the eons of ton; 
To whose Tentimony all I umerity Nicht trust? M 
They are alit he esyo like Unnsoul himeelf "; ropers in thick IuekJ" 
They rre ä11l he stye tainted with the bc5erooa of human flesbp nor is 
there unrnimity tmargat theme but discard cnd ditterenccs .. eta haw could 
they be trusted? The Voices reply thet it few indeed eve self-doluded, 
but "the lips of mercy have spoken words of Life"o The voices add that 
the best of the ßPPCB Pgree rmong themselves 
"That in well-doir. C and righteous human life, 
Sure pathvvyy lieu unto Immortal Ooda. " 
Along that psthvrzy, they sr-7, "Man's Reason is his 1m end only Cuido". 
Nor that is repoato'd in more than one pleoe in 'UUansoul' f end if it ': ere 
the orte cnd only unequivocal enaror Doughty gives ue, we would hive hed 
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him clearly and squsroly anothe eidc of eoculerisn and science and not 
religion in the fierce controvoreies of the later Nineteenth Century. 
Baut to usual Doughty had his feet in both worlds st the no timo, 
The lines which folloV7 directly after show the weeknessen and the defects 
of 'San'e Reason, no much so that one hesitates in depending on its 
Not unifoa is that Roason of a Mani 
But warped# with every varienoo of the Vorla; 
His time, plvices partiality and brief yoere" 
Thus we ere where wo hrnre eterted, and the quost is roeume4« 
In Uerlin'C Glow they ace Arabip, "One of the great waste plecee of 
the Earth"* Of Arabia Doughty of course knew tauch flora then he knew 
about India or Chinas But, eometimoe oYceoeive knovicege Is an obstpoje 
in the way of objective treatment. If Doughty hod not Bono tdong the 
road in rhich hei travelledg and the life he livedt from bland to 
Arabia and bookt it is possible that Ielcm '. nd the Prophet iuhe=a. d 
would have found a place in 'Vensoul'. It is possible to think that 
they were not inoludod in 'Ecneoul' because they were fully dealt with 
in the great prose epio of his trcvels, yet the Arabien sung the Arabian 
cky# and the void in the desert, its poor wandering tribeel their herdraen'e 
tents and their pectoral lifer their councils and their hospitality are 
all fully dealt with in the 'Arabia' and e9ein included In 'Manooul'. 
And boceuee '? anaou1' is mainly a religious ctieet and a aeries of meetings 
with humanity's past urgers it would hatte been more suitable to bring in 
Uuh tad' and Islam than to repeat his comments on the petty affsire of 
the tentrdxoliors of Arabia, That Doughty WEB a herd men to cha gei 
obstinate and unevoxvir1g in hic convictions. it is strange that ' 37obo' 
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should be included and not "The G'abi'. It is etrmge that Crete should 
be brought in and not Uoma. It is strenge that Confucius should be 
included$ and not one of the 1on6 list of the Robrev prophets. It 
is not a matter of knowledge on the pert of his cudienco, for his 
audience knew more about Stephen then about läuhEmnad, and they certainly 
know ebout Athena end Socrates. But one cannot help noticing that 
poughty's earlier utterEnoos against them bend togethor the three nein 
omissions in '}tutteoulle The 'Arabia' showed his aversion to the Senitem1 
Arabs and Hebrews# and 'The Down in Britein$ plays the Colts up end the 
Romane down, 
in itensoull he could bring himself around to praise the Arab 
tent-dwellers end their hoopitality, but not to praise Ia1rm, or milow 
his 'Ut oul' to try to learn from the Prophet of Ielfu. The pPeirce 
of geese mellowed down hin enger but could not change his convictions 
So that he proya God to help them in their povorty and destitution. 
The tone is kinder and more bocomtng our octoaenarirn poets and the yocra 
have not dimmed his memories. 119 even remembers the 'Ateyfa',, (See 
"Arabia Deearta"t 10 pe 61, end II9 prae 304. )ß and mtkea her en 
Arabien 'Sister Gertrude' who "IIErblea shrill battle-notei entering 
into ficht"p end tells of the battles between tribee. 
From Arabia, on to Midirn end Potrs'a "Valley of Tombs" rnd 
8inei; thenco to I=t, Wh©ra the noily-dieaovored sources of the Vile 
In Ethiopin e. nd the heart of t. rics ire dutifully retarded. 1) Fit 
(i) Ve,, 1y-diccovored in Doughty'a young days, snd not when 'M nsoul' 
t"oe Irritten. But DOUghty's knowleaC9 of the external world had stopped long ego. 
40 bei ow 
reminds hin of the mu=iee end through theca the Pneient F yptttn ' 
Civilization the wonders of which were a source of frncintetion iiº 
Dou hty'e youth end middle t e. Its representative here is e priest 
a 
of 'On'1 rand for a short chile the ruentioner is c, uoetioned. 'ho 
priest gicks 'Unnaoul' about life in F 4=%g vrA Mencoul--Douwbty answers 
that Fsyptians Were then livinG happily Ivor afters "0'er I'11$ the 
Right rnd Juat groveii. Here you hive the usurl Close in Doughty 
over what he does not know about or carp to diacuaa" Far FWpt at 
that time wes In one of the most turbulent years of its t odozn htetoxy. 
The Occupying äxt and the Govern=ant were not cable to guarantee peace, 
so much so that a Royal Commission w sent to extino the cituation. ý I. 
But ell that WWCfJ not importent znd Douwhty'c ein is to bring Into 
'L: oul # the fcmoun encient civilization of Zrpt, and at the arme 
time refer to and uae his own visit to yrpt in hic early year" in 
this last record of hie thoughts. Uensoui tries to discover the 
secrets of the rites of Anoiant £jptinn worship of the Gods but the 
privat upbraids them for their "fond quest". It is impossible$ he 
srye, for Uen to discover these secretes "Twist Man and heavenly 
knomiodgc lies vast Gulf, hind onnnot overferryt" And tgain he 
repeats the lesson aye hear from every ©cge, that all wisdom lion in 
doing foods "Who walketh in ', 'ruth"t hin will the Coda reward. That 
is the only thin that Qattore,, "gore then this is vains« aryl the 
Priest. 
'raga typt we Cram tho aalt to Crete Where Uinom is ec. id to 
rule in the bertvolont w ,r of Doughty's good rulers torohir, "etC. tuteB 
S 
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and ordinenceew to hie peoplel encl from thence re Cross to Greece tnd 
Athens. In Athens of course there was an abundance of suitors for a 
place on the pc, es of 'Lan ou1'. The Choice does not fail on Platos 
the poet«philocophor per areal lanoa or an Aristotle the Mind# or on 
Pythrgorae the toache r-philosopher'-scientjet. Fach of them could hive 
ýý: 
y° 
boon used for full advantr e here. Tot Dowjbty'n choice in Sophontsoos º 
eon - Socrates. And ho indeed see=3 to be the no3t suitable of then ali 
for a place in Dought7'e work. Doughty vet clearly not arg, intellectual 
philosopher# fond of the intellectual nuances and the cuick turns of 
boten thought. Indeed the whole trend in 'Uaneoul! is to stress the 
practical aids of philosophy# the part of it which concerns the treys and 
methods of living - In other words moral philooopby. Thus Socrates 
whose philosophical trials did not establish an intollectuai system 
suited well the v¬gue generalizations of Doughtyte thought. Socrates 
wes also the father of morel philosophy, Vhooe aim was to discover the 
right path, and not the proper intellectual system. He wee also the man 
of modesty who walked barefooted in the market places, end yet worked 
herd for the good of humanity. He sacs nearer Minimus than his orietooratio 
disciple Plato or the tutor of princes .- Aristotle. Unlike them again 
he lived his philosophy, and applied it in every moment of his lifer cad 
consummated this noble sense of dedication in his last sacrifice. Thus 
everything in him suited 'BMannoul' rdmirably. Ho is the 'beet excmplo 
for a men, not of religion but of philosophy and logic, using his 'Poorson' 
to help man escape from error. As in the ease of Buddha before and of 
Christ after, Socre, tee is not quostlorea nr, confronted b, Mnnooulf 
r 
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S crate$ in Chown to uw like them in his '11aturs, 1 habitat'. He is at 
vaoak in the streets of &thonsg,, curroundod by come of his disciples, 
while thO people of Athena are busy in aomo of their myatr. gogio 
festivities. The situation itself is signitioontl for here is gooratee' 
Fpplying the rohes of human tenon on the religion of his conto rporarioa 
dxc. atiy es eny rational thinker would expose the fallacies of superstition. 
But when he is asked about the positive constructive aide, questions 
for which nelson has no answers he goes into a trencel Doughty does 
not vivo us a poetic equivalent to Plato's conversations where the 
ruthless logic of the mind is used to destroy fallacies and build 
up rational philosophical eyntemo. Indeed one doubts Dou, hty's 
ability to do 'nithiza of the sort. Socrates only stye that Van 
crnnot discover by mason the secret of the Code'. All the advice ............ 
he could , Civa wry to keep the 'hcrmorn botween 
body and eoul" and 
trp e1weto to live in faith of the Eternal Good. Other then that 
Uan cannot know. 
From Crsece we go to Palestine, which one would expect to be 
the heart of a Christian search for Truth; end Doughty in spite of 911 
the talk about the wisdom of the whole worlds F"_nd in spite of the stress 
laid on science in his studies and on humen endeavour in his works, is 
atilt within the large Christian fold. It dependo upon tk3 wry wo loo's 
at religion, for if God is one, and religion is one, then reliGion is all 
inclusive, end e boll¬f in God end in Good anywhere becomes n past of the 
all-inclusive whole. It in only Then you begin to think in terns of 
one individual unit, of a religion, that, the othernese of the other 
- 
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creeds shows itsrlf and in keenly e to Those who 'hook at haughty as 
a non-Christian aenostio thinkor should be careful of their own brand 
of Christianity. For If Christianity is Tthe Religion of Lan, including 
all the life and history of creation, then Dcught7 is not wrong in bringing 
in Lebo, Zoroaster, the Priect of On, Confuciue or the Buddhe. Flor all. 
these are either earlier promptines of God to MMan, or yearnings of Man 
to Goy, and tust be includcd in the vidsr enclosure of tthhn relicion - 
in this case, of ChriFtisnity. 
Of these two sides of 'Religion' - Prm tinge of God to Ilan 
and yearninlo of Ilan to God - Doughty by tempersmnnt end choice tends to 
stress the second. The atro 39 in everyvhero in "Uanooul" on the attempts 
of lien to find God; an the practical aids of religion rather than its 
theolcg º and notophysioo. The book itself is about the soul of man in 
march for Truth, and t ho cat rch Ikea the practical method and mariner 
of an actual journey. That is 
know he win able to brine in a man like 
Socrates, who had tried hard mnd even sacrificed his life to prove the 
ability of )en to walk in the right path. To Doughty there Is nothing 
in thi. s; 
thvt 
contradicts or lies outside the tenets of Chrietinnfty. 
Science, litbraturw ead e ren lenguoge itself can be parts of this h=pn 
endeavour to' n räe the right path. Lach of them thus beo : u& v subject 
of moral judger nt ttnd an integral part of the religious theme. If ? fan 
with all his proCUgiou$ strength end all his keen facultio 3 welke in 
all his actions in the wsys or the 'birineleas life', there in not'h; rg, to 
prevent him from reaohiog God. Thus the pursuit of biatorrr, cheeolocy, 
geology, literature and poetry booonne parts of mane ß religious endeavour, 
.- -- -= --. -__ ..... ----"- 
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end the endeavour is both communal and personal. Uaneoul stands for 
all humanity and his world is all the world of ; dang in ell tirio and 
all spcco. The lessons gained by each and all become part of Uan's 
herittge. 
Still " Pnsoul" to plßo one per*oa, rith all the repkra Ottes 
of en individual* as is not so great at to tourer over evtrythInc in 
Y , foo 
Ue is still in ignorenoe sr4 in doubt and in the humbleness of 
Minimus, His quest is e11 men's quast end at the sfrae time p p'r1 Onal 
quest. And all along, the sages, be they rppresentativen of their 
venous civilizations or be they individuals Lebo have searched for the 
right path, r.. ro indiv Ll eeges. The problem ie thus trdkl, ýd in. terms, 
of peraona to stow in prsotice a. s well as in thoory that it in a perooncl 
problem. It is Doughty'e own search for truth, no nuch CS it is everybody 
else's. The Rays of Good discovered by all care univereel wnve# and the 
cod PcknoaledEed by all is both the Universal and the Personal Cots. 
Doughty certainly believes in one universal personal Gcot. Thus the 
travels from iiesopotcmia to creie, to India, Chin, Egypt and Grc eee 
lead inevitably to Pelestine and Christ etd to Erland and Dout-; hty. 
In Palestine Doughty's priotical rind dome with a subject 
fiitt1iar to all him raadert3 thouL h studied perhaps uoro fully by hin 
than by most of theta. Henco the uV in vhtoh tho Carly history of 
Palestine is summed up here. Prc,.. Iareelite Polestin is thorn to have 
been the usut. l path of Conquerors to tnd fron tto groat rivar 1pirca of 
Egypt and Assyria. Pre-Israalito it cbitants of Pclcstind ßra said to 
have come frag the Arabian Vildsrnean, thought to be the ori6iaal homo 
b'l 
. W.: rl.. fn 
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of the Semitic Race. (1) Rio earlier Arabian experiences seem to hive 
influenced permanently his ideas concerning the t etattee. When he 
relates a part of the history of the Jew3, he carefully tells us that 
"Their chronicles thus relate". Later on ho uses terms of outspoken 
doubt raroly used in Doughty - "i3 they rlle &'. : notice moreover 
the 
fate of David hare, he whoa Christinn authors have elrvyo bellowed end 
respected. David was a leader like Moses, 
but unlike , os; sýsq. ho was 
also an inspired poet. David vas the anointe'? and chisen 
lord of the 
'chosen' people, a-rid he was etern . 
lly honoured in Christitsnity when 
Christ hiz s 1f was called the 'Con of David'. In ; Medieval Luropean 
literature, end in the early Renaissance, and indeed emorg x. 21 those: 
who, like Doughty, believed in the divine sources of pootry, David the 
author of the Psalms won tha supremo er_v. 2pi6 of the inspired poet. 
(2) 
Whatever side of his character you consider, David seemed en admirable 
choice for Dou hty's brad of men, ©oro no than Caedmon or even Colin. 
Yet Doughty here treats David nliebbily iF not diaPPMCIrely. (3) DEVici 
and hieß f ohlovers were s 
"Lurk®rs in crve living by nightly atee1thst 
After the meaner of the Arabiansp 
Out1ccß cr4 roeveral of their ncighbour'c flocks. " 
After David COMOS Chriat, and the part of the founder of 
Christianity and those early stages of tho now tread deserve# our dost 
special scrutiny. Uogcrth soya that "a props notico of the original 
(1) A point slrea1i dealt with in the Ch : ptcrn on "Arabia De rtv". 
(2) The 11ineteeath Contury doubts about the tuthorship of the Poelme 
might or might not hive had an effect on Doughty'e belief in David 
as the Inspired yo®t. The point in'-not important hero. 
ý3) Thus he ve. a treated in "Arabia Dae®rta". See Chvpter'Iý. 
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issue (uan. oul, 1920) hed remarked that the strong religioun tone of 
it was not distinctively Chrietie. n", (1) end hintR that this night have 
been the reason for the cheneeo Doughty had tvdo in "fapnsoul"'s Inter 
version (1923). 1ioC rth himself s yen- a ebnut Doughty'o "d&epq but 
egnostic, reveronco for reliCiouo creeds". Anne hone er nlao apys that 
"thoro is no evidenco that ho considoreO, the Christian I3evrlation cry 
more cmpnble of vith6tandir what he cz. i1e4 the 'exalt of science' than 
the UohEind n. His Christi inity is not faith in a revelation, but a 
proud cdborenoc tee aarsothing bascutiful In itself, and formative in the 
history of his people..... HP is a devout Q. nostic, with a racial roapeot 
for mud a personal love of the ncmce of. Christ; cor bt nnd with it natural 
piety, end a relietoue me at the spectacle of the Universe. (Ft,, &e 46). 
Hogarth wee a personal friend, of Doughty, and Miss Treneer was 
a personal friend of lira. Doughty and her daughters, end their understanding 
of Doughty's character and his works is certainly great. It is unwise to 
disegroe with any of them, and more unwise to disegree with both of them. 
But after reading what Doughty hea written on the subject of science and 
religion, and studying him carefully, I Hubt confess I underntnnd his 
point of view, but I do not underastand what logorth and Treneer call his 
'devout agnosticism'. Nom en agnostic is a ern, vrho, if asked about a 
supernatural phonoroenon, or anything beyond the natural phenomena, about 
Cod, for instance, or the a eels m' the supernatural powers, answers 
aimplj "I do not known, because he accepts only the facts conveyed 
through tho eeuaes end proved by P. ooson! T. Ii. Burley coined the word 
(2ý Hogarth, Pze 202. 
go ýrý, 
because he wes dissatisfied with the terse applied bef ors. He was not 
en etheiet, he acid, because atheism was a positive ntend against and a 
total denial ofs God; whil, till he could say about Him w, e, "I do not 
know"" Nor wen he ready to be linked with Haeckel is Monistic denial 
of religion, or Hegel's eauelly uneccepteble 'Idealistic ! bonier'. 
Neither wes Huxley reedy to be called a naturalistt because that czie, cked 
of the positive denial and non-acceptance of non-material existence. 
Thus to o press a natureliotic materialistic epproEch in science, and 
at the firme time a passive (not for nor etainst) approach to theology! 
he mede up the now designation of on 'e&nostic'. 
how it is clear the. Doughty boliews in Soio co i "But let 
us on-tor" a5ya he in "Arabia Docorta" (III P. ce 381), "the indaßtructjblo 
temple. -building of acioncoi rhernin is truth" (Notice otill the twist 
which mkkca arc{aatific research itself et buildivZ1) 1 , Grin he 
aperi. a about the 'salt of science' and 'the ULven of science', the 
results of which be absolutely trusts. Mot science hws proved, nobody 
can deny. Spee, kine about the rugs dincoverien of his chosen field of 
gooloCyp he nays in. " auaoul" (Pcge 121) "A Book of Truth, which none 
can contradicts .,... The Alinnls of thin old TF; rrestritil ? dass". And 
'Reason' t rc havi aeon in its analysis of these scientific facts, 
its -sifting send recordin , is indsed our only reliable guide. In this 
Doughty does net differ r.. t all frca all scientists, Ilusley Included. 
Lnother poict of atrcocoat botweon Dou 1ty and Euiluy, which in indeed 
freu ht with the 'artgar Of MicIGZU0.6 us in the case of the forcer if 
we do not recciniso the Anita of it in his torkq is the attitude of 
Ion 
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both towards formal religion. The olreh between Huxley and the Bishops 
is too voll-knoten to dincuas, And Doughty in no lose criticA or loss 
opposing then Huxley. At tines his attack is so severe that the mind 
jumps to oxtrozie conclusions of bis real nctive; n tnd his o-ycct ida c. 
The early drift of this priest's son to the study of sciacco is one aigne1 
on the veyo tics tell-k. aown negicct of prayir« in Churches all along 
his 1Beter ycrxa is Enother. But, the f: trcest attacks are to be found 
in v+Jrabis Ieserts". W do not acly noai his attacks on Islem with 
which we have , Irc r dealt, to merx, his remarks on the other religions 
as w 11. (1) 
Both in the fiineteenth Centu q, 1.9 we have thovn, tend in the 
Eonaiooance, a great pert of the a2crod beliefs of earlier . +neretione 
werd vilified in a Bonner beside which ell the writings of Doughty, even 
egainet Iolrm, would eacm strengoly mild end tev. In the Tudor jo 
the strife was fiercer end nearer the heart of Ecalend. The cleoh was 
then intense and ell-coneumirng. It wes no more intellectual or 
emotional otrifo. It inrolvod everythinC in the life of all cony the 
future of the country end their : Late. And. Doughty who was able to 
transplant himself co successfully to the world of that period, and 
look at things "With the eyes of Spenser', ce be soya, inherited rt leant 
some of the manner of that fierce virile clash. Feinhop Morton's "Ro iioh 
Iniquitie (1646)" vs. a raced by Doughty in Oxford, (F. we Hogtxrth's list of 
DouGhty's borrowings, PvCo 216). 3k wt one of the fiercest attacks ever 
(1) or a datailed diecusnion of these points, cce Chrptero I and III. 
,. 
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written on Roman Catholicism. Doughty's outbursts against Islam 
sometimes recall attacks like these, although his are certainly in a 
milder vein. His attacks are possibly more akin to the milder controversies 
which are found even in Aachens or Hooker or Bacon. To these# more than 
to the logical intellectual and scientific reasonings cf Huxley and the 
scientist, one would attach Doughty's vehement outbursts. Huxley was 
dealing with Science and Religion. Aachemp IIookor, Bacon - and Doughty 
were dealing with forms of religion. 
Now to make the point clearer, let us look at the aim of each 
group. Huxley would have us believe exclusively in Science rxd Beeson, 
and trust them: without sny reservations to iced us towards 'Truth', which 
cs, n only be scientific truth. Doughty believed in Science end Beeson, 
but doubted the Rgrfeet efficiency of thet one tool. When he seys "We 
}ºave only Rei. son for our base", he follows it directly with a qualifying 
question, "But who can tell how far thet ropy fall very short of the 
divine? " To his realization of the usefulness and competence of Reaeonp 
add his equal rsalization of ite shortcomings and weaknesses. We hove 
seen in our discussion of "Mansoul" mp y exrmples of that, but it was 
there in Doughty from the beginning. Truth meant for him somethirg 
infinitely lerger then the 'truth' of scientists to which 'Reeaon! could 
be a competent guide. Truth might be naturally felt as rauch an, if 
not more than, It can be intellectually or logicelly discerned, for it 
is «co of kin to our better nature that re should know her, oven through 
a rent of her veil, as the young one knc, s his mother. " (", arobin Deserts" 
No Fege 378). Thtt is no more scientific theory, or belief only in 
. 6; 9 - 
logic. In ffiagy of his letters, and: indeed in many parts of his poetry, 
Doughty has expressed the notion that science knows indeed very little. 
All mrn's open of life an earth, he sEye, was too short to allay en 
edequate knowledge of ar$tbing, leave elore the limits of Truth or 
Knowledge in general. All Man's knowledge through the rgesp end through 
the sagesp was only C 'mall fraction of the whole. Fannon er! d ecientific 
research heal helped us to discover eioce gartt and ghat wo know through then 
is certain kncwleýAge based upon tb. O rock of science. 
Rep like most of the thinkers of the Victorian tc aras optimistic! 
Bure of the ability of L an'o rec on to discover more, rnd hopoful of the 
march of time. But the un' nowng the undiscovered part dooc not loom largo 
in the scionce and the winds of the scienttnto of the binet3enth Century. 
Their discoveries were too much cad th^ir optimiem too arsat to allow 
them to doubt. Vot so Doughty, who kraw of the littlenoss of Urn, and 
the iuc. dequacy of ahnt he kz w. Doughty would hove almost tgrood to whet 
Carlyle said, that "Science hra done much for us.... But it is a poor Science 
that would hiüe- from us the great, do-op, ur: cred infinitude of Noecience 
whithar we can nevor penetrate, on which nil science swim so a mere 
superficial film" (Heroso, I. ) In Doughty there hua a. lWryn been a 
conacioucneaa of the unknown tiraitleao bounds around us and c yea arninl, an 
attempt to, ponetroto the unYnorn, using Reason where Roteson could help, and 
using faith and tho povor of im3piration and inr. Zination, in the apheren vhero 
Reason is of no avail. Part of this v" the inner drive that sent/ to ntudy 
geolop in Norwiy, and archr oloy End tsooiolo v in Ar bim. In. Arabia it 
showed in hiu constant j; P-29 ck tho akin&I Istupsndous bent ', 44 the 
i 
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hncvenly stars, ^d his insiRtont cueries abtut turn, It shows itsalf 
egrvi n in "& ti Cest Forth" to ouch re it ocoesion: i11y does in the Prophetic 
l3ooktj. Axed the 1. <st a"nd gresteat +nnnifont RtiOn of ;ti:, In tbtr quest 
of fl1 i ris eu1 n. 
Mcneoulle ; cant is clearly Zer r than coinatific rnn rch; 
his field is wider thrn the field of acieiice. Ilia guest iß fill-inolusive, 
rnd bis tools include Roinon, but go b yond to the deeper WPy3 of dr-aara 
and visions. Science is important, and philosophy in importsnt, but 
poetry and prophecy Tnd reli&icn ere tha most itporttnt of all, In 
that controversy onn cannot spy that DovChty is completely on the side 
of science cnd recson. His realization of the rider field we too 
strong to allow him to be. And thzt is the field wherca religion reigns 
cuprefe. 5oier ce, it in truer rorka constantly to erxleres they field of 
certainty in h=nn kuowled , an the . der our 
knowledCo grorro, the 
smaller the ur charted wens becrnnc. That in the bFaic philosophy of 
evolution rind progress end boo in the iutuMc, which is cat the heart .f 
Viet orinzLiF-,, ar. d is evarywhero in I; -: )u ; hty'8 'ark'. It to btzod on the 
belief in the ebility of Man on one tidal 'ond on the othor site on the 
belief in his inherent coodnesc. Truth end Goodcens crc within Me. n 
cs auch to they ere in the Gods ubovu himp and cn;, t wry of 11ftq cry 
creed or reliCion rhieh helps to brtrv it cbove is eocepteblc to Doughty 
"Ho said it , could hrvo cost him little to h&vo aonfegsed himself n follower 
of Contuoiuv or Socrates, but could not enter the 13o1ern foolsI paradise of 
the I4oalama, their 'be11y-choor' parcaice", a ys A. Traneer (p Co 46). 
Any egge or prophet or apostle who hod helped to bring out to best in 
_ . ý_ý 
1Svn and better his lot aas acceptp. ble to him. "And what seek we in 
Religion? - !a it not n pcý"fe+ct Inv of htu anity? "- to bind up the 
aoundný end hoel thn t0 9 of ku Fa life; and nth wry to h rvon. " 
("Arab--n Dosortr" II, Pose 379. ) " r! rc+litTion, " he vs, "itnd 
were it v.; ci rtly be,, t-. nttvt of a arn'n c nnciir=ep, 3n b"+rn of human 
nc-, r. da, r, uc he;: uttrrf-nco is tirua ro1igion; "". Tb? A to why frnaticism 
is vbhcrrc: -. t to DOUGhty. In "Arabia" we his snti.. ro, iigicus cttitude+ 
ap fiurccr; t, we hwre ncticsd that kindncse hf c a vyo hcd c =01crir ; 
cffoet on hilm. With hic distorted ideas of Islam$ end hin b-iiof in 
the doodr cn of men3 he wau ready to jump to the t-Aatod up- is - ee-. lern 
concluw: cn the t the Arehs : ere C: aod, bei r., C hu: anr:, i rd it wre only 
'Ts1uz ' which brou,; ht out the rornt in than: Thu! ) ho was not reedy to 
tc1er,: to it hicwelf. As fer to l3l k ups concerned ho baovae ea advcmrt 
ara ee Emetic ro thor"e v Gsir$t ihcx he wen rtTlnr j 
The other creeds, and the other ar. ceo, the knomledgo of ! hon 
cemo to him throuGh books end novar at firnt hand, were accoptablo end 
indeed included in the w aaega of "Urtnaoul". One abuddors at 'rbat 
p;, hty would have wri bton 
it he bed lived for as while in Hindu India, 
or Buddhist Jepan. AD it lot his 'fanaticism' is direotod * oinat 
$101CM'. nudhhir-m as we have shown cm es so near to his haart, but 
not nvprer than Chriatitnit7. In Doughty's -world, r ligio s are no 
were embelliehr onto Moved to exist in a world of 'devout e nootician' 
as Uopprth gnd Trane+r by to mike us believe. Religion is there at 
the haart of the picture, and ro1iCion there, is infinitely wid3r than 




misunderstood as a. n attack on religion, end which aas in feet an attock 
on formal religion, or on religion re understood by pocplo Around hits, 
is collected in the tow outbursts of "Arabia Doscrts"" "flighteoueneeo, 
3ustic39 sanctity epricg naturally in the hinten conocionco; they P 
to the religions: wherein divinity and human equity ntpnd oft-tthi o so 
fer eeundor that we might muse of a stone--ego in their suppoued henven. " 
"And they Who have preache4 religions werd moved by eome worldly eeeUin¬. " 
At the sews time Y. h&1T1 went throug-pout Arabia ea a Christcent 
who values his beliefs and convictions so much that he wee reedy to die 
for there. His words on the 'saroet atme Of Christ' for which he was Beady 
to diet and his insistence on his Christiriiity do not eeom to be F, n aot 
put on for e short inhile or a cloPk to hide insincere motives. Would 
it not have been easier and more suitable not to insist on it if he were 
not a sincere believer in Christianity? Still there are other indications. 
A Christian killad by a fanatic before his time is called e "Child of 
Light" ("Arabia ]Trierton II! Pags 158). Then speaking to A Mohtnaed 
about religion in general, he epeeks of four ralirionn' ("Arabia Doeerte" 
III P, go 159)0 go aloo explaine to them the ref tionnhip of Jesus to 
God ("Arabia Decerta" II9 Pege 159). ehen Salem pals him it he wee 
not af'raidq his answer ia, "Is not Ullrh in every pleee? " In Another 
p1vco he raponts after them the first part of the IelrMMQ creed, "There 
is no God but God", end refuoee tthmsntly to repent the eooond part of it 
which t3rys "And Uohernned is His Prophet". But even if we teke c11 that 
en political expediency there tre other indications ever., mhe" in Doughtl'e 




the writer was not involved. "The Dawn in Britain" anc\tts ernitetions 
of the first Christinn emigrants to Britain was not simply` a historical 
record in which the feelings of the author were tot invoirc . -, Thora is 
P. simple Christi Qn piety in the mkings of the stmp1sst charoct6's in 
the Prophetic Books. In "Ths Cliffs" (Pert II) the rerpl' of BrIt4in 
is built upon two pillars, onß of which is re1i,; ion. At ii them 
comes "N tseul" which As cf-rtsinly not written by an 'aanostie' even 
if ha, w rcx davout. Everything shows that rsliGifla is ct the heart of 
Dou, Tht; r'e world. Then 'hy would H. ogsrth and Trene3r r-ad the rest 
misurderntand it ro? 
There !. a indeed a reeU3zat3 on, a certainty thvt Doughty's 
religious cre,,, d was different from the Christianity of tho people around 
him. And if you believe that the Christianity of the Orthodox Churches 
or the Catholic Church, or the Protostent Churches is the only Christianity 
that could bei then you are bound to concidor hin outside the Chriatinn 
fold. But there are other Christian weyag weys rhich in their libernlism 
F, nd tolerance would suit diverse and different people like Locke or Milton. 
In the e rslicr centuries thooe who would Co those weya were looked st as 
atrey cheep living outside the fold. Plot so in the Nineteenth Century. 
The Anti-Trinitarian laws in England 'ere repealed in 1813, end thence- 
forth, Unitc ienisi could officisllr be tolerated in FrC18rd as a Chri ctic. n 
neat. 
Althot h the Triniterin,: r$, the vest majority of Christiana all 
over the worlds right not ncmit tho Unitrri&nss an a Christion coot., we do 
not see that '; o should narrow it to that extent. Unitariena insist on 
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the unipereonelity of the Godhead, and look upon Jesus Christ no an 
exalted human teacher, the teacher, and the greatest of tali, but a hj umrn 
teacher all the srmop and an such they would admit other earlier teeohere 
although they would give them an inferior position vie-F. "vis the Chriet. 
Now Doughty's position in exactly similar to thT Unterinn etendt end 
when 1 first read hier works, and rays un . ble 
to acc3pt %2rccndi tonall't 
the 'devout cgnostio' position of Hogarth find Trenoor, I thou&tzt D mighty 
vem v Uniteri en, for he . cce+ t3 the trnnocandent deity,, end over uses the 
usual Christian terms of 'The Fatherhood of God'. He else , ocepts the 
Brotherhood of Ilan tend the Iraadorship cf Christ in the co =unity of ton. 
The belief in the goodneecs of Many and the findl victory of Good is also 
fundenentai in his world. Thus oll the ve. rioun video of Uritc, ri . nism 
are thero. Aad truo onou&h I ßouti tha proof in the mouth of the man 
himsýlP. Because it is a cornor-stonci, a point of the utmost 1nport u c, 
is the un. erz&ttndisk; of his -avrk I Give due care to record hero the o, ct 
pirce where Doughty's binding words t , o. 
in the first of the "Note-hoo cn" of the &xebi rn j u, n¬y e#ý anited 
now st the Fitzwiliicn Librory in CfrbH&i e on 'PL IC" 33 Do'i bty hra nrittpn, 
r'A, a Uniteriari I nee the Muslin rites inferior to the 3orrn". That first 
important e mienion is Omitted from they publinhed text of thn "Ar bl. t3 
Deserts" and the roeeonn for the omission ore perhrp s ntyl. h tlc or 
eosthetio or nimply tt deferonea to his Tririt, r. irn rar 1ere. bit the die 
is caet, Pnc1 tho label sti ckn -. aM cutte bin views rierl. rnb?, v. kid 
nowhero is it c1earor thin ýn "" taýau1", hr ýitsr thrº vvrjour, tuts 
C4arimtý nasO rýcf. nt inn Qý rt 1rst to Pr2 ß, nß aa Jc u. 
.ýý, ý .r 
"Words tbgt He teu«bt, weise words of deethlean life: 
Euch being to no mania lips before ills uprke. " 
end then egein of Chri+ tirnity "hctiiog of n11 l Rotions of Round Zarth, 
und followitaa quit on the nett page we htvo en attccc on the prieete" 
'forflrä P!. T; 1'. 
Christianity in ahoi in the life quid teaehir of Christ, to 
much rs Buddhism rt bon in the life and to chir',, a c the Buetdhp, but 
Mt, 
the effects of the Chrieticn to drin-p CA given taoro e ce end core 
prominence in that they &ro -shown &t wor'", unlike my of tbo other 
creed ezvosea in na nssoul", in thff life Of on of its oerl' edharercto. 
hue It is rot the 92"taýhy-%ic9 of Christionity% not ihn thoo1oV that in 
Civ3n racandance but tho prf: otica1 fruits of iti t^, -ýct1icgs in tto Fotual 
life of Dan. And tho choice of the subject is reg cignifionnt to the 
preference of Socrates to Plato end Aristotle. uoz bo do4C not chooco 
the ©orA ftuoui n¬ s of Peter or Paul, more fcmoua thct to in the field 
of Chrieticn a3t p: Lyaica, but dscidcu upon Jtephen, t :e first ar_n who 
uecrificed hinseh' happily for what he deemed the right path load x+11 
. an towards 'Good'. Significantly Stoph n cello Jec us, "our grit IiiGh«. 
Priest'$# words which cxy ChriBttcn might usof but to the Irrtnitprircn 
eppoar an a tietpphor, vhi1o to the Unitarienn they are literally true, 
Jesus' s tort +t. 2ao atreosoa and projeato points of ilia 'huirnity' without 
openly offa, cdinj Trtnitrsir cox a. iittlo do wo finds ar, y© Doughty "in 
our uew Grool: ioh ocripturc, a ... rccoz'&? d" of his boyhood, "And of his 
curly runhood oven loss". Poor people sire it id to hv ercuired if he 
Wß not "nm e nuw Prophet- oro r, cent from God? " fig rc,, p the 'o ntrct'. 
He had '&: ithortty but it veo thtt "Authority, which vita in the PrcpbOt$s 
71- 
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Of Iarcel, in old dryen. His lips were 'divine' but He prryedg 
'º ubmittin + ho11yl, to t: .e till Divine". Ana possibly the most 
significt. nt fact in th* 'Josua--13te? hen' episode in the pc m In that 
ove: yatsr-- eisa, i. l LIoßopotcu1Ql Peralct Ir .t Ciixit, -c'Ypt -r Gr-Rent 
U. 9risoul eps ýAth©r a qu3otioner or :a r3aordor of wor4 mnd cvznts. 
"It is only her, ire the &9pulchro of Je6ur3, that ve wortihi ppmd in 
that place". 
Tbaro is no doubt of the Chri tjt rats of D hty, Yet re we 
haws alrondy nsidp for him Christ res no divinity, and Chrit, tirnity rl,. S 
ono of the ccynf the most inporte tq yet not the only -vry. Bri nc himself 
in a Mtnarit' is cppcciticn to the äajority of Chriatinr, rtid kn, rirg 
ho did the hintoricv1 oeatrovarsics of Chrß. Btirritt, und hevir ctucLad 
ca wo have hhown the, ficrca battles of the Rnfc=rtion, crd beire himaelf 
e part of the ". in tce.: nth Cantu rº ccntrororcy, Dcu ; hly could not cacppe 
the appcront discord: -. c existing (histo:. c 117 rip kick,; ) cvcn rftcr the 
cdvent cr' Christ ryd the mart7rttcu of Stophcu. Zia rps too =ucb vatra 
of tho doubts and the coAtrj dictioao not to try to t. +. preca then# to in 
tb hoort or the denn otorf1 reforrir-, to chat must havo boon for hin 
the at. bling-blank vhich prow ntvd hin from rccepting the : `rinitp-riin 
view of Chris3tiE ity, ho oryfls 
t harn d-qc-dn rocordr d rare to hrvo boen vrau&ht, 
"Which tvurt tth kath porp1exod LIu 'u haitizig thoughtnt 
And too auch yet dividtd hot fron hcert. 
vccnccrfu1 2cst lira certainly rcfera to the itvistcna *"ithtn 
Chrict unity. The teerot I r, Hotel refer to thu stary woven urwund 
Chriat'o Tmb. Thm crucifidion to not difficult to ba23ey ins but 
- 4-ý - 
Unitaxitna find it difficult to cccept Chriat'e rosurrnctian to nit in 
the highest Ps God'e Sooond person. 
In a Trinitarian Christinn poem this would bo tho climax, tho 
lrst crownirt of human Ordosvour towards 'Good', end who y 
foi1orro Would 
only be a seoue1 eithsr in 'Hell' or In 'ParedIse'* with "ti: m. iou1" 
it 
is bound to be diff' orent. Doubts ere not yet quolled, and tho di ccufsnions 
eud cnntroversioe within Qrlntt pity 
itsoif do not h: ^lp the ueatioanr 
to settle done üUnsoul eoeu on his quest, and rhnt 
fall-o' mm is Indeed 
the part, full raor( then r -V othcr part, of 
doubtn -ind heart--nonrchini. 
Practically c11 the questions which wcro cakeß before pry repepted Fnd 
now doubts e . se. 11ut umaoul pr. -yol and 
th-n prc ror itself is clearly 
e haven. It zZUann that w9nnsottl" has ccnao 
to amn rooting pinca rind 
Indeed on Pofe 119 To hr ro the T nr, j oni n quOricao oi's 
t%h it ej a 3oulp in dvyo wbcrlin 70 livo; 
When knewlec'ao by no much mors in increneeds 
An sernblable to right Inado Of t AILt 3ooth; 
Which floav a at first inplr nted in t'n'n breast: 
ßocoivo. ? iliero is the `ouchotonci; nhoreby miGhts 
It be cx, z ined end thoroughly tried. " 
to which the cn wor in Ivor by 'h n oui' hir%slf on ?rc, I? Ot 
"7' thereto ccccde, by FPith, *nd not by 51iht. " 
Thus Pith and trust in Cod w. ud Rca1t tou coupled with the 
ebso2uto cartrinty of Science, ""Zhich nora crn cortrodict", (Pty 121) 
end Reßson. The aciontist in Dcughty ba1ievett in tho ratiort! 1, esud in 
Rar-son &s the instrument with vhich man an n undarettu. d er-cl unrty®1 the 
rwstery of the iorld, o. nd th-3 relfLiou3 man in Dcurhty ¬cknoc; lo'a8 the 
existenas of n deeper world of rhich to yet only little is knoTnj = 
,... 
cbout watch he ttkoo the teechir. Js of reliCion on trust. That nocsasitat, 88 
the canstarß enquf ry 4bout thra 'Riddle Of the Uni : rte' rrnM the oG tinuoua 
probing of all "gropora in thick flunk"'. with thst i nnsou1'a Journey in 
the Ui rworld irxdei und ho in Aloved tu c, wc : -ý, r hczr; n. 
At horns in Europe the Great Vvr is r eying, an evil cat of men 
which muct ba ex-PIPIrxcw Daughty's oxplnnrtlon iss an ucawl, no 
cendemnAttion of Linn as such, as so many thinkero end poets shocked by 
the terror hjýd horrors of vaer hi=v, ccc to co, trat e con mn;. tion of m 
negligible minors -r, induce in this cane of or rivn - tho Kaiser, ahoae 
worst Quail ;Y is that he in wa godlcsc er. Am ". Thus chat superpaic7. ly 
seems to rono (ifojtxrth, PF 191ß) 'to bi c P, irrossiont fite in beautifully. 
It bri ikNs us be, ek to the hý :, sr. Ars or the preacnt time is Europe, und, 
c11ove Doughty to irdu1go in coma of hit ram personal outpoa. »irga. rat, 
only tbo his patriotic feellrrs fine, eapreacion "- his prido in bin country 
and rFce snd in th, Nave $rco ce. nerouc 'I l ticit r onci tho vpli for t courPge 
of e11 - which it p"rh Fps cccmon to r. 11 hit books, and certztn1 º it a 
reflection of foalirsi , loa: q oxpnom d in tho Prop zctia Pock g 
but also 
his i'eelir ;aa. n an old man or eighty wauti ngg but unrblf'p to go end tight 
himself. In tho f= us bathe of CM1,11pali D cughtr'n copho%7 raucht like 
a hero ! -. ad died. (i) To thFt iu kho 1 dirict ýefaxcýcacý in: 
"**to ß. 12n, (1t t children; ) thus ýa: ýi 0Ya3 u ynj rc. 'd. " 
Nearer home thou was Wtir iu . devaf taticn+ P,, r.. s vrr vcii dev'ratatian 
{1) d nnn aererdf3d the Y. C. poathumou4y, Larlier fat ht in 
Chine, lad ist The Sud. n. n r, nd south 'rjca z ad. Lßrvcd in Turkcjy crd Abfßsinie. 
.. C4g "º 
in modern times alrpys brirg back to Doughty memories of tdutlE, r rituPtione 
in pips: history. is ve hsvr alre9cy amen in the Prophotia Boo*ket here 
r; rl n the : use of Britzin is R. rvo%eda end rith foolirr-, of ttm hty's 
usual brand of Prtriotirm. history then, Pntrioticn, po'try nit p'ophncc 
mflircd to other givc r% ataccssion oaf cceaee in zhich ' Ch score "..., i Sn 
apparent Aigression 1-nadir, to another f1cLrr . n. t di esi on, but in which 
tho basic faurdations of the rheln fit in well with his thcro, 
¬ h(3nevns th muss is rcontionall in D^uýhty aho Er±n n -r3. hh her 
memories of the pF. sto-A1 poitr<r c+` thl- osý. ý riaýz ý, gc. Colin, Iiobbina2 
and Rostlind Chow how it 3rved Doughty 1rv in the 4tud7 of the pxGto-S-T 
poetry ¢rd the ooloZu,, ý, n of S-rdnrsyv D? nieI and ArAytori a. nd bring 
into this last poem, Summing-up his thao: 'r and precti. c3, oro o. tho masst 
recurrent thAemes of hiv poetr7. (1) Tdie world of Sý, arina, of innccont 
Natura rrd innccant che; hcrd iifo in which po trj i'lot a e. ncd prcnhccy 
cc=en naturcllyp whore mm's world is rut, hoppin©ss m rid Good: rhara the 
elderly Gerry on 4t eosa, end the vierrcUm you-.. q e. fynd their ? 4thar1 ', d. 
That Oolsi&n World, when men with Cods ccnvc, 'nce.; " 
where even the vordr8 of the lenguue spoken by cen rcre 
"Elect cnd truc,, wcig-Led in just bE! lr : cea, " 
is DOu¬hty'e ideal world, £fl& that is that, in tArGs of tho pc,. nt, tho early, 
port of Book V is concerned with. The tnrtpired poet-vhopbord iza vhma 
divlno prophecy and great poetry std Abe deepest kante, ' of patriotism c. ro 
shown till at work at the ezo time is "Season Ct;, ºoti", HoZrxth tdzin 





considers this as a digression, and in e11 appearances it is i digression, 
but one frra ht with all the importrnce of Doughty'e digreeeicnt. 
In '+ti ? out"t thtr lit tro "urt of Doughty' n Chou htv, the 
mim dog Lot net ci to be simply tc f'tnd a* 'r ver for tiro or three qu3ntion3 
only. Iv is the guiat3680nco of all his idova erd experieaeo^. That in 
: shy thZ; w"L-Aemon episoäo it isportart. First notico the sinilorit1 in 
Doughty's mind betv3ou his own situation rnd that of Caad on. It in 
not oily that Doughty bulievee in the divine nature of poetic inspiration, 
but that Ceodmon loo wac doing ocaething simi1 r to mb et Doughty wrnted 
to do. Ctedaon recites in t ancoul not the simple reliCicun poetry 
tra-ditionuiiy c-ccre+ditod to hic Wane but tc11c storice of valiant patriotic 
resistance in bye-, gono dc-19 at the attack of encmiea on bin T'utherlrsnct, in 
tho atme way in -rhich DouGhty recited the patriotic verges of "The 'Dr-vn 
in Britain"* Ccuciman in "bensoul" also urges the young to äa 'ant their 
country' Egainßt the ix edors of the deg in the 5t o way in which Doughty 
urged thin gener, tioa of Britain's youth to defentt their ccustxy rgein t its 
modern uaemite in 'The ? rophetio Books§#, shpt Ceodnon tally hin ßon3, in 
moreover, Vart of tro history of a oiont Britain, which Doughty wo. 11d like, 
all the British people of today a1wr. vs to know end boar in mind. Behind 
kP 
it lies Doughty'o theory tbct tho Eritono of today are the inhflritorn of 
all the V8V313 of att c'. c rr. and atts. ckad, viotorn tnd vc-r uiched, in the 
lore histori of 3ritriu. (1) In this cane the A. igla. P, asaag are defendirg 
the 1 nd. i tact tt. e Vikix: ja rrºd. D ntzs, et'sec? corn fron the North, but thin 
serves to an ozoxple of a pattern roptatect rogultxly througbcut the vgee. 




perhaps more important still is the theory of poetry put here 
into practice in this episode on Caedmon. For es much as the history of 
Anglo-Saxon runs into the history of present day Britaini and as much as 
the blood of all the Races of yesterday runs in the veins of the Britons 
of today, so also does their language of yesterday run into the language 
of today. when the British forget their history and their race they 
also forget their language, and the beat that Doughty can dog a duty 
which is sacred to him, and a task which lies near his heart, is to draw 
the attention of his countrymen to the riches of their language, when 
Doughty deliberately emulates Anglo-Saxon poetry with its compound words, 
its brick-like adjectives and visual imagery. He even goes on to use a 
purely Anglo-Saxon word in "Herry (Praise)" (Page 151). It so happens 
that the only poem, accredited now by recent commentators to Caedmon 
himself, a short poem of nine linear has that word (hergan or herigean) 
in its first liner but Doughty did not know that Cao&ion would later be 
robbed of the honour of writing the other religious Arglo-Scion poems 
from #Genesis"*, To him Caedmon was the author of a considerable body 
of ; early English poetry, end for the theme of "Uanaoul" horep the feet 
that all Caednon's poetry is religious was very important. Even in 
these digressions Doughty was serving what Professor Fairley considers 
the main theme of ""lScnsoul". 
If the Gaedmon episode in a digression, shat follows it is in 
fact the farthest digression from the world of reality you can find in 
the wor'c of Doughty. As in the case of "The Dawn in Britain" or "The 
Cliffs" or "The Clouds" there is no clear separation here botween history 
__ > --- --- 
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or pseudo-historical fact o? legend. History traced backwards is bound 
to fade in hazy realms of unchartered human life. Doughty's favourable 
device for th3 transference hero to the earliest ages, is the one used 
before1 notably in "The Titans"# of an "antique' book being read by the 
poet, telling of those earliest ages. In "i1ansoul" here, we have the 
poet telling us through these 'old books' of the various earlier stages 
of life. First: 
ea chronioke old,, hath taught; 
How winged spirits, of angels' heavenly race; 
Stoop", (Mansoul, Page 166) 
from the skies to pick flowers in Springtime. They who did that at 
the beginning of life, still do it today. The beauty of Nature in 
Britain is appreciated even by the heavenly host. Secondly, to 
emphasize the blend of history and legend, of fact or semi-fact and 
fancy, the poet passes by the beauty of Nature, in plant, in bird p. nd 
bee, and comes near 'Stonhenge', where the 'Titans' and its world of 
Giants and. Gods ere rememberedf again through 'an hoar tradition' 
(Pegel 167-8). That leeds to the now familiar Storys 
Row once held Titcn-brood this upln. nd march; 
Before the world gras civil, 
and in a new short wrdon, the classical story of the Titans fight this 
time against 'Gorgot' is told. The reason given now is different, nearer 
in fact to the Promethoan, story of classical mythology, 
,...... greatly incensed, that TTitann granted life 
To Mothers sons, (Page 170)ß 
the God forced them to build 'Ston©henge'. 
Again the reading in the 'antique' book iss continued to the 
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step which follows quits after the death of those 'not immortal' 
though '1ona. -egad' giants. Adre follows the now ftiniliar contrast. 
After Cientßt 
ý... ýýý'...... 1 find it grit, 
Succeeded in their room blithe faerie-folk, 
Then follows the legend of 'Titerio-Land' not being a world by itaalf, but, 
at that early period being on the 'main', Europe itself - the legend which 
Chaucer$ Doughty's ecknowledged masters sets down thuss 
in th' olde dryes of King Arthour, 
Of which that Britons e; ekeen greet honour, 
Al gras this land fulfild of feyerye. (The Tale of the Wife of Bath) 
Doughty reveler at writing elvish poetry, and his elvioh poetry 
is certainly an important part of his unique contribution to English 
poetry. But the world of taeries, which in "The Cliffs" vase all joy 
and m©rrimant, all gladness, brightness and heppinese, bears here tric®e 
of the burden this aged poet fools in attempting to put through his 'messege 
in "Mcnsoul". Although the irresponsibly gy atmosphere of feery life 18 
caught once more - and here Doughty is Fgain at his beat - still, the 
fceriea themselves cre not im perfect harmony or perfect heppinoec. 
time Of the 'bon'e eclipse's was predicted by the feerie'e 'Boar' to 
the end of their life hares 
A panic-terror seized the little folk; 
and they start like birds to emigrate. 
In that great jeopardy, tu who could leep pnd run, Ceught up their budgets, busked them over the Toga 
Some on enatcht broad leaves, many on branches green, 4: htch when they hed put on their withing. cepe$ Turned under them to flying quilts and mate. 
A 




and the flight of feery folk from the mainland of Europe to the Ts1end 
beyond the seat which they call 'Albion' is one of the happiest of the 
flights of Doughty"s imagination, And is usuw1 in his hrppier lyrical 
moods, Doughty introduced tho rare rhymer mostly internal but sometimes, 
just hovering at the horizon at the end of the lines 
"The birds be aicginj, the wild woods are ri in, rs 
IT is Time of the new loaf, when those arrives 
In Lend wherein they hope anew to live. " 
end then egaine "The horned ZLoon, in eight appearing noon. " 
In Britain the feeriee, in the sirre manner in w1lich the new 
ßaulieh settlers of Britain in the Epic chose their King, chooce Oberon 
as the faery King. And in perfect parody of the human iscere in the 
Epic, the feeries put their house in order. Helmbright is their duke; 
makorobin in their reeve; tiornq their chief megiatrete; pelilot, their 
recorder, end Hazelwood their herald. Even their ahrmpione are theret 
"Follow e1! -chempions, with stern mtrtißl tread; 
Thickets of banded bows and gilt-heeded spears*" 
As it to all the steps of their migration to Britain, the construction of 
their governing bodies]. end even the selection of their king, is very 
much near the developments in human society end in British history, on 
Doughty saw them and expressed them in many parts of his works. That 
Doughty's eye was not completely focussed on Oberon and his Kingdom, but 
with one eye as it were wee looking at British history is made class by 
the fact that he makes his elves witness and record some of the Invasions 
of tTorthern Pegens, which Britain wee to suffer, end the withdrawal of 
the Brj. tone to the North and west, Liven ,. 
indeed, give us the rjtae opisods 
%il M 
of British history ehich was# in @ different manners deacribbd by Ctsdmon. 
In tntroduoirg the main pernone+litive of his olvish realm# 
Doughty is rain not wholly absorbed in his subject. To the part pre. - 
occupation with men's worlds his attention seem©d to be divided by puroly 
literary notions. Indeed this Is genor411yr the case whenever elvish or 
'(5 
pastoral or Ursture pootrY concerned, There to a conecicuanees on 
the paart of tho poet and en evocation of the Sonaissmco authors in 
prTtioultro Oboron's ancostry and plioa in lore end litor turaº 
G1i o tCal# Celtic or Qermatntc - reeds no retollir . But Doughty makes 
a cytst®rr here of the nee of Oboron'n queen: "tot yet I find recorded 
har lief nme. " And to pin down the 1icsc with Speaaar's feary world, 
ho eye that the ntma vta known to 'Colin' but he left it untold. The 
hesitation probably npr1n e fro= the tact that while Oberon wbaea nemv 
ccczce in a Celtic legend Is indoed the King of Elvee in all proviaue 
Elvish poetry# there does not ezint the some degroe'of untnimtty about 
the . nes e of 
his queen. In 8h kcýopaýrý "e ""`, dii. eusrm, 4r right's Dr©ez " *be 
is Tit, niei whoeo name Is taken from a Greco-Latin word meenin "Titan's 
daughter" or "Titrn0a Sister". In clcssioel literature the nrae occurs 
only in Ovid who calls Latona, Pyrrhv, Dicta, and Circe by that no 
because they Were descendants of the Titans. But the consort of Oberon 
in Drayton'" psynphidia" is 'Queen stab and not 'Titania'. cueon ISeb'e 
nrca is of Irish or Valeh origin and 9hakespePro hcs used her, not to 
Oberon's wifel but to the 'feirien midwifoO in "Romeo end Juliat"t and 
in the Vinoteenth Century Shelley wrote a poem on "Queen SLrba. Thus 
Doughty expresses the mysfary around Oberon' r Cueen'n n,. aa,, and thus 
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links his elves with ell the elvish poetry written before him from S Jenaer, 
Shekeepeare, Ben Janson, Drayton e. nd the rest, 
And when the elvish episode ende, we diecover th* t it m,, 'a 
Terry drew', from which the poet awakens to find himself nowhere other 
than in 'Watling Street', reminiscent not only of the great Roman roe. d 
from the south of England to the *ortht but also to Chaucer's reference 
to the ilil? Way in the 'House of Ycme', (ii, 131): 
Ana some, partays 
Callen it Watling Street. 
'aha poet, ostensibly still in his dro mq is 'lifted up$ to behold the 
Dream-City. (1) The Uuee tolls him about its and to it goes the poet, 
and the poem retuarno to the mein theme of the search for truth and 
knowlecge. As he was at the very beginning of the poems here again 
he is in the midst of the moving crowds in a merket-plscep although 
this in the musket-place of the Dream-City. As he does In most of the 
poems hero the poet moves from one street to another, from one building 
to another and from one group of men to another sposking to thir;, or 
listening to that. And to is always the case with Doughty, most of 
these to whom he spooks are Doughty himself in his different disguuises. 
He is the soot who 18 given "Of tongues . """. an undesstenditg mind" 
(Pao 198) and he is st the same time the maxi to whom the poet Weks, 
a chepman who "traficköd to far Countries, Saat and ýä4at 
And knew the mind of attunes of unlike 
Both hew and heute, and more than gold in puxea,, Had gotten knowledge. " (page 190) 




Ind he again was the "learned Licentiate" of Page 198. 
All the throng moves forward and the post with them, and the 
first group he sees were 'solemn long-gowned ancients' with 'foreheads 
rimpled', who remind us of the S iftian parts of the Prophetic Books. 
There are men of thought, philosophy and sciences, but some of them 
bring no help with their knowledge 'to body's health' or 'to alley man's 
souls solicitudes", and they are swept aside when the crowd surges forward. 
,, The crowd is on its, way to hear 'Mansoul' give account of the 
results of, his long search enong the wisest of men in past ages - the 
summing-u of all human wisdom. Two points stand out at the outset. 
Firste the poet says that L ansoul is 'now plainly of human mould' and 
we begin to suspect that the change from hiet early huge stature must be 
attributed to some disappointment in the results of his search. Secondly, 
Mansoul speaks and his first words are in praise of the Cods - which shows 
that doubt and disappointment do not and cannot extent(to the sphere of 
religion. 
Manaoul is indeed disappointed for, among all the vise men of 
the past, none could comfort hims 
"... e* all spoke darkness, prison d had been each, 
In blind, compactors of a corruptible flesh: 
Whence, one and all': might little they unfold, 
Each from eyehole, of his small tenement 
Of, clay gazed forth: The Rest, past reasons reach, 
Nan takketh, as flhding -naught better, upon Trust. 
So the collective authority of the wisdom of humanity in the past arrived at 
the two cardinal points, of which MManeoul himself knew before he started 
on his journey - that reason's power to know is very limited by the effect 
- ---- 
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of Man's limitations in timo and in the weoknose of flesh end tort the 
rest beyond that must be token on faith. The two sides of DouChty's 
'metaphysics' arcs thus shown to be the quintessence of all human wisdom. 
farsouir not satisfied with the avers of the eeges of the 
pest, carried on his eeerch in other spheres. pirat, he says, he trios 
to probe into the inside Ct created beinfies both cnimste and inanimate. 
In both there is, in. DouEhty's opinion, an inner powers 
n.... 1urkor in every stc y of this World'o droes; 
Though void of sensible liter en intimate forco. " 
Thora is animations sometimes dormant, even in matter. Rocks in "The 
Titans" were msda alive. 'And likewise9 there is in man himself a part 
which is substantial - hie. flesh. Doughty has studied creation in all 
its phasee, the inanimate, then the semi-animate and then the living 
side of it. He hee studied that 
WAttraotions and repulsionac not unlike 
To perturbatione, in ZLana4lly-Ploeht" 
and the study was in vain. He studied other sides of natures 
"And diligently I gave earl 
If haply, It in Rhythm, of the Universe; 
Some super-elemental Voice might hear. 
But to no purpose; " 
Tho eGcroh wee exhcuetivo and completes 
"Though mine every senee1 
I bent to the uttermost, and Continued thusill 
but because of the "manifest dote, of Imperfectionl n everywhere and in 
everything he could not understands 





And the result of all is: 
"that though I treed continually all lives' pethe: 
The murmur of all asters cannon teacht 
Nor winde blind breath# which substance of all epoech, 
Instruct my spirit. " 
Urn's life to short, too short for the happiest and luckiest of men to 
find a permanent solution to the 'Riddle of the Universe'. Each man, 
therefore, has his own short-Qightod and fickle opinion, and that opinion 
"doily ..... veereth 00 8 vane"t until each one of us goes his wcyy 
"...., like some garish-bubbles in trembling etrevm; 
Toi unto nothingness, be resolved anon. " 
liensoul's long quest was in vein, and the effects of the useless effort 
megnify the diseppointment and the near-daopair. 
Ore does, not expect the book to and on such a dreary note, for 
Doughty is elvcye on the side of hope. Significantly, the answer comes, m 
people who have not been on a search for wiedom, but from those who live 
in this Dream-City. From the houso-tope voices are heard in answer to 
the dosperate note in Mnneoul"'s report. Their opinion, being like 
3tansoul'e, part of Doughty's own opinion, does not' bring in any new 
points of fact or argument. ' It. tocepte the resin ya of )tcnsoul'e eoarob, 
but iaetoed of dwelling on the gloomy side it brings out the positive 
sides of its and thus gains in equanimity and roassuranoe. First, it 
ec+äapte the impossibility of the perfect knowledge of the Infinite Pourers 
by can, end calls them the 'Infinite Unknown': Secondly it eecepts the 
limitations of time and spree rind their consequences in the lives of non" 
But it does not stop there to moan end groan. It notes tht. t etch effort, 




gradual progarese, it maintains the individual gains bocauso by degrees 
'The Vision of our Souls' in purged, end the community of men going 
because what our fathers did in the poet, which wes theirs, becomes part 
of our wisdom, in the presents which is ours. Whet we do in our present 
paves the road towards a better future, for us and for our children laters 
ý........ In time to come# 
When these days shall be old, more lights shell shine; 
On tardy generations of new men. " 
Although 'change' is the lot of individual men, creation itself continues 
unchecked. The soul of man in its mutability is likened to a bird in 
lines rea. iniscont of Wordsworth's 'Immortality Ode', and all the 
expressions of that semi-poetic, semi-, philoeophioal= semi-mystical 
theory of souls,, that Plato engendered. 
Our soul is to a bird, which lights on spreyi 
to know not whence it cometh. unto our sight. 
But compared to the changes and the flux, symptoms and manifestations of 
stability# and permanence are not lackings 
"Shines everywhere the same Sua. Infinitude hangs, 
O'er all our heads of everlasting stares" 
fiten as much as poasible is thus reassured, and bo; o is brought book Pgein 
through the voices of the inhabitants of the Dream-City. Thus the Dream- 
City becomes the symbol and the image of hope and reassurance in 'Uansoul". 
Book Vt describes it and introduces us to its inhebitmnts. 
In "The Titans", Doughty's ideal state-city vest to we have 
noticed, drewn with Aneyza and Zemil in mind. Thera the stress was OA 
the government , or the city and its public effar.. 33"t is 
mental quest, and the problems of government are not in the foreground. 
.r. 
That is in the foreground is the exploitation of men's energy,, and the 
manifestations of his mantel, physical and artistic capacity. Arabia 
could not be his prototype. The Ideal of "Mansoul's Dren -City" is taken 
from the ancient Greek City-States. Athens in particular, with its 
'Acropolis', is the modell but to it are sddod all the various important 
activities added to the field of human endeavour from the groat heights 
of Athenian civilization till we COMO to the modern scientific cage in 
Europe" Thus the first party we meet are consequently the 'Philoi% herA', 
and a group of them -- '8ellenes', Doughty erye . begin to give tja the 
benefits of their search# 'which in the best way to Truth and Righteousness 
end Snowledge 4m. to renounce all unneceseery things of life end thus be 
Lifted above base fervent of birth -flesh. 
Yet vmong the 'PhiloeoPhers' themselves there 6r0 some 'whose work is of 
no use beotuee they tpureued after painted butterflies', and beop-use each ý` 
in his selfishness s. nd blindness mould 'loud profess': 
"When he had. caught a f1yq of human ilia. " 
that he has found the Only 'sovereign Remedy'. 
The second group the poet deals with are the 'cetrologere' whom 
he calla 'Bons of Urania': 
Gazing, through perspective tubes, they mV7 pierce; The amazing Vision of heavens starry coeet2 
Thosal'great.. souled, large-brovedi attent', record the revolution of 
the Earth and the Stars. that they record, they record -with certainty. 
Among thew there are no dissenters as among the philosophers; yet in 
the adieoent chtmber there kam raging a fierce argument between the scientists 
about the origin of 'this material visible Universe', and 'whence sun end Stereo 




Their Woo had derived. Doughty then gives us soma of the ceoortphere 
opinions in the Nineteenth Century of hop the 'great fleniog bulk' of the 
Sun in its whirling had given birth to the Earth, and the Earth In turn 
gave birth to the Moons and how the gradually cooled down end becti e 
the hardened earth on which ve live; and how every now and then the 
'tension of that planetary dross' erupts in volcanoes. There a young 
mans and we do not need to tell whop soya he bee visited 'Etna's cinder. 
core' while the volcano was in eruption. Doughty was always aware of 
the distinction of having seen Etna in wrathy 
"ý.. ý. " 
To see so much 
Of zlaturo'e saullena, elemental Foroal 
That c&n lift Continonta, and Bee-grounds abanat 
Jalleth unto few. " 
Here in this part of "Aensoul" in another 1orxg episode (about six pages) 
he recounts his experiences in that unique moment. 
The poet continues then to wonder about and the next group we 
meet arcs 
Haire of those gienta, which wrestod at the first; 
The Keys of Heavens from the anolont Cods. 
Those eaientiata# engineers and the like bring back tho prometheen world 
of "The Titans" where an through their 'insight-was able to make n, ahinens 
"........ those soulless e ngines# in one hour; 
-Wrought more than might men's hcndo, in a round year; 
Por the World's velfare. " 
Those "Foundor" end Builders ....... of a I: aw Era 101 
".... «... bridle, they even cemp$1 
E"th's s1e ants, to yield their Titento force; 
... Obey their list, and execute all their hosts. " 
But tö 'ocunter balenoe tho note of c rtittn hope engeracred bt these pen, 
i 
1 
Doughty bringe in new 'Voices That 2ass', who revive the older groans of 
despair and murmurs of disappointment - brought r. ever by 'come 
malignant influence'. But in turn "Other Voices' enovor them back, 
sayings "A reverent expectation boot befits us; 
And live in tith of the Eternal Good, " 
Philosophers, Scientists and doubtinj disaenterts - but the 
picture cannot of coureo be complete without the Arrts. The not group 
we coot is a group of poets. Among the poets, the inevitable choice 
are the authors of "The Canterbury Tales" and ItThe Paine Cueene". The 
words bringing in Chiuoer show the sera Qualified edmirstion as ale 
shown in the 'Post Mal to "The Dawn in Britain" written about 15 
yearn ago. Here the reason for the restraint in made clearg that not 
all Cheucer'4 talk is eerioue, for some of his prgee are full of 
'churls' borel talk'. Spenser is admired without qualification s# 
"(flow I admired the turning of each verse: )", and Doughty's position 
to his art clearly stateds "(Qhose Art is mine ondeavcur to restore. )" 
Other poets, u named by Doughty, follow and a discussion arises about 
poets and the art of poetry. 
The most important pert of Doughty'e -aesetge is not the 
metephysiaal side, but the practical side. In the field which he has 
chosen as, his from the. beginnings and is which he believed ho was by 
both inspiration and arduous preparation, most qualified to speak up -" 
the field of poetry - he must have a lot to may in this last summing Up 
of his message in "Xcnsoul". Although it iss aeoessarily, a backward 
glaaoe, it is a summte . tip Al the came. Poets are not to be found 
010 alk m 
everywhere. A poet is a rare bird, first beotuse he is one of the 
'chosen' fee, elected by the Uune, end secondly because poetry demands 
the undividod 1oyaltq and unflinching effort of a lire-time. He t 
elvvyo dedicate all his self for his noble arduous professions 
Mast Poets priest of the 1tucen, oyewa ht, dipt: 
Sie soul in e11 of life; his aortal part, 
In pure white lawn erreyed, and consecrates 
Hill-steep ascend alone, with painful etepat 
And from celestial height, fetch vital breath. " 
No dilution of this serious self--dedication should ever be alloueas 
"Wherefore be those too much to bl. vmo, that pinch, 
Of m; slice9 rankling in uveenOroue breasts 
----- _ -- _ _- _ ---- 
(Pe o 225) 
And this all-inclusive effort of noble dedi0ation 1nu. t eim of the service 
of Mmn by chanting hymns 'of Hoovenly Beeuty' with 'n verse of 14uaio'! 
a. nd in 'Fuinoss of Vision' from a breast whores 
....... dwelleth Love, end. Hope is left, 
It«en%10i1ß .......... " 
The dedicatel reiigious service of writing poetry is likenedl in purity 
of motives and ende, and in practice, to the building of a 'Cathedral's 
"The Site considered well, and eli made plain; 
And plotted out the pattern of the Plr'co; 
His strong foundation truly laid theroons 
Ue meat weil-droseed, to reeds square lead and linos 
Up stately wailer that age-long e ey endure, e 
And is this great edifice of poetic construction, humenity ßi11 find a 
havens 
"Arom troublous traffic of the World withoutt 
And bow their knees, unto the God of Pesce. " 
There the lrordep the bricks from which this poetic 'Cathedral' is built, 
"..... well-fledged words, pyo big with orient light; Of golden, heaven. -derived be$ms, shed to Zertht Be as threaded peens of -price, on living leoo, " 
t1 
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The act of writing poetry is an act of religious service, and the poets, 
as a group in "llsnsoul's Ideal City" were bound to hold an important 
place. Likewise do the representatives of another art, "On whom some 
Kindred guess Rath gracious breathed "- the 'Pointers'. 
The crowd eures on and the poet moves with them and meets 
and speaks other groups* some are points of arguments 
diecuesed 
before, like the problem of human 'Reason' and its e, dsquacy or otherwise 
to be mane only guide, -"Sufficient to right governance of our lives", 
and the usual platonic ideas on the journey of the -soul 
from Eternity to 
mortal life and back to Eternity 
(Page 229). Some Vre new points 
brought in only here, like the praise he directs to Chemist5tol 
studies 
"the virtues of all saps# Of herbs and rootal" and the doctor who tries 
"to every sore epply meet remedies", and ' hos 
"A comforter ist in chamber of the nick; " 
stand against men and death at their own peril, whenever epidemics 
threaten the lives of men. Doughty could not easily forget the time 
when, in Arabic, he travelled as a physician rnd/received as a doctor. A 
let he knew# and here he expresses its that no physician's skill can 
solve the riddle of death. 
The next group comes, not like the physiciens and chomiete from 
Europeg but comes from the Orient. If the treat provides. exemples of 
Man's Reason at work in the field of Science, the Orient provides, exemples 
of Man's faith in Heaven. ', Here are "men of the East"l turbened elders 
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Strengere' speech"" that he understands was given to us mesyr times 
before -. that RetVon always accepts the efforts of men who are pure at 
heart, und that men's confidence lien only in the '! t©ray of Reaven'. 
Then tho post sees another group, man who heve thin time come 
from the rest, but live c+. nd find p©cce in the ways of the Ea +t. These 
am the Franoisccn conks whom Doughty had net and known in the Lebrncu 
end Paleetinal helping aM comforting ell the recry travellers in the 
Holy Lard. Here in "Uansoul's Drevm City" they, meekly worehipping 
Oodl, pees under a pylon on which the word 'Humility' its --', superscribed'. 
At last the poet rises to spheres where no groups could be 
except I* the 'E'lect' of Cod gathered in whrt he calls the 'Great 
Pi rlitaent House' f where all the 'aapirationa' -of all people and all 
faiths are received end purged end later forwarded to the 'Throne 
Divinc', but he does not go in. Instead he goon to "a Temple-Houee, 
High lifted up. Not of lden'a hendinork; Iluilded; but großen from 
ground ups Qa tree cloth, " which is dedicateds 
TO THIS, THBICE-IIOLT ALL-OITLT LTEr&&G PA MMOOD 
WACH IIATII UiWEALED üILISEL IN ALL THE EARTFI. 
There tU vin's "pieties and their revers]. Faiths 
Accord in One; which do devoutly seek, 
The Cleansirg of Uan'e ooull, towards Life, through Death. 
Diverse wore they, of customs, her, guise, feature. 
All meng a11 raceo and all Pcitbe are one, and all týrcý accoptýblo to God. 
The chief-priest of that temple presents nlivizn sacrifice, Of 0,11 
those souls". Rey the uhlet-priest# wan himsolf an orphan, 'of unknown 
86e the similar esartfiae at tho end 'oß "fle Cliffs" to save Britain from peril. 
I 
,,,.. _-___T .___________ 
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parentte', whose 1orw pure life aas dedicated to the service of this 
temple. He now leads the prayers to God, The poet withdraws to 
where were 'droopirg shivering souls' and there he 'feared'y. But 
he read written in 'Everlestiog Light': 
FEA$ YE NOT LITTLE FLOCZt 
and underneath, 
MATH UOT JESIIUA SAID TUAT GOD IS LOVE. " 
Thus ends "Zansoul", Doughty's last messages in words of curtain hope, 
and faith in Christ and Coc Aä thin last note or Cis %*Pp' .. 
lovs reminan us of the ent o1 ' bo an Sim brit ' in tha : º. $$ 
or I'u ens. Rosmarta end the ed ' *A4a st 7c 'th' In th 10; a O: º -;. I` 
üvpe ahoen to &äam1 we the e e: U ce1£at Iz Dv tr* live m Sxr Auk 






Chur iir5t tack wan r study of Xou htil s be inrtiý^ý where wo 
tried to discovIor the various factors of ancestry, of clans an3 of 
faci1y, which milde up tho background to his later life and, vorig. In 
EnI=a in en= .1 and 
in Wutfolk in particular we trie3 to chow the 
differant aides Of the soil in which the new Geed wag plantoll. In the 
f+mi y circle, ig the events of the earliest jearo we followed the 
growth of our pooV stop by stop. At 
home' at school and in the university 
auch care was tc; ei to discover aM recapture the atmosphere in which he 
lived and the air vMbich he. breathed. 2TaW points 
(like they list of the 
Theberton libraryIbohu) were brought to boas upon the study, a=1 evert 
possible thread or ývjdenco ex inot and czde use of. Then we Came to the 
awakening of the it to the problems of the ate, ani his reactions to 
them, and hin morons o solve them. In the fields of ociOnoo arul relision 
and 1anvase cd liW atom every effort of hin nno Escrutinixel orA 
evaluated. Hera 4, U a new zateriat was uccd (e. g. The Lay of the Long-one). 
A concentration on hjßý tin vistio end, lite; nrý+ Stud ea Po12owod hers his 
attitude to conteopoa`, 4 trends io discuased, enä his Pull ntudiýaa of 
J arlgt Middle and Ben : ss=co nZlish Ign gG &nd literaturo are treatod, 
with fuller uoo of hi&, i otee and r anuscripti! then ever done before. 
With the actions tznct r4mjct1ons of the poet clearly dstined, his likes and 
dislikes$ his vitas cmd , 
'4oulm aw=ed ups we move on to the rstwt of each of 
his Works, With a ; attic"ar emphasis in the study of such book on one 
particular problem. 
--- 
lo" discussing "Adam Cast $oxth",, for exanp1e# a 
1)69 
stress is laid on the sources. In diacusaing "Tho Cliff&N toushty'n 
ideas on the proble 3 at hin aga are dealt with. In the chapter on 
"The Glitta" that poem in taken as an wa le of 'torza' in tou. ty' e 
zork$. In tho Iasi chapter, for oxam 1e, the soot's r. noxal 'nQstaCe' 
is cxplctned. 
This fra riontation was un votdeb1o, becauco it wary impossible 
and at the so tiro unntcOssaI7 to collect all the cx plisa and deal 
with tho s issues in each casa. Yet c =o rcpetition e. nd intoraction 
could not bO helped, and for tba length - unbearable and. inexcusable 
perhaps 3n thio aSa of co 1oxity ant concentration » we apolo, size. 
But what can one do it the pout hirr olf had no reo; ect for or readiness 
to nbtaa byt the tendency of the ace to'ardo concentration end brevity? 
The prose book only was rmdo up of two volmea of pages each, The 
first published poem was an opio of 24 boo3ro, and each subsequent 
worlk# which could. bo written to a poem was extended to become a book. 
Even thio Iona thesis is nothin;; but thin suhl bong compared to the hum 
volume of Iouchty'a works. An article could afford to bo short and 
conoentrate3# but not a detailel thesiu on the aorka of this volucinoua 
post. 
äti21 X have tric& to mike it as short an I can, without 
rRacrifioir what QppearCcl to me o3ccntial for tho uruierntanciing of Bou, hty' a 







for Chapter YIIX wao curtailed. An appendix giving more explee 
fron Doughty manuscripts was left out. A study of the ch e3 in 
the texts of lZancoul, ' the (1920) edition, the (1923) edition, and 
c ge , be was saki In that last editions before his death, had 
to be excluded, And here we dispense with the castommrr a1=lns. 
up, hoping that the chapters themeelves wculd be sufficient thereof. 
We hope we baue proved the Unity of contsnt and thou&ht in Doughty' C 
vor'. -o, with the loetry, not the prose, providing the main beam. We 
hopp *rs have provided the fullest utucº on record of Dou hty's sources, 
which shows boyond doubt that his wowid routs on the two important 
columns of the Nineteenth Century and the R=is. anoe. Ue hope we - 
have shed now light on bis religion, his character? and his aims, and 
followed his sthcts in his varivu3 w©r:: a, and we hope we have drawn 
the right conclusions and elve1the correöt evaluation of foreign 
influences on his works particularly the Arabic influonceo on 
'Arabia 1 eeerta. 
I 
Qrnr 3ndix I= T 
The list of books uzt T Oberton IInll, cold by euction, 
on Fzic y the 30th of August, 1050 (the third of four 
days) by "P, =el F1tck, the cuctiareer, by order of the 
executors of tbo late I? ev. Charles t'<ontvmu Doughty, 
deccnfed$ - 
I3braa of T oolm 
246 Dich's Picture of London, ].; north oz mouth Wa1c3,1; 
Plan do Bru lLes, 1; Cebrett's Fc arage, 2-5. 
117 Chesterfield's Politeness, 1; Voltgiro tn Ii tteru, i; Pocket 
Y: agazirm, 3-5. 
lu8 ýa. la, iý; C]rrýýe Sermanz, ]]»15. 
1149 S ; ift' o V, orl= - 11 ro1u os. 
150 Travels. of Cyruz., 1; Burnett, 1; P: au70ollo's Conv®raatton, 1; 
and Crreducteur General, 1-4. 
151 Ardent ; pttim$ Mstory of -- 6 vole. 
52 i1ainburgh I. ev1e, j 
5; er1I the Patrician - 6. 
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APPE 2dß II 
The Ley of the Lonene. 
I 
Do Tsstwill of the lisp-ehenk 
Upon his beard he swore 
That the athletic teunt of DowniUC 
Should be a teunt no more; 
Upon his beard he swore it 
That beard of brindled clay 
And erst and want, to every side, 
The limp Do ` vsswill lightly hied 
To summon to the irsy; 
11 
Fill mrni a word of *oikest worth 
Be Trnuwi1l lightly spaket 
Till weary ear refused to hear 
And ire rzry ho wade did ache; 
Till ma., riq a half-made answer 
laid there abortive die, 
Nought reck'd he of the words of men, 
Himself could talk as much as ten, 
A Trsewill scorns reply: 
III 
Some where they sat in slumber 
Their listless heads hcd hung, 
Chile still around them echoed 
The Long-tine's cereeleaa tongue; 
For er-oh had tried one word to speak, 
But AhJ had tried in vain, 
And now they lay confounded there, 
ttz'd, stiff-stricken, in despair, 




Coldly the night had Men 
On Do nir 's Castled Keep, 
And deeply by the portal 
Did the in 12trder nleepf 
But ehJ no deny slumbers 
lilts crowding Ceres represel 
Through the long; night Do Tesswill seemed 
Still frettinj, talking, while he dremed, 
A wordy nothingness* 
Y 
'Twos morn; the 112W-ONE lightly 
Was bouaätrxg on the pith: 
Nought card he for towels 
nought reck'd he of the bath; 
To trim that beard he stry'd not 
then ßuamonod from his Hone, 
Not his with brushes to displace 
His aim; fit locks' cntcngled graces 
Do Teeswi l spurns e. comb; 
TI 
Now 'throngs the pride of Dovningr 
Nor lock there Crmbridge Cads, 
Comes SaIre r of the Silver tongue, 
Comes Br ckwood of the BRADS, 
The foremost he by fell or finldt 
There mrm mry foremost be, 
Do Kettle of the marble Brow, - 
Whom thick 1ipp'd Maidens veil n'en nor Fier o'er the western se'. 
VII 
But loJ Do Marobt lingers., 
ny stet's he by the bover? 
Still toys he with his Jolulson 
All heedless of the hour? 
oh: deck funereal Johnson, 
. That have tby derk. eyes donel 
For fleet De Foote bath roundly, sworn 
He will not weit for women-born, 




lall in the eyes of betuty, 
They gird them to the title, 
Do Ti sse7i11 first of huren things 
Accounts s Lady's smile. 
Dow stir thee grim De Brickwood! 
Do Tnscwill stir thee now= 
For foremost in the chose, I weeng 
In Bettle of the matchless mien, 
He of the palsy brow: 
Ix 
Lot lerping to the vanrcrd 
A foray of ', ails grs. oe 
The nhedoxy bloom of ncnhood 
Thick cluctors on his fcco; 
Cold grew Do Tassnill's courrge, 
Short grau Do Ncoh's strider 
Only The Brickwood saa unmoved 
The figure of the Knight he loved! 
First in the place of pride. 
x 
%'h stty thee) stry thee! UACCOLL, 
glory lies not here,, 
Thy voice wes rye the i veetest 
In winsome ledy'8 oer, 
Thy touch vitn eye the softest, 
Oh halt-everted cheek,, 
Zot thins the LISP-( : 'n bony Bizet 
Thy gift to read in meaning eye. 
That becuty ney not spoek. 
XI 
Nov ceerer - nearer: loc=s the goal 
And Ttaewi11 is the cry, 
A grin crae o'er his bony cheek, 
A light loep'd in his eye; 
Sure never loner limper Xi ht 
Ira seen in chase before) 
De Mettle's du3ky spirit quailed, 
De Nosh's dying effort feil'd, 
'Tvrf. n ccid ... * The Drickvood e oro? 
XII 
XII All 
Then up spice shrewd De SLLi AY 
The Knights and squires rmong, 
"Long are thy limbs, SIR BJlTY! 
Ar: d long thy nimble tongue, 
But by cyt feithp Sir Bony, 
Thy pluck is longer stilly 
Well ©ry the victor's chrplet greco! 
Prom Lady's htnct, thy grimy free, 
Stout heprt to THEE era fill; " 
XIII 
'Ttero lorg to tell of ell that fell 
That dey to great and stelz, 
How D'Anby jeered, how Merrish 'joked, 
And sneered the SLIM tccoll; 
Raw eunlike from his aloud of serge 
Do Diiers' vise shone; - 
For eel l1 wean THESE DEEDS shell be 
The thevc of titer minstrelsy, 
Then Downing'ß pride is gone. 
Xi, 
And Bards shell sing in Do riz 
To those thst still remains 
Of hire that gave the silver Cups 
And hiss the goblets twain, 
The silver. clerning goblets, 
All bright within with gold, 
While Freehmoan shete their heeds and say, 
Aleck? Ire are not jauch rs TiihT 
In the breve days of old. 
(Cambridge, 1864) 
tt.. -_. ____ ___ _. _ ___. _ 
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